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INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (15) through NASA SP-7037 (26) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Special Bibliography. NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N72-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A72-10000 series).

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
   AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
   U PROTUBERANCES
   FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
   U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
   FLOW RESISTANCE
   NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
   NT FRICTION DRAG
   NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the notations of content in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For example:

AIRLINE OPERATIONS
   All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
   Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.

HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:

EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M.D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV.

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.  

(Corporate source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:

TP-924
ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 195 will be found in Supplement 18.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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A-3 AIRCRAFT
U.S. Navy cartography, describing RA-3B Skywarrior capabilities and photographic instrumentation p0196 A72-21699

A-6 AIRCRAFT
A-6 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental graphite-epoxy composite construction, describing design, manufacturing, and testing techniques [AIAA PAPER 72-358] p0350 A72-28958

A-6 AIRCRAFT
Sound pressure levels and acoustic fatigue tests for 11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust J-52 engines comparison in A-6A aircraft p0176 A72-18760
Performance tests of A-6 aircraft during landing arrestment evaluation at high gross weight for two thousand arrestments [AD-745300] p0642 N72-33049

A-7 AIRCRAFT
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight testing, using photometric technique p0124 A72-16656
Flight test evaluation of A-7D/E emergency backup flight control system, describing hydraulic power control system design and function p0125 A72-16666
Catapult steam ingestion test of turbofan engines in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall occurrences with temperature increase rate in distorted region p0176 A72-18760
Nonuniform and uniform data obtained from 651 rapid fire runs in A-7D aircraft p0173 N72-15436
Structural response of A-7 aircraft to rapid fire from 651 under various flight conditions p0215 N72-16815

A-9 AIRCRAFT
Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning, discussing design features and management/engineering organizational changes in anticipation of NSAP production contract p0482 A72-34391

A-10 AIRCRAFT
A-10 prototype designed for production. p0443 A72-34392

A-37 AIRCRAFT
Download of techniques and equipment for determining moment of inertia of aircraft as applied to A-37 and P-1127 aircraft [FTC-TDR-71-1001] p0331 N72-21007

A-300 AIRCRAFT
European A300B Airbus flying control hydraulic system and landing gear design for safety and reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance p0009 A72-10729
European A300B Airbus flap and slat systems and tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim control p0009 A72-10725
European A300B Airbus cantilever wing design and manufacture, discussing skin forming, skin-stringers and torsion-box assembly, automatic riveting and root-end profile machining procedures p0062 A72-14301
Airbus A-300 B design and characteristics for passenger transport on short and medium haul routes p0125 A72-16694

ABLATION
Ablation phase duration during spacecraft decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using theoretical model based on quasi-steady assumptions p0300 A72-25815

ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Surface patterns from ablating, melting and flowing materials in supersonic flow of wind tunnel, rocket motor and flight test environments, comparing with theory [AIAA PAPER 72-313] p0265 A72-25247
Fabrication and installation of heat shields with various curvatures to airframe sections of DC-3 aircraft [NASA-CR-112109] p0581 N72-30986

ABNORMALITIES
MT MAJESTIC ANOMALIES
ABORTED MISSIONS
Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for critical aborts from staging through burnout, analyzing aerodynamic phases for different landing sites p0397 A72-32182

ABSTRACTS
Abstracts and summaries of aerospace research for 1971 p0378 N72-22973

AC GENERATORS
Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for constant frequency power supply and maintenance theoretical relationships for electrohydraulic or mechanohydraulic control loops p0071 A72-15462
Aircraft turbogenerator governing theory for frequency error detection, comparing performance of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors p0143 A72-18289
Aircraft cockpit electrical heating system, converting three phase AC energy from alternator with economy and safety [SAR PAPER 720329] p0291 A72-25591
Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with solid lubricated bearings for high altitude environments, noting applicability to supersonic aircraft p0453 A72-35565

ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine corrosion tests in controlled environment, simulating salt, high temperature and humidity
ACCELERATION

conditions
[MACE PAPER 76] p0241 A72-24320
Accelerated life tests to determine effects of
arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft
structure
[AD-739331] p0080 A72-27036

ACCELERATION
Normal acceleration data for jet aircraft and
trainers
[AD-725060] p0089 A72-11968

ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

MT ANGULAR ACCELERATION

MT ACCELERATION

Basic manned vehicle cockpit simulator for
visual and aural effects and acceleration
changes, discussing STOL and VTOL characteristics
p0033 A72-18246
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
effect on rigid aircraft response to normal
acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence,
using power spectral technique
p0236 A72-23461
Pneumatically assisted parachute deployment at
high altitudes with low accelerations
p0240 A72-24273
On the prediction of acceleration response of
air cushion vehicles to random seaways and the
distortion effects of the cushion inherent in
scale models
[AIAPAPER 72-599] p0058 A72-36530
The development of dynamic flight test techniques
for the evaluation of aircraft performance
[AIAPAPER 72-785] p0095 A72-38102
Maneuver acceleration measured for estimating
loads during civil aircraft training and test
flying
[ABC-CP-1176] p0042 A72-11043
Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human
acceleration simulation, airplane airborne
restraint systems, and mathematical models of
automobile crash loads
p0274 A72-19155
Effects of gusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts
on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation
[NASA-TH-D-6790] p0021 A72-24015
Effects of longitudinal acceleration and Magnus
forces and moments on controllability of aircraft with
constant velocity around longitudinal axis
[AD-738231] p0024 A72-23994
Device for applying simulated g-factors to arm of
aircraft simulator pilot
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10550-1] p0082 A72-27271
Gyropendulm for precision vertical indicators
considering velocities and accelerations in
earth gravitational field
p0059 A72-31053

ACCELERATION PROTECTION

Dynamic deceleration antropomorphic dummy tests
for general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder
harness restraint systems
[SAE PAPER 720325] p0291 A72-25588
Acceleration protection system design, impact
testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat
cushions, and implications
p0275 A72-19157

ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)

MT CONTRIBUTING STRESS

ACCELEROMETERS

Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertial,
navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer and
gyroscopic design and construction
p0001 A72-10070
Flight vehicle angular velocity measurements by
accelerometers, deriving equations of motion
p0241 A72-24977
Mathematical models of rate gyro, servo
accelerometers, pressure transducers, and
telemetry systems and analog computer simulation
programs
[NASA-CH-1768] p0039 A72-10041
Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer
data for normal acceleration of fleet aircraft
[AD-733678] p0259 A72-18468
Wind tunnel tests of full-scale flight path
accelerometer to determine transonic aerodynamic
characteristics and to evaluate interaction
effects between angle of attack and side-slip vane
[AD-736456] p0371 A72-23238

SUBJECT INDEX

Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope
vibration interferometry, gyroroscope balancing,
and gravimetric accelerometers
[HEPT-59] p0372 A72-22524
Design, fabrication, and test of full scale angle
of attack and sideslip vane used with flight
path accelerometer in high speed flight
[AD-736819] p0038 A72-23490
Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data
obtained by counting methods of load-time
histories for jet fighter aircraft
p0541 A72-29912
Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained
during operation of military aircraft using
counting accelerometers
[AD-743067] p0587 A72-31036
Miniature capacitive accelerometer for use in free
flight wind tunnel telemetry
p0589 A72-31460
Wind tunnel tests to determine damping
characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
path accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
[AD-762994] p0589 A72-31480

ACCIDENTS

ACCIDENT PREVENTION

Acceptance tests for intercity air transportation
effectiveness computer programs
[PB-200767] p0106 A72-13030
Acceptance test of Kearfott gyroflex-gyroscopic
model 2
[LEBA-E-209-WT-1/S13] p0521 A72-28479

ACCURACY CONCEPTS

ACCURACY METER

ACCURACY OF INSTRUMENTS

ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS

ACCURACY TESTS

AD-738231

ACCESSORIES

High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories
structural materials, comparing room temperature
physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels
and other alloys
p0058 A72-13617

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

Investigation of air taxi crash, Binghamton, New
York
[FTS-ABR-71-13] p0086 A72-11945
Review of general aviation aircraft accidents for
calendar year 1969
[PB-201841] p0206 A72-15984
Army helicopter accident analysis for defining
impact injury problems and helicopter
swashworthiness
p0273 A72-19129
Accident investigation of Southern Airways, Inc.
DC-9 9715 crashing at Tri-State Airport,
Huntington, West Virginia on 14 Nov. 1970
[PB-209062] p0643 A72-33052

AIRCRASH

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

Airport improvements needed for safety
p0034 A72-36780
Recommendations for improving general aviation
safety
p0113 A72-13937
Bibliographic list of aircraft accident
investigation and prevention
[ACI-730759] p0216 A72-16999
Design criteria for safety factors in aircraft
crash survival
[AD-733556] p0552 A72-18038
Design and development of collision avoidance
system for use with air traffic control systems
[ONEMA-WP-109] p0472 A72-26523
Performance tests to determine aircraft tire
behavior and operating problems in various types
of soils
[NASA-TH-D-6813] p0514 A72-28006
Development of broadcast system of flight traffic
control for increased flight safety based on
increased pilot participation of control
procedures
[NASA-CH-127452] p0552 A72-28662
Development of safety management procedures for
reduction of military aircraft accidents
[AD-741364] p0531 A72-29024

ACCIDENTS

MT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

p0274 A72-19155
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intense noise measurement device for heat flow environments, discussing applications to jet engines, nozzle lip jets, turbine exhausts and volcanic craters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jet noise reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement of spatially coherent and incoherent aircraft sound sources and aircraft-generated noise modes propagating in duct and in free field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial and temporal variability effects on aircraft flyover noise measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop aircraft, discussing the noise reduction by an axial compressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise measurements during shock free and underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold model jet at moderate exit Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Externally blown flap impingement noise signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reverser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A time-frequency localization system applied to acoustic certification of aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design and development of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories acoustic research tunnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low flying aircraft wake vortexes tracking, using acoustic techniques based on acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of the discrete-frequency noise generated by an axial compressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intense noise measurement device for heat flow environments, discussing applications to jet engines, nozzle lip jets, turbine exhausts and volcanic craters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of model to determine effects of pilot performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of tactical weapon delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aircraft engine noise measurement, discussing pulse noise characteristics and acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structural Acoustic Monitor system for airframe structural proof testing, providing multichannel recording and acoustic data derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial and temporal variability effects on aircraft flyover noise measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop aircraft, discussing the noise reduction by an axial compressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise measurements during shock free and underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold model jet at moderate exit Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Externally blown flap impingement noise signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reverser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A time-frequency localization system applied to acoustic certification of aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design and development of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories acoustic research tunnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low flying aircraft wake vortexes tracking, using acoustic techniques based on acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of the discrete-frequency noise generated by an axial compressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intense noise measurement device for heat flow environments, discussing applications to jet engines, nozzle lip jets, turbine exhausts and volcanic craters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of model to determine effects of pilot performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of tactical weapon delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aircraft engine noise measurement, discussing pulse noise characteristics and acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structural Acoustic Monitor system for airframe structural proof testing, providing multichannel recording and acoustic data derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial and temporal variability effects on aircraft flyover noise measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop aircraft, discussing the noise reduction by an axial compressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise measurements during shock free and underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold model jet at moderate exit Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Externally blown flap impingement noise signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reverser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A time-frequency localization system applied to acoustic certification of aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Design and development of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories acoustic research tunnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low flying aircraft wake vortexes tracking, using acoustic techniques based on acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of the discrete-frequency noise generated by an axial compressor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intense noise measurement device for heat flow environments, discussing applications to jet engines, nozzle lip jets, turbine exhausts and volcanic craters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric absorption coefficients from acoustic flight tests of commercial aircraft
[NASA-CB-1091] p0087 N72-11957

Analysis of noise levels created by military aircraft ground and airborne components and terminal facilities

Measurement of noise generated by aircraft noise test operations
[NASA-TH-X-68032] p0420 N72-20008

Acoustical measurements of aerodynamic noise in low supersonic operation of axial flow compressor

Acoustic properties of STOL aircraft with engine over wing configuration and effects of nozzle orientation, location, wing shielding, flap leakage, and internally generated exhaust noise

Acceptability of STOL aircraft noise determined by test subjects by means of 85 dB helicopter, tilt wing aircraft, and turbojet aircraft
[NASA-CR-2043] p0622 N72-20025

Wind tunnel investigation of acoustic characteristics of STOL aircraft

Analysis of noise generated by target type thrust reversers used on supersonic wing short takeoff aircraft

Acoustic measurement tests to determine reduction of aerodynamic noise by engine-over-wing concept for conventional and STOL aircraft

SUBJECT INDEX

Measurement of aircraft noise generated by T-O and short takeoff aircraft and comparison with wind tunnel data

Analysis of data on land uses around airports and application of computer program for processing
[NASA-TN-F-14658] p0622 N72-32042

Procedures for estimating near field sound pressure levels caused by jet engine noise
[NASA-TN-P-16920] p0623 N72-32047

Research report on sound and vibration measurement in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and building structures
[NASA-TN-F-14658] p0622 N72-32042

Acoustic stratification irregularities effects on sonic boom propagation, obtaining probability density functions
[NASA-CR-11934] p0218 N72-17004

The estimation of nonstationary noise characteristics of moving supersonic source distributions
[AIAA PAPER 72-667] p0452 N72-35846

Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices with viscous core, observing maximum deflection angles during large aircraft landing
[NASA-TN-F-15214] p0657 N72-36447

Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow turbomachinery aerodynamic sound generation including field effects on radiation

Closed form solution for the sonic boom in a polytropic atmosphere

Measurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of the discrete-frequency noise generated by an axial compressor
[NASA-TN-F-15214] p0557 N72-38205

Acoustic properties of radiated sound for near and far-field conditions and numerical analysis of aerodynamic sound production

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

BT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power output and noise spectra for various configurations
[AIAA PAPER 72-130] p0131 N72-16920

Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet flow, investigating acoustic properties, velocity and pressure in mixing zone
[AIAA PAPER 72-664] p0416 N72-34088

Application of multiple pure tone noise properties to determination of nonuniformities in turboshaft aircraft engines - Part I
[AIAA PAPER 72-131] p0692 N72-12223

Analytical and experimental investigation of vortex noise generated by propellers with low tip speeds
[AD-731156] p0167 N72-15015

Acoustic tests of fans used with fan jet engine and measurement of far field noise for several configurations
ACTUATOR DISKS
Critique of general momentum theory of propeller actuator disk model, showing flow field determinations from nonlinear elliptic differential equation solution p0301 A72-25998
Nonlinear integral equations solution for heavily loaded actuator disk induced flow field, taking into account blade tip vortices and thrust coefficient effects p0303 A72-26577

ACTUATORS
Multiplex electrohydraulic system for aircraft fly by wire actuators with majority voting and pressure logic, discussing frequency response and environmental tests p0302 A72-122152
Electrohydrodynamic redundant activating mechanism for F-4 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power servo, noting application to fly by wire control p0360 A72-30422
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing spoilers, Slab tailplane, rudder, automatic stability恢复 and integrated packaging of actuators p0387 A72-38444
Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft vehicle control [AD-875752] p0309 A72-12425

ADAPTORS

ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Automatic adaptive control systems - Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system with C criterion pitch axis performance and failure compensation p0503 A72-12920
Differential and difference equations approximate solutions in finite state machine form, developing adaptive gain changer model in aircraft stability control system p0504 A72-13164
Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing with aerodynamic performance p0120 A72-16430
Adaptive model following control systems with unknown time-varying parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC [NASA-PAPER 72-95] p0368 A72-16956
Stochastic control theory application to flight control problems, discussing aircraft identification and adaptive control over wide environmental range lift control applications p0387 A72-25146
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for man-machine and online adaptive control system using analog/hybrid computer p0361 A72-30721
Optimally sensitive adaptive control techniques for systems with unknown time-varying parameters, suggesting applicability to ATM p0490 A72-37289
Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters applied to VTOL aircraft p0502 A72-38265
Application of linear mathematical model to represent human operator performance in controlling attacking fighter-attack aircraft [AD-725069] p0301 A72-10042
Theoretical research on optimal control and automatic navigation [AD-733397] p0302 A72-19857

Fuel flow control by sensing airflow conditions at discharge of engine compressor [AD-736582] p0362 A72-18664
Adaptive narrow band, frequency modulation, voice communication system p0437 A72-25783
Development of controller synthesis techniques for large aircraft using distributed parameters and time delays

ADHESIVE BOHDIHG

Identification of linear stochastic systems using state variable formulation for discrete linear stochastic system

ADAPTIVE COHTEOL SISTBBS

Decision and control theory for large scale and uncertain systems for aerospace applications

Development of algorithms for solving problem of controlling time-varying linear avionic system with random parameters based on adaptive dual control strategy - Part 1

ADHESIVE BESINS

Development of theory for designing optimal inputs to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems and application to avionics installations - Part 2

Development of controller design procedures for aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based on quadratic optimal control technology - Part 3

ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

U ADAPTIVE CONTROL

ADDITION RESINS

- N'T ACYCLIC RESINS

ADDITIONS

- N'T PROPELLANT ADDITIVES

- Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel

ADRESSING

- Anticorrosive properties improvement

- Endurance limit at room temperature

- Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel

- Stability

- Air traffic density effect on secondary surveillance operation in national airspace identification and position determination, proposing selective address system

ADRESSEMENT

- U ADHESION TESTS

ADRIBISIUS

- NTechiques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests

ADHESIVE BONDING

Metal skin honeycomb composite structure design and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting structural adhesive bonding in aircraft construction

Adhesive bonded components in aircraft and aerospace structures, discussing manufacturing, metal surface preparation, inspection and environmental exposure

Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body sheet panels for improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance

Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to box sheet metal parts with applications to propellant tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures

Stress distribution and displacements in adhesive bonded lap-jointed aerospace structures, presenting appropriate solution

Evaluation of experimental membranes, non-skid compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in constructing assault type runways for military aircraft

Nondestructive tests and their application for inspection of adhesive bonded structures, welded joints, and riveted or bolted joints

Fabrication and installation of heat shields with various curvatures to airframe sections of DC-3 aircraft

Ethylene terpolymer material used as thermoplastic transparent adhesive for bonding polycarbonate to glass

ADAPTIVE CONDITIONS

Compressor energetic efficiency calculation from gas engine losses caused by pressure drop and cooling, noting relations to isothermal, adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies

ADAPTIVE FLOW

Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic adaptive air flows through diffusers with tail pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer

ADJUNCTS

Galerkin method application to nonconservative nonself-adjoint aeroelasticity problems based on interpretation as mathematical formulation of virtual work principle

ADJUSTMENT

Combined centrifugal oil filter, pump and desalter for gas turbine engine lubrication systems, noting better transfer effectiveness increase

ARENAL EXPLOSIONS

Effects of air blast on performance of gas turbine engines

ARENAL IMAGE

ARRIVAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Cathode ray tube recorder for remote airborne photographic mission

U.S. Navy cartography, describing VA-3B Skywarrior capabilities and photographic instrumentation

Correlation functions for angular vibrations of operating aerial camera, during working cycle

Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate automatic aerial photointerpretation processes

Approach and landing flight simulator based on intermediary photography on transparent material

Selection of optimum exposure and its automatic adjustment during air photography

ARENAL RECONNAISSANCE

Aerial expedition for studying conditions of atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and semiarid region

U.S. Navy cartography, describing VA-3B Skywarrior capabilities and photographic instrumentation

Experimental aerial gravimetry program to determine feasibility of large scale aerial gravity surveys

Flight tests of air navigation equipment to determine accuracy of position location for small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in Arctic regions

ARENAL RUDERS

Metal skin honeycomb composite structure design and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting structural adhesive bonding in aircraft construction

Flight test of direct side force control by rudder

Deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33 airplane, noting use in dive bombing

Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder, autostabilization system and integrated packaging of actuators

Development of direct side force control on aircraft during flight application to improved bonding accuracy
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

[AD-735296] p0338 A72-21030

AERODYNAMIC AXIS

AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

Gas generator performance shifts involving military trim level variations by TP-30 engines in high relative humidity environment caused by condensation in inlet duct.

p0176 A72-18759

Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at wing tip on critical flutter rate.

p0191 A72-21092

Aerodynamic center and center of pressure of slender small aspect ratio wing near solid or free surface, determining angle of attack effect.

AERODYNAMIC BRAKES

NT BALLASTS

NT DRAG CHUTES

NT LEADING-EDGE SLOTS

NT SPLIT FLAPS

NT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

NT WING-FLAPS

Parachute design and applications to escape systems, parachute, supersonic aircraft braking, weapons systems stabilization, flight testing aides and sport.

p0006 A72-10302

V-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrake hydraulic system control by single dual-function valve, describing design features and performance characteristics.

p0190 A72-21024

Articulated autorotor deaccelerator for retarding and stabilizing air delivered stores.

[AD-739309] p0271 A72-19041

Development and characteristics of parachute fabric for aerodynamic decelerator using lightweight, variable solidity, knitted material.


Flight tests to determine effectiveness of wing-swept speed brakes on S-67 helicopter for increased dive angle and deceleration capability.

AERODYNAMIC BUZZ

AERODYNAMIC CENTER

U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

N T AERODYNAMIC DRAG

N T AERODYNAMIC STABILITY

N T INTERFERENCE DRAG

N T INTERFERENCE LIFT

N T JET LIFT

N T LIFT

N T MOTOR LIFT

N T STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

N T SUPERSONIC DRAG

N T ZERO LIFT

Nonporous rigid parachute models three component measurements, using low speed wind tunnel for testing lift, length effects on aerodynamic characteristics.

p0006 A72-10303

Aerodynamic behavior of thin jet-flapped airfoil, investigating interferometric Eq.

p0015 A72-11669

Aircraft spin characteristics due to supercell, taking three stall types with respect to recovery, yaw damping and rate of rotation.

[DGLB PAPER 71-057] p0023 A72-12718

Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and transonic civil and military aircraft design, considering flow problems during transonic flight, takeoff and landing.

[DGLB PAPER 71-105] p0024 A72-12745

Tip clearance effect on compressor blade aerodynamic characteristics, applying Navier-Stokes analysis to low aspect ratio, rectangular wing.

p0024 A72-12825

Circular jet discharging perpendicular to solid surface into transverse flow, discerning effects on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic characteristics.

p0060 A72-13915

Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to supercyclic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde.

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Axial flow multistage compressor design, discussing high speed flow measurement, and Reynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect on aerodynamic performance.

p0121 A72-16483

Radial inflow gas turbine rotating blades aerodynamic characteristics, noting exhaust shape effect on turbine performance.

p0121 A72-16484

Stalled blade row dynamic performance in terms of blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary layer-caused time delay.

p0121 A7-16487

Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics and heat transfer properties.

p0122 A72-16489

Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled by single point vortex to represent leading edge slit, discussing on-line computer simulation programs.

[AIAA PAPER 72-221] p0127 A72-16798

Sail rotors for hovering platforms, calculating rotor performance based on two-dimensional, flexible airfoil section characteristics.

[AIAA PAPER 72-66] p0131 A72-16925

Two dimensional lift characteristics of multilevel airfoils, using potential flow method based on surface source distribution and finite difference boundary layer techniques.

[AIAA PAPER 72-3] p0132 A72-16935

Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting interference between lifting surfaces and turbofan engines.

[AIAA PAPER 72-66] p0133 A72-16953

V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15 deg angles of attack, investigating flow structure between wings by pitot tunnel tests.

p0132 A72-18129

Nonuniform propeller streams effects on aerodynamic characteristics of high aspect ratio wing, using airfoil theory.

[AD-745477] p0182 A72-19592

Aeromechanical analysis of flight conditions for conventional aircraft, including kinematics of curvilinear motions with constant speed.

p0188 A72-20372

Book on dynamics of atmospheric flow covering unsteady motion, small disturbance theory, aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability and control, handling qualities, etc.

p0192 A72-21491

Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power requirements analysis with division of near and far flow fields.

p0195 A72-21608

Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted airfoils and cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines.

p0235 A72-23186

Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics effect on rigid aircraft response to normal acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence, using power spectral technique.

p0236 A72-23461

Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance on wind tunnel model delta and AGARD G wing platforms and body of revolution.

p0283 A72-24770

Russian book on An-12 turboprop transport aircraft structural and aerodynamic characteristics covering engine operation, piloting, stability, controllability, etc.

p0315 A72-28343

Inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally curved wings, analyzing drag and lift derivatives evaluated from flight data, proposing input and transient response measurement system.
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS CONTD

Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from static experimental data for airfoils, noting boundary layer effects [AIAA PAPER 72-6621] p0014 A72-34060

Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and rotational noise reduction and overall efficiency decr ease [AIAA PAPER 72-655] p0045 A72-34079

Variable sweep wings aerodynamic characteristics in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight, considering lift, drag, stability and control [AIAA PAPER 72-56] p0041 A72-36976

Methodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift systems characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-779] p0050 A72-38138

Aerodynamic interference between aircraft components - Illustration of the possibility for prediction [ICAS PAPER 72-49] p0056 A72-51174

Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin [AIAA PAPER 72-49] p0057 A72-51262

Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces boundary layer stability and aerodynamic characteristics, noting stall angle reduction and drag increase from wind tunnel model [AIAA PAPER 72-960] p0052 A72-62357

Steady state equations of motion, equilibrium shape and stability derivatives of airplanes evaluated with finite element methods [AIAA PAPER 72-52845] p0056 A72-52845

Main results of nonlinear rotor theory [AIAA PAPER 72-63419] p0059 A72-63419

An aerodynamics model applicable to the synthesis of conventional fixed-wing aircraft [SAGE PAPER 908] p0059 A72-63455

Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics, examining flow transition from weak to strong attached shock waves [AIAA PAPER 72-45114] p0061 A72-45114

Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic behavior of various-sized stabilization small helicopter [AIAA PAPER 72-45328] p0062 A72-45328

The determination of a general relation between the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil and those of the same airfoil arranged in an arbitrary cascade [AIAA PAPER 72-45536] p0064 A72-45536

A method for estimation of axial turbo machinery stage characteristics on the basis of numerically and experimentally obtained data with a runner tested in a free blow-out aerodynamical scheme [AIAA PAPER 72-45564] p0064 A72-45564

Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade cascades in unsteady incompressible and compressible flow fields, considering axial flow turbine blades vibration [AIAA PAPER 72-45524] p0065 A72-45524

Static and dynamic stability characteristics of finned bodies with crucifors, slotted fin configuration [AD-728016] p0027 A72-10003

Impeding inclined jet effect on aerodynamic characteristics of control surface in VTOL longitudinal stability [AIAA PAPER 72-10011] p0028 A72-10011


Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of rigid two-bladed rotor model, rotor operating at very high advance ratios and during start/stop operation [AD-727653] p0063 A72-11050

Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow pattern in and out of ground effect [AD-725591] p0064 A72-11060

Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin lifting wings and analytic expressions for far field radiation [NASA-TN-D-6530] p0045 A72-11289

Analysis of interaction of oblique shock with bow shock of blunt leading edge and application to design of hypersonic ramjet inlet [AD-726111] p0065 A72-11312

In-flight investigation of installation effects and aerodynamic characteristics of local flow field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on underv ing engine nacelle [NASA-TF-1-2396] p0055* A72-11711

Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation of separation efficiency and aerodynamic performance [AD-725593] p0051 A72-11713

Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of aircraft at high Reynolds numbers [AGARD-CP-83-71] p0073 A72-11854

Transonic wind tunnel testing for predicting flight performance characteristics of aircraft [NASA-TW-1-2456] p0075 A72-11665

High Reynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by moving test specimens on rocket sleds [NASA-TW-2-2365] p0078 A72-11665


Wind tunnel tests of large scale swept augmentor wing model with and without horizontal tail [NASA-TW-1-26029] p0080 A72-11901

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of semi-span wing with externally blown jet flap [NASA-TM-X-62079] p0080 A72-11902

Design, development, and characteristics of light hovercraft requiring amphibious characteristics [AD-726163] p0081 A72-11911

Analysis of mass, structural, and aerodynamic data for EB-7 aircraft at three flight conditions [NASA-CR-116773] p0086 A72-11943

Free flight tests to determine deployment characteristics and aerodynamic loads for all-flexible parafoils with 4000 square foot wing area [NASA-TM-1-2326] p0087 A72-11956

Acquisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft configurations [NASA-TM-1-2326] p0089 A72-11969


Digital computer calculations of effects of variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin of delta wing fighter aircraft [NASA-TM-1-455] p0099 A72-12794

Free flight supersonic model for evaluating static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of missile configurations for angles of attack from zero to 180 degrees [NASA-TM-1-2379] p0100 A72-12981

Analytical method for determining three dimensional vortex interaction effects on aerodynamic properties of wing and aircraft configurations [NASA-TM-1-24074] p0100 A72-12982

Development of computer program for predicting static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of missile configurations for angles of attack from zero to 180 degrees [NASA-TM-1-24074] p0100 A72-12986

Aerodynamic technology for developing hypersonic cruise aircraft [NASA-TM-1-24074] p0103 A72-13000

Aerodynamics and flight stability of oblique wing-body combinations and application to supersonic transport aircraft [NASA-TM-1-24074] p0105 A72-13018

Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic characteristics of missiles [AD-728015] p0113 A72-13922

Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or without trailing-edge flap in rarefied hypersonic gas flow [NASA-TE-1-237] p0109 A72-13980

Helicopter rotor hover performance and wake geometry characteristics [AD-728035] p0109 A72-13982

Aerodynamic characteristics of model helicopter hovering in ground effect flow [NASA-TE-1-3938] p0150 A72-13986

Parametric design studies and aerodynamic characteristics of stowed tilt rotor concept for composite aircraft [NASA-TE-1-3938] p0152 A72-13998

SUBJECT INDEX
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS CONT'D

Development of theory for optimum performance of rotary wing taking out of ground effect [NASA-TR-X-62138]

Value engineering report on design and evaluation of blowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 1 [AD-736202]

Wind tunnel tests of full-scale flight path accelerometer to determine transonic aerodynamic characteristics to eliminate interaction effects between angle of attack and sideslip planes [AD-736456]

Effects of engine pressure ratio, engine size, and engine location on aerodynamic characteristics of STOL wing lift systems [NASA-TN-X-2561]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of tilt rotor mounted on semispan wing - Vol. 4 [AD-735632]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with simulation of free flight conditions - Vol. 6 [AD-735633]

Aerodynamic analysis of airfoils and wings at transonic flight conditions [AD-737293]

Improvements in dynamic and aerodynamic performance of helicopter rotor blades [AD-7380]

Principles of helicopter flight with emphasis on main rotor performance and aerodynamic forces imposed on helicopter during maneuvers [NASA-TT-F-678]

Aerodynamic characteristics of CV-990 aircraft under various conditions of Mach number, altitude, and flap setting [NASA-TN-D-6777]

Geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of TAK-40 aircraft [AD-736902]

Aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge slats plus main airfoil combinations [AD-737126]

Performance tests of turbojet engine with axial and transverse supersonic inlet and single spool rotor [NASA-TM-X-2558]

Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of variations in body shape on aerodynamic characteristics of all-body hypersonic-aircraft configuration [NASA-TN-D-6821]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of powered tilt-rotor aircraft under conditions of hover, transition, and cruise - Vol. 5 [AD-736824]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects created by rotor spinup, stoppage, and folding on semispan tilt-rotor model - Vol. 6 [AD-736825]

Development of computer program to determine aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under conditions of zero trailing edge angle [AD-738318]

Aerodynamic characteristics and operational capability of T9-144 aircraft [NASA-TT-F-14241]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft with tip-turbine driven lift fans [NASA-TM-X-62157]

Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise characteristics of semispan wing equipped with externally blown jet fans [NASA-TM-X-62158]

Flight evaluation of takeoff and landing characteristics of short takeoff aircraft to determine limiting factors on short takeoff operation [NASA-LR-TRANS-1688]

Aerodynamic characteristics of elliptical airfoil with circulation control by tangential trailing edge blowing [NASA-TM-X-62159]

Analysis of techniques and computer programs for extracting stability derivative information from flight test records [NASA-CR-2016]

Development and application of computer program for predicting stability and control derivatives of helicopter motored and hover [NASA-CR-2080]

Analysis of state transition matrix and effects between angle of attack and sideslip vane effects on semispan tilt-rotor model - Vol. 7 [NASA-TN-D-6919]

Aerodynamic performance test data for high-bypass-ratio, single stage turbofan designed in experimental quiet engine program [NASA-TH-X-120085]

Compilation of technical reports on theoretical aerodynamics and air flow - Vol. 1 [SBH-11-470152-1]

Compilation of technical reports on theoretical aerodynamics, aircraft performance, sonic booms, and aircraft stability and control configuration layers - Vol. 2 [SBH-11-470152-0]

Performance tests to determine problems associated with hovering, vertical takeoff, and landing of VTOL aircraft with emphasis on altitude control [NASA-TT-F-11344]

Measurement of aerodynamic damping moment in pitch for hovering model helicopter rotor wing [NASA-TT-F-1256]

Determination of flap angles for short takeoff aircraft lifting system using two dimensional potential flow analysis [NASA-TM-X-2593]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular shaped containers carried as external stores on helicopters [NASA-TM-X-62169]

Wind tunnel tests to determine low speed aerodynamic characteristics of large scale model of advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with thin, cranked leading edge wing [NASA-TN-D-6919]

Wind tunnel determination of aerodynamic characteristics for large scale 35 deg swept wing jet transport model with external blowing triple-sloped flap [NASA-TM-X-2600]

Development of trajectory-parameters analogy between aircraft maneuvering in planetary atmospheres and spacecraft during atmospheric entry [NASA-TT-F-14244]

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of VTOL fighter aircraft with external swiveling lift engines [NASA-TM-X-62166]

Aerodynamic characteristics of progressive and reconfiguring forced rotary wing flapping nodes [NASA-CR-114481]

Thrust performance characteristics of augmentor nozzle with rectangular ejeetor for vertical takeoff planes [AD-738963]

Effect of subsonic speed on drag characteristics of high speed wingsless and winged helicopters with two different rotor head fairings [AD-740771]

Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional airfoils with variable camber and performance of high bypass-ratio, single stage turbofan [NASA-TH-X-120085]

Development of handbook of basic principles of aircraft design based on technical specifications and calculation of aerodynamic characteristics [AD-741785]

Application of computer program to determine stability and control derivatives for OH-1C, helicopter model [NASA-CR-29016]

Computer simulation of helicopter flight conditions to determine dynamic effects of...
Computation of aerodynamic characteristics for airfoils of varying plan configuration moving near ground effect surface

Analysis of flow distribution near wing body configuration and determination of interference effects on another aircraft by incident shock

Optimized design of conically cambered triangular wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges for drag reduction without leading edge suction

Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady gust loads on transport aircraft under Rind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex

Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting airfoil

Analysis of spanwise distribution leading-edge tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel

Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL aircraft and comparison with handling qualities criteria documents

Application of simulation and analysis techniques to establish flying qualities criteria for piloted aircraft

Development and application of pilot rating to determine performance and handling criteria of aircraft

Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing approach and takeoff

Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of Russian B-4 supersonic long range aircraft

Development of controller design procedure for aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based on quadratic optimal control technology

Numerical analysis of flow distribution about nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and supersonic speeds

Computer program for analyzing axial compressor aerodynamic test data

Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic performance of two choked flow inlets under static conditions

Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics used in determining performance of turbine powered aircraft

Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics used in determining performance of turbine powered aircraft

Derivation of equations for determining climb approach and takeoff

Numerical representations of lift-curve slope and aerodynamic center position of wings in inviscid, subsonic flow

Numerical analysis of profile drag coefficient increment due to full span, single-slotted flaps

Aerodynamic problems of designing optimum hypersonic vehicles

Waterfall prediction of hypersonic behavior of wing planforms

Aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces

Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting systems composed of rectangular wings arranged one behind other

Analysis of spanwise distribution leading-edge tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel

Wind tunnel tests to determine path of vortices from each rotor blade tip of helicopter rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution

Analysis of gust loads on transport aircraft under various flight conditions

AERODYNAMIC CHORDS

SUBJECT INDEX

external load combinations on helicopter performance

Aerodynamic performance test of Pan B for Experimental Quiet Engine Program

Optimized design of conically cambered triangular wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges for drag reduction without leading edge suction

Computation of aerodynamic characteristics for airfoils of varying plan configuration moving near ground effect surface

Analysis of flow distribution near wing body configuration and determination of interference effects on another aircraft by incident shock

Takeoff and landing performance of swept wing aircraft with segmented jet flap, designed for short takeoff operation and reduced aerodynamic noise

Development of para-foil high glide stearable parachute controlled by ground and airborne electronics hoisting systems for delivery of military equipment

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge serrations on two dimensional airfoil

Development of para-foil high glide stearable parachute controlled by ground and airborne electronics hoisting systems for delivery of military equipment

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects of leading edge serrations on two dimensional airfoil

Effects of blade section camber and blade planform taper on helicopter rotary wing hovering performance

Numerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two stage turbine and comparison with estimations of first stage efficiency

Development of procedures for calculating pressure distribution on airfoil in sonic stream

Numerical representations of lift-curve slope and aerodynamic center position of wings in inviscid, subsonic flow

Aerodynamic problems of designing optimum hypersonic vehicles

Waterfall prediction of hypersonic behavior of wing planforms

Aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces

Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting systems composed of rectangular wings arranged one behind other

Analysis of spanwise distribution leading-edge tangential suction forces on thin sixty degree delta wing obtained in low speed wind tunnel

Wind tunnel tests to determine path of vortices from each rotor blade tip of helicopter rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution

Analysis of gust loads on transport aircraft under various flight conditions

AERODYNAMIC CHORDS

AEROFOIL PROFILES

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Aerodynamic characteristics of CL-60 lift wings

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL aircraft and comparison with handling qualities criteria documents

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of FJ-101C and D and D 318 V/STOL aircraft and comparison with criteria contained in handling requirements documents

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Application of simulation and analysis techniques to establish flying qualities criteria for piloted aircraft

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Development and application of pilot rating to determine performance and handling criteria of aircraft

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing approach and takeoff

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of Russian B-4 supersonic long range aircraft

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Development of controller design procedure for aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based on quadratic optimal control technology

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Numerical analysis of flow distribution about nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and supersonic speeds

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Computer program for analyzing axial compressor aerodynamic test data

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic performance of two choked flow inlets under static conditions

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics used in determining performance of turbine powered aircraft

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics used in determining performance of turbine powered aircraft

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Derivation of equations for determining climb performance of aircraft based on energy considerations

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Design, development, and aerodynamic characteristics of compound helicopter designed for rotor systems research applications

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Comparison of two helicopter design concepts developed to conduct rotary wing research project

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff and landing transport aircraft during approach and landing

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Bibliography of vertical takeoff aircraft to include aircraft design, aerodynamic configurations, aerodynamic characteristics, and flight test data

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Aerodynamic characteristics and operational experiences with various types of helicopter rotors

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Design, development, and specifications of wind tunnel parachute with emphasis on inflation characteristics of cluster canopies

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of fan in wing model at various angles of attack and airspeeds

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
AERODYNAMIC CHORDS

[5609-69023-AEROP-B] 5609 N72-23015
AEROFOIL PROFILES
AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in unsteady flow, wind tunnel testing, and correlation with numerical predictions. [TUCKER, TP NO. 1088]

Aircraft stability coefficient determination by numerical integration fitting to differential equations of motion. [AD-79-70-20]

Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of a two-slipstream configuration due to compressible flow. [JPL-TP-16-20]

Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine off-engine conditions. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Wing-fuselage combination aerodynamic coefficients using computational fluid dynamics with incompressible flow. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Lift and pressure fluctuations of cambered airfoil sections operating in turbulent and transitional flows. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients and matrix calculations for wings and wing-body configurations. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Vortex-lattice method for predicting incompressible flow around lift-surface combinations. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in a decelerating flow. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Prediction of the stall angle of a wing section in unsteady, incompressible flow. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with high pressure ejectors to determine jet interference on aerodynamic coefficients. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Influence of jet interference on aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular and swept wings mounted above the engine. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Wind tunnel measurements of Reynolds number effect on force and pressure coefficients for slender delta wings at transonic speed. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Maximum lift coefficient airfoils developed through optimization of pressure distribution. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Determination of interference lift, aerodynamic coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform wings by iterative solution. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Effects of aerodynamic coefficients, lift, and pressure distribution on pitching moment due to self-suspended parachute flare. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Development of technique for curve fitting experimental aerodynamic normal force and pitching moment coefficients as a function of angle of attack. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Low speed wind tunnel test on low-drag airfoil at half a million Reynolds number, noting aerodynamic coefficients. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Aerodynamic coefficients of body-wing configuration in subsonic flow. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Lifting airfoils with supercritical shock-free flow. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Development of numerical process for extracting aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Supersonic method for predicting incompressible aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular wings with circular-arc casper. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Aerodynamic characteristics of elliptical airfoil with circulation control by tangential trailing edge blowing. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Review of work on external flow jet flap and lift coefficients. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Numerical analysis of lift increment due to full span, single-slotted flap. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Effect of proximity of earth surface to aerodynamic coefficients. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Calculating aerodynamic characteristics of lifting systems composed of rectangular wings: arranged one behind other. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces applied to problem of forces acting on rectangular wings in stream of incompressible fluid. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Numerical analysis of profile drag coefficient. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Analysis of low-speed normal force and pitching moment of slender wings operating in ground effect. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment due to full-span split flap chord for various thickness/chord ratios of wing. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS
Equilibrium configuration of cable towed in circular path, presenting multivalued boundary value problem and analytical solution. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Wind-fuselage combination aerodynamic coefficients, comparing experimental data with subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Subsonic three dimensional potential flow computational method lifting aerodynamic configurations: analysis and design. [NASA-TN-D-67591]

Concorde aerodynamic configuration and design discussion. Wing layout in terms of drag, lift, and moment coefficients. [NASA-TN-D-67591]
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS CONTD

- Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft [NASA-TN-D-66561] [0026 N72-19001]
- Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor design geometry for maximum efficiency with specific speed [NASA-TN-D-67893] [0026 N72-19002]
- Transonic propulsion fan for turbofan engine with rotor blade spacing designed to minimize noise emission [NASA-CR-60217-1] [0037 N72-20770]
- Value engineering report on design and evaluation of swept tail rotor concept - Vol. 9 [AD-736022] [0037 N72-22035]
- Numerical optimization methods for aerodynamic V/STOL propulsion design [DG-71-077] [0031 N72-23510]
- Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to minimize thrust and minimize sum of losses [AD-736056] [0038 N72-22363]
- Acoustic properties of STOL aircraft with engine over wing configuration and effects of nozzle location, wing branching, flap linkage, and internally generated exhaust noise [NASA-TM-X-60032] [0042 N72-24008]
- Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of wing characteristics of mean airship equipped with externally blown jet flaps [NASA-TM-X-8003] [0040 N72-24011]
- Design, development, and characteristics of aircraft for air bus operations [NASA-TT-F-14240] [0040 N72-24013]
- Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic interference and jet-wake interference produced by components of high wing, logistics transport type aircraft [NASA-TM-X-2530] [0041 N72-24020]
- Resonance tests of target aircraft fitted with wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method [AIAA-ST-71-371] [0045 N72-26012]
- Application of unconventional wing pivoting about spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft [NASA-CR-2046] [0047 N72-26996]
- Design and development of spin-recovery parachute systems for military aircraft and compilation of design criteria [NASA-CR-2046] [0048 N72-27033]
- Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2 [NASA-CR-112069] [0054 N72-28003]
- Performance tests of C-8A aircraft auxiliary augmentor wing configuration to verify augmentor flap concept for short takeoff and landing operation [NASA-CR-11463] [0056 N72-28017]
- Leaded stator configuration design for highly loaded multistage fan drive turbine [NASA-CR-20296] [0052 N72-28793]
- Application of aerodynamic data to design of passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas motion flow and boundary layer theory [AD-740190] [0057 N72-29000]
- Numerical analysis of lifting wings with parabolic wing tips to determine aerodynamic characteristics and stress concentrations [AD-761683] [0057 N72-29002]
- Development of handbook of basic principles of aircraft design based on technical specifications and calculation of aerodynamic characteristics [AD-761485] [0059 N72-29016]
- Takeoff and landing performance of swept wing aircraft with augmented jet flap, designed for short takeoff and landing operation and reduced aerodynamic noise [NASA-TM-X-62176] [0057 N72-30001]
- Development of linear and nonlinear models of electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system and analysis of system performance [NASA-TM-D-65289] [0057 N72-30002]
- Design and evaluation of aircraft configuration for reduction of sonic boom pressures by alteration of shock wave strength [NASA-CR-20707] [0057 N72-30007]
AERODYNAMIC DRAG

Aerodynamic characteristics of three types of variable diameter rotary wings with telescoping blades, folding rigid blades, and flexible blades (AD-740911)

0075 W72-30025

Bibliography of heavy lift helicopters with references to rotor characteristics, lift propulsion, and performance capabilities (AD-740900)

0075 W72-30026

Effects of blade section camber and blade planform taper on helicopter rotary wing hovering performance (AD-743232)

0586 W72-31033

Optimization methods for determining aerodynamic shapes of hypersonic transport vehicles

0617 W72-31996

Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of V2-10C and DO 31E V/STOL aircraft and comparison with criteria contained in handling requirements documents

0620 W72-32024

Development of criteria specification for supersonic transport aircraft and application to safe handling qualities for all regimes of flight operations

0620 W72-32027

Analysis of factors in stall and post stall operating conditions and effect on aircraft configurations

0620 W72-32029

Full scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic stability derivatives of variable sweep fighter configuration with twin vertical tails (NASA-TR-D-6909)

0622 W72-32044

Design and development of ground to air self-rescue aircraft with vertical takeoff capability and seventy-five nautical mile cruise range

0624 W72-32059

Numerical analysis of flow distributions about nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and supersonic speeds (NASA-TF-F-15547)

0628 W72-32302

Numerical analysis of low speed longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of swept wings

0635 W72-32989

Numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment due to ball-snap split flap chord for various thickness/chord ratios of wings

0635 W72-32990

Procedures for reducing aircraft performance data to compensates for atmospheric parameters and variations in aircraft configurations (ESDDO-70106)

0635 W72-32991

Vortex drag factor of a stepped swept wing with nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and supersonic speeds (NASA-TR-F-1459)

0637 W72-33012

Definition and assessment of advanced technology for production of high subsonic and supersonic conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft

0638 W72-33013

AERODYNAMIC DRAG

NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

Axial cords effects on parachute drag and stability characteristics and opening time, discussing wind tunnel and balloon drop test results

0007 W72-10306

Parachute flow characteristics in low speed free descent, discussing glide angle effect on total drag and water channel flow pattern studies

0007 W72-10309

Parachute opening shock and filling time calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air mass and effective porosity time functions, using momentum and continuity equations

0007 W72-10310

Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on number, airfoil parameters and flight conditions

0024 A72-12882

Lift and induced drag characteristics of jet-flapped finite span wings in close proximity to ground, using method of matched asymptotic expansions

0040 A72-32827

Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag

0040 A72-32827

divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet onset

0075 W72-11861

Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical techniques for determining full scale aerodynamic flight drag factors

0075 W72-11869

Drag of supercritical body of revolution in free flight at transonic speeds and comparison with wind tunnel data

0079 W72-11898

Wind tunnel tests and determine drag characterization of airfoil covered with compliant coating of polyvinyl chloride membrane over porous honeycomb damping layer

0160 W72-14607

Induced drag of thin delta wings with different leading edge spanwise distributions

0203 W72-15957

Drag of supersonic parachutes in dependence of Bach and Reynolds numbers

0204 W72-15967

Wind tunnel model tests of C-121 aircraft and comparison with drag estimates and full scale flight data

0205 W72-15974

External drag characteristics of jet engine exhaust nozzles, using wind tunnel tests

0212 W72-16707

Jet effects on boattail pressure drag at supersonic speeds in single or twin propulsive jets

0212 W72-16708

Wind tunnel study of aerodynamic drag for pod and its elements including air intake and afterbody

0265 W72-18997

Slam drag, wheel spray, and hydroplaning research using pneumatic wheels and moving runway and water layer model test facilities

0270 W72-19035

Systematic drag measurements on rectangular and elliptical planform models with recessed dimples

0317 W72-19992

Method for predicting profile drag of airfoils at subcritical and supersonic speeds

0365 W72-21995

Computer program for coordinates, incompressible inviscid section characteristics, and two dimensional drag-rise for NACA airfoils

0484 W72-23332

Vortex drag factor of unstepped swept wing with part span flap, noting spanwise loading

0527 W72-23997

Effect of subsonic speed on drag characteristics of high speed wingless and winged helicopters with two different rotor head fairings

0529 W72-29010

Momentum loss measured for determination of drag in wind tunnel model of advanced manned interceptor with engine package containing two internal airflow passages

0539 W72-29917

Aerodynamic drag and hypersonic aircraft propulsion

0618 W72-32000

AERODYNAMIC FORCES

NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG

NT AERODYNAMIC LOADS

NT BLAST LOADS

NT GUST LOADS

NT HYPERSONIC FORCES

NT INTERFERENCE LIFT

NT JET LIFT

NT LIFT

NT ROTOR LIFT

NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

NT WING LOADING

NT ZERO LIFT

Aerodynamic forces and 'pressure distribution measurement on wind-body combination model, investigating boundary layer on lower upper surface

0016 A72-12228

Lifting surface linearized potential theory for unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program

0057 A72-13541

Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two

1-10
Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and method of images, determining chord and spanwise loading on lifting surfaces (AIAA PAPER 72-26) p0131 A72-16917

Aerodynamic loads and structural integrity flight testing /U.S. Air Force/, noting dynamic response, fatigue tests and temperature data acquisition (AIAA PAPER 72-27) p0087 A72-16909

Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading in ideal incompressible gas by equations of motion linearization (AIAA PAPER 72-2577) p0182 A72-19110

Wind load distribution and induced drag control by warping, summarizing linear theory and wind tunnel test results (AIAA PAPER 72-2427) p0240 A72-24278

Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic loading effect on panel flutter, examining stability for various initial conditions (AIAA PAPER 72-2574) p0286 A72-25747

Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in supersonic flow (AIAA PAPER 72-378) p0267 A72-25402

Axial flow turbine aerodynamic loading increase via control of velocity distribution and boundary layer solution around wind profiles (ASME PAPER 72-GT-78) p0297 A72-25658

Nonlinear integral equations solution for heavily loaded actuator disk induced flow field, taking into account blade tip vortices and thrust coefficient effects (AIAA PAPER 72-2657) p0303 A72-26577

Low altitude gust load spectra above Czechoslovak territory interpreted in terms of equivalent velocity cumulative frequencies for flight aircraft (AIAA PAPER 72-30282) p0358 A72-30282

Aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft stability, computerized aerelastic analysis, aeroelastic optimization, composite structures, etc (AIAA PAPER 72-3102) p0393 A72-31020

Near flow field and aerodynamic loading in subsonic and supersonic flow over body-wing configuration, surveying numerical, kernel function and image methods (AIAA PAPER 72-36390) p0457 A72-36390

Evaluation of Reissner's correction for finite span aerodynamic effects. (AIAA PAPER 72-36774) p0459 A72-36774

Application of advanced methods to the determination of design loads of the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar (AIAA PAPER 72-777) p0499 A72-15343

The application of non-planar lifting surface theory to the calculation of external-store loads. (AIAA PAPER 72-971) p0561 A72-42340

Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical spectra and some observations on airworthiness, (AIAA PAPER 72-44734) p0608 A72-44734

An assessment of repeated loads on general aviation and transport aircraft. (AIAA PAPER 72-44736) p0609 A72-44736

Maneuver acceleration measured for estimating loads during civil aircraft training and test flying (ARC-CP-1176) p0042 N72-11043

Test equipment and calibrating tests for lifting flight load and vibration measurements (NASA CR-115386) p0079 N72-11991

Free flight tests to determine deployment characteristics and aerodynamic loads for all-flexible parawings with 4000 square foot wing area (NASA TN-X-2326) p0087 N72-11956

Simulation of flight maneuver-load distributions utilizing stationary, nonGaussian random load history (NASA TN-0-6570) p0087 N72-12908

Computer programs for wake geometry, and blade loads and resonant modes (NASA CR-1912) p0149 N72-13977

Flight tests of ribbon parachutes with 2000 lb store at low altitude (SC-DC-71-4022) p0151 N72-13994

Two-degree-of-freedom flutter model for analyzing aerodynamic structural vibrations (NASA CR-1955) p0216 N72-16877

Velocity diagram for highly loaded drive turbine with plain blade configuration (NASA CR-1964) p0226 N72-17845

Computer program for calculation of airborne store loads, shear, and moments (NAM-733673) p0264 N72-17955

Wind tunnel tests of models of helicopter rotor wings to determine blade element airloads in unstalled and stalled flight regimes (NASA CR-119428) p0251 N72-16005

Woodward panel method used to calculate loads on slender bodies with small aspect ratio wings for supersonic flow (TPA-AD-653-P1) p0317 N72-19595

Application of statistical methods for establishing positive maneuver loads design criteria for fighter aircraft (NASA CR-11205-1) p0466 N72-26021


Computer programming manual for theoretical prediction of interference loads caused by external stores on F-4 aircraft - Part 3 (NASA CR-11205-3) p0466 N72-26023

Analysis of flight loads on CH-53K helicopter to determine exceeding of design limits during actual operating situations (NASA CR-112015) p0533 N72-29229

Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data obtained by computerized analysis method and real-time histories for jet fighter aircraft (NASA CR-112015-P1) p0541 N72-29912

Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained during operation of military aircraft using counting accelerometers (NASA CR-112015-P2) p0587 N72-31036

Flight load parameters of F-4J aircraft for 49.5 flight hours (NASA CR-112015-P3) p0623 N72-32050

Analysis of low speed normal force and pitching moment of slender wings operating in ground effect (NASA CR-112015-P4) p0635 N72-32986

Mathematical model and computer program for determining helicopter main rotor wake geometry effects on rotor blade air-loads and response in steady maneuvers - Vol. 1 (NASA CR-2110) p0636 N72-32995

Fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions (NASA CR-112015-P5) p0688 N72-33899

AERODYNAMIC ROBOTS

STABILITY DERIVATIVES

AERODYNAMIC NOISE

Acoustic, turbulent and thermal fluctuating motions interaction in gas flow, considering application to aerodynamic noise theory (NASA CR-1912) p0055 N72-13005

Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear layers, including low supersonic and transonic ranges for jet noise applications
Multiple pure tone noise generation from turbofan blade to blade nonuniformities in rotor geometry, using two dimensional inviscid flow model.  
Leaning vanes for fan noise reduction, discussing rotor-stator plane fluctuating pressure amplitude decrease and radial distribution modification.  
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern change due to inlet flow distortion.  
Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical units, spectral analysis, conversion and correction formulas.  
Hovercraft noise and vibration source and reduction for improved crew and passenger comfort.  
Pressure sensor measurements of fluctuating aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to compressor noise generation.  
Coherent and incoherent structures of aerodynamic noise, analyzing compressor near field and hot jet E8 emission source.  
Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flow around airfoil, discussing sound reduction.  
Aerodynamic noise generation mechanism of ideally expanded supersonic jet based on large scale flow instabilities, deriving mathematical model.  
Measurement of hot jets turbulence intensity axial and transverse profiles, noting application to sound sources detection.  
Low pressure ratio Q-FAN propulsor noise reduction tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source components and design configurations.  
Aircraft noise sources, showing noise intensity relationship to airfoil velocity and pressure ratio.  
Subsonic and supersonic heavily loaded axial flow rotors noise, discussing helicitor blade slip effect and compressor rotor-stator interaction.  
Mathematical model for gas turbine engine noise caused by shock wave impingement, noting dynamic wave system with overpressure and distortion.  
Aerodynamic noise and structural fatigue failure research and test facility, concerning supersonic jet and VS/STOL aircraft.  
Airfoil vortex shedding noise in low-turbulence flow at helicopter blade Reynolds numbers, obtaining correlation coefficients for far field noise and surface pressure fluctuations.  
Acoustic attenuation and thrust loss incurred by shrouded multistage supersonic jet noise suppressor.  
American Helicopter Society Noise Subcommittee report on physical characteristics and major controlling parameters of rotor induced aerodynamic noise.  
Externally blown flap impingement noise.  
Internal noise reduction in hovercraft.  
Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reversers.  
Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow turbomachinery aerodynamic sound generation including flow effects on radiation.  
Noise radiation from VS/STOL aircraft.  
Evaluation of transsonic and supersonic wind-tunnel background noise and effects of surface pressure fluctuation measurements.  
Design and development of the United Aircraft Research Laboratory acoustic research tunnel.  
Jet noise generation theory/Lighthill-Flovcs Williams verification by model tests, discussing means of reducing or eliminating shock cells.  
Basic directivity and spectra of jet noise with improved correction for refraction.  
Investigation of propeller vortex noise including the effects of boundary layer control.  
Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex sheet.  
Mathematical models for studying incoherent and coherent structures of aerodynamically generated noise.  
Calibration of pressure sensors used to measure aerodynamic noise.  
Development of theory for predicting sonic boom pressure signatures emitted by nonslifting rectangular wings.  
Measurements of impulsive noise, rotor noise, rotor blade dynamic and rotor blade pressure of CH-53 helicopter under cruise and hover conditions.  
Analytical and experimental investigation of vortex noise generated by propellers with low tip speeds.  
Flight tests to determine characteristics of blade slap in rotary wings and effect on helicopter performance.  
Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise in low supersonic operation of axial flow compressor.  
Field noise measurements of HH-638 helicopters during flight to determine effects of modifications on noise reduction.  
Aircraft noise reduction by extinction with reversed phase sound in acoustic interference.  
Measurement of noise produced by turboshaft rotor following roll of casing boundary layer.  
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves.  
Theory of aerodynamic sound generation and numerical analysis of inhomogeneous wave equations to include effects of boundaries - conference.  
Derivation of equations for flow noise theory and numerical analysis of special flow configurations and boundaries.  
Acoustic properties of radiated sound for near and far-field conditions and numerical analysis of aerodynamic sound production.  
Characteristics of free turbulence as source of aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of noise created by jet engines.  
Spectral methods for analyzing jet noise and numerical analysis of sound pressure components and sound generation by wave-type turbulence.  
Comparison of aerodynamic noise measurements made on two jet flap systems to be used on STOL aircraft.  
Analysis of effect of aerodynamically-induced fluctuation forces on sound produced by axial flow compressor rotor and stator combinations.
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY

Acoustic properties of STOL aircraft with engine over wing configuration and effects of nozzle location, wing shielding, flap leakage, and internally generated exhaust noise

Recommedations for advanced technology program to develop long range transport aircraft to meet noise reduction standards - Vol. 2

Wind tunnel investigation of acoustic characteristics of STOL aircraft

Numerical acoustic sources at subsonic speeds

Analysis of noise generated by target type thrust reversers used on augmentor-wing short takeoff aircraft

Acoustic measurement tests to determine reduction of aerodynamic noise by conventional and STOL aircraft

Static and flight acoustic and aerodynamic tests to determine flight velocity effect on jet noise of conical ejector, annular plug, and segmented suppressor nozzles

Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward flight produced by farson street type vortex shedding

Effects of aircraft flight altitude and Mach number, wind and temperature gradients, and wind direction on width of sonic boom corridor

Lighthill-based model of sound emission from axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow, and implications for jet noise with helicopter compartments

Analysis of effect of noise created by 7/5STOL aircraft operation on annoyance to communities near operational sites

Numerical analysis of total sound pressure field emitted by stationary rotating jet and sound field from same jet in motion observed at fixed point on ground

Procedures for estimating mean field sound pressure levels caused by jet engine noise

Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary layers, flow past single discontinuities, and rigid flow discontinuities immersed in fluid ducts

AXIAL CORDS EFFECTS ON PARACHUTE STABILITY

Deployment of an inflatable fabric structure for the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape capsule

Aerodynamics and flight stability of oblique wing-body combinations and application to supersonic transport aircraft

Development of control volume concept in aeronautical engineering based on laws of continuum, momentum, and energy

Aero-normalized yawing moment derivatives

Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries

Experimental determination of stability and stall flutter of scale model of tilt-rotor free-wing STOL aircraft

Multiple component strain gauge balance for measuring dynamic loads and forces in wind tunnel model stability tests

Development of control volume concept in aerospatial applications

Inlet duct and turbofan engine compatibility

Incident wing stall detection by unsteady pressure monitoring via flush-mounted microphones, discussing flow patterns on models

Dassault Falcon 10 turbofan powered executive aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics to wing design optimization

Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis, discussing application to space shuttle

Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from static experimental data for airfoils, noting boundary layer effects

Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries of articulated helicopter rotors

SUBJECT INDEX

Parasitic studies of instabilities associated with large, flexible rotor propellers

Helicopter stability derivative extraction and data processing using Kalman filtering techniques

Development of an inflatable fabric structure for the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape capsule

Effects of semi-rigidity on helicopter autostabilizer design

Aerodynamics and flight stability of oblique wing-body combinations and application to supersonic transport aircraft

Experimental determination of stability and stall flutter of scale model of tilt-rotor free-wing STOL aircraft

Multiple component strain gauge balance for measuring dynamic loads and forces in wind tunnel model stability tests

Development of control volume concept in aeronautical engineering based on laws of continuum, momentum, and energy

Aerodynamic stall characteristic prediction from static experimental data for airfoils, noting boundary layer effects

Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries of articulated helicopter rotors.
Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions of conventional aircraft. III - Mechanical fundamentals /Dynamics of a point mass/

Russian book - Experimental studies of helicopter aerodynamics.

Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings, peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic flow, discussing shock tub and wind tunnel development

Research planning in steady compression in aerodynamics, discussing problems on annular wings, shockless transonic airfoils and Smith panel method for three dimensional flow problems /ICAS PAPER 72-001/ 00552 A72-41126

Research activities for various divisions of National Aeronautical Laboratory for 1970 - 1971

Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics, fatigue and structural analysis, and related aircraft studies - bibliography 0068 A72-33621

Aerelastic models construction for flutter analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk reduction

Galerkin method application to nonconservative nonself-adjoint aeroeelasticity problems based on interpretation as mathematical formulation of virtual work principle

Dynamically similar wind tunnel models for transonic aerelastic studies of aircraft failures or structural damage and flutter margins /OERA, TP NO. 1088/ 0059 H72-12971

Aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blade tip vortices /NASA CR-112099/ 0071 A72-12929

Design and aerodynamic performance of clasmshell target thrust reverser 0021 A72-16695

Aerodynamic research and development trend for transport and military aircraft

Turbine research and technology including aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant, high work-factor turbines, and computer programs for design and performance /NASA TN 4-68115/ 00522 A72-28795

Activities of ONERA for 1971

Aerodynamic and hypersonic inviscid flow /AHS PREPRINT 616/ 00592 A72-31962

Research activities for various divisions of National Aeronautical Laboratory for 1970 - 1971 0058 A72-32958

Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics, fatigue and structural analysis, and related aircraft studies - bibliography 0068 A72-33621

AEROSTRUCTURES

AERODYNAMICS

AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

AEROSUPERSONICS

AERODYNAMICS

Data acquisition and reduction for model aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel facility 0023 A72-24766

German book on flow technology and fluid flow machines covering hydrodynamics, gas dynamics, aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels, propellers, helicopters, turbomachines, blade cascades, etc

Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering engine cooling, high work factor turbine, pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis

Mechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft analysis, noting force concept and Newton theory

Russian book on flight dynamics covering horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing characteristics, meteorological conditions, helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and controllability analysis, etc
Steady state equations of motion, equilibrium shape and stability derivatives of elastic airplanes obtained with finite element methods.

Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields induced by pitching motions of well monitored sweptback wing, verifying experimentally lifting surface theory in high subsonic range.

Aeroelastic optimization of a panel in high Mach number supercritical flow.

Influence of wing deformations measured during flight tests upon the flight performance of a glider made of synthetic materials.

Aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of rigid two-bladed rotor system with full-scale rotor operating at very high advance ratios and during start/stop operation.

Static aeroelastic characteristics of thick cylindrical shells at subsonic speeds without use of boundary layer control or shell axial-force loading.

Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced response characteristics of thin walled, circular cylindrical shells.

Bending response of rotary wing blades when subjected to random input velocities for both hinged and unhinged cases of root end fixity.

Dynamic aeroelastic effects on stability control and gust response of slender delta aircraft.

Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady aerodynamic forces with elastic deformations and surface deflections for aerodynamic structures in subsonic flow.

Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and flight controls interface with application to aircraft design criteria.

Development of mathematical techniques for determining stresses, deformations, and stability of aerospace vehicle structures.

Aeroelastic analysis and vibration modes for flutter and flight control system definition.

Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization through aerology, discussing value of weather forecasts to glider pilots.


Theoretical performance of jet flap rotor at advanced rates greater than 1.0.

Reduction of water pollution, development of railway track switch heater, lubrication under cold weather conditions, and research projects conducted by mechanical and aeronautical engineering facilities.

Handbook of aviation historical data.

Academic program, research projects, and related activities of Israel Institute of Technology Department of Aeronautical Engineering.

Construction materials and engineering techniques for improved jet engines.

 Casting instruction manual for steels and aluminum, magnesia and copper alloys in aeronautical manufacturing.

Dimensional analysis in aeronautical engineering including fixed and natural units.

Development of Soviet aviation from pre-revolution to 1970.

Deposition and structural properties of airframes.

Vehicle technology for civil aviation for seventies and beyond.

Proceedings of conference on applications of laser technology for aerodynamics measurements.

Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics, fatigue and structural analysis, and related aircraft studies - bibliography.

Heat transfer research review, discussing gas turbines, aeronautics, astronautics, nuclear power, thermal pollution and controlled fusion challenges.

Human and instrumental observations of aviation visibility, discussing measurements of extinction coefficient and light scatter and sensors testing.

Handbook on aerospace research and development.

Illustrated biography of Wiley Post to record significant accomplishments in long range flight and aeronautical engineering.

French/German ISL test facilities for aeronautical applications.

Aeronautical and astronautics - Conference, Tel Aviv-Haifa, March 1972.

Handbook on aerospace research and development.

National aerospace R and D facilities requirements, establishing priority order for V/STOL, aeropropulsion systems, high Reynolds number, large transonic and true-temperature hypersonic test facilities.


Aeronautical and astronautics research at three Italian universities.

Abstracts and summaries of aerospace research for 1971.

Decision and control theory for large scale and uncertain systems for aerospace applications.

AERONAUTICS

ENGINEERING

REFERENCES

ENGINEERING

INSTRUMENTATION

ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS

ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERING

AERONAUTICS

ENGINEERING

AEROSPACE PHYSICS

ENGINEERING

AEROSPACE MATERIALS

ENGINEERING

AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

ENGINEERING

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING
Technical utilization and transfer of chemical discoveries to solving aeronautical problems (NASA-TM-1-62186) p0587 A72-31148

AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS

Environmental effects on aircraft structure and overall safety, discussing failure removal and protective coating lifetime p0359 A72-30285

Variable impedance transducer measuring instruments for in-flight aircraft performance tests under environmental thermal effects p0565 A72-42711

AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

#2 AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

Industrial parachute R and D in U.K. discussing management and technical staff requirements and government/industry liaison p0006 A72-10304

Aerospace wire and cables testing standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical, and chemical properties, coating thicknesses, continuity films, flammability, geometrical characteristics, etc (SAE AS 1198) p0008 A72-10304

Effects of aerospace and air transport industries on United States economy p0150 A72-13999

Heat treatment and mechanical properties of titanium alloys for aerospace industry application (NLE-TH-71003-D-REV) p0170 A72-15529

Titles and authors of papers presented at Thirteenth Annual Israel Conference on Aviation and Astronautics - March 1971 p0250 A72-17997

AEROSPACE MEDICINE

German Research and Test Institute for Aero- and Astronautics 1970 report covering flow mechanics, power conversion, aerospace medicine, atmospheric physics, etc p0013 A72-11151

AEROSPACE SCIENCES

Design, construction, and capabilities of wind tunnels used for aeronautical research by private and governmental agencies in U.S. - Vol. 1 (NASA-CR-1078) p0092 A72-12182

Reduction of water pollution, development of railway track switch heater, lubrication under cold weather conditions, and research projects conducted by mechanical and aeronautical engineering facilities (DRE/NAE-1971-3(1)) p0098 A72-12820

Scientific and technological research projects p0257 A72-19282

Proceedings of conference on applications of laser technology for aerodynamic measurements (AGARD-LS-49) p0435 A72-25493

Research projects conducted by National Aerospace Laboratory of Netherlands during 1971 p0634 A72-32973

Research projects conducted by National Research Council of Canada from 1 Apr. to 30 Jun. 1972 p0694 A72-33964

AEROSPACE SYSTEMS


Papers on aerospace structure by W. J. Hoff covering aeronautical stress analysis, structural stability, shell theories, bending, buckling, monocoque and sandwich structures, etc p0070 A72-15230

A comparison of voice communication techniques for aeronautical and marine applications p0442 A72-36267

International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, 18th, Miami, Fla., May 15-17, 1972, Proceedings p0563 A72-42676

Cost analysis and economic models for the development of an aerospace vehicle compared to US experience p0037 A72-10992

AEROSPACE VEHICLES

Thermal simulation tests for kinetic heating of aerospace structures and materials, describing facilities for distributed flight and atmospheric reentry p0404 A72-32897

Integration of aerospace vehicle performance and design optimization. ([AIAA PAPER 72-948]) p0562 A72-42355

Management planning and operation of test facilities for effective application to aerospace vehicles (AD-73158G) p0276 A72-19307

Software and hardware technology for application of computer systems to guidance and control of aerospace vehicles (NASA-CR-128101) p0335 A72-21211

Measurement of wind tunnel background pressure fluctuations for application to design of aerospace vehicles (NASA-37-123101) p0575 A72-30245

Development of mathematical techniques for determining stresses, deformations, and stability of aerospace vehicle structures (AD-744116) p0625 A72-32067

AEROSTATS

U AIRCRAFTS

AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space shuttle (NASA-CR-120037-VOL-1) p0201 A72-15942

APC (CONTROL)

U AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL

APCS (CONTROL SYSTEM)

U AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

AFRICA

Airfield distribution survey of selected countries in Southeastern, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft (AD-742093) p0627 A72-32280

AFTERBODIES

Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust model measurements on supersonic aircraft afterbody (ONERA, TD NO. 978) p0116 A72-15856

Transonic performance of double flux engine nacelle on intake and afterbody at high Reynolds numbers p0075 A72-11866

Afterbody thrust measurement in wind tunnel (ONERA-TP-979) p0221 A72-17206

Wind tunnel study of aerodynamic drag for engine pod and its elements including intake and afterbody (NASA-TP-14154) p0265 A72-18997

AFTERBURNERS

U AFTERBURNING

AFTERBURNING

Steady combustion limits in afterburner gas turbine engine chambers p0509 A72-39922

Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous controller for a jet engine with an afterburner p0661 A72-46284

Recirculation mechanism in jet powered V/STOL aircraft (BRW-PSMT-71-12) p0036 A72-10828

Afterburning steady state performance and operational limits of TP-30 turbofan engine (NASA-TD-6639) p0477 A72-27014

Analysis of carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbojet afterburner combustion products using infrared spectroscopy. - Part 1 (AD-739176) p0488 A72-27967

Computer program for determining history of combustion products produced by turbojet engine afterburner - Part 2 (AD-739177) p0488 A72-27969

Altitude and Mach number effects on exhaust gas emissions of afterburning turbofan engine (AD-761249) p0542 A72-29967

Flight tests to determine performance of air cooled plug nozzle with afterburning turbojet (NASA-TP-4-2607) p0550 A72-31785

Concept for jet noise suppression for afterburning turbojet engine (NASA-37-68164) p0632 A72-32763

AGH HARDENING

U PRECIPITATION HARDENING

AGREEMENTS

Book on world airlines economic regulation, analyzing multilateral international agreements, national aviation interests and competitive situation p0300 A72-25923
Agricultural Aircraft

Aircraft.

Utility Aircraft

Aircraft

U.S. Utility Aircraft

Aircraft

Sporicai Aircraft

State sensitivity functions in aircraft parameter identification for lateral dynamics under aerodynamic deflections caused by model response and in-flight test data. 

Aircraft vibration pressure measurement in plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating damping characteristics with allowances for shock motion caused by nonlinear effects.

AIR

Compressed Air

Aircraft Breathing

Gas Bearing

Air Blast

Aircraft Explosions

Aircraft Breathing Engines

Gas Turbojet Engines

Jet Engines

Pulsejet Engines

Rakjet Engines

Supersonic Combustion Ramjet Engines

Turbojet Engines

Turbofan Engines


Aircraft Air Breathing Propulsion Technology, Discussing Two-Place Aircraft, Turbofan Power Plants, Helicopter Engines and V/STOL, Subsonic Transports and Supersonic Aircraft.

Application of Linear Stochastic Optimal Control Theory to Design of Control System for Air Inlet of Supersonic Propulsion Systems.

Development of Scramjet With Air Breathing Engine for Cruise Application.

Inventory of Aeronautical Test Facilities for Air Breathing Engines.


Development of Techniques for Evaluating Performance of Air Breathing Engines and Measurement of Significant Operating Parameters.

Mission Requirements and Design Modifications for Air Breathing Engines Used in Space Shuttles.


Intrinsic Thrust and Drag for Air Breathing Ducted Flow Engines in Flight.

Analysis of Major Pollutants Produced by Aircraft Engine Exhaust and Development of Techniques to Reduce Level of Pollutant Emissions.

AIR CARGO

V.C. Aircraft


American Civil Aviation Future Development, Discussing Passenger and Freight Market Growth, Aircraft Types and FRA Role.

SUBJECT INDEX

Future Civil Air Transport Trends, Considering Passenger and Cargo Growth, Travel Frequency per Capita Income and STOL Market.

Air Cargo Growth Potential, Marketing and Profitability, Considering Need for Improvements in Ground Handling, Rate Structure, Container Standardization, Documentation, etc.

Air Cargo Intermodal and Interline Container Handling in Warehouse Storage, Transportation and Distribution, Considering Total Pack and Interlock Requirements.

Terminal Handling Environment and Air Cargo Requirements for Nonconsolidated Freight.

Major Civil Airport Passenger and Cargo Terminal Complex Design and Layout Planning, Discussing Various Facilities and Equipment Requirements.

Simulation of an Air Cargo Handling System by Use of a Large Scale Mathematical Programming Model.

Statistical Forecasting Models for USAF CUBUS Outbound Cargo Airlift Requirements by Averaging and Exponential Smoothing Models.

Aircraft and Route Assignment to Satisfy Passenger and Cargo Demand.

Passenger, Cargo, and Mail Statistics for Courier Air Carriers FY 1971.

Design of Security System for Civil Aviation Cargo Transportation.

Senate Hearings on Regulation of Rates and Practices of Domestic and Foreign Air Carriers.

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT


Design and Development Program for Air Conditioning System of Twin Engine Unpressurized Piper Navajo, Noting Flight Test Results.

AIR COOLING


Aircraft Engines High Pressure Turbojet Guide Vane Air Cooling by Internal Insert, Analyzing Thermal Stresses.

Heat Transfer Rates of Impingement Cooling in Gas Turbine Airfoils, Noting Leading Edge Sharpness Effects for Slot and Circumferential Jets.

Cooling Efficiency and Load Endurance of Aircraft Turbine Engine Blades as Function of Ambient Temperature and Air Flow Rates.

Air Breeding Location to Cool Turbojet Engine Turbine of Supersonic Aircraft, Presenting Graphs.

Flow Characteristics of Turbine Airfoil Cooling System Components.
AIR JETS

[NSA-CH-1977] p0264 A72-18786
Wind tunnel study of aerodynamic drag for engine pod and its elements including air intake and afterbody

[NSA-TT-F-14154] p0265 A72-18997
AIB JETS

Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design parameters for constant altitude flight at given speed

p0181 A72-18991
Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow interaction in throat region of mainstream two dimensional nozzle flow

p0244 A72-22885
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine flame tube

p0244 A72-22885
Effect of air injection on the torque produced by a trailing vortex.

p0594 A72-4333
Basic directivity and spectra of jet noise with improved correction for refraction.

p0607 A72-44678
AIR MAIL

Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for computer air carriers FY 1971

p0429 A72-24901
AIR NAVIGATION

MT AL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION

ATC separation minima and navigational errors on airways in general and long range oceanic environments

p0001 A72-10177
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making problems, considering navigation, surveillance radar, collision avoidance and ATC techniques

p0002 A72-10180
Star altitude reference and navigation associative processor with high computational speed for radar approach control in ATC

p0207 A72-12033
Optimal stochastic Kalman filters application to integrated air and submarine navigation systems, discussing measurement errors modeling as bias and colored noise

p0017 A72-12050
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation aid, discussing position accuracy, data transmission and voice communication and modulation methods

p0024 A72-12744
Radio aids for air navigation and traffic control in Italy, discussing facilities development

p0024 A72-12748
Doppler system with navigation radar device, computer unit and data transmitter for continuous recording of aircraft position and speed

p0024 A72-12749
Communications and navigation trends in ATC, emphasizing use of improved existing systems

p0114 A72-15781
A-7 D/B navigation/weapon delivery system flight testing, using photogrammetric techniques

p0124 A72-16656
Navy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control system for VS/STOL flight test program, using airborne digital computer for navigation/guidance computations

p0125 A72-16656
Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal Republic and on international level, discussing regional control stations, radio frequencies, navigation systems, automation, etc

p0127 A72-16738
Omega system in short range navigation supplementing VOR/TAC for coverage at low altitudes in mountain areas

p0138 A72-17330
Single satellite angle system and multiple satellite ranging and range difference systems in short haul air navigation, comparing with VORTAC

p0138 A72-17335
Head-up display flying under ITC and VBC flight conditions, considering takeoff, landing and navigation modes

p0190 A72-21004

SUBJECT INDEX

Area navigation systems, discussing VOR/DME, Doppler and inertial systems, CRT displays, data links, etc

p0193 A72-21523
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft flight path management, emphasizing dependability, safety and economy

p0193 A72-21524
Automation in planning and execution of flights, considering navigation, communication, flight instruments monitoring, control/stabilization and warning systems

p0230 A72-22780
Area navigation for Chicago-New York region, evaluating Decca Omnitrac 1A BNAV system installation in Boeing 727 aircraft

p0236 A72-23467
Flight testing of automated modular area navigation system for L-1011, describing computer, data storage and control-display units and electronic automatic chart system

p0240 A72-24271
Skyguide airborne computer navigation system for airline applications, discussing system components, flight crew monitoring and optimization

p0304 A72-26999
Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft position and trajectory parameters, noting coordinate plotting for flight path recovery maneuvers

p0346 A72-26878
Information theory approaches to air navigation, discussing ATC, collision avoidance and computer applications

p0350 A72-29013
Navigation accuracy of corrected ONEGA close to transmitter, using aircraft flight test at 500 nm range

p0352 A72-29186
Aircraft applications of composite signal ONEGA configuration with phase data combined at separate carrier with weighting coefficients, discussing advantages over uncompensated navigation systems

p0352 A72-29192
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization in conjunction with ONEGA, covering sensor and computer equipment life cycles

p0353 A72-29199
Small aircraft navigation over 10-400 mile course segments by raw ONEGA phase information DC presentation on conventional 10-249 course deviation indicator

p0353 A72-29201
OMEGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne computerized navigation system, describing flight test, maintainability and laboratory simulation programs

p0353 A72-29202
Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise elimination at front end of aircraft oriented ONEGA navigation system receiver

p0356 A72-29204
Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing mode selection unit, digital computer and control display for operator communication with system

p0394 A72-31596
Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky path observation during navigation and landing, discussing computer units, CEP and image generating subsystems

p0394 A72-32042
Navigation for general aviation and navigation training - Conference, Atlanta, February-March 1972

p0397 A72-32201
Area navigation requirements for general aviation, discussing random routing, ATC system and aircraft approach spacing

p0397 A72-32202
Great circle intermediate waypoint computation method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft

p0397 A72-32205
Computerized navigator training simulator for complete array of air navigation instruments, discussing design and human factors

p0398 A72-32208
Subjects Index

Canadian Armed Forces. Air navigation training program, noting emphasis on training flights. p0539 A72-32209

USAF Academy air navigation training program, discussing systems development course and descriptive and applied astronomy. p0399 A72-32210

Naval Academy air navigation training program, discussing systems development course and descriptive and applied astronomy. p0399 A72-32210

Fighter bomber Loran-inertial data processing with digital computer to combine navigation, guidance and weapon delivery into fully integrated system. p0407 A72-32246

Solid state modular ground based distance measuring equipment /DME/ receiver for en route aircraft navigation and landing. p0411 A72-33521

Technical and operational aspects of L-band satellite systems for air navigation, discussing tactical navigation, direction finding and noise interference problems. p0417 A72-34138

Configuration and flight test of the only operational Air Force area navigation system. p0453 A72-35557

USAF development of electrostatic gyroscopes for inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and associated airborne digital computer. p0453 A72-35558

Book - Minimum operational characteristics for vertical guidance equipment used in airborne navigational systems. (90-152) p0455 A72-35800

OMEGA air and maritime navigation system development, test phase and application potential, discussing operational modes, propagation parameters, solar activity effects and signal loss. p0493 A72-37796

Inertial platform pursuant to AECMC-571 specifications, noting capability for integration into surface navigation system or autonomous operation. p0493 A72-37799

Development of STOLAND, a versatile navigation, guidance and control system. p0493 A72-37804

Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area navigation for jet transport noise abatement. p0497 A72-37817

Area navigation and its effect on aircraft operation and systems design. p0498 A72-38125

Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial navigation systems. p0504 A72-39081

Optimal aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data. p0504 A72-39082

Updating inertial navigation systems with VDRE information. p0504 A72-39083

Tactical aircraft weapon system development, describing navigation, target acquisition, release point guidance and delivery modes. p0505 A72-39103

Reduction of air traffic congestion due to corridor effect of present airway route pattern through area navigation /VOR/ based on VDRE inputs. p0508 A72-39750

NEWRAY Symposium, Frankfurt am Main, West Germany, October 5-7, 1971, Report. Volumes 1 & 2. p0545 A72-40276

Modular navigation /VOR/ dual channel automatic area navigation, describing computer, flight data storage and control/display units. p0545 A72-40277

TCA-7IA area navigation system based on modular design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter storage, describing computer, control display and automatic data entry units. p0546 A72-40278

Operational implementation of area navigation, discussing computer, control data storage and display units. p0546 A72-40279

Area navigation systems integration into existing ATC and navigational relationship problems, considering cockpit workload coordination. p0546 A72-40280

An area navigation system for a long range airborne computer. p0546 A72-40281

Subject Index
AIR POLICY

Equipment specifications and environmental standards for air navigation systems based on development of minimal operational characteristics (AD-512) p052 772-28667

Formulas accounting for earth ellipsoid flattening and flight altitudes corrections of air navigation measurements  
[SERR-C/DISS-166] p052 772-28677

Development of plans for navigation system improvements for civil aviation and maritime requirements (AD-74650) p0579 772-30592

Flight tests of air navigation equipment to determine accuracy of position location for small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in Arctic regions  
[AD-74067] p0579 772-30596

Development of precision air navigation system based on loran C system and digital barometric altimeter  
[AD-74068] p0579 772-30597

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial air navigation systems  
[JPPS-51241] p0589 772-31639

Low altitude flight test to determine accuracy of VOR Tacan air navigation aid  
[AD-74069] p0630 772-32642

Development and evaluation of equinoctial aircraft and autogiro program for air traffic control systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period  
[AD-743635] p0630 772-32645

Development and characteristics of navigation system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft with application to flight management experiments  
[NASA-TR-6-62103] p0646 772-33642

Concept for automatic air traffic control in terminal area with navigation and guidance system primarily dependent on airborne equipment  
[NASA-TR-D-6992] p0646 772-33640

AIR POLLUTION

Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft unlawful seizure in view of international cooperation, noting German Democratic Republic agreements p0308 772-27272

The onboard authority of the aircraft commanding officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention p0459 772-35763

Air transportation evolution and relation to atmospheric and noise pollution p0061 772-14151

Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect of wing-tip vortices, plate visibility and monitoring, simulation and modeling  
[FAGK PAPERS 71-RAV-2] p0177-772-15550

Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution potential evaluation programs, considering smoke emission, noise and invisible pollutants p0177 772-18772

Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization improvement, smoke reduction and combustor design techniques p0301 772-26037

New York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport feasibility, considering noise, air-water pollution, land conservation, cost, etc p0346 772-28792

Estimated peak regional concentration of SST exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight operation levels p0346 772-28837

Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen oxides p0346 772-28837

Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on air quality p0350 772-28879

Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation by propulsion effluents of high altitude aircraft flights  
[AGA PAPER 72-658] p0374 772-30767

Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases, discussing water vapor and nitrogen oxides effects on ozone concentration p0374 772-30767

Aircraft transport developments effects on economy and environment, discussing government power to control airport use and location and air pollution p0455 772-35952

Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaustproducts of supersonic aircraft in the stratosphere p0455 772-35952

Hypermachine transports commercial applications, examining economic and noise and air pollution aspects  
[CICA PAPER 72-332] p0550 772-41517

Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San Francisco Bay area with engine emission and climatological data p0308 772-10361

Environmental impact and adverse environmental effects of Navy P-4 aircraft operation  
[PB-199805-F] p0206 772-18000

Proceedings of conference on environmental effects of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and noise pollution  
[PB-202038] p0217 772-16992

Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust emissions in atmosphere  
[PB-2029061] p0222 772-17319

Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft and combustion research for reducing emissions through combustor design and fuel atomization  
[NASA-TR-6-68000] p0253 772-18009

Air and noise environmental pollution from B-1 aircraft  
[PB-201711-F] p0254 772-18003

Design and development of f-15 fighter aircraft and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on air pollution and noise  
[PB-201710-F] p0254 772-18034

Fluorhoare line discriminator as remote sensor of fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection  
[NASA-CE-125461] p0255 772-18448

Environment pollution of turbine engine aircraft p0270 772-19030

Air pollution source inventory for group operations at airports  
[AD-733111] p0276 772-19298

Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen oxides in gaseous emissions from limited sample of military and commercial aircraft turbine engines  
[PB-204177] p0283 772-19968

Statistical analysis of aircraft exhaust emission measurements, using random sampling  
[PB-204869] p0321 772-20029

Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxide exhaust emissions from aircraft  
[PB-204879] p0321 772-20030

Assessment of aircraft emission control technology and feasibility analysis of various control methods  
[PB-204878] p0333 772-21017

Exhaust emissions tests of aircraft propulsion and auxiliary power gas turbine engines  
[PB-204920] p0333 772-21018

International survey of air pollution by aircraft engines and fuels  
[AGAERO-AB-40] p0338 772-21590

Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by aircraft engines  
[PB-204794] p0338 772-21592

Annotated bibliography on environmental pollution caused by aircraft emissions  
[AD-735943] p0388 772-23655

Air pollution for peak traffic periods at Heathrow Airport, London, for April through September for 1970 p0426 772-24649

Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas turbine engines - tables  
[PB-207107] p0435 772-25589

Environmental impact statement for Earth Resources Aircraft program  
[NASA-TR-E-68550] p0476 772-27008

Analysis of carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides in turbojet afterburner combustion products using infrared spectrophotometry - Part 1  
[AD-7371976] p0488 772-27968

Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at Los Angeles International Airport, California
Analysis of major pollutants produced by aircraft engine exhaust and development of techniques to reduce level of pollutant emission

Analysis of particulate emissions contained in afterburning turbojet engine exhaust operating at ground level - Part 1

Aircraft emission rates and their impact at selected airports

Air sampling

Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at Los Angeles International Airport, California

AIB sickness

Motion sickness

Design for air combat.

AIB to AIB refueling

F-16 Twin jet test program for hydraulic systems, spinning, low speed performance, stalling, afterburning turbofan engines, in-flight refueling and automatic telemetry equipment

Development of training program for F-4C aircraft aerial refueling training based on computer systems data

AIB to AIB rockets

AIB to surface missiles

Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model: relating pilot performance to air to ground weapon delivery accuracy

Procedures for conducting engineering tests of aircraft guided missile subsystems

Evaluation of helicopter launching system for air to ground rockets

AIB traffic

Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental and short haul operation, considering traffic forecasts, current transport aircraft and potential derivatives and technology

German Federal Republic territorial air traffic regulations covering general, VFR and IFR rules, equipment and personnel examination and certification, safety, takeoff and landing, accidents, etc

German book on air traffic law covering norms relative to vehicles and air space, international air law, organizations, etc

German commercial airports adaptation to traffic development, considering economic factors

Soviet air traffic service productivity increase and manpower saving by introduction of new airliner types

STOL transport passenger market demand model selection based on estimation of traffic patterns between two population centers and service frequency and fare considerations

Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air traffic environments, suggesting problem solution based on proximity warning systems

Optimal high capacity runway systems for major airports, discussing multiple systems in anticipation of future mass air traffic requirements

General aviation equipment standards in light of air traffic system safety needs, emphasizing Technical Standard Order system

Charter air traffic regulations under German air law, discussing legal safeguards relative to economic, personnel, technical and organizational aspects

Airport capacity and air traffic congestion effects on airport operations in terms of time and costs

Individual regions and nationwide air traffic demands forecasting for airport planning

Major civil airport planning, discussing information gathering and processing for aviation demand, aircraft movements volume and cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation

Major civil airport development plan, discussing traffic forecasts, runways, noise, airspace capacity, access systems, freight installations, maintenance facilities, navigation aids, buildings, etc

Air traffic and route analysis using computer terminal area traffic, using computer fast-time simulation for traffic model

Seduction of air traffic congestion due to aircraft guided missile subsystems

Aircraft guided missile subsystems

Weapon delivery accuracy

Simulation models for airports performance evaluation through replication of traffic units actual movement

Functional equipment active and standby redundancy for flight safety and air traffic punctuality improvement, noting Boeing 787 aircraft redundant systems

Air transport developments effects on economy and environment, discussing government power to control airport use and location and air pollution

Air transport development between the UK and Europe - the next twenty years.

Reduction of air traffic congestion due to corridor effect of present airway route pattern through area navigation /RNAV/ based on VOR/DME inputs

German monograph - Model-analytical investigation of short-haul air traffic with TPOL aircraft in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Independent parallel runway landing system to relieve air traffic congestion, investigating minimum spacing required to minimize collision risk

Critical assessment of air transport planning for German Federal Republic, advocating decentralized concept of major air terminals for intercontinental, long-haul jet traffic

Airports planning for West Germany, discussing geographical air traffic patterns, economic and noise aspects

Aircraft operational problems from traffic volume increase, discussing flight safety, passenger comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects

Aircraft and route assignment to satisfy passenger and cargo demand

Air traffic and route analysis using computer program

Research and development of advanced technologies for future air transportation needs

Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during prime travel hours and effect of unrealistic scheduling on extent of congestion

Dynamic simulation of air traffic operations in San Francisco area to determine traffic capacity

Airport traffic forecasts for Washington, D.C. for 1972 to 1983

FAA review of aviation activity in 1971 and projected outlook for 1972
AIB TRAFFIC CONTROL

[REPT-72-00207] p0320 NT2-20020
Linear programming applied to air traffic prediction models airline operations for optimal flight
[DLR-TH-71-60] p0326 NT2-20595
San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace capacity analysis to meet 1985 demand forecast
P0528 NT2-29787
Proposal for increasing overall air traffic capability by expansion of charter service between bilateral parties
P0634 NT2-32983
Forecast of airport activity for major communities in U.S.
P0635 NT2-32986

AIB TRAFFIC CONTROL

NT RADIATION APPROACH CONTROL

ATC generation minimums and navigational errors on airways in general and long range oceanic environments
Avionics contribution to airspace decision making problems, considering navigation, surveillance, radar, collision avoidance, and ATC techniques
Terrain clearance during descent and approach of aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum profile, ATC, nav aids and rules
Automated radar terminal system/Alcock sensory monitoring and tracking all aircraft within range, displaying identification, altitude and ground speed information to air traffic controller
Phased scanning array for ATC radar beacon systems, airport or air route surveillance radars and ground landing systems
Inertial navigation role in automatic ATC systems, discussing path control accuracies, environmental conditions, noise and air pollution, etc
ATC system decision making problems and future technological and administrative improvements
Stellar attitude reference and navigation associative processor with high computational speed for radar approach control in ATC
Discrete address ATC radar beacon system operation and design
FAA air traffic control automation program, discussing en route stage, computer program, data processing and storage and terminal area navigation and display techniques
UBP aeronautical satellite system, presenting ATC trends, international aspects, available flight levels, weather conditions and long haul conflicts
Computer aided interactive graphic displays for ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow and operational capabilities
Tactical ATC display system for airport surveillance, precision approach and landing and operator/aircraft/machine operations by using terminal area Surveillance Radar
Digital computer memory system for real time processing of air and naval traffic data, discussing logic design, time comparisons and optimum use
ATC/NAV air traffic control automation system emphasizing Italian situation
Radio aids for air navigation and traffic control in Italy, discussing facilities development
Flight planning by ATC, discussing problems due to runway feeding from several converging airways
Pulse coded processing system EKC performance measurement, considering CW and pulsed interference effects and application to ATC

SUBJECT INDEX

radiator beacon system transponders
p0601 NT2-14033
ATC for North Atlantic air transportation, emphasizing collision risk model for safety standards assessment
p0602 NT2-14048
ATC technology impact on flight operations and public value of aviation, discussing microwave landing system economic aspects
p0605 NT2-14050
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control, discussing automation, all-weather precision approach and landing and failure detection
p0606 NT2-14077
Air traffic control long range planning for airlines and general aviation, discussing use of IFPS, NSAV and IPC equipment
p0606 NT2-14078
Air operations effects on community noise pollution, discussing ATC airline operational procedures modifications in terms of noise reduction
p0607 NT2-14079
Air surveillance using satellite radar, measurement from noninterrogated aircraft beacons for ATC
p0608 NT2-14082
Airborne collision avoidance system equipment for general aviation aircraft, discussing logic functions, transmission modes, data handling tradeoffs and ATC procedure interactions
p0608 NT2-14083
ATC radar beacon system developments, considering diversity transponders, interrogator environment control, electronic scan cylindrical array antenna design and discrete address mode
p0608 NT2-14082
Computer technology projection in terms of cost and performance for future ATC systems, determining data processing systems availability
p0608 NT2-14083
Toulouse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight simulators with Concord cockpit replicas
p0609 NT2-15072
Mountain stations wind measurement usefulness for small aircraft traffic guidance
p0702 NT2-15625
Communications and navigation trends in ATC, emphasizing use of improved existing systems
p0115 NT2-15781
Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal Republic and on international level, discussing regional control stations, radio frequencies, navigation systems, automation, etc
p0127 NT2-16730
Automated scheduling algorithms for aircraft from terminal area to touchdown, discussing system features and STOL air traffic computerized simulation
p0137 NT2-16905
Fast time simulation application to ATC systems, discussing control action exercise within strategic/tactical spectrum
p0135 NT2-16994
Radio technical capabilities and limitations of ATC systems - Conference, Washington, D.C., November 1971
p0137 NT2-17326
FAA air traffic control automation program, describing enroute and terminal ATC systems implementation
p0137 NT2-17327
Development programs for ATC system improvement by digital computers and data displays applications
p0137 NT2-17328
Airborne traffic display system using beacons and radar surveillance network and ground computer processing
p0137 NT2-17329
Aircraft priority control for ATC system using national secondary surveillance radar /SSR/ for CAS-P/W functions
p0137 NT2-17330
Airline pilot performance in automated ATC system involving use of surveillance data and instantaneous discrete communications
p0137 NT2-17331
Pilot role in automated ATC system using onboard situation display with navigation and collision avoidance systems
p0137 NT2-17331
Aircraft approach spacing

ATC system organization in terms of optimal operating conditions for civil and military airspace users, discussing navigation systems, human factors, equipment reliability, etc

Aircraft on-time operation and air traffic problems, considering solution requirement formulation and funding suggestions

Integrated civil/military ATC system for upper airspace control at Kansas Center

Radiation plan for joint civil/military ATC organization at Los Angeles center, discussing vectorization, control and radar facilities, flight plan processing and communications

Ranging signals for aerodraflight satellite systems

Book - Minimum operational characteristics for vertical guidance equipment used in airborne volumetric navigation systems (DO-152)

ATC IC transponder used with secondary surveillance radar, discussing design features

Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC system

Potential value of turn-rate telemetry in tracking aircraft equipped with discrete address beacon system /DABS/ for ATC, discussing tracking algorithms design

The Gander automated air traffic system

Study of the flow of air traffic and capacity of a control system

STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility for airport congestion alleviation from airline viewpoint, discussing system requirements, economic factors and safety

Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development and method in tracking systems for air traffic, discussing algorithms design

The Gander automated air traffic system

Study of the flow of air traffic and capacity of a control system

STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility for airport congestion alleviation from airline viewpoint, discussing system requirements, economic factors and safety

4-D guidance system design with application to STOL air traffic control

Air traffic flow control - Problems and approaches

Application of optimization techniques to terminal area sequencing and flow control

An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of terminal area ATC operation

Operational implementation of area navigation

Area navigation systems integration into existing ATC and man/machine relationship problems, considering cockpit workload coordination

Automatic position reporting, ATC communication, weather information and message identification via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing operational and maintenance requirements

ATC services configuration with secondary surveillance radar and primary radar data acquisition system, discussing signal processing by automated decoder

Air traffic density effect on secondary surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft identification and position determination, proposing selective address system

Design, operation and performance of time-frequency midair collision avoidance system, noting traffic controller backup for departure, enroute and arrival control

Midair collision prevention independent of ATC, discussing aircraft lighting, collision avoidance systems and proximity warning indicators

An air traffic controller's view on area navigation and ATC requirements related thereto
Error analysis on range and azimuth resolution - traffic flows.

Reviews of air traffic control research activities.

Radio frequency allocations for integrated navigation air traffic control system.

Error analysis on range and azimuth resolution characteristics of digital radar air traffic control systems.

Proposed method to automate operational functions concerned with nationwide monitoring of air traffic control system and control of air traffic flows.

Development of discrete address beacon system to provide improved surveillance and ground to air communication in support of air traffic control automation.

Flight safety standards and air traffic control problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service.

Multichannel voice recorder-reproducer sets for air traffic control.

Models of information exchange and data storage for post-1975 automated tactical air control system deployment.

Air traffic control models and simulations for evaluating traffic flow, safety, and system loading aspects - bibliographies.

Impact of inertial navigation on air safety and modeling techniques to assess effects of air traffic control satellite surveillance systems.

Evaluation of technological risk areas of time/frequency air traffic control system.

Computer graphic simulation of air transportation systems.

Development of collision risk model to analyze effects of separation standards on aircraft safety during parallel tracking operations in North Atlantic Ocean.

Analysis of human factors problems associated with air traffic control systems with emphasis on impact caused by automation.

Computerized air traffic control systems.

Spatial Fourier transform for wave scattering from rough surfaces.

Dynamic simulation procedure to determine interaction between air traffic control systems and collision avoidance system.

Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic and benefits of fog dispersal capability in terminal area.

Numerical analysis of flight planning and air traffic control procedures for civil aviation.

Application of sum-difference beam techniques to air traffic control radar beacon systems.

Present and proposed air traffic control concepts in North America and Europe.

Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data link for air traffic control information transfer requirements.

Development of computer system and data processing subsystems for measurement and evaluation of air traffic control procedures.

Development of computer graphics environment for analyzing air transportation system and interaction of system elements.

Data base security and access limitations for requirements for post 1975 automated TACC complex with tabulated security data.

Bibliography of reports and simulation models describing air traffic control procedures for all phases of aircraft operation.

Development and characteristics of microwave scanning beam approach and landing system phased array radar.

Development of discrete address beacon system to improve operation of microwave landing system for high density terminal area surveillance.

Air traffic control system and control of air traffic concerned with nationwide monitoring of air traffic control system.

Communications in support of air traffic control.

Planning and management of air traffic control system based on random sample of flight plans filed at flight service stations during calendar year 1970.

Analysis of economic benefits of flight dispersal as related to air traffic operations.

Development of wide range of broadcast control concepts to improve air traffic control and utilization of air space.

Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic loading aspects - bibliographies.

Analysis of air traffic control procedures employed on air routes over North Atlantic Ocean.

Transitory diversion as cause of violent erosive turbulence affecting commercial and Trans World Airlines Boeing 707 aircraft.

Tables on economic benefits of flight dispersal as related to air traffic operations.

Effects on computer graphic simulation of high-density terminal area surveillance.

Analysis of air traffic control systems based on equipment specifications, data processing equipment, display simulation, and cost benefits.

Development of method for determining distance measuring equipment performance at Tacan sites under saturated and non-saturated conditions.

Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike on economy and other transportation systems.

Effects of Canadian air traffic controllers strike on economy and other transportation systems.

Development of computer-oriented algorithms for application solution of air traffic control and terminal area guidance problems.

Analysis of discrete address beacon systems for air traffic control to identify problems created by interrogation scheduling.

Development of air traffic control procedures using inertial navigation position reports as input for computer graphics presentation.

Analysis of collision hazards involved in VFR flight near clouds and effect of safe vertical clearance from clouds to reduce midair collisions.

Catalog on capacity and efficiency of air traffic control systems.
Bibliography of air traffic control systems to include control centers, operators, communication equipment, computer applications, display devices, and navigational aids

Career programs management for air traffic controllers

Cathode ray tube terminals for air traffic control teletypewriter systems

Nonlinear programming for air traffic control systems

Design of automatic ground control system for controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion at terminal areas

System concept development and testing of aircraft cockpit traffic situation display for improved air traffic control

Development and evaluation of equipment and automation programs for air traffic control systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period

Maritime throughput rate for runways serving single stream of landing aircraft

Effects of differential target velocity, horizontal or vertical plane conditions, and air traffic controller experience on intersection time estimation accuracy of convergent aircraft

National plan for development of civil/military microwave landing system

Concept for automating air traffic control in terminal area with navigation and guidance system primarily dependent on airborne equipment

Air traffic control tasks, displays, surveillance and communication, navigation, identification system

Air transportation system design for safety and efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and surveillance systems employment for blinder prevention

STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land use problems in future transportation systems, discussing airport location and layout for growing air traffic

General and commercial aircraft service needs in air transportation, considering FAA and CAB roles and policies

Short haul air transport system need for future short takeoff and landing aircraft, considering airports, airways, economics and navigation and landing aids

Civil aviation air transportation contributing factors to American economy, considering disposable income, airline fares and time-trend variable

Short haul operating systems in air transportation environments, discussing terminal vs cruise configurations, costs and noise abatement

Air transport vs other travel, discussing time, costs, popularity and technology

Short-short haul STOL network economics for computer ports in Detroit region, estimating service demand, aircraft number and maintenance costs

Soilat look on air transport economics covering efficiency and control improvement, maintenance, work and wages, tariffs, computer applications, etc

Air transportation evolution and relation to atmospheric and noise pollution
Short haul airlines on-time operation, discussing ATC, weather, cargo and aircraft ground handling, cabin and flight services and aircraft reliability effects

Prediction models for dynamic environment experienced by cargo during air and rail transportation

Ultrashort haul common carrier air transportation system based on VTOL aircraft for suburban-to-city center trips, comparing with land based transport

VTOL short haul transportation applications discussing concept evolution and economic factors

Flexible wing applications to passenger and cargo transport, discussing gliding and soaring sport, emergency use, powered flight, rocket payload recovery, etc.

Buoyancy systems and parawings applications in short haul passenger transportation, discussing VTOL and STOL operations

Air cushion landing system application for civil air transportation, discussing operation, braking and parking


Airport economic and social impact on environments in terms of community development

Short haul air transportation system economic and political problems, discussing community acceptance and passenger service standards

Individual regions and nationwide air traffic demands forecasting for airport planning

Commercial airport and air transport service economic impacts on business and industrial communities

Aero engines and propulsion systems development contribution to air transport economics and regularity, considering environmental factors

Commercial transport aircraft engine technology contribution to world air transportation, discussing international aviation history, conference machinery, enforcement of conference resolutions, air transportation economics, public corporations, etc

Planning model for German air transport

The air bus as the aircraft of near future, II

Maintenance processes planning in air transportation, discussing aircraft availability, cost analysis and production management

Air transport developments effects on air carriers and environment, discussing government power to control airport use and location and air pollution


Environmental considerations in airport development

What's new in airport planning

Boeing 747 aircraft impact on Chicago O'Hare

Aircraft carrier and cargo aircraft ground handling, cabin and flight services and aircraft reliability effects

Future small air transportation systems development, characteristics and requirements, presenting economic forecast

Book on air transportation, covering history, government agencies roles in economic and safety regulation, considering accounting, financial and legal aspects, etc
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Holes of time and money cost in demand for air

Critical assessment of air transport planning for

Computer operators manual for intercity air

German monograph - Hodel-analytical investigation

ST01 ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance.

Computer program for intercity air transportation

Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in

Analysis of economic and feasibility factors

Design of a military air cargo transportation

Bigid fora airship for transportation, discussing

Acceptance tests for intercity

Subprogram design specification for intercity air

Boutines for generating air routes and route

Supplement to intercity air transportation

Compendium of OS ground, water, and air

Optimization model for designing surface and air

Development of short haul air transportation

Systems analysis to define, technical, economic,

Design of vibration test facility and equipment

Proposal for increasing overall air traffic

capability by expansion of charter service

AIR TRANSPORTATION COST

The future of general aviation in Europe.

Advanced subsonic transport technology.

STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance.

[AAIA PAPER 72-790]

Short haul intercity air transportation systems

requirements for successful competition with lower
cost ground modes

[ICAS PAPER 72-16]

Prototype interurban IFR STOL transportation

system demonstration project, considering area
navigation, scanning beam microwave landing
system and STOLport planning

[ICAS PAPER 72-41]

Rigid form airship for transportation, discussing
applications for special loads and scientific
and service purposes, and design and construction
problems

Design of a military air cargo transportation

system by use of a large scale mathematical
programming model.

Cost analysis and operational procedures of
effective short range, high density computer
transportation system for Metropolitan Detroit

NACA CR-116382

Graphs and tables of service cost for intracity
transportation system

NACA CR-116381

Aircraft design concepts for intracity
transportation system

NACA CR-116342

Analysis of economic and feasibility factors
pertaining to computer oriented, short haul air
transportation system in San Francisco, California
area

NACA CR-116347

Roles of time and monei cost in demand for air

travel

[AD-725480]

Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in
operations at major airports and recommendations
for alleviative sources of delay

[AD-726061]

Summaries of lectures presented at annual national
aviation system planning review-conference

[WRCH-2]

Technological forecasting for advanced
airport-airplane interface transportation systems

p104 N72-13009

Supplement to intercity air transportation

effectiveness model

[PB-200470]

p106 N72-13024

Computer program and subprogram descriptions for
intercity air transportation effectiveness

[PB-200471]

p106 N72-13025

Model subprogram design for intercity air
transportation effectiveness analysis by computer

[PB-200472]

p106 N72-13026

Routines for generating air routes and route
selection

[PB-200473]

p106 N72-13027

Subprogram design specification for intercity air
transportation effectiveness model

[PB-200475]

p106 N72-13029

Acceptance tests for intercity air transportation
effectiveness computer program

[PB-200476]

p106 N72-13030

Computer program for intercity air transportation
effectiveness model

[PB-200477]

p107 N72-13031

Computer programmers manual for intercity air
transportation effectiveness programs

SUBJECT INDEX

Manual for programmers for intercity air
transportation effectiveness computer programs

[PB-200478]

p0107 N72-13032

Air route selection and generation using computer
program

[PB-200480]

p0107 N72-13034

Manual for programming intercity air
transportation effectiveness model

[PB-200482]

p0107 N72-13036

Intercity air transportation effectiveness

[PB-200469]

p108 N72-13266

Research and development of advanced technologies
for future transportation needs

[AF羽-118]

p0111 N72-13584

Development and evaluation of off-airport
satellite terminal concepts with emphasis on
time and cost impedances

[AD-729568]

p0157 N72-14289

Air transportation benefits and impacts on
urbanization

[AD-731568]

p0205 N72-15979

Design of vibration test facility and equipment
for simulating ground transportation and
aircraft environments

p0214 N72-16792

Requirements for airborne rescue system in
military search and rescue missions

[AD-733587]

p0256 N72-18047

Analysis of short haul aircraft transportation
system for San Francisco Bay area, California

NACA CR-0606

p0268 N72-19021

FAA review of aviation activity in 1971 and
projected outlook for 1972

[REPT-72-00207]

p0326 N72-20595

Improving environment and needs of air
transportation near Jamaica Bay

[PB-67-75-50]

p0331 N72-20595

Linear programing approach to air traffic
prediction noting airline operations for optimal
flight

[PB-80-71-50]

p0336 N72-20595

Evaluation of FAA advanced flow control procedures
for air traffic control based on digital
simulation of New York City air traffic

[DOT-TEC-FAA-72-8]

p0339 N72-21630

Role of air cargo in Canadian transportation for
period 1967 to 1987

p0341 N72-21699

National evolutionary plan for developing future
national short haul air transportation system

NACA CR-120135

p0367 N72-22015

Senate report on transportation of Government
civil and military passengers and cargo by civil
and military air carriers

[5-REPT-92-503]

p0438 N72-25948

System analysis to define technical, economic,
and operational characteristics of the
transportation system for short-range, intercity
computer operations

NACA CR-1991

p0467 N72-26024

Congressional hearings concerning development,
funding, and operation of heliport for District of
Columbia

p0475 N72-26985

Development of short haul air transportation
systems based on short takeoff aircraft, point
siting, route analysis, and airline service
requirements

[AD-742463]

p0574 N72-30018

International air transportation problems

p0581 N72-30978

Operational problems of chartered transatlantic
air transportation

p0581 N72-30979

Concomitance of OS ground, water, and air
transportation statistics

p0634 N72-32966

Optimization model for designing ground and air
intercity passenger transport systems, and
application to STOL link between Toronto and
Montréal

[TR-72-1]

p0634 N72-32972

Analysis of accomplishments in public
transportation developments and predictions of
future requirements

p0634 N72-32982
between bilateral parties

Analysis of factors affecting economical operation of air transport service in sparsely populated areas

[AD-74-2126] p0634 N72-32028

Analysis of operational factors affecting implementation of short haul air transportation system using- short takeoff and landing aircraft

[AD-74-22631] p0640 N72-33028

General description of, and information on 1974

Digital recording techniques for airborne data

[AD-74-4705] p0619 N72-34084

Airborne remote CAT detection equipment, examining airborne external instrumentation pod containing

Aircraft industry product support role in time

Airborne VHF omnirange/VOB systems minimum

Flight testing of automated modular area

Aircraft turboalternator governing theory for

Trident aircraft air-system interrogator airborne first line test apparatus for electrical components malfunction diagnosis

Computerized Eros II airborne collision avoidance

Beverage generation theory for frequency error detection, comparing performance of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors

Small scale atmospheric turbulence measurement with airborne hot wire anemometer, discussing optimal choice of experimental parameters

Airborne gas chromatograph for real time diffusion analyses, describing flight test results with sulfur hexafluoride plumes

Development trends in airborne man machine flight control, discussing optimal division between human pilot and machine in relation to total system performance and economic factors

Area navigation for Chicago-New York region, evaluating Decca Omnitrack 1A NAV system installation in Boeing 727 aircraft

Flight testing of automated modular area navigation system for L-1011, describing computer, data storage and control-display units and electronic automatic chart system

Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker system design parameters to maximize target acquisition probability through regression analysis of data from computerized model

Airborne EPI omnicope/TOF/ system minimum operational standards for navigation and communication in air traffic control

Single engine aircraft-borne weather radar with electronically scanned steerable phased array antenna

[AIAA PAPER 72-2031] p0289 N72-25579

Aircraft industry product support role in time delays simplification for aircraft operators, discussing malfunction report, minimum equipment decision and fault diagnosis

Airborne external instrumentation modification of IR scanner and associated test equipment for land and water surveys

[p0401 N72-32146

Digital recording techniques for airborne data acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic

recorders

Airborne flight test data acquisition system modular design to provide digital readings from monitoring transducers analog signal

[p0417 N72-33642

An integrated system of airborne and ground-based instrumentation for flying qualities research with the X-15 airplane

[AFS PAPER 65-4] p0441 N72-34084

Airborne equipment electric power supply standards to provide characteristics limits for compatibility with ground support systems

[SAE AS 1212] p0549 N72-36535

Air/ground digital communications in airline operations

[AD-74-37048

Automated airborne recording system to obtain data on aircraft engines, subsystems and operational performance, considering cost and economic benefits

[AD-74-38126

Navigation satellite systems based on triangular distance measurement between two satellites and aircraft, noting simplification of air- and satellite-borne equipment requirements

[p0546 N72-40285

ILS replacement by microwave landing system, considering landing phase range from acquisition to touchdown, terminal approach handling by airborne navigation system and economic advantages

[p0547 N72-40294

Basic requirements for airborne infrared fire detection system

[AD-72-26953] p0304 N72-10396

Electronic strain-level counter for in-flight aircraft

[NASA-CLF-LAB-10756-1] p0511 N72-11803

Airborne recording of ILS guidance signals and determination of beam bending effects

[BAA-TR-70-2222] p0096 N72-12590

Methods for locating electromagnetic emissions from airborne electronic reconnaissance systems

[p077 N72-14192

Evaluation of airborne station keeping device efficiency

[AD-72-29532] p0161 N72-16677

Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire antenna and derivation of equations of motion

[AD-72-16899

Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for interception of airborne targets

[p0256 N72-18158

Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth observations by spacecraft or aircraft


Ground station data reduction equipment for airborne analog and digital magnetic tape data acquisition system

[ARL/M-130] p0275 N72-19238

Minimum performance standards for airborne ATC transponder equipment for use with ATC radar beacon system

[DO-150] p0518 N72-28229

Development of airborne and satellite remote sensing capability using microwave radiometers

[p0520 N72-28471

Meteorological parameter comparison for aircraft and rawinsonde measurements

[AD-72-37101] p0664 N72-33616

AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

U TERRAIN ANALYSIS

AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

Doppler system with navigation radar device, computer output and data transmitter for continuous recording of aircraft position and speed

[p02a N72-12749

Aircraft integrated data systems application to flight safety analysis, engine performance monitoring, crew proficiency, and evaluation, operations and logistics

[p0065 N72-14726

AIRBORNE computer programmed adaptive optimal control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing with aerodynamic performance

A-35
Navy hovering vehicle versatile autocontrol system for V/STOL flight test program, using airborne digital computer for navigation/guidance computations

Flight control systems development, discussing onboard computers use in subsystems functional integration, stabilization and landing systems, inertial navigation and flight simulation

Sailplane computer displaying rate of climb simultaneously with airspeed for pilot determination of best strategy for local upcurrent-downcurrent conditions

Reliability program for SAAB 37 Viggen airborne computer, discussing prototype and components operating tests and failure rates

Skyguide airborne computer navigation system for airline applications, discussing system components, flight crew monitoring and optimization

Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft position and trajectory parameters, noting coordinate plotting for flight path recovery maneuvers

Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization in conjunction with OMEGA, covering sensor and computer equipment life cycles

OMEGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne computerized navigation system, describing flight test, maintainability and laboratory simulation programs

Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard civil aircraft to improve flight safety, describing use of OMEGA navigation system and digital computers

Digital attitude and heading reference system computer for aircraft heading control, discussing design and performance features

Univac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for airborne I&V, discussing input/output controllers and interfaces and IC design testicles

Fighter bomber Loran-inertial data processing with digital computer to combine navigation, guidance and weapon delivery into fully integrated systems

S-3A Viking systems

USAF development of electrostatic gyros for inertial air navigation, noting flight-tests and associated airborne digital computer

Airline crew familiarization with DC-10 Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate steering signal from raw data to follow flight path

Future trends of airborne computers

Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose digital computer used in guidance and control applications

Guidance and control computer actuated display system techniques

Central digital computers for helicopter guidance and control systems

Application of airborne digital computer to Loran C/D and Omega navigation and guidance systems

Selection of computers for satellite based navigation and guidance system designed for aircraft users

Digital computers for navigation and guidance systems and fire control systems in tactical aircraft

Barrier aircraft navigation display and computer unit with projected moving map, means of storing and selecting coordinates, and numerical data superimposed on map

Logical design of associative processor for avionics digital computer

Design, development, and translation of general purpose software for P-3C aircraft digital computer

Aircraft and spacecraft conceptual definitions in national and international law

Variable-orifice gas turbine system for fuel rate control in aircraft

Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in subsonic atmosphere-aircraft in horizontal flight at constant velocity, applied to turning flight

Report and memoranda published by Aeronautical Research Council, Great Britain, on aerodynamics, aircraft etc.

Aircraft and route assignment to satisfy passenger and cargo demand

Test methods for infrared, suppressors to determine their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared emissions

Test methods for thrust determination in aircraft

AIRCRAFT Accident Investigation

Computerized error function method of wreckage trajectory analysis in aircraft accident investigation, using fundamental equations of motion

General aviation aircraft structural safety

Airframe and stick control systems and fire control systems in tactical aircraft

Jurisdictional problems in the autopsy of aircraft accident victims

Corporate aircraft pilot contribution to accident investigation in providing expertise, discussing various case histories

Statistical analysis of new built aircraft accidents

Statistical analysis of weather effects in aircraft accidents

Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving corporate/executive aircraft in 1968

Bibliographic list of aircraft accident investigation and prevention

AIRCRAFT

SUBJECT INDEX
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review of US civil aircraft accident data with related statistics on air carrier operations and safety records for year 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate psychodynamic processes leading to suicidal aircraft accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of fire aboard Vickers Viscount aircraft following landing at Honolulu, Hawaii on 8 August, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative incidence and cost data for orientation-error accidents in regular Army OH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefs of US general aviation aircraft accidents involving missing aircraft and missing aircraft later recovered during 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefs of US general aviation aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations during 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefs of US general aviation aircraft accidents involving aerial operations during 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report of aircraft accident involving Aero Commander aircraft at Aspes, Colorado on 22 January, 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical application of mishap data in Army aircraft system safety programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of survival following crashes of military aircraft and identification of areas for improvement in structural design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accidents: Cockpit information for pilot and flight crew as key to transport aircraft accident prevention, discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms of flight safety requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airborne collision avoidance system equipment for general aviation aircraft, discussing logic functions, transmission modes, data handling tradeoffs and ATC procedure interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft flight and design, covering accidents and costs, turbulence generation, protection, measurements and load alleviation devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance aircraft takeoff and landing accidents, investigating survival rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival rates in USAF accidents during 1965-69, noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral reaction under stress conditions similar to survivable aircraft accident, tabulating hesitation statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book on general aviation safety covering statistical accident records, accident analysis, crashworthiness, preventive measures, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent facility design for aircraft crashworthiness evaluation and improvement, considering survivable accident surrounding conditions, equipment and testing methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe aircraft fuel crashworthiness evaluation in terms of ignition susceptibility parameter, noting full scale crash environment simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint systems, discussing strap take-up devices, comfort, fit and ease of use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric turbulence and the A/C system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate business aviation performance record in light of aircraft accident statistics, noting high percentage of approach-landing accidents and means for improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accidents during nonprecision approaches under adverse weather conditions, discussing landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic charge on an aircraft and lightning striking the aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A survey of rotary-wing aircraft crashworthiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An assessment of energy absorbing devices for prospective use in aircraft impact situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical analysis of home built aircraft accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of weather effects in aircraft accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports of accidents involving missing aircraft of US general aviation for 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of report of aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft at Gulfport, Mississippi on February 17, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of report of aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft at Gulfport, Mississippi on February 17, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of report of aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft at Gulfport, Mississippi on February 17, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of report of aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft at Gulfport, Mississippi on February 17, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of report of aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft at Gulfport, Mississippi on February 17, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to determine factors affecting survival of passengers under emergency conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of factors contributing to general aviation safety for reducing current accident rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports for calendar year 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident report involving DC-9 aircraft contacting surface of ocean near Vineyard, Massachusetts on 22 June, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander aircraft at Aspes, Colorado on January 22, 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of collision risk model to analyze effects of separation standards on aircraft safety during parallel tracking operations in North Atlantic Ocean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of aircraft accidents through collisions with birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of aircraft accidents resulting from pilot disorientation and vertigo during flights on military aircraft and helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident injuries and reconstruction from linear impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of aircraft crash injury studies and facilities for simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compilation and analysis of civil aviation accidents occurring during calendar year 1970 to show conditions, circumstances, and probable cause</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during precision radar approach at Raha Air Base, Okinawa on 27 Jan. 1970 (PB-208765)
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands on 29 Dec. 1970 (PB-208675)
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports occurring in US civil aviation operations during calendar year 1970 (PB-210121)
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972 (PB-208664)
Aircraft accident involving De Havilland 104-7AI aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 May 1971 due to wing separation (PB-208691)
Analysis of US air carrier accidents during 1964 to 1969 (PB-20872)
Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during instrument landing approach to La Guardia Airfield, New York on 4 Jan. 1971 (PB-208741)
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft during takeoff from San Francisco International Airport on 30 July 1971 (PB-20873)
Report of aircraft accident involving midair collision of Convair 580 and DHC-6 aircraft over Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin on 29 June 1972 (PB-20864)
Aircraft accident involving Convair 340 aircraft during landing at Albany County Airport, New York, on March 3, 1972 (PB-20860)
Accident investigation of Southern Airways, Inc. on 19 Jul. 1970 (PB-20858)
Accident investigation of Convair 580 and DHC-6 aircraft over Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin on 29 June 1972 (PB-20857)
Aircraft accident investigations of crashes of De Havilland 104-7AI aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 May 1971 (PB-20856)
Analysis of midair collisions in US civil aviation operations during calendar year 1969 (PB-20855)
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during instrument landing approach to La Guardia Airfield, New York on 4 Jan. 1971 (PB-20854)
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972 (PB-20853)
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during precision radar approach at Raha Air Base, Okinawa on 27 Jan. 1970 (PB-20852)
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands on 29 Dec. 1970 (PB-20851)
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports occurring in US civil aviation operations during calendar year 1970 (PB-210121)
Aircraft accident involving Southern Airways, Inc. on 19 Jul. 1970 (PB-20850)
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972 (PB-20849)
Aircraft accident involving De Havilland 104-7AI aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 May 1971 due to wing separation (PB-20848)
Analysis of US air carrier accidents during 1964 to 1969 (PB-20847)
Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during instrument landing approach to La Guardia Airfield, New York on 4 Jan. 1971 (PB-20846)
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972 (PB-20845)
Aircraft accident involving DC-8 aircraft during precision radar approach at Raha Air Base, Okinawa on 27 Jan. 1970 (PB-20844)
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands on 29 Dec. 1970 (PB-20843)
Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports occurring in US civil aviation operations during calendar year 1970 (PB-210121)
Aircraft accident involving Southern Airways, Inc. on 19 Jul. 1970 (PB-20842)
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972 (PB-20841)}
for three dimensional radiation pattern
mesostatic recordings under free space
conditions...

Computer controlled production test system for
airborne phased array antenna, describing various measurement capabilities...

Vertical dipole antenna design for CW Doppler
radar midair collision avoidance system...

Received signal spectrum gravity center and
effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler
velocimeter in horizontal flight...

Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas
radiation patterns and optimal installation
determination...

Preproduction OMGMA aircraft receivers and
antennas development and flight testing, noting
signal loss problems in high noise or
precipitation static environments...

Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and
tropical systems with airborne OMGMA navigation
system, discussing E field and H field antennas...

Aircraft antennas design for radio links to
satellites for aeronomical communication and
ATC, proposing use of beam steering system...

Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean
spiral antennas for the L-band, and discarding groups constructed from them whose radiation
directions are controlled by a conduction matrix...

Determination of the radiation characteristics of
aircraft antennas in flight...

Linear HP radar antenna array aperture synthesis
for ionospherically propagated signal reception
in airplane for achievement of ideal directivity
without ionospheric compensation...

Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft communication
systems...

Dual output ultrahigh frequency aircraft antenna
feed incorporating coaxial magic tee, transistor
and step recovery varactor diode frequency
multipliers...

Crossed slot antenna array pattern coverage for
ultrahigh frequency aircraft system...

Characteristics of ultrahigh frequency and very
high frequency aircraft antennas for
aircraft-satellite data link...

Numerical-analytical techniques for predicting
radiation patterns and impedance of aircraft
antennas including effects of outboard members
of aircraft structure...

Requirements for high-frequency aircraft antennas
and dual antenna method for suppressing reflections
from underside of moving aircraft...

Procedure for using high frequency standard gain
ground reference antenna for calibrating C-131
and KC-135 aircraft for antenna radiation patterns...

Feasibility analysis of whole aircraft as aperture
antenna...

AIRCRAFT APPROACH INSTRUMENTS

AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING

ATC separation minima and navigational errors on
airways in general and long range oceanic
environment...

Mathematical analysis of separation standards and
aircraft navigational collision risk for
parallel tracks in radar monitored areas...

Statistical analysis of track keeping Strumble FOR
data for lateral navigation separation standards
and collision risk in continental environments...

Terrain clearance during descent and approach of
aircraft using radar control, discussing optimum
profile, ATC, nav aids and rules...

Area navigation requirements by general aviation,
discussing random routing, NTC system and
aircraft approach spacing...

Operation principles, capabilities and tests of
midair collision avoidance system with aircraft
separation control by nonsynchronous techniques...

Independent parallel runway landing system to
relieve air traffic congestion, evaluating
minimum spacing required to minimize collision
risk...

Curved final approach and landing flight path for
increased airport capacity...

Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions...

Change in aircraft congestion due to introduction
of STOL aircraft into airport operation...

Design of automatic ground control system for
controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion at
terminal areas...

AIRCRAFT BASES

U MILITARY AIR FACILITIES

AIRCRAFT BRAKES

AT LEADING EDGE SLATS

AT SPLIT FLAPS

AT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

AT WING FLAPS

Ti effects on aircraft equipment design,
considering use of Ni plated brake linings,
wheel, engine control rams, tie bolts and rings...

Environmental tests on carbon fiber helicopter
airbrake flap, including thermal cycling,
sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and
lightning strike tests...

Carbon-epoxy composite material for high
performance aircraft braking systems, noting
weight savings and thermal characteristics
improvements...

Performance tests of aircraft tire under cyclic
braking conditions and evaluation of aircraft
antiskid braking system...

CURVED FINAL APPROACH AND LANDING FLIGHT PATHS

INCREASED AIRPORT CAPACITY

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS ON CARBON FIBERHELICOPTER
AIRBRAKE FLAP

CARBON-EPoxy COMPOSITE MATERIAL FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT BRAKING SYSTEMS, NOTING
WEIGHT SAVINGS AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
IMPROVEMENTS

PERFORMANCE TESTS OF AIRCRAFT TIRE UNDER CYCLIC
BRAKING CONDITIONS AND EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT
ANTISKID BRAKING SYSTEM

CURVED FINAL APPROACH AND LANDING FLIGHT PATHS

INCREASED AIRPORT CAPACITY

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS ON CARBON FIBERHELICOPTER
AIRBRAKE FLAP

CARBON-EPoxy COMPOSITE MATERIAL FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT BRAKING SYSTEMS, NOTING
WEIGHT SAVINGS AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
IMPROVEMENTS

PERFORMANCE TESTS OF AIRCRAFT TIRE UNDER CYCLIC
BRAKING CONDITIONS AND EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT
ANTISKID BRAKING SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION

Simulator for physical forces experienced by carrier aircraft during catapult launch and arrested landings, considering external stores safe suspension

Direct lift control feasibility for integration into F-14A automatic carrier landing system \([\text{AIAA PAPER 72-073}]\)

Measurement of noise levels on aircraft carrier deck during aircraft operations and effects on deafness risk and verbal communication comprehension

Development and characteristics of turbine type energy absorber arresting gear for use on aircraft carriers

Spring constants for shock analysis of aircraft carrier catapult installations

Performance of vertical contact analog display system used in carrier landing

Operational evaluation of aircraft landing aid stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier

Computerized system for numerical analysis of carrier aircraft

Development of method for determining ramp altitude clearance of aircraft approaching aircraft carrier for landing and identification of unsafe situation

Factor analysis and statistical data for human carrier landing performance criteria

Flight tests to determine suitability of aircraft for operation on aircraft carriers

Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard flight deck environment

Accuracy of vertical contact analog display in simulating carrier landings, and error contributed by display resolution, temporal loading, and control complexity

Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach task considering engine response, flight path stability, tail lift, and direct lift control

Accelerated life tests to determine effects of arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft structure

Air traffic control procedures for aircraft carrier operations based on trajectory optimization and computer-aided realignment

Optimization and performance prediction of computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery system

Safety precautions, visual checks, static proof loads, and hydrostatic tests of type C13 Mod 1 catapults and associated launcher equipment

Evaluation of method for predicting performance of steam catapults used for shipboard aircraft launching

Inflight variable stability airplane investigations during carrier approaches to determine effects of flying qualities parameters on approach performance

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION

Civil aviation communication systems, discussing short and long range communications, satellite channel capacities, digital data link systems, ITC, weather broadcasts, etc

Communications and navigation trends in ITC, emphasizing use of improved existing systems

SOVIET BOOK ON AIRCRAFT RADIO EQUIPMENT COVERING TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION, VELOCITY CHANGES, COORDINATES MEASUREMENTS, SITTING AND NAVIGATION, FLYING TARGET INTERCEPTION, RECONNAISSANCE, LANDING SYSTEMS, ETC

Airline pilot performance in automated ATC system involving use of surveillance data and instantaneous discrete communications

Airline air/ground radio communication and data link service implementation for San Francisco-Hawai center

Automation in planning and execution of flights, considering navigation, communication, flight instruments monitoring, control/stabilization and warning systems

Airborne VHF omni range \(\text{VOH}\) systems minimum operational standards for navigation and communication in air traffic control

Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications via stationary satellite, discussing optimum multiple access and repeater configuration

Pacific Ocean meteorological data collection from military and civil aircraft in-flight reports, discriminating computer processing for daily analysis and monthly and seasonal means

ATC operational systems, discussing for national surveillance and voice and data communication between aircraft and earth station

Aeronautical communication satellite technical and economic survey, considering wave propagation, noise, aircraft antennas and VHF and UHF links

Economic analysis of aeronautical communication system via satellite, noting cost estimates and annual charge per user

Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot antenna design for optimal directional multilobe reception from aircraft

VHF/UHF ground-air-ground communications siting criteria and field manual

Technologies of computerized flight management and control systems, automated communications systems, and navigation and surveillance systems in future avionics

Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft communication systems

Fokker engineering and development programs for aircraft safety, landing, navigation, communication and support services
Pilots in aircraft systems management involving machine and air traffic environment continua.  
Control technique and flight quality for crew workload reduction to improve military and civil aircraft flight safety.  
Aircraft integrated data systems applications to flight safety analysis, engine performance monitoring, crew proficiency, autoland evaluation, operations and logistics.  
Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control systems, considering general dynamic model for aircraft translational motion determination in earth fixed coordinate system.  
Airplane hydraulic control systems digital simulation, using method of characteristics for distributed parameter analysis of transmission line dynamics.  
Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot interactive flight director design, using computerized approach-landing simulation and optimal control theory.  
Aircraft steering dynamics model with translational and rotational equations, considering acceleromap, angle of attack and lift bank angle transfer functions.  
Dynamic stability, control and structure response of transonic jet transport to atmospheric turbulence.  
Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft inerterially based flight trajectory control in turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS.  
Aircraft flight control system MTBF field operations, and MIL-STD-781 training, establishing data baseline for reliability predictions.  
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing moment, discussing variable stability T-33 flight tests.  
Aircraft proximity control for AFC systems using national secondary surveillance radar (CSSR) for CAS-PWI functions.  
Extremal field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption.  
Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing compromise between performance and control requirements to avoid excess weight and drag.  
Multiplier method for discrete optimization problems with equality constraints, applying to time optimal control for V/STOL aircraft.  
Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous data flow on time variable flight conditions.  
Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero sum differential games between two aircraft in three dimensional space, assuming spherical acceleration vector norm.  
Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games between two aircraft in horizontal plane, considering cost functions and termination criteria.  
Model-following control for nonlinear systems, using implicit algorithms solution and application to variable stability aircraft control synthesis.
Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

Digital attitude and heading reference system computer for aircraft heading control, discussing design and performance features

Flight test instrumentation system for measurement of aircraft performance, stability and control characteristics during nonsteady flight.

Russian book on flight dynamics covering for mental flight, takeoff, climb and landing characteristics, meteorological conditions, helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and controllability analysis, etc

A pilot's opinion - VPOL control design trade-offs for the instrument approach task. [AIAA PAPER 72-690]

Russian book on aircraft design covering flight conditions, structure and control characteristics, production and stress analysis

Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanism designs for techniques for aircraft control systems

Development of STOLAND, a versatile navigation, guidance and control system. [AIAA PAPER 72-789]

STOL transport stability and control derivatives prediction methods and accuracy requirements.

A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or missile state estimation and error analysis using radar tracking data.

Advanced fighter control flight simulator for all-systems compatibility testing.

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance.

An optimal model-following flight control system for manual control.

A generalized method for the identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data.

A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or missile state estimation and error analysis using radar tracking data.

Advanced fighter control flight simulator for all-systems compatibility testing.

Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire flight control system for an F-4 aircraft.

Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability applied to a contemporary fighter aircraft.

System analysis and synthesis for B-52 Control Configured Vehicle program, discussing flutter mode and maneuver load control and augmented stability configurations.

Fast safe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet aircraft.

Test of direct lift control in the case of the experimental aircraft DFW-488-482 JATO [AIAA PAPER 72-883]

Flight-test experience in digital control of a remotely piloted vehicle. [AIAA PAPER 72-883]

Instruments installation effect on Soviet passenger aircraft pilot performance, discussing Tupolev aircraft control systems

Operation principles, capabilities and characteristics of midair collision avoidance system with aircraft separation control by nonsynchronous techniques

Concorde electrically signalled fly by wire control system with mechanical linkages for standby fail-safe redundancy

Improved qualitative flight data rating scales.

Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the identification of stability and control derivatives.

An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional handling qualities using pilot models. [AIAA PAPER 72-963]

The optimal control of merging aircraft - Kalman filtering of the hybrid air traffic controller.

Liquid and solid precipitation on aircraft structure surfaces, discussing potential hazards to engine components and aircraft controls due to ice formation

Effects of variations in lift and drag response to longitudinal control on the ease and quality of landing.

Application of linear mathematical model to represent human operator performance in controlling attacking fighter aircraft.

Analyzing and calculation of basic parameters of aircraft automatic control system components.

Acquisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft configurations.

Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft vehicle control systems.

Advanced control technology for future civil aircraft configurations

Technologies of computerized flight management and control systems, automated communications systems, and navigation and surveillance systems in future avionics

Wind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift control system

Deteriorating stability and control derivatives of airplanes from flight data using modified Newton-Raphson minimization technique

Advanced control technology for jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation.

Fly by wire and integrated actuator package techniques for developing survivable flight control system in jet aircraft.

Determining stability and control derivatives of aircraft from flight test data using modified Newton-Raphson minimization technique

Aerodynamic control system for controlling flutter.

Terminal guidance system for guiding aircraft into preselected altitude and/or heading at terminal point.

Maximum likelihood parameter estimation for extracting stability and control derivatives of aircraft from flight test data using real time digital computer.

Development of thrust control system for application to control of aircraft and spacecraft.

Design and testing of a flight control system for light aircraft extracted from flight test data using maximum likelihood estimation.

Aircraft configurations

Aircraft control systems

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing clarity, stability and readability of CRT images

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors
of light, propeller-driven aircraft
[AIRCRAFT DESIGN][NASA-TM-6800]
Aircraft accident investigation of DC-8 crash at Kennedy International Airport, New York on 8 September, 1970
[NTSB-AR-71-12]
Statistical analysis of XB-70 aircraft responses and control inputs
[AIRCRAFT DESIGN][NASA-TD-6872]
Repeatability of advanced information systems considered as element in automatic control system
[REPT-64]
Aircraft position and motion control by photometric three reference point method noting coordinate transformations
[SABB-TN-68]
Attitude control and guidance mechanism for spacecraft and aircraft
[AIRCRAFT DESIGN][NASA-CS-12768]
Development of control volume concept in aeronautical engineering based on laws of
[AD-741132]continuity, momentum, and energy
[p0627 NT2-29001]Development of controller synthesis techniques for large aircraft using distributive parameters and time delays
[AD-740873]
Development of linear and nonlinear models of electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system and analysis of system performance
[AIRCRAFT DESIGN][NASA-TD-6528]
Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft during missed approach simulation at Ontario, California airport on 31 Mar. 1971
[p058a NT2-31018]Proceedings of conference on handling qualities and performance criteria for conventional and V/STOL aircraft
[AIRCRAFT DESIGN][AGARD-CP-106]
Comparison of French and US criteria for aircraft performance and control with application to
complicated, high performance aircraft
[p0619 NT2-32017]Comparison of flying quality criteria documents for United Kingdom and US aircraft to show areas of inadequacy in assessing acceptability of aircraft
[p0619 NT2-32018]Procedures for application and revision of Federal Aviation Regulations in determining handling qualities and performance of aircraft
[p0619 NT2-32019]Revisions to handling qualities criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on instrument flight characteristics
[p0620 NT2-32021]Development of V/STOL aircraft handling qualities criteria specification and analysis of deficiencies
[p0620 NT2-32022]Analysis of criteria for evaluation of high performance aircraft and results obtained on aircraft equipped with control augmentation systems
[p0620 NT2-32025]Analysis of design and functioning characteristics of flying control systems and effect on flight qualities of transport aircraft
[p0621 NT2-32032]Measurement of human operator performance in single axis tracking task during simulated turbulent conditions
[p0621 NT2-32034]Evaluation of translational rate for V/STOL aircraft in hover condition using six degree of freedom motion simulator
[AIRCRAFT DESIGN][NASA-TK-62196]
Design and development of visual approach and landing simulator using F-105 aircraft components and closed circuit television system
[AD-7652001]AIRCRAFT DESIGN
ST HELICOPTER DESIGN
Aircraft productivity considerations in preliminary design and production planning phases
[SAE PAPER 710766]
Aircraft design producibility to reduce production cost and enhance product profitability, using joint engineering and manufacturing teams
[p0003 AT2-10245]Aircraft design trends for commercial transport aircraft at supersonic speeds
[SAE PAPER 710768]
Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental and short haul operation, considering traffic forecasts, current transport aircraft and potential derivitives and technology
[p0003 AT2-10247]TriStar commercial jet transport aircraft design development, discussing design and flight tests for operating efficiency, reliability and safety
[SAE PAPER 710759]
Aircraft design producibility to reduce production cost and enhance product profitability, using joint engineering and manufacturing teams
[p0003 AT2-10252]Assessor wing jet STOL research aircraft development progress report covering design, engine tests, performance, control simulation and stability augmentation
[SAE PAPER 710757]
Propulsion system optimization for commercial transport aircraft design under Advanced Transport Technology study, considering impact on aircraft gross weight
[SAE PAPER 710760]
Propulsion system optimization in transonic transport aircraft design, considering nacelle integration, engine choice, noise attenuation and technology utilization
[SAE PAPER 710762]
Airliner Propulsion system approach to DC-10 aircraft power plant design for maximum operational effectiveness
[SAE PAPER 710778]
Variable speed constant frequency power generation equipment influence weapon system effectiveness, considering weight and cost
[p0011 AT2-11067]Aircraft ride comfort problem in turbulent air, comparing fixed and近年 wing aircraft responses
[p0015 AT2-11720]B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design, emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear, control and instrumentation
[p0018 AT2-12226]Aircraft design interactive computer simulation technique, using human decision input response to computer output information
[DGLR PAPER 71-107]
Resolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and transonic civil and military aircraft design, considering flow problems during transonic flight, takeoff and landing
[DGLR PAPER 71-105]
B-222 aircraft design and operation, examining marketing problems
[p0054 AT2-13098]Services and systems integration into total aircraft design, considering utilization and type effects
[p0055 AT2-13413]Supersonic Tu 144 aircraft design, discussing engine and aerodynamic characteristics, stabilization and control, propulsion, wing structure, landing gear and operation
[p0056 AT2-13873]Transonic air transport design, discussing wind tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology, sonic boom avoidance, cruising speed, operating costs and transport family development
[p0057 AT2-13847]Ti effects on aircraft equipment design, considering use of Ti plated brake cylinder, wheel, engine control rams, tie bolts and rings
[p0058 AT2-13518]FPF-614 short range twin jet passenger transport aircraft, analyzing service performance and economic efficiency requirements influence on design characteristics
[p0059 AT2-13643]Metal-skin honeycomb composite structure design and manufacture for Concord rudder, noting structural adhesive bonding in aircraft construction
[p0069 AT2-15090]Canadian STOL design, development, production, airports and civil air transportation applications
[p0115 AT2-15775]Wave drag reduction by antisymmetric wing and body arrangement, discussing application to transport aircraft at supersonic speeds
[p0112 AT2-16534]Airbus A-300 B design and characteristics for passenger transport on short and medium haul
Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft

Wing structural weight estimation for civil

Emergency life saving instant exit system in

Aircraft preliminary design procedure with

French, British, Italian, D.S., German and Israeli

Aircraft design for acceptable vibration level,

VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated

Urban areas, discussing travel time, airport

requirements, noise and design problems

Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft flight

and design, covering accidents and costs,

Turbulence generation, prediction, measurements

and load alleviation devices

[AIAA PAPER 72-219]

Model following variable stability system for

X-15B VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design

and flight evaluation

[AIAA PAPER 72-96]

French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Le Bourget

Air Show, discussing design and performance

characteristics of Airbush, Concorde, Caravelle,

Corvette, Falcon, Frejout, STOL of 90% and Mercure

[AIAA PAPER 72-1913]

Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing

on compromise between performance and control

requirements to avoid excess weight and drag

[AIAA PAPER 72-19245]

Tail first /canard/ and tandem wing configurations

for natural STOL, discussing low cost serial

work aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 72-19285]

Value engineering based cost data application to

design of aircraft in production

[AIAA PAPER 72-19435]

Procedures followed by test pilot on first flight

of new aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 72-18408]

Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue

operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special

rotatory wings design, air tunnel experiment and

flight tests

[AIAA PAPER 72-18582]

Government role in wide body aircraft introduction

to air carrier service, discussing aircraft

maintenance, design and fail-safe structural

configurations

[AIAA PAPER 72-18831]

Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design

parameters for constant altitude flight at given

speed

[AIAA PAPER 72-18991]

Aircraft performance parameters in terms of effect

on lifting system service and fatigue life and

on design

[AIAA PAPER 72-19111]

VJ-101A and B V/STOL weapon system design,

describing various propulsion system

configurations

[AIAA PAPER 72-19250]

V/STOL weapon system VJ-101, describing B-231

design development from tail-launched concept to

canard configuration with lifting wing engines

[AIAA PAPER 72-19251]

Aircraft design for acceptable vibration level,

discussing flight vibration and response

[AIAA PAPER 72-19269]

Mitsubishi T-2 two-place supersonic trainer,

describing prototype, airframe and propulsion

system design and operational features

[AIAA PAPER 72-20306]

French, British, Italian, U.S., German and Israeli

military aircraft, presenting design and

performance data

[AIAA PAPER 72-20308]

Mercey short haul transport aircraft, emphasizing

lightweight structural design with extensive use

of integral machined components for fatigue safety

[AIAA PAPER 72-20310]

Aircraft preliminary design procedure with

integrated performance simulation, using time

sharing computer facility

[AIAA PAPER 72-20353]

Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft

design, discussing structure, fuel system,

engines crew station and safety features

[AIAA PAPER 72-21572]

Emergency life saving instant exit system for

aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing,

discussing design and ground testing

[AIAA PAPER 72-21583]

Wing structural weight estimation for civil

aircraft preliminary deriving generalized

formulas based on wing root bending moment for

specified flight condition

[AIAA PAPER 72-22909]

Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing

different designs in terms of performance,

safety, handling and economic efficiency

[AIAA PAPER 72-22940]

Airfoil ram-wing air-water hybrid vehicle X-113 A

design and operational principles based on

aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight

tested performance characteristics

[AIAA PAPER 72-22971]

DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling

characteristics and fatigue tests

[AIAA PAPER 72-23046]

Deterministic optimization of aircrafter design

undercarriage suspension characteristics for

taxing induced vibration simulation,

discussing damping and stiffness functions and

hybrid computer solution

[AIAA PAPER 72-23058]

Simply supported sheet plates stability under

combined loading, noting wing and tail design

applications for high speed aircraft and missiles

[AIAA PAPER 72-2436]

STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design

requirements consideration based on common

propulsion and lift engine types usage, noting fan

lift solution superiority

[AIAA PAPER 72-2481]

RCA SECANT aircraft collision avoidance system

Avionics design using nonsynchronous techniques

[AIAA PAPER 72-2486]

Legal aspects of international cooperation on

aircraft design and production, discussing work

distribution, project management and liabilities

sharing

[AIAA PAPER 72-24881]

Mitsubishi T-2 jet trainer aircraft, presenting

design, structural and performance data

[AIAA PAPER 72-25107]

STOL aircraft systems development coordination,

considering vehicle design, airport facilities

and related ground environment, transportation

modes interface and airspace management

[AIAA PAPER 72-25255]

Transport aircraft fuselage computerized design,

determining optimal structural distribution for

strength and displacement constraints

[AIAA PAPER 72-25366]

Automated optimization, for preliminary design of

supersonic aircraft wings, noting flutter,

stresses and resonant frequency as dynamic

constraints

[AIAA PAPER 72-25368]

Convective cooling system design for Bach E-6

hypersonic transport A7 alloy airframe, using

water glycol loop network

[AIAA PAPER 72-2566]

Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft,

describing development and static and dynamic

testing

[AIAA PAPER 72-26032]

Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness

evaluation and improvement, considering

survivable accident surrounding conditions,

equipment and testing methods

[AIAA PAPER 72-2558]

Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology

application to general aviation propeller driven

double engine aircraft, discussing wing loading

and aspect ratio optimization

[AIAA PAPER 72-25586]

Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid

VTOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector

management, lift engine bypass ratio and power

plant packaging design

[ASME PAPER 72-25761]

Super Cuppy four engine aircraft characteristics,

performance and loading device for bulky cargo

air transportation

[AIAA PAPER 72-25782]

LOI supply system installation for civil

transport aircraft crew and/or passenger

breathing oxygen

[AIAA PAPER 72-2603]

Structural design and optical problems of external

vision and cockpit transparents in military

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 72-26512]
AIRCRAFT DESIGN CONTENT

- German VAK 9118 V/STOL fighter aircraft design, development and flight tests, noting redundant control systems
- BDD application to aircraft design and reliability, discussing fatigue life analysis and in-service monitoring for structural elements, components and airframes
- Tu-154 aerodynamic design, discussing arrow wing and propulsion unit characteristics
- L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft design, flight station, controls, flying qualities, etc.
- General Dynamics model 401 air superiority single engine fighter design stressing light weight structure and maneuverability at high speeds and angles of attack
- Computer calculation of second order curve segment discriminant in geometrical problem associated with aircraft landing, assessing method accuracy
- Large amplitude flight simulator for fighter design refinement, noting extensive computer commitment
- Meteorological information requirements for V/STOL aircraft design, airport location, runway orientation, aircraft operations and ANC simulation
- Aircraft landing gear stress spectrum and design data during ground loading on airport runways, using linearized theory for model investigation
- Measuring technique importance for aircraft R and D, emphasizing quartz tensometer, digital control and signal processing
- Book of aircraft design illustrations covering three view and perspective form low drag airfoil, aspect ratio, plain split, slotted and multiple flaps
- Airbus design features, noting passenger number, operational range and propulsion engine number and location
- Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust alleviation design, using indirect perturbation information through normal acceleration factor measurement
- Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft covering wind tunnel studies and lift drag ratio as function of angle of attack
- Aircraft design for operational reliability and maintainability, emphasizing working relations coordination between manufacturer and operator
- Concordon-time operation as total management problem from design to airline operations, discussing techniques for in-flight failure diagnosis and onward reporting
- Fokker V/STOL transport aircraft design, considering payload, range, runway conditions, noise, military capabilities and operational costs
- V/STOL weapon system TV-101 design, discussing one axis rocking device, suspension structure and hovering flight thrust control
- STOL aircraft for civil transport applications, considering optimum design concepts, noise reduction and terminal facility requirements
- S-1 aircraft design features, discussing aerodynamic configuration aspects, structural components and materials, engine inlets, fuel, hydraulic control and avionics systems
- V/STOL flight control - Trend and requirements

SUBJECT INDEX

- The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft.
- Northrop A-10 attack aircraft production planning, discussing design features and management/engineering organizational changes in anticipation of USAF production contract
- A-10 prototype designed for production.
- The integration of composite structures into aircraft design.
- Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions of conventional aircraft. III - Mechanical fundamentals /Dynamics of a point mass/
- Russian book on aircraft design covering flight conditions, structure and control characteristics, production and stress analysis
- Remote power control for aircraft generating and distribution systems.
- V/STOL developments in Hawker Siddley Aviation Limited.
- V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium
- Flight and circulation diagrams formed by events involved in optimum aircraft design configuration and structural weight selection, outlining calculation methods
- Fast method for aircraft rebalancing
- Active controls - Changing the rules of structural design.
- Development of the Saab-Scania Viggen.
- AV-10 V/STOL aircraft design, development and flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing, hovering and transition flight and associated control problems
- A computerized system for the preliminary design of commercial airplanes.
- A flutter optimization program for aircraft structural design.
- An integrated computer system for preliminary design of advanced aircraft.
- Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt-rotor concept
- Investigation of the commonality in development of military and commercial STOL transports
- The DHC-7, first generation transport category STOL - Particular design challenges
- Computer program for automated design of long haul transport aircraft, discussing cost effectiveness of composite materials for aircraft structure
- Aerodynamic design and development of the Lockheed S-3A Viking.
- B-52 test vehicle flight demonstration program for control configured vehicles /CCV/ technology concepts validation, noting gross weight reduction
- Design for air combat.
- Advanced technology transport /ATT/ aircraft configurations design parameters analysis, discussing cruise speed, passenger capacities, range, noise level and economics
- Economic impact of applying advanced technologies to transport airplanes.
- Use of the flight simulator in the design of a STOL research aircraft.
Subject Index

Designing aircraft structure for resistance and tolerance to battle damage. [AIAA Paper 72-273] p0099 A72-38133
Application of process methods to the determination of design loads of the Lockheed L-1011 Tri-Star. [AIAA Paper 72-775] p0049 A72-38134
Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star. [AIAA Paper 72-776] p0049 A72-38135
System analysis and synthesis for B-52C/C2.
Configured Vehicle program, discussing flutter mode and maneuver load control and augmented stability configurations. [AIAA Paper 72-869] p0506 A72-39130
Use of fixed and moving base flight simulators for the aerodynamic design and development of the S-3A airplane. [AIAA Paper 72-764] p0510 A72-40052
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design evaluation based on aerodynamic and aeroelastic model and full scale performance tests. [ICAS Paper 72-971] p0510 A72-40054
High subsonic transport aircraft design development based on supercritical aerodynamic configuration and advanced structural, flight control and propulsion system technologies. [AIAA Paper 72-756] p0510 A72-40056
Aerodynamic requirements for European airlines, discussing design of aircraft structure, control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system. [AIAA Paper 72-797] p0545 A72-40174
Landing 'in the backyard' with quiet aircraft. [AIAA Paper 72-40925] p0550 A72-40925
Modern landing impact load calculations and old-fashioned requirements. [ICAS Paper 72-31] p0554 A72-41156
VTOL aircraft noise reduction through design methods and flight path management in terminal area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to surrounding community. [ICAS Paper 72-34] p0554 A72-41159
Rigid form airship for transportation, discussing applications for special loads and scientific service purposes, and design and construction problems. [AIAA Paper 72-41200] p0556 A72-41200
Development of design criteria for predicting departure characteristics and spin susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft. [AIAA Paper 72-983] p0556 A72-42330
The application of non-planar lifting surface theory to the calculation of external-store loads. [AIAA Paper 72-983] p0556 A72-42340
Aircraft emergency evacuation systems, discussing door designs, inflatable escape slide and slide/floatboat combination. [AIAA Paper 72-42520] p0563 A72-42520
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems; development and test of FAR 97-51 requirements, discussing retrofit programs and altimeter encoding. [SASE Paper 908] p0595 A72-43855
Mission analysis and performance program as part of computerized aircraft configuration synthesis process, describing interfaces with other systems modules. [SAE Paper 909] p0595 A72-43856
Engine selection for specific aircraft design and mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios and turbine temperature effects on performance and weight. [SAE Paper 910] p0595 A72-43857
The weight module - A keystone in the aircraft synthesis program. [SAE Paper 912] p0595 A72-43859
L-1011 computerized weight reporting system present and future capabilities. [SAE Paper 932] p0596 A72-43762
Aircraft design structural weight estimation based on post-design analysis of production aircraft, discussing weight factors application to new designs. [SAE Paper 936] p0597 A72-43876
Analysis of the fundamental parameters and flight properties of aerodynamic aircraft in a statistical framework. p0602 A72-44336
Barrier two seat aircraft design, performance, weapon systems, thrust vectoring control, characteristics comparison with GR.1. p0603 A72-44391
Design and certification for executive type aircraft. p0608 A72-44730
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and its effects on the economics of civil transport aircraft. p0610 A72-44795
Aircraft/spacraft design approach and performance data, considering space shuttle program. p0612 A72-45159
Lateral flight path control during aircraft landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust deflection, discussing design optimization. p0613 A72-45330
Iterative methods for the aerodynamic calculation of thin wings in a subsonic flow. p0614 A72-45378
Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft design based on flight control technology, discussing development programs. p0614 A72-45386
Missile defense and test program for the American SST. p0615 A72-45850
Military aircraft construction, design and economic requirements, discussing fighter payloads, armament efficiency and fire control systems. p0615 A72-45850
Aircraft design concepts for intraurban transportation system. [NASA CR-114342] p0036 N72-10986
Effect of optimum accessibility on improved maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft. p0041 N72-11031
Specifications for high Reynolds number wind tunnel design for flow simulation in swept wing aircraft development tests. p0077 N72-11883
Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic design characteristics of advanced civil aircraft technology. p0102 N72-12990
Supersonic aerodynamic design technology for civil aircraft. p0102 N72-12999
Forecasting trends in subsonic and supersonic propulsion aircraft technology. p0103 N72-13002
Forecasting of structural materials usage in future aircraft designs. p0103 N72-13005
Choice of materials, configurations, and load factor in aircraft design against fatigue and fracture. p0103 N72-13006
Computerized structural analysis and integrated design of future aircraft.
Advanced control technology for future civil aircraft configurations p0104 872-13007

Self adaptive control techniques for designing flight control systems in high performance supersonic aircraft p0104 872-13008

Design of stowed tilt rotor aircraft components - Vol. 2 p0151 872-13992

Design of stowed tilt rotor aircraft components - Vol. 3 p0152 872-13997


Update of STOL bibliography, including design, operation, guidance, air traffic control, and STOLports F0ITAS-176 p0165 872-15002

Quiet aircraft engine design and preliminary fae engine test results [NASA-TM-X-67988] p0213 872-16719

Noise pollution, structural failure, transonic speed engineering, and aircraft design p0214 872-16766

Noise measurement of deflected jet VTOL aircraft for determining design configurations and selecting propulsion systems p0215 872-16617

Parameter values requiring aircraft performance production at minimal cost [AD-70238] p0225 872-17977

Aircraft design, safety, reliability, and maintenance p0252 872-18018

Design criteria for safety factors in aircraft crash survival [AD-73250] p0255 872-18038

Selection of engine parameters for various types of aircraft to maximize aircraft performance and meet constraints imposed by design and operational requirements [NASA-TN-X-68009] p0263 872-18769

Literature survey of spin research and application to aircraft design [AD-73497] p0272 872-19050

Solution of aircraft design problems and description of flow patterns [NASA-TF-F-14208] p0317 872-19993

Design of glider towing propulsion aircraft p0320 872-20002

Aerodynamic characteristics of experimental aircraft PA-200XS [BAA-LLS-TKAN-1606] p0319 872-20013

Aerodynamic characteristics and problems encountered in design of T-144 supersonic aircraft [NASA-TF-F-14206] p0320 872-20014

Laplace transform applied to aerodynamic characteristic prediction of aircraft configurations in subsonic flow [NLR-MP-71018-0] p0321 872-20025

Dual fuselage aircraft design with yawable wing and horizontal stabilizer [NASA-CASE-ARC-10470-1] p0332 872-21010

Application of statistical methods for establishing relative maneuver load designs criteria for fighter aircraft [AD-73507] p0332 872-21015


Design, development, and characteristics of aircraft for air bus operations [NASA-TF-F-14240] p0420 872-24013

Design procedures and supporting data for configuring light aircraft to produce optimum riding and handling qualities [NASA-CP-19755] p0466 872-26005

Recommendations for advanced technology program to develop long range transport aircraft to meet noise reduction standards - Vol. 2 [NASA-CP-112091] p0464 872-26007

Interference problems of airframe engine integration in aircraft design optimization [AGABD-LS-53] p0470 872-27016

Integration of forebody and forebody/wing flow fields into airplane design criteria p0470 872-27018

Wind tunnel models for determining inlet interference and performance of inlet/airframe combination in supersonic aircraft design p0470 872-27019

Wind tunnel test results of exhaust nozzle/airframe interference drag for optimization of subsonic aircraft design p0470 872-27020

Wind tunnel test requirements for simulating nozzle parameters and nozzle/airframe interference characteristics p0470 872-27021

Determination of thrust and drag characteristics for integrated aircraft engine design optimization p0470 872-27023

Acoustic measurement tests to determine reduction of aerodynamic noise by engine-over-wing concept for conventional and STOL aircraft [NASA-TN-1-68104] p0479 872-27030

Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2 [NASA-CR-112095] p0517 872-28003


Application of aerodynamic data to design of passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas motion flow and boundary layer theory [AD-740190] p0527 872-29000

Development of handbook of basic principles of aircraft design based on technical specifications and calculation of aerodynamic characteristics [AD-74888] p0529 872-29016

Analysis of acoustic fatigue life of structures subjected to jet noise and application to design of aircraft structures - Part 1 [AGABD-AG-162-PT-1] p0539 872-29893

Design features of DC 10 aircraft that assure structural reliability against fatigue cracking p0540 872-29899

Fatigue requirements for ensuring structural integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters p0540 872-29900

Application of applied fracture mechanics in design analysis to provide improved aircraft structural integrity p0541 872-29909

Design and evaluation of aircraft configuration for reduction of sonic boom pressures by alteration of shock wave strengths [NASA-CR-2070] p0572 873-30007

Analysis of US and European procedures for development and manufacture of aircraft [p-4748] p0584 872-31012


Momentum theory for optimum design of wing surfaces p0617 872-31999

Proceedings of conference on handling qualities and performance criteria, for conventional and V/STOL aircraft [AGABD-CP-106] p0619 872-32017

Comparison of French and US criteria for aircraft performance and control with application to complicated, high performance aircraft p0619 872-32018

Comparison of flying quality criteria documents for United Kingdom and US aircraft to show areas of inadequacy in assessing acceptability of aircraft p0619 872-32019

Development of V/STOL aircraft handling qualities criteria specification and analysis of deficiencies p0620 872-32021

Analysis of factors in stall and post stall operating conditions and effect on aircraft configurations p0620 872-32022
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and flight control interface with application to aircraft design criteria

Analysis of design and functioning characteristics of flying control systems and effect on flight qualities of transport aircraft

Comparison of finite element programs for aircraft design

Research projects conducted by National Aerospace Laboratory of Netherlands during 1971

Specifications, aerodynamic characteristics, and predicted performance of vertical takeoff transport aircraft with fans mounted in wing

Definition and assessment of advanced technology for production of high subsonic and sonic conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 1

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 2

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 3

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 4

Bibliography of vertical takeoff aircraft to include aircraft design, aerodynamic configurations, aerodynamic characteristics, and flight tests

Air surveillance using satellite range-difference measurement from noninterrogated aircraft for VOR-Automated Flight Control System

Advanced technology air transports propulsion system requirements, considering design, engine performance and reliability, maintenance, airline problems, noise and pollution control

Concorde engine performance, reviewing control, heat and exhaust systems

CFP high bypass ratio turbofan engine design improvements for fuel consumption, thrust/weight ratio, starting, noise level, smoke emission, maintenance, monitoring and accessory replacement

Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems, describing variable frequency generation and high voltage dc distribution

Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as function of material

Thermal radial stresses in axial compressor disk-to-drum transition areas of operating N-3 aircraft engine

Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks thermal and mechanical stresses under variable thermal conditions, describing test assembly

PT6 and JT15D gas turbine aircraft engines development and service experience

Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio and turbine stages

Superalloys ductility and workability improvements without sacrificing elevated temperature

Aircraft power plant management, discussing integration of intake, engine and exhaust system from control standpoint

Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, discussing noise characteristics, weight advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption

Aircraft airbreathing propulsion technology, discussing two-place aircraft, turbofan power plants, helicopter engines and V/STOL, CTOL, subsonic transports and supersonic aircraft

Soviet book on thermal and gas dynamic design of gas turbines in aircraft and liquid propellant rocket engines, covering three dimensional flows, temperature distribution, component cooling, etc

Aircraft gas turbine engine emission reduction, showing nitrogen oxide control with water injection

Aircraft engine exhaust geometry effects on smoke plume visibility, describing carbon particles light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert law

Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental and production models

Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates emitted by aircraft engines, describing production and analysis of wing-tip vortices, plume visibility and monitoring, simulation and modeling

Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft turbine engines, discussing engine operation, dust and filter characteristics

Aircraft gas turbine engine and components post-war development in Japan

Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion system current status and future development, discussing noise and exhaust emission problems, V/STOL bypass and fans engines, ramjets, etc

Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation describing ground and airborne techniques

Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes air cooling by internal insert, analyzing thermal stresses

Optical reversion coefficient determination for passenger aircraft engine thrust reversal

S-3 Viking land based antisubmarine warfare maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing flight controls, structural design, underwater nuclear powered engines and operational equipment

Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing porous cermet seals heat resistance under thermal cyclic loads

Aircraft gas turbine engine monitoring for failure prevention, evaluating condition through spectrum analysis and real time correlation techniques

C-55 A/B aircraft engine air particle separator anticlone system design features, manufacturing techniques and testing

Aircraft gas turbine engines smoke emission sampling by stained filter technique, comparing Navy specifications AS 1833 with SAE method ARP 1179

Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution potential experimental program, comparing smoke emission, noise and invisible pollutants

National Environmental Policy Act DOL 91-199/ impact on Army aircraft turbine engine
AIRCRAFT ENGINE S CONTD

development in terms of performance, additional cost and time

p0177 A72-18773

Manufacturer viewpoint on aircraft engine safe introduction in airline service, discussing UTD engine design for 747 aircraft

p0178 A72-18830

Aircraft engine test data processing by somonial relations, assuming normal measurement error distribution

p0181 A72-18978

Hot corrosion resistant Pt-al coating for high temperature aircraft engine Ni alloy components, presenting cyclic sulfidation and thermal shock test results

p0184 A72-19573

Aircraft electric power generation history, noting aircraft performance effect on electrical system design

p0186 A72-20201

Commerially available aircraft turbofan engines, specifications, describing design features and performance characteristics

p0189 A72-20625

Onboard and ground based hydraulic starter systems design, construction and operation for aircraft turbine engines

p0192 A72-21484

Ar-n microplasma welding of thin Cr steel sheets with narrow seams for aircraft engines and precision equipment casings

p0228 A72-22548

Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft engine, noting short field capability and quietness

p0234 A72-23947

Accelerated full scale aircraft turbofan engine corrosion tests in controlled environment, simulating salt, high temperature and humidity conditions

p0241 A72-24320

NASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing airframe and engine development for next generation subsonic CTOL jet transport requirements

[SAE PAPER 720319] p0290 A72-25582

Two speed geared fan jet engine design and development for general aviation, discussing performance, reliability and ecological aspects

[SAE PAPER 720351] p0292 A72-25602

Air lubricated bearings for high performance aircraft gas turbines, studying design and performance in turboshaft engine

[SAE PAPER 72-07-38] p0295 A72-25632

Variable pitch ultralight bypass ratio ducted fan engine design for STOL transport aircraft

[SAE PAPER 72-07-61] p0297 A72-25652

Integral and remote powered lift fan engine design for large civilian VTOL transports

[SAE PAPER 72-07-65] p0297 A72-25654

Aircraft gas turbine engines exhaust emission characteristics identification, considering ambient temperature and humidity effects

[SAE PAPER 72-07-75] p0297 A72-25657

NASA quiet engine program, discussing noise reduction technology for subsonic civil transport aircraft propulsion system

[SAE PAPER 72-07-96] p0298 A72-25667

Russian book on aircraft engine reliability covering defects, failures and damage analysis, service life prediction, production deficiencies and operational conditions

p0301 A72-26069

Countersink boring machines with programmed digital control systems for precision spacing multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft engine components

p0304 A72-26816

Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft turbine engine blades as function of ambient temperature and air flow rates

p0304 A72-26892

Exhaust composition and smoke emission reduction from aircraft with gas turbine power plants

p0308 A72-27270

Turboesca Astafan geared fan engine with axial centrifugal compressor design, specifications and performance

p0311 A72-27748

Air bleeding location to cool turbine engine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs

p0314 A72-28117

Long range transport aircraft structures and composite materials technology for airframe and engine systems

[AAIA PAPER 72-362] p0350 A72-28955

Aircraft gas turbine engines synthetic lubricants thermal stability characteristics, describing coke deposition test apparatus and results

[TASBE PREPRINT 7241] p0350 A72-28971

Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engine gas temperature regulating system, using two thermocouples with different rise times

p0351 A72-29138

Aircraft engine components fatigue life assessment under small cycle temperature conditions, including temperature field and stress-strain determination in critical spot

p0358 A72-30279

Optimum low noise engine selection for transport and combat aircraft relative to range or payload performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and fighter aircraft

p0397 A72-32127

Integrated data acquisition and processing system for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering all-digital, analog and hybrid approach

p0400 A72-32319

RB 211 three-shaft turbofan engine for airliner, describing design for noise reduction

p0400 A72-32428

Concorde engines design for maintainability and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing maintenance features

p0401 A72-32457

Aero engines and propulsion systems development contribution to air transport economics and regularity, considering environmental factors

p0408 A72-33313

Commercial transport aircraft engine technology contribution to world air transportation, considering social and ecological compatibility with community

p0408 A72-33314

Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft rocket engine assembly covering process schedules, work organization, precision, joints and couplings, quality control, etc

p0410 A72-33371

Russian book - Production of the power elements and units of aircraft engines

p0452 A72-35456

Internal engine generator application to commercial transport aircraft

p0453 A72-35566

Aircraft gas turbine engine fuel pressure, discussing sizing for given mass flow and pressure requirements with procedure for temperature rise calculations

p0456 A72-36049

Performance of low pressure ratio jetnozzles for engine nacelle cooling

[SAE AIR 1191] p0458 A72-36530

Procedure for the continuous sampling and measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft turbine engines

[SAE DPP 1256] p0458 A72-36532

NASA program for low cost turbojet and turbofan engine fabrication for missiles and light aircraft propulsion

p0491 A72-37637

Influence of the structural format on the range of critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft engines

p0508 A72-39801

Aircraft engine lifetime and turbine blade reliability

p0509 A72-39916


p0509 A72-40463

NASA's quiet engine programs

p0569 A72-42152

Engine selection for specific aircraft design and mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios and turbine temperature effects on performance and weight

A-50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[GARIN PAPER 910] p0595 AT-2-43957 IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and installation details, operational surveillance systems and maintenance operations p0597 AT-2-43639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic dimensionless geometrical relations for the combustion chambers of aircraft gas turbine engines p0598 AT-2-43784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft gas turbine engine controllers and fuel pump testing under extreme fuel temperatures, noting cavitation characteristics p0601 AT-2-44287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical model for dynamics simulation of aircraft turboprop engines, using digital, analog and hybrid computers p0603 AT-2-44288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic emissions and exhaust gases in relation to propulsion system design parameters p0602 AT-2-44296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems, emphasizing utilization, cost and technical advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems compatibility and test types (AIAA PAPER 72-1038) p0615 AT-2-45001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San Francisco Bay area with engine emission and climatological data p0034 NT-72-10361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties evaluation of lubricants and fuels for use in advanced aircraft gas turbine engines (NASA-CR-122842) p0049 NT-72-11698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of high temperature stability of synthetic lubricants for aircraft gas turbines p0505 NT-72-11695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical methods for early-stage detection of oil deterioration in aircraft engines p0505 NT-72-11698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal stability of trimethyl propane ester based lubricating oil for aircraft engines p0505 NT-72-11699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball bearings for aircraft propulsion systems application p0505 NT-72-11700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing of liquid nitrogen as aircraft engine fire extinguisher (FAA-ID-PD-71-538) p0085 NT-72-11940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind tunnel investigation of interference of jet stream issuing from high bypass ratio aircraft engine below wing (ARC-CP-11563) p0086 NT-72-11963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessments of aircraft engine net thrust measurement using drag chutes (ARC-CP-11695) p0089 NT-72-11964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of computer program for design point characteristics of compressed air generator with through flow combustor for V/STOL aircraft propulsion systems (NASA-TM-X-2422) p0096 NT-72-12779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length and weight estimates of powerplant components for V/STOL propulsion systems (NASA-TM-X-2406) p0097 NT-72-12785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures for balancing rotors of jet aircraft engines and analysis of factors influencing level of vibration (AD-728121) p0097 NT-72-12800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holographic interferometry and laser Doppler velocimeter techniques for flow visualization and flow distribution measurement in aircraft turbine engines (AD-730063) p0158 NT-72-14321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

Flightweight components and water cooled test adapters for hypersonic engine
[NASA CR-112055] p0437 872-25711

Installation of structures assembly model and wind tunnel systems
[NASA CR-112056] p0437 872-25712

Aerothermodynamic integration model, including combustor design, flow distribution, and heat transfer problems
[NASA CR-112058] p0437 872-25713

Aerothermodynamic integration model, including flow paths, leading edges, and ducts
[NASA CR-112059] p0437 872-25714

Future system and components of HET AF M
[NASA CR-112060] p0437 872-25715

Engine airplane interference corrections in calculating model aircraft performance from wind tunnel test data
p0778 872-27017

Aircraft engine maintenance, military training, and antisublight defense
[AD 739974] p0488 872-27991

Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines
[NASA TM-1-68105] p0520 872-28287

Gas seal designs for aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD 739922] p0521 872-28518

Quality control and reliability engineering: procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
[JP 55674] p0538 872-29809

Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine engines in flight and on ground
[AD 740291] p0538 872-29812

General problems of layout and operation of equipment in aircraft power systems
[AD 740291] p0538 872-29818

Design of gas turbine engines and gas turbines for aircraft
[JP 55687] p0580 872-30779

Practical procedure for removal of baked-on aluminized silicone paint from aircraft engines
[AD 742795] p0587 872-31747

History of Curtiss D-12 aircraft engine to show design, development, manufacture, and application
[AD 750291] p0590 872-31781

Development of costing concepts and methods for evaluating and comparing engine overhaul costs at various repair facilities
[AD 763411] p0591 872-31790

Analysis of TF-33 aircraft engine removal requirements based on statistical analysis, autocovariance, spectral analysis, and cross-covariance functions
[AD 763411] p0591 872-31791

High temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine lubricants
[AD 764091] p0644 872-33699

Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing glasswax-type apparatus
[AD 764091] p0644 872-33699

Aircraft emission rates and their impact at selected airports
[AF 298950] p0646 872-33624

Automatic throttle control system for transport aircraft engines which limits maximum throttle level position by pressure ratio
[AD 743317] p0647 872-33753

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

VI AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

MT AIRCRAFT LIGHTS

MT AIRCRAFT TIRES

MT BOMBING EQUIPMENT

MT EJECTION SEATS

Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system filler valve optimum standards, discussing automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive closing control, design, construction and performance
[SAA AS 1225] p0008 872-10385

Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude equipment covering air condition systems, oxygen equipment and cabin pressurization
p0118 872-12295

Soviet book on electrical systems instrumentation of An-24 aircraft covering power sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight and navigation instruments and autopilot
p0120 872-16400

Soviet book on aircraft radio equipment covering transmission and reception, velocity and coordinates measurements, siting and navigation, flying target interception, reconnaissance, landing systems, etc
p0122 872-16530

Zener diode transient suppressors with electronic thermal switch for ground vehicles and aircraft applications
[AD 74529] p0123 872-16553

DC 9 aircraft integrated data systems to facilitate interacting systems checking, input circuit integrity, performance degradation and calibration
p0143 872-18284

Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety flight and simulator testing, discussing operational and environmental conditions and maintenance procedures
p0187 872-20309

Survival and flight equipment - Conference, Las Vegas, September 1971
p0193 872-21560

Altitude information warning devices and systems, discussing requirements and performance and qualification tests
[SAA ARP 1091] p0301 872-26302

Onboard localization of aircraft electrical equipment failures, using list check, automatic indication and dynamic programming method
p0308 872-26895

Communication aspects of aerostatistical satellite systems, considering aircraft equipment, ground stations, ITC, type of access and frequency assignment
p0310 872-26758

Reliability requirements and optimization for complex systems, discussing method to improve component reliability of aircraft weapon system
p0343 872-28353

Aircraft electrical power systems dependance on latitude, minimum weight requirement, reliability degree, environmental conditions and acceleration
p0348 872-28693

Cavitation failure of aircraft hydraulic plunger pump elements from microscopic and metallographic analysis
p0368 872-28732

Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, flight tests and optimization of receiving antenna
p0352 872-29191

High light transmission electrically conducting cyan and gold film laminates for aircraft electrical equipment in aircraft power systems, describing IRC circuit theory, laboratory test arrangement and performance measurements
p0357 872-30038

Reduced voltage relay operation in aircraft high voltage ac power systems, describing IRC circuit theory, laboratory test arrangement and performance measurements
p0398 872-31215

Collision avoidance techniques for midair collisions reduction, discussing airborne and ground based systems
p0399 872-32213

Electromagnetic waves penetration through conducting gasket used to protect sensitive devices in aircraft, investigating field strength variation with distance from gasket
p0402 872-32571

Sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit breakers utilizing computer techniques
p0453 872-35568

USAF electric impulse de-icing system design
p0461 872-37033

Electronic primary flight control system requirements and equipment characteristics, discussing USAF and NASA fly by wire H and D programs
[AXA PAPER 72-882] p0505 872-39118

Application of computers for improved maintenance of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and verification of fault correction
p0506 872-39197

Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft fuel tanks and methods for predicting fuel air
AIRCRAFT EXHAUST

[AD-743722] p0641 N72-13038
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft wheel constructed of fibrous graphite and epoxy resin
[AD-745130] p0642 N72-13046
Concept for automatic air traffic control in terminal area with navigation and guidance system primarily dependent on airborne equipment [NASA-TR-D-6992] p0646 N72-13646

AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
U EXHAUST GASES

AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
Lightweight low cost ensure plastic hose assemblies in aircraft and missile runway petroleum base fuel and synthetic lubricating oil systems at 355-710 B and up to 200 psi [SAE ARP 1160] p0008 A72-10388

Aircraft fuel system gas turbine vulnerability and fire and explosion protection techniques [PO195 A72-21579

Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine engines, examining operation loads and fluid supply and pressure requirements [P0265 A72-25284

Utilization of wing and escape wrap for aircraft fuel tankage, presenting equations and charts for quick determination of available volume [P0299 A72-25871

Deterioration of shaft bearings of electric motor driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump, determining lateral force acting on impeller [P0529 A72-63663

Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system with the aid of an analog computer using operational data [P0600 A72-44282

Evaluation of elastomer coatings and certain as containment methods to prevent fuel spill from integral aircraft wing tanks following crash [FAA-RD-74-75] p0008 N72-11947

Liquid propellant rocket engines for racing cars and aircraft [P0525 N72-28966

Flight tests to determine effectiveness of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inerting system for fire prevention on DC-9 aircraft [P0579 N72-30769

AIRCRAFT FUELS


Fuels and lubricants development trends for subsonic and supersonic aircraft, discussing thermostable hydrocarbons, ramjet fuels, esters, oxidation inhibitors, metal deactivators, high pressure lubricant additives, etc [P0127 A72-16739

Purity requirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels, considering mechanical impurities, water, microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive, resinlike and paraffin substances [P0188 N72-20373

FUEL LUBRICITY effects on aircraft engine fuel pump wear, discussing remedial use of corrosion inhibitors and change to noncorrosive pump construction materials [P0191 A72-21450

Safe aircraft fuels crankworthiness evaluation in terms of ignition susceptibility parameter, noting full scale crash environment simulation [ASM PAPER 72-DT-297] p0294 A72-25623

Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability and severity during aircraft ground crash, investigating physical and chemical properties [ASM PAPER 72-DT-298] p0294 A72-25624

Physicochemical processes in metal surface layers subjected to contact friction with aircraft fuels presence, noting secondary compounds and thermal oxidation acceleration [P0315 A72-28183

Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on air quality [P0350 A72-28879

Aviation fuels and additive effects on steel endurance limit at room temperature [P0351 A72-29487

SUBJECT INDEX

Evaluation of film forming foams for the suppression of fuel fires in aircraft hangars [VSTC PAPER 72-16] p0504 A72-30974

Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical properties, propellant combustion efficiency and production [P0509 A72-39930

Aircraft fuels, lubricants, and fire safety - conferences [AGARD-CP-84-71] p0056 N72-11668

Small scale combustion chamber rigs for combustion characteristics determination of aviation fuel [P0577 N72-11674

Dual purpose filter-separators for dirt and water removal from fuel [P0047 N72-11676

Fuel related problems in aircraft fuel systems, emphasizing hydrogen treated fuels [P0047 N72-11677

Theoretical analysis of fuel ignition by hot projectile and ignition delay time as function of temperature and speed of hot projectile [P0008 N72-11683

Fire extinguishing system in aircraft, using exhaust gases of solid propellant and generator to pressurize extinguisher bottle [P0058 N72-11685

Electrostatic charging in handling of aviation fuels, resulting in incendiary sparking in fuel tanks [P0059 N72-11686

Crash safe turbine fuel program, using gelled fuels [P0060 N72-11687

Post-crash fire safety of helicopter turbine engine fuels [P0049 N72-11688

Simulated crash tests to assess fire resistance of aircraft fuels containing polymeric additives [P0049 N72-11692

Use of fluorocarbon surfactants to extinguish aircraft fuel fires [P0049 N72-11693

Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale aircraft crash environment [N-729330] p0161 N72-14780

Ignition characteristics of aircraft fuels implying on hot surfaces under air flow conditions found during flight [P0283 N72-19964

International survey of air pollution by aircraft engines and fuels [AGARD-AB-40] p0338 N72-21590

Discussion of aircraft fuels and lubricants to include production, analysis, testing and fire safety [AGARD-AB-46] p0487 N72-2781


AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

Carrier system for controlled approach of Naval aircraft to provide pilot window to deck for tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing [P0188 A72-12332

Terminal area air traffic guidance and control, discussing automation, all-weather precision approach and landing and failure detection [P0066 A72-14817

Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control systems, considering general dynamic model for aircraft translational motion determination in earth fixed coordinate system [P0067 A72-14821

Navy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control system for F-5/701 flight test program, using airborne digital computer for navigation/guidance computations [P0125 A72-16661

Autoacoust ATC guidance technique for aircraft curved flight trajectories, describing flight profiles synthesizing algorithms and computerized simulation technique [AIAA PAPER 72-121] p0100 A72-17922

Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide range elevation and azimuth aircraft guidance, using linear directive antenna array P0559 A72-28879

A-54
AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

SUBJECT INDEX

Aircraft accident investigation of DC-8 crash at Kennedy International Airport, New York on 8 September, 1970 (NTSB-AAR-71-12) p0285 A72-25303

Statistical analysis of military aircraft damaged resulting from underground nuclear explosions (PB-206040) p0385 A72-23040

Aircraft accident investigation involving Learjet Model 25 at Victoria, Texas on 18 Jan. 1972 (NTSB-AAR-72-26) p0370 A72-30022

Compilation of selected aircraft accident reports occurring in US Civil Aviation operations during calendar year 1970 (PB-210121) p0642 A72-33045

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

European A300 Airbus flying control hydraulic system and landing gear design for safety and reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance (DOT-TSC-FAA-72-13) p0330 A72-20999

Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control systems, describing design features with emphasis on reliability (NTSB-AAR-71-14) p0307 A72-20851

Russian book - Assembly and testing of hydraulic systems of flight vehicles (PB-210121) p0642 A72-33045

Airplane hydraulic control systems digital simulation, using method of characteristics for distributed parameter analysis of transmission line dynamics (ASME PAPER 71-WA/PF-21) p0177 A72-15928

Onboard and ground based hydraulic starter systems design, construction and operation for aircraft turbine engines (NTSB-AAR-71-14) p0032 A72-10049

Metric swaged pipe coupling design and development for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting fatigue test results (PB-210121) p0642 A72-33045

Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine engines, examining operation loads and fluid supply and pressure requirements (NASA-CS-20436) p0164 A72-14997

Cessna 210 airplane electrically driven hydraulic power pack for landing gear system, using engine and flight tests (ASME PAPER 70-DP-2) p0291 A72-25589

Hydraulic actuator flight control for jet aircraft (NASA-CS-20436) p0192 A72-21484

Russian book - Assembly and testing of hydraulic and pneumatic systems of flight vehicles (PB-210121) p0642 A72-33045
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

Commercial transport market and technology forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST and CTOL aircraft
[AERIAL PAPER 71-0751] P0003 A72-10349
Le Bourget Exposition data for displayed civil transport aircraft
p0059 A72-13638
Common law liability of aviation manufacturers, discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance, reporting, modifications and inspection requirements and evidence of negligence
p0189 A72-20671
Chemical compositions, properties and heat treatment of Ti, Al alloys and steels used in aircraft industry
p0285 A72-25286
Aircraft industry product support role in time delays minimization for aircraft operators, discussing malfunction report, minor equipment decision and fault diagnosis
p0401 A72-32866
Financial methods employed in creating Brazilian aircraft industry via mixed public-private ownership
p0410 A72-33375
Polish aircraft industry production and fabrication techniques, discussing metal working, digital controlled machining and cost reduction
p0461 A72-37010
Effects of aerospace and air transport industry on United States economy
p0510 A72-13988
Markets for civil and military aircraft and missiles, airline operations, and exports and imports for European Economic Community, United Kingdom, and United States
[AERIAL PAPER 70-0802-VOL-4] P0163 A72-19776
Survey and analysis of application of nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft structures
p0278 A72-19541
Aircraft industry survey for analysis of nondestructive inspection methods application to commercial aircraft for 1968 to 1970
p0278 A72-19543
Bibliography on aviation industry's response to solving its environmental pollution problems
p0526 A72-29986
Financial and aircraft production problems of airline industry
p0543 A72-29983

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

- FLIGHT ALTIMETERS
- AIRSPEED METER
- APPROACH INDICATORS
- ATTITUDE INDICATORS
- AUTOMATIC PILOT
- FLIGHT RECORDERS
- GYRO HORIZONS
-steroscopes
- VARIABLES ANEMOMETERS
- POSITION INDICATORS
- RADIO ALTIMITERS
- RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
- RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
- SPEED INDICATORS
- Attitude instruments onboard automated inertial navigation devices, discussing accelerometer and gyroscopic design and construction
p0001 A72-10070
Polar navigation with transverse mercator technique for aircraft using secant geoid ground position indicators
p0002 A72-10181
Pressure altimeter system minimum safe performance standards for subsonic aircraft operation, describing test procedures
[SPE AS 9482] P0008 A72-10386
Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short range high-definition radar system for aircraft navigation aid
p0017 A72-12042
Airborne pictorial navigation systems for visual indication of aircraft position in addition to digital readout
p0018 A72-12106
Soviet book on course-indicating systems and automatic navigation aids for civil aviation aircraft covering design, operation principles, error analysis and reliability
p0018 A72-12298
Aircraft in-flight monitoring instruments for meteorological service in U.S.
p0063 A72-14687
Cockpit information for pilot and flight crew as key to transport aircraft accident prevention, discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms of-flight safety requirements
p0063 A72-14813
Time/frequency collision avoidance systems, discussing operating principle and economic aspects for airliners and general aviation
p0063 A72-14816
Soviet book on electrical equipment and instrumentation of A-24 aircraft covering power sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight and navigation instruments and autopilot
p0120 A72-16400
Aircraft and airports weather instrumentation for all-weather landing and takeoff, discussing application of laser technology and digital presentation
p0193 A72-21522
Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft flight path management, emphasizing dependability, safety and economy
p0193 A72-21524
U.S. Navy cartography, describing RA-3B Skywarrior capabilities and photographic instrumentation
p0196 A72-21699
Mystere business jet aircraft flight path management, acceleration, control and stall characteristics
p0197 A72-21900
Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft flight control, discussing instrument and control systems concepts based on development and flight tests of experimental Bo-31 V/STOL aircraft
p0230 A72-22784
Automated navigation management is cockpit, considering modular navigation /NAV/ dual channel system of L-1011 TriStar
p0234 A72-23450
SEAM system of aircraft separation and control by nonasynchronous technique for midair collision avoidance
[SPE PAPER 720131] P0289 A72-25577
Pulse operated multichannel annunciation system for pilot warning of aircraft systems malfunctions, describing circuit design
p0291 A72-25593
Aircraft distance measuring equipment with VOR radio receivers and ground station transponder for pulse interrogation
p0307 A72-27105
Aircraft microsatellite LMS with transmitter and localizer antennas to provide pilot with heading and glide slope information for alignment with runway
p0307 A72-27106
Airborne gravimetry experiment yielding high resolution pressure and altitude measurements, describing equipment
p0350 A72-28877
DANEN III digital magnetic tape recording system for aircraft flight test data acquisition, discussing components
p0412 A72-33629
Aircraft instrumentation system accuracy relation to aerodynamic derivatives evaluated from flight
Airborne radar systems for Army helicopters
[AD-730596] p0686 N72-26137
In flight monitoring system to measure and record helicopter performance in real time for all six degrees of freedom
[AD-785170] p0629 N72-32476
Principles of construction and operation of heading indicators used in civil aviation
[APRS-57031] p0630 N72-32640

AIRCRAFT LANDING

MT CRASH LANDING

MT DITCHING (LANDING)

Short haul air transport system need for future
short takeoff and landing aircraft, considering
airports, airways, economics and navigation and
landing aids
p0015 A72-11719

Microwave aircraft landing system development,
discussing contract definition, feasibility, prototype development, management planning and
program costs
p0019 A72-12377

Aircraft ILS, covering history, adverse weather
operations and replacement systems
p0065 A72-16410

Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
p0067 A72-16905

STOL aircraft integrated landing approach flight
control system with elevator and thrust control
coupling to angle of attack, altitude and other
state variables
[DGLE PAPER 71-063] p0222 A72-12705
T6-154 lift and drag augmenting devices for
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement
p0056 A72-13472

AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT

MT technology impact on flight operations and,
public value of aviation, discussing microwave
landing system economic aspects
p0066 A72-16410

Terminal area air traffic guidance and control,
discussing automation, all-weather precision
approach and landing and failure detection
p0067 A72-16905

Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control
systems, considering general dynamic model for
crash fixed coordinate system
p0067 A72-16410

Automated scheduling algorithms for aircraft from
terminal area to touchdown, discussing system
features and STOL air traffic computerized
simulation
[ADIA PAPER 72-120] p0313 A72-16005

Step-scan landing system technique, using
microwave fixed linear array for area coverage
with pattern of narrow overlapping individually
coded sequentially switched beams
p0148 A72-18097

Carrier suitability testing for aircraft landing,
considering landing gear and supporting
structure under simulated shipboard conditions
p0146 A72-18497

Crosswind landing under adverse runway conditions,
illustrating technique with sketches
p0179 A72-18833

Night Carrier Landing Trainer Flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot,
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis
p0182 A72-19137

High performance aircraft takeoff and landing
accidents, investigating survival rates
p0193 A72-21563

Buccaer M2 and F-4K Phantom takeoff and
landing performance Improvement due to boundary
layer control by leading and trailing edge blowing
p0223 A72-22973

Turbulent jets effectiveness in protection of
aircraft surfaces from rain, describing wind
tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing
p0247 A72-25137

Helicopter landing on ships, discussing wind,
visibility limitations and flight path vs aircraft stability and handling characteristics
p0309 A72-27413

Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic landing system
in Category III weather environment
p0310 A72-27521

Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for
aircraft landing operations under low clouds and
fog at coastal region
p0311 A72-27640

AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT

AIRCRAFT TRANSPORT
Optimal angle selection of commercial aircraft

Lateral flight path control during aircraft landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust deflection, discussing design optimization

Effects of variations in lift and drag response to longitudinal control on the ease and quality of landing.

An investigation of parameters and factors governing normal control of STOL aircraft in landing.

Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles at two international airports (NASA-TN-D-6657).

Flight simulator exercise for investigation of pilot performance in low visibility conditions during approach and landing.

Performance of radio altimeter in automatically landing approach with use of TV visual display.

Development and characteristics of turbine type energy absorber arresting gear for use on aircraft carriers.

Optimal angle selection of commercial aircraft glide path, taking into account vertical velocity, propulsion units operation and landing procedure

An exploratory study of flying qualities of very large subsonic transport aircraft in landing approach.

An investigation of parameters and factors governing normal control of STOL aircraft in landing.

Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles at two international airports (NASA-TN-D-6657).

Flight simulator exercise for investigation of pilot performance in low visibility conditions during approach and landing.

Performance of radio altimeter in automatically landing approach with use of TV visual display.

Development and characteristics of turbine type energy absorber arresting gear for use on aircraft carriers.

Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and man machine system reliability

U.S.S.R. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and landing minimum conditions for cloud ceilings and visibility range for various aircraft characteristics and equipment

Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift drag ratio aircraft in unpowered flight, using Y-104D as test aircraft

Flight experiments to determine horizontal visual restriction effects on T-33 aircraft front cockpit during approaches and landings

Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimal landing transition distance, evaluating deceleration as function of incidence and thrust vector angles

STRAHA landing trajectory recording system for real time flight path restitution during approach and landing, using computer lidar techniques

Aircraft flight characteristics for landing approach by spoiler-elevator deflection coupling, considering pitch, flight path angle and speed

Solid state modular ground based distance measuring equipment /DEDF/ receiver for en route aircraft navigation and landing

Computerized aircraft landing measurement system for civil aircraft, using optical, seismic and IR sensors

Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for launch and recovery capabilities under sea environment conditions, discussing visual landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions (ANS PEPEPPII 650 )

Investigation of data rate requirements for low visibility approach with a scanning beam landing guidance system.

Computer control of aircraft landing.

Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices with viscous core, observing maximum deflection angles during large aircraft landing

Application of electronic data processing airport analysis in airlines operations and for manufacturers.

Investigation of data rate requirements for low visibility approach with a scanning beam landing guidance system.

A landing approach guidance scheme for aircraft which are capable of executing steep approaches.

Dutch monograph - Analysis of dynamic aircraft landing loads, and a proposal for rational design landing load requirements.

Automatic landing and microwave guidance system potential.

An exploratory study of flying qualities of very large subsonic transport aircraft in landing approach.

Multiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal approach path control.

An investigation of parameters and factors governing normal control of STOL aircraft in landing.

Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles at two international airports (NASA-TN-D-6657).

Flight simulator exercise for investigation of pilot performance in low visibility conditions during approach and landing.

Performance of radio altimeter in automatically landing approach with use of TV visual display.

Development and characteristics of turbine type energy absorber arresting gear for use on aircraft carriers.

Investigation of landing accident of DC-9 commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky, September 8, 1970 (NTSB-29081).

Lateral-directional landing qualities and roll control power requirements of jet aircraft in landing approach.

Rear nose package shock and vibration experienced during carrier landings.

Containment systems for aircraft landing on elevated STOL-ports (NASA-06-12309).

Technical manual for experimental research in flight simulation developed at Institute of Human Engineering, Reckenheim, ESG, during 1968.
AIRCRAFT LANDING CONW

and ground speeds

Operation evaluation of aircraft landing aid

stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier

[AD-73-24866]

Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander

aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970

[NTSB-AR-72-1]

Development of method for determining

altitude clearance of aircraft approaching

aircraft carrier for landing and identification of

unsafe situation

[AD-73-2760]

Simulation of PA-30 Comanche light aircraft

performance and autopilot operation during final

approach configuration

[AD-73-3757]

Factor analysis and statistical data for human

latter landing performance criteria

[AD-73-3703]

Design and development of six-degree-of-freedom

tactial and approach landing simulator for

training F-105 pilots

[AD-73-3260]

Evaluation of takeoff and landing performance of

commercial STOL airplanes

[NASA-TP-P-14666]

Report of aircraft accident at Augusta, Maine

airport during landing approach of PA-31

aircraft, August 1971

[NTSB-AR-72-16]

Simulation of wind, system data rate, and

contingency event variables during steep descent

of vertical lift aircraft under instrument

carrier conditions to determine pilot performance

[AD-73-4702]

Operational evaluation of portable

emergency guidance system for improved instrument landing

capability

[FAA-ED-T-26]

Development of simulation model for instrument

landing system and equations of motion for light

aircraft during instrument landing conditions

[DOD-TSC-PAA-71-11]

Techniques for measuring and monitoring slant

visibility of pilots landing aircraft in fog and haze

[DOD-TSC-PAA-71-25]

Report of aircraft accident involving Beechcraft

99 air taxi at Allentown, Pennsylvania on 24

October, 1971

[NTSB-AR-72-3]

Development of analytical model for determining

probability of successful instrument landing and

assessment of interaction of factors with flight crew

[NASA-CR-2022]

Magnetic method for detection of aircraft position

relative to runway

[NASA-CASE-ARC-10179-1]

V/STOL display requirements for approach and

landing under adverse weather conditions

[AD-73-2674]

Multifunction wide field, three dimensional head-up

display for aircraft pilots during approach and

landing, and other maneuvers involving altitude changes

[AD-73-22632]

Rate-of-closure as performance monitoring

parameter during approach and landing

[AD-73-22639]

Development of method for determining appropriate

longitudinal and lateral decision height

dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument

landing approach

[NASA-CR-2024]

Nuclear instrument landing system for accurate

aircraft position data during last phases of descent

[AD-E8-28-1]

Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach

task considering engine response, flight path

stability, tail lift, and direct lift control

[AD-73-6688]

Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array

aircraft landing systems emphasizing granularity

[AD-73DTR-17]

FAA engineering and development programs for aircraft

safety, landing, navigation, communication and support services

[AD-73-3786]

Measurement of ground loads on OV-1 aircraft

during landings on smooth and rough fields

[AD-73-37752]

Criteria for installation of instrument landing

systems and effects of sitting on operation of system

[DOT-FAA-6750.16]

Techniques for reducing injuries during emergency

landing of light, fixed-wing aircraft

[DOD-AR-72-36]

Aircraft accident investigation of crash of Beech

E18S aircraft during landing approach at Peroria,

Illinois airport on 21 October, 1971

[NTSB-AR-72-15]

Six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine

effects of motion cues on short takeoff and

landing aircraft approach

[NASA-3B-114458]

Accelerated life tests to determine effects of

arrested landing stresses on C-2 aircraft

structure

[AD-73-9331]

Analysis of pilot performance in establishing

specific glide path by reference to oblong

diamond marks on runway

[FAA-A-36-T-57]

Application of time/frequency collision avoidance

system for ground obstacle avoidance and minimum

altitude protection zone around airport

[AD-72-20672]

Methods for determining measuring system

requirements for low visibility instrument landing

aircraft

[AD-73-9932]

Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during

instrument landing approach to La Guardia

airport, New York on 4 Jan. 1971

[NTSB-AR-71-11]

Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility

approaches for landing and man machine

relationship with automatic pilot operation

[AD-76-0502]

Application of lidar to determine slant range

visibility conditions and atmospheric

transmissance aloft

[AD-78-2359]

Development and characteristics of electronic

filter system to provide all-weather air

navigation and landing capability

[NASA-CR-112146]

Development of method for determining orientation of

runway to minimize probability of certain

critical crosswinds

[NASA-TW-6-6930]

Application of discrete address beacon for

surveillance system used with independent

landing approaches to closely spaced runways

[FAPC-13]

Aircraft accident involving Convair 340 aircraft

during landing approach at New Haven,

Connecticut, on 7 June 1971

[NTSB-AR-72-20]

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft

during missed approach simulation at La Guardia

airport, New York on 15 October, 1971

[NTSB-AR-72-18]

Aircraft accident involving Convair 340 aircraft

during landing approach at San Diego, California airport on 23 Mar.,

1971

[NTSB-AR-72-18]

Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low

altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing

approach and takeoff

[AD-72-3057]

Inflight variable stability airplane

studies investigations during carrier approaches to determine effect of flying qualities parameters on approach performance

[AD-72-3037]

Static load deflection and vertical drop tests of

triple scale model of CC-115 aircraft equipped

with air cushion landing system

[AD-71-63829]

Fatigue test of model F-2A/L aircraft, using 3000

arrested landings

[AD-73-2061]

Fatigue, variable stability, carrier approach

landing simulator, mechanized on hybrid computer

[AD-74-3278]

Maximum throughput rate for runway serving single

stream of landing aircraft

[AD-74-4681]

Movement of landing aircraft

[AD-72-32648]
General purpose airborne simulator evaluation of roll characteristics of transport aircraft during landing approach. Report p006 072-33019


Simulated night visual approaches to two airports to evaluate pilot performance with and without head-up display device. Report p006 072-33024

In-flight simulation investigation of lateral directional handling qualities in landing approach. Report p006 072-33035


Performance tests of J-5 aircraft during landing arrestment evaluation at high gross weight for two thousand arrests. Report p006 072-33084

Design and development of visual approach and landing simulator utilizing Y-105 aircraft components and closed circuit television system. Report p006 072-33259

Evaluation of instrument landing system ground guidance equipment and glide slope presentation. Report p006 072-33361

AIRCRAFT LANDING INSURANCE

AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES

Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum catapult and airspeed determination at carrier bow. Discussion of optimum test pilot launch technique. p006 072-18498

Cost effectiveness analysis to determine feasibility of using catapult launch system for large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft landing problem. p006 072-19191

Safety precautions, visual checks, static proof loads, and hydrostatic tests of type C13 Mod 1 catapults and associated launcher equipment. p006 072-26273

Development of thrust augmentor device to assist in takeoff of jet aircraft. p006 072-25910

AIRCRAFT LIGHTS

Midair collision prevention independent of ATC, discussing aircraft lighting, collision avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator. p006 072-40297

Analysis of aircraft exterior lighting and marking configurations to provide visual detection at maximum range. p006 072-22025

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

Helicopter elastomer bearing rotors, discussing downtime and cost reduction, monitoring, endurance and inspection. p006 072-10150

Advanced technology air transports propulsion system requirements, considering design, engine performance and reliability, maintenance, airline problems, noise and pollution control. p006 072-10258

Aircraft power plant design and installation influence on operational effectiveness, discussing manufacturers and operators cooperation for reliability and maintainability enhancement. p006 072-10269

DC-10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing section/subject format, methods, planned area accessibility and aircraft maintenance. p006 072-11109

Soviet look on air transport economics covering efficiency and control improvement, maintenance, work and wages, tariffs, cost and revenues, etc. p006 072-14098

Nondestructive testing for materials inspection and monitored aircraft maintenance programs. p006 072-14201

Air transport maintenance regulation as part of Government role in widebody aircraft introduction to air carrier service, discussing aircraft maintenance, design and fail-safe structural configuration. p006 072-17796

Military aircraft operations and helicopter computerized simulation for support and maintenance cost estimates. p006 072-17974

MARS digital simulation model in GPSS for determining scheduled flight operations and maintenance resources effects on aircraft availability and usage rates. p006 072-17976

Trident aircraft air-system interrogator airborne first line test apparatus for electrical components malfunction diagnosis. p006 072-18158

Government role in widebody aircraft introduction to air carrier service, discussing aircraft maintenance, design and fail-safe structural configuration. p006 072-18158

AIRCRAFT LIGHTS

AIRCRAFT LIGHTS

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE CONTD

stochastic effects inherent in aircraft maintenance operations

L-1011 Tristar cartridge valves and manifolds, reservoirs and hydraulic service center design for speed maintenance and serviceability

Airline maintenance program and facilities for Boeing 747 aircraft based on optimized service concept

Maintenance of the 747, II - BOAC

Maintenance processes planning in air transportation, discussing aircraft availability, cost analysis and production management

Technical experience in operating the equipment in the IL-62 aircraft

Private aircraft ownership and use for family travel and pleasure, discussing costs, maintenance and operational problems

A method of solving the operational planning problem for an engineering aircraft base


Detection of structural deterioration and associated airline maintenance problems.

IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design and installation details, operational surveillance system and maintenance operations

Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance planning of an air force wing.

Naval helicopters applications to search and rescue, ASW, ground support and other roles, considering reliability and maintenance

Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance and repair, considering inspections, defect rectification, preventive modifications, replacements and NDT

Procedures of conference on aviation maintenance in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970

Application of computer techniques to improvement of aircraft maintenance operations

Development of procedures for improving readability of maintenance manuals and evaluation of reading difficulty level

Application of computers for improved maintenance of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and verification of fault correction

Analysis of facilities, equipment, and tools to maintain large commercial aircraft

Application of brazing techniques for remanufacturing of jet engine components to reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance

Application of nondestructive testing procedures to maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Application of Apollo Project data and training concepts to maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Development and characteristics of advanced, in-flight and on-ground fault isolation system for maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Development of technique for graphic presentation of fault isolation and probes correction for maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Development and application of modular design concept to improve jet aircraft engine maintenance

SUBJECT INDEX

Effect of optimum accessibility on improved maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft

Description of maintenance procedures used on Beechcraft Hawk 125 commercial jet aircraft

Predictions of aircraft maintenance procedures to be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period

Improvements in aircraft maintenance procedures based on solid state electrical power management and solid state contactless switching circuits

Description of aircraft accessory reliability program to provide improved safety of operation for commercial aircraft

Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to show relationship of operational readiness, maintenance, scheduling, and life expectancy

Information measurement tests and development for aircraft maintenance jobs

Paper and pencil tests to support in-process review of aviation maintenance job aids

Development of maintenance quality audit program and application to maintenance of commercial aircraft

Responsibilities of fixed base operators regarding aircraft inspection

Aircraft design, safety, reliability, and maintenance

Application of improved solid lubricant materials

Organization and operation of Federal Aviation Administration Maintenance Analysis Center

Continuous inspection and maintenance schedule for determining airworthiness of aircraft

Personalized maintenance program for Boeing 747 aircraft

Development of intermediate logic flow diagrams for computerization and simulation of aircraft reliability and maintainability with military facilities

Application of improved solid lubricant materials and processes to naval aircraft for reduced maintenance and increased reliability

Development of adaptive scheduling procedure for aircraft maintenance and inspection planning

Interrelationship of parameters involved in developing reliability test requirements for
AIRCRAFT MODELS

Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model with variable sweep wing [DGRL PAPER 71-081] p0022 A72-12709

Aeroelastic models construction for flutter analysis of aircraft design, testing error risk reduction [DGRL PAPER 71-082] p0023 A72-12722

Wind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch damping of aircraft model oscillating in two degrees of freedom p0057 A72-13539

State sensitivity functions in aircraft parameter identification for lateral dynamics under in-flight test data p0236 A72-23807

Wind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number effects on boundary layer separation incidence and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device equipped aircraft model p0242 A72-24657

Magnetic simulation of gravity for wind tunnel investigations of aircraft tettion processes, considering Frisbee number and relationships between model and full scale aircraft p0243 A72-24775

Pan-in-wing model noise due to cross flow generated in- and outflow distortions and unsteady rotor blade forces [SAE PAPER 72-07-921] p0296 A72-25666

Characteristics of an ejector-type engine model for STOL model testing [AIAA PAPER 72-1028] p0558 A72-41607

Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of aircraft at high Reynolds numbers [RAGEND-CP-83-71] p0073 A72-11854

Free flight models for transonic testing at high Reynolds numbers [NASA-TM-X-67616] p0077 A72-11878

Aerodynamic suitability of Freon 12 for wind tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at increasing Reynolds numbers and subcritical and supercritical Mach numbers [NASA-TM-X-67617] p0077 A72-11879

Wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AV80 720 scale model with determination of up-elevon and leading edge notch effects [ARC-CP-1140] p0088 A72-11962

Free flight supersonic model for determining static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics [NLR-TR-237] p0100 A72-12981

Design studies and model tests of stowed tilt rotor aircraft - Vol. 3 [AD-729049] p0152 A72-13997

Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds of Orion blended wing models with zero lift using terminal velocity technique [ARC-CP-1174] p0202 A72-15951

Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory lateral stability derivatives of slender variable sweep wing aircraft model and comparison with Concorde and HS-115 [BAR-TR-70095] p0204 A72-15972

Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12 in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward speeds and angle of attack settings in closed wind tunnel p0211 A72-16702

Flight simulation of remotely controlled lifting body model [DLR-FB-71-82] p0319 N72-20010

Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing aircraft models at subsonic speeds [NASA-CASB-XL-07430] p0371 N72-22246

Experimental method for measuring heat transfer in hypersonic aerodynamic models [EBPT-328] p0638 N72-25918

Jets introduced obliquely into free stream flow and jet impingement on curved surfaces [NASA-CA-127121] p0669 N72-26227

Low Mach number wind-tunnel study of advanced blended interceptor in blended body configuration [AD-741785] p0574 A72-30021

AERIAL PRACTICE NOISE

VTOL AIRCRAFT NOISE

VT SONIC BOOKS

STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land use problems in future transportation systems, discussing airport location and layout for growing air traffic p0013 A72-11153

Aircraft engine noise effects in airport vicinities, discussing measurement scales, turbfan sources, noise reduction and future air traffic p0016 A72-12022

Rating scale judgments of aircraft noise based on surveys around airport p0053 A72-12956

Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, discussing noise characteristics, showing advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption p0058 A72-13697

Air transportation evolution and relation to atmospheric and noise pollution p0061 A72-14151

Aircraft operations effects on community noise pollution, discussing ATC airline operational procedures modifications in terms of noise reduction p0067 A72-14819

Aircraft industry noise reduction efforts to meet FAA requirements for STOL and STOL aircraft, emphasizing turbfan and compressor noise suppression and/or attenuation p0067 A72-14820

Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal characteristics effect on noise assessment [FAA] p0081 A72-14883

Sound attenuation in lined rectangular ducts with uniform steady flow, considering aircraft engine noise reduction p0070 A72-15267

Civil aircraft technological constraints and requirements, discussing noise, convection and performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL, VTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports p0115 A72-15774

Civil aviation B and D policy study of priorities for aircraft noise and congestion abatement and short haul systems p0115 A72-15790

Aircraft noise measurement units and methods, discussing engine design for noise reduction p0116 A72-16026

Aerospace vehicle noise induced structural vibration, presenting propellers, turbojet engine exhausts and sonic boom wave p0123 A72-16597

VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated urban areas, discussing travel time, airport requirements, noise and design problems p0126 A72-16733

Airfield law in Schleswig-Holstein Appeals Court decision concerning property owner suit against operator for unnecessary noise p0142 A72-18170

Rotorcraft based on VTOL concept for aircraft noise reduction in urban transportation p0143 A72-18248

Army aircraft gas turbine engines pollution potential evaluation program, considering smoke, emission and invisible pollutants p0176 A72-18772

Externally blown flap noise tests at various nozzle exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft noise reduction [AIAA PAPER 72-129] p0180 A72-18962

California airport noise standards, instrumentation, discussing battery operated measurement of hourly and community noise equivalent levels p0184 A72-19490

Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin soundproofing for improved comfort p0199 A72-22141

Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft technology, discussing cost and noise reduction [SAE PAPER 720339] p0292 A72-25596
Turbofan engine trends for short haul conventional and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch fans, reduction gears, thrust reversal and noise and environmental pollution [AIAA PAPER 72-07-86] p0298 A72-25661

Fan-in-wing model noise due to cross flow generated in- and outflow distortions and unstable rotor blade forces [AIAA PAPER 72-07-92] p0298 A72-25666

Aircraft flyover house noise reduction data, application to indoors noise level estimation [ASAE AIR 1081] p0301 A72-26029

Infrasound observations of natural background and signals from Apollo 15 and aircraft, using thermistor flowmeter microphone [AIAA PAPER 72-26515]

Acoustic ray path method for computing atmospheric conditions effect on aircraft noise propagation, using digital computer [AIAA PAPER 72-28680]

Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial and temporal variability effects on aircraft flyover noise measurement [AIAA PAPER 72-28681]

Aircraft noise sources, showing noise intensity relationship to airfoil velocity and pressure ratio [AIAA PAPER 72-29568]

Aircraft fan and compressor noise generation mechanism, considering mass flow and lift forces fluctuations from rotor and stator airfoils [AIAA PAPER 72-29569]

Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport aircraft propeller configurations under static, taxi and flyover conditions, discussing quiet engine noise signature [AIAA PAPER 72-29571]

Bibliography on noise control covering surface transport, machinery and aircraft noise, industrial criteria, biodynamics, legislation and measurement [AIAA PAPER 72-29588]

Digital data processing techniques for aircraft engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise spectra [AIAA PAPER 72-29980]

Quiet STOL reduced takeoff and landing/ short haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3 aircraft up to design range stage length [AIAA PAPER 72-31320]

Optimum low noise engine selection for transport and combat aircraft relative to range and payload performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and fighter aircraft [AIAA PAPER 72-31217]

Low noise aircraft-engine configuration feasibility, discussing turbofan engine noise reduction methods and applications [AIAA PAPER 72-32322]

High intensity sound effects on electronic equipment and components in aircraft noise environment, noting whisker diode and printed circuit board damage [AIAA PAPER 72-32621]

Reduction of noise and acoustic-frequency vibrations in aircraft transmissions, [NASA PREPRINT 661] p0298 A72-34508

Internal noise reduction in hovercraft [AIAA PAPER 72-36574]

Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes. [AIAA PAPER 72-786] p0295 A72-39103

Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to turbofan jet and STOL transports, discussing need for noise reduction research [AIAA PAPER 72-815] p0497 A72-38117

A time-frequency localization system applied to acoustic certification of aircraft [AIAA PAPER 72-836] p0505 A72-39909

Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and noise annoyance international standards for civil aircraft noise reduction [AIAA PAPER 72-39003]

Landing 'in the backyard' with quiet aircraft [AIAA PAPER 72-40376]

Noise radiation from V/STOL aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-41187] p0553 A72-61187

Aircraft noise reduction through design methods and flight path management in terminal area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to surrounding community [ICAS PAPER 72-35] p0555 A72-41159

Description and use of a method for characterizing noise sources in jets [ICAS PAPER 72-35] p0555 A72-41160

Aircraft noise duration correction for effective perceived noise level /EPNL/ computation, eliminating mathematical anomaly incurred by present FAA and ICAO prescribed method [AIAA PAPER 72-42909]

Statistical analysis of the sound level distribution of aircraft noise as a function of time [AIAA PAPER 72-4337] p0603 A72-10035

Airports planning for West Germany, discussing geographical air traffic patterns, economic and noise aspects [DOLE PAPER 72-031] p0605 A72-40614

Multipoint real time all-day computerized noise monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of airport, discussing design and applications [AIAA PAPER 72-40686]

Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high speed fans. [AIAA PAPER 72-40917]

Incremental value of noise pollution level as basis for aircraft noise rating [BIBL-ABSO-AC-49] p0300 A72-10035

Aircraft noise effects on land use around airports and transportation facilities [BIBL-ABSO-AC-67] p0302 A72-10050

Annotated bibliography on acoustics [BIBL-ABSO-AC-67] p0305 A72-10589


Airport/aircraft system computer listing for Burroughs 5500 and IBM 7094 from study on transportation noise [NASA-TM-D-6486] p0304 A72-11058

Ground noise measurements during landing, takeoff, and flyby operations of four-engine turboprop STOL aircraft. [NASA-TM-D-6486] p0306 A72-11048

Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric absorption coefficients from acoustic flight tests of commercial aircraft [NASA-CR-1059] p0307 A72-11597


Analysis of noise levels created by military aircraft, ground support equipment, and terminal facilities [NASA-CR-1059] p0310 A72-11599

Accuracy of aircraft noise rating procedure relative to perceived sound levels [NASA-CR-1083] p0311 A72-12988

Technological and operational methods in aircraft noise abatement [NASA-CR-1083] p0312 A72-13012

Measurement of noise levels on aircraft carrier deck during aircraft operations and effects on deafness risk and verbal communication interference [NASA-CR-1083] p0313 A72-13038


Annual report of Institute of Sound and Vibration Research including aircraft, engine, and turbomachinery noise, silencers, and human responses to noise [NASA-CR-1083] p0315 A72-13614


Equipment for measuring aircraft noise in flight and computer analysis of data [NASA-CR-1083] p0317 A72-13987

Development of methodology for determining auditory levels at which helicopters can be detected by human subjects [NASA-CR-1083] p0318 A72-14011
Meteorological data acquisition procedures for monitoring changes in atmospheric parameters at low altitudes to support aircraft flyover noise measurements

[AD-731128] p0250 N72-15004
Acoustic measurements of T-41 trainer aircraft during ground and airborne operation

[AD-731128] p0256 N72-15044
Measurements of aircraft noise generated by F-4E aircraft during ground and airborne operation

[AD-731092] p0257 N72-15016
Flight dynamics of V/STOL aircraft including stability, noise and ground effects

[AD-73203] p0207 N72-15964
Research on noise reduction, flying simulators, and gust alleviators

[AD-73203] p0204 N72-15969
Proceedings of conference on environmental effects of aircraft noise with emphasis on air and noise pollution

[AD-73203] p0217 N72-16992
Flight tests to determine methods for reducing aircraft community noise based on operationally optimum approach profiles

[AD-73433] p0272 N72-19048
Design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on air pollution and noise

[AD-2017] p0254 N72-18034
Aviation noise evaluations and projections for San Francisco Bay region

[AD-2040] p0254 N72-18035
Improving intelligibility of voice communication in high acoustic noise environments as exists inside helicopters

[AD-73343] p0256 N72-18171
Vortex shedding noise characteristics of isolated airfoils in Reynolds number range applicable to full scale helicopter rotors

[AD-73343] p0257 N72-19048
Preliminary study of dynamic preference runway system and exposure of communities to aircraft noise

[AD-73433] p0232 N72-20252
Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by externally blown slats on STOL aircraft and methods for noise reduction

[AD-73433] p0331 N72-21001
Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise characteristics of semispan wing equipped with externally blown jet flaps

[AD-73433] p0240 N72-24011
Acceptability of STOL aircraft noise determined by test subjects evaluating simulated sounds of helicopter, tilt wing aircraft, and turboprop aircraft

[AD-73433] p0242 N72-24025
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline overall sound pressure level for subsonic and supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust

[AD-73433] p0242 N72-24025
Designing TP-34 aileron exhaust nozzle to reduce noise generated by impingement of exhaust on STOL wing flap

[AD-73433] p0242 N72-24025
Procedures for reduction of noise generated by tilt-rotor aircraft during takeoff and landing phases of flight by flight path control

[AD-73433] p0267 N72-26025
Measurement of aircraft noise generated by TOW-101 short takeoff aircraft and comparison with wind tunnel data

[AD-73433] p0267 N72-26025
Environmental impact surveys of quiet engine program

[AD-73433] p0267 N72-27468
Regulations and operational procedures for control of aircraft noise levels

[AD-73433] p0516 N72-28005
Design integration and noise reduction for STOL transport aircraft - Vol. 1

[AD-73433] p0516 N72-28007
Noise measurements obtained during visual approach monitor evaluation in 747 aircraft

[AD-73433] p0515 N72-28010
Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft operations in San Francisco, California area

[AD-73433] p0515 N72-28010
Combat readiness, military training, and noise control

[AD-739972] p0160 H72-19592
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and application of computer program for data processing

[AD-739972] p0532 N72-29210
Community reaction to aircraft noise in vicinity of airports in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Reno, Nevada

[AD-739972] p0532 N72-30011
Analysis of effect of noise created by V/STOL aircraft operation on annoyance to communities near operational sites

[AD-74183] p0584 N72-31015
Analysis of aircraft noise generation and optimization of flight paths to minimize effects of aircraft noise during takeoff

[AD-74183] p0622 N72-32042
Development of advanced technology for identifying and minimizing sources of noise in aircraft engines

[AD-74183] p0622 N72-32043
Noise encountered with fixed-wing utility-type military aircraft

[AD-769272] p0623 N72-32052
Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic performance of two choked flow inlets under static conditions

[AD-769272] p0632 N72-32165
Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary layers, flow past single discontinuities, and rigid flow discontinuities immersed in rigid ducts

[AD-769272] p0640 N72-33029
High bypass turbofan engines, based on TFE-34, in heavily sound-suppressed nacelles studied for STOL commercial aircraft

[AD-769272] p0647 N72-33743
AIRCRAFT PADS
Integrity control procedures for machining, drilling and grinding of steel and Ti alloy parts, discussing nondestructive inspection method

[AD-769272] p0111 N72-10569
High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories structural materials, comparing room temperature physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels and other alloys

[AD-769272] p0508 N72-13617
Ti effects on aircraft equipment design, considering use of Ti plated brake cylinder, wheel, engine control raps, tie bolts and rings

[AD-769272] p0508 N72-13617
Relative cost comparisons of composite materials with conventional materials: aircraft components selected from F-111A supersonic fighter bomber

[AD-769272] p0062 N72-14234
Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked aircraft structure parts, examining service life prediction problem

[AD-769272] p0139 N72-17811
Cocuring technique optimization for primary aircraft components composite materials, discussing mechanical and dimensional properties test data, production cost analysis and cure time

[AD-769272] p0311 N72-28077
Vibrational shot peening as a method of increasing the fatigue strength of critical aircraft elements

[AD-769272] p0506 N72-39002
Design of stowed tilt rotor aircraft components - Vol. 2

[AD-769272] p0151 N72-13996
Surface treatments and protective coatings for magnesium aircraft parts

[AD-769272] p0160 N72-14504
Theory, design, and operating principles of aircraft turbomachines

[AD-769272] p0632 N72-32773
Effect of noise on structural design of aircraft parts

[AD-769272] p0648 N72-33902
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
MT HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE
TriStar commercial jet transport aircraft development, discussing design and flight tests for operating efficiency, reliability, and safety

[AD-769272] p0004 N72-10252
STOL and V/STOL aircraft performance and efficiency, discussing landing and takeoff distances reduction

[AD-769272] p0004 N72-11258
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE CONT'D

FFW-618 short range twin jet passenger transport aircrafts, analyzing service performance and economic efficiency requirements influence on design characteristics p0059 A72-13643

Air to air maneuverability of aircraft capable of in-flight thrust vectoring, indicating improved deceleration, normal acceleration, and turn rate p0060 A72-13677

Civil aircraft technological constraints and requirements, discussing noise, congestion and performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL, VTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports p0115 A72-15774

Pilot evaluation of Boeing 747 handling, directional stability, stall, rudder feel, forces, landing, inertial navigation and reliability p0135 A72-16992

French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Le Bourget Air Show, discussing design and performance characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle, Corvette, Falcon, FrejautA, STOL-400 and Mercure p0136 A72-17193

Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing compromise between performance and control requirements to avoid excess weight and drag p0192 A72-18025

Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil transport aircraft flight testing under natural and/or simulated icing conditions p0187 A72-18501

Aircraft performance and flight path optimization algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using calculus of variations p0182 A72-19091

Aircraft performance parameters in terms of effect on lifting system service and fatigue life, and on design p0182 A72-19111

Aircraft electric power generation history, noting aircraft performance effect on electrical system design p0186 A72-20201

French, British, Italian, U.S., German and Israeli military aircraft, presenting design and performance data p0187 A72-20308

Aeromechanical analysis of flight conditions for conventional aircraft, including kinematics of curvilinear motions with constant speed p0188 A72-20372

DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and failure assessment monitor system p0190 A72-21003

F-14 navy fighter aircraft flight test program, discussing instrumentation and low-speed test results p0190 A72-21005

Maneuvering aircraft sonic boom propagation and signatures prediction in stratified atmosphere by geometric acoustic method p0197 A72-21904

Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing different designs in terms of performance, safety, handling and economic efficiency p0232 A72-22290

Airfoil ram-air wing hybrid and keel design guidelines and operational principles based on aerodynamic ground effect, discussing flight tested performance characteristics p0232 A72-22291

Flight tests of centerline flight director displays and attitude command control system, on effect on general aviation aircraft handling qualities during ILS approach [SAE PAPER 720316] p0289 A72-25580

Super Guppy four engine aircraft characteristics, performance and loading device for bulky cargo air transportation p0300 A72-25812

European passenger aircraft Airbus program, discussing various design features, performance, economic factors and technical support p0307 A72-27108

STOL aircraft role in civil aviation, discussing short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and weather capability p0307 A72-27108

SUBJECT INDEX

L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft design, flight station, controls, flying qualities, etc p0310 A72-27518

Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by continuous radar vertical and side quests, using low pass filtered white noise representation for mathematical modeling p0313 A72-28125

Air cushion aircraft landing systems advantages and suitability for arctic transportation applications p0346 A72-28793

European Airbus program, noting international cooperation, joint sources, contest and organization, aircraft performance, financing, project chronology and Franco-German agreement p0346 A72-28795

Aircraft flight conditions effect on tail altitude critical air turbulence in terms of gust velocity components for CAT prediction p0346 A72-28661

Stratospheric meteorological characteristics effects on Concord super sonic flight performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior and passenger comfort p0349 A72-20876

BB 200 training and aerobatic two seat low wing metal aircraft series production, dimensions and maximum takeoff weight performances p0357 A72-30039

Hovercraft state of development and utilization potential, comparing performance to other transportation modes p0361 A72-30818

Flight test instrumentation system for measurement of aircraft performance, stability and control characteristics during nonsteady flight p0412 A72-33639

The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for fatigue life monitoring p0449 A72-38412

The fly-by-wire systems approach to aircraft flying qualities p0450 A72-35575

Meteorological effects on SST performance, considering temperature, wind, turbulence, hydrometeors, ozone and radiation effects p0454 A72-35790

Aircraft flight test facilities deficiencies and modernization impediments, recommending integrated facility research program establishment p0451 A72-37676

Propulsion technology advance factors, stressing noise and exhaust emissions reduction, economic considerations and aircraft performance p0451 A72-37679

The Dassault Mystere 20. p0459 A72-37900

Flight test report on L-1011 aerodynamic characteristics, discussing high and low speed performance, stability and control, stall behavior, etc p0494 A72-38030

The development of dynamic flight test techniques for the extraction of aircraft performance. [AIAA PAPER 72-785] p0495 A72-38102

Automated airborne recording system to obtain data on aircraft engines, subsystems and operational performance, considering cost and economic benefits [AIAA PAPER 72-752] p0498 A72-38126

Advanced technology transport /ATT/ aircraft configurations design parameters analysis, considering cruise speed, passenger capacities, range, noise level and economics [AIAA PAPER 72-757] p0498 A72-38127


Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability applied to a contemporary fighter aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-870] p0506 A72-39129

Aerodynamic test results with data on peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic flow, discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels development p0509 A72-39846
Comparison of handling qualities criteria documents
Comparison of French and U.S. criteria for aircraft
Development of mathematical models for estimating
Development of optimization method for computing
Proceedings of conference on handling qualities
Aerodynamics, aircraft performance, sonic booms, aircraft stability, and turbulent boundary layers - Vol. 2
Procedures for evaluating effect of transfer function zeros on transient response of aircraft and determining desirable regions of pole-zero locations
Analysis of military requirements and specifications for aircraft performance using V/STOL aircraft
Determination of upwash angles for short takeoff aircraft lifting system using two dimensional potential flow analysis
Development of trajectory-parametric analogy between aircraft maneuvering in planetary atmospheres and spacecraft during atmospheric entry
Motion simulator study to determine effects of roll and pitch stabilization on performance and control power requirements for VTOL aircraft during hover and short range flight
Calculation of required controls for minimum time-to-turn based on three dimensional formulation for aircraft dynamics
General, technical, and physical descriptions of Air Combat Maneuvering Range system simulation - Vol. 1
Analysis of quantitative results obtained by Air Combat Maneuvering Range system simulation - Vol. 2
Development of equations of motion for rigid body in cylindrical coordinates by Lagrangian dynamics and application to motion of aircraft in spin
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from flight test data to determine lateral control and stability derivatives for jet fighter aircraft
Development of performance criteria and operational margins for landing phase of commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft
Development of optimization method for computing optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by observing only output and application to STOL aircraft operation
Development of mathematical models for estimating takeoff distance over barriers between thirty and fifty feet high
Proceedings of conference on handling qualities and performance criteria for conventional and V/STOL aircraft
Comparison of French and U.S. criteria for aircraft performance and control with application to complicated, high performance aircraft
Comparison of flying quality criteria documents for United Kingdom and U.S. aircraft to show areas of inadequacy in assessing acceptability of aircraft
### SUBJECT INDEX

**AIRCRAFT PILOTS**

- Automatic flight control systems value to aircraft pilot, stressing man machine interface [AIAA PAPER 73-1161] p0056
- Fighter pilots training by simulators, determining learning effectiveness by mathematical model, based on renewal theory [AIAA PAPER 76-61] p0128
- Aircraft pilot performance during instrument approach in low visibility conditions [AIAA PAPER 72-16827] p0379
- Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic environment by active vibration isolation, discussing human frequency response characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-2639] p0302
- Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and man machine system reliability [AIAA PAPER 72-30815] p0361
- Human factors engineering techniques in pilot-aircraft-environment adaptation to ease workload and improve performance efficiency improvement [AIAA PAPER 72-35792] p0455
- Corporate aircraft pilot contribution to accident investigation in providing expertise, discussing various case histories [AIAA PAPER 72-39751] p0508
- Military specification adoption for flight line characteristics of piloted V/STOL aircraft [AIAA PAPER-72-25746] p0032
- Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft interface requirements [AIAA PAPER 72-10048] p0010
- Air traffic control systems emphasizing pilot participation [AIAA PAPER 72-13010] p0111
- Causes of compression fractures and resumption of duties by Greek pilots after recovery [AIAA PAPER 72-19149] p0274
- Illustrated biography of Wiley Post to record significant accomplishments in long range flight and aeronautical engineering [AIAA PAPER 72-25952] p0430

**AIRCRAFT POWER SOURCES**

**AIRCRAFT ENGINES**

**AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION**

- Aircraft productivity considerations in preliminary design and production planning phases [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 70-0746] p0003
- 8-3008 European Airbus cantilever wing design and manufacturing, discussing skin forming, skin-stringer and torsion-box assembly, automatic riveting and root-end profile machining processes [AIAA PAPER 72-14301] p0062
- Forging techniques and applications for YP-728 aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production, considering diffusion bonding and die shaping [AIAA PAPER 72-18914] p0068
- Value engineering based cost data application to design of aircraft in production [AIAA PAPER 72-18435] p0145
- Legal aspects of international cooperation on aircraft design and production, discussing work distribution, project management and liabilities sharing [AIAA PAPER 72-24881] p0245
- Shot peen contouring of Boeing 747 wing skins combined with incremental chip forming, ancing principles and manufacturing process [AIAA PAPER W 72-31,4] p0218
- HR 200 training and probiotic two seater wing jet aircraft series production, dimensions and maximum takeoff weight performances [AIAA PAPER 72-30039] p0237
- B-1 production planning and engineering, discussing manpower, tooling, structural components tests, schedules and cost estimates [AIAA PAPER 72-34389] p0442
- Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning, discussing design features and management/engineering organizational changes in anticipation of USAF production contract [AIAA PAPER 72-34389] p0442

**AIRCRAFT RUDDER/THROTTLE**

**AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY**

- Russian book on aircraft design covering flight conditions, structure and control characteristics, production and stress analysis [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 74-0746] p0051
- Russian book Production of the principal elements and units of aircraft engines [AIAA PAPER 72-35456] p0052
- Bi-Shear and Bi-lok fastening systems for aircraft manufacture, comparing strength and weight with conventional rivets and bolts [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 72-34551] p0594
- Nondestructive testing applied to quality control of aircraft made of boron composites [AIAA PAPER 72-24936] p0429
- Financial and aircraft production problems of airline industry [AIAA PAPER 72-29983] p0543

**AIRCRAFT PROBABILITY**

**AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY**

- Boeing 747B growth model FAA certification, discussing engine thrust, fuel capacity, taxi and flight weights and aircraft noise reduction [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 71-0753] p0004
- Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing ground and flight test programs for performance, flying qualities and structures fatigue properties evaluation [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 71-0756] p0004
- Aircraft power plant design and installation discussion on operational effectiveness, discussing manufacturers and operators cooperation for reliability and maintainability enhancement [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 71-0777] p0006
- Air traffic control systems emphasizing pilot participation [AIAA PAPER 72-10269] p0066
- Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety discussion on flight simulator testing, discussing operational and environmental conditions and maintenance procedures [AIAA PAPER 72-20309] p0167
- Common law liability of aviation manufacturers, discussing acceleration, airworthiness, maintenance, reporting, modifications and inspection procedures and evidence of negligence [AIAA PAPER 72-20671] p0231
- Aircraft maintenance and reliability monitoring and control on scheduled airlines, considering component failure rate and mode detection, sampling inspection and remedial action [AIAA PAPER 72-22901] p0231
- Commercial aircraft reliability program development from informal continuous product improvement to formalized methods based on reliability logic diagrams and probability calculations [AIAA PAPER 72-24019] p0239
- Aircraft scheduled maintenance, discussing engine and component reliability protection, controlled overhaul, test and repair [AIAA PAPER 72-24867] p0245
- Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering safety, reliability, punctuality and cost factors [AIAA PAPER 72-25108] p0246
- Flight airworthiness requirements development for supersonic transports, V/STOL and transport and general aviation aircraft, exploring critical control and stability parameters [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 72-25570] p0286
- Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue, discussing airworthiness requirements for small airplane certification [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 72-25306] p0286
- Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft in Australia, describing ground taxi load spectra and endurance and radiographic inspection of laminated spar caps [Society for Automotive Engineers, Paper 72-25575] p0289
- Russian book on aircraft engine reliability covering design data, covering design data, analysis, service life prediction, production deficiencies and operational conditions [AIAA PAPER 72-25575] p0289
AIRCRAFT SAFETY

Development and functions of organization for multinational certification of supersonic aircraft

Effect of optimum accessibility on safety, maintenance and reliability of commercial aircraft

Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to show relationship of operational readiness, maintenance, scheduling, and life expectancy

Flight simulation of aviation trainer-2 GAT-2 for determining reliability of light twin engine aircraft

Airspeed losses during turning flight maneuvers in gusts are applied to airworthiness regulations

Data recording program and analysis technique for determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from 1962 to 1969

Aviation safety measures for aircraft reliability and flight control

Helicopter design for improving crash survivability of aircraft and occupants

Continuous inspection and maintenance schedule for determining airworthiness of aircraft

Fatigue requirements for ensuring structural integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters

Predicting structural failure by applying structural fatigue test data analysis

AIRCRAFT SAFETY

Air transportation system design for safety and efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and surveillance systems employment for blinder prevention

Aircraft crash fire protection, using passenger compartment heat shield of fire retardant polyisocyanurate foam and intumescent paint

Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments, discussing altimeter and artificial horizon reading errors and modifications

ATC for North Atlantic air transportation, emphasizing collision risk model for safety standards assessment

Air transport maintenance regulation as part of National Aviation System program, discussing airworthiness, safety and reliability in relation to design requirements

Time/frequency collision avoidance systems, discussing operating principle and economic aspects for airlines and general aviation

Aircraft collision avoidance system design and evaluation, developing closed form method for system alarm rate estimation

Computerized fms II airborne collision avoidance time frequency system design, considering radio transmission, synchronization and ground stations

Flight flutter boundary testing, describing steps to minimize risk

Crashproof rotocraft STOL aircraft for rescue operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special rotary wing design, air tunnel experiment and flight tests

Bird hazards to aircraft, discussing protective measures

Air safety - Conference, Mexico City, October 1971

Aircraft safety factors, noting navigational and flight systems in Concorde design
Government role in widebody aircraft introduction to air carrier service, discussing aircraft maintenance, design and fail-safe structural configurations.

- Antioxidizing kerosene fuels for aircraft combustion fires reduction.
- Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled flight simulator training of aircrews, discussing Boeing 747 program.
- Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety flight and simulator testing, discussing operational and environmental conditions and maintenance procedures.

- Mercer short haul transport aircraft, emphasizing lightweight structural design with extensive use of integral machined components for fatigue safety..

- Common law liability of aviation manufacturers, discussing safety, airworthiness, maintenance, modifications and inspection requirements and evidence of negligence.

- Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft design, discussing structure, fuel system, engine crew station and safety features.

Dynamic response index/DRI minimization for personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape systems to reduce injury probability.

- Crashworthy upper torso restraint system for general aviation, incorporating strap take-up devices.

- Collision avoidance systems requirements and criteria, evaluating EROS time frequency and Secant interrogation-and-reply systems.

- Runway fog dispersal system based on underground installed flight-discarded turbojet engines, discussing system efficiency and economics.

- Fixed wing agricultural aircraft, comparing different designs in terms of performance, safety, handling and economic efficiency.

- Aircraft collision near misses under IFR and VFR conditions, discussing ATC coordination, equipment failure and personal and planning problems.

- Book on general aviation safety covering statistical accident records, accident analysis, crashworthiness, preventive measures, etc.

- Aircraft maintenance optimization, considering safety, reliability, punctuality, cost factors.

- General aviation aircraft structural safety studied with 1947 accident histories, noting IFR and turbulent weather conditions predisposition.

- Secant system of aircraft separation and control by non-synchronous technique for midair collision avoidance.

- Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness evaluation and improvement, considering survivable accident surrounding conditions, equipment and testing methods.

- Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder harness restraint systems.

- Minimum safety flight altitudes for aircraft landing systems and lateral deviations for correction maneuver.

- Omega effect on oceanic airway safety, noting improvement over inertial navigation systems.

- Simulator for physical forces experienced by carrier aircraft during catapult launches and arrested landings, considering external stores safe suspension.

- SECANT collision avoidance system, describing operational principles and flight test results.

- The onboard authority of the aircraft command officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention.

- Airport improvements needed for safety.

- FAA implemented airport certification legislation covering minimum safety standards, operating manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service and pavement requirements.

- Integrity of flight control system design.

- Survivable flight control system compatibility test program.

- Safety in commuter airline operations.

- Aircraft emergency evacuation systems, discussing door designs, inflatable escape slide and slide/lifeboat combination.

- Aircraft structural safety criteria based on acceptable failure probability, determining critical load levels.

- ICAO structural airworthiness requirements relating to air transportation safety, considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of limit load concept.

- Statistical method of failure analysis for redundancy for selection, noting aircraft safety and reliability.

- Allowable region of approach height and desirable approach path of aircraft for safe landing, presenting optimal control trajectories.

- Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970.

- Development and functions of organization for multinational certification of supersonic aircraft.

- Description of aircraft accessory reliability program to provide improved safety of operation for commercial aircraft.

- Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft operating in Hawaiian Islands.

- Systems performance and safety in helicopter approach and landing, and radiotelephone guidance array.

- Evaluation of elastomer coatings and curtains as containment methods to prevent fuel spill from integral aircraft wing tanks following crash.

- Technology assessments for advanced aircraft performance, utility, safety, and public acceptance.

- Airline operational data from unusual events recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft.

- Congressional legislation concerning safety improvements for airports in Appalachian area.

- Recommendations for improving general aviation safety.

- Human factors engineering to determine effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft collision warning and avoidance systems.

- Development of criteria for evaluating airport traffic levels to determine eligibility for installation of visual flight rules towers.
developing adaptive gain change model in aircraft stability control system  p0054 A72-13164
Dynamic stability, control and structural response of transonic jet transport to atmospheric turbulence p0119 A72-16348
FP-8D aircraft variable stability system ground-in-flight calibration for determination of flight control system dynamics effects on flying qualities p0125 A72-16660
Flight control systems development, discussing onboard computers used in subsystems functions, fractional integration, stabilization and landing systems, inertial navigation and flight simulation p0127 A72-16736
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel varying moment, discussing variable stability T-33 flight tests [IAIA PAPER 72-94] p0133 A72-16946
Model following variable stability system for Y-108 VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design and flight evaluation [IAIA PAPER 72-96] p0138 A72-16978
Motion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop systems under influence of atmospheric turbulence and electric circuitry thermal noise p0181 A72-18990
Book on dynamics of atmospheric flight covering unsteady motion, small disturbance theory, aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability and control, handling qualities, etc p0192 A72-21691
Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics effect on rigid aircraft response to normal acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence, using power spectral technique p0236 A72-23461
Pitching moments effect on phugoid and height mode stability of aircraft in supersonic flight p0236 A72-23622
Flight airworthiness requirements development for supersonic transports, Y-STOL and transport and general aviation aircraft, exploring critical control and stability parameters [IAIA PAPER 720306] p0288 A72-25570
Runway motion stability of aircraft with three wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to moment induced drift p0307 A72-27235
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system /HYSA5/ development for military helicopters, discussing test program and technical feasibility p0309 A72-27207
Flight tests of stability augmentation system for light airplane improving pilot control during IFR encounter p0309 A72-27513
Thunderstorms-associated aircraft mishaps relating to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological conditions, discussing storm interior condition contribution to flight stability upset p0347 A72-28051
Aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis, aeroelastic optimization, composite structures, etc p0393 A72-31202
Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation system to improve FH-18 helicopter damping and handling qualities during high speed gunfiring missions p0413 A72-33650
Russian book on flight dynamics covering horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing characteristics, meteorological conditions, helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and controllability analysis, etc p0413 A72-33678
An experimental investigation of STOL longitudinal flying qualities in the landing approach using the variable stability Y-22A aircraft. [AHS PREPRINT 662] p0447 A72-34502
The world speed records of the SA 341 Gazelle. [AHS PREPRINT 651] p0447 A72-34506
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and reduced cost p0469 A72-34928
F-111 stall inhibitor system with angle of attack limitation, describing interface with stability augmentation system p0454 A72-35577
Special control of spiral flight curves with the neutral and maneuver points as ultimate positions of the indifference points p0561 A72-35694
STOL transport stability and control derivative prediction methods and accuracy requirements [IAIA PAPER 72-780] p0500 A72-38139
Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance p0501 A72-38227
A generalized method for the identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives, from flight test data. p0502 A72-38260
Problems and solutions related to the design of a control augmentation system for a longitudinally unstable supersonic transport. [IAIA PAPER 72-671] p0505 A72-39128
Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability applied to a contemporary fighter aircraft. [IAIA PAPER 72-870] p0506 A72-39129
A new method of calculating the natural vibrations of a free aerofoil. [ICAS PAPER 72-05] p0552 A72-41130
Analytic prediction of aircraft spin characteristics and analysis of spin recovery. [IAIA PAPER 72-965] p0556 A72-42329
Development of design criteria for predicting departure characteristics and spin susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft. [IAIA PAPER 72-984] p0561 A72-42330
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the identification of stability and control derivatives. [IAIA PAPER 72-963] p0561 A72-42346
Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions of varying atmospheric density, thrust force and velocity, determining critical altitude for vanishing oscillations. [IAIA PAPER 72-951] p0562 A72-42358
Steady state equations of motion, equilibrium shape and stability derivatives of elastic airplanes evaluated with finite element methods. [IAIA PAPER 72-956] p0566 A72-42845
Output-feedback control law for randomly distributed multivariable system. p0597 A72-43608
Aerial expedition for studying conditions of atmospheric boundary layer over oasis and semiarid region [AD-727535] p0634 A72-10332
Atmospheric turbulence power spectra for predicting rigid aircraft center of gravity response. [ARC-H/H-3665] p0688 A72-11965
Acquisition and analysis of aerodynamic stability and control data for vertical takeoff aircraft configurations [AD-726103] p0809 A72-11969
Flutter analysis of aircraft, taking into account aeroelastic effects. [DLM-PB-71-37] p0815 A72-13995
Development of techniques for predicting aircraft stability and control aspects of Y-STOL aircraft [AD-730121] p0853 A72-14004
Flight dynamics of Y-STOL aircraft including stability, noise and ground effect. [AIRCRAFT PAPER 72-1461] p0203 A72-15964
Equations of motion for reentry trajectories and glide path of aircraft p0204 A72-15965
Design of helicopter stability and control augmentation systems using optimal control theory and computerized simulation [AD-732911] p0220 A72-17013
Mathematical wind gust model for computer simulation of aircraft aerodynamic stability
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Flight test method for determination of stability and performance characteristics from maneuvers in low and intermediate frequencies  [VTN-163]

Determination of stability and control derivatives of airplanes from flight data using modified Newton-Raphson minimization technique  [NASA-TN-D-6579]

Procedures of conference on aircraft flight test procedures, data acquisition, data processing, and correlation with wind tunnel test results  [NASA-AD-CP-853]

Flight test procedures for determining stall and spin characteristics of high performance aircraft  [NASA-DN-20979]

Motion simulator study to determine effects of \textit{Airframe} dynamics on vehicle motion performance  [NASA-DN-20980]

Analysis of factors affecting lateral-directional stability and control derivatives from flight test data  [NASA-DN-20977]

Flight test data to determine effects of longitudinal acceleration and yaw on aircraft motion - LOCAT project  [NASA-DN-20997]

Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence based on quick fixes with nonstationary random velocity  [NASA-DN-20306]

Analysis of numerical factors affecting control derivatives of aircraft with constant velocity around longitudinal axis  [NASA-DN-20280]

Maximizing likelihood parameter estimation for extracting stability and control derivatives of aircraft from flight test data using real time digital computer  [NASA-DN-6735]

Analytical procedures and design data for predicting stability and control characteristics of light, propeller-driven aircraft  [NASA-DN-6800]

Determination of limit cycle and structural resonances characteristics of aircraft stability augmentation systems by ground and flight tests  [NASA-DN-6867]

Procedures for evaluating effect of transfer function zeros on transient response of aircraft and determining desirable regions of pole-zero locations  [NASA-DN-X-2585]

Air/aircraft vehicle, military training, and aircraft stability  [NASA-DN-27028]

Aircraft interior materials selection relative to fire hazards and smoke emission properties  [PPI PAPER 19]

High strength, stiffness and low density properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites in flight structures  [NASA-DN-17475]

Papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, test methods, and structural performance  [AIAA PAPER 71-0801]

Wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for scale model of carrier based variable-sweep fighter aircraft with twin vertical tails  [NASA-DN-X-2555]

Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence based on quick fixes with nonstationary random velocity  [NASA-DN-20306]

Analysis of methods for determining aircraft performance and recommendations for computer programs to provide accurate prediction capability  [NASA-DN-112122]

In-flight variable stability airplane investigations during carrier approaches to determine effects of flying qualities parameters on approach performance  [NASA-DN-7-7062]

Review of research projects on aircraft flying qualities, vehicle stability, and control characteristics  [NASA-DN-7-33019]

Digital computer program for investigating effects of instrument error on aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data  [NASA-DN-7-112157]

Flight test procedures for determining stability and control derivatives of transport aircraft during landing approach  [NASA-DN-7-33021]

Comparison of two helicopter design concepts developed to conduct rotary wing research project  [NASA-DN-7-33021]

Aerodynamic characteristics of SC-1 and P-1127 V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on flight tests to determine control system performance  [NASA-DN-7-33968]

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Warpage control of large alloy forgings, machining of large jet components, using packing and storage methods  [SUS-72-10280]

Structural sandwich panel design, establishing simple stress and deflection formulas under transverse loading based on tests evaluating basis as laminate core  [NASA-DN-17023]

Aircraft interior materials selection relative to fire hazards and smoke emission properties  [PPI PAPER 16]

High strength, stiffness and low density properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites in flight structures  [NASA-DN-17475]

Papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, test methods, and structural performance  [AIAA PAPER 71-0801]

Materials and applications of stress envelopes in aircraft structure  [NASA-DN-6867]

Air/aircraft vehicle, military training, and aircraft stability  [NASA-DN-27028]

Aircraft interior materials selection relative to fire hazards and smoke emission properties  [PPI PAPER 19]

High strength, stiffness and low density properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites in flight structures  [NASA-DN-17475]

Papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, test methods, and structural performance  [AIAA PAPER 71-0801]

Materials and applications of stress envelopes in aircraft structure  [NASA-DN-6867]

Air/aircraft vehicle, military training, and aircraft stability  [NASA-DN-27028]

Aircraft interior materials selection relative to fire hazards and smoke emission properties  [PPI PAPER 19]

High strength, stiffness and low density properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites in flight structures  [NASA-DN-17475]

Papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, test methods, and structural performance  [AIAA PAPER 71-0801]

Materials and applications of stress envelopes in aircraft structure  [NASA-DN-6867]

Air/aircraft vehicle, military training, and aircraft stability  [NASA-DN-27028]

Aircraft interior materials selection relative to fire hazards and smoke emission properties  [PPI PAPER 19]

High strength, stiffness and low density properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites in flight structures  [NASA-DN-17475]

Papers on aerospace structure by N. J. Hoff covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, test methods, and structural performance  [AIAA PAPER 71-0801]

Materials and applications of stress envelopes in aircraft structure  [NASA-DN-6867]
Large automated tape placement machine tool design and construction for laying up aircraft structures from composite materials

Heat treatment and machining for distortion control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10 aircraft

Automatic riveting machine for fuel tight aircraft structures, describing process technique and machine design details and features

Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in jetliner jet engines components to reduce maintenance and repair downtime, discussing clad wing and fuselage skins

Structural Acoustic Monitor system for aircraft structural proof testing, providing multichannel recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers

Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in supersonic flow

Aircraft wing stress estimates based on flight load time histories from counter accelerometers

Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/ for sandwich construction and aircraft applications, discussing design, fabrication and strength characteristics

Crack initiation detecting and recording instrument with optical strain gages for double shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners

Optical quality requirements for aircraft transparencies, considering resolution, base, halation, light transmission, distortion, binocular deviation, double images, scratches and inclusions

Optical qualities of aircraft windshields and direct vision windows, considering color, light transmission, faults, heating, distortion, inside reflections and double images

Aircraft fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering passenger cabin window, cockpit windshield and various surface coatings

Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft transparencies design, emphasizing cost and optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical properties

Polycarbonates applications in aircraft transparencies, discussing chemical, heat, impact and abrasion resistance, toughness and weathering

Aircraft windshield reliability, discussing delamination, interface shear stress effects and analogy to metal fatigue

Concorde aircraft optical transparency components design characteristics and reliability testing, noting visor, pilot forward windshield, flight deck side windows and cabin windows

Aircraft windshield bird impact resistance, noting weight, speed, angle and window geometry effects

Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing system shielding properties for projectile and bird impacts

Chemically strengthened glass for ejection-through-frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency escape systems, noting protection against ejection injuries

Emergency escape from high performance military aircraft in flight and on ground, using explosive cord for transparent canopy material breakup

Metal matrix composites application to aircraft structures, describing design, analysis and fabrication of aircraft bulkhead with B-41 an main structural material

Graphite fiber-epoxy composite systems development for F-5 aircraft landing gear doors, speed brake, leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal stabilizer

Russian book on An-12 turboprop transport aircraft structural and aerodynamic characteristics covering engine operation, piloting, stability, controllability, etc

Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics applications in aircraft and engine structural components, discussing dynamic and impact damping properties compared to conventional materials

General Dynamics model 401 air superiority single engine fighter design stressing lightweight structure and maneuverability at high speeds and angles of attack

Optical design of thin walled minimum weight aircraft shell structures, using linear programming

Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures subject to jet noise, noting stress calculation for skin panels and control surfaces

Dynamically similar wind tunnel models for transonic aerelastic studies of aircraft failures or structural damage and flutter margins

Aircraft structures design and development with composite materials, considering materials characteristics relations to structural components dynamic response

Computer algorithms and programs contribution to aircraft structure operational reliability and fatigue life calculation

Ni-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue life calculation based on failure mechanism involving crack propagation

Mechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft analysis, noting force concept and Newton theory

Naval program for composites technology development in aircraft structures, discussing design, reliability and cost

L-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control, navigation, communication, environmental control and electrical systems, discussing structure and high lift devices

Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance

Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural test methods, suggesting system simulation, component replacement time calculation and computer techniques

Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES CONTD

Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-54 Sky crane helicopter. [AIAA PAPER 72-33579]

Full scale airframe fatigue testing of the CH-46. [AANS PREPRINT 670]

All alloys, high strength steels and alloys in aircraft construction, reviewing present materials, in heavier than air vehicles. [AANS PREPRINT 671]

Russian book on aircraft design covering flight conditions, structure and control characteristics, production and stress analysis. p0451 A72-35448

Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum composites forming, processing and costs for aircraft materials. p0854 A72-35663

Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to skin sheet metal parts with applications to propellent tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures. [SME PAPER 72-776]

Analysis of a partially cracked panel. p0458 A72-36717

Graphite-epoxy composite application to commercial transports for weight and cost reduction. p0897 A72-37680

Flutter optimization program for aircraft structural design. [AIAA PAPER 72-38111]

Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star: [AIAA PAPER 72-776]

High subsonic transport aircraft design. Development based on supercritical aerodynamic configuration and advanced structural, flight control and propulsion system technologies. [AIAA PAPER 72-756]

Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials. p0548 A72-40059

Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight comparison of all alloys and Ti alloys in relation to cost and structural weight considerations. p0559 A72-41071

Aircraft structures weight reduction through fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of composite light weight structures. [ICAS PAPER 72-381]

Russian book - Design principles in aircraft construction. p0560 A72-42070

Digital data system with real time displays and multiprocessor capability for menu test of aircraft structure with operational manpower reduction, assessing performance. p0568 A72-42696

Book - Contributions to the theory of aircraft structures. p0566 A72-42826

Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure in bending test due to stringer interruptions, analyzing structural deficiency via column and beam bending theories. p0566 A72-42826

Aircraft structural design loads definition by mission analysis criteria, taking into account gust loads via power spectral density method. p0566 A72-42827

Aircraft structural safety criteria based on acceptable failure probability, determining critical load levels. p0566 A72-42826

ICAO structural airworthiness requirements relating to air transportation safety, considering maneuver and gust loads in terms of limit load concept. p0566 A72-42830

Fatigue strength and fail-safe aspects of lap joint in aircraft structures, considering tension-compression load, fretting corrosion, prestress and residual stress. p0567 A72-42851

Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer excitation. II - Jet noise excitation. p0566 A72-42830

AIRCRAFT DESIGN

Reliability analysis in the estimation of transport-type aircraft fatigue performance. p0567 A72-42912

Bi-Shear and Bi-Lok fastening systems for aircraft manufacturing, comparing strength and weight with conventional rivets and bolts. [SASE PAPER 918]

Detection of structural deterioration and associated airborne maintenance problems. [SASE PAPER 918]

Rectified fatigue and cyclic load performance of very large subsonic jet transports. [SASE PAPER 920]

Moment sampling method as selfvalidating aircraft weight and balance accounting procedure. p0567 A72-43667

Aircraft design structural weight estimation based on post-design analysis of production aircraft, discussing weight factors application to new designs. [SASE PAPER 936]

High subsonic aircraft structures and related fracture mechanics analysis problems. p0597 A72-43976

Liquid and solid precipitation on aircraft surface structures, discussing potential hazards to engine components and aircraft controls due to ice formation. p0603 A72-44339

Aircraft structures shock and blast loading characteristics from internal detonation, comparing computer program results with available data. p0605 A72-44610

Aircraft fatigue: Design, operational and economic aspects. p0608 A72-44726

Optimum design of joints - The stress severity factor concept. p0608 A72-44729

Fatigue testing of the P-28 Fellowship. p0608 A72-44728

Design and certification for executive type aircraft. p0609 A72-44739

Pan jet Falcon design and certification tests. p0609 A72-44730

The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to helicopter fatigue loaded components. p0609 A72-44731

Airframe structures fatigue life expectancy under random acoustic excitation, describing testing methods and equipment. p0609 A72-44732

The importance of service inspection in aircraft fatigue. p0609 A72-44739

Fatigue design and test program for the American SST. p0609 A72-44740

Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline operations, considering inspection, maintenance and carrying capacity reduction. p0610 A72-44743

Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance and repair, considering inspections, defect rectification, preventive modifications, replacements and RDT. p0610 A72-44744

Observations on designing to combat fatigue and its effects on the economics of civil transport aircraft. p0610 A72-44745

Military aircraft construction, design and economic requirements, discussing fighter payloads, armament efficiency and fire control systems. p0615 A72-55850

Development of sprayable urethane sealant for protection of heated areas on aircraft structures. [AD-727592]

Maximum likelihood technique for estimating deviations from parent population of aircraft fatigue failures determined from sample containing failed and non-failed members. [ABC-CP-1144] p0598 A72-12925

Forecasting technology of aircraft structural components for hypersonic cruise flight.
Automated preliminary design of simplified wing structures to satisfy strength and flutter requirements
[NASA-TN-D-65284] p0103 N72-13008
Concept development and feasibility analysis of aircraft metal structures reinforced with filamentary composites
Testing for acoustic fatigue in aircraft structures
Effects of blast loads on structural failure in aircraft components
Studying temperature response of metal plate to steady electric arc for determining possible damage to aircraft structures by lightning
[NASA-TN-D-1490-1] p0203 N72-15962
Conference on shock and vibration effects on dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and spacecraft structures
[AD-723389] p0215 N72-16802
Viscoelastic materials for additive damping in aircraft structural vibration problems
[AD-723390] p0215 N72-16802
Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structural composites with viscoelastic core
Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of rotor induced structural vibrations in C-87 helicopter
[AD-732827] p0216 N72-17011
Damage criteria for parked aircraft exposed to explosions
[AD-732828] p0219 N72-17011
Structural creep tests of aircraft structures under constant load-constant temperature, and under variable conditions
Weight estimation and analysis of major structural components of hypersonic, liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-66596] p0266 N72-19001
Survey and analysis of application of nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft structures
[AD-74557-71] p0278 N72-19547
Systematic drag measurements on rectangular and elliptical planform models with recessed surfaces or cut-outs
[RAR-LIB-TRANS-1616] p0317 N72-19992
Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes caused by artificial weathering noting glass transition temperature and flexibility measurements
[AD-MAS-165] p0324 N72-20519
Development of numerical methods for analysing structural properties of statically loaded wings using iteration process
[AD-755655] p0327 N72-20904
Mutual aerodynamic interference effects on flow field beneath aircraft with external stores examined by cross flow corrections method
[AD-735655] p0328 N72-20974
Stress corrosion cracking in aircraft structures and various materials - historical review
Conventional and reliability theories for analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection intervals for military and civil aircraft
[AHL/SA-335] p0372 N72-22495
Survey and analysis of literature on fatigue damage accumulation in aircraft materials and structures
[AD-74557-157] p0378 N72-22918
Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe structures
[AHL/SA-RPT-336] p0438 N72-25899
Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental coatings for steel fasteners used in high performance aircraft
[AD-733805] p0474 N72-26572
Structural fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, and residual strength of aircraft metal structures reinforced with filamentary composites
[NASA-CR-2039] p0875 N72-26939
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
[AD-737806] p0875 N72-27040
Conference on Structural Applications of Advanced Composites
[AGARD-LS-55] p0875 N72-29589
Composites in structural design process
[AD-725992] p0875 N72-29592
Conference on fatigue test evaluation for aircraft structures
[NASA-SP-309] p0875 N72-29895
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures with emphasis on thermal cycle
Fatigue tests of simulated main wing spar at joint with fuselage frame for SAAB aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-69596] p0875 N72-29897
Proposed changes to USAF fatigue evaluation program based on recent experience
Method for checking fatigue resistance of structural design detail for SST
[AD-74557-71] p0875 N72-29905
Computer technique to analyze aircraft windshields for multiple icing
[AD-74557-103] p0875 N72-31039
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and flight controls interface with application to aircraft design criteria
Technology and production of laminates, and problem in producing laminated aircraft structures
[AD-74557-103] p0875 N72-32055
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A aircraft
[AD-74557-592] p0875 N72-33915
Calculating eigenfrequencies modes and generalized masses for P-104G aircraft from drawings by finite-element method
[AD-74557-592] p0875 N72-33915
Assessment procedure for aircraft safe life structures based on fatigue life
[TE-98] p0875 N72-33922
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics, fatigue and structural analysis, and related aircraft studies - bibliography
Research report on sound and vibration measurement in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and building structures
Aircraft tires design and performance
[NASA-CR-2039] p0875 N72-26939
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
[AD-737806] p0875 N72-27040
Conference on Structural Applications of Advanced Composites
[AGARD-LS-55] p0875 N72-29589
Composites in structural design process
[AD-725992] p0875 N72-29592
Primary and secondary structural applications of advanced composites
[NASA-SP-309] p0875 N72-29895
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures with emphasis on thermal cycle
Fatigue tests of simulated main wing spar at joint with fuselage frame for SAAB aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-69596] p0875 N72-29897
Proposed changes to USAF fatigue evaluation program based on recent experience
Method for checking fatigue resistance of structural design detail for SST
[AD-74557-71] p0875 N72-29905
Computer technique to analyze aircraft windshields for multiple icing
[AD-74557-103] p0875 N72-31039
Analysis of aircraft structural flexibility and flight controls interface with application to aircraft design criteria
Technology and production of laminates, and problem in producing laminated aircraft structures
[AD-74557-103] p0875 N72-32055
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A aircraft
[AD-74557-592] p0875 N72-33915
Calculating eigenfrequencies modes and generalized masses for P-104G aircraft from drawings by finite-element method
[AD-74557-592] p0875 N72-33915
Assessment procedure for aircraft safe life structures based on fatigue life
[TE-98] p0875 N72-33922
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamics, fatigue and structural analysis, and related aircraft studies - bibliography
Research report on sound and vibration measurement in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and building structures
Aircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid mechanisms under operational conditions
[AD-755655] p0875 N72-21845
Aircraft wheel mechanisms, discussing freely turning and braked wheels, tire drift and antiskid braking systems for landing gear
Aircraft tires design and performance characteristics, considering V/STOL and Concorde operating conditions
[NASA-TN-D-69596] p0875 N72-25287
Ground and torque relation to swivel angle and lateral displacement of wheel rim plane, using string model for tire
Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved runway surfaces when impacted at various sink rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures, and ground speeds
[NASA-TN-D-66990] p0875 N72-17007
Performance tests of aircraft tire under cyclic braking conditions and evaluation of aircraft antiskid braking system
Prediction of lateral tire dynamic properties of scale model aircraft tires using string theory
[NASA-CR-2039] p0875 N72-20020
Performance tests to determine aircraft tire behavior and operating problems in various types of soils
Adaptive braking system preventing tire slip, applicable to aircraft [NASA-CH-123817]

Numerical analysis of braking forces and frictional coefficients for aircraft tires on hard surface runways - Part 2 [FEDD-71026-PT-2] p0619 A72-32013

Analysis of operational factors involved in frictional and retarding forces between aircraft tires and hard surface runways [FEDD-71025-PT-1] p0636 A72-33001

Placing of aircraft tires on wet runways [FEDD-72008-PT-3] p0637 A72-33010

AIRCRAFT WAKES

NF HELICOPTER WAKES

NF PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS

NF SLIPSTREAMS

Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine wake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient influences p0621 A72-12504

Subsonic tunnel investigation of aircraft wake for field structure, measuring trailing vortex decay by yawhead pressure probe [AIAA PAPER 72-40] p0130 A72-16902

Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects on aircraft trailing vortex rake motion and persistence [AIAA PAPER 72-42] p0130 A72-16903

Acoustic ray deflection by aircraft wake vortices with viscous core, observing maximum deflection angles during large aircraft landing p0675 A72-36477

Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft trailing vortices. p0507 A72-35630

Flight test studies of the formation of trailing vortices and a method to accelerate vortex dissipation. [AIAA PAPER 72-988] p0561 A72-42327

Unsteady wake effects on progressing/regressing forced rotor flapping modes. [AIAA PAPER 72-957] p0562 A72-42350

Low flying aircraft wake vortices tracking, describing sensitivity techniques based on acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements p0565 A72-82709

Effect of air injection on the torque produced by a trailing vortex. p0594 A72-43333

Effect of several wing tip modifications on a trailing vortex. p0594 A72-43333

Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests, discussing effect of wing-vortex distance p0613 A72-45331

Dynamic simulation of an aircraft under the effect of vortex wake turbulence. p0613 A72-45346

Analysis of hazards created by aircraft wakes and methods for avoiding adverse effects during congested aircraft operation [NASA-TM-X-67448] p0087 A72-11951

Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip vortices generated by large jet transport aircraft when intersected by smaller general aviation type aircraft [NASA-TM-D-6655] p0250 A72-18003


Air vortex wakes of B-747 aircraft [NASA-TM-P-14286] p0649 A72-26233

Analytical and experimental determination of influence of atmospheric environment on transport and decay of trailing vortex wake [AD-742305] p0576 A72-3028a

AIRCREWS FLIGHT CREWS

AIRFIELD SURFACE MOVEMENTS

Air/ground interface simulation in G055/360 for passenger transfer between airport terminal and aircraft p0877 A72-20342

Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taxiing guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting computerized operational system p0229 A72-22779

ICAO standardized taxiing guidance and airports surface traffic control procedures p0240 A72-24171

Runway motion stability of aircraft with three wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to aerodynamically induced drift p0307 A72-27235

Design requirements and development plan for all weather system for controlling airport surface traffic [BD-62063965] p0096 A72-12587

Operational evaluation of device for measuring aircraft taxi speed and distance to determine accuracy and limitations [F6D-720069] p0219 A72-17009

Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles for determining effect of surface roughness on airplane response to ground vibrations [NASA-TN-D-6932] p0622 A72-32045

AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS

U AIRFOILS

AIRFOIL PROFILES

NT WING PROFILES

NT WING SPAN

Two dimensional airfoil pressure distribution measurements at high subsonic speeds, comparing normal force coefficients corrected for wind tunnel interference effects with theoretical calculations [DFVLR-SONDB-168] p0058 A72-13609

Two dimensional transonic airfoil section testing at OKERA S3M wind tunnel, comparing results with helicopter rotor blades test data [OKERA, TP NO. 1028] p0059 A72-13642

Navier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady viscous flow around oscillating, elliptic airfoil in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining pressure and shear stress distributions [N8S-T3-13629] p0617 A72-16002

Finite pitch airfoil theory relations for turbomachinery moving blade rows interference effect on cascade flutter p0121 A72-16488

Computerized analytical model of two dimensional multicomponent airfoil in viscous subsonic flow [AIAA PAPER 72-2] p0129 A72-16861

Sail rotors for hovering platform, calculating rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional flexible airfoil section characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-66] p0131 A72-16925

Linear flow airfoils for gliders, optimizing profiles for favorable velocity and pressure distribution. p0136 A72-17194

Finite difference method for transonic airfoil design for wide range of angles of attack and Mach numbers p0139 A72-17629

Hypersonic flow past thin thickness delta wing, presenting conical flow equations with boundary value solution p0142 A72-18128

Viscous flow through moveable and immovable cascades of blades, determining velocity field by airfoil center line vortex distribution p0142 A72-18131

Numerical analysis of computing velocity distribution in vortex row cascade profiles by method of singularities p0170 A72-18787

Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion p0180 A72-18976

Irrotational two dimensional transonic flow past symmetric profile with and without shock p0185 A72-20668

Airfoil contour design an envelope of family of circles with centers lying on mean camber line p0227 A72-22298

Axial flow turbines aerodynamic loading increase via control of velocity distribution and boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles [ASME PAPER 72-GT-78] p0297 A72-25658
Rotating airfoil experimental test program for verification of Handelkamp and Diver-Cronkey theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift coefficient vs angle of attack p0313 A72-28124

Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity change effects on airfoil pressure distribution, circulation and lift, deriving vortex distribution expression p0396 A72-32023

Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio as function of angle of attack p0399 A72-32250

Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack and frequencies p0400 A72-32344

Collocation method for coupled bending-bending torsion vibrations of straight uniform cantilever beam with asymmetric airfoil cross section p0405 A72-32908

Transonic airfoil section design to given surface pressure distribution, applying finite difference procedures to transonic small disturbance equations [AIAA PAPER 72-679] p0414 A72-34062

Influence of airfoils on stall flutter boundaries of articulated helicopter rotors. [AHS PREPRINT 621] p0445 A72-34489

Determination of airfoil and rotor blade dynamic stall response. [AHS PREPRINT 613] p0446 A72-34495

Comparison of two types of blade profile for axial-flow fans p0456 A72-36000

Uniformly exact solution of the problem of the flow past a slender profile p0509 A72-39904

Book - A theory of supercritical wing sections, with computer programs and examples p0557 A72-41534

Problem of uniform-jet flow around an airfoil p0560 A72-42271

New results concerning the numerical calculation of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section p0563 A72-42639

An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem p0594 A72-43329

Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion p0611 A72-45002

Point projection method for constructing tangents to airplane wing cross sections [AD-726651] p0681 A72-11912

Low speed wind tunnel test on low-drag airfoil at half a million Reynolds number, noting aerodynamic coefficients [ARC-CP-1187] p0707 A72-19033

Lifting airfoils with supercritical shock-free flow [NLBP-AP-70015-0] p0727 A72-20972

Time dependent method to calculate supercritical flow over nacelle airfoil [ONR-BP-1619] p0756 A72-30280

Supercritical airfoil profiles for improved transonic performance in presence of jet flap effect [AD-740036] p0583 A72-31008

AERIAL BOILS

AIRFOIL THICKNESS

AERIAL BOILS

AIRFOIL PROFILE

AERIAL RUSES

AIRFOIL THICKNESS

AERIAL BOILS

AIRFOIL PROFILES

AERIAL RUSES

AIRFOIL THICKNESS

AIRFOIL STATIONS

AIRFOIL RPRLICES

AERIAL RUSES

AIRFOIL THICKNESS

REFERENCE

MT HORIZONTAL TAIL SUBSURFACES

MT INFINITE SPAN WINGS

MT JET FLAPS

MT LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS

MT LEADING EDGE FLATS

MT LIFTING ROTORS

MT LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS

MT PARABING

MT PROPELLER BLADES

MT RECTANGULAR WINGS

MT RIGID ROTORS

MT RIGID WINGS

MT RING FLAPS

MT ROTARY WINGS

MT SLENDER WINGS

MT SPLIT FLAPS

MT SPOILER SLOTS ALLEBOR

MT POURERS

MT SUPERCRITICAL WINGS

MT SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS

MT SWEEP WINGS

MT SWEEPBACK WINGS

MT THIN AIRFOILS

MT THIN WINGS

MT TIGHTEN ROTORS

MT TIP DRIVER ROTORS

MT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

MT TWISTER WINGS

MT WING FLAPS

MT WINGS

Unsteady flow about two dimensional airfoils, deteriorating surface pressure fluctuations induced by turbulent boundary layers p0003 A72-10217

Aerodynamic behavior of thin jet-flapped airfoil, investigating integrodifferential equation solution p0015 A72-11669

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes p0016 A72-12275

Airfoil theory singular integrodifferential equation reduction to integral equations with quasi-regular and regular kernels, applying to jet flapped wing problem p0054 A72-12987

Steady two dimensional cavity flow past infinite number of airfoils using linearized theory p0062 A72-14660

Complex perturbation potential of constant vortex shear flows around airfoil activated by motion in presence of rectilinear wall p0118 A72-16122

Slot-airfoil combinations aerodynamic modeled by single point vortex to represent leading edge slit, discussing on-line computer graphics program [AIAA PAPER 72-221] p0127 A72-16798

Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil at high transonic speeds, discussing viscous-inviscid flow interaction [AIAA PAPER 72-5] p0129 A72-16863

Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in incompressible flow, comparing calculated loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching motions with measured values [AIAA PAPER 72-27] p0130 A72-16899

Two dimensional lift characteristics of multilevel airfoils, using potential flow method based on surface source distribution and finite difference boundary layer method [AIAA PAPER 72-3] p0132 A72-16935

Transonic flow past wing airfoils, obtaining numerical solution by fitting mixed initial boundary conditions p0136 A72-20079

Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two dimensional model p0186 A72-20101

Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat and double surface trailing edge flap p0197 A72-21899

Static pressure tube calibration for surface pressure measurements in flow over flat plate and airfoil
Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding, high strength materials and high modulus fiber structures

Aircraft hydrosynthetic fuel tank lightweight protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding, high strength materials and high modulus fiber structures

Thin wall airframe wire insulation relative thermal life and temperature rating evaluation procedure using Arrhenius plots

Compressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin stringers reinforced with Al composite by brazing

Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe

Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites application to aircraft structural design, discussing flight test and developmental programs

Long range transport aircraft structures and composite materials technology for airframe and engine systems

Al alloys, high strength steels and Ti alloys in aircraft construction, reviewing premetal materials in heavier than air vehicles

Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star.

Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight comparisons of Al alloys and Ti alloys in relation to cost and structural weight considerations

FBD-09, a new composite material - Its characteristics and its application to the B0-105 helicopter

The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to helicopter fatigue loaded components

Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched aluminum-copper-magnesium airframe alloy

Preparation of titanium surfaces by phosphating-fluoride method prior to adhesive bonding procedures and application to UH-1 helicopter structures

Analysis of performance, weight, and cost characteristics of various airframe structural materials for drone applications

Thermal aspects of using filamentary composite materials for airframes on atmospheric entry requirements

Concorde airframe testing for thermal effects on structural strength and fatigue life, discussing facilities for flight conditions simulation

Statistical evaluation of welded airframe component fatigue damage increment during cyclic loading with constant force amplitude

Convective cooling system design for Mach 6 hypersonic transport Ai alloy airframe, using water glycol loop network

Aircraft. Structural fatigue criteria for airframes with fatigue safe design requirements for small airplane certification

NASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing airframe and engine development for next generation subsonic CTOL jet transport requirements
Airframe and wing fatigue life testing, discussing results recomputation for changed operating conditions p0358 A72-30276
Welded steel airframe residual fatigue life tests by nonstationary random loading, applying to jet trairer aircraft landing gear p0358 A72-30277
Computerized airframe manufacturing cost and weight analysis, using techniques for detailed parts list generation from configuration concept as input (SAMS PAPR 913) p0596 A72-43460
Approaches to verification and solution of magnetic particle inspection problems. p0610 A72-46903
Welding airframe structures in titanium using tensile loading to overcome distortion. p0611 A72-45000
Technical programmers manual for automated procedure of optimizing practical aerospace structures - Vol. 2 (AD-725742) p0032 A72-10047
Design and development of numerically controlled machine for laying composite tape, building airframe structures from filament reinforced resin matrix composite materials (AD-725765) p0035 A72-10425
Compression tests of short skin-stiffener specimens of conventional titanium alloys airframe structure with attached unidirectional brazed boron-aluminum composite (NASA TN-D-6548) p0086 A72-11428
Electromagnetic coating materials for use in sealing fastener-head countersinks in highly loaded aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation corrosion (AD-782039) p0110 A72-13429
Development of incremental technique for forging thin-web, tall-rib configurations for aircraft structures (AD-729012) p0110 A72-13434
Numerical analysis of convective heat transfer within aircraft structure cavities for various conditions of flow (AEHS/BNP-330) p0113 A72-13913
Standard ARM captive carry life expectancy prediction and vibration qualification testing, resulting in airframe fatigue failure (NASA TN-D-75839) p0173 A72-15839
Static aeroelastic characteristics of thin cylindrical shells at subsonic speeds without use of boundary layer control or shell axial-force loading (AD-732291) p0202 A72-15954
Development and application of nonflammable and fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft and aircraft interiors p0208 A72-16419
Scale model tests to determine optimum configuration and characteristics of large jet transport aircraft during ditching (NASA TN-D-24451) p0214 A72-17705
Computer program for calculation of airborne store loads, shears, and moments (AD-731373) p0249 A72-17995
Application of fracture mechanics to design, analysis, and qualification of aircraft structural systems (AD-731565) p0255 A72-18095
Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials, and lubricants for airfame applications by simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on bearings in normal operation (AD-731705) p0259 A72-18505
Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state methods for measuring panel damping with emphasis on use of random process techniques and digital data reduction methods (NASA CR-114237) p0264 A72-18909
Definition of longitudinal stability derivatives for elastic airplanes with allowances for perturbations in forward speed (NASA TN-D-6629) p0318 A72-20006
Numerical-analytical techniques for predicting radiation patterns and impedance of aircraft antennas including effects of outboard members of aircraft structure (AD-735346) p0335 A72-21171
Design and structural properties of airframes (AD-736207) p0386 A72-23047
Development of method for calculating fatigue strength of airframe structures and predicting rate of fatigue crack propagation (AD-736887) p0390 A72-23936
Non-destructive tests applied to quality control of airframes made of boron composites p0439 A72-24936
Interference problems of airplane engine integration in aircraft design optimization (AGARD-LS-53) p0478 A72-27016
Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to determine safe service life of aircraft structures (AEHS/NRO-273) p0525 A72-28903
Analysis of acoustic fatigue life of structures subjected to jet noise and application to design of aircraft structures - Part 1 (AGARD-TR-162-DT-11) p0539 A72-29893
Application of applied fracture mechanics in design analysis to provide improved aircraft structural integrity p0541 A72-29909
Inspection and maintenance schedules of commercial transport aircraft to affect structural deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure p0541 A72-29913
Fatigue and thermal static strength development tests performed on sections of Concorde supersonic transport aircraft p0542 A72-29915
Corrosion properties of aircraft structure fluid contaminates noting corrosion tests and microbiological action on Britannia Aircraft (D-157-179) p0573 A72-30015
Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady aerodynamic forces with elastic deformations and surface deflections for aerodynamic structures in subsonic flow (AD-742996) p0583 A72-31009
Fatigue test of model E-2 A/B aircraft, using 3000 arrested landings (AD-744370) p0624 A72-32060
Development of test equipment for endurance testing of airframes to determine accumulation of fatigue damage (AD-744280) p0625 A72-32062
Development of mathematical techniques for determining stresses, deformation, and stability of aerospace vehicle structures (AGARD-1114) p0626 A72-32067
NASAEM applied to structural design analysis of airframe projects p0633 A72-32885
AERIAL OPERATIONS
Air transport vs other travel, discussing economics of commercial transport aircraft and general aviation, discussing use of transonic transports, considering environmental, economic, and operational issues in the 1970's, and airline economics, discussing airline system planning and airline company planning, and airline financial management p0520 A72-28425
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>AIRLINE OPERATIONS CONT</th>
<th>PROCEDURES MODIFICATIONS IN TERMS OF NOISE REDUCTION</th>
<th>p0067 A72-18419</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route charges system for Europe, stressing financial necessity</td>
<td>p0069 A72-15071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toulouse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight simulators with Concorde cockpit replica</td>
<td>p0069 A72-15072</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Air Lines computerized information retrieval system for message switching, flight planning and monitoring of aircraft parts inventory control</td>
<td>p0072 A72-15713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet air traffic service productivity increase and manpower saving by introduction of new airliner types</td>
<td>p0127 A72-16779</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air transportation modal split analysis by computer simulation program for determining utilization of alternative travel modes between origins and destinations</td>
<td>p0141 A72-17973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA digital simulation model in GSS for determining scheduled flight operations and maintenance resources effects on aircraft availability and usage rates</td>
<td>p0141 A72-17976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airfield law in Schleswig-Holstein, Appeal Court decision concerning property owner suit against operator for unnecessary noise</td>
<td>p0142 A72-18170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer viewpoint on aircraft engine safe introduction into airline service, discussing JT9D engine design for 747 aircraft</td>
<td>p0178 A72-18630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah-Colorado-New Mexico-Arizona regional air transportation study, assessing scheduled air carrier service demand for 1971-1990</td>
<td>p0182 A72-19178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction of weather induced airline operating delays, discussing fog, snow, freezing rain, thunderstorms, crosswind, headwind, CWS, wind shear, wet runways and tail winds</td>
<td>p0184 A72-19557</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British regional airports development, discussing terminal facilities for scheduled and nonscheduled air carriers on domestic and international routes</td>
<td>p0240 A72-24170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book on world airlines economic regulation, analyzing multilateral international agreements, national aviation interests and competitive situation</td>
<td>p0300 A72-25923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyguide airborne computer navigation system for airline applications, discussing system components, flight crew monitoring and optimization</td>
<td>p0304 A72-26999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book on air transportation, covering history, government agencies roles in economic and safety regulation of air carriers, accounting, financial and legal aspects, etc</td>
<td>p0315 A72-28205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete aircraft systems reliability and maintainability, discussing extraordinary variances causing faulty data inferences and operational testing for equipment specifications validation</td>
<td>p0315 A72-28205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological information requirements for V/STOL aircraft design, airport location, runway orientation, aircraft operations and ATC simulation</td>
<td>p0363 A72-28538</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic data processing in-airline material supplies operations, discussing process path efficiency improvement through reduction of stochastic effects inherent in aircraft maintenance operations</td>
<td>p0399 A72-28869</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC operational systems, discussing global surveillance and voice and data communication between aircraft and earth station</td>
<td>p0362 A72-30823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline maintenance program and facilities for Boeing 747 aircraft based on optimized service concept</td>
<td>p0363 A72-31141</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total system approach to time scheduled aircraft operations - Conference, London, May 1972</td>
<td>p0401 A72-32430</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short haul airways on-time operation, discussing ATC, weather, cargo and ground handling, cabin and flight services and aircraft reliability effects</td>
<td>p0401 A72-32451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft industry product support role in time delays minimization for aircraft operators, discussing maintenance, minimum equipment decision and fault diagnosis</td>
<td>p0401 A72-32452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concorde on-time operation as total management problem from design to airline operations, discussing techniques for in-flight failure diagnosis and onward reporting</td>
<td>p0402 A72-32460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avionics effects on airline operations timekeeping, considering gains due to all-weather capability and enhanced monitoring vs possible losses due to equipment failures</td>
<td>p0402 A72-32461</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft on-time operation and air traffic problems, considering solution requirements formulation and funding suggestions</td>
<td>p0402 A72-32462</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology impact on safety, reliability, airline profitability and international trade</td>
<td>p0408 A72-33315</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries civil aviation airlines evolution, considering government fund allocation, international money credibility, skilled manpower, equipment, fare and tourism expansion</td>
<td>p0409 A72-33332</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial airlines aircraft selection factors, considering size, range, economic, runway quality, maintenance and operating costs, reliability and cargo handling</td>
<td>p0409 A72-33333</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government regulations effects on local service airlines cost performance and growth strategies</td>
<td>p0410 A72-33374</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger transfer in airports with total separation between aircraft and permanent buildings for independent functioning, noting Dulles Airport mobile lounges</td>
<td>p0417 A72-34163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air/ground digital communications in airline operations</td>
<td>p0469 A72-34929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium</td>
<td>p0458 A72-35661</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of electronic data processing airport analysis in airlines operations and for manufacturers</td>
<td>p0462 A72-37215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors to be considered in airline scheduling</td>
<td>p0489 A72-37277</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline crew familiarization with DC-10 Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate steering signal from raw data to follow flightpath</td>
<td>p0492 A72-37765</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area navigation for jet transport noise abatement</td>
<td>p0494 A72-37899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-to-day operational airline-airport relationship, discussing runway grooving impact and friction coefficient measurement</td>
<td>p0497 A72-38116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of optimization techniques to near terminal area sequencing and flow control</td>
<td>p0497 A72-38118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety in commuter airline operation</td>
<td>p0508 A72-39748</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline requirements for European aeroport, discussing design of aircraft structure, control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system</td>
<td>p0508 A72-40774</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of solving the operational planning problem for an engineering aircraft base</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Operational implementation of area navigation. Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft observations on designing to combat fatigue and structural fatigue cost penalties in airline international and regional scheduled air traffic systems approach to airport passenger terminal applications of operational research in the systems analysis of subsonic versus supersonic markets for civil and military aircraft and analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during numerical analysis of methods for reducing economic criteria for domestic airline mergers and airline operational data from unusual events prediction tables of air carrier operations at minimum operational costs of passenger and cargo transport aircraft, considering effects of flight distance, wind conditions and optimum speed and altitude.


Systems approach to airport passenger terminal planning. International and regional scheduled air traffic terminals and general aviation airports characteristic objectives and operational aspects, discussing ATC, safety and noise problems. Airline operational problems from traffic volume increase, discussing flight safety, passenger comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects. Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline operations, considering inspection, maintenance and carrying capacity reduction. Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance and repair, considering inspections, defect rectification, preventive modifications, replacements and NDT. Observations on designing to combat fatigue and its effects on the economics of civil transport aircraft. Prediction tables of air carrier operations at large and medium hubs. Airline operational data from unusual events recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft. Economic criteria for domestic airline aircrews. Numerical analysis of methods for reducing discomfort of passengers on commercial aircraft under turbulent conditions. Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during prize travel hours and effect of unrealistic scheduling on extent of congestion. Markets for civil and military aircraft and missiles, airline operations, and exports and imports for European Economic Community, United Kingdom, and United States. Analysis of requirements for successful commercial VTO flight transport system and characteristics of Dornier 31 aircraft for short haul airline operation.


Air traffic control analysis of North Atlantic commercial aircraft operation based on inertial navigation and satellite surveillance. Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger aircraft using critical path method for improving airport/terminal utilization. Improved aircraft-ground performance in calm and wet runway conditions by addition of extra nose wheel. Analysis of performance and economic factors involved in operation of commercial transport aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds. Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating in transonic region with consideration of materials, aerodynamic configuration, and cruise speed.
Senate hearings on regulation of rates and practices of domestic and foreign air carriers p0542 A72-29981

Development of short haul air transportation systems based on short takeoff aircraft, port sitting, route analysis, and airline service requirements [AD-742463] p0574 A72-30018

Analysis of airlines operations for several small operators to determine reasons for economic problems and alternatives for profitable services - Part 1 p0584 A72-29116

Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show historical, operational problems, and economic aspects - Part 2 p0584 A72-30117

Air pollution study of jet aircraft operations at Los Angeles International Airport, California [PAPER-71-117] p0623 A72-32068

Proposal for increasing overall air traffic capability by expansion of charter service between bilateral parties p0638 A72-32983

Analysis of effects of minimum transportation regulation on development of tourism and resulting expansion of airline operations - p0635 A72-32984

Economic analysis of a hypersonic transport aircraft to show projected operating costs and return on investment [NASA-TN-T-62193] p0639 A72-33025

Analysis of factors affecting economical operation of air transport service in sparsely populated areas [NASA-CR-2742] p0640 A72-33028

Development and operation of management control system for efficient scheduling and safe utilization of commercial air transportation facilities p0649 A72-33972

AIBPOBT LIGHTS

AIBPOBT BEACON SYSTEMS

AIBPOBT PBODDCTIOH COSTS & IRHELPS

HI BOMBAY LIGHTS

PASSEHSEE AIBCBAST

D COHBEBCIAL AIBCBAST

AIRPORT MOBILE LOUNGES

AIRPORT PLANNING

STOL transport aircraft technology assessment, analyzing airports growth problems p0542 A72-10250

Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of airport environmental meteorological parameters p0555 A72-11717

STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land use problems in future transportation systems, discussing airport location and layout for growing air traffic p0564 A72-11715

Airport efficiency improvement measures, considering boarding gates, parking space, baggage handling, fire protection, monitoring and central control p0565 A72-11474

Automated meteorological telemetry and interrogation response system with terminal extensions for Paris airports p0566 A72-14695

Goren commercial airports adaptation to traffic development, considering economic, technical and social aspects p0567 A72-13474

Bases for safe and economic headway, determining factors for efficient operation of selected airports p0578 A72-16695

Airport terminal flow and interface transportation systems, discussing access, passenger traffic and cargo handling and government controls p0555 A72-13474

Goren regional airports development, discussing funds, long term requirements p0566 A72-16695

Airfield surface system fast-time computer simulation for the west coast airport p0560 A72-14695

Spiralport design for maximum utilization of airport facilities p0563 A72-29982

WATER BASED SHORE BASED FLOATING ISLAND AIRPORTS

AIRPORTS IN COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT IN WEST GERMANY

Airplane production costs

Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics procurement techniques, discussing cost-reliability design criteria p0399 A72-32215

Computerized airplane manufacturing cost and weight analysis, using technique for detailed parts list generation from configuration concept as input [SAVE PAPER 913] p0596 A72-84560

Economic and operational aspects of fatigue - Figures of a Swiss ground attack/fighter aircraft. p0610 A72-84762

Problems of producing transport aircraft p0563 A72-29982

AIRPORT BEACON SYSTEMS

Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development for surveillance and ground-air communications in support of ATC automation p0569 A72-84151

Radiation patterns and transmitter power needed for two-bay antenna used with VOR approach marker beacon [PAA-RD-72-33] p0569 A72-18559

Development of discrete address beacon system to improve operation of microwave landing system for high density terminal area surveillance [DOT-TSC-PAA-71-26] p0539 A72-21628

AIRPORT MOVABLE LOUNGES

AIRPORT PLANNING

Development and characteristics of visual landing aids system p0523 A72-28673

Static compressive load tests on L-837 airport marker light bases [NBS-10453] p0096 A72-12586

Airport lighting for pilot guidance during approach and landing under category I-III visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts and power requirements p0360 A72-30621

AIRPORT LIGHTS

STOL transport aircraft technology assessment, analyzing airports growth problems p0542 A72-10250

Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of airport environmental meteorological parameters p0555 A72-11717

STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land use problems in future transportation systems, discussing airport location and layout for growing air traffic p0564 A72-11715

Airport efficiency improvement measures, considering boarding gates, parking space, baggage handling, fire protection, monitoring and central control p0565 A72-11474

Automated meteorological telemetry and interrogation response system with terminal extensions for Paris airports p0566 A72-14695

Goren commercial airports adaptation to traffic development, considering economic, technical and social aspects p0567 A72-13474

Bases for safe and economic headway, determining factors for efficient operation of selected airports p0578 A72-16695

Airport terminal flow and interface transportation systems, discussing access, passenger traffic and cargo handling and government controls p0555 A72-13474

Goren regional airports development, discussing funds, long term requirements p0566 A72-16695

Airfield surface system fast-time computer simulation for the west coast airport p0560 A72-14695

Spiralport design for maximum utilization of airport facilities p0563 A72-29982

WATER BASED SHORE BASED FLOATING ISLAND AIRPORTS

AIRPORTS IN COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT IN WEST GERMANY

Airplane production costs

Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics procurement techniques, discussing cost-reliability design criteria p0399 A72-32215

Computerized airplane manufacturing cost and weight analysis, using technique for detailed parts list generation from configuration concept as input [SAVE PAPER 913] p0596 A72-84560

Economic and operational aspects of fatigue - Figures of a Swiss ground attack/fighter aircraft. p0610 A72-84762

Problems of producing transport aircraft p0563 A72-29982

AIRPORT BEACON SYSTEMS

Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development for surveillance and ground-air communications in support of ATC automation p0569 A72-84151

Radiation patterns and transmitter power needed for two-bay antenna used with VOR approach marker beacon [PAA-RD-72-33] p0569 A72-18559

Development of discrete address beacon system to improve operation of microwave landing system for high density terminal area surveillance [DOT-TSC-PAA-71-26] p0339 A72-21628
STOL aircraft systems development coordination, considering vehicle design, airport facilities and related ground environment, transportation modes interface and airspace management

New York-New Jersey megapolis offshore jetport feasibility, considering noise, air-water pollution, land conservation, cost, etc

Slant Visual Approach/Light Contact Height Measurement System utilizing state of art technology for airport applications

Meteorological information requirements for V/STOL aircraft design, airport location, runway orientation, aircraft operations and V/STOL simulation

Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land use options

Airport runway lighting systems development, noting lamp for night flights and control console

National airports systems for UK civil air transportation, discussing economic, operational, accessibility and social aspects

Airport capacity and air traffic congestion effects on airport operations in terms of time and costs

Dallas/Fort Worth airport planning and construction economics impact on community economy and life style

Airport and air transportation benefits and costs to community and industry, considering institutional, environmental and economic issues

Airport economic and social impact on environs in terms of community development

Individual regions and nationwide air traffic demands forecasting for airport planning

Commercial airport and air transport service economic impacts on business and industrial communities

Major civil airport planning, discussing information gathering and processing for aviation demand, airport movements revenue and cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation

Major civil airport development plan, discussing traffic forecasts, runways, noise, airspace capacity, access systems, freight installations, maintenance facilities, navigation aids, buildings, etc

Major civil airport passenger and cargo terminal complex design and layout planning, discussing various facilities and equipment requirements

FAA policy in issuing civil airport operating certificates and establishing minimum safety standards

Passenger transfer in airports with total separation between aircraft and permanent buildings for independent functioning, noting Dulles Airport mobile lounges

Airport planning requirements - An airline view

Airport terminal design - The passenger’s point of view

STOL airports planning objectives, discussing ground and airspace congestion relief, terminal locations, flight safety and community acceptance

Kansas City International Airport facilities and features, discussing decentralized passenger processing system

Runway marking requirements for visibility under day and night conditions, considering night reflection value, color stability, durability, noninterference with flight operations, etc

Planning model for German air transport

Simulation models for airports performance evaluation through replication of traffic units actual movement

Airports: Key to the air transportation system: Proceedings of the Conference, Atlanta Ga., April 14-16, 1971

Federal legislation impact on airport and airway system planning, considering budget and schedule requirements

Environmental considerations in airport development

Economics of a new regional airport

What’s new in airport planning

Atlanta airport redesign and expansion program including runway reconfiguration, taxiway relocation and passenger and cargo terminal system improvement to relieve congestion

Boeing 707 aircraft impact on Chicago O’Hare airport design criteria, noting future terminal facilities planning

Design of V/STOL ports

Airport improvements needed for safety

FAA implemented airport certification legislation covering minimum safety standards, operation, emergency plan, fire and rescue service and pavement requirements

Concrete airport pavement thickness determination methods comparison, noting design life dependence on safety factors

Airfield flexible pavement design - A state of the art paper

Systems approach to integrated planning of airfield pavement design, construction, operation and maintenance, emphasizing need for mathematical models, constitutive parameters and limiting criteria

Airlines and aircraft manufacturers requirements for airport pavement evaluation/data system, discussing relationships between stresses, designs, landing gear design, aircraft weight, range, etc

Day-to-day operational airplane-airport relationship, discussing runway grooving impact and friction coefficient measurement

Independent parallel runway landing system to relieve air traffic congestion, investigating minimum spacing required to minimize collision risk

Critical assessment of air transport planning for German Federal Republic, advocating decentralized concept of major air terminals for intercontinental jumbo jet traffic

Dala /Sweden/ regional airport, describing planning and financing, approach lighting, ILS system and facilities for tourist traffic and industrial development

Systems approach to airport passenger terminal planning

Airports planning for West Germany, discussing geographical air traffic patterns, economic and social aspects

Requirements for governmental regulation of aircraft noise
AIBP0HTS . .
AIBP0BT TOiEBS , . . .
ilBPOBT SOBSPACE DETECTIOS BQDIPHBHT
HT HEUPOETS ‘ ’

Computer manual for approximation satellite
Airport apron surface pavesent strain measurements
Analysis of information flow requirements between
Evaluation of proposed airport traffic control
Capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for
Air transportation benefits and impacts on.
Urban general aviation airport economics,
Surveillance radar for clutter 'rejection and
Environmental impact statement, on airport
Environmental impact statement on proposed airport
Environmental impact statement on proposed • , ,
application of computer program for data
Air and highway’systems analysis, and environmental
FAS’ Airport and Airway System unit .cost estimates
San/Francisco Bay area airport and airspace
Airport planning in Rest’ Germany ..discussing
Noise exposure forecasts for airport vicinity in
PAA Airport and Airway System unit .cost estimates and allocation study
Capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for
San Francisco Bay area for general aviation and commercial aircraft
Airport planning in West Germany discussing
surface transport facilities and pollution
[DGLR-PAPER-71-075] N72-25813
Airport facility requirements for corporate/executive/business aircraft operations
San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace capacity analysis to meet.1985 demand forecast
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and application of computer program for data processing
Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Dade County Airport, Trenton, Georgia
Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Jasper-Pickens County Airport, Jasper, Georgia
Environmental impact statement on proposed development of Wellsville Municipal Airport, Wellsville, Wisconsin
Environmental impact statement on proposed airport construction at West Jefferson, North Carolina
Environmental Impact statement on proposed construction of Hemphill Municipal Airport, Hemphill, Texas
Environmental impact statement on airport development in Effingham, Illinois

AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
Low cost vertical crossed bean radar systems for nonprecision approach in small airports, reducing track error
Surveillance radar for clutter rejection and signal loss reduction at airports, discussing system design features

AIRPORT TOWERS
Evaluation of proposed airport traffic control tower for intermediate activity
EA-MA-72-272 P015 72-14273
Analysis of information flow requirements between control tower operators and aircraft pilots and methods for displaying information

AIRPORTS
Weekly reports
Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements under field loading conditions, considering static and dynamic loads with finite element method
Torsional aerodrome forecasts usefulness and accuracy assessment
Line, cement, fly ash and sand combination airport pavement design and testing, discussing material structural and chemical properties, compressive strength, costs, etc
Jet noise suppression near airports, discussing noise physical description, source relations to engine technology and ICAO certification standards
Economic evaluation of airport for dispersal methods in the U.S., including crashed dry ice and liquid propane
California airport noise standards instrumentation, discussing battery operated measurement of hourly and community noise equivalent levels
Turbulence measurement, reporting and subsequent data handling by upgraded ATC system, suggesting B and D program to evaluate wake turbulence effects on airport capacity
Airport meteorological instrumentation, discussing ground wind, visibility, temperature and humidity detectors and radar equipment
Statistical analysis for single airport ATC digital simulation using Poisson distribution law, calculating optimal number of channels
Kansas City International Airport facilities and features, discussing decentralized passenger processing system
Application of electronic data processing airport traffic analysis, airlines operations and manufacturers
Frankfurt/Main international airport central terminal facilities, describing efficiency oriented layout for large volume passenger and baggage handling and links to rail and road nets
Dala /Sweden/ regional airport, describing planning and financing, approach lighting, L IS system and facilities for tourist traffic and industrial development
International and regional scheduled air traffic terminals and general aviation airports characteristics, objectives and operational aspects, discussing ATC, safety and noise problems
Airport power supply system to meet increased load terminal demands, describing main and emergency standby network layout and equipment
Low-altitude atmospheric turbulence around an airport.
Aircraft noise effects on land use around airports
Evaluation of airway operations systems in Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, and Thailand with proposed courses of action, equipment requirements, and economic factors in aeronautical telecommunications
Short term airport access improvements in Baltimore-Washington area with service brochure implementation
Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San Francisco Bay area with engine emission and climatological data
Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles at two international airports
Metroplitan aircraft noise abatement policy study, John P. Kennedy International Airport, New York, New York
Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for turbine lubrication in jet aircraft

All-weather landing aids for civil V/STOL aircraft and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial navigations, instrument landing systems and ground visibility improvement

All-weather landing aids for civil V/STOL aircraft and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial navigations, instrument landing systems and ground visibility improvement

All-weather capability and engine monitoring vs. possible losses due to equipment failures

Avionics effects on airline operations - timekeeping, considering gains due to all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs. possible losses due to equipment failures

Avionics effects on airline operations - timekeeping, considering gains due to all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs. possible losses due to equipment failures

Optimization of automatic flight control concepts for light helicopters with all-weather capability

Low-cost, all-weather, self-contained navigation system for military helicopters

Design requirements and development plan for all-weather system for controlling airport surface traffic

Development of precision, all-weather, low-level navigation system based on ground station using rubidium clock stabilized low frequency transmissions

Effects of weather and meteorological parameters on cost, performance, development, and operation of military aircraft

Development of method for determining appropriate longitudinal and lateral decision height dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument landing approach

Development of method for determining appropriate longitudinal and lateral decision height dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument landing approach

Microwave interferometers used as radio eye for aircraft navigation and collision avoidance system, including comparison of cost with present systems

Group cohesion, interceptors, all-weather operations, and flight safety

Application of lidar to determine slant range visibility conditions and atmospheric transmittance aloft

Development and characteristics of electronic filter systems to provide all-weather air navigation and landing capability

Design of third generation digitalized tuned RF receiver for all weather low level navigation system

Algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using calculus of variations

Model-following control for nonlinear multivariable systems, considering implicit algorithm solution and application to variable stability aircraft control synthesis

Two-variable second order system for multivariable systems predictive control, deriving algorithms for near time optimal control

Computer algorithms to calculate low run multielement production process parameters

Computer algorithms to calculate surfaces formed by equidistant conic sections, using successive approximation method

Computer algorithms and programs contribution to aircraft structure operational reliability and fatigue life calculation

Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic critical Mach number II

Determination of the operational transfer function of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

Cost effective algorithms for optimal route selection for airplanes by mixed integer multi-commodity flow technique and Danzig-Wolfe decomposition

Development of structural optimization algorithms for obtaining near optimum distribution of material for structural idealizations

Environcontrollability and application to linear time-invariant multivariable following problem

Set covering algorithms for extracted small matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling

Development of computer-oriented algorithms for application to solution of air traffic control and terminal area guidance problems

Development of algorithms based on matrix methods for solution of wind tunnel force-balance equations and iterative solution using automatic computer reduction

Development of algorithms for solving problem of controlling time-varying linear aeronautical system with random parameters based on adaptive dual control strategy - Part I

In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial measurement units. I - General formulation. II - Experimental results.

Mark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system and procedures for correcting misalignment

Efficiency by alcohol was involved

Algorithms for aircraft from terminal area to touchdown, discussing system features and STOL air traffic computerized simulation

Aircraft performance and flight path optimization algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using calculus of variations

Model-following control for nonlinear multivariable systems, considering implicit algorithm solution and application to variable stability aircraft control synthesis

Two-variable second order system for multivariable systems predictive control, deriving algorithms for near time optimal control

Computer algorithms to calculate low run multielement production process parameters

Computer algorithms to calculate surfaces formed by equidistant conic sections, using successive approximation method

Computer algorithms and programs contribution to aircraft structure operational reliability and fatigue life calculation

Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic critical Mach number II

Determination of the operational transfer function of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

Cost effective algorithms for optimal route selection for airplanes by mixed integer multi-commodity flow technique and Danzig-Wolfe decomposition

Development of structural optimization algorithms for obtaining near optimum distribution of material for structural idealizations

Environcontrollability and application to linear time-invariant multivariable following problem

Set covering algorithms for extracted small matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling

Development of computer-oriented algorithms for application to solution of air traffic control and terminal area guidance problems

Development of algorithms based on matrix methods for solution of wind tunnel force-balance equations and iterative solution using automatic computer reduction

Development of algorithms for solving problem of controlling time-varying linear aeronautical system with random parameters based on adaptive dual control strategy - Part I

In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial measurement units. I - General formulation. II - Experimental results.

Mark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system and procedures for correcting misalignment

Algorithms for aircraft from terminal area to touchdown, discussing system features and STOL air traffic computerized simulation

Aircraft performance and flight path optimization algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using calculus of variations

Model-following control for nonlinear multivariable systems, considering implicit algorithm solution and application to variable stability aircraft control synthesis

Two-variable second order system for multivariable systems predictive control, deriving algorithms for near time optimal control

Computer algorithms to calculate low run multielement production process parameters

Computer algorithms to calculate surfaces formed by equidistant conic sections, using successive approximation method

Computer algorithms and programs contribution to aircraft structure operational reliability and fatigue life calculation

Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic critical Mach number II

Determination of the operational transfer function of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

Cost effective algorithms for optimal route selection for airplanes by mixed integer multi-commodity flow technique and Danzig-Wolfe decomposition

Development of structural optimization algorithms for obtaining near optimum distribution of material for structural idealizations

Environcontrollability and application to linear time-invariant multivariable following problem

Set covering algorithms for extracted small matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling

Development of computer-oriented algorithms for application to solution of air traffic control and terminal area guidance problems

Development of algorithms based on matrix methods for solution of wind tunnel force-balance equations and iterative solution using automatic computer reduction

Development of algorithms for solving problem of controlling time-varying linear aeronautical system with random parameters based on adaptive dual control strategy - Part I

In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial measurement units. I - General formulation. II - Experimental results.

Mark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system and procedures for correcting misalignment

Algorithms for aircraft from terminal area to touchdown, discussing system features and STOL air traffic computerized simulation

Aircraft performance and flight path optimization algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using calculus of variations

Model-following control for nonlinear multivariable systems, considering implicit algorithm solution and application to variable stability aircraft control synthesis

Two-variable second order system for multivariable systems predictive control, deriving algorithms for near time optimal control

Computer algorithms to calculate low run multielement production process parameters

Computer algorithms to calculate surfaces formed by equidistant conic sections, using successive approximation method

Computer algorithms and programs contribution to aircraft structure operational reliability and fatigue life calculation

Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic critical Mach number II

Determination of the operational transfer function of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

Cost effective algorithms for optimal route selection for airplanes by mixed integer multi-commodity flow technique and Danzig-Wolfe decomposition

Development of structural optimization algorithms for obtaining near optimum distribution of material for structural idealizations

Environcontrollability and application to linear time-invariant multivariable following problem

Set covering algorithms for extracted small matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
Pressure altitude system minimum safe performance standards for subsonic aircraft operation, describing test procedures [SAE AS 942] p0008 A72-10386
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments, discussing altimeter and artificial horizon reading errors and modifications p0060 A72-13698
Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on altitude display for commercial aircraft, p0194 A72-21573
Altitude information warning devices and systems, discussing requirements and performance and qualification tests [SAE ARP 1061] p0301 A72-26032
Altimeter development history from Wright brothers to Boeing 747, discussing altitude alert systems providing aural and visual warnings to pilot p0508 A72-39747
Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems development and design to meet FAR 91-51 requirements, discussing retrofit programs and altimeter encoding p0564 A72-42689
Summary of literature on altimeter display relating to aircraft height [FAA-RD-72-03] p0034 A72-25426
Development of precision air navigation system based on Loran C system and digital barometric altimeter [AD-T-9099A] p0657 A72-30597
Radar altimeters and large scale aerial photography for forest inventory p0688 A72-31447

ALTIMETERS
NT RADAR ALTIMETERS

ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ALTIMETER DESIGN

ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS

U AC GENERATORS
ALTERNATING CURRENT GENERATORS

ALTIMETERS

NT REDUCED ALTITUDES

PHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF MODIFIED JET TRANSPORT PASSENGER OXYGEN MASK FROM ALTITUDE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS [AD-729205] p0176 A72-18758

ALUMINUM

NT HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS

High strength, stiffness and low density properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites in flight structures [AD-73903] p0065 A72-10765

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH IN ALUMINUM ALLOY WING SPARS AND HIGH TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS [AD-71903] p0042 A72-21547

ALUMINOGRAPHY

NT HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS

ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Warpage control of large Al alloy forgings machining of jumbo jet components, using packing and storage methods [SAE PAPER 710801] p0006 A72-10280

Constant high tensile stress and rapid aerodynamic heating effect on sintered steel and Al alloys, evaluating test and simulation procedures for design data development p0032 A72-10749

Residual buckling strength of Al alloy elastic columns with fatigue crack [SAE PAPER 7141] p0114 A72-11511

Al alloy plates and D-nosed specimen indentation and penetration under ball impact test p0176 A72-18764

Heat treatment and machining for distortion control of large Al alloy forgings for DC 10 aircraft p0228 A72-22476

Chemical compositions, properties and heat treatment of Ti, Al alloys and steels used in aircraft industry p0285 A72-25286

Stress-service life relations for duralumin samples from impact and non impact tensile tests with cyclic-axial loads, noting notch sensitivity and plastic deformation p0352 A72-25474

Distortion and residual stresses in welded aluminum structures p0566 A7-32504

Composite Al- and Ni-base alloys strengthened by B and W/No fibers respectively for reduced weight wing spar and high temperature applications p0569 A72-41339


Anti-fretting corrosion coatings for aluminum alloys at temperature up to 150 C noting fatigue strength [D-MAT-174] p0170 A72-15531

ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Randoe sequence fatigue tests of aluminum alloy box beams in unidirectional bending [AD-730335] p0283 A72-19932
Extruded aluminum alloy landing mat [AD-735385] p0371 A72-22327
Mechanism of fatigue enhancement in selected high strength aluminum alloys related to unique microstructures [AD-730405] p0868 A72-27558
Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum and magnesium alloys [AD-MAT-74-1752] p0535 A72-29750
Corrosion resistant claddings for high strength aluminum alloys [AD-763331] p0665 A72-32567
Fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions [ASKO-60924] p0684 A72-33899
ALUMINUM COVERS
Lightning protective coatings for boron/epoxy composite materials, discussing high current damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc p0009 A72-10783
AIRBAGS MT POLYURETHANES
ABORTION BY INCENDIARY AMMUNITION
Fluidic generator for eliminating accidental firing of aircraft rockets [AD-728105] p0093 N72-12241
AMPHIBIOUS AIRCRAFT
MT SEAPLANES
Comparative analysis of the operative costs of large amphibious hovercraft p0462 A72-37212
Influence of aerodynamic characteristics on handling of amphibious hovercraft [CRANFIELD-AERO-7] p0249 A72-17992
AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES
MT AMPHIBIOUS AIRCRAFT
Design, development, and characteristics of light hovercraft requiring amphibious capability [AD-726163] p0081 N72-11911
Simulation needs and recommendations related to proposed amphibious assault landing craft in Navy programs to develop high speed air cushion vehicles [AD-740051] p0535 N72-29222
Mathematical analysis of relative motions between ACV landing craft and different amphibious assault ships during cargo transfer [AD-741245] p0535 N72-29539
AMPLIFICATION MT POWER GAIN
Light and rain measurements regarding antennas conducted with a helicopter for the range from 0.5 to 800 MHz p0549 A72-40565
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR
AMPLIFIERS MT MICROWAVE AMPLIFIERS
MT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Performance of AN/FN radio navigation equipment for military aircraft [AD-729533] p0161 N72-14678
AN-24 AIRCRAFT
Soviet book on electrical equipment and instrumentation of AN-24 aircraft covering power sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight and navigation instruments and autopilot p0120 A72-16400
ANALOGICAL STEAMS
U-STREAMS
ANALOG CIRCUITS
ANALOG COMPUTERS
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for man-machine and on-line adaptive control system using analog/hybrid computer p0361 A72-30721
Principles of modeling studies of fuel systems and hydraulic systems by electronic analog computers p0567 A72-42522
ANALOG DATA
Surface acoustic wave technology in communication systems, discussing analog and digital matched filters and navigation, A/C and collision avoidance applications p0245 A72-24940
ANALOG SIMULATION
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition characteristics under simulated survivable aircraft crash accidents [SAE PAPER 720324] p0290 A72-25587
Electrical analog simulation of internal combustion engine intake and exhaust systems nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder, turbine and supercharger operation p0351 A72-29136
Analog simulation method for highly redundant structure optimization based on reproducing structure mechanical behavior in stabilized stress states p0405 A72-32899
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating separation in compressors p0569 A72-43091
Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system with the aid of an analog computer using operational data p0600 A72-44282
Use of modeling and simulation methods in the design of gas turbine engine control systems p0601 A72-44283
Dinamic and static characteristics of jet engine simulators p0601 A72-44286
Analog model of gas turbine engine control systems, using statistical estimates and flow rate, heat conduction and dynamic equations p0602 A72-48293
Dinamic simulation of an aircraft under the effect of vortex wake turbulence. p0613 A72-45346
ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Airborne flight test data acquisition system modular design to provide digital readings from monitoring transducers analog signal p0412 A72-33645
Ground-station data reduction equipment for airborne analog and digital magnetic tape data acquisition system [FAIR-HE-130] p0275 A72-19238
ANALOGS
MT HYDRAULIC ANALOGS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
MT BESSEL FUNCTIONS
MT COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS
MT CONFORMAL MAPPING
MT DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
MT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
MT EXTENSION VALUE
MT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
MT FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
MT FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
MT HARMONIC ANALYSIS
MT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
MT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
MT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
MT LIOENUOV FUNCTIONS
MT LINEAR EQUATIONS
MT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
MT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
MT NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
MT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
MT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
MT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
MT PHASE-SPACE INTEGRAL
MT SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
MT SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
MT VOLTERRA EQUATIONS
MT VORTICITY
MT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
MT CONICS
MT MERCATOR PROJECTION
ANATOMY
MT HEAD (ANATOMY)
from short annular diffusers between compressor and combuster of advanced aircraft engines

[NASA CR-120960] p0636 A72-2993

ANODIC COATINGS

Low speed performance and boundary layer growth in optimal annular diffuser with uniform center body diameter and conically diverging walls.

p0237 A72-23856

Turbulent boundary layer growth measurements and annular diffuser containing four vortex sister

p0237 A72-23857

ANUDAL FEEDS

Hardcoat anodizing of all surfaces, discussing preparation, racking, equipment and post treatments

[SAA PAPER 720381] p0292 A72-25598

ANTENNA FEEDS

Application of the computer to aerial design and development.

p0494 A72-37873

Dual output ultrahigh frequency aircraft antenna feed incorporated coaxial magic tee, transducer and step recovery varactor diode frequency multipliers

p0169 A72-15216

ANTENNA FEEDS

U ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS

ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS

Helicopter antenna placement, using scale models for three dimensional radiation pattern semi-automated recording under free space conditions

p0011 A72-10104

Four uhf antennas buried beneath refractory concrete, discussing design, fabrication and power gain and azimuthal pattern measurements

p0138 A72-17345

Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas radiation patterns and optimal installation determination

p0309 A72-27412

Numerical analysis of surface current density distribution and electromagnetic fields of conducting body, noting radiation patterns of radial dipole and quarter wavelength monopole

p0344 A72-26541

A metallized channel guide antenna for use over a cylindrical ground screen.

p0548 A72-80372

Determination of the radiation characteristics of aircraft antennas in flight

p0549 A72-80534

Diagram and gain measurements regarding antennas conducted with a helicopter for the range from 0.5 to 800 MHz

p0549 A72-40545

Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array aircraft landing systems, noting antenna radiation pattern and signal spectra

[AT/OT/EB-2-155] p0101 A72-13590

Radiation patterns and comparisons of propagation models for use with interference predictions for VHF/UHF air navigation aids

[AD-718465] p0071 A72-15598

Crossed slot antenna array pattern coverage for ultrahigh frequency aircraft system

p0220 A72-17126

Radiation patterns from adaptive loop antenna arrays for aircraft communication systems

p0275 A72-19230

ANTENNA COMPONENTS

NT LINEAR ARRAYS

NT STEERABLE ANTENNAS

ATC radar beacon system developments, considering diversity transponders, interrogator environment control, electromagnetic scan cylindrical array antenna design and discrete address nodes

p0688 A72-14832

Computed performance of ILS glide slope transmitting arrays sited over flat ground. plans, on one dimensional perfectly conducting strips in free space

p0123 A72-16559

Communication and data relay satellites multibeam antennas characteristics, discussing multiple feed reflectors, boattail less configuration and phased array

[FISA PAPER 72-510] p0308 A72-27355

Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean spiral antenna for the L-band, and radiator groups constructed from them whose radiation directions are controlled by a conduction matrix

p0549 A72-40530

Shaped coverage patterns with satellite array antennas.

p0550 A72-60804

Adaptive antenna arrays for aircraft communication systems

[AD-729106] p0156 A72-12493

Crossed slot antenna array pattern coverage for ultrahigh frequency aircraft system

[AD-732918] p0220 A72-17126

Radiation patterns from adaptive loop antenna arrays for aircraft communication systems

[AD-735096] p0275 A72-19230

ANTENNA DESIGN

NT SCAN ANTENNAS

Limited scan antenna system for precision approach radar, detailed designing for reflector, aperture gain and phased array

p0019 A72-12393

Four uhf antennas buried beneath refractory concrete, discussing design, fabrication and power gain and azimuthal pattern measurements

p0138 A72-17345

Airfront antennas design for radio links to satellites for aeronautical communication and ATC, proposing use of beam steering system

p0354 A72-29347

Log periodic dipole antenna systems for ILS control, noting reduced sensitivity to snow and ice

p0488 A72-37279

Application of the Volterra series to the analysis and design of an angle track loop.

p0489 A72-37263

Application of the computer to aerial design and development.

p0494 A72-37873

JPTL

A mettallized channel guide antenna for use over a cylindrical ground screen.

p0548 A72-80372

Active transistorized directional dipole VHF receiving antennas for ATC and mobile applications and field intensity measurement

p0548 A72-80527

Radar double beam dielectric radiator antenna design for ATC in 1250-1350 MHz range

p0549 A72-40530

ANTENNAS

NT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS

NT DOPPLER ANTENNAS

NT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

NT LEAD ANTENNAS

NT LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS

NT LOOP ANTENNAS

NT MICROPHONE ANTENNAS

NT MISSILE ANTENNAS

NT MONOPULSE ANTENNAS

NT RADAR ANTENNAS

NT RADIO ANTENNAS

NT SATISLLITE ANTENNAS

NT SLOT ANTENNAS

NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS

NT SPHERICAL ANTENNAS
APOLLO FLIGHT

Technological advances using Apollo flight experience and technology utilization in air and marine navigation

APOLLO 14 FLIGHT

Infrasound observations of natural background and signals from Apollo 14 and 15 spacecraft using thermistor flowmeter microphone array

APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS

Development of numerical methods for analyzing structural properties of statically loaded wings using iteration processes

APPROACH

MT INSTRUMENT APPROACH

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach (FAA-MA-71-44)

APPROACH CONTROL

MT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

Stellar attitude reference and navigation associative processor with high computational speed for radar approach control in ATC

APPROACH CONTROL

Rate-of-closure as performance monitoring parameter during approach and landing

APPROACH CONTROL

Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach task considering engine response, flight path stability, tail lift, and direct lift-control

APPROXIMATE METHODS

Unibar 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for airborne AWI, discussing input/output, controllers and interfaces and IC design features

Antiterror organization

Unmanned model of long airborne trailing wire antenna and derivation of equations of motion

Aircraft antenna

Dynamic analog anthropomorphic dummy for development and operational tests of aircraft escape systems

Anti-aircraft missiles

Evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber defense missiles

Anticollision mountains

Uniprocessor

Antifriction bearings

IHTIFBIOCTIOH BEIIBHGS

IHTICLIHiL HODHTilHS

IHTIilBCBlFT BISSILES

X ray measurement of elastohydrodynamic film thickness to determine lubrication of turbine engine thrust bearings at high temperatures

Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials, and lubricants for aircraft applications by simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on bearings in normal operation

Reliability engineering methods for design of landing mats simulating aircraft operations

Antisubmarine warfare

Unibar 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for airborne AWI, discussing input/output, controllers and interfaces and IC design features

Antisubmarine warfare aircraft

Naval helicopters application to search and rescue, ASW, ground support and other roles, considering reliability and maintainability

Antionov aircraft

Russian book on An-12 turboprop transport aircraft structural and aerodynamic characteristics covering engine operation, piloting, stability, controllability, etc

Fiberglass reinforced plastic fuselage production for AW-2s aircraft, noting plastic-plastic and metal-plastic joints

APERTURES

Multifunction microwave apertures - Concepts and potential

A-94

APOLLO FLIGHTS

Automated navigation aids interface with human operator, discussing Apollo flight experience and technology utilization in air and marine navigation

APOLLO 14 FLIGHT

Infrasound observations of natural background and signals from Apollo 14 and 15 spacecraft using thermistor flowmeter microphone array

APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS

Development of numerical methods for analyzing structural properties of statically loaded wings using iteration processes

APPROACH

MT INSTRUMENT APPROACH

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach (FAA-MA-71-44)

APPROACH CONTROL

MT RADAR APPROACH CONTROL

Stellar attitude reference and navigation associative processor with high computational speed for radar approach control in ATC

APPROACH CONTROL

Rate-of-closure as performance monitoring parameter during approach and landing

APPROACH CONTROL

Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach task considering engine response, flight path stability, tail lift, and direct lift-control

APPROXIMATE METHODS

Unibar 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for airborne AWI, discussing input/output, controllers and interfaces and IC design features
comparing flight tested control response parameters with handling qualities criteria. [ATAA PAPER 72-125] p0132 A72-16941

Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach guidance, using linear directive antenna array for conical surface definition.

Air craft microsimsiafe ILS with transmitter and localizer antennas to provide pilot with bearing and altitude slope information for alignment with runway. [AIAA PAPER 72-18183] p0192 A72-31648

Helicopter automatic control flight approach/hoover controller system, hands-off stability and handling qualities. p0310 A72-27522

Airport lighting for pilot guidance during approach and landing under category III visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts and power requirements. p0370 A72-27106

Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift drag ratio aircraft in unpowered flight, using F-106b as test aircraft. p0395 A72-31694

Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument landing system, discussing approach control and terminal guidance. p0398 A72-32206

An experimental investigation of STOL longitudinal flying qualities in the landing approach using the variable stability X-22A aircraft. [ABX PREPRINT 642] p0407 A72-34502

Investigation of data rate requirements for low visibility approach with a scanning beam landing guidance system. p0453 A72-35562

Precision navigation for approach and landing operations. p0501 A72-38253

Investigation of data rate requirements for low visibility approach with a scanning beam landing guidance system. p0502 A72-38259

A landing approach guidance scheme for aircraft which are capable of executing steep approaches. p0502 A72-38276

Aircraft accidents during nonprecision approaches under adverse weather conditions, discussing landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft. p0508 A72-39749

Design, operation and testing of integrated STOL flight control system, noting approach accuracy and passenger comfort improvement. p0547 A72-40292

ILS replacement by microwave landing system, considering landing phase range from acquisition to touchdown, terminal approach handling by airborne navigation system and economic advantages. p0547 A72-40294

Multilook piloting aspects of longitudinal approach path control. [ICAS PAPER 72-86] p0555 A72-41171

Allowable region of approach height and desirable approach path of aircraft for safe landing, presenting optimal control trajectories. p0603 A72-44947

An investigation of parameters and factors governing manual control of STOL aircraft in landing approach. [AIIEEE PAPER 72-967] p0615 A72-56415

Flight simulator exercise for investigation of pilot performance in low visibility conditions during approach and landing. [RAE TR 71-184] p0692 A72-11042

Method for calculating weather minima for small sites to determine instrument or automatic approach performance requirements for military helicopters. p0802 A72-11919

Automatic approach and hoover controller for rescue helicopters. p0803 A72-11926

Numerical analysis to determine optimal solutions to aircraft maneuvers involved in go-around and flare during landing operations. [AD-720325] p0890 A72-11973

Modular aircraft elements and rotor dynamic equations for stability and control of helicopters in steep approaches. [AD-729988] p0914 A72-14011

Three methods of cross coupling for added control during automatic landing approach. [AD-730153] p0915 A72-14014

Steep approach control system for STOL aircraft based on rudder and thrust control. p0931 A72-20027


Design, development, and characteristics of aircraft approach control system and applications to typical jet transport aircraft. [NASA CR-2023] p0976 A72-22652

Flight tests to determine effects of various approach angles on performance of executive transport jet aircraft. [FAA-PS-600-71] p0981 A72-24022

Criteria for installation of instrument landing systems and effects of siting on operation of system. [DOD-FAA-6750-167] p1023 A72-24338

Performance and problems of microwave guidance systems for aircraft approach and landing. [NAA TR-71-11] p1043 A72-25606

Noise measurements obtained during visual approach monitor evaluation in 747 aircraft. [NASA CR-11-197] p1051 A72-28010

Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility approaches for landing and man machine relationship with automatic pilot operation. [AD-740052] p1059 A72-29014

Application of discrete address beacon for surveillance systems used with independent landing approaches to closely spaced runways. [ATC-13] p1058 A72-30587

Evaluation of visual approach system to determine improvements resulting from change in color density and hue of transition zone. p1059 A72-31654

Inflight variable stability airplane investigations during carrier approaches to determine flying qualities parameters on approach performance. p1062 A72-32037

Simulated night visual approaches to two airports to evaluate pilot performance with and without head-up display device. [NASA TR X-62188] p1069 A72-33024

Design and development of visual approach and landing simulator using F-105 aircraft components and closed circuit television system. [AD-745511] p1063 A72-33259

APPROACH INDICATORS

Slant Visual Range/Approach Light Contact Height Measurement System utilizing state of art technology for airport applications. p0607 A72-28048

Aircraft radar for weather data; ground mapping, avoidance modes and independent landing monitor function, presenting straight and slant approach simulation data. p0547 A72-40290

Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path indicator for two airports to two airports to evaluate pilot performance for with and without head-up display device. [NASA TR X-62188] p0590 A72-31653

APPROXIMATION

W FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY

W FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

W LEAST SQUARES METHOD

W NEWTON-BIEPESON METHOD

W RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD

W RELAXATION METHOD (MATHMATICS)

Quasi-homogeneous approximation for wing with curved subsonic leading edges at supersonic speeds. [ICAS PAPER 72-54] p0556 A72-41176

APPROXIMATION METHODS

ARC DISCHARGES

Multiple swept stroke flash technique to test lightning effects on aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-86] p0577 A72-18768

A-95
Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect ratio wing roots
Experimental study of effect of blade aspect ratio on performance of axial flow compressors [AES-CE-179]

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Airfield pavement condition survey of asphaltic and Portland concrete at USNAS Barbers Point, Hawaii
Lightweight low pressure plastic hose assemblies in aircraft and missile petroleum base fuel and synthetic lubricating oil systems at 385-710 psi and up to 200 psi [SIE ARP-1180]

ASSEMBLIES
Equipment assembly design optimization by operational versions determination and criteria evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary wing design
Blade/disk attachment methods for gas turbine engines [AD-87770]

ASSESSMENTS
Assessment procedure for aircraft safe life structures based on fatigue life [TA-98]
Aviation and aeronautics - Conference, Tel Aviv-Haifa, March 1972
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Bibliography on SST upper atmospheric environment, listing references to stratospheric structure, constitution and physical dynamics, chemical reactions with pollutants, transport properties, etc

ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing CAT at supersonic transport heights
Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization through aerology, discussing value of weather forecasts to glider pilots

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
Aircraft atmospheric flow measurements of horizontal and vertical motions on mesoscales, using inertial reference system
Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation by propulsion effluents of high altitude aircraft flights

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
Handbook on aviation meteorology covering atmospheric structure and composition, standard atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic processes, winds, cloud formations, precipitation, ice formation, fog, visibility, etc

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Influence of atmospheric structure and composition on supersonic flight

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases temperature induced buoyancy

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Static electrification, bonding, grounding, and lightning protection techniques applied to aircraft, spacecraft, and missiles

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Analysis of inviscid flow on windward side of flat, sharp-edged delta wings at hypersonic speed and angles of attack near maximum lift [AD-7317631]

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Supercritical and very fog dispersion technology, considering air heating, helicopter downdraft and seeding methods

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Measurement of positive ions near air traffic control radar and effects on near-by personnel [FAA-NA-72-10-19]

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Handbook on aviation meteorology covering atmospheric structure and composition, standard atmospheres, heat transfer, adiabatic processes, winds, cloud formations, precipitation, ice formation, fog, visibility, etc

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Russian book - Aviation meteorology

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Influence of atmospheric structure and composition on supersonic flight

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves
Turbulence measurement, reporting and subsequent flow characteristics determination for stress data handling by upgraded ATC system, suggesting numerical analysis of methods for reducing p0236 A72-23466

Atmospheric acoustic attenuation measurement on motion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during using power-spectral technique and turbulence, zones, discussing meteorological [FAA-BD-71-691 p0105 S72-13022
Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC system. Derivation of cross-spectral functions for vertical and longitudinal components of two dimensional gust field [NASA-CR-20111]

Control and perturbation transfer function coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives for uncontrolled longitudinal motion in turbulence [FFA-121] p0321 N72-20023
Analysis of aircraft accidents caused by atmospheric turbulence during period 1964 to 1969 [NFSB-AAS-71-1] p0368 N72-22010
Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence based on gust field with nonstationary random velocity p0381 N72-23006

Aircraft accident report involving effects of severe turbulence on passengers and crew of Boeing 747 jet aircraft near Nantucket, Massachusetts, 4 November, 1970 [NFSB-AAR-72-14] p0466 N72-26200

Effects of upper atmosphere turbulence on operational conditions and procedures for advance detection of atmospheric turbulence [FFA-121] p0477 N72-27009
Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing approach and takeoff p0621 N72-32030

ATOMIC CLOCKS
Around-the-world atomic clocks - Observed relativistic time gains.

Development of precision, all-weather, low-level navigation system based on ground station using rubidium clock stabilized low frequency transmission [AD-729358] p0161 N72-14624

ATOMIC ENERGY
U NUCLEAR ENERGY
ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS
U NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
AT 6
Performance tests of L band communication concepts for air traffic control equipment installed in Applications Technology Satellite-F [NASA-TH-I-65906] p0436 N72-25601

ATTACHMENTS
ACCESSORIES
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
NT BOMBER AIRCRAFT
NT BUCASSEMER AIRCRAFT
NT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
Electronic displays for attack aircraft, discussing subsystems, simulation technique and pilot role [DFVR-8989044-140] p0016 N72-11756
Air to air maneuverability of aircraft capable of in-flight thrust vectoring, indicating improved deceleration, normal acceleration g-force and turn rate p0060 N72-13877

Cockpit aircraft lateral aiming performance optimization and evaluation based on criterion of bullet stress response to pilot roll commands [PDRP-8989044-140] p0146 N72-16657
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and turbofan engines testing with/without afterburners p0016 N72-14895

Attack helicopters engine failure problems, discussing flight test results in transition from powered high speed flight to autorotational flight p0190 N72-21011

Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics systems integration consisting of head-up
Low wind loading STOL transport with ride smoothing automatic control system, noting thrust-weight ratio [AIAA PAPER 72-68] p0133 A72-16942

Nationale real time automated ATC system interconnected by data transmission links, discussing radar signal acquisition/transfer and computer complex p0163 A72-18283

ATC system, discussing flight data and radar processing functions and terminal automation program p0300 A72-25875

Monitor and regulator for automatic speed control and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel p0411 A72-33609

Automatic structural node control system with aerodynamic vanes for B-7 strategic bomber turbulence excitation during low altitude terrain following missions [AIAA PAPER 72-772] p0499 A72-38132

An air traffic controller's view on area navigation and ATS requirements related thereto. Trends in the control of air-traffic flows in the air space p0597 A72-43640

Effects of semi-rigid rotors on helicopter autostabilizer design p0083 N72-11928


Design of autonomous ground control system for controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion at terminal areas [NASA-CR-128298] p0630 N72-32639

Automatic throttle control system for transport aircraft engines which limits maximum throttle level position by pressure ratio [AD-743311] p0647 N72-33753

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

G DATA PROCESSING

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL

Passenger aircraft, onboard automated inertial navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer and gyroscope design and construction p0001 A72-10070

Inertial navigation role in automatic ATC systems, discussing path control accuracies, environmental conditions, noise and air pollution, etc. p0012 A72-11118

Soviet book on course-indicating systems and automatic navigation aids for civil aviation aircraft covering design, operation principles, error analysis and reliability p0018 A72-12298

FAA air traffic control automation program, discussing eu route stage, computer programs, data processing and storage and terminal area navigation and display techniques p0019 A72-12380

STOL aircraft integrated landing approach flight control system with elevator and thrust control coupling to angle of attack, altitude and other state variables [DGLR PAPER 71-063] p0022 A72-12705

Automatic flight control systems value to aircraft pilot, stressing man machine interface p0056 A72-13420

Navy hovering vehicle versatile automatic control system for VTOL flight test program, using airborne digital computer for navigation/guidance computations p0125 A72-16661

"BM-34A and E/F target drone aircraft versatile automatic flight control system flight test program and results for basic and advanced flight modes" p0125 A72-16663

"Automated ATC guidance technique for aircraft curved flight trajectories, describing flight profiles synthesizing algorithms and computerized simulation technique" [AIAA PAPER 72-121] p0140 A72-17922

Development trends in airborne man machine flight control, discussing optimal division between human pilot and machine in relation to total system performance and economic factors p0230 A72-22781

Optimal solutions for apportionment between automatic and manual flight control, considering number and types of displays required p0230 A72-22783

DC 10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system, noting dual-dual fail-passive landing p0234 A72-23448

Automated navigation management in cockpit, considering modular navigation/ATC dual channel system of L-1011 Tristar p0234 A72-23450

Helicopter automatic flight control approach/hover coupler systems, hands off stability and handling qualities p0310 A72-27522

Autoland system flight testing in Trident 3B and British Civil Aviation Authority approval for IClO Cat 3a weather p0411 A72-33539

Airline crew familiarization with DC-10 Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate steering signal from raw data to follow flight path p0594 A72-37899

Electronic primary flight control system requirements and equipment characteristics, discussing USAP and NASA fly by wire B and R programs [AIAA PAPER 72-802] p0505 A72-39118

Microwave landing system effect on the flight [AIAA PAPER 72-755] p0510 A72-40057

Modular navigation/ROSA/ dual channel automatic area navigation system, describing computer, flight data storage and control/display units p0545 A72-40277

TCE-71A area navigation system based on modular design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter storage, describing computer, control display and automatic data entry units p0546 A72-40278

Autostabilized area navigation with real time tracks computation, discussing information processing by on-board computer for immediate pilot instruction p0550 A72-40683

Analysis and calculation of basic parameters of aircraft automatic control system components [fJ985-S4322] p0642 N72-11039

Some problems in developing automatic flight control systems for light helicopters p0082 N72-11922

Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue helicopters p0083 N72-11926


Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce excursions in altitude of jet transport aircraft during atmospheric turbulence [NASA-TN-D-6669] p0572 N72-30009

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL

Aircraft turbocharger governing theory for frequency error detection, comparing performance of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors p0143 A72-18249

AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL

Automated radar terminal system ARTS/ for monitoring and tracking all aircraft within radar range, displaying identification, altitude and ground speed information to air traffic controller p0110 A72-10960

Fail-operational automatic landing system for Boeing 747 aircraft, noting reduction in allowable minimum weather conditions in U.S. and UK p0110 A72-10961

Terminal area air traffic guidance and control, discussing automation, all-weather precision approach and landing and failure detection p0066 A72-14417

Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing

A-101
AUTOMATIC PILOTS

with aerodynamic performance
U.S. Navy automatic carrier landing system ALC5, discussing shore and ship-based test techniques and problem areas

Flight control systems development, discussing onboard computers use in subsystems functional integration, stabilization and landing systems, inertial navigation and flight simulation

DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and failure assessment monitor system

Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic landing system in Category III weather environment

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet aircraft autoland system dynamic ground tests with simulated engine and aerodynamic characteristics

Precision navigation for approach and landing operations.

Direct lift control feasibility for integration into F-16A automatic carrier landing system /ACLS/, using moving-base air-dock-of-freedom simulation

Performance of radio altimeter in automatically landing high performance aircraft

Three methods of cross coupling for added control during automatic landing approach

AUTOMATIC PILOTS

Soviet book on electrical equipment and instrumentation of An-24 aircraft covering power sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight control and navigation instruments and autopilot

Motion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop systems under influence of atmospheric turbulence and electric circuitry thermal noise

Airline crew familiarization with DC-10 Computerized Flight Guidance System to calculate steering signal from raw data to follow flight path

Spectral analysis of transient data applied to auto-pilot parameter studies of complex transfer function

Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary stabilization systems on helicopters

Development of digital autopilot for transport aircraft and evaluation of system performance on simulator

Experimental display referenced flight control system with pilot control force steering

Simulation of Pa-30 Cosaniche light aircraft performance and autopilot operation during final approach configuration

Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce excursions in altitude of jet transport aircraft during atmospheric turbulence

Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied to design of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust loads

AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS

U COMPUTERTIZED SIMULATION

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NDT tests of helicopter rotor blades

Autotuned jet engine development facility, discussing assembly and test area and computer controlled operation

Bayesian analysis of onboard computer controlled aircraft avionic subsystems built-in test for failure detection

Computerized modular automatic test equipment for commercial airliner avionics device performance, discussing data handling ability and cost effectiveness

Digital computer controlled testing equipment for separately driven coaxial gas turbine low and high pressure components, emphasizing reliability and flexibility in system design

Digital data system with real time displays and multiprocessing capability for multi-tier aircraft structure with operational manpower reduction, assessing performance

Equipment for automatic recording and rebroadcast of pilot reports on weather conditions

AUTOMATION

FAA air traffic control automation program, describing enroute and terminal ATC systems implementation

Automated navigation aids interface with human operator, discussing Apollo flight experience and technology utilization in air and marine navigation

Automation in planning and execution of military operations, considering navigation, communication, flight instruments monitoring, control/stabilization and warning systems

Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate automatic aerial photointerpretation processes

Electronics and data processing technology effects on radar state of art, discussing automated air traffic control surveillance systems

For automated ATC system, discussing subsystems related to operational and nonoperational computer program components, data entry and display, communication, personnel and environments

Research and development of advanced technologies, for future air transportation needs

Development of discrete address beacon system to provide improved surveillance and ground to air communication in support of air traffic control automation

AUTOMOBILES

Air transport vs other travel, discussing time, costs, popularity and technology

Helicopters and turbosprays as space conserving alternatives for automobile urban transportation, emphasizing comfort and convenience

Liquid propellant rocket engines for racing cars and aircraft

Comprehension of US ground, water, and air transportation statistics

AUTOPSY

Jurisdictional problems in the autopsy of aircraft accident victims

AUTOBODY

Flat plate wing aerodynamic studies about spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel

Attack helicopters engine failure problems, discussing flight test results in transition from powered high speed flight to autorotational flight

Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small helicopter

Articulated autorotor decelerator for retarding and stabilizing air delivered stores
Aerodynamics of rotary recovery system for flying bodies during transition from horizontal to gliding flight

Development of model to represent induced flow through rotary wing of helicopter in descending flight

Auxiliary electric power units

Integration of avionics, emphasizing computer techniques and digital data exchange systems

Minimum frequency separation between avionics receivers and transmitters for acceptable interference level

Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics system integration consisting of head-up display, flying weapon, digital electronic system, inertial platform, radar and doppler systems, etc

Saillplane computer displaying rate of turn and glide slope information for alignment with runway

Reliable interconnections for U.S. Army avionics, determining best technique for terminating flat cable connectors

Avionics systems-electrical interface design information document creation and dissemination, using REMPRET computer program

RCA SECANT aircraft collision avoidance system avionics design using nonsynchronous techniques

Bell lifting rotor systems, examining company contributions in electronics and avionics

Operational aviation meteorological requirements, reviewing aircraft categories, ATC systems and avionics and navigational aids

Integrated display system design with navigation update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb damage assessment, threat detection and communication capabilities for multicrew military aircraft

Aircraft microcomputer LSI with the capability to provide pilot with bearing and glide slope information for alignment with runway

Training cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free operation from measurement data during development tests and two year guarantee, calculating avionic devices reliability

Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard civil aircraft to improve flight safety, discussing uses of Omega navigation system and digital computers

Error analysis for digital avionics system involving Doppler navigation by inter-sattelite scanning of single beam multimode radar, noting optimum statistical data processing

Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics procurement techniques, discussing cost-reliability design criteria

Avionics effects on airline operations timekeeping, considering gains due to all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs possible losses due to equipment failures

Civil helicopter electronic display requirements for fixed wing aircraft

Electronic displays with weapon aiming sensors in aircraft navigator-attack systems

Electronic display in future avionics systems, emphasizing computer techniques and digital data exchange systems

Aircraft CBT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

UniVac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for airborne ASW, discussing input/output controllers and interfaces and 32 design features

Flight training simulator criteria and design considerations, noting avionics, model aircraft, control and teaching aspects
Avoidance

Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation system for vehicle stability - 225 aircraft flying qualities research, discussing telemetry, mobile vans, landing aids and airplane design

S-31 Viking systems.

NACRCON '72; Proceedings of the National Aerospace Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 15-17, 1972.

Configuration and flight test of the only operational Air Force area navigation system. Multifunction microwave apertures - Concepts and potential.

Technical experience in operating the equipment in the IL-62 aircraft.

Aircraft FDM and TDM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Integrity of flight control system design. ATC IC transponder used with secondary surveillance radar, discussing design features.

Electronic primary flight control systems, requiring equipment and characteristics, discussing USAF and NASA fly by wire R and D programs.

Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat dissipating techniques in avionics packaging, considering V-1 bomber electronic multiplexing system example.

Choice of optimal geometrical relationships in a transformer-type angle converter.

Application of computers for improved maintenance of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and verification of fault correction.

Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search and rescue mission and crew functions.

Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft electrical systems with emphasis on solid state power management.

Vibration isolation and shock attenuation properties of polyurethane foam isolator for avionic components.

Design and development of military helicopter cockpit for use in search and rescue missions.

Relating avionics maintenance to airframe safety.

Guidance and control display design for aircraft and spacecraft - conference.

Associative process and cellular logic in memory circuits for avionics computer.

Avionics research on navigation, identification, and landing systems.

Simulation of advanced avionics digital computer simplex and multiprocessor strategies.

Development of theory for designing optimal inputs to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems and application to avionics installations - Part 2.

Analysis of sixty element per linear inch planar display/memory device for use in military aircraft.

Avoidance

Axial Flow Turbines

Vortex flow structure in axial gas turbines near inlet and outlet of blade row.

Aerodynamic efficiency of plane plotted blades and cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines.

Hydraulic tank application to internal flow visualization in turbomachinery, describing test equipment and methods used for axial flow turbine.

Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining velocity field.

Aircraft FOB ana TDK systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Aircraft FDM and TDM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Integrity of flight control system design. ATC IC transponder used with secondary surveillance radar, discussing design features.

Electronic primary flight control systems, requiring equipment and characteristics, discussing USAF and NASA fly by wire R and D programs.

Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat dissipating techniques in avionics packaging, considering V-1 bomber electronic multiplexing system example.

Choice of optimal geometrical relationships in a transformer-type angle converter.

Application of computers for improved maintenance of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and verification of fault correction.

Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search and rescue mission and crew functions.

Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft electrical systems with emphasis on solid state power management.

Vibration isolation and shock attenuation properties of polyurethane foam isolator for avionic components.

Design and development of military helicopter cockpit for use in search and rescue missions.

Relating avionics maintenance to airframe safety.

Guidance and control display design for aircraft and spacecraft - conference.

Associative process and cellular logic in memory circuits for avionics computer.

Avionics research on navigation, identification, and landing systems.

Simulation of advanced avionics digital computer simplex and multiprocessor strategies.

Development of theory for designing optimal inputs to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems and application to avionics installations - Part 2.

Analysis of sixty element per linear inch planar display/memory device for use in military aircraft.

Aircraft FOB ana TDK systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Aircraft FDM and TDM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Integrity of flight control system design. ATC IC transponder used with secondary surveillance radar, discussing design features.

Electronic primary flight control systems, requiring equipment and characteristics, discussing USAF and NASA fly by wire R and D programs.

Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat dissipating techniques in avionics packaging, considering V-1 bomber electronic multiplexing system example.

Choice of optimal geometrical relationships in a transformer-type angle converter.

Application of computers for improved maintenance of avionics equipment, fault isolation, and verification of fault correction.

Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search and rescue mission and crew functions.

Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft electrical systems with emphasis on solid state power management.

Vibration isolation and shock attenuation properties of polyurethane foam isolator for avionic components.

Design and development of military helicopter cockpit for use in search and rescue missions.

Relating avionics maintenance to airframe safety.

Guidance and control display design for aircraft and spacecraft - conference.

Associative process and cellular logic in memory circuits for avionics computer.

Avionics research on navigation, identification, and landing systems.

Simulation of advanced avionics digital computer simplex and multiprocessor strategies.

Development of theory for designing optimal inputs to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems and application to avionics installations - Part 2.

Analysis of sixty element per linear inch planar display/memory device for use in military aircraft.

Aircraft FOB ana TDK systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Aircraft FDM and TDM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.
Axial flow turbines aerodynamic loading increase via control of velocity distribution and boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles [AIAA PAPER 72-0279] p0297 A72-25658

Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for calculation of long blades twist in axial flow turbines and compressors p0356 A72-28782

Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow turbomachinery acoustic sound generation including flow effects on radiation p0503 A72-38568

Effect of the slope and curvature of meridional current lines on the long-blade twist in axial turbomachines p0507 A72-29588

Noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow fan in infinite annulus [FAD-72-9412] p0051 N72-11718

Computer program for preliminary design analysis of axial flow turbines based on mean-diameter flow analysis [NASA-TH-D-6702] p0263 N72-18774

Construction of velocity diagrams for design or analysis of turbines p0473 N72-26688


Fluctuating lift on axial flow of turbine rotor [ARC-BM-3646] p0534 N72-29247

Computer program for flow analysis through axial flow turbines and compressors [ARC-BM-3687] p0568 N72-31306

Axial Loads
Stress-service life relations for duralumin samples from impact and nonimpact tensile tests with cyclic axial loads, noting notch sensitivity p0352 A72-29147

Axial Streams
U Streams
Axialistic Bodies
Multivortex model of vorter sheet development on slender axialistic bodies at angle of attack p0053 A72-12919

Application of Cooke equivalent radius to boundary layers on axialistic bodies at small angle of attack [FAR-131] p0258 N72-18293

Computation of potential flow around axialistic bodies, cowls, and engine inlets using singularity method [RAE-PH-7713] p0324 N72-20331

Laminar hypervelocity boundary layer flow past axialistic hyperboloid in air of thermochemical equilibrium [DDL-PB-72-16] p0519 N72-28280

Axialistic Flow
At Annular Flow
Transonic compressor design for minimum number of stages and hub/tip ratio and maximum inlet axial velocity, assuming axialistic flow p0121 A72-16482

Each 2.5 axialistic mixed-compression inlet system diffuser and boundary layer bleed system performance estimates confirmed by tests [AIAA PAPER 72-045] p0134 A72-16959

Two dimensional and axialistic flow with heat addition, deriving flow field by inverse methods p0185 N72-20062

Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine engine body calculated from equations of axialistic viscous incompressible fluid flow p0395 A72-31702

Axialistic jet impact on ground based for different nozzle configurations and heights in FIDEL aircraft aerodynamic studies p0130 A72-33004

Surface vorticity theory for axialistic potential flow past annular aeroflids and bodies of revolution with application to ducted propellers and cowls. p0503 A72-38556

Lighthill-based model of sound emission from axialistic turbulence convected by mean flow, and implications for jet noise [NASA-TH-D-6939] p0579 N72-30607

Axes
U Shafts (Machine Elements)
Axial Strains
B-1 Aircraft
B-1 aircraft design features, discussing aerodynamic configurational aspects, structural components and materials, engine inlets, fuel, hydraulic control and avionics systems p0461 A72-37047

Possible impact of area navigation upon MLS requirements for azimuth angular coverage and range. p0606 A72-44643

B-103 Aircraft
U Buccaneer Aircraft
B-52 Aircraft
System analysis and synthesis for B-52 Control Configured Vehicle program, discussing flutter mode and maneuver load control and augmented stability configurations [AIAA PAPER 72-086] p0506 A72-39130

Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52 aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight (AD-727023) p0033 N72-10127

Analysis of 73-33 aircraft engine removal requirements based on statistical analysis, autocovariance, spectral analysis, and cross-covariance functions p0591 N72-31791

B-5 Aircraft
Measurement of B-58 crew compartment vibration environment during high speed, low altitude flight (AD-710268) p0154 N72-14013

B-70 Aircraft
Synthetic meteorological parameters vs CAT encountered in stratosphere by B-70 airplane, presenting frequency distributions and probability tables p0394 A72-28867

Analysis of mass, structural, and aerodynamic data for XB-7 aircraft at three flight conditions [NASA-CR-116773] p0596 N72-11943

Static pressure position error calibrations for compensated and uncompensated XB-7 nose boom pitot static tube [NASA-TM-D-6827] p0421 N72-24016


Bac Aircraft
Viking Aircraft
Flight tests of Bac 211 aircraft crosswind landing and sidestep maneuvers [ARC-CP-1167] p0082 N72-11045

Performance tests on aerodynamically compensated pressure heads for Bac 211 aircraft noting pressure sensing errors [ARC-CP-1167] p0042 N72-11046

Low speed flight simulation of slender wing Bac 211 research aircraft and comparison with flight tests [FACM-69257] p0204 N72-15971

Background Noise
Infrasound observations of natural background and signals from Apollo 14 and aircraft, using
thermistor flowmeter microphone array p0302 A72-26515
Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel background noise and effects of surface pressure fluctuation measurements. (AIAA PAPER 72-1004) p0557 A72-41588
BACKSCATTERING
Atmospheric acoustic attenuation measurement on sailplane, assessing turbulence backscattering cross section p0189 A72-20597
BAGGAGE
Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger aircraft using critical path method for improving aircraft/terminal utilization p0341 A72-21970
BALANCE
Vibration technology: Balancing flexible rotors; Conference, Technische Universitaet Berlin, Berlin, West Germany, March 23, 24, 1970, Summaries p0856 A72-26068
Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing of rotors p0556 A72-41229
Airline operational weighing and balancing of 747 aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration procedures for electronic load cells, mobile platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing system [SAGE PAPER 917] p0596 A72-93466 Procedures for balancing rotors of jet aircraft engines and analysis of factors influencing level of vibration [AD-728121] p0497 A72-12800 Application of lasers to rotary gyroscopes, vibration interferometry, gyroscope balancing, and gravimetric accelerometers [REPT-59] p0372 A72-22524
BALL BEARINGS
Sonic boom simulation devices and techniques, including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark discharges and shock tubes p0198 A72-21906 BALLISTICS
NT TERMINAL BALLISTICS
Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in nonsmoothed atmosphere - aircraft in horizontal flight at constant velocity, applied to turning flight [ISL-12/70] p0081 A72-11914 BALLON SOUNDER
Scientific balloon data management system, discussing airborne and ground station equipment for telemetry, command and flight control p0065 A72-13725 BALLISTICS
NT TERRESTRIAL BALLISTICS
Static structural analysis of meridional tape forces, porosities, and change in model contours on aft half of inflatable decelerator device [NASA-TN-D-6929] p0633 A72-32911 BALLISTICS
Structural sandwich panel design, establishing simple stress and deflection formulas under transverse loading based on tests evaluating balloons as laminar core p0609 A72-10723 BAKING FLIGHT
U TURNING FLIGHT A-106
Comparison between conventional blowdown and Ludwig tube driven transonic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number range  
`p0077 N72-11881`

Performance and operational characteristics of high Reynolds number blowdown and shock wind tunnels for transonic model testing  
`p0078 N72-11884`

Transonic and blowdown-wind tunnels for high Reynolds number testing  
[AD-73464]  
`p0276 N72-19306`

BLOWOUTS  
A method for estimation of axial turbomachinery stage characteristics on the basis of experimentally obtained data with a runner tested in a free blow-out aerodynamic scheme.  
`p0614 A72-65364`

BLUNT BODIES  
Sonic boom induced flow field at supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock expansion method and hypersonic equivalence principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies  
[AIAA PAPER 72-652]  
`p0475 A72-34082`

Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt trailing edge effects on drag and lift characteristics of wing profile  
`p0074 N72-11662`

Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab delta wing at moderately high angle of attack  
`p0327 N72-20051`

BO-105 HELICOPTER  
Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback effects  
`p0038 N72-11008`

BOATAILS  
Jet effects on boat tail pressure drag at supersonic speeds in single or twin propulsive jets  
`p0212 N72-16708`

BODIES OF REVOLUTION  
NT CONICAL BODIES  
NT CYLINDRICAL BODIES  
NT ROTATING CYLINDERS  
NT SLENDER CONES  
NT SPHERES  
Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance on wind tunnel model delta and AGARD G wing planforms and body of revolution  
`p0223 A72-22973`

Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric potential flow past annular aerofoils and bodies of revolution with application to ducted propellers and cowls.  
`p0503 A72-38558`

Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic flow without lift in the case of flight bodies with three in front pointed bodies.  
[DPLR-SONDDR-215]  
`p0503 A72-38686`

Reynolds number effect on flow past body of revolution at transonic speed  
`p0074 N72-11864`

Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past two dimensional airfoil  
`p0076 N72-11874`

Drag of supercritical body of revolution in free flight at transonic speeds and comparison with wind tunnel data  
[NASA-TH-D-6500]  
`p0079 N72-11898`

BOODY KINEMATICS  
Flight mechanics analysis of various flight conditions for conventional aircraft. V - Mechanical foundations /Dynamics of rigid bodies/  
`p0038 N72-11008`

Effectiveness of restraint equipment in controlling head impact forces and body kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas.  
[PAA-AN-72-6]  
`p0335 N72-21078`

BOODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)  
BT ANTHROPOLOGY  

BOODY-TAIL CONFIGURATIONS  
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution measurement on wing-body combination model, investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface  
`p0018 A72-12228`

Force and pressure distribution measurements of delta wing-body combination in compressible flow, investigating Reynolds number effect  
[DGLR PAPER 71-176]  
`p0022 A72-17270`

Unsteady pressure distribution on harsnously oscillating circular cylindrical fuselage body with conical nose and delta wing with straight, cubic or sinusoidal leading edges  
[DGLR PAPER 71-080]  
`p0023 A72-12730`

Subsonic doublet-lattice lifting surface method nonplanar aspects, refinement, using wing-tail configurations  
`p0118 A72-16109`

Simply supported skew plates stability under combined loading, noting wing and tail design applications for high speed aircraft and missiles  
`p0097 A72-24196`

Aerodynamic interference between aircraft components - Illustration of the possibility for prediction.  
[ICAS PAPER 72-49]  
`p0566 A72-41174`

Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure distribution on fuselage and two body-wing combinations in transonic flow  
[BAYE-FWRT-71-24]  
`p0166 N72-15011`

Unsteady pressure distribution on delta wing-body combination in compressible flow  
[AVA-FB-7126]  
`p0317 N72-19997`

Aerodynamic forces, pitching moments, and pressure distributions measurements on delta wing-body combinations at transonic speed in compressible flow  
[AVAR-FB-7129]  
`p0317 N72-19998`

Aerodynamic coefficients of body-wing configuration in subsonic flow  
`p0318 N72-20001`

BOODY-WING CONFIGURATIONS  
Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord  
`p0360 A72-30365`

Unified area rule for supersonic and supersonic-wing bodies.  
`p0450 A72-35251`

Near flow field and aerodynamic loading in supersonic and subsonic flow over body-wing configuration, surveying aerodynamical, kernel function and image methods  
`p0484 A72-36390`

Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic flow without lift in the case of flight bodies with three in front pointed bodies.  
[DPLR-SONDDR-215]  
`p0503 A72-38686`

Experimental investigations of separated flows on wing-body combinations with very slender wings at free-stream Mach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2.  
[ICAS PAPER 72-4150]  
`p0556 A72-41174`

Computation of the potential-theoretical flow around wing-fuselage combinations and a comparison with measurements  
`p0602 A72-44298`
Pressure distribution on swept wing-body junction at supersonic speeds

[ARC-B/N-3661] p0020 A72-15949

Strain gauge measurements of buffeting properties on wing-body combinations

p0470 A72-26349

Integration of forebody and forebody/wing flow fields into airplane design criteria

p0878 A72-27018

Fatigue tests on bolted wing-body junction of military aircraft

[TA-95] p0525 A72-28908

Analysis of flow distribution near wing body configuration and determination of interference effects on another aircraft by incident shock

p0571 A72-29998

BOEING AIRCRAFT

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 707 aircraft near Edison, New Jersey on 9 January, 1971

p0166 A72-15005

Personalized maintenance program for Boeing 717 aircraft

[NTSB-AAR-71-16] p0166 A72-15005

Boeing 717 flight over Hantucket Island on 1 November 1970

[NTSB-AAR-72-11] p0166 N72-26020

Airline maintenance program and facilities for Boeing 717 aircraft based on optimized service concept

p001 A72-32430

Meteorological data analysis for CAP encounter of Boeing 747 flight over Nantucket Island on 4 November 1970

p041 A72-33525

Maintenance of the 747. II - BOAC.

p0449 A72-36929

Functional equipment active and standby redundancy for flight safety and air traffic punctuality improvement, noting Boeing 747 aircraft redundant systems

p0452 A72-35476

Boeing 747 aircraft impact on Chicago O'Hare airport design criteria, noting future Terminal facilities planning

p059 A72-36782

Operating cost comparisons between Concorde and Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft, considering productivity

p0508 A72-39818

Boeing 747-7 cargo aircraft, describing onboard and ground facilities for freight handling and loading

p059 A72-43245

Airline operational weighing and balancing of 747 aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration procedures for electronic load cells, mobile platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing systems

[SAWE PAPER 915] p0596 A72-43664

Report of aircraft incident on Boeing 747 commercial aircraft resulting from engine failure during climbout after takeoff from Honolulu, Hawaii

[NTSB-AAR-71-16] p0166 N72-15005

Boeing 717 flight over Hantucket Island on 1 November 1970

[NTSB-AAR-72-11] p0166 N72-26020

Report of aircraft accident on Boeing 707 commercial aircraft, discussing accuracy and calibration procedures for electronic load cells, mobile platform scales and onboard aircraft weighing systems

[SAWE PAPER 915] p0596 A72-43664

Flight test program and data acquisition techniques for evaluation of Boeing 707-aircraft

p0318 A72-20004

Aircraft accident report involving Boeing 707 aircraft and Boeing 707 jet aircraft near Rantucket, Massachusetts, 1 November, 1970

[NTSB-AAR-72-14] p0466 A72-26200

Air vortex wakes of B-747 aircraft

p0469 A72-26233

Noise measurements obtained during visual approach monitor evaluation in 747 aircraft

[NASA-CR-114783] p0111 A72-33525

Fatigue integrity program for Boeing 747 aircraft

p0515 A72-28010

Pilot evaluation of Boeing 747 handling, directional stability, stall, rudder feel forces, landing, inertial navigation and reliability

p0315 A72-16992

BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Military Aircraft:

Boeing 517 helicopter program, discussing simulation, wind tunnel, flight test development and demonstration

p0125 A72-20336

Operating cost comparisons between 707 and 747 aircraft, considering profitability

p0508 A72-39818

Design, fabrication, and ground tests of perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction

[NASA-CH-1053] p0031 A72-10043

Midair collision of Boeing 707 airliner and Cessna 150 light plane over Compton, California on 29 July 1971

[NTSB-AAR-72-7] p0367 A72-22017

Investigation of midair collision of Boeing 707 commercial aircraft and Cessna 150 near Edison, New Jersey on 1 January, 1971

[NTSB-AAR-72-16] p0479 A72-27025

BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft during missed approach simulation at Ontario, California airport on 30 July 1971

[NTSB-AAR-72-21] p0004 N72-13215

BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 720B aircraft during missed approach simulation at Ontario, California airport on 30 July 1971

[NTSB-AAR-72-28] p0004 N72-13215

BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft during landing at Harry S. Truman Airport, Kansas City, Missouri on 28 Dec. 1970

p0642 A72-33044

Fatigue integrity program for Boeing 747 aircraft

p0515 A72-28010

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 727 aircraft during takeoff from San Francisco International Airport on 30 July 1971

[NTSB-AAR-72-17] p0573 A72-30012

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 747 aircraft in atmospheric turbulence near Lake Charles, Louisiana on 4 Jan. 1972

[NTSB-AAR-72-21] p0004 N72-31011

BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT

Fatigue design and test program for the American SP.

p0609 A72-44741

BOILERS

HIGH PRESSURE BOILERS

Bolkow 105C 5-place helicopter with twin turbine engine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic rotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of easy maintainability

p0357 A72-29871

BOLTS

Bolted connections strength in graphite fiber-epoxy resin composites reinforced by colloimated boros films

p0286 A72-25476
Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-54 Skycrane helicopter.

Boron-/graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum composites forming, processing and costs for aircraft structural materials.

Boron reinforced boron/epoxy composites technology assessment and utilization, stressing cost reduction.

Fatigue tests on bolted wing-body junction of military aircraft.

Forensic survival model for analysis of strategic bomber attack concepts in prelaunch survival mode.

Evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber defense missiles.

Boron/potassium nitrate parachute mortar design.

Boron fiber reinforced composites technology.

Fatigue strength characteristics of boron/epoxy reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframes.

Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft structures, discussing materials variations, strength prediction inadequacies and full scale tests.

Bolted connections strength in graphite fiber-epoxy resin composites reinforced by colaminated boron filaments.

Dynamical noduli boron and carbon fiber for aircraft structural applications.

Boron/aluminum matrix composites reinforced by boron/epoxy materials for aircraft and spacecraft applications, comparing with high-low propellant rocket engines.

Calculation procedure for reaction forces of semibounded turbulent jet in boundary layer blowing and flow type anticing systems.

Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect ratio wing roots.

Jet blowing for intake boundary layer control in V/STOL aircraft.

Boundary layer suction control for eliminating corner separation in airfoil cascade.

Low-turbulence wind tunnel investigations of laminar boundary layer development downstream of suction slots.

Wind tunnel model boundary layer reduction through suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics.

Jet blowing and suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics.

Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect ratio wing roots.

Jet blowing for intake boundary layer control in V/STOL aircraft.

Boundary layer suction control for eliminating corner separation in airfoil cascade.

Low-turbulence wind tunnel investigations of laminar boundary layer development downstream of suction slots.

Jet blowing and suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics.

Jet blowing and suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics.
Analysis of basic flow elements involved in unsteady stall of two dimensional airfoil rotary wing in incompressible flow
[NSF-CS-2009]
p0366 N72-22005

Analysis of flow distribution near wing body configuration and determination of interference effects on another aircraft by incident shock
[AD-74417]
p0577 N72-29999

Analysis of sound produced by turbulent boundary layers, flow past single discontinuities, and related flow discontinuities in cascades of blades
[NSA-CS-2126]
p0640 N72-33029

Numerical analysis of three dimensional, compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite supersonic wing of T-38 transonic research aircraft
[NSA-CS-112158]
p0640 N72-33272

Experimental and analytical determination of boundary layers and tip flows of helicopter rotor blades
[AD-742133]
p0640 N72-33286

BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE
O AERODYNAMIC NOISE
R BOUNDARY LAYER

BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary layer-caused time delay
p0124 A72-16487

Wind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number effects on boundary layer separation incidence and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device equipped aircraft model
p0242 A72-26557

Flow separation effects on critical lift of helicopter rotor, using blade angle of attack criterion
p0395 A72-26983

Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall, considering effect of angle of attack rate of change
p0396 A72-32024

Three dimensional boundary layer separation on slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion intake systems, reviewing computing techniques for interfering inviscid flow fields
p0404 A72-32826

Swirling flows vortex breakdown in nozzles, diffusers and combustion chambers, considering analogy to boundary layer separation
p0575 A72-36385

Integral and correlation methods for separation and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics, applying to transonic boundary layer
[ONERA, TP NO. 1072]
p0492 A72-37762

Flow separation at the edge of some types of tail sections used in supersonic aircraft and in rocket technology
p0507 A72-39597

Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers
p0557 A72-41264

Calculation of separation points in incompressible turbulent flows
p0593 A72-43328

Application of a time-dependent boundary-layer analysis to the problem of dynamic stall
p0599 A72-44058

Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing in shock tunnel using color and monochrome schlieren photography
[SPL/AER-NOTE-1097]
p0629 N72-10022

Flow model for shock induced leading edge transonic flow incidence and rear separation in low speed stall of airfoil
p0793 N72-11858

Analysis of boundary layer flow process occurring airfoil dynamic stall and design of airfoil to delay onset of dynamic stall
[AD-734289]
p0267 N72-19012

Analysis of basic flow elements involved in unsteady stall of two dimensional airfoil rotary wing in incompressible flow
[NSA-CS-2009]
p0366 N72-22005

Experimental determination of stability and stall flutter of scale model of tilt-propeller free-wing Y/STOL aircraft
[NSA-TM-D-6831]
p0463 N72-25998

Numerical procedure for predicting airfoil stall occurrence in incompressible flow conditions
[ONERA-TP-1088]
p0463 N72-26003

Intermittent jet blowing for controlling flow separation on trailing edge flap
[AD-742085]
p0577 N72-30291

Calculations for inviscid flow past slender wings in form of rhombic cones with leading edge separation
[ARC-R-W-3694]
p0562 N72-30999

BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces boundary layer stability and aerodynamic characteristics, noting stall angle reduction and drag increase from wind tunnel tests
[AIAlA PAPER 72-960]
p0562 A72-42357

BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account free-stream turbulence
p0196 A72-21616

Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase with leading edge thickness
p0227 A72-22407

Calculation of laminar boundary layer by means of a differential-difference method
p0563 A72-42578

Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements for boundary layer transition detection on X-15, vertical fin at peak altitudes of 70,000 meters
[NSA-TM-X-2466]
p0102 N72-12994

Effect of wind tunnel disturbances on boundary layer transition processes at hypersonic speed and development of noise level with tunnel size
[NSA-TM-X-2566]
p0469 N72-26239

Pressure distribution on sweptback wing at supersonic speeds noting boundary layer transition
[ARC-CP-1215]
p0583 N72-31003

BOUNDARY LAYERS
N HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
NT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
NT SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
NT THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
NT TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution measurement on wing-body combination model, investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
[AIAlA PAPER 72-12228]
p0018 A72-12228

Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing analytical shear stress and velocity distributions obtained by momentum integral techniques with hot wire probe experimental data
[AIAlA PAPER 72-38]
p0130 A72-16000

Combined viscous-inviscid analytical procedure for predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic inlet flow field
[AIAlA PAPER 72-44]
p0134 A72-16975

Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high enlargement area compared with logarithmic spiral types, discussing boundary layers, secondary flow, shapes and aerodynamic parameters
p0236,A72-23776

Turbocharger deceleration cascades blades surface roughness effects on boundary layer, noting pressure and velocity distributions
[AIAlA PAPER 72-47-48]
p0256 A72-25640

Nub and shroud boundary layer growth in centrifugal compressor vaneless diffusers, comparing predicted and measured performance at high pressure ratio per stage
[AIAlA PAPER 72-47-38]
p0256 A72-25645

Axial flow turbine aerodynamic loading increase via control of velocity distribution and boundary layer evolution around airfoil profiles
[AIAlA PAPER 72-6282]
p0297 N72-25650

Kneural characteristics of stalled airfoil experimental data for airfoils, noting boundary layer effects
[AIAlA PAPER 72-682]
p0414 A72-34060

Some results from tests in the NASA high Reynolds number two-dimensional test facility on shockless and other airfoils
[ACAS PAPER 72-33]
p0554 A72-41158

Boundary layer behavior of turbocharger in free stream turbulence
[COES/A-TURBO/TH-26]
p0109 A72-13266
COMPUTER SIMULATED CABLE TYPE AIRCRAFT RECOVERY GEAR

SURVEY OF RUNWAY PAVEMENT CONDITION AT US NAVAL AIR STATION, IMPERIAL BEACH

AIRPLANE NOISE EVALUATIONS AND PROJECTIONS FOR SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION

TIRE/CONE CALIBRATION METHOD

Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests on cambered wings of mild goltz planform of 1/4 aspect ratio

Numerical analysis of influence of camber and nonlinear wake on change of lift, vortex drag, and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect

Development of approximate method for calculating pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil at subcritical viscous flow

Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional airfoils with variable camber and performance of Whitcomb supercritical airfoil

Optimized design of conically cambered triangular wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges for drag reduction without leading edge suction

Low light television camera tube application to navigation safety in congested areas, reconnaissance and other watchkeeping system

Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests on cambered wings of mild goltz planform of 1/4 aspect ratio

Numerical analysis of influence of camber and nonlinear wake on change of lift, vortex drag, and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect

Development of approximate method for calculating pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil at subcritical viscous flow

Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional airfoils with variable camber and performance of Whitcomb supercritical airfoil

Optimized design of conically cambered triangular wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges for drag reduction without leading edge suction

Low light television camera tube application to navigation safety in congested areas, reconnaissance and other watchkeeping system

Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests on cambered wings of mild goltz planform of 1/4 aspect ratio

Numerical analysis of influence of camber and nonlinear wake on change of lift, vortex drag, and center of pressure of airfoil in ground effect

Development of approximate method for calculating pressure distribution on thick cambered airfoil at subcritical viscous flow

Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional airfoils with variable camber and performance of Whitcomb supercritical airfoil

Optimized design of conically cambered triangular wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges for drag reduction without leading edge suction

Low light television camera tube application to navigation safety in congested areas, reconnaissance and other watchkeeping system
Price/demand/cost economic aspects of carbon fiber reinforced plastics composites in aero-engine applications  p0065 A72-14743

Carbon fiber resin composite characteristics for airframe component design, comparing with metal materials  p0065 A72-14746

Unidirectional carbon fiber composite effects and use of stress envelope in aircraft structure design  p0153 A72-16997

Environmental tests on carbon fiber Vulcan air brake flap, including thermal cycling, sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and lightning strike tests  p0135 A72-16998

Carbon fiber laminates for helicopter components weight reduction  p0135 A72-16999

Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber reinforced plastics spar for hovercrafts, presenting mechanical properties test data for different composite configurations  p0181 A72-19062

Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic materials feasibility for application to aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication  p0196 A72-21666

Dynamic properties of thermo-setting plastic composites unidirectionally reinforced by high elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for aircraft structural applications  p0308 A72-27343

Graphite fiber-epoxy composite system development for F-5 aircraft landing gear door, speed brake, leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal stabilizer  p0312 A72-28097

Data generation for engineering design with advanced composites.  p0054 A72-35653

Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum composites forming, processing and costs for aircraft structural materials  p0054 A72-35663

CARBONFIBERS
U WINGS
CAPILLARY TUBES
CAPILLARY WAVES
MT CAPILLARY WAVES
MT CAPTIVE WAVES
MT STATIC TESTS
CAPRIBES
MT CAPRIBES
CAPRIBES
MT CARBON CARBIDES
MT CARBON
CARBON
Carbon-carbon composite material for high performance aircraft braking systems, noting weight savings, and thermal characteristics improvements  p0312 A72-28093

CARBON COMPOSITES
MT CARBON CARBON
MT CARBON
CARBON
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for subsonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance test results  p0055 A72-10265

Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength, performance properties, fabrication processes and tooling concepts  p0011 A72-10968

V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15 deg angles of attack, investigating flow structure between wings by pitot tube rake  p0142 A72-10129

Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics, examining flow transition from weak to strong attached shock waves  p0018 A72-12345

Theoretical pressure distributions on caret and plane delta wings for supersonic flow  [ARC-CP-1178]  p0611 A72-45114

Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge caret wing pressure and heat transfer at supersonic speeds  [ARC-B/R-34671]  p0267 A72-19007

CARGO
MT AIR CARGO
MT AIR MAIL
MT BAGGAGE
Prediction models for dynamic environment experienced by cargo during air and rail transportation  p0002 A72-32610

Computerized design of civil aircraft using weight criteria in parametric analysis  [AS-7272]  p0044 A72-11061
Low altitude air drop system using inflation-aided recovery parachutes for extraction.

Energy used in intercity freight transportation by water, rail, pipeline, truck, and air, and effect of fuel price increases. (8-984-857)

Conference papers on shock and vibration including specifications, mechanical impedance, and transportation and packaging. (AD-739574)

Dynamic input to cargo from floor of cargo space in selected military helicopters. (AD-739575)

Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor blades, vaned diffuser design, comparing performance results with conventional diffuser data. (AD-739574)

One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines, presenting experimental results for rotating supersonic cascade. (ASME Paper 72-GT-100)

Computer program for gas turbine characteristics and influence coefficients calculation, allowing for cascade loss distribution during flow choking. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent boundary layer on end wall of axial flow compressor cascade passage under adverse pressure gradients. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in turbomachinery blade cascades supersonic flow, discussing trends in fan and compressor technology. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the unsteady flow through a blade-row with small steady pitch and camber angle. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

The determination of a general relation between the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil and those of the same airfoil arranged in an arbitrary cascade. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Suction side velocity distribution parameter characteristic relationship to profile geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade system. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade cascades in unsteady incompressible and compressible fluid flow, considering axial flow turbine blades vibration. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Calculation of nonstationary lift and moment coefficients for vibrating cascade of blades. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic forces and moments acting on cascade of airfoils in unstalled conditions. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Boundary layer suction control for eliminating corner separation in airfoil cascade. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination for trajectories and velocities of suspended particles in fluid flow through axial compressor stage. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Researches on the two-dimensional retarded cascade. (NASA-TM-X-2425)

Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationship.
CASCADES (FLUID DYNAMICS)

German monograph - Computational and experimental investigations regarding the operational characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow compressor with high performance per stage

p0490 A72-37490

CASCADES (FLUID DYNAMICS)

CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)

Private aircraft ownership and use for family travel and pleasure, discussing costs, maintenance and operational problems

[AAIA PAPER 72-812] p0497 A72-38119

Corporate aircraft pilot contribution to accident investigation in providing expertise, discussing various case histories

p0508 A72-39751

CASHES (CONTAINERS)

Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with different casing treatment configuration

[NASA-TR-B-6535] p0530 A72-10025

CASTING

Aircraft light alloy integral construction for stress concentration and fatigue failure avoidance, describing continuous casting process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw testing procedures

p0165 A72-19725

Metal forming techniques for gas turbine engines, considering isothermal, radial and powder metallurgy preferences, contoured cross and form rolling, and squeeze casting

[AES PAPER 72-0758] p0296 A72-25649

CASTERS

Nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings

p0009 A72-10813

Effect of several geometrically different porous castings on rotor stall limit line and overall performance improvement

[NASA-TR-B-6537] p0078 A72-11688

Casting instruction manual for steels and aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys in aeronautical manufacturing

[RAE-LIB-TRANS-1557] p0259 A72-18501

CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)

Catalog on capacity and efficiency of air traffic control systems

[AD-737513] p0247 A72-24683

CATALYTIC ACTIVITY

Possible catalytic reduction of stratospheric ozone by nitrogen oxides emitted from SST aircraft

[SCHEL-20558] p0045 A72-11336

CATAPULTS

Aircraft launch envelope investigation for minimum catapult and airspeed determination at carrier bow, discussing optimum test pilot launch technique

p0146 A72-18609

Catapult steam injection test of turbofan engines in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall occurrences with temperature increase rate in distorted region

p0176 A72-18760

Dynamic response index /DRI/ minimization for personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape systems to reduce injury probability

p0194 A72-21576

Simulator for physical forces experienced by carrier aircraft during catapult launches and arrested landings, considering external stores safe suspension

p0403 A72-32620

Cost effectiveness analysis to determine feasibility of using catapult launch systems for large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft noise problem

[FAA-EG-71-1] p0085 N72-11941

Spring constants for shock absorption of aircraft carrier catapult installations

[AD-725249] p0157 A72-14288

Evaluation of method for predicting performance of steam catapults used for shipboard aircraft launching

[AD-742804] p0565 N72-31027

CATODE RAY TUBES

Flight display systems current state and future developments, discussing deal attitude indicators and automatic chart systems CRTs, engine displays and malfunction warning systems

p0056 A72-13623

Catode ray tube recorder for remote airborne photographic mission

p0060 A72-13771

Interactive computer graphics with three dimensional real time CRT display of air combat maneuver for fighter pilot training

p0032 A72-26291

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors

p0040 A72-32636

Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube cockpit displays with microsens optical filters

[DLR-FB-71-73] p0033 A72-20216

Cathode ray tube terminals for air traffic control teletypewriter systems

[AT-7330-OI] p0626 N72-32183

CAVITY PROBLEM

Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing profile, solving sized Cauchy problem

p0013 A72-11178

CAVITY FLOW

Cavitation failure of aircraft hydraulic plunger pump elements from microscopical and metallographic analysis

p0385 A72-28732

CAVITATION FLOW

Steady two dimensional cavity flow past infinite number of airfoils using linearized theory

p0062 A72-14460

CEILINGS (METEOROLOGY)

U.S.S.R. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and landing minium conditions for cloud ceilings and visibility range for various aircraft characteristics and equipment

p0361 A72-30820

CELIONETERS

CAT CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS

CELESTIAL BODIES

ST EARTH (PLANET)

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION

Polar region performance of Omega navigation system, noting addition of selectable grid reference, multiple parallel DH system, manual celestial computation and bearing resolver

p0353 A72-29200

CENTERS

Structural suitability and cost effectiveness of ferro-concrete for large subsonic wind tunnel structures

[pASA-DR-110501] p0468 N72-33916

CENTER OF GRAVITY

Aft center of gravity travel effects on aircraft longitudinal control response characteristics

[SCEP PAPER 720318] p0290 A72-25581

Received signal spectrum gravity center and effective antenna centers of airborne doppler velocimeter in horizontal flight

p0303 A72-26730

CENTER OF PRESSURE

Aerodynamic center and center of pressure of slender small aspect ratio wing near solid or free surface, determining angle of attack effect

p0351 A72-29131

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

AT SPINAL CORD

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Compressible flow measurement and loss prediction in radial vaned and unshrouded centrifugal compressor, using hot-wire anemometers

p0238 A72-23861

Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser design, comparing performance results with conventional diffuser data

[pASA PAPER 72-0752-39] p0238 A72-25633

Radial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing blade loadings for various pressure ratios and efficiency of rotor and diffuser

[pASA PAPER 72-0752-52] p0296 A72-25644

A-118
Hub and shroud boundary layer growth in centrifugal compressor vaned diffusers, comparing "predicted and measured performance at high pressure ratio per stage."

Design considerations in selecting geometries for high pressure ratio single stage centrifugal compressors.

Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel system, describing single stage gas turbine centrifugal and turbine-rotor-impeller compressor designs and performance characteristics.

FOETE4H program for calculating velocities in meridional plane of centrifugal compressor.

Inlet throttle centrifugal fuel pumps for jet engines, centrifugal fuel pumps for jet engine augmentation, discussing design features, performance, noise, life and reliability characteristics.

Combined centrifugal oil filter, pump and deaerator for gas turbine engine lubrication systems, noting heat transfer effectiveness increase.

Deterioration of shaft bearings of electric motor driving aircraft centrifugal-fuel pump, determining lateral force acting on impeller, method for evaluating liquid pump operational and functional performance characteristics.

Centrifuges: NT HUMAN CENTRIFUGES.

Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks: thermal and mechanical stresses under variable thermal conditions, describing test assembly.

Optimal modes of operation of a centrifugal-compressor wheel with preswirling of the flow.

Ceramic protective coatings: U CERAMICS.

Ceramic fiber reinforced Si base alloy for gas turbine blades: improving creep resistance at high temperatures.

Airplane power plants sealing materials, emphasizing porous-ceramic seals heat resistance under thermal cyclic loads.

FATIGUE OF GEARING.

Inlet throttle centrifugal fuel pumps for jet engines: centrifugal fuel pumps for jet engine augmentation, discussing design features, performance, noise, life and reliability characteristics.

Combined centrifugal oil filter, pump and deaerator for gas turbine engine lubrication systems, noting heat transfer effectiveness increase.

Deterioration of shaft bearings of electric motor driving aircraft centrifugal-fuel pump, determining lateral force acting on impeller, method for evaluating liquid pump operational and functional performance characteristics.

NT HUMAN CENTRIFUGES.

Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks: thermal and mechanical stresses under variable thermal conditions, describing test assembly.

Optimal modes of operation of a centrifugal-compressor wheel with preswirling of the flow.

Ceramic protective coatings: U CERAMICS.

Ceramic fiber reinforced Si base alloy for gas turbine blades: improving creep resistance at high temperatures.

Airplane power plants sealing materials, emphasizing porous-ceramic seals heat resistance under thermal cyclic loads.

FATIGUE OF GEARING.
Helicopter payload gains utilizing water injection for hot day power augmentation [NASA-TM-I-62195] p0539 782-33027

S-64 Skycrane helicopter current and anticipated applications in commerce and industry, considering logging operations in ecologically sensitive or rugged areas, bridge construction, etc p0406 A72-33195

Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-54B Skycrane helicopter [NASA PREPRINT 670] p0448 A72-34510

Construction of CH-54 helicopter components from boron/epoxy materials and quality control process to determine service life of components [NASA-CR-112101] p0529 782-29009

Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing mechanics p0247 A72-25129


Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials, comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate esters chemical properties with water based products p0247 A72-25129


Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance of naval aircraft to determine possible contribution to water pollution [AD-733283] p0255 782-18804

Properties, propellant combustion, efficiency and production of radomes. Chemical properties, propellant combustion, efficiency and production of radomes (AD-732621) p0294 A72-25624

System for evaluation of aircraft diagnostic and inspection equipment performance characteristics [AD-733283] p0255 782-18804

Chemical properties, propellant combustion, efficiency and production of radomes (AD-732621) p0294 A72-25624

Turbojet aircraft engine overhaul planning and execution, discussing dismantling, washing, galvanic treatments, acceptance checks and quality controls p0118 782-16014

Parametric approaches to statistical burn-in or debugging problems in aircraft reliability analysis p0343 A72-28363

Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability and severity during aircraft ground crash, investigating physical and chemical properties of crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability and severity during aircraft ground crash, investigating physical and chemical properties [NASA-PAPER 72-GT-28] p0294 A72-25624

Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition effects on wear characteristics in sliding friction and rolling simulation experiments p0350 A72-29073

Jet fuel specifications for military and civil aircraft p0046 782-11669
CHOICE
U SELECTION

CHOKEs (RESTRICTIONS)
Tests to determine acoustic and aerodynamic performance of thin-walled flow inlets under static conditions
[SAA/TM-2-629]

CHROMIUM ALLOYS
WT CHROMIUM STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS
Ac-8 microplasma welding of thin Cr steel sheets with narrow seams for aircraft engines and precision equipment casings

CHRONOTHERM
U TIME LAG

CHROMYM GUSTS
U COMBUSTION STABILITY

CHUTE
Emergency evacuation systems, discussing door designs, inflatable escape slide and slide/lifeboat combination

CYBERFLUOROGRAPHY
U MOTION PICTURES
U RADIOGRAPHY
U CYBERGRAPHY
U MOTION-PICTURES
U RADIOGRAPHY

CIRCLES (GEOMETRY)
WT GREAT CIRCLES

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Sizing new generation aircraft wire and circuit breakers utilizing computer techniques

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
The lightning arrester-connector - a new concept in system electrical protection

CIRCUITS
WT ANALOG CIRCUITS
WT ELECTRIC BRIDGES
WT FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
WT FIRE CONTROL CIRCUITS
WT FLIRISTIC CIRCUITS
WT GATES (CIRCUITS)
WT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
WT LOGIC CIRCUITS
WT MATRICIES (CIRCUITS)
WT POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS
WT TEC CIRCUITS
WT SWITCHING CIRCUITS

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power requirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis with division of near and far flow fields

CIRCULAR PLATES
Sonic boom duration effects on thin circular elastic plate transient axisymmetric vibration via Hankel and Laplace transforms

CIRCULAR SHELLS
Estimating aeroelastic stability and forced response characteristics of thin walled, circular cylindrical shells (AD-733370)

CIRCULATION
WT ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
Recirculation mechanisms in jet powered V/STOL aircraft (AFWOG-PW7-71-12)

CITIES
Human tolerance to noise pollution created by helicopter landing site in central London (P-184)

CIVIL AVIATION
General and commercial aircraft service needs in air transportation, considering FAA and CAB roles and policies

Civil aviation air transportation and loading factors to American economy, considering disposable income, airline fares and time-trend variable

Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude equipment covering air conditioning systems, oxygen equipment and cabin pressurization

Civil aviation communication systems, discussing short and long range communications, satellite channel capacities, digital data link systems, ATC, weather broadcasts, etc

American civil aviation future development, discussing passenger and freight market growth, aircraft types and FAA role

Civil aircraft technological constraints and requirements, discussing noise, congestion and performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL, VTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports

Canadian STOL design, development, production, airports and civil air transportation applications

Civil aviation C and D policy study, showing priorities for aircraft noise and congestion abatement and short haul systems

Rotary wing aircraft design features and performance, discussing military and/or civilian helicopters and future developments

French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Paris Air Show, discussing design and performance characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle, Corvette, Falcon, Falconet, STOL-A-404 and Mercure

Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil transport aircraft flight testing under natural and/or simulated icing conditions

Future civil air transport trends, considering passenger and cargo growth, travel frequency per capita income and STOL market

LOG supply systems installation for civil transport aircraft crew and/or passenger breathing oxygen (SAP/R-1223)

Charter air traffic regulations under German air law, discussing legal safeguards relative to economic, personnel, technical and organizational aspects

Trends in civil ATC discussing plans to increase terminal capacity, surveillance system and use of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean travel efficiency improvement

Instrument landing systems specifications for civil and military aviation, supporting replacement type development based on existing configurations

STOL aircraft role in civil aviation, discussing short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and weather capability

Civil aviation approach and landing guidance systems evolution, discussing ILS development, state of art and future requirements

STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air traffic, discussing present technology and investment costs in comparison with advanced ground transportation systems

U.S.S.R. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and landing altitudes conditions for cloud ceilings and visibility range for various aircraft characteristics and equipment

Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard civil aircraft to improve flight safety, discussing uses of Omega navigation system and digital computers

Lower cost microwave scanning beam landing systems for internal instrument landing system replacement in civil aviation
National airports system for UK civil air transportation, discussing economic, operational, accessibility and social aspects

Aircraft system organization in terms of optimal operating conditions for civil and military airspace users, discussing navigation systems, human factors, equipment reliability, etc.

Management information systems role in cost effective civil and military aircraft operations, discussing hardware modification and human resources and communication system adaptation

Air cushion landing system application for civil air transportation, discussing operation, braking and parking

Commercial airports and air transport service economic impacts on business and industrial communities

Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut, Lebanon, November-December 1971

Major civil airport planning, discussing information gathering and processing for operation, aircraft weight, airport costs, revenue and cost forecasts and pricing policy evaluation

Major civil airport passenger and cargo terminal complex design and layout planning, discussing various facilities and equipment requirements

FAA policy in issuing civil airport operating certificates and establishing minimum safety standards

STOL aircraft for civil transport applications, considering overall design concepts, noise, weight reduction and terminal facility requirements

Developing countries civil aviation airways evolution, considering government fund allocation, international money credibility, skilled manpower, equipment, fare and tourism expansion

Commercial airlines aircraft selection factors, considering size, range, economics, traffic, runway quality, maintenance and operating costs, reliability and cargo handling

Environmental considerations in airport development

USSR electric impulse de-icing system design

The future of general aviation in Europe

Supercritical aerodynamics technology, noting lifting surface sectional profile and structural weight reduction

Inertial platform pursuant to ARINC-571 specifications, noting capability for integration into surface navigation system or autonomous operation

Future aspects of business aviation, discussing pilot training and aircraft reliability and maintenance in context of flight safety

Corporate business aviation performance record highlighted by aircraft accident statistics, noting high percentage of approach-landing accidents and means for improvement

Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and noise annoyance international standards for civil aircraft noise reduction

Airlines requirements for European airbus, discussing design of aircraft structure, control, pressurized cabin and propulsion system

A method of solving the operational planning problem for an engineering aircraft base

An air traffic controller's view on area navigation and ATIS requirements related thereto

Application of the head-up display / HUD to a commercial jet transport

Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation at supersonic speeds

ICAS PAPER 72-51

Russian book - Aviation meteorology

Reports of accidents involving missing aircraft of US general aviation for 1968

Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance in 1970 time period conducted at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, December 8-10, 1970

Predictions of aircraft maintenance procedures which should be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period

Computerized design of civil aircraft using freight criteria in parametric analysis

Analysis of economics and feasibility factors pertaining to commuter oriented, short haul air transportation system in San Francisco, California area

STOL aircraft noise abatement program

Summaries of lectures presented at annual national aviation system planning review conference

Conference on technological concepts for future transport aircraft developments in civil aviation

Computerized design of civil aircraft using parametric analysis

Proceedings of conference on aviation maintenance for calendar year 1969

Supercritical aircraft concepts in civil aviation

Supersonic aerodynamic design technology for civil aircraft

Technology assessments for advanced aircraft performance, utility, safety, and public acceptance

Technological developments for improved helicopter design and operational capabilities

Advanced technology applications for improving STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics

Advanced technologies for subsonic-transonic conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft development

Technology advances for second generation supersonic transports

Analysis of commercial aircraft traffic during prime travel hours and effect of unrealistic scheduling on extent of congestion

Urban general travel hour economics, planning, and management

Data recording program and analysis technique for determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from 1962 to 1969

Data recording and evaluation of hard landings encountered by subsonic-civil jet aircraft in airline operations noting role of flare maneuvers

Air transportation benefits and impacts on urbanization

Review of US civil aircraft accident data with related statistics on air carrier operations and safety records for year 1969

Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports for calendar year 1969

Proposed method to automate operational functions concerned with nationwide monitoring of air traffic
Weather predictions for Concorde test flights and problems of forecasting stratospheric temperature and clear air turbulence [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Wind, temperature, and clear air turbulence in middle and upper stratosphere [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Development of radiometric sensor to warn aircraft pilots of region of clear air turbulence along flight path [NASA-CASE-72-10018], p0520 A72-28637

Corrected wind measurement and dust velocity for airplane motion - L-OCILY project [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0522 A72-28659

Physical models of clear air turbulence based on semimetric observance of turbulent zones [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0068 A72-33623

CLIMATOLOGY

ST MICROCLIMATOLOGY

Thunderstorms encounter probability at SST altitudes for selected cross country routes, using radar observation data [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Mathematical criteria for probable and potential aircraft icing occurrence, using radiosonde and empirical climatological data [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation by propulsion effluents of high altitude aircraft flights [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San Francisco Bay area with engine emission and climatological data [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0038 A72-10361

CLIMBING FLIGHT

STOL aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories determination, taking into account engine thrust and listeners distance from noise source [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Noise reduction for climbing takeoff and V/STOL aircraft, affecting stability [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Superconvergent transport aircraft and DAC 321 aircraft, piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb velocity for determining aircraft maneuver controllability at low speed [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Flight test of F-92 aircraft to determine minimum time energy climb based on energy state approximation [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Derivation of equations for determining climb performance of aircraft based on energy considerations [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOCK PARADOX

Around-the-world atomic clocks - Observed, relativistic time gains. [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOCKS

ST ATOMIC CLOCKS

Time/frequency technology application to reliable aircraft collision avoidance system, discussing precision time-ordered techniques, frequency control and synchronization and flying clocks [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS

ST FEEDBACK CONTROL

CLOTHING

ST PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

CLOUD COVER

Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for aircraft landing operations under low clouds and fog at coastal regions [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS

Cloud base altitude measurement by optical telemetry using THX 1000 apparatus, noting reduced maintenance [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Airplane meteorological instrumentation, discussing ground wind, visibility, cloud height, air temperature and humidity detectors and radar equipment [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOUD PHYSICS

CAT inducing atmospheric conditions effects on SST flight, discussing turbulence in convective clouds and kinetic energy spectra of atmospheric motions [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOUD SEEDING

Worm fog dissipation by helicopter downwash mixing, heat, hygroscopic particle and polyethelcrlytes seeding [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Supercolded and worm fog dispersion technology, considering air heating, helicopter downwash and seeding methods [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Airport runway fog dispersal in UK, discussing cost projection for chemical seeding system combined with lidar remote sensing [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

CLOUD STREETS

U CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)

CLOUDS

ST CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)

CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)

Development of method for predicting occurrence of fog and stratus formations at Delia Air Force Base, Florida [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic and benefits of fog dispersal capability in terminal area [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Artificial dissipation of low-lying clouds and fog [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

COAGULATION

Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition-effect on thermal stability, considering monoaromatic components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons oxidation products coagulation [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

COALSCENCE

U COALSCING

COALSCING

Continuous MDT of coalescers /Jet fuel filters/ by liquid crystals, detecting split seams, cap leaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy filled voids [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

COANDA EFFECT

Effect of flap set-back and gas temperature on Coanda attachment to curved plate with application to air flow patterns on flap of scale propulsive wing model with jet fuel hydrocarbon composition-effect on thermal stability, considering monoaromatic components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons oxidation products coagulation [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

COATINGS

MT ALUMINUM COATINGS

MT ANORIC COATINGS

MT GLAZES

MT METAL COATINGS

MT NELCO COATINGS

MT PAINTS

MT PLASTIC COATINGS

MT PROTECTIVE COATINGS

MT THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS

Coatings for aircraft gas turbine engine corrosion protection and country heat shields [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis of gaseous products arising from commercial aircraft cable coating pyrolysis [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

COBALT ALLOYS

High temperature Co-base alloy for nuclear, chemical and reentry vehicle applications [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Cyclic furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy W-52 clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for aircraft gas turbine stator vanes [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Cockpit Simulators

Dynamic manned vehicle cockpit simulator for visual and aural effects and acceleration changes, discussing STOL and VTOL characteristics [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer generated displays, moving area navigation map and ATC information [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630

Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator-data on altimetry display for commercial aircraft [JPL-1-226-10-18-AP], p0089 A72-27630
C-band pulse beacon ranging system for collision avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and system test modes. p0232 A72-22908

Aircraft collision near misses under IFR and VFR conditions, discussing ATC coordination, equipment failure and personal and planning problems. p0233 A72-22972

SCEANT aircraft collision avoidance system avionics design using nonsynchronous techniques. p0245 A72-28666

Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats, scanning patterns and display sector size effects. [SAE PAPER 7203122] p0289 A72-25576

SECANT system of aircraft separation and control by nonsynchronous technique for midair collision avoidance. [SAE PAPER 720313] p0289 A72-25577

Information theory approaches to air navigation, discussing ATC, collision avoidance and computer applications. p0350 A72-29013

Time/frequency technology application to reliable aircraft collision avoidance systems, discussing precise time-ordered techniques, frequency control and synchronization and flying clocks. p0356 A72-32072

Collision avoidance techniques for midair collisions reduction, discussing airborne and ground based systems. p0399 A72-32213

SECANT collision avoidance system, describing operational principles and flight test results. [AD-736604] p0417 A72-36137

A time-frequency high performance collision avoidance system. [OWRA, TP NO. 1091] p0493 A72-37764

Midair collision causes and prevention, considering pilot responsibilities, anticollision devices and procedures. p0493 A72-37800

Aircraft radar for weather data, ground mapping, avoidance modes and independent landing monitor function, presenting straight and slant approach simulation data. p0547 A72-40290

Design, operation and performance of time-frequency midair collision avoidance system, noting air traffic controller backup for departure, enroute and arrival control. p0548 A72-40295

Operation principles, capabilities and tests of midair collision avoidance system with aircraft separation control by nonsynchronous techniques. p0548 A72-40296

Midair collision prevention independent of ATC, discussing aircraft lighting, collision avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator. p0548 A72-40297

Collision avoidance system electromagnetic compatibility with radar altimeters designed for 1600 MHz aeronavigation band. p0550 A72-40881

Independent parallel runway landing system to relieve air traffic congestion, investigating minimum spacing required to minimize collision risk. p0569 A72-63130

Midair collision prevention for Army aircraft. p0606 A72-46645

SECANT midair collision avoidance system based on nonsynchronous microwave pulse transmission and receiving via randomly selected frequency, describing modular components and operating principles. p0606 A72-46647

Human factors engineering to determine the effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft collision warning and avoidance system. [AD-725765] p072 A72-14005

Search radar monitoring of bird movements to prevent aircraft collision accidents. [AD-732945] p0253 A72-18027

Analysis of inertial navigation system performance to determine effects on aircraft safety and collision avoidance during flight over North Atlantic Ocean. [AD-731975] p0065 A72-32908

Dynamic simulation procedures to determine interaction between air traffic control system and collision avoidance system. [FAA-RD-72-10] p0280 A72-19710

System studies, equipment simulation, hardware development, and flight tests of aircraft collision hazard warning system using cooperative, continuous wave radar principle. [NASA-CR-2020] p0316 A72-20007

Numerical analysis of aircraft collision avoidance probability due to reduced separation intervals and arbitrary flight paths. [DOD-PESC-PAA-71-27] p0330 A72-20997


Analysis of aircraft exterior lighting and marking configurations to provide visual detection at maximum range. [FAA-RA-72-29] p0368 A72-22025

Development of computer program to analyze effectiveness of pilot warning indicator systems in avoiding aircraft collisions. [NASA-CR-126669] p0427 A72-24672

Analysis of collision hazards involved in VFR flight near clouds and effect of safe vertical clearance from clouds to reduce aircraft accidents. [NASA-CR-172117] p0427 A72-24682

Design and development of collision avoidance system for use with air traffic control system for maximum range. [OWRA-TP-1091] p0417 A72-25223

Development and characteristics of electronic signaling system and data processing equipment for warning system to avoid midair collisions between aircraft. [NASA-CR-110171-1] p0465 A72-27703

Microwave interferometers used as a radio eye for aircraft navigation and collision avoidance system including comparison of cost with present systems. [REPT-62] p0486 A72-27708

Design and development of system for aircraft collision avoidance for use in general aviation aircraft. p0522 A72-28670

Design and development of airborne traffic control system for aircraft collision warning and avoidance. p0522 A72-28674

Application of time/frequency collision avoidance system for ground obstacle avoidance and minimum altitude protection zone around airports. p0522 A72-28672


Ecological survey to identify bird attractants near airports and procedures to reduce occurrence of bird-aircraft collisions. [AD-742227] p0570 A72-30022

COLLISION WARNING DEVICES U COLLISION AVOIDANCE U WARNING SYSTEMS

COLLISIONS

MT MIDAIR COLLISIONS

COLLOCATION

Collocation method for coupled bending-bending torsion vibrations of straight uniform casdelier beam with asymmetric airfoil cross section. [AD-737804] p0427 A72-24682

COLLOIDS

MT VG

COLOR

Tradeoffs between luminance and color coding in electronic aircraft displays, and experiments involving immediate response, tracking, tachistoscope, and human judgement. p0373 A72-22623
### Subject Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colors for elements of multicolored display to insure minimum number of instrument reading errors</td>
<td>p.0373 72-22624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display principle for 3-D or multicolor, solid state, 2-D panel displays</td>
<td>p.0375 72-22640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing in shock tunnel using color and monochrome schlieren photography for test section</td>
<td>p.0029 72-10022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of color television camera for use on helicopters</td>
<td>p.0109 72-13360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U COLOR COHISTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine engine emission data correlation based on combustor theoretical model; proposing correction factors for data reduction to standard test conditions</td>
<td>p.0297 72-25565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High pressure canannular combustor with continuous analytical and sampling system for simulated gas turbine engine emission measurements</td>
<td>p.0298 72-25566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing parameter design of high loading spray type jet engine, using test rig</td>
<td>p.0298 72-25568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine engine combustion chamber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of swirl-vane air flow rate effects on circumferential nonuniformity of gas exhaust temperature field at outlet</td>
<td>p.0314 72-28132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian book on combustion and turbulent mixing processes in jet engines covering temperature and velocity profiles, combustion chamber design and fuel injection characteristics</td>
<td>p.0315 72-28390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirling flow vortex breakdown in nozzles, diffusers and combustion chambers, considering analogy to boundary layer separation</td>
<td>p.0347 72-36385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of fuel on gas corrosion in jet engine combustion chamber</td>
<td>p.0495 72-38093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The film vaporization combustor and its physical principles. I - The vaporization section of the combustor</td>
<td>p.0504 72-39074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbine afterburning and high performance gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p.0509 72-3922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small scale combustion chamber rig for combustion characteristics determination of aviation fuel</td>
<td>p.0547 72-11674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapolation of stoat oxidation rates in laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas turbine combustion chambers</td>
<td>p.0571 72-15712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl can, full-annulus combustion chambers for high performance gas turbine engines</td>
<td>p.0572 72-15714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance analysis of small annular turbojet combustor with several cost-reducing innovations for use in commercial light aircraft</td>
<td>p.0217 72-16937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow through turbine</td>
<td>p.0258 72-18279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation of flat plate impingement pressure and temperature data for jet engine combustor burnthrough flames</td>
<td>p.0265 72-18953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of radial and circumferential inlet velocity profile distortions on performance of short-length double-annular ram-induction combustor</td>
<td>p.0281 72-18941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and characteristics of short length, double-annular, ram-induction combustor for turbofan engine operating at Mach 1.0</td>
<td>p.0377 72-22792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerothermodynamic integration model, including combustor design, flow distribution, and heat transfer problems</td>
<td>p.0437 72-25713</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Combustion Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combustion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FUEL Combustion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT HYDROCARBON Combustion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STOQUEOUS Combustion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SUPERSONIC Combustion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise levels, combustion and turbulent mixing processes and flame stability</td>
<td>p.0416 72-34087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame measurements extrapolated for gas turbine combustion chambers</td>
<td>p.0119 72-16368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High intensity combustion chamber design for gas turbine of jet engine, considering primary, secondary and dilution zones</td>
<td>p.0122 72-16491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air streams from air entry holes of aeronautical gas turbine combustor, investigating jets maximum penetration, flow path and mixing</td>
<td>p.0122 72-16493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SUBJECT INDEX

Cruise operation
[NASA-TP-X-2630] p0590 H72-31777

Combustion efficiency
- Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical properties, propellant combustion efficiency and production p0509 A72-39930
- Combustion efficiency and exhaust emission levels correlated with operating conditions for gas turbine combustor [NASA-TR-D-6601] p0213 H72-16121

Combustion instability
- U Combustion stability

Combustion physics
- The film vaporization combustor and its physical principles. I - The vaporizer section of the combustor. II - The reaction chamber and the combustion [DPYLR-SOND380-194] p0504 A72-39074
- Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing scaling rules for sound power and directional characteristics of radiated sound p0506 A72-39557
- Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft and combustion research for reducing emissions through combustor design and fuel optimization [NASA-TR-X-68000] p0251 H72-18009
- Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids impinging on hot surfaces under air flow conditions found during flight [AD-734238] p0283 H72-19594

Combustion products
- Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on thermal stability, considering nonaromatic components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons oxidation products coagulation p0026 A72-12800
- Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on air quality p0350 A72-28879
- Review of jet engine emissions. p0091 A72-37645
- Analysis of meteorological conditions under which condensation trails are formed by water in aircraft engine exhaust [NASA-TP-P-74047] p0095 H72-12550
- Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence of operating conditions on emission characteristics of jet engine exhaust [NASA-TR-X-68001] p0029 H72-24830

Computer program for determining history of combustion products produced by turbojet engine afterburner - Part 2 [AD-739177] p0688 H72-27969

Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under supersonic nozzle flow conditions [AD-740193] p0542 H72-29960

Development of method for calculating exhaust smoke transmission for turbine engines, number of plane paths, and viewing angles [NASA-RD-71-233] p0572 H72-30005

Analysis of major pollutants produced by aircraft engine exhaust and development of techniques to reduce level of pollutant emission [NASA-TR-X-68119] p0631 H72-32754

Analysis of particulate emissions contained in afterburning turbojet engine exhaust operating at ground level - Part 1 [AD-740408] p0632 H72-32768

Combustion stability
- At flame stability
- Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels, hydrogen and propane, discussing initiation and stabilization in supersonic flow p0311 A72-27686
- Steady combustion limits in afterburner gas turbine engine chambers p0509 A72-39922

Combustion vibration
- Combustion noise generation by burning fuel-air mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result of time variable heat release rate due to turbulence p0587 A72-36505
- Vibration and chemical nonequilibrium losses in stoichiometric turbojet engine using kerosene-air mixture [AD-792968] p0591 H72-31788

COMBUSTIONS
- U Combustion chambers

COMET & AIRCRAFT
- Unpredicted structural vibration in Comet and Electra aircraft, Gref Zeppelin dirigible, missile antennas, etc p0016 A72-12002

COMFORT
- Aircraft ride comfort problem in turbulent air, comparing free and fixed wing aircraft responses p0015 A72-11720

- Design, operation and testing of integrated STOL flight control system, noting approach accuracy and passenger comfort improvement p0547 A72-40292

- Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft resulting from mechanical vibration and swing motion [BA-5-LIB-1605] p0203 H72-15961

COMMAND & CONTROL
- Scientific ballooning data management system, discussing airborne and ground station equipment for telemetry, command and flight control p0060 A72-13725

- Unified single rf channel tracking, telemetry and command control systems for guidance of unmanned vehicles, including pilotless aircraft and satellites p0123 A72-16556

- Real time computer simulation of command and control in transportation systems, detailing models, and programming technique and AFC controller effectiveness evaluation p0188 A72-20363

- Models of information exchange and data rates for post-1975 automated tactical air control system deployment [AD-733584] p0262 H72-18665

- Operating characteristics of integrated aircraft command and control system p0375 H72-22637

COMMAND GUIDANCE
- CW radar system for tactical aircraft real time command, control and positioning, using combination of frequency and time modulating for range measurement p0567 A72-42946

COMMAND SYSTEMS
- U Command guidance

COMMAND-CONTROL
- COMMAND AND CONTROL

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
- MT ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
- MT EUROPEAN AIRBUS
- MT LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
- MT SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT

- Commercial transport market and technology forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST and CTOL aircraft [SIE PAPER 710750] p0003 A72-10249

- Propulsion system optimization for commercial transport aircraft design under Advanced Transport Technology study, considering impact on aircraft gross weight [SIE PAPER 710760] p0005 A72-10257

- Jet noise reduction technology, hardware and tests for NASA Quiet Engine Program to develop low noise subsonic civil transport aircraft propulsion system [SIE PAPER 710774] p0005 A72-10266

- General and commercial aircraft service needs in air traffic control, considering FAA and CHAI roles and policies p0015 A72-11716

- Deterministic model for new product innovation adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine market p0186 A72-20269

- Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on altimeter display for commercial aircraft p0190 A72-21573
COMMERCIAL AVIATION

Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications via stationary satellite, discussing optimum access and repeater configuration

AIAA PAPER 72-27376

Communication aspects of aeronautical satellite systems, considering aircraft equipment, ground stations, ATO, type of access and frequency assignment

p0310 A72-27658

aeronautical communication satellite technical and economic survey, considering wave propagation, noise, aircraft antennas and VHF and UHF links

p0342 A72-36267

Technical and operational aspects of L-band satellite systems for air navigation, discussing verbal communication, direction finding and noise interference problems

p0617 A72-34138

A comparison of voice communication techniques for aeronautical and marine applications

p0422 A72-49298

Analysis of air traffic control procedures employed on air routes over North Atlantic Ocean

p0340 A72-22042

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

U TELECOMMUNICATION

COMMUNITIES

Preliminary study of dynamic preferential runway system and exposure of communities to aircraft noise


Reactions of people and community to noise pollution

MTDD300.3] p0579 A72-30604

COMPUTATIONS

Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as microwave switching element and modulator, noting application in navigation instruments and avionics

p0596 A72-43768

COMPARTMENTS

MT AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS

MT AEROBIC CHAMBERS

MT PRESSURIZED CABINS

MT TEST CHAMBERS

COMPASS

MT GYROCOMPASSES

COMPATIBILITY

Airborne equipment electric power supply standards to provide characteristics, limits for compatibility with ground support systems

[SIA AS 1212] p0458 A72-36535

COMPATIBILITY (COMPUTERS)

U COMPUTERS

COMPILER PROGRAMS

COMPILERS

Computer memory loading, compiler language

AIAA PAPER 72-954

research and development, in aircraft power systems

[AD-732163] p0275 A72-19255

COMPILER NUMBERS

The use of compiler coordinates in the study of rotor dynamics

[AIAA PAPER 72-2956] p0615 A72-45413

COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Two-variable second order system for multivariable systems predictive-control, deriving algorithms for near time optimal control

p0185 A72-19709

Rank correlation coefficient method for complex control plants parameters selection, applying to aircraft power system monitoring

p0302 A72-26442

Complex requirements and optimization for complex systems, discussing method to improve component reliability of aircraft, weapon system

p0359 A72-28353

Complex elastic systems natural frequencies comptuation from measured dynamic response to harmonic excitation, application of coupled transport aircraft

p0359 A72-30326

COMPLEX VARIABLES

MT BESSEL FUNCTIONS

MT CONFORMAL MAPPING

COMMERCIAL AVIATION

Inspection and maintenance schedules of commercial transport aircraft to detect structural deterioration and prevent catastrophic failure

p0536 N72-28978

NASA Quiet engine technology for reducing noise levels in conventional and subsonic aircraft [NASA-TM-X-68121]

p0580 N72-30775

Development of performance criteria and operational margins for landing phase of commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft [NASA-CR-119454]

p0685 N72-31020

Analysis of midair collisions in US civil aviation for 1969 to 1970 to determine areas of commonality as accident prevention measure

[STTR-AS-72-6] p0623 N72-32046

Proposal for increasing overall air traffic capability by expansion of charter service between bilateral parties

p0634 N72-32983

Analysis of effects of minimum transportation regulations on development of tourism and resulting expansion of airline operations

p0635 N72-32984

Analysis of factors affecting economical operation of air transport service in sparsely populated areas


Analysis of operational factors affecting implementation of short haul air transportation system using short takeoff and landing aircraft [AD-745803] p0681 N72-33040

COMMERCIAL AVIATION

C CIVIL AVIATION

COMMUNICATING

NT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION

NT GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

NT INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION

NT INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

NT VERBAL COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION CABLES

NT WAVEGUIDES

Airplane FM and TM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry

[SAP AIR 1207] p0658 A72-36529

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

NT RADIO RECEIVERS

NT SATELLITE TELEVISION

NT SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

NT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS

Civil aviation communication systems, discussing short and long range communications, satellite channel capacities, digital data link systems, ATC, weather broadcasts, etc

p0655 A72-13416

Surface acoustic wave technology in communication systems, discussing analog and digital matched filters and navigation, ATC and collision avoidance applications

p0245 A72-24940

Performance tests for aircraft communications equipment

[AD-729846] p0156 N72-14188

Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data link for air traffic control information transfer requirements

[DOT-TSC-PAI-72-21] p0325 N72-20578

Bibliography of air traffic control systems to include control centers, operators, communication equipment, computer applications, signal display devices and navigational aids

[AD-747120] p0537 N72-29680

COMMUNICATION SATELLITES

NT RELAY SATELLITES

Aesop program for ATC and communications via four geostationary satellites over Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and financial international provisions

p0911 A72-21203

Communication and data relay satellites multiplex antennas characteristics, discussing multiple feed reflectors, bokehe lens configuration and phased array

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p0308 A72-27355

A-130
COMPLEXITY

Aircraft maintenance and reliability monitoring and control on scheduled airlines, considering component failure rate and mode analysis, sampling inspection and remedial action.

Reliability program for SAA 37 Viggen airborne computer, discussing prototype and components operating tests and failure rates.

Reliability requirements and optimization for complex systems, discussing methods to improve component reliability of aircraft weapon systems.

Achieving fail safe design in rotors.

Effects of projectile damage on critical components.

Flightweight components and water cooled test adapters for hypersonic engine.


Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic for materials feasibility for application to aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication.

Large automated tape placement machine tool design and construction for laying up aircraft structures from composite materials.

Titanium-boron-epoxy composite materials selection and fracture mechanics criteria for B-1 bomber structural design.

Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/ for sandwich construction and aircraft applications, discussing design, fabrication and strength characteristics.

Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites - application to aircraft structural design, discussing flight test and developmental programs.

Coring technique optimization for primary aircraft components composite materials, discussing mechanical and dimensional properties test data, production cost analysis and cure time.

Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high strength/stiffness to weight ratio as critical performance requirements.

Carbon-carbon composite material for high performance aircraft braking systems, noting weight savings and thermal characteristics improvements.

Composite materials application to gas turbine fan guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors and prototypes performance in engine test data.

Long range transport aircraft structures and composite materials technology for airframe and engine systems.

Dynamics of composite materials - ASME Conference, La Jolla, California, June 1972.

Aircraft structures design and development with composite materials, considering materials characteristics relations to structural dynamic response.

Results of preliminary studies of a bearingless helicopter rotor concept.

Ballistic-damage-tolerant composite flight control components.

The integration of composite structures into aircraft design.

Graphite-epoxy composites application to commercial transports for weight and cost reduction.

Boron polyimide composite development.

Boron fiber reinforced composites technology assessment and utilization, stressing cost reduction.

Design and development of numerically controlled machine for laying composite tape used in building aircraft structures from filament reinforced resin matrix composite materials.

Concept development and feasibility analysis of aircraft all structures reinforced with filamentary composites.

Stress analysis of crack propagation in orthotropic strips with edge stiffeners and application to aerodynamic structures design.

Conference on mechanical shock and vibration damping of aerospace structures.

Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structural composites with viscoelastic core.

Physical and structural properties of mixed-modulus composite materials of graphite and S-glass fibers.

Development of technique for analysis of instability of class fiber reinforced plastic panels under axial compression.

High temperature resins for use in graphite fiber composite for jet engines.

Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability of boron/epoxy double-wall drive shafts for helicopter rotors.

End oriented, fiber reinforced plastic composites as rain erosion resistant materials.

Thermal aspects of using filamentary composite materials for airframes on atmospheric entry spacecraft.

Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of horizontal stabilizer for -4 aircraft using graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure.

Development of criteria for application of composite materials in construction of helicopter synchronizing drive shafts.

Development of composite structure for propeller blade retention on V/STOL aircraft propulsion system.

Fiber reinforced composites and design analysis methods for metal and polymer matrix structures in aerospace and space vehicle applications.
program to determine service life of components
Conference on Structural Applications of Advanced Composites
[ AGARD-LS-551 ] p0535 A72-29599
Composites in structural design process
Comparing characteristics of advanced composites
with those of conventional airframe materials
Primary and secondary structural applications of advanced composites
Development of refractory wire superalloy composites
for use with turbine blades in power generators and aircraft engines
Fabrication and installation of heat shields with various curvatures to airframe sections of DC-3 aircraft
[ NASA-CR-112109 ] p0581 A72-30494
Fabrication and microstructure of high temperature silicon composites for turbine blades
Development and fabrication of OH-1 helicopter tail rotor drive shaft from graphite/epoxy composite materials
Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft wheel constructed of fiberglass graphite and epoxy resin
[ AD-745130 ] p0642 A72-33046
Filamentary composite materials for aircraft fuselage structures
[ NASA-CR-112110 ] p0645 A72-33561
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
NT LAMINATES
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for supersonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance test results
[ SAE PAPER 710771 ] p0005 A72-10265
Metal-skin honeycomb composite structure design and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting structural adhesive bonding in aircraft construction
Unidirectional carbon fiber composites effects and use of stress envelopes in aircraft structure design
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft, presenting mechanical properties test data for different composite configurations
[ AIAA PAPER 71-19062 ] p0181 A72-19062
Composite Y-111 fuselage design, analysis and testing, considering graphite, boron and glass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems
Composite turbofan blades for high-temperature applications, discussing weight reduction and design procedure
A-4 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental graphite-epoxy composite construction, describing design, manufacturing and testing techniques
[ AIAA PAPER 72-358 ] p0350 A72-28958
Navy program for composites technology development in aircraft structures, discussing design, reliability aspects
[ SAE PAPER 72-DE-3 ] p0362 A72-30860
Application of boron/epoxy to the CH-54 Skycrane helicopter
[ AFS PAPER 6701 ] p0440 A72-34510
The integration of composite structures into aircraft design
[ AIAA PAPER 72-358 ] p0450 A72-35281
Data generation for engineering design with advanced composites.
[ AIAA PAPER 72-3563 ] p0554 A72-35633
Boron- and graphite-epoxy and boron-aluminum composites focusing, processing and costs for aircraft structural materials
[ AIAA PAPER 72-3563 ] p0554 A72-35633
Filament winding techniques for rotor blade applications
[ AIAA PAPER 72-3563 ] p0501 A72-38165
Aircraft structures weight reduction through fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of composite light shell structures
[ ICAS PAPER 72-38 ] p0555 A72-41163
Nondestructive test for failure inspection and quality control of composite structures and materials - conference
[ AGARD-P-590 ] p0429 A72-29436
Nondestructive tests applied to quality control of airframes made of boron composites
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0429 A72-29436

SUBJECT INDEX
COMPOSITES
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NT ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
NT CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
NT GAS COMPOSITION
NT MOISTURE CONTENT

COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
Rearfitted S-70-1a twin engine winged commercial/light helicopter, describing design details, onboard systems and payload accommodations
[ S-77 flight test program. ] p0232 A72-22907
[ AFS PAPER 653 ] p0443 A72-34479
Flight investigation of design features of the S-77 winged helicopter.
[ AFS PAPER 6074 ] p0640 A72-34845
Helicopter development, discussing acoustical, rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and avionics systems
Design, development, and aerodynamic characteristics of compound helicopter designed for rotor systems research applications
Corrosion of two helicopter design concepts developed to conduct rotary wing research project
COMPRRESSED AIR
Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel system, describing single stage centrifugal turbocompressor and rotary- lobe compressor designs and performance characteristics
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0456 A72-36043

COMPRRESSED GASES
NT HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN

COMPRESSIONABILITY
Flying machine using reaction forces on body moving in compressible fluids within piston device equivalent to air pressure pump
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0197 A72-7998
Integral equation for calculation of unsteady aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting rotor blades, taking into account air compressibility.
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0197 A72-7998
Two-dimensional model for thermal compression.
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0557 A72-42868
Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic wing profile noting shockless compression.

COMPRESSIONABLE FLOW
NT TRANSITIONAL FLOW

COMPRESSIONABLE FLOW
NT TRANSITIONAL FLOW
Force and pressure distribution measurements on delta wing-body combination in compressible flow, investigating Reynolds number effects
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0202 A72-12707
Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on propulsive performance and compressible flow field internal characteristics
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0177 A72-15937
Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor blades, calculating flow field by three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0130 A72-16901
Compressible flow measurement and prediction in radial vaneless diffuser in centrifugal compressor, using hot-wire anemometers
[ NASA-CS-120966 ] p0230 A72-23861
Research planning in steady compressible flow aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular wings, shockless transonic airfoils and slat panel method for three dimensional flow problems
[ ICAS PAPER 72-01 ] p0552 A72-41126
Design programs for swept wings in subcritical, compressible, viscous flow
[IAE-AD-74-1000] p.0179 N72-10018

Stability and a study of trajectories and velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid passing through axial flow compressor stage
[AD-72-5506] p.0092 N72-12798

Stability of turbulent boundary layer computer program to include compressible adiabatic flow, heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and ducted flow
[IC-AD-71-21] p.0156 N72-14308

Turbulent boundary layer equations applicable to compressible flow over surface with longitudinal curvature evaluated by numerical integration using tabulated profile data - Part 2
[AD-72-3255] p.0158 N72-14310

Extension of GERSON nonlinear wing theory to compressible flow
[AEFG-37W-71-20] p.0164 N72-14593

Development of local linearization and transonic characteristics of平板 for predicting properties of transonic flows about wing-body combinations
[NASA-CP-2103] p.0525 N72-28999

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flows on blades
[NASA-CP-112015] p.0533 N72-29229

COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS

Book on fluid dynamics covering theories of perfect, viscous and compressible fluids, infinite and finite span wings, boundary layer flow, etc
p.0070 N72-15357

Sonic boom signature by bicharacteristic method, correcting zeroth order /free stream/ characteristics to obtain solution to compressible fluid exact equations of motion
[IAEA PAPER 72-195] p.0131 N72-16907

Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral obstacle, investigating screen proximity and fluid compressibility effects
p.0140 N72-17912

Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics covering supersonic flow past airfoils and shock wave interaction with laminar boundary layer
[p.0233 N72-23045

Nondimensional equations solution containing critical point for compressible fluid two dimensional flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and turbine engine cascades
[ONERA-TP NO. 1048] p.0362 N72-30841

Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex sheet
p.0610 N72-34918

COMPRESSIBILITY BUCKLING

U BUCKLING

COMPRESSIBILITY LOADS

WT IMPACT LOADS

Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure in bending test due to stringer interruptions, analyzing structural deficiency via column and beam bending theories
p.0566 N72-42827

Static compressive load tests on L-937 aircraft marker light bases
[MB-10453] p.0096 N72-12586

COMPRESSIBILITY TESTS

U COMPRESSIBILITY TESTS

COMPRESSIBILITY TESTS

Compressibility tests of short skin-stiffener specimens of conventional titanium alloys: airframe structure with attached unidirectional braided boron-aluminum composite

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Laminate, cement, fly ash and sand composition airframe pavement design and testing, discussing material structural and chemical properties, compressive strength, cost, etc
p.0107 N72-12023

Compressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin stringer panels reinforced with boron composite by brazing
[IAEA PAPER 72-359] p.0286 N72-25387

Development of novel technique for analysis of instability of glass fiber reinforced plastic panels under axial compression
[

AD-73-3430] p.0279 N72-19642

COMPRESSOR BLADES

Metallographic and fractographic analyses of cracked and broken Ti-6-4 and Ti-6-2-4-3-3 and Ti-6-2-4-3-3 gas turbine engine compressor disks
p.0010 N72-10816

Forged inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades
p.0074 N72-11941

Tip clearance effect on compressor stage aerodynamic characteristics, applying Bollay analysis to low aspect ratio rectangular wing

[NASA-CP-112082] p.0125 N72-12825

Axial flow multistage compressor design, discussing high speed flow measurements and blade airfoil shape effect on aerodynamic performance
p.0121 N72-16483

Stalled blade row dynamic performance in terms of blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary layer caused time delay
p.0121 N72-16487

Flow visualization in supersonic axial compressor by short exposure schlieren photography of shock wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of compressor blades
[ONERA-TP NO. 1026] p.0136 N72-17192

Supersonic unsteady aerodynamic pressure drop of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream
[ONERA-TP NO. 1077] p.0244 N72-24885

Finite difference method application in analyzing flow on compressors rotating stall nonlinear analysis, taking into account blade row characteristics
[ASBE PAPER 72-25666

Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in incompressible axial flow, calculating blade pressure and jet slope distributions
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-16] p.0293 N72-25615

Jet compressor deceleration cascades blades surface roughness effects on boundary layer, heat transfer, three dimensional flow and efficiency of rotor and diffuser
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-52] p.0296 N72-25644

Constraining U-shaped frames for blade edges protection during hydrojet shot blasting of compressor blades for gas turbine engines
p.0293 N72-26819

Gas turbine engine compressor blade and materials fatigue strength dependence on pressure under contact friction corrosion
p.0315 N72-28224

Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode measurement and moire technique, applying to prototype turbine compressor blade
p.0577 N72-36375

Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means for alleviating performance and service losses
p.0233 N72-25733

[ICAS PAPER 72-02] p.0552 N72-41127

In-flight and flight-line monitor system to detect foreign object damage in jet engines
p.0569 N72-42690

Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine compressor disks under variable stresses from performance and service tests, considering safety factors
p.0598 N72-43736

Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned, impingement and film cooled turbine vane in four vane static cascade

Design and performance data for stage C
[ICAS-72-120938] p.0529 N72-28796

COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY

Hypersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type compressor performance tests, discussing factors responsible for low efficiency
p.0120 N72-16481

Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationship to cascade characteristics diagram, using influence coefficients
p.0181 N72-18995

Radial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing blade loading for various pressure ratios and efficiency of rotor and diffuser
[ASBE PAPER 72-GT-52] p.0296 N72-25644

A-133
CONCENTRATOR ROTORS

German monograph - Computational and experimental investigations regarding the operational characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow compressor with high performance per stage

Compressor efficiency calculation from gas energy losses caused by pressure drop and cooling, noting relations to isothermal, adiabatic and polytropic efficiencies

Optimal modes of operation of a centrifugal-compressor wheel with prewirling of the flow

Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor design geometry for maximum efficiency with specific speed

Supersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type compressor performance tests, discussing factors responsible for low efficiency

Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with different casing treatment configuration

Procedures for balancing rotors of jet aircraft engines and analysis of factors influencing level of vibration

Aerodynamic design parameters and blade element technology

Supersonic compressor, discussing design and performance features

Digital attitude and heading reference system computer for aircraft heading control, discussing design and performance features

Compressor characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow compressor with high performance per stage

CONCENTRATOR ROTORS

Simulation of stage pressure and efficiency maps of multistage compressor

COMPUTER COMPONENTS

Reliability program for Saab 37 Viggen airborne computer, discussing prototype and components operating tests and failure rates

COMPUTER DESIGN

Starlight attitude reference and navigation system design and testing, using human decision input response to computer output information

Future trends of airborne computer architecture

COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Coaxial, interactive graphic displays for ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow and operational capabilities

Aircraft design interactive computer graphics system to obtain on-line graphic displays for time sharing computer in aerodynamic test facility

Computer graphic simulation of air transportation system

Development of computer graphics environment for analyzing air transportation system and interaction of system elements

Development of air traffic control procedure using inertial navigation position reports as input data for computer graphics presentation

COMPUTER METHODS

Real-time computer simulation of command and control in transportation systems, detailing models, and programming techniques and ATC controller effectiveness evaluations

Computer program and subprogram descriptions for interspace transportation effectiveness

Model subprogram design for intercity air transportation effectiveness analysis by computer

Routines for generating air routes and route selection

SUBJECT INDEX

AIRCRAFT FAN AND COMPRESSOR NOISE GENERATION mechanisms, considering mass flow and lift forces fluctuations from rotor and stator airfoils

Engine compressor face noise for flight test instrumentation F-14A/TF-30

Fan and compressor noise evaluation, and model formulation and testing

Coherent structure of discrete frequencies of compressor noise spectra

Velocity distribution measurement of subsonic axisymmetric inlet for compressor matching

Analysis of stage pressure and efficiency maps of multistage compressor

Engine condition monitoring - The Pan Am approach: Phase II

System to obtain on-line graphic displays for time sharing computer in aerodynamic testing facility

Computer graphic simulation of air transportation systems

Development of computer graphics environment for analyzing air transportation systems and interaction of system elements

Development of air traffic control procedure using inertial navigation position reports as input data for computer graphics presentation

Computer program and subprogram descriptions for intercity air transportation effectiveness

Model subprogram design for intercity air transportation effectiveness analysis by computer

Routines for generating air routes and route selection
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>COMPUTER PROGRAMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer program for intercity air transportation effectiveness model</td>
<td>p0107 N72-13031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer operators manual for intercity air transportation effectiveness programs</td>
<td>p0107 N72-13032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual for programmers for intercity air transportation effectiveness computer programs</td>
<td>p0107 N72-13033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air route selection and generation using computer program</td>
<td>p0107 N72-13034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air traffic and route analysis using computer program</td>
<td>p0107 N72-13035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual for programming intercity air transportation effectiveness model</td>
<td>p0107 N72-13036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment for measuring aircraft noise in flight and computer analysis of data</td>
<td>p0150 N72-13997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User manual for propeller noise detectability</td>
<td>p0275 N72-19247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized system for numerical analysis of carrier aircraft</td>
<td>p0254 N72-18030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized air traffic control systems</td>
<td>p0275 N72-19247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer program for structural design using display devices</td>
<td>p0322 N72-20196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming characteristics of future guidance and control computers</td>
<td>p0335 N72-21216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary software package for use of PROCEP 8 computer</td>
<td>p0336 N72-21231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer manual for approximation satellite terminal system evaluation model</td>
<td>p0388 N72-23229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer programming manual for theoretical prediction of interference loads caused by external stores on F-4 aircraft - Part 3</td>
<td>p0466 N72-26023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air traffic control procedures for aircraft carrier operations based on trajectory optimization and computer-aided reassessment</td>
<td>p0466 N72-27713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design, development, and translation of general purpose software for F-3 airplane digital computer</td>
<td>p0532 N72-29171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Computer program for predicting performance, noise, weight, and cost of general aviation aircraft propellers for 1980 time period

Computer programs for determining factors influencing analysis and design of supersonic aircraft engine nozzles

Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for solving unified supersonic/hypersonic small disturbance equations for flow around aircraft configurations

FORTRAN program for calculating velocities in meridional plane of centrifugal compressor

Computer program for calculation of airborne store loads, shears, and moments

Computer program for determining characteristics of propellers used in general aviation aircraft to include blade shape parameter and integrated design lift coefficient

Computer program for calculation of airplane wing sections based on aerodynamic test data

Computer program for analyzing axial compressor aerodynamic test data

Digital computer program for analyzing axial compressor aerodynamic test data

COBPUTER STORAGE DEVICES

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surface with trailing edge control in subsonic compressible flow

Computer program for calculating steady-state total pressure recovery factors

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under aerodynamic test conditions

Computer program for analyzing aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under conditions of zero trailing edge angle

Computer program to analyze wing tip vortices as function of wing tip shape

Analysis of methods for predicting aircraft performance and recommendations for computer programs to provide accurate prediction capability

Digital computer program for investigating effects of instrument error on aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data

Hybrid computer program in FORTRAN 4 to simulate pilot controlled aircraft

Computer program for determining factors influencing analysis and design of supersonic aircraft engine nozzles

Computer program for determining history of stability and damping characteristics of tethered balloon systems, using computer programs for IBM 360

Computer program for predicting performance, noise, weight, and cost of general aviation aircraft propellers for 1980 time period

Computer programs for improved methods for computing turbulence effects of fuel tankage on gas turbine engines

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surface with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow

Computer program for calculating steady-state total pressure recovery factors

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under aerodynamic test conditions

Computer program for analyzing aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under conditions of zero trailing edge angle

Computer program to analyze wing tip vortices as function of wing tip shape

Analysis of methods for predicting aircraft performance and recommendations for computer programs to provide accurate prediction capability

Digital computer program for investigating effects of instrument error on aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data

Hybrid computer program in FORTRAN 4 to simulate pilot controlled aircraft

Computer program for determining factors influencing analysis and design of supersonic aircraft engine nozzles

Computer program for determining history of stability and damping characteristics of tethered balloon systems, using computer programs for IBM 360

Computer program for predicting performance, noise, weight, and cost of general aviation aircraft propellers for 1980 time period

Computer programs for improved methods for computing turbulence effects of fuel tankage on gas turbine engines

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surface with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow

Computer program for calculating steady-state total pressure recovery factors

Computer program for calculating aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under aerodynamic test conditions

Computer program for analyzing aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under conditions of zero trailing edge angle

Computer program to analyze wing tip vortices as function of wing tip shape

Analysis of methods for predicting aircraft performance and recommendations for computer programs to provide accurate prediction capability

Digital computer program for investigating effects of instrument error on aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

Air/Spacecraft design approach and performance data, considering space shuttle program

Computerized design of civil aircraft using analysis [AD-72-41515]

Computerized structural analysis of integrated design of future aircraft

Automated preliminary design of simplified wings structures to satisfy strength and flutter requirements

Computerized design of axial compressor stages using radial three-dimensional equilibrium flow

COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

ST ANALOG SIMULATION

Handling qualities simulation program for augmentor wing set STOL research aircraft considering control devices design

Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground equipment design for maintenance testing of avionic systems

Automated scheduling algorithms for aircraft from terminal area to touchdown, discussing system features and STOL air traffic computerized simulation [IAIA PAPER 72-120]

Fast time simulation application to ATC systems, discussing control action exercise within strategic/tactical spectrum

Automated ATC guidance technique for aircraft curved flight trajectories, describing flight profiles synthesizing algorithms and computerized simulation technique [IAIA PAPER 72-121]

Computer simulation Applications - Conference, New York, December 1970

Military aircraft operations and logistics computerized simulation for support and maintenance cost estimates

ATC study by computerized simulation, using successive approximation models

Lounge planning model for airport terminal design simulation, taking into account scheduled arrivals and departures, aircraft types, passenger number, gate assignments, etc

Air safety enhancement by computer controlled flight simulators: training of air crewmen, discussing Boeing 747 program

ATC at single-runway airport analyzed by fast time simulation with high speed digital computers

Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer generated displays, moving area navigation map and ATC information

Airfield surface system fast-time computer simulation model for airport planning systems analysis

Air/ground interface simulation in GSPS360. For passenger transfer between airport terminal and aircraft

Nonlinear computerized simulation of air cushion vehicle dynamics, using bond graph techniques

Airplane preliminary design procedure with integrated performance simulation using time sharing computer facility

Computer simulation requirements for air and ground transportation systems, emphasizing mathematical models capable of system performance relation to design parameters

Real time computer simulation of command and control in transportation systems, detailing models, and programming technique and ATC controller effectiveness evaluation

ATC systems analysis by computerized real time environmental simulation, taking into account new aircraft types, navigation and supervision aids

Hybrid computing techniques in helicopter simulation, taking into account complex dynamic systems nonlinear effects

Man computer weapons effectiveness and system test environment. Instrumentation system with Peeka navigation for supported environmental flight tests

Cost effectiveness determination for initial levels of reliability and maintainability of training aircraft, using computer simulation

Aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft stability, computerized aeroelastic analysis, aeroelastic optimization, composite structures, etc

ATC system fast-time simulation, emphasizing importance of human operator performance with realistic modeling

Computerized navigator training simulator for undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare, etc

Digital computer controlled flight simulators for undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare, air-to-air combat and helicopter training

Simulation of an air cargo handling system

System analysis for an airline operational environment through a computerized network simulation model

Principles of modeling studies of fuel systems and hydraulic systems by electronic analog computers

Digital computer equipped facility for training simulators environmental simulation capability testing, describing electronic interface, control and display equipment

Mathematical model for dynamics simulation of aircraft turboprop engines, using digital, analog and hybrid computers

Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft scheduling models

Mathematical models of rate gyro, servos, accelerometers, pressure transducers, and telemetry systems and analog computer simulation programs [NASA-CS-1768]

Digital computer and operational procedures for effective short range, high density computer transportation system for Metropolitan Detroit [NASA-CS-1768340]

Performance of vertical contact-analog-display system used in carrier landing

Turboprop engine analog simulation technique applicable to propulsion system dynamics and controls research

Mathematical wind gust model for computer simulation of aircraft aerodynamic instability

Computer graphic simulation of air-transportation system

Computer simulation used to obtain time optimal trajectories for P-3C AWG-aircraft

Computerized simulation used to obtain time optimal trajectories for P-3C AWG-aircraft
Computerized simulation model for studying performance of air bag [PB-204170]  p0275 N72-1918A
Development of computer graphics environment for analyzing air transportation system and interaction of system elements [DOT-TSC-PAL-74-1]  p0326 N72-2058A
Evaluation of PA advanced flow control procedures for air traffic control based on digital simulation of New York City air traffic [DOT-TSC-PAL-72-5]  p0339 N72-2163A
Development of model of airport airside system to simulate aircraft operations and controller functions in terminal area [PB-204802]  p0339 N72-2163A
Development and characteristics of simulation of continuous error of localizer beam of conventional instrument landing system used with space shuttle [NASA-TM-X-62116]  p0376 N72-2266A
Improvements in dynamic and aerodynamic performance of helicopter rotor blades [AD-730400]  p0380 N72-2305A
Flight evaluation of simulated carrier approach task considering engine response, flight path stability, tail lift, and direct lift control [AD-736968]  p0385 N72-2309A
Development of intermediate logic flow diagrams for computerized simulation of aircraft reliability and maintainability with military facilities [AD-738051]  p0467 N72-2602A
Optimization and performance prediction of computer simulated cable type aircraft recovery system [AD-7400098]  p0519 N72-2827A
Computer simulation of helicopter flight conditions to determine dynamic effects of external load combinations on helicopter performance [AD-740772]  p0530 N72-2920A
Simulation needs and recommendations related to proposed amphibious assault landing craft in Navy program to develop high speed air cushion vehicles [AD-740851]  p0533 N72-2922A
Simulation program for ESRO air traffic control network based on two navigation satellites [S55A-X-5702-15.786/72]  p0537 N72-2967A
Control and modeling systems with distributive parameters and time delays [AD-741920]  p0573 N72-3001A
COMPUTERS
WT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS
WT ANALOG COMPUTERS
WT DIGITAL COMPUTERS
WT HYBRID COMPUTERS
WT UNIVAC COMPUTERS
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
WT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
WT MOISTURE CONTENT
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing ground and flight test programs for performance, flying qualities and structures fatigue properties evaluation [S55A PAPER 710756]  p0004 A72-1025A
Concorde engine performance, reviewing control, reheat and exhaust systems [S55A PAPER 710757]  p0005 A72-1026A
Concorde aircraft electrical power systems design, noting dc and emergency supplies and installation [P053 A72-1291A
French jet aircraft noise reduction research facilities, discussing in-flight and overfly noise measurements, various silencer configurations and Concorde engine tests [P059 A72-1368A
Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control systems, describing design features with emphasis on reliability [P060 A72-1396A
Meteorological information assistance for Concorde aircraft test flights, discussing high tropospheric turbulence and lower stratospheric temperature predictions and instruments [P063 A72-1468A
Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde contribution [P063 A72-1468A
Toulouse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight simulators with Concorde cockpit data link [P066 A72-1507A
Metal-skin honeycomb composite structure design and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting structural adhesive bonding in aircraft construction [P069 A72-1509A
Concorde airframe testing for thermal effects on structural strength and fatigue life, discussing facilities for flight conditions simulation [P0313 A72-17197
AirCraft safety factors, noting navigational and flight system in Concorde design [P0178 A72-1882A
Concorde aerodynamic configuration R and D, discussing wing layout in terms of span, stability, control and weight distribution characteristics [P0181 A72-1905A
Concorde aircraft systems reliability and safety flight and simulator testing, discussing operational and environmental conditions and maintenance procedures [P0187 A72-20309
Olympus engine flight testing for relighting and anticlisis, engine control and noise and vibration assessments in support of Concorde aircraft development [P0197 A72-2189A
Concorde sonic boom measurement, discussing structural vibrational response [P0198 A72-2191A
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal and pressure cycling [P0199 A72-2193A
Glass-vinyl retractable windshield visor development for Concorde aircraft, considering rain, hail and icing effects, strench and stiffness under aerodynamic loading and heating [P0231 A72-2290A
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components design characteristics and reliability tests, noting visor, pilot forward windshield, flight deck side windows and cabin windows [P0306 A72-27012
Concorde aircraft windshield panel design characteristics and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing techniques for in-flight failure diagnosis and onward reporting [AIAA PAPER 72-1811
Concorde engine design for maintenance and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing maintenance features [P0350 A72-28958
Aircraft tires design and performance characteristics, considering YFOL and Concorde operation conditions [P0350 A72-3009A
Concorde engines design for maintainability and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing maintenance features [P0401 A72-32857
Concorde on-time operation as total management problem from design to airline operations, discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin and elevator flutter, gust and runway response and engine surge effects [AIAA PAPER 72-1811
Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust products of supersonic aircraft in the stratosphere [P0402 A72-32460
Operating cost comparisons between Concorde and Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft, considering profitability [P0508 A72-39818
Concorde electrically signalled fly by wire control system with mechanical linkages for standby fail-safe redundancy  p0551 A72-41068
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory lateral stability derivatives of slender variable sweep wing aircraft model and comparison with Concorde and NF-115 [FRA-TN-70095] p0204 A72-15972
Free jet tests of full-scale supersonic intake/engine combination of Concorde power plant p0211 A72-16708
Concorde power plant development, emphasizing flight test problems p0211 A72-16705
Mass reduction of moderator and nucleon flux response for in-flight radiation warning system for SST p0223 A72-17719
Mathematical models for determining flight performance of Concorde aircraft p0328 A72-20978
Methods and instruments for determining performance of Concorde aircraft p0329 A72-20982
Weather predictions for Concorde test flights and problems of forecasting stratospheric temperature and clear air turbulence [NLL-M-22939-(5820.42P)] p0484 A72-27638
Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel tank for maximum oxygen concentration determination to limit ignition pressure [ARC-CJ-1205] p0537 A72-29979
Fatigue and thermal static strength development tests performed on sections of Concorde supersonic transport aircraft p0542 A72-29915
Summary of static strength tests conducted on Concorde aircraft nacelle structure p0542 A72-29916
Gravitational and velocity effects of aircraft weight and performance in cruising flight emphasizing Concorde [ARC-M-3680] p0505 A72-31024
CONCRETE
Concrete airport pavement thickness determination methods comparison, noting design life dependence on safety factors p0460 A72-36786
Airfield pavement condition survey of asphaltic and Portland concrete at DSHAS Barbers Point, Hawaii [AD-735105] p0323 A72-20268
CONDENSATION TRAILS
U CONTRAILS
CONDITIOINS
WT ADIABATIC CONDITIONS
WT FLIGHT CONDITIONS
WT RADWAY CONDITIONS
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
CONDUCTORS
WT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS
WT ANTENNAS
WT DIPOLAR ANTENNAS
WT DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
WT ELECTRIC WIRE
WT EXPLODING WIRES
WT FLAT CONDUCTORS
WT LENS ANTENNAS
WT LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS
WT LOOP ANTENNAS
WT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
WT MISSILE ANTENNAS
WT MONOPOLY ANTENNAS
WT RADAR ANTENNAS
WT RADIO ANTENNAS
WT SLOT ANTENNAS
WT SPIRAL ANTENNAS
WT STEEPABLE ANTENNAS
WT Superconductors
WT TWO REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
WT WAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS
SUBJECT INDEX
CONE
WT CONICAL BODIES
WT SLENDER CONES
CONFERENCES
Radio aids to maritime and aerial navigation - Conference, Trieste, June 1971 p0021 A72-12640
Air transportation and society - AIAA/FAA Conference, Key Biscayne, June 1971 p0065 A72-18099
Marine and aerospace engineering - Conference, Paris, May 1971 p0071 A72-15551
Gas turbines - Conference, Tokyo, October 1971 p0120 A72-16480
Automatic control systems testing and evaluation - Conference, Saint Mary College of Maryland, August/September 1971 p0123 A72-16652
Computer simulation applications - Conference, New York, December 1970 p0141 A72-17972
Environmental effects on aircraft and propulsion systems - Conference, Trenton, N.J., May 1971 p0175 A72-24975
Air safety - Conference, Mexico City, October 1971 p0178 A72-18827
Test pilots 1971 reports - Conference, Beverly Hills, California, September 1971 p0190 A72-21001
Survival and flight equipment - Conference, Las Vegas, September 1971 p0193 A72-21560
Sonic booms - Conference, Houston, November 1970 p0197 A72-19901
Man and technology in orientation and navigation Conferences, Essen, Germany, October 1971 p0229 A72-22776
Internal flows - Conference, Salford, England, April 1971 p0237 A72-23853
Materials science - Conference, Los Angeles, April 1972 p0311 A72-28076
Dynamics of composite materials - ASM Conference, La Jolla, California, June 1972 p0356 A72-29690
Aviation and aeronautics - Conference, Tel Aviv-Haifa, March 1972 p0393 A72-31201
Navigation for general aviation and navigation training - Conference, Atlanta, February-March 1972 p0397 A72-32201
Total system approach to time scheduled aircraft operations - Conference, London, May 1972 p0401 A72-32451
CONFERENCE ON STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED COMPOSITES [AGARD-L5-55] p0535 W72-29589

CONFERENCE ON FATIGUE TEST EVALUATION FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES [NASA-SP-309] p0539 W72-29085

PROCEEDINGS OF CONFERENCE ON HANDLING QUALITIES AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR CONVENTIONAL AND VT/STOL AIRCRAFT [AGARD-CP-106] p0619 W72-32017

CONFIRMATION

Results of experimentation to provide data for designing turbomachine rotor burst fragment containment rings [AD-744950] p0640 W72-33034

CONFORTABLE MAPPING

Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade, using conformal coordinate transformation p0195 A72-21618

Conformal mapping procedure for numerical generation of airfoils with local curvature singularities, presenting test problem results for zero trailing edge angle p0556 A72-81259

V-wings and diamond ring-wings of minimum induced drag. p0557 A72-81263

CONFORTABLE TRANSMISSIONS CONFORTABLE MAPPING

CONGRESS

Minutes of hearing on career program for air traffic controllers p0113 W72-13933

Congressional hearings concerning aeronautical research p0438 W72-25945

Senate report on transportation of Government civil and military passengers and cargo by civil and military air carriers [S-REP-92-503] p0438 W72-25948

Laws governing military use of civil aircraft p0438 W72-25960

Congressional hearings concerning development, funding, and operation of heliport for District of Columbia p0475 W72-26985

Congressional hearing concerning penetration of US defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana, October 1971 p0475 W72-26986

Congressional hearings concerning undetected flight of civilian aircraft from Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana on October 25, 1971 p0475 W72-26987

Amendment to proposed noise control legislation [S-REP-92-529] p0552 W72-29975

Senate hearings on regulation of rates and practices of domestic and foreign air carriers p0562 W72-29981

Hearing concerning noise pollution, and Noise Control Act p0573 W72-30014

Congressional hearings concerning New York-New Jersey airport compact p0587 W72-31287

CONFORTABLE BODIES

CONFORTABLE MAPPING

CONCURRENT

Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of hypersonic delta wing due to conical body addition on compression side p0018 A72-12270

Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous based cone models and slender wings at subsonic speed, using magnetic suspension and balance system p0243 A72-24769

Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic wing-body. p0450 A72-35251

Flow fields over leading surfaces of delta wings and conical bodies at high supersonic speeds [NPR-AEEM-1319] p0202 W72-15948

CONICAL CAMBER

Optimized design of conically cambered triangular wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges for drag reduction without leading edge suction. p0450 A72-35251

CONICAL DIFFUSERS

Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a segment of a partial supersonic turbine stage p0509 A72-39913

CONICAL NOZZLES

Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on propulsive performance and compressible flow field internal characteristics [ASME PAPER 71-WA-99-1] p0117 A72-15937

Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy characteristics of supersonic air flow in straight conical diffuser, using hot-wire anemometry measurements. p0238 A72-23862

Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics, examining flow transition from weak to strong attached shock waves p0611 A72-45144

Low speed wind tunnel measurements of delta wing surface pressure variations in conical flow region p0089 W72-11967

CONICAL NOZZLES

CONICAL SHEAR WAVE EQUATIONS

Kinetic model for describing thermodynamic and fluid dynamic processes in high temperature exhaust gas coolers [AD-744518] p0632 W72-32769

CONSEQUENT STRAINS

The evolution of head-up displays. p0506 A72-39333

CONSEQUENT STRAINS

CONCONSISTENCY

Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human acceleration simulation, airplane airbag restraint systems, and mathematical models of automobile crash loads p0274 W72-19155


CONSTRUCTION

S-61 Skycrane helicopter current and anticipated applications in commerce and industry, considering logging operations in ecologically sensitive or rugged areas, bridge construction, etc. p006 A72-33185

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Ti alloys for airframe shell construction based on room temperature strength, stiffness, and densities comparisons with Al alloys, stainless steel and Be data p0058 A72-13615

High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessores structural materials, comparing room temperature physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels and other alloys p0058 A72-13615
for range measurement.

System studies, equipment simulation, hardware development, and flight tests of aircraft collision hazard warning systems using cooperative, continuous wave radar principle (NASA-TM-2020) p0318 N72-20007

CONTROLS
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring. p0490 A72-37605

CONTRAINTS
SST contrains stratospheric dispersion by aircraft wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases temperature induced buoyancy (SAA J-12-1571) p0415 A72-34844
analysis of meteorological conditions under which condensation trails are formed by water in aircraft engine exhaust (NASA-TN-14097) p0095 N72-12550

CONTRACT :
NT CONTRACT

CONTROL BOARDS
The evolution of head-up displays. p0506 A72-39333
Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate crew task, presenting integral displays and controls for flight information. p0507 A72-40291

CONTROL DEVICES
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control systems, describing design features with emphasis on reliability. p0660 A72-13962
Soviet book on control system technology for flight vehicles covering production of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and electronic elements p0199 A72-22024

SECANT system of aircraft separation and control by nonsynchronous technique for midair collision avoidance (SAA J-12-501) p0247 N72-57577
Polish aircraft industry production and engine tests, performance prediction, control systems, automated communications systems, and navigation and surveillance systems in future aviation p0104 N72-13011
Radial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices (ATK-7102) p0264 N72-18026

CONTROL BOARDS
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL SIMULATION
for range measurement.

System studies, equipment simulation, hardware development, and flight tests of aircraft collision hazard warning systems using cooperative, continuous wave radar principle (NASA-TM-2020) p0318 N72-20007

CONTROLS
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring. p0490 A72-37605

CONTRAINTS
SST contrains stratospheric dispersion by aircraft wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases temperature induced buoyancy (SAA J-12-1571) p0415 A72-34844
analysis of meteorological conditions under which condensation trails are formed by water in aircraft engine exhaust (NASA-TN-14097) p0095 N72-12550

CONTRACT :
NT CONTRACT

CONTROL BOARDS
The evolution of head-up displays. p0506 A72-39333
Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate crew task, presenting integral displays and controls for flight information. p0507 A72-40291

CONTROL DEVICES
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Concorde supersonic transport hydraulic control systems, describing design features with emphasis on reliability. p0660 A72-13962
Soviet book on control system technology for flight vehicles covering production of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and electronic elements p0199 A72-22024

SECANT system of aircraft separation and control by nonsynchronous technique for midair collision avoidance (SAA J-12-501) p0247 N72-57577
Polish aircraft industry production and engine tests, performance prediction, control systems, automated communications systems, and navigation and surveillance systems in future aviation p0104 N72-13011
Radial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices (ATK-7102) p0264 N72-18026

CONTROL BOARDS
U CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL SIMULATION
for range measurement.
CONTROL SURFACES

SUBJECT INDEX

An optimal model-following flight control system for a twin-engine jet fighter. p0157 A72-20001

Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for all-surface aerodynamic modeling and testing. p0004 A72-20002

High performance jet aircraft variable feel flight control system for simulation of aerodynamic reaction forces proportional to dynamic pressure. p0051 A72-20003

Use of modeling and simulation methods in the design of a new fighter control system. p0061 A72-20004

Synthesis of the control systems of a two-engine jet fighter. p0071 A72-20005

Analysis of control system stability in the frequency domain. p0081 A72-20006

Nonlinear digital modeling of an engine control system with variable stability. p0091 A72-20007

Evaluation of cockpit control by variable stability system in the total in-flight simulator. p0101 A72-20008

NT AERIAL RODDERS

NT WING FLAPS

Dedicated control surfaces for direct flow control. p0111 A72-20009

Characteristics and stress concentrations of lifting wings with parabolic wing tips. p0121 A72-200010

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow. p0131 A72-200011

Development of linear and nonlinear models of aircraft control surfaces for analysis of system performance. p0141 A72-200012

Wing loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic flow and control surface oscillating with small amplitude. p0151 A72-200013

Effect of wing span loading on development of fully rolled up wing trailing vortices. p0161 A72-200014

CONTROL THEORY

Aircraft pitching and yawing cross-couplings. p0171 A72-200015

Differential and difference equations approximate solutions in finite state machine for complex system development. p0181 A72-200016

Adaptive model following control systems design by hyperstability approach. p0191 A72-200017

Development of control volume concept in aeronautical engineering based on laws of thermodynamics and computerized simulation. p0201 A72-200018

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of simplified functional. p0211 A72-200019

Stochastic control theory application to flight control, discussing aircraft identification and adaptive control over wide environmental range. p0221 A72-200020

Rank correlation coefficient method for complex multivariable systems predictive control, deriving algorithm for near time optimal control. p0231 A72-200021

Control synthesis equations for aircraft motion on phase space surface. p0241 A72-200022

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of simplified functional. p0251 A72-200023

The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aerospace pursuit-evasion problems. p0261 A72-200024

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of simplified functional. p0271 A72-200025

Equations of motion appropriate to the analysis of control configured vehicles. p0281 A72-200026

Equations of motion appropriate to the analysis of control configured vehicles. p0291 A72-200027

A study of dedicated control surfaces for direct sideforce control. p0301 A72-200028

A study of dedicated control surfaces for direct sideforce control. p0311 A72-200029

Equi-controllability and application to linear time-invariant model-following control. p0321 A72-200030

Development of helicopter control surface augmentation system using optimal control theory and computerized simulation. p0331 A72-200031

Development of control volume concept in aeronautical engineering based on laws of continuity, momentum, and energy. p0341 A72-200032

Decision and control theory for large scale and uncertain systems for aerospace applications.
COHVECTIVS FLOf

COBTBOL VilVES

COBTBOL1ED STABILITY

COBTROLLABILITT I

0 BILITARY AIBCEiFT

NT SERVOHECBANISHS

• Establishement,-Bedford, England.

The optimal control of merging aircraft -

Development of theory for designing optimal inputs toidentifier parameters in linear dynamic systems and application to avionics installations - Part 2

F-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrace,

hydraulic system control by single dual-function valve, describing design features and performance characteristics

L-1011 TriStar cartridge valves and manifolds, reservoirs and hydraulic service center design for speedy maintenance and servicing

COOLNTALITY

Handling qualities simulation program for augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft considering control devices design

General aviation type light airplanes pilot workload during steep landing approach, comparing flight tested control response parameters with handling qualities criteria

Flying experience with the SC1 research aircraft and the P1127 prototype at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England

An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional handling qualities using pilot models

Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor 80-105 helicopter noting feedback effects

Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 221 aircraft piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb velocity for determining aircraft maneuver controllability at low speed

Piloted flight simulation of slender wing supersonic transport aircraft during low speed landing approach with use of TV visual display

Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll control power requirements of jet aircraft in landing approach

Influence of aerodynamic characteristics on handling of amphibious hovercruiser

Airborne simulator used to determine lateral-directional handling qualities for V/STOL aircraft in low speed maneuvering flight

Statistical analysis of XB-70 aircraft responses and control inputs

CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES

NT CABIN ATMOSPHERES

CONTROLLED STABILITY

U STABILITY

CONTROLLERS

NT SERVOMECHANIMS

State-feedback-controllers and state-estimators design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model

The optimal control of merging aircraft - Implementation of the hybrid air traffic controller.

Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous controller for a jet engine with an afterburner

Use of fluidic elements for jet engine controllers

A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel controller

CONVNAIL MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

CONVCTIVE FLOW

Numerical analysis of convective heat transfer within aircraft structure cavities for various conditions of flow

CONVTECTIE TRANSFORMATIONS

COVHTAHE TRANSFER

Pressure and convective heat transfer distribution at air inlet central body surface, reducing Navier-Stokes equations to partial differential equations with similar solutions

Convective heat flow pressure and density measurements at surface of central body of air inlet with live point and axial symmetry

Convective cooling system design for Mach 6 hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using water glycol loop network

Numerical analysis of convective heat transfer within aircraft structure cavities for various conditions of flow

COVNERT-VARY PLCAPS

U V/STOL AIRCRAFT

COOLANTS

NW ENGINE COOLANTS

Results of analytical study to determine effect of coolant flow variables on kinetic energy output of cooled turbine blade row

COOLING

NT AIR COOLING

NT FILM COOLING

NT LIQUID COOLING

NT SWEAT COOLING

Rotating pressure measuring system for obtaining steady state pressure data from air cooled turbine blades

COOLING PINS

Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned, impingement-cooled vane in modified J-75 research engine and four-vane cascade

COOLING SYSTEMS

Convective cooling system design for Mach 6 hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using water-glycol convective cooling system for Mach 6 hypersonic transport airframe

Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for engine impingement cooling. Selective temperature enhancing-surface

COOLING SYSTEMS

Convective cooling system design for Mach 6 hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using water-glycol convective cooling system for Mach 6 hypersonic transport airframe

Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard flight deck environment

Russian book - Optimization of thermal circuits of complex gas-turbine power plants

Using heat pipe structures for cooling leading edges of hypersonic cruise aircraft

Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings on hypersonic cruise vehicles

Water-glycol convective cooling system for Mach 6 hypersonic transport airframe

Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard flight deck environment

Design, development, and evaluation of active cooling systems for Mach 6 hypersonic transport aircraft.

Development and evaluation of cooling systems and materials for controlling structural temperature of turbine engines

Flow characteristics of turbine airfoil cooling system components

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

The use of complex coordinates in the study of rotor dynamics

Aircraft position and motion controlled by photogrammetric three reference point method

A-145
Corrosion of high temperature gas turbine blade alloys caused by increase in turbine inlet temperatures and reduction in chromium content in blade metal (AD-785074) p0645 A72-35557

CORROSION PREVENTION
Fretting-corrosion fatigue prevention by barrier approach, discussing test program and application to helicopter part fatigue life increase (ABS PREPRINT 672) p0448 A72-24512

Elasto-soric coating materials for use in sealing fastener-head countersinks in highly loaded aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation corrosion (AD-728039) p0110 A72-13429

Chromate rinse for aircraft exposed to corrosive salt water environments (AD-727262) p0259 A72-18503

CORROSION RESISTANCE

WT OXIDATION RESISTANCE
Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme temperature, pressure and filtration conditions, considering viscosity, wear and corrosion resistance (p0135 A72-17084

Hot corrosion resistant Pt-Al coating for high temperature aircraft engine alloy components, presenting cyclic stability and life test results (AD-720150) p0191 A72-21450

Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel pump wear, discussing remedial use of corrosion inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump construction materials (AD-728575) p0199 A72-21941

Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in jumbo jetliners components to reduce maintenance and repair downtime, discussing clad wing and fuselage skins (AD-724252) p0239 A72-24025

Gas turbine engine compressor blade and materials fatigue strength dependence on pressure under contact friction corrosion (AD-722844) p0315 A72-28244

Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance (AD-722829) p0400 A72-32429

Dry ultra thin film, water displacing corrosion inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump use of corrosion preventive compounds for aircraft finished (AD-727877) p0487 A72-12523

Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental coatings for steel fasteners used in high performance aircraft (AD-738805) p0474 A72-26472

Corrosion resistant claddings for high strength aluminum alloys (AD-7433111) p0645 A72-35547

CORROSION TESTS
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine corrosion tests in controlled environment, simulating salt, high temperature and humidity conditions (FACE PAPER 76) p0241 A72-24320

Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-X gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high sulfur concentration residual oil fuels (ASM PAPER 72-GT-87) p0298 A72-25662

Corrosion properties of aircraft structure fluid contaminants noting corrosion tendencies and microbiological action on Britannia Comet Aircraft (AD-7433111) p0573 A72-30015

COSMIC RADIATION

U COSMIC RAYS

COSMIC RAYS

WT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS

WT SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
COST ESTIMATES

System analysis for an airline operational environment through a computerized network simulation model.

Cost effective algorithms for optimal route aircraft scheduling for airlines by mixed integer multi-commodity flow technique and Danziger-Wolfe decomposition

Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems, emphasizing utilization, cost and technical advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems compatibility and test types

Cost effectiveness analysis to determine feasibility of using catapult launch systems for large commercial aircraft to reduce aircraft noise problem

Analysis of cost effectiveness of cargo transportation by nuclear propelled aircraft and impact damage to nuclear reactor containment vessels

Cost/decision model for deferred procurement of Air Force depot maintenance capability with computerized application to P-15 inertial navigation system

COST ESTIMATES

Military aircraft operations and logistics computerized simulation for support and maintenance cost estimates

V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air traffic, presenting present technology and investment costs in comparison with advanced ground transportation systems

Economics of a new regional airport

Economic analysis of aeronautical communication system via satellite, noting cost estimates and annual charge per user

Cost estimates for pintle, side mounted, and turret armament subsystems

Intraurban STOL travel demand and nodal split nodal incorporating commuter preference variables, and aircraft network and operating cost estimates for San Francisco

FAA Airport and Airway system unit cost estimates and allocation study

Microwave interferometers used as radio eye for aircraft navigation and collision avoidance system including comparison of cost with present systems

COST REDUCTION

Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing downtime and cost reduction, maintenance, endurance and inspection

Aircraft design producibility to reduce production cost and enhance product profitability, using joint engineering and manufacturing team

Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection, evaluation and avoidance execution

Soviet air traffic service productivity increase and manpower saving by introduction of new airliner types

Supplementary Aviation Information Display for ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and cost savings

Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOR and DME

Statistical evaluation for forged jet engine parts tensile tests cost reduction, using regression analysis

SUBJECT INDEX

Naval aircraft optimal repair and replacement policies determination for operation cost minimization by dynamic programming

Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology

Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft technology, discussing cost and noise reduction

Airframe process for low cost automation of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting applications from missile interstages to nodal housing

Surface integrity machining practices application to jet engines production, noting cost reduction and process selection and quality control improvement

Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics procurement techniques, discussing cost-reliability design criteria

Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural test methods, suggesting system simulation, component replacement time calculation and computer techniques

Polish aircraft industry productions and fabrication techniques, discussing metal working, digital controlled machining and cost reduction

NASA program for low cost turbojet and turboshaft engine fabrication for missile light aircraft propulsion

Graphite-epoxy composites application to commercial transports for weight and cost reduction

Boron fiber reinforced composites technology assessment and utilization, stressing cost reduction

High strength bimetallic rivets produced by inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank with pure Ti tail, noting weight and cost reduction for aerospace vehicle production

Application of braze techniques for remanufacturing of jet engine components to reduce cost of commercial aircraft maintenance

Design and fabrication of low-cost turbojet and turboshaft engines

COSTS

MT AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION

MT AIRPLANE PRODUCTION COSTS

MT FREIGHT COSTS

MT RADIATION COUNTERS

MT ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

MT ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

MT CROSS COUPLING

MT COUPLING

MT COUPLING
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Crack propagation in full-scale wing structure

Hondestructive eddy current method for crack

Fracture mechanics and crack behavior of steel

Susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking in

Portable self contained ultrasonic field

Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman

Army Airfield, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas

Crack stopper concept for filamentary composite

Stress analysis of crack propagation in

A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite

Crack initiation detecting and recording

Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine

compressor disks under variable stress from

Crack initiation detecting and recording

instrument with optical strain gages for double

shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners

Analysis of a partially cracked panel.

The surface flaw in aircraft structures and

related fracture mechanics analysis problems.

Effects of projectile damage on critical
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CRITICAL BACH BOBBER

CBEEP TESTS
CBEEP RESISTANCE
CBEEP PROPERTIES
CBEEP ANALYSIS

CRITICAL POINT

A survey of rotary-wing aircraft crashworthiness.

CRITICAL PATH HETBOD

CRITICAL VELOCITY
CRITICAL WINDS
CRITICAL SPEED
CRITICAL STRESS
CRITICAL LOADING

CRITICAL VELOCITY
Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase with leading edge thickness.

Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on swept wings, comparing critical Reynolds number to straight wing value.

Influence of the structural forest on the range of critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft engines.

CROSS COUPLING
Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings compensation at high speed.

Three methods of cross coupling for added control during automatic landing approach.

CROSS FLOW
Laminar three dimensional boundary layer nonequilibrium effects at hypersonic wing swept leading edge with intensively cooled surface, considering sweep induced crossflow effect.

Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern change due to inlet flow distortion.

Durado model overprediction of deflected jet vortex strength in subsonic cross flow.

Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts, obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow velocities.

CRITICAL STRESS

0 CRITICAL VELOCITY
0 CRITICAL WINDS
0 CRITICAL SPEED
0 CRITICAL STRESS
0 CRITICAL LOADING

CRITICAL STRESS

A-150.
Wind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch

Liapunov functional stability analysis in structural dynamics problems including wave equations with nonlinear damping

Stability and damping characteristics of tethered balloon systems, using computer programs for IBM 360.

Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling moment and roll damping on angular velocity and angle of attack

Wind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch

Damping of aircraft model oscillating in two degrees of freedom

Data acquisition system, discussing signal processing, airborne data collection and system operational evaluation

Integrated data acquisition and processing system for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering all-digital, analog and hybrid approaches

Digital recording techniques for airborne data acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic recorders

Serial PCM system for flight test data acquisition and reduction compared with Harrier system

Airborne flight test data acquisition system modular design to provide digital readouts from monitoring transducers analog signal

Airlines and aircraft manufacturers requirements for airport pavement evaluation/data system, discussing relationships between strength, landing gear design, aircraft weight, range, etc.

ATC services configuration with secondary surveillance radar and primary radar data acquisition system, discussing signal processing by automated decoder

A near real time data acquisition/reduction facility for the Boeing wind tunnels.

Development of computer programs for processing flight test data and standardizing in-flight performance of aircraft

Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth observations by spacecraft or aircraft

Implementation of instrumentation techniques for service testing of aircraft and airborne equipment to meet military requirements

Flight test program and data acquisition techniques for evaluation of Boeing 747 aircraft

Characteristics of flight test instruments and techniques for overcoming limitations and sources of error

Development of flight test procedures for use with advanced aircraft to determine cruise performance characteristics

Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

Determination of performance data and stability and control characteristics from aircraft performance under nonsteady flight conditions

Development of techniques and equipment for determining moment of inertia of aircraft based on energy equations

International survey of air pollution by aircraft engines and fuels

Development of method for aircraft performance analysis when drag is determined from engine thrust

Development of nondimensional graphical method for analyzing performance of turbine-powered aircraft

Derivation of equations for determining climb performance of aircraft based on energy considerations

Reproduction of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

Determination of performance data and stability and control characteristics from aircraft performance under nonsteady flight conditions

Development of techniques and equipment for determining moment of inertia of aircraft based on energy equations

International survey of air pollution by aircraft engines and fuels

Development of method for aircraft performance analysis when drag is determined from engine thrust

Development of nondimensional graphical method for analyzing performance of turbine-powered aircraft

Derivation of equations for determining climb performance of aircraft based on energy considerations
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>DATA PROCESSING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATA COMPRESSIONS</td>
<td>p0022 A72-12647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| DATA REDUCTION | Radar data automatic extraction, discussing azimuth quantization methods, moving window detection, coordinate measurement and ATC
data extraction. |
| DATA TRANSMISSION | p0022 A72-12650 |
| DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS | Wind tunnels measuring equipment and procedures and data acquisition and processing systems for electronics, describing computerized real
time data processing system (DFP-42-DD1894-156). |
| DATA SYSTEMS | p0024 A72-12689 |
| DATA CONVERTERS | Computer technology projection in terms of cost and performance for future ATC systems, determining data processing system availability. |
| NT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS | p0068 A72-14830 |
| DATA CORRELATION | Aircraft engine test data processing by polynomial relations, assessing normal measurement error distribution. |
| Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde contribution. | p0067 A72-14831 |
| Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, determining correlation between system sensitivity computations and observations. | p0066 A72-20592 |
| Gas turbine engines emission data correlation based on combustor theoretical model, proposing computer processing for data reduction to standard test conditions. | p0297 A72-25651 |
| DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS | Computer technology projection in terms of cost and performance for future ATC systems, determining data processing system availability. |
| DATA LINKS | p0067 A72-14830 |
| Development programs for ATC system improvement by digital computers and data displays applications. | p0317 A72-17328 |
| Airline air/ground radio communications and data link service implementation for San Francisco-Hawaii center. | p0138 A72-17337 |
| Real time pilot reports via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing encoding and processing equipment, meteorological codes and automatic real time weather forecasts. | p0266 A72-25079 |
| Electronic display in future avionic systems, emphasizing computer techniques and digital data exchange systems. | p0603 A72-32635 |
| Air-ground digital communications in airline operations. | p0648 A72-36561 |
| Flight-test experience in digital control of a remotely piloted vehicle. | p0648 A72-36561 |
| Geostationary satellite system for air navigation via voice and data communication, discussing ground facilities and avionics. | p0546 A72-40284 |
| Automatic position reporting, ATC communication, weather information and message identification via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing operational and maintenance requirements. | p0546 A72-40284 |
| Meteorological and takeoff and landing information transmission by proposed automated meteorological and information service, discussing air-ground data link. | p0547 A72-40287 |
| Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data link for air traffic control information transfer requirements. | p0325 N72-20978 |
| DATA MANAGEMENT | Scientific balloon data management system, discussing airborne and ground station equipment for telemetry, command and flight control. |
| p0066 A72-13725 |
| Organization and operation of Federal Aviation Administration Maintenance Analysis Center. | p0253 N72-18022 |
| DATA PROCESSING | TIME DATA CORRELATION |
| NT DATA REDUCTION | p0648 A72-36561 |
| NT DATA REDUCTION | Radar data automatic extraction, discussing azimuth quantization methods, moving window detection, coordinate measurement and ATC
data extraction. |
| NT DATA TRANSMISSION | Wind tunnels measuring equipment and procedures and data acquisition and processing systems for electronics, describing computerized real
time data processing system (DFP-42-DD1894-156). |
| NT DATA STORAGE | Computer technology projection in terms of cost and performance for future ATC systems, determining data processing system availability. |
| NT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING | Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concorde contribution. |
| NT PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS) | Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, determining correlation between system sensitivity computations and observations. |
| NT SIGNAL PROCESSING | Gas turbine engines emission data correlation based on combustor theoretical model, proposing computer processing for data reduction to standard test conditions. |
| COMPUTER-ASSISTED INTERACTIVE GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS FOR ATC, DISCUSSING SUBSYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING FLOW AND OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES | p0020 A72-12420 |
| Digital computer memory system for real time processing of air and naval traffic data, discussing logic design, time comparisons and optimum use. | p0020 A72-12420 |
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
MT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS
MT ANALOG COMPUTERS
MT DIGITAL COMPUTERS
MT HYBRID COMPUTERS
MT UNIVAC COMPUTERS

Real-time pilot reports via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing encoding and processing equipment, meteorological codes and automatic real-time weather forecasts

Application of computer techniques to improvement of aircraft maintenance operations

Development of computer programs for processing flight test data and standardizing in-flight performance of aircraft

Ground station data reduction equipment for airborne analog and digital magnetic tape data acquisition system

Sytem security hardware, software, and procedural techniques in automated systems

Data base security and access limitation requirements for post 1975 automatic TACC complex with tabulated security data

Analysis of techniques and computer programs for extracting stability derivative information from flight test records

Applications of computers for flight test and evaluation of helicopters based on frequency analyses of load curves on main and tail rotors

DATA PROCESSORS
U DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
U DATA READOUT SYSTEMS
U DISPLAY DEVICES

DATA RECORDERS
Technical aids for experimental research in flight simulation developed at Institute of Human Engineering, Rockwell, Inc., during 1968

DATA RECORDING
Structural Acoustic Monitor system for airflow and structural proof testing, providing multichannel recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers

Digital recording techniques for airborne tape and magnetic recording equipment, emphasizing laser beam holographic recorders

DATA RECORDING PROGRAM AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING AIRWORTHINESS OF AIRCRAFT FROM 1962 TO 1969

DATA RECORDING AND EVALUATION OF HARD LANDINGS ENCOUNTERED BY SUBSONIC CIVIL JET AIRCRAFT IN AIRLINE OPERATIONS NOTING ROLE OF FLAME MANEUVERS

DATA REDUCTION
Gas turbine engine emission data correlation based on combustor theoretical model, proposing correction factors for data reduction to standard test conditions

Flow data reduction validity for supersonic axial compressors, presenting experimental results for rotating supersonic cascade

Statistical diagnosis of aeronautical systems reliability and maintenance, using Benzecri factorial analysis for data reduction

Digital data processing techniques for aircraft engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise spectrum

A generalized method for the identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data

A near real-time data acquisition/reduction facility for the Boeing wind tunnels.

DATA SAMPLING

Investigation of data rate requirements for low visibility approach with a scanning beam landing guidance system.

DATA STORAGE

DATA TRANSMISSION

MT CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)

MT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

MT ANALOG COMPUTERS

MT DIGITAL COMPUTERS

MT HYBRID COMPUTERS

MT UNIVAC COMPUTERS
### SUBJECT INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident investigation of DC-10 at Kennedy International Airport, New York on 14 November 1970</td>
<td>231-232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident involving DC-9 at Gulfport, Mississippi on February 17, 1971</td>
<td>234-235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident involving DC-9 at Naha Air Base, Okinawa on 27 July, 1970</td>
<td>236-237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft accident involving DC-9 aircraft on scheduled flight with Cessna 206 near Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts on 22 June, 1971</td>
<td>238-239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight tests to determine effectiveness of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inserting system for fire prevention on DC-9 aircraft</td>
<td>240-241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accident investigation of Southern Airways, Inc. DC-9 N975 crashing at Tri-State Airport, Beckley, West Virginia on 14 December 1970</td>
<td>242-243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airliner Propulsion Team approach to DC-10 aircraft powerplant design for maximum operational effectiveness</td>
<td>244-245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing section/subject format, methods, planned area accessibility and aircraft maintenance</td>
<td>246-247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and failure assessment monitor system</td>
<td>248-249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat treatment and machining for distortion control of large alloy forgings for DC-10 aircraft</td>
<td>250-251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling characteristics and fatigue testing</td>
<td>252-253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system, noting dual-dual fail-passive auto landing</td>
<td>254-255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 aircraft wing stringers fabrication and processing, discussing stress relieving and stretch form contouring techniques, aging and tempering processes and flaw detection</td>
<td>256-257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of procedures for conducting structural inspection program on DC-10 aircraft to reduce effects of crack propagation with increased service life</td>
<td>258-259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### DECISION THEORY

- Design features of DC-10 aircraft that assure structural reliability against fatigue cracks
- Inflight emergency on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor, Ontario, Canada on 12 June 1972 due to accidental opening of cargo door in fuselage
- Development and characteristics of flight simulator for providing data on aerodynamic characteristics of C-8A aircraft modified for STOL operation
- Aerodynamic characteristics and configuration of De Havilland C-8A aircraft modified for STOL operation
- Performance tests of C-8A aircraft modified into augmentor wing configuration to verify augmentor flap concept for short takeoff and landing operation
- Aircraft accident involving De Havilland 104-7AX aircraft at Gulfport, Mississippi on 17 February 1971
- Articulated autorotor decelerator for retarding aircraft panel during deceleration
- Air computer weapons effectiveness and system test environment /HESTE/ instrumentation system with Decca navigators for simulated combat environmental flight tests
- Angle of attack increase of an airfoil in decreasing flow
- Articulated autorotor decelerator for retarding and stabilizing air delivered stores
- Buckling due to transient compressive stresses in aircraft panel during deceleration
- Avionics contribution to airspace decision making problems, considering navigation, surveillance radar, collision avoidance and ATC techniques
- ATC system decision making problem and future technological and administrative improvements
- Decision diagram use in logic analysis for aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative to operational reliability controls
- Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic control systems and application to long range planning, management decisions, and system performance evaluation
- Interdiction bombing mission effectiveness model for bad and good weather aircraft type selection
depending on weather conditions at target site

- Decision and control theory for large scale and
certain systems for aerospace applications
  (AD-740869)  p0034 A72-22400

- DECODERS
  ATC services configuration with secondary
  surveillance radar and primary radar data
  acquisition system, discussing signal processing by
  automated decoder
  p0587 A72-40288

- DECOMPRESS
  U PRESSURE REDUCTION
  DECOMPRESS SICKNESS
  Technique for predicting etiology of decompression
  sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000
  feet  (AD-739974)  p0273 A72-19106

- DEFENSE PROGRAM
  Aircraft engine maintenance, military training,
  and anti-aircraft defense
  (AD-730571)  p0168 A72-15019

- DEFINITION
  Aircraft and spacecraft conceptual definitions in
  national and international law
  p0303 A72-26561

- DEFLATE
  U INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
  U PRESSURE REDUCTION
  DEFLATION
  Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate
  hinged to rigid base moving under sinusoidal
  procedure impulse action, noting base inertia
  effect
  p0306 A72-27091
  Variable deflection rocket engines for short
  takeoff aircraft flight control system
  (AD-730571)  p0168 A72-15019

- DEFLECTORS
  NT BLAST DEFLECTORS
  NT DEFORMATION
  NT ELASTIC BENDING
  NT ELASTIC BUCKLING
  NT ELASTIC DEFORMATION

- DEGREES OF FREEDOM
  Pod-mounted jet engine follower force instability,
  analyzing two degrees of freedom system dynamics
  p0232 A72-22938
  Helicopter stability derivative extraction and
  data processing using Kalaan filtering techniques.
  (AHS PREPRINT 641)  p0047 A72-34501
  Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight
  conditions of conventional aircraft. V
  Mechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid
  body/
  p0545 A72-40175
  Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric
  turbulence based on gust field with
  nonstationary random velocity
  (AD-745119)  p0629 A72-32876
  In flight monitoring system to measure and record
  helicopter performance in real time for all six
  degrees of freedom
  p0381 A72-23006

- DEICERS
  Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation
  describing ground and airborne techniques
  (AIAA PAPER 72-162)  p0120 A72-16828
  C-54 A/B aircraft engine air particle separator
  antinoice system design features, manufacturing
  techniques and testing
  p0077 A72-18769
  USSR electric impulse de-icing system design
  p0661 A72-37033

- DEICING SYSTEMS
  DEICERS
  DELAMINATING
  Aircraft windscreens reliability, discussing
delamination, interface shear stress effects and
analog to metal fatigue
  p0306 A72-27011
  Practical procedure for removal of baked-on
  aluminized silicone paint from aircraft engines
  (AD-742795)  p0587 A72-31174

- DELTA WINGS
  Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached
  shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack,
deriving unified theory for flow field
  p0097 A72-12030

- AREA RULE FOR CHANGE IN LIFT/DRAG RATIO OF
  hypersonic delta wing due to conical body
  addition on compression side
  p0018 A72-12270

- THICK SHOCK LAYER THEORY OF LIFTING PROPERTIES OF
  reentry craft and flat delta wing and
  waveriders at high incidence angles and Mach
  number
  p0018 A72-12345

- UNSTEADY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON HARMONICALLY
  OSCILLATING CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL FUZZLE BODY WITH
  conical nose and delta wing with straight,
  cubic or sinusoidal leading edges
  [DGLR PAPER 71-080]  p0023 A72-12730

- SYMMETRICALLY DEFLECTED DELTA WING IN SUPERSONIC
  FLOW, considering leading edge flow separation
  induced vortices effects on downwash, pressure
  distribution and aerodynamic characteristic
  p0072 A72-15741

- THERMOELASTIC EFFECT ON FLUTTER AND VIBRATION OF
  built up delta wings with solid, stiffened and
  honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins
  (AIAA PAPER 72-174)  p0120 A72-16834

- HYPERSONIC FLOW PAST FINAL THICKNESS OF WING,
  presenting conical flow equations with boundary
  value solution
  p0142 A72-18128

- SLENDER BODY THEORY FOR FLOW CALCULATION PAST LOW
  ASPECT RATIO DELTA WING WITH STRAIGHT TRAILING
  EDGE, noting lifting vortex distances
  p0247 A72-25131

- HYPERSONIC QU TUNNEL BALANCE AND PRESSURE
  measurements on sharp leading edge delta wings,
  comparing experimental coefficients and shock
  angles with predicted values
  p0299 A72-25735

- FIGHTER AIRCRAFT MANEUVERABILITY, RANGE AND
  ARMAMENT REQUIREMENTS, discussing canard vs
  delta configurations
  p0303 A72-26657

- PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER DELTA WING WITH BLUNTED
  ENDS AT SMALL ANGLES OF ATTACK IN HYPERSONIC
  WIND TUNNEL TESTS
  p0363 A72-31022

- THREE Dimensional boundary layer separation on
  slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion
  intake systems, reviewing computing techniques
  for interfering inviscid flow fields
  p0304 A72-32826

- ANALYTICAL METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS TO DETERMINE
  front shock and sonic boom due to flat delta
  wing with supercritical leading edges
  (DPFLR-SONDRE-2051)  p0140 A72-33401

- Rarefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta
  wings and trailing edge splitters
  p0450 A72-35229

- Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic
  wing-bodies
  p0450 A72-35251

- DEVELOPMENT OF THE SAB-SCANDIA VIGGEN
  p0492 A72-37749

- EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SEPARATED FLOWS ON
  WING-BOY COMBINATIONS WITH VERY SLENDER WINGS
  at free-stream Mach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2.
  (ICAS PAPER 72-25)  p0556 A72-41150

- QUASI-HOMOGENOUS APPROXIMATION FOR WING WITH
  CURVED SUBSONIC LEADING EDGES AT SUPersonic
  speeds.
  (ICAS PAPER 72-54)  p0556 A72-41176

- HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION OF DELTA WING
  IN SHOCK TUNNEL USING COLOR AND MONOCHROME
  SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
  p0299 A72-10022

- Linear functional law for alleviating gusts on
  delta wing aircraft
  [OKER-BR-925]  p0037 A72-10999

- THREE Component shock tunnel strain gage balance
  for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin delta
  wings
  (ARC-B/R-3664)  p0046 A72-11375

- Wind tunnel measurements of Reynolds number effect
  on force and pressure coefficients for slender
  delta wing at transonic speed
  p0074 A72-11863

- Correlation of transonic wind tunnel test data
  with flight test results on slender wing
  airplanes for double delta configuration
  development
  p0075 A72-11868
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Differential and difference equations approximate solutions in finite state machine forms.
Developing adaptive gain changer model in aircraft stability control system.

DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA
U DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
U ANALOG COMPUTERS
DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
Flight mechanics derivative transformations by matrix methods for changing coordinate or independent variable systems.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
U PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Aerodynamic behavior of thin jet-flapped airfoil, investigating integrodifferential equation solution.

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
U TENSOR ANALYSIS
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
U DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS
'Differential thermal analysis of self lubricating bearing systems.'

DIFFRACTION
U WAVE DIFFRACTION
DIFFUSERS
Nac 2.65 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlet system diffuser and boundary layer bleed system performance estimates confirmed by tests.
Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high enlargement area compared with logarithmic spiral types, discussing boundary layers, secondary flow, shapes, and aerodynamic parameters.
Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic adiabatic air flow through diffusers with tail pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer.

DIABATIC PROCESSES
U BRAH TRANSFER
DIAGRAMS
U 5-M-DIAGRAMS
U STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS
Energy flow diagrams.

DIABATIC PROCESSES
U LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
U SWEEP WINGS
DIFFERENTIAL CONSTANT
U DIFFERENTIAL PROPERTIES
DIFFERENTIAL MATERIALS
U DIFFERENTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL PROPERTIES
Development of methods for safely grounding helicopters to remove electrostatic charge buildup with emphasis on water spray discharge.
The lightning arrester-connector - A new concept in system electrical protection.
SUBJECT INDEX

DIGITAL SIMULATION

Wind tunnel diffuser design for separated regions, spread reduction based on egg box principle p0238 A72-23859

Wide angle conical diffuser performance improvement by conical splitter vanes, considering static pressure recovery p0238 A72-23860

Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy characteristics of subsonic air flow is straight conical diffuser, using hot-wire anemometry measurements p0238 A72-23862

Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser design, comparing performance results with conventional diffuser data [ASME PAPER 72-OT-39] p0295 A72-25633

Radial inflow compressor feasibility, discussing blade loadings for various pressure ratios and efficiency of rotor and diffuser [ASME PAPER 72-OT-52] p0296 A72-25644

Swirling flow vortex breakdown in nozzles, diffusers and combustion chambers, considering analogy to boundary layer separation p0057 A72-36385

Flow quality improvements in a blowdown wind tunnel using a multiple shock entrance diffuser. [AIAA PAPER 72-10024] p0055 A72-41567

Diffuser effects on stable operations of centrifugal compressor stage [AD-730042] p0082 A72-19855

DIFFUSION

ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION

DUST GASEOUS DIFFUSION

PARTICLE DIFFUSION

TURBULENT DIFFUSION

DIFFUSION BONDING

U DIFFUSION WELDING

DIFFUSION PLANS

Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configurations to study mixing with combustion of two parallel methane and air flows p0057 A72-13545

Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame measurements extrapolated for gas turbine combustion chambers p0119 A72-16368

DIFFUSION WELDING

Forcing techniques and applications for YF-12 aircraft Ti-alloy bulkhead production, considering diffusion bonding and die shimming p0069 A72-19414

Solid state joining in gas turbine engines, discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding and coextrusion metal bonding [ASME PAPER 72-GT-76] p0297 A72-25656

DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Computer aided design machines with programmed digital control systems for precision spotting multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft engine components p0304 A72-26916


DIGITAL COMMUNICATION

U PULSE COMMUNICATION

DIGITAL COMPUTERS

Digital computer memory system for real time processing of air and naval traffic data, discussing logic design, time comparisons and optimum use p0022 A72-12647

STABAN II-X associative array processor for automation in ATC environment, considering air tracking, conflict prediction and resolution functions p0237 A72-23818

Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing mode selection unit, digital computer and control display for operator communication with system p0394 A72-31596

Digital attitude and heading reference system computer for aircraft heading control, discussing design and performance features p0407 A72-33244


On-line digital computer for wind tunnel, operating systems, and real time operation [NPL-ASN-1126] p0033 N72-10184

Digital computer calculations of effects of variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin of delta wing fighter aircraft [WAE-TK-453 (RS/D)] p0099 N72-12974

Mathematical model for computing aerodynamic forces acting on hinged helicopter rotor blades using digital computer [IEEE-PA-71-67] p0166 N72-15008

Complementary software package for use of IMAS & computer [AD-765681] p0336 N72-71231

Digital data

Real time pilot reports via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing encoding and processing equipment, meteorological codes and automatic real time weather forecasts p0246 A72-25079

DIGITAL FILTERS

System methodology application to filter design for inertial reference unit calibration in digital test stations for F-111 aircraft navigation system p0237 A72-22220

Surface acoustic wave technology in communications systems, discussing analog and digital matched filters and navigation, AFC and collision avoidance applications p0245 A72-24940

DIGITAL NAVIGATION

Digital solid state altitude encoder for ATC transponder reporting, covering Gray and Gillham codes. [SIE PAPER 720314] p0289 A72-25578

Error analysis for digital avionics system involving Doppler navigation by interstictent scanning of single microwave radar, noting optimum statistical data processing p0398 A72-32204

Feasibility evaluation of microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment, for helicopter approach and landing guidance system p0085 N72-11936

DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS

Investigations on the use of a Kalman filtering method in tracking systems for air traffic control. [ICAS PAPER 72-63] p0555 A72-41168

Reflection of digital radar view display when used in vertical position in traffic control center [FAA-ED-72-60] p0578 N72-30589

DIGITAL SIMULATION

Airplane hydraulic control system digital simulation, using method of characteristics for distributed parameter analysis of transmission line dynamics [ASME PAPER 74-WA/PE-21] p0117 A72-15928

Air transportation modal split analysis by computer simulation program for determining utilization of alternative travel modes between origins and destinations p0181 A72-17973

MARS digital simulation model in GPSS for determining scheduled flight operations and maintenance resource effects on aircraft availability and usage rates p0181 A72-17973

PORTTRAN digital simulation of ATC radar beacon system making possible computer generated movie display p0180 A72-19301

Statistical analysis for single airport ATC digital simulation using Poisson distribution law, calculating optimal number of radars and transponder reporting, covering Gray and Gillham codes. [CSAE PAPER 721291] p0352 A72-29179

Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital techniques, and visual and physiological experiences p0362 A72-30848

ATC procedures training by digital radar simulators, taking into account geographic terrain, radar, wind and aircraft characteristics and flight plans
DIGITAL SYSTEMS

An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of terminal area ATC operation.  p0397 A72-32098
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented guidance logic for air combat models.  
(AIAA PAPER 72-949) p0552 A72-62354
Output-feedback control law for radially distributed multivariable system.  p0597 A72-83608
A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel controller  p0602 A72-84291
Determination of the operational transfer functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer  p0602 A72-84292
Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine propulsion units  p0602 A72-84294
Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance planning of an air force wing.  p0607 A72-50466

DIGITAL NAVIGATION

Electronic display in future avionic systems, emphasizing computer techniques and digital data exchange systems  p0403 A72-32635
Design and flight experience with a digital fly-by-wire control system using Apollo guidance system hardware on an F-8 aircraft.  
(AIAA PAPER 72-881) p0511 A72-80060
Digital data systems with real time displays and multiprocessing capability for multistate aircraft structure with operational manpower reduction, assessing performance  p0554 A72-82696
Discrete address beacon system DABS/development for surveillance and ground-air communications in support of ATC automation  p0569 A72-43151
Turbojet engine test facility with digital system for advanced control and performance studies  
(AD-73353) p0259 A72-18469
Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data link for air traffic control information transfer requirements  
(DOT-TSC-77A-71-21) p0325 A72-20578
Digital computer control of mixed-compression inlet for turbojet engine  
Design of third generation digitally tuned RF receiver for all weather low level navigation systems  
(AD-741813) p0578 A72-30591
Digital systems for controlling turbojet engine fuel flow  
[NASA-TN-D-6936] p0580 A72-30777
Preliminary design study for advanced fighter type in-flight simulator, employing digital systems  
(AD-743970) p0628 A72-32202

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

ATC radar performance monitoring, considering advances in radar signal processing and digital display techniques  p0193 A72-21525
Digital data processing techniques for aircraft engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise spectrum  p0356 A72-29840
DAMN III digital magnetic tape recording system for aircraft flight test data acquisition, discussing components  p0412 A72-33629
Digital recording techniques for airborne data acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic recorders  p0412 A72-33642
Present status of self-contained navigation systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and attitude/heading references.  p0546 A72-60282

DIGITALS

0 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS

DISEMBAL ANGLE

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord  p0360 A72-30365
W-wings and diamond ring-wings of minimum induced drag.  p0557 A72-91263
Velocities induced by distributions of infinite kinked sources and vortex lines representing wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible flow  
[ARC-R/CM-3667] p0277 A72-19332
DISTRIBUTED EFFECT

DISTRIBUTIONAL ANALYSIS

Applying dimensional analysis techniques to containment/deflection problems of bursting high-rpm rotating parts of turbojet engines  
[NASA-CR-120041] p0172 A72-15713
Dimensional analysis in aeronautical engineering including fixed and natural units  
(AD-755128) p0279 A72-19671
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

DIRECTIONLESS NUMBERS

DIMENSIONS

DIODES

MT AVALANCHE DIODES

DIPOLE ANTENNAS

Vertical dipole antenna design for CW Doppler radar midair collision avoidance system  p0123 A72-16571
Numerical analysis of surface current density, distribution and electromagnetic fields of conducting body, noting radiation patterns of radial dipole and quarter wavelength monopole  p0341 A72-28541
Log periodic dipole antenna systems for ILS localizers, noting reduced sensitivity to snow and ice  p0469 A72-37279
Active transistORIZED directional dipole VHF receiving antennas for ATC and mobile applications and field intensity measurement  p0599 A72-60527

DIRECT CURRENT

Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems, describing variable frequency generation and high voltage dc distribution  p0011 A72-11068
Feasibility of direct current 200 V commercial aircraft electrical power system noting weight comparison with alternating current system  
[ARC-CP-1186] p0273 A72-19662
Design and testing of brushless dc starter-generator system  
(AD-738707) p0468 A72-26041

DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS

Direct lift control feasibility for integration into F-14A automatic carrier landing system.  
/ACLS/, using moving-base six-degree-of-freedom simulation  
(AIAA PAPER 72-973) p0104 A72-39127
Test of direct lift control in the case of the experimental aircraft BPPL-ERP 320  p0599 A72-39934
Advanced technologies for improved direct lift jet V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and performance  
(AD-738707) p0204 A72-13014
Fixed base simulator study of direct lift control on VC-10 aircraft  
[ARC-CP-1199] p0432 A72-25010

DIRECTOR FINDERS (RADAR)

DIRECTOR FINDERS (RADAR)

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

MT DIPOLE ANTENNAS

MT LEANS ANTENNAS

MT LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS

MT LOOP ANTENNAS

MT RADAR ANTENNAS

MT SLOT ANTENNAS

MT STEERABLE ANTENNAS

MT TWO REFLECTOR ANTENNAS

Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach guidance, using linear directive antenna array
for conical surface definition

Received signal spectrum gravity center and effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler velocity meter in horizontal flight

Application of the Volterra series to the analysis and design of an angle track loop

Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator groups constructed from these whose radiation directions are controlled by a conduction matrix

DIRECTORAL CONTROL

AIR TRANSPORT VECTOR CONTROL

Helicopter maneuverability factors, discussing flight direction change ability, acceleration limitations and rotor thrust requirements

An analysis of aircraft lateral-directional handling qualities using pilot models

Flight simulator used to determine lateral and directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft

DIRECTORAL STABILITY

AIR TRANSPORT STABILITY

Helicopter internal and external aerodynamic forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing moments, directional and roll stability and random surface performances

Analysis of a lateral-directional airframe/propulsion system interaction of a Mach 3 cruise aircraft

DIRECTIVITY

Subsonic jet noise directivity prediction from acoustic pressure measurements

DISPLAY DEVICES

SPEED INDICATORS

WIND VANE

Automated radar terminal system (ARTS) for monitoring and tracking all aircraft within radar range, displaying identification, altitude and ground speed information to air traffic controller

Electronic displays for attack aircraft, discussing subsystems, simulation technique and pilot role

Airborne pictorial navigation systems for visual indication of aircraft position in addition to digital readout

FAA air traffic control automation program discussing en route stage, computer program, data processing and storage and terminal area navigation and display techniques

Computer-aided interactive graphic displays for ATC, discussing subsystems, data processing flow and operational capabilities

Tactical ATC display system for short range surveillance, precision approach and landing and operator/aircraft/machine operations by using terminal Area Surveillance Radar

Flight display systems current state and future developments, discussing dual attitude indicators and automatic chart systems CBs, engine displays and malfunction warning systems

Cockpit information for pilot and flight crew as key to transport aircraft accident prevention, discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms of flight safety requirements

Development programs for ATC system improvement by digital computers and data displays applications

Airborne traffic display system using beacon and radar surveillance network and ground computer processing

Supplementary Aviation Information Display for ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and cost savings

Linear airspace and runway rate field displays, measuring initial response latencies, control reversals and root mean square tracking errors

Boeing 707 cockpit simulator with computer generated displays, moving area navigation map and ATC information

ATC radar performance monitoring, considering advances in radar signal processing and digital display techniques

Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on altimeter display for commercial aircraft

Optimal solutions for apportionment between automatic and manual flight control, considering number and types of displays required

Sailplane computer displaying rate of climb simultaneously with airspeed for pilot determination of best strategy for local upcurrent-downcurrent conditions

Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision avoidance, acting reaction to imminent threats, scanning patterns and display sector size effects

Flight tests of combination flight director displays and attitudes for visual effect on general aviation aircraft handling qualities during ILS approach

A-161
DISPLAY DEVICES CONT.

Pulse operated multichannel annunciator system for pilot warning of aircraft systems malfunctions, describing circuit design
[S A E P A P E R 720333] p0291 A72-25593

Interactive cockpit graphics with 3 dimensional real time CRT display of air combat maneuvers for fighter pilot training
[AD-72-26291] p0302 A72-26292

Integrated display system design with navigation update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb damage assessment, and technical avoidance capabilities for multicrew military aircraft
p0302 A72-26292

Small aircraft navigation over 10,000 nmi course segments by raw OMGA phase information on presentation on conventional ID-249 course deviation indicator
p0353 A72-29201

Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing mode selection unit, digital computer and controls display for operator communication with system
p0394 A72-31596

Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky path observation during navigation and landing, discussing computer units, CRT and image generating subsystems
p0396 A72-32042

Electronic displays - Conference, London, February 1972
p0403 A72-32631

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise control in complex tasks, discussing navigability, stability and readability of CRT images
p0403 A72-32632

Civil helicopter electronic display requirements constrained with fixed wing aircraft
p0403 A72-32633

Electronic displays with weapon aiming sensors in aircraft navigator-attack systems
p0403 A72-32634

Electronic display in future avionics systems, emphasizing computer techniques and digital data exchange systems
p0403 A72-32635

Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors
p0404 A72-32636

Modular navigation/NAV/ dual channel automatic area navigation system, describing flight data storage and control/display units
p0545 A72-40277

Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate crew task, proposing integral displays and controls for flight information
p0547 A72-40291

Digital data system with real time displays and multiprocessor capability for multilevel of aircraft structure with operational manpower reduction, assessing performance
p0564 A72-40296

Helicopter guidance and control systems - conference
[AGARD-CP-86-71] p0081 N72-11915

In-flight manual on instrument capability of functional flight control-display system for helicopters
p0082 N72-11920

Applications and operational experience with protected map navigation systems in military helicopters
p0085 N72-11938

Piloted flight simulation of slender wing super sonic transport aircraft during low speed landing approach with use of TV visual display
[ARC-INS-3660] p0089 N72-11966

Analytical synthesis and evaluation of avionic systems with airborne displays and controls by hypothetical search and rescue helicopter of 1972 to 1974 era
[AD-72-72601] p0090 N72-11975

Equipment requirements and technology survey for airborne display and control systems of search and rescue helicopters
[AD-72-8042] p0091 N72-11976

System to obtain on-line graphic displays for time sharing computer in aeronautical test facility
[NASA-TM-1-67968] p0092 N72-12112

Annotated bibliography on human engineering configurations in arranging of controls and displays in aircraft
[AD-72-94B0] p0109 N72-13983

Human factors engineering to determine effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft collision warning and avoidance system
[AD-72-9765] p0153 N72-14005

Experimental display referenced flight control system with pilot control force steering
[AD-73-8051] p0196 N72-15980

Development of data insertion techniques for automatically providing pilot with heading and attitude command information
[AD-73-8054] p0206 N72-15981

Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating display devices and pilot performance in manual fuel consumption optimization
[AD-73-1713] p0208 N72-16115

Design and development of military helicopter cockpit for use in search and rescue missions
[AD-73-3375] p0254 N72-18036

Design and development of six-degree-of-freedom visual approach and landing simulator for training F-105 pilots
[AD-73-3240] p0257 N72-18267

Coaster programming for structural design using display devices
p0322 N72-20396

Light evaluation of inertial/DME/DME/GPS navigation system onboard Convair 580
[AD-73-75015] p0326 N72-20596

Evaluation program for frequency separated display principle in aircraft instrument panels
[AD-73-75915] p0334 N72-21027

Guidance and control computer actuated display system techniques
p0336 N72-21224

Analysis of alternative display formats to establish systems requirements for manually controlled steep angle approach under IFR conditions with vertical lift aircraft
[AD-73-6247] p0370 N72-22030

Guidance and control display design for aircraft and spacecraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-96] p0373 N72-22621

Human perceptual characteristic data relating to individual electronic flight displays design
p0373 N72-22622

Tradeoffs between luminance and color coding in electronic aircraft displays, and experiments involving immediate response, tracking, tachistoscope, and human judgement
p0373 N72-22623

Colors for elements of multicolored aircraft display to insure minimum number of instrument reading errors
p0373 N72-22624

Integrated cockpit research procedure used to identify control and display requirements for advanced aircraft
p0373 N72-22625

Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot performance, and system design implications for pilot capability and limitations
p0374 N72-22626

Design guidelines for pictorial integrated flight control and guidance displays for V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-CS-126513] p0374 N72-22630

Evaluation of integrated flight display for hovering phase of IFR landing of V/TOL aircraft
p0374 N72-22631

V/STOL display requirements for approach and landing under adverse weather conditions
p0374 N72-22632

Harrier aircraft navigation display and computer unit with projected moving map, means of storing and selecting coordinates, and numerical data superimposed on map
p0374 N72-22633

Airborne map display systems using direct view, projected, combined map/CRT, and electronically generated gap displays
p0374 N72-22634

Electronic head-up display systems for military aircraft
p0374 N72-22635

Engineering and operational factors of electronic multimotor aircraft displays
p0374 N72-22635

SUBJECT INDEX
MULTIPORE WIDE FIELD, THREE DIMENSIONAL HEAD-UP DISPLAY FOR AIRCRAFT PILOTS DURING APPROACH AND LANDING, AND OTHER MANEUVERS INVOLVING ALTITUDE CHANGES

DISPLAY PRINCIPLE FOR 3-D OR MULTICOLOR, SOLID STATE. 2-D PANEL DISPLAYS

SPACESTATE DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DISPLAYS

ACCURACY OF VERTICAL CONTACT ANALOG DISPLAY IN SIMULATING CARRIER LANDING, AND ERROR CONTRIBUTED BY DISPLAY RESOLUTION, TEMPORAL LOADING, AND CONTROL COMPLEXITY

RATE-OF-CLOSURE AS PERFORMANCE MONITORING PARAMETER DURING APPROACH AND LANDING

FLIGHT TEST DATA ON ALL-ELECTROLUMINESCENT LIGHTED DISPLAY PANEL IN AIRCRAFT COCKPIT

EVALUATION OF MODIFIED INSTRUMENT LIGHTING SYSTEM INSTALLED IN T-38 AIRCRAFT

EFFECT OF HEAD-UP DISPLAY ON PILOT ABILITY TO SEE RUNWAY LIGHTS IN FOG

PERFORMANCE TESTS OF MANUAL CONTROL DISPLAYS AND FORMATS TO EVALUATE EFFECTIVENESS IN PERFORMING PRECISION TRACKING TASKS

EIGHT PHASE PROGRAM ON LOW-VISIBILITY FORMATION FLIGHT DISPLAY AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS TO INCLUDE CONTROL CENTERS, OPERATORS, COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, DISPLAY DEVICES, AND NAVIGATIONAL AIDS

EFFICIENT PILOT MANAGEMENT OF COCKPIT CONTROL/DISPLAY DEVICES

REFLECTION OF DIGITAL RADAR VIEW DISPLAY WHEN USED IN VERTICAL POSITION IN TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER

ANALYSIS OF SIXTY ELEMENT PER LINEAR INCH PLASMA DISPLAY/SENSORIC DEICSE FOR USE IN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

SYSTEM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF AIRCRAFT COCKPIT TRAFFIC DISPLAY FOR IMPROVED AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TASKS, DISPLAYS, SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY, MICROWEWE LANDING GUIDANCE SYSTEM, AND COMMUNICATION, NAVIGATION, IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

DISTANCE PERCEPTION

DISTORTION

FLOW DISTORTION

SURFACE DISTORTION

FOREBODY AND FOREBODY/FLAP CONFIGURATION DATA FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT PERFORMANCE AND DISTORTION DURING MANEUVERING FLIGHT

GENERALIZED, STEADY STATE, RADIAL INLET PRESSURE DISTORTION INDEX

DISTIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION (PROBABILITY)

ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS

FLOW DISTRIBUTION

FORCE DISTRIBUTION

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

INTERFERENCE LIFTS

LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)

MOENT DISTRIBUTION

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

STRESS DISTRIBUTION

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

VORTEX DISTRIBUTION

VARIANCE (STATISTICS)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

SHORT TERM AIRPORT ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS IN BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON AREA WITH SERVICE BROCHURE IMPLEMENTATION

AIRPORT TRAFFIC FORECASTS FOR WASHINGTON, D.C. FOR 1972 TO 1983

A-163
DOPPLER EFFECT
Radar data statistical evaluation, emphasizing mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity calculation
p0231 A72-22897

Received signal spectrum gravity center and effective antenna centers of airborne Doppler velocimeter in horizontal flight
p0303 A72-26730

Laser Doppler velocimeter system design for optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity in turbomachinery
p0396 A72-32045

Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward- and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes
p0563 A72-42678

Measurement of horizontal and vertical velocity components along center line plane of turbulent jet exiting into cross flow using laser Doppler velocimeter (AD-736028)
p0371 A72-22351

Doppler 1972-20007

DOPPLER NAVIGATION
All-weather landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial navigations, instrument landing systems and ground visibility improvement
p0127 A72-16780

Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach guidance, using linear direct vector antenna array for conical surface definition
p0142 A72-18183

Microwave Doppler scanning landing guidance system with radar beam comparison and signal format simplification suggestion
p0140 A72-18398

Area navigation systems, discussing VOR/DME, Doppler and inertial systems, CRT displays, data links, etc
p0193 A72-21523

Doppler navigation system suitability for area navigation, discussing routes versatility, accuracy and continuous velocity vector sensor
p0398 A72-32203

Error analysis for digital avionics system involving Doppler navigation by interstall scanning of single beam multimode radar, noting optimum statistical data processing
p0398 A72-32204

Autonomous navigation systems, discussing Doppler navigation, inertial platforms and onboard computers
p0546 A72-40283

Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot antenna design for optical directional multilobe reception from aircraft
p0549 A72-40509

Possibilities and limitations of rotary and fixed wing compatible Doppler sensor designs
p0083 A72-11923

Advanced Doppler-inertial navigation system for transport helicopters
p0088 A72-11935

DOPPLER RADAR
Doppler system with navigation radar device, computer unit and data transmitter for continuous recording of aircraft position and speed
p0024 A72-12749

CAT detection by airborne laser Doppler radar and ground based ultrasonic microwave Doppler radar methods
p0067 A72-10822

Vertical dipole antenna design for CW Doppler radar midair collision avoidance system
p0123 A72-16571

Noncontacting measurements by miniature CW Doppler radar with semiconductor microwave generator
p0229 A72-22691

Continuous wave Doppler radar with microwave oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance
p0399 A72-27403

Present status of self-contained navigation systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and attitude/heading references
p0546 A72-40282

System studies, equipment simulation, hardware development, and flight tests of aircraft collision hazard warning system using cooperative, continuous wave radar principle
p0318 A72-20007

Air traffic control tasks, displays, surveillance technology, microwave landing guidance systems, and communication, navigation, identification systems
p0667 A72-33645

DOWNRANGE AIRCRAFT
Wind tunnel testing of Dassault-Breguet-Dornier Alpha Jet twin engine trainer, emphasizing tests for wing-empennage flutter and jet induced interference effects
p0357 A72-30077
In-flight varying meter for solar and cosmic radiation dose equivalent measurements for radiological protection in SST aircraft [CEBN-71-16] p0017 A72-12070

DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
DOVAP
U DOPPLER EFFECT

downwash
Helicopter elastomeric bearing rotors, discussing downtime and count reduction, maintenance, endurance and inspection p0001 A72-10150
Concorde engine design for maintainability and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing maintenance features p0041 A72-32657

downwash
Supercooled and warm fog dispersion technology, considering air heating, helicopter downwash and landing methods p0066 A72-14812
Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading in ideal incompressible gas by equations of motion linearization p0182 A72-19110
Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downwash effects on ground personnel, considering injuries, body heat loss, work capability, impairment and sound pressure effects p0360 A72-30425
Dynamic pressure, downwash and pressure gradient corrections of wind tunnel model measurements, discussing displacement limit for adequate accuracy [DFLHR-SONDOR-218] p0503 A72-36687
Downwash distribution at surface of rectangular planform wings with prescribed subsonic aerodynamic loading for various aspect ratios p0503 A72-38809
Evaluation of the downwash integral for rectangular planforms by the BK subsonic lifting-surface method p0503 A72-38810
European airbus wind tunnel model aerodynamic force and downwash measurements noting jet interference reduction p0026 NT-10012
Rotordownwash variation by changing vortice diameter, flapping, rotor speed, and radius and placing infinite span wing in flow VPL-ABO-NOTES-1095 p0037 NT-11003
Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for lifting rectangular wings noting wing loading [AD-712151] p0771 NT-15591
Application of downwash from helicopter rotors for dissipation of fog [AD-739497] p0861 NT-27042
Calculating downwash angles behind wings with small span-chord ratios moving at subsonic speeds using nonlinear algebraic equations p0618 NT-32009

drag
HT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FORCE DETERMINATION
NT INTERFERENCE DRAG
NT MINIMUM DRAG
NT PRESSURE DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
NT VISCOSITY DRAG
NT WAVE DRAG
Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of hypersonic delta wing due to conical body addition on compression side p0018 A72-12270
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine wake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient influences p0021 A72-12504
Tables and graphs of canopy geometry effects on drag coefficients in cross parachutes [AD-731023] p0167 NT-15017

In-flight warning meter for solar and cosmic radiation dose equivalent measurements for radiological protection in SST aircraft [CEBN-71-16] p0017 A72-12070

DRAG BALANCE
U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE
U LIFT DRAG RATIO

drag chutes
Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine wake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient influences p0021 A72-12504
Assessments of aircraft engine net thrust measurement using drag chutes [ARC-CP-1169] p0089 NT-11964
Design and development of spin-recovery parachute systems for military aircraft and compilation of design criteria p0480 NT-27033

drag coefficient
U AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS.
U AERODYNAMIC DRAG

drag devices
MT AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
MT BALLISTIC
MT DRAG CHUTES
MT LIFTING EDGE SLATS
MT SPLITT FLAPS
MT SPINNING EQUIPMENT
MT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
MT WING FLAPS

drag reduction
utility lift and drag augmenting devices for takeoff and landing characteristics improvement p0506 A72-13472
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33 airplane, noting use in dive bombing p0310 A72-27520

drag effect
U DRAG

drag measurement
Drag and lift experimental determination for low aspect ratio rectangular wings with blunt trailing edges at Mach numbers 0.5-2.2 [DGLE PAPER 71-114] p0023 A72-12712
Systematic drag measurements on rectangular and elliptical planform models with recessed surfaces or cut-outs [FAX-LIB-TRANS-1618] p0317 NT-19992
Wind tunnel drag measurement using ridges and gaps on airfoils [ARC-CR-3699] p0583 NT-31002

drag reduction
Wave drag reduction by antisymmetrical wing and body arrangement, discussing application to transport aircraft at supersonic speeds p0122 A72-16354
Base pressure drag reduction on rectangular wings with blunt trailing edges from low speed wind tunnel measurements [DFLHR-SONDOR-219] p0284 A72-24882

drag evaluation
U BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)

drag devices

diff (instrumentation)
Optimization aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data. [AIITA PAPER 72-847] p0504 A72-39082

drilling
Countersink boring machines with programmed digital control systems for precision spacing multiple hole drilling in extended aircraft engine components p0304 A72-26816

drogue parachutes
U DRAG CHUTES

drones
U TOWED BODIES
U DRONE AIRCRAFT
MT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
MT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT

a-165
Analysis of performance, weight, and cost characteristics of various airframe structural materials for drone applications

DROTE HELICOPTERS
U DRONE AIRCRAFT
U HELICOPTERS
DROTE VEHICLES
U DRONE AIRCRAFT
U TARGET AIRCRAFT
U TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
Remote manned vehicles / UAV application in aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and role of man during combat missions

DROP TESTS
Riboon parachutes drop tests at Mach 0.57-1.70, measuring opening shock loads and functioning time sequence

Static load deflection and vertical drop tests of quarter scale model of CC-115 aircraft equipped with air cushion landing system

DROP WEIGHT TESTS
U DROP TESTS
DROP (LIQUIDS)
U RAINDROPS
DROITE
FRICITON
Friction coefficient, standard wear and surface layer temperature of seal for steer friction pairs in jet engines, investigating crystal lattice parameters

DTA (ANALYSIS)
U DIFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS
DTER-111 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DTER-930 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DUCTED FAN
Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan engine design for STOL transport aircraft

AFRE PAPER 72-07-61
Development of antitorque concepts for helicopter control to replace main rotor/tail rotor helicopter configurations

DTER-731403
Performance tests of fan stages operating with oblique shock shocks in rotor blade tip region and analysis of damage in leading edge tip region

NACA-TX-68027
Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts, obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow velocities

NACA PAPER 72-07-17
Measurement of spatially coherent and incoherent structure of axial compressor-generated noise modes propagating in duct

OHERA, TP NO. 1045
Pressure, shear stresses and yaw angle measurements in flow through aircraft intake 5-shaped ducts with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting vortex generation

Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of wall shear layers.

Extension of turbulent boundary layer computer program to include compressible adiabatic flow, heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and ducted flow

Gross thrust and nozzle mass flow measurements for air breathing, ducted flow engines

ESDU-69007
Intrinsic thrust and drag for air breathing ducted flow engines in flight

ESDU-69006
DUTCED PROPELLERS
U SHROUDED PROPELLERS
DUETILITY
Superalloys ductility and workability improvements without sacrificing elevated temperature strength for aircraft engine applications

DUECTS
Intercomponent complex annular ducts design for gas turbine engines

Applicability of methods for determining internal drag and moment loss for small ducts

DUFFINS
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt, air force shoulder harness-lap belt and airbag-lap belt restraints

Dynamic analog anthropomorphic dummy for development and operational tests of aircraft escape systems

DUDGERTS WIND SHEAR MECHANISM
U WIND SHEAR
DUPLICATING
U REPRODUCTION (COPYING)
DURABILITY
Fatigue strength and durability of gas turbine engine models under isothermal and temperature changing conditions

DUST
Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft engine systems, discussing engine operation, dust and filter characteristics

Air dust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine engine parts, discussing inertial rotation filters

Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation of separation efficiency and aerodynamic performance

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
U AERODYNAMIC DRAG
U AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
U AIRCRAFT STABILITY
U ATTITUDE STABILITY
U BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
U COMBUSTION STABILITY
U DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
U DRAG
U DYNAMIC PRESSURE
U DYNAMIC STABILITY
U FLIGHT STABILITY
U FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
U FLOW DISTRIBUTION
U FLOW STABILITY
U FLOW VELOCITY
U FRICTION DRAG
U GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
U HOVERING STABILITY
U INTERFERENCE DRAG
U INTERFERENCE LIFT
U JET LIFT
U LATERAL STABILITY
U LIFT
U LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
U LOW SPEED STABILITY
U MAXIMUM DRAG
U MOTION STABILITY
U PRESSURE DRAG
U ROTARY STABILITY
U ROTOR LIFT
U SUPERSONIC DRAG
U TRAVELING RESPONSE
U VISCOUS DRAG
U WAVE DRAG
U ZERO LIFT
Nonlinear computerized simulation of air cushion vehicle dynamics, using bond graph techniques p0107 A72-20343

Dynamical equivalence between vehicles with motor-driven constant speed rotor under bearing friction and freely spinning torque-free rotor, deriving equations of motion p0191 A72-21714

All-moving tail plane parameter influence on glide static and dynamic characteristics, discussing lateral and longitudinal stability, maneuverability and lift pilot-induced oscillations p0202 A72-24502

Nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of flight vehicles typified by continuously changing vibrations-decaying and frequency p0255 A72-23452

Helicopter rotor blade bending vibrations, examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and natural frequencies via series of Legendre polynomials [AD-745569] p0299 A72-25733

Cocoon core dynamic behavior from flight tests, discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin and elevon flutter, gust and runway response and engine surge effects [AIAA PAPER 72-281] p0350 A72-28951

Turbojet engine dynamic parameters experimental determination by rpm transient response to instantaneous fuel supply changes p0351 A72-29137


Prediction of lateral tire dynamic properties of scale model aircraft tires using string theory [NASA-CR-20581] p0702 A72-24024


DYNAMIC LOADS
- SHOCK LOADS
- IMPACT LOADS
- LANDING LOADS
- THRUST LOADS
- VIBRATORY LOADS
- WING LOADING
- DYNAMIC INPUT to cargo in turboprop aircraft studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction processes and results p0403 A72-32625

DYNAMIC MODELS
- Aeroelastic models construction for flutter analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk reduction [ASCE PAPER 71-062] p0023 A72-12722

Finite element discrete model for large aspect ratio wing transverse vibrations, using inhomogeneous elements with various stiffness-length relations p0054 A72-13189

Convergent-divergent nozzle thrust model measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody [OBRA TP NO. 978] p0116 A72-15565

Aircraft steering dynamics model with translational and rotational equations, considering zero sideslip and acceleration and lift bank angle transfer functions p0118 A72-16112

Increased Reynolds number simulation with roughness set on aircraft model in transonic wind tunnel, investigating flow separation by particle visualization technique p0140 A72-17846

Durand model overprediction of deflected jet vortex strength in subsonic cross flow p0196 A72-21631

Near optimal closed-loop control laws for fixed time pursuit-evasion differential game between two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic modeling p0236 A72-23805

Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas turbine with isolated turbo-compressors, calculating dynamic constants as function of operational modes p0360 A72-30561

Prediction models for dynamic environment experienced by cargo during air and rail transportation p0402 A72-32610

The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft pursuit-evasion problems p0526 A72-38276

Machine code for finite difference model of wake vortex governing equations and far flow field prediction in trailing vortices, developing turbulent eddy model [AIAA PAPER 72-9891] p0561 A72-42326

Application of a time-dependent boundary layer analysis to the problem of dynamic stall p0599 A72-44058

Dynamic simulation of air traffic operations in San Francisco area to determine traffic capacity [AD-777756] p0691 A72-19724

DYNAMIC PRESSURE
- Jet noise simple-source theory experimental verification, determining relation of measured sound power and jet pressure levels of turbojet engine p0704 A72-17856

Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic boom effect on structures and dynamic magnification factor engineering formula p0704 A72-17858

Dynamic pressure, downwash and pressure gradient corrections of wind tunnel model measurements, discussing displacement limit for adequate accuracy p0704 A72-17859

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
- Naval aircraft optimal repair and replacement policies determination for operation cost minimization by dynamic programming [AD-736094] p0192 A72-21470

Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft scheduling models p0604 A72-44579

Dynamic programming method for determining optimal repair and replacement policies for naval aircraft [AD-736094] p0336 A72-21031

DYNAMIC RESPONSE
- WAVE dynamic modification factors for sonic boom response on complicated structures p0065 A72-14849

Helicopter rotor blade response to random loads treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with time-varying coefficients [AIAA PAPER 71-062] p0132 A72-16940

Airloads and structural integrity flight testing /U.S. Air Force/, noting dynamic response, fatigue tests and temperature data on helicopter p0145 A72-18490

A-167
DYNAMIC STABILITY

Motion dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop system under influence of atmospheric turbulence and electric circuitry thermal noise

Dynamic response index /DRI/ minimization for personnel aircraft emergency catapult escape system to reduce injury probability

Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic response at supersonic speeds, noting application to stress estimation under gust loads

Aircraft structures design and development with composite materials, considering materials characteristics relations to structural components dynamic response

Complex elastic systems natural frequencies computation from measured dynamic response to harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and transport aircraft

Determination of airfoil and rotor blade dynamic stall response

Atmospheric turbulence power spectra for predicting rigid aircraft center of gravity response

D-2-M-3665

Computer programs for wake geometry, and blade loads and responses

Arts-Ch-19127

Rotational loading and flutter tests on straight wing space shuttle to establish damping requirements

Nasa-TM-x-62110

Wind tunnel-flight simulation of slender delta wing aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at low speed

Nasa-RRe-3669

Conference on shock and vibration effects on dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and spacecraft structures

AD-72339

Response of flexible helicopter rotor blade to random loading near hover

Nasa-TP-14390

Qualitative influence of eccentricity of rotor elements on dynamic deflection of rotor

Nasa-TT-P-14390

Stability and control dynamics of helicopter hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous motion

AHS PREPRINT 611

Airborne towed cargo carrying bodies dynamic stability for single-point suspension system, using linearized small perturbation analysis

AIAA PAPER 72-986

A stability analysis for tethered aerodynamically shaped balloons

Nasa-TP-14332

Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback effects

Nasa-TP-11008

Gust alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic stability

NASA-CR-118387

N-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic boom response on complicated structures

Nasa-TP-14809

Liapunov functional stability analysis in structural dynamics problems including wave equations with nonlinear damping

Nasa-TP-23457

Dynamic properties of thermosetting plastic composites unidirectionally reinforced by high elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for aircraft structural applications

Nasa-TP-27343

Dynamics of composite materials - ASME Conference, La Jolla, California, June 1972

Nasa-TP-29690

Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting aircraft and rocket structures

Nasa-TP-33679

Helicopters vibration reduction through fuselage stiffening, discussing analysis method and dynamic scale model and full scale flight test results

Nasa-TP-23457

Dynamic strength of tangentially wound toothed blade roots

Nasa-TP-23457


Nasa-TP-23457

Computerized structural analysis and integrated design of future aircraft

Nasa-TP-13007

Conference on effects of shock and vibration on various structural systems

AD-723381

Dynamic elastic stability of finned beam streamlined by supersonic gas flow with application to aircraft Environmental

AD-73687

Linear elastic theory and matrix methods for calculating structural oscillations in pointed-arrow wings

Nasa-TP-22033

Development of test equipment for examination testing of airframes to determine accumulation of fatigue damage

Nasa-TP-23093

DYNAMIC TESTS

Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder harness restraint systems

Sae Paper 720325

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet aircraft allowable dynamic ground tests with simulated engine and aerodynamic characteristics

Sae Paper 720325

Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine simulators

Sae Paper 720325

Prediction of flight characteristics of wing buffetind from wind tunnel model dynamic tests

Nasa-TM-x-62110

A-168

SUBJECT INDEX

Stability and control dynamics of helicopter hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous motion

AHS PREPRINT 611

Airborne towed cargo carrying bodies dynamic stability for single-point suspension system, using linearized small perturbation analysis

AIAA PAPER 72-986

A stability analysis for tethered aerodynamically shaped balloons

Nasa-TP-14332

Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor BO-105 helicopter noting feedback effects

Nasa-TP-11008

Gust alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic stability

NASA-CR-118387

N-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic boom response on complicated structures

Nasa-TP-14809

Liapunov functional stability analysis in structural dynamics problems including wave equations with nonlinear damping

Nasa-TP-23457

Dynamic properties of thermosetting plastic composites unidirectionally reinforced by high elastic moduli boron and carbon fiber for aircraft structural applications

Nasa-TP-27343

Dynamics of composite materials - ASME Conference, La Jolla, California, June 1972

Nasa-TP-29690

Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting aircraft and rocket structures

Nasa-TP-33679

Helicopters vibration reduction through fuselage stiffening, discussing analysis method and dynamic scale model and full scale flight test results

Nasa-TP-23457

Dynamic strength of tangentially wound toothed blade roots

Nasa-TP-23457


Nasa-TP-23457

Computerized structural analysis and integrated design of future aircraft

Nasa-TP-13007

Conference on effects of shock and vibration on various structural systems

AD-723381

Dynamic elastic stability of finned beam streamlined by supersonic gas flow with application to aircraft Environmental

AD-73687

Linear elastic theory and matrix methods for calculating structural oscillations in pointed-arrow wings

Nasa-TP-22033

Development of test equipment for examination testing of airframes to determine accumulation of fatigue damage

Nasa-TP-23093

DYNAMIC TESTS

Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder harness restraint systems

Sae Paper 720325

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet aircraft allowable dynamic ground tests with simulated engine and aerodynamic characteristics

Sae Paper 720325

Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine simulators

Sae Paper 720325

Prediction of flight characteristics of wing buffetind from wind tunnel model dynamic tests

Nasa-TM-x-62110

A-168
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Short-haul STOL network economics for commuter ports in Detroit region, estimating service demand, aircraft number and maintenance costs

Price/demand/cost economic aspects of carbon fiber reinforced plastics composites in aero-engine applications

Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance system for preventing midair collisions [NASA-CASP-EBC-10819]

Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as related to air traffic operations [AD-752516]

ECONOMIC FACTORS

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Cost analysis and economic models for European aerospace development compared to US experience [AD-725478]

ECONOMIC FACTORS

Short-haul air transportation system economic and political problems, noting community acceptance and passenger service standards [AD-72-33310]

Commercial airport and air transport service economic impacts on businesses and industrial communities [AD-72-33312]
Aerospace and propulsion systems development contribution to air transport economics and regularity, considering environmental factors

Air transport developments effects on economy and environment, discussing government power to control airport use and location and air pollution

Economics of a new regional airport.

Factors to be considered in airline scheduling.

STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility for airport congestion alleviation from airline viewpoint, discussing system requirements, economic factors and safety

Economic impact of applying advanced technologies to transport airplanes.

Operating cost comparisons between Concord and Boeing 707 and 747 aircraft, considering profitability

Advanced technology applications to present and future transport aircraft.

TLS replacement by microwave landing system, considering landing phase range from acquisition to touchdown, terminal approach handling by airborne navigation system and economic advantages

Sheet metal economics in aircraft construction based on strength/weight and stiffness/weight comparison of Al alloys and Ti alloys in relation to cost and structural weight considerations

Short haul intercity air transportation systems requirements for successful competition with lower cost ground modes

Hypersonic transports commercial applications, examining economic and noise and air pollution aspects

Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation at supersonic speeds.

Flying crane helicopters utilization in construction industry for materials transport and structural erection work, discussing technical and economic aspects

Lockheed airframe system simulation and aircraft scheduling models.

A systems analysis of subsonic versus supersonic jet travel.

Airports planning for West Germany, discussing geographical air traffic patterns, economic and noise aspects

Airline operational problems from traffic volume increases, discussing flight safety, passenger comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects

Military aircraft construction, design and economic requirements, discussing fighter payloads, armament efficiency and fire control systems

Evaluation of airway operations systems in Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, and Thailand with proposed changes of action, equipment requirements, and economic factors in aeronautical telecommunications

Economic criteria for domestic airline mergers

Effects of aerospace and air transport industries on United States economy

Analysis of airlines operations for current and small operators to determine reasons for economic problems and alternatives for profitable services - Part 1

Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show history, operational problems, and economic aspects - Part 2

ECONOMICS

WT DEMAND (ECONOMICS) Civil aviation air transportation contributing factors to American economy, considering disposable income, airline fares and time-trend variable

Soviet look on air transport economics covering efficiency and control improvement, maintenance, work and wages, tariffs, cost and revenues, etc

Book on IATA organization and functions, discussing international aviation history, conference machinery, enforcement of conference resolutions, air transportation economics, public corporations, etc

Business vs STOL aircraft economic viability based on cost benefit analysis and comparison, with turbine powered aircraft

Aeronautical communication satellites technical and economic survey, considering wave propagation, noise, aircraft antennas and VHF and UHF links

Commerical airlines aircraft selection factors, considering size, range, economics, traffic, runway quality, maintenance and operating costs, reliability and cargo handling

Urban general aviation airport economics, planning, and management

ECONOMICS

ECONOMY

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show history, operational problems, and economic aspects - Part 2

KINETICS

Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show history, operational problems, and economic aspects - Part 2
EJECTION SEATS
SN-71 aircraft ejection seat, obtaining ejection survival rate from case histories
p0193 A72-21562
Emergency and test ejections with Martin-Baker seats, discussing fatality and injury causes and seat reliability
p0194 A72-21565
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and passenger survivability improvement, discussing use of ejection seats, extraction systems, parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges
p0194 A72-21569
Lockheed ADP SR-1 ejection seat system for safe aircrew recovery under zero-zero, high Mach and altitude conditions, describing escape experiences with SR-71 aircraft
p0345 A72-23284
Effects on ejection seat catapult performance of using live load as compared to equivalent rigid load
p0205 A72-19578
EJECTORS
Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for engine nacelle cooling.
[SAE 81 L 1191] p0458 A72-36530
Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with high pressure ejectors to determine jet interference on aerodynamic coefficients
p0028 N72-10007
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction characteristics of compact ejectors with applications to V/STOL aircraft
[AD-728482] p0220 N72-17025
Structural design optimization of thrust ejector for propulsion system of vertical takeoff aircraft
[NASA TT F-14305] p0523 A72-28704
REMAN LAYER
U BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
ELASTIC BENDING
Ringless rotor helicopter blade steady state response with nonsmooth inflow and elastic blade bending
[AIAA PAPER 72-65] p0132 A72-16933
Bending and torsional mode deformations of two dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and random gust
p0047 A72-33229
ELASTIC BODIES
Random vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal stationary Gaussian white noise excitation
p0235 A72-23860
ELASTIC BUCKLING
Residual buckling strength of all alloy elastic column with fatigue crack
[SESA PAPER 1914A] p0014 A72-11511
ELASTIC CONSTANTS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC Damping
Higher order forces effect on shock absorbing systems of airframe interconnected by elastic and damping members of aircraft landing gear
p0231 A72-22861
ELASTIC DEFORMATION
BT ELASTIC BENDING
BT ELASTIC BUCKLING
Ringless elastic helicopter blade blades coupled flap-lag mode at quasi-steady aerodynamic loads, reducing equations of motion to coupled
ELASTIC PLATES

nonlinear differential equations

ELASTIC PLATES

Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate

ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Elastomeric protective coating requirements from

ELASTIC PLATES

Two dimensional elastoplastic finite element

ELASTIC WAVES

Finite element method for determining transient

ELASTICITY

Elastomeric protective coating requirements from

ELASTOPLASTICITY

analysis of structural members under cyclic

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Unpredicted structural vibration in Comet and

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Stiffening temperature response of metal plate to

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard

ELASTOPLASTICITY
ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE
Design, development, and evaluation of electric storage batteries used for aircraft power supplies
[AD-732289] p0256 A72-16057

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Soviet book on electrical equipment and instrumentation of AS-24 aircraft covering power sources, control, safety systems, engine, flight and navigation instruments and autopilot
[AD-79077] p0120 A72-16400
Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft electrical systems with emphasis on solid state power management
[AD-731077] p0169 A72-15234
Development and evaluation of built-in test equipment for aircraft systems
[AD-734853] p0321 A72-20028

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Trident aircraft air-systen interrogator airborne first line test apparatus for electrical components malfunction diagnosis
p0142 A72-18154

ELECTRIC FILTERS
MT DIGITAL FILTERS
MT LINEAR FILTERS
MT PASS FILTERS
MT OPTICAL FILTERS
Design and performance of filter resonators for helicopter noise reduction
[AD-734812] p0275 A72-19222

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
MT AC GENERATORS
MT ROTATING GENERATORS
MT TURBOGENERATORS
Aircraft hybrid electrical power system, describing variable frequency generation and high voltage dc distribution
[AD-739356] p0480 A72-27037
German Research and Test Institute for Aero- and Astronautics 1970 report covering flow mechanics, power conversion, aerospace medicine, atmospheric physics, etc
[AD-729113] A72-11515
Aircraft electric power generation history, noting aircraft performance effect on electrical system design
p0186 A72-20201
Internal engine generator application to commercial transport aircraft.
p0633 A72-35566
Analysis and comparison of operation of two forms of cycloconverter using natural and forced commutation with application to aircraft electricity generating systems
[RAE-TR-70092] p0691 A72-11979
Preliminary direct current 200V commercial aircraft electrical power system noting weight comparison with alternating current system
[AR-CP-1166] p0273 A72-19062
Design and characteristics of integrated engine-generator system for installation on aircraft turboprop and turbofan engines
[RAE-TR-72579] p0468 A72-26037
Design and testing of brushless dc starter generator system
[AD-738707] p0486 A72-26041
Analysis of secondary power system for use with advanced rotary wing aircraft for reliable production of electric power
[AD-739480] p0482 A72-27069
Configuration and specifications of integrated engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft for secondary electric power generation
[RAE-TR-736139] p0643 A72-33058

ELECTRIC IGNITION
Turbojet electric igniter climatic test problems and equipment for assessing quality control
p0162 A72-19112

ELECTRIC INFLUENCES
U ELECTRIC PULSES

ELECTRIC LOADS
U ELECTRIC WIRE

ELECTRIC MACHINES
Structural design and electrical drive mechanisms of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
p0358 A72-30097
Electrical components in gas turbine control systems.
p0563 A72-42521
Design and characteristics of integrated engine-generator system for installation on aircraft turboprop and turbofan engines
[RAE-TR-72579] p0468 A72-26037
Configuration and specifications of integrated engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft for secondary electric power generation
[RAE-TR-766139] p0643 A72-33058

ELECTRIC NETWORKS
Airport pd supply system to meet increased load terminal demands, describing main and emergency standby network layout and equipment
p0612 A72-45272
Analysis of wiring weight, conductor weight, and conductor losses as function of system voltage in aircraft electrical power systems
[AD-732001] p0207 A72-16164
Concorde aircraft electrical power system design, noting dc and emergency supplies and installation
p0011 A72-11067
Aircraft electric power equipment transient voltage and EMC limits specifications
p0004 A72-19093
Aircraft equipment power supply standards to provide characteristics limits for compatibility with ground support systems
[SAA 1212] p0458 A72-36535

ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION
U ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
MT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Aircraft electric power system design dependence on latitude, minimum weight requirements, reliability degree, environmental conditions and acceleration
p0344 A72-28593
Design and development of electric power supplies for use with transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985 time period
[RAE-TR-12939] p0517 A72-28028
Configuration and specifications of integrated engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft for secondary electric power generation
[RAE-TR-766139] p0643 A72-33058

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Remote power control for aircraft generating and distribution systems.
p0461 A72-37034

ELECTRIC PULSES
USSB electric impulse de-icing system design.
p0461 A72-37033

ELECTRIC RELAYS
Reduced voltage relay operation in aircraft high voltage ac power systems, describing RIC circuit theory, laboratory test arrangement and performance measurements
p0394 A72-31215

ELECTRIC SPARKS
Sonic boom simulation devices and techniques, including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark discharges and shock tubes
p0198 A72-21906

ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES
U STRAIN GAGES

ELECTRIC TERMINALS
Design and evaluation of reliable integrated termination devices
[AD-736476] p0626 A72-32245

ELECTRIC WELDING
U PLASMA ARC WELDING
Airborne flight test data acquisition system for monitoring transducers analog signals. [p0442 A72-33645]

An all-solid-state MIC transmit-receive module. [p0442 A72-37266]

TCE-714 area navigation system based on modular design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter storage, describing computer, control display and automatic data entry units. [p0566 A72-90278]

Development of air navigation system using liquid crystals and electronic equipment to determine direction to selected VOR station. [NASA-CH-112062]

Development of intercascade for maintaining temperature of balloon-borne batteries and electronic modules. [NASA-case-gsc-31162-1]

Electronic packaging

Planar coax micropackaging of minicomputers for aircraft navigation and military systems, noting environmental tests. [p0115 A72-15772]

Weight saving, vibration proofing and dissipating techniques in avionics packaging, considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing-system example. [p0505 A72-37968]

Electronic signal measurement

Signal measurement

Electronic switches

Switching circuits

Electronics

Electronics and aerospace systems - IEEE Conference, Washington, D.C., October 1971

Bell lifting rotor systems, examining company contributions in electronics and avionics. [p0050 A72-12376]


Electrostatic charge

Electrostatic charge on an aircraft and lightning striking the aircraft. [p0545 A72-05717]

Static electricity in fueling of supertankers. [p0557 A72-91375]

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard supertankers during cleaning operation and electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft during passage through heavy rain, noting water drop disintegration. [p0611 A72-49779]

Electrostatic charging in handling of aviation fuels, resulting in incendiary sparking in fuel tank. [p0048 A72-11686]

Electrostatic fields

Electrostatic fields

USAF development of electrostatic gyros for inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and associated airborne digital computer. [p0453 A72-35558]

Electrostatics

Development of methods for safely grounding helicopters to remove electrostatic charge buildup with emphasis on water spray discharge. [AD-705102]

Electrolyte particles

BY NUCLEONS

Electrolytes (control surfaces)

Airframe flight characteristics for landing approach by speaker-electro deflection coupling, considering pitch, flight path angle and speed. [p0810 A72-33823]

Elevator lift and cockpit position effects on flight altitude control during aircraft landing approach. [APC-8-N-36621]

Embering

Hexamethylene diisocyanate for rehardening of DC-2777 potting compound in F-14 aircraft electrical components. [AD-726100]

Emergency

Techniques for reducing injuries during emergency landing of light, fixed-wing aircraft. [TSK-26-5-72-3]

Inflight emergency on DC-10 aircraft near Windsor, Ontario, Carolina on 2 June 1972 due to accidental opening of cargo door in fuselage. [SR-72-69/8781]

Emergency life sustaining systems

Dynamic response index /BER/ simulation for personnel aircraft emergency eapulate escape systems to reduce injury probability. [p0572 A72-30006]

Lockheed ADP SR-1 ejection seat system for safe aircrew recovery under zero-zero, high Mach and altitude conditions, describing escape experiences with SR-71 aircraft. [p0365 A72-28701]

Emission

Electromagnetic shielding

Electrostatic emission

Electrothermal emission

Electroemission

Electrophotographic emission

Electronic measuring instruments

Electrical equipment

Effect of Canadian traffic controllers strike on economy and other transportation systems. [p0378 W72-22969]

Encoders

Endothermic reactions

Cooling advanced engines by endothermic reactions of hydrocarbon fuels by absorbing sensible and latent heat. [p0047 M72-11672]

Energy absorption

Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft, describing development and static and dynamic testing. [FAE PAPER 720322]

An assessment of energy absorbing devices for prospective use in aircraft impact situations. [p0290 A72-25585]

Development and characteristics of turbine type energy absorber arresting gear for use on aircraft carriers. [AD-72682]

Energy budget

Atmospheric heat budget

Fluid flow across balance surface moving at constant velocity relative to coordinate system, calculating energy balance of turbulent engine airflow. [p0040 A72-40819]

Energy flow diagrams. [p0607 A72-44686]

Energy conversion efficiency

A method for estimation of axial turboshaft engine stage characteristics on the basis of experimentally obtained data with a runner tested in a free blow-out aerodynamic scheme. [p0043 A72-45646]

Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor impeller with meridional stream acceleration. [p0041 A72-45371]

Energy dissipation

Secondary losses reduction procedure in axial flow turbine stator, using boundary layer fences on blades profile suction side. [p0229 A72-22634]

Frenck monograph on flow near rotor blade tip, discussing three dimensional circulation and boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity and pressure distributions, etc. [p0363 A72-30950]

Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat dissipating techniques in avionics packaging, considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing system example. [p0560 A72-39760]
Subject Index

Energy Distribution
- Spectral Energy Distribution

Energy Exchange
- U Energy Transfer

Energy Losses
- U Energy Dissipation

Energy Methods
- Supersonic Aircraft energy terms.
  p0599 A72-44196

Energy Requirements
- USB electric impulse de-icing system design.
  p0641 A72-37033

Radiation patterns and transmitter power needed for two-ray antennas used with VON approach
marker beacon
[FAA-80-72-33]
p0261 A72-16659

Energy used in intercity freight transport by water, rail, pipeline, truck, and air, and effect of fuel price increases
[9-806-95T]
p0390 A72-23979

Energy Sources
- Computer memory loading, compiler language
  revisions for military applications, and research and development in aircraft power systems
  (AD-734143)
p0275 A72-19255

Energy Spectra
- CAT inducing atmospheric conditions effects on SST flight, discussing turbulence in convective
  clouds and kinetic energy spectra of atmospheric motions
  p0064 A72-14693

Energy Storage
- NT ElectrIc Energy Storage

Energy Transfer
- NT Linear Energy Transfer (LET)
  Flutter problem wind-air flow energy exchange at instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
  shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem analog model
  p0054 A72-13191

Wave energy exchanger for hybrid propulsion systems.
  [ICAS PAPER 72-67]
  p0555 A72-41772

Energy flow diagrams.
  p0607 A72-44686

Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy transfer, and performance characteristics
  p0473 A72-26687

Engine Control
- NT Turbojet Engine Control
  Concorde engine performance, reviewing control, reheat and exhaust systems
  [SAE PAPER 710775]
p0005 A72-10267

Aircraft power plant management, discussing integration of intake, engine and exhaust system
  from control standpoint
  p0055 A72-12418

Olympus engine flight testing for re-lighting and anticing, engine control and noise and vibration assessments in support of Concorde
  aircraft development
  p0197 A72-21998

Transient characteristics and steady state off-design operation of mixed and unmixtd type turbofan engines, noting peculiarities in
  control characteristics
  p0228 A72-22625

Optical control of two shaft gas turbine engine in helicopter, using cybernetic equipment
  p0237 A72-22662

Propulsion control systems design for military and commercial V/STOL aircraft, considering power management performance with minimum weight
  and maximum reliability and maintainability
  [ASME PAPER 72-07-79]
p0297 A72-25659

Fluidics - a potential technology for aircraft engine control.
  p0944 A72-38047

A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine
  acceleration control.
  p0955 A72-38049

Energy
- Electrical components in gas turbine control systems.
  p0563 A72-42521

Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and performance under various flight conditions and engine ratings
  p0600 A72-44281

Engine Design
- Use of modeling and simulation methods in the design of gas turbine engine control systems
  p0601 A72-44283

Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous controller for a jet engine with system-interaction
  p0602 A72-44284

Planning and management requirements for aircraft jet engine control system research and development
  p0603 A72-44285

Synthesis of the control system of a two-shaft helicopter gas turbine engine
  p0604 A72-44289

Use of fluidic elements for jet engine controllers
  p0602 A72-44290

Analog model of gas turbine engine control systems, using statistical estimates and flow rate, heat conduction and dynamic equations
  p0602 A72-44293

Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine propulsion units
  p0602 A72-44294

Digital computer control of mixed-compression inlet for turbojet engine
  [NASA-TN-D-6880]
p0537 A72-29083

Engine Coolants
- Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes
  air cooling by internal insert, analyzing thermal stresses
  [AIAA PAPER 72-717]
p0192 A72-16864

Low conductivity insulating coating/graded thermal barrier to cool gas turbine engine with high pressure ratio and inlet temperature
  [AIAA PAPER 72-361]
p0286 A72-25389

Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering engine cooling, high work factor turbines, pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis
  p0301 A72-26036

Heat generation sources in high speed, cylindrical roller bearings for gas turbine oil cooler design
  p0313 A72-28111

Cooling advanced engines by endothermic reactions of hydrocarbons fuels by absorbing sensible and latent heat
  p0407 A72-11672

Engine Design
- Propulsion system optimization for commercial transport aircraft design under Advanced
  Transport Technology study, considering impact on aircraft gross weight
  [SAE PAPER 710760]
p0005 A72-10257

Advanced technology air transports propulsion system requirements, considering design, engine performance and reliability, maintenance,
  airline problems, noise and pollution control
  [SAE PAPER 710761]
p0005 A72-10258

Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for subsonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance
  test results
  [SAE PAPER 710771]
p0005 A72-10265

Small three-spool, reverse and mixed flow turbofan engine for business jets, discussing fuel consumption reduction, thermodynamic
  performance, efficiency and maintainability
  [SAE PAPER 710776]
p0005 A72-10268

Aircraft power plant design and installation influence on operational effectiveness, discussing manufacturers and operators cooperation
  for reliability and maintainability enhancement
  [SAE PAPER 710777]
p0005 A72-10269

CF6 high bypass ratio turbofan engine design improvements for fuel consumption, thrust/weight ratio, starting, noise level, smoke emission,
  maintenance, monitoring and accessory replacement
  [SAE PAPER 710779]
p0005 A72-10271

P26 and JT15D gas turbine engine aircraft, development and service experience
  p0215 A72-11699

Q/STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio and turbine stages
  p0215 A72-12501

Disk shaped lift engine providing additional thrust during takeoff and transition phases of
  p0215 A72-12501
ENGINE DESIGN CONTENT

V/STOL aircraft, returning to ground by jet after task accomplishment

Propulsion twin spool power plant design and dimensioning with selective high pressure cut-off for supersonic aircraft with part of flight in subsonic range

[DFVLR-8008-169]  

Soviet book on thermal and gas dynamic design of gas turbines in aircraft and liquid propellant rocket engines, covering three dimensional flows, temperature distribution, component cooling, etc

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0298 A72-25665

Integrated data acquisition and processing system

Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology impact on safety, reliability, airline profitability, and international trade

NASA/General Electric joint, development of low noise propulsion technology, demonstrating engine & design, components development and aerodynamic/acoustic performance evaluation

[IAA PAPER 72-657]  

Lykn helicopter BS 360 turboshaft engine, discussing modular design for maintainability

Small radial inflow turbines for space applications, considering blade-shroud clearance, blade loading and exit diffuser design

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-42] p0295 A72-25636

Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan engine design for STOVL transport aircraft

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-61] p0297 A72-25652

Integral and remote powered lift fan engines design for large civilian VTOL transport aircraft

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-65] p0297 A72-25654

Proptulsion system design for military VTOL aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum thrust ratio and exhaust downstream characteristics

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-73] p0297 A72-25655

Design considerations in selecting geometries for high pressure ratio single stage centrifugal compressors

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0298 A72-25665

Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion index for axial flow compressor, examining radial velocity, continuity equation and mathematical model

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-109] p0299 A72-25673

Turbofans Astefan geared fan engine with axial centrifugal compressor design, specifications and performance

Gas turbine units with constant pressure cycle, discussing design and optimization method

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0298 A72-25668

Stage removal and addition effect on multistage axial compressor for application in engine design

Integrated data acquisition and processing system for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering all-digital, analog and hybrid approach

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0295 A72-32219

Turbine engines for L-1011 airliner, describing design for noise reduction and propulsion technology, describing on-wing maintenance features

Concorde engines design for maintainability and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing

Low bypass ratio JT75B+1 turbofan engine design and development testing

Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology impact on safety, reliability, airline profitability...  

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0298 A72-32428

NASA/General Electric joint, development of low noise propulsion technology, demonstrating engine & design, components development and aerodynamic/acoustic performance evaluation

[IAA PAPER 72-657]  

F-101 turbofan engine design and development for F-15 and F-16, discussing impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder metallurgy and metal composites, etc.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0294 A72-34390

Lykn helicopter BS 360 turbohaft engine, discussing modular design for maintainability

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0294 A72-34927

P-100 and F-401 turbofan engine design and development for F-15 and F-16, discussing impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder metallurgy and metal composites, etc.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-91] p0294 A72-34390

Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial flow compressors used in turbojet engines, calculating meridional velocity distribution

Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-node test jet/flight range from Mach 3.5 to 5

Elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit designs

Engine selection for specific aircraft design and mission, considering bypass and pressure ratios and temperature effects on performance and weight

Contribution to the determination of the elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit designs

Cascade calculations and tests of blunt trailing edge blades used in advanced axial compressor concepts

Heat transfer design analysis of air-cooled plug-nozzle system for supersonic cruise aircraft engine

Influence of engine design and thrust vector control on transition characteristics of VTO transport aircraft

Influence of engine design and thrust vector control on transition characteristics of VTO transport aircraft

Analysis of gear reduction concepts for power train systems used with low bypass ratio, single spool, geared turbofan engine for aircraft propulsion

Thermodynamic and geometric characteristics of polypeptide engines

Numerical analysis of parameters in multistage gas turbine engines and components

Effect of slots and vortex generators on efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded compressor stages

Development and characteristics of short length, double-anular, ram-induction combustor for turbofan engine operating at Mach 3

Interference problems of airframe engine integration in aircraft design optimization

Determination of thrust and drag characteristics for integrated aircraft engine design optimization

Design and fabrication of low cost turbojet and turbofan engines

Design and development of movable turbine inlet guide vanes to provide aerodynamic choking for jet engine

Mission requirements and design modifications for air breathing engines used in space shuttles

Performance test of three stage turbine engines with tandem blading to determine steady state stresses and vibration effects

Operating principles of main components of fuel control system for USAF turbofan engine

Engine design studies for subsonic commercial transport aircraft

History of engineering D-12 aircraft engine to low design, development, manufacture, and application

Design and operation of first-stage and two-stage of small, low cost turbofan engine to determine specific work, torque, mass flow, and efficiency

Theory, design, and operating principles of aircraft turbomachines

曝露STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for externally-blown jet flap due to engine failure

Dust engine inlets

Russian book on aircraft engine reliability

Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail rotor, noting compensatory system for engine failure


Report of aircraft incident on Boeing 747 commercial aircraft resulting from engine failure during climbout after takeoff from Honolulu, Hawaii

Afterburning steady state performance and operational limits of TF-30 turbofan engine

Engine failure dependence on flying hours and operational conditions

Aircraft accident involving Boeing 737 aircraft during takeoff from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania airport on 19 Jul. 70

Dusty inlet air filtering in aircraft turbine engines, discussing engine operation, dust and filter characteristics

Turbine inlet temperature sensor for gas turbine engines, using noble metal thermocouples with high signal level

Simulated testing of turbojet engine fire ingestion of missile exhaust, determining design criteria for aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber test data

Turbine inlet gas temperature limiting systems design and operation in turboprop engines, describing blocking mechanism delaying element and altitude compensation

Integrated data acquisition and processing system for inlet-aircraft engine matching, considering all-digital, analog and hybrid approach
Subject Index


Calculation of the Recirculation Flow of VTOL Lift Engines. [ICAS Paper 72-627]

Inception of Blunt Leading Edge and Its Effect on Noise from a Fan Designed for Turbofan Engines. [AIAA Paper 72-1006]


Full-Scale Inlet/Engine Testing at High Maneuvering Angles at Transonic Velocities. [AIAA Paper 72-1026]

Analytical Method for Combining the Interaction of Inlet Distortion and Turbulence. [p0085 NT-11312]

Analysis of Interaction of Oblique Shock with Bow Shock of Blunt Leading Edge and Application to Design of Hypersonic Ramjet Inlets [AD-726111]


Digital Computer Control of Mixed-Compression Supersonic Inlets [NASA-Th-X-2397]

Computations of Potential Flow Around Axisymmetric Bodies, Cables, and Engine Inlets Using Singularity Method [AIAA-Paper-77-1341]

Performance Tests of Turbojet Engine with Axisymmetric Mixed-Compression Supersonic Inlet and Single-Spool Turboprop [NASA-Th-X-2558]

Application of Streamline Curvature Method for Determining Performance of Axisymmetric Inlets and Comparison with Empirical Results [NAFTR-2601]

Development and Evaluation of Fluidic Turbine Inlet Gas Temperature Sensors [NAFTR-265]


Digital Computer Control of Mixed-Compression Inlet for Turbojet Engine [NASA-Th-P-6680]

Momentum Loss Measured for Determination of Drag in Wind Tunnel Model of Advanced Manned Interceptor with Engine Package Containing Twin-Stage Airflow Passage [AD-781744]

Summary of Static Strength Tests Conducted on Concorde Aircraft Nacelle Structure [NASA-Th-X-2629]

Tests to Determine Ceramic and Aerodynamic Performance of Two Choked Flow Inlets under Static Conditions [NASA-Th-X-2629]

Engine Monitoring Instruments

Flight Display Systems current State and Future Developments, Discussing Dual Attitude Indicators and Automatic Chart System CRTs, Engine Displays and Malfunction Warning Systems [p0056 AT-13423]


Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Monitoring for Failure Prevention, Evaluating Condition through Spectral Analysis and Real Time Correlation Techniques [p0177 AT-18766]

Engine Condition Monitoring - The Pan Am Approach: Phase II. [p0050 AT-3524]

Automated Airborne Recording System to Obtain Data on Aircraft Engines, Subsystems and Operational Performance, Considering Cost and Economic Benefits [AIAA Paper 72-752]

In Flight and Flight-Line Monitor Systems to Detect Foreign Object Damage to Jet Engines. [p0054 AT-42690]

Engine Noise

Jet Aircraft Turbofan Engine Fan Compressor Noise Reduction by Acoustic Lining, Giving R and D Results. [NASP Paper 71 SA6]

Aircraft Engine Noise Effects in Airport Vicinities, Discussing Measurement Scales, Turboprop Sources, Noise Reduction and Future Air Traffic [p0016 AT-12022]


Aircraft Industry Noise Reduction Efforts to Meet FAA Requirements for CTOL and STOL Aircraft, Emphasizing Turbofan and Compressor Noise Suppression and/or Attenuation. [p0067 AT-14820]


Sound Attenuation in Lined Rectangular Duct with Uniform Steady Flow, Considering Aircraft Engine Noise Reduction [p0070 AT-15267]

Array Aircraft Gas Turbine Engines Pollution Potential Evaluation Program, Considering Smoke Emission, Noise and Invisibility Problems [p0177 AT-18772]

Engine Fan-Compressor Maximum Noise Reduction for Mixed-Aircraft Configuration by Acoustic Lining on Nacelle Inlet and Exhaust Walls [p0183 AT-19268]

J79D Engine Exhaust Noise Field, Considering Internal Noise Sources Contribution from Exhaust Duct Sound Pressure Measurements [p0184 AT-19331]


Turbofan Engine Trends for Short Haul Conventional and STOL Aircraft, Considering Variable Pitch Fans, Reduction Gears, Thrust Reversal and Noise and Environmental Pollution [NASP Paper 72-GT-86]


Bibliography on Noise Control Covering Surface Transport, Railway, Machinery and Aircraft Noise, Industrial Criteria, Biodynamics, Legislation and Measurement [p3056 AT-29588]

Digital Data Processing Techniques for Aircraft Engine Noise Data Reduction, Analyzing Fan Noise Spectrum. [p3056 AT-29840]

Lift Fan Blade Interaction Frequency Noise, Discussing Potential and Vicissitudes [p3056 AT-29840]
interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing
Low noise aircraft-engine configuration
feasibility, discussing turbofan engine noise
reduction
[NASA CR 72-32019]
N 004 NASA CR-72-32322
NASA/General Electric joint development of low
noise propulsion technology, describing
demonstrator engine A design, components
development and aerodynamic/acoustic performance
evaluation
[IAIA PAPER 72-657]
NASA B-1 and B programs for quiet STOL aircraft and
engines development
[NASA CR 72-35243]
Combustion noise generation by burning fuel-air
mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result of
time variable heat release rate due to
 turbulence
[NASA CR 72-36503]
Aircraft noise problem in piston engines to
turbulent fan jumbo jet transports, discussing need
for noise reduction research
[NASA PAPER 77-01-015]
Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing
scaling rules for sound power and directional
characteristics of radiated sound
[NASA CR 72-39557]
Quiet engine design for VSTOL and reduced takeoff
and landing modes, discussing various
noise sources, countermeasures and
tolerance levels
[NASA CR 72-39819]
NASA Quiet Engine program B and D on conventional
takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft
turbine noise
[ICAS PAPER 72-88]
Installation caused flow distortion and its effect
on noise level for turbofan engines
[IAIA PAPER 72-1006]
NASA’s quiet engine programs
[NASA CR 72-43152]
Experiment of supersonic air intake buzz
[NASA CR 72-44996]
Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high
speed fans
[NASA CR 72-45917]
Noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow
fan in infinite annulus
[AD-726126]
Analysis of noise levels created by military
aircraft, ground support equipment, and terminal
facilities
[AD-728458]
Annual report of Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research including aircraft, engine, and
turbomachinery noise, silencers, and human
responses to noise
[ICAS CR 72-13614]
Annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research including aircraft, engine,
and turbomachinery noise, audiologie, and
structural vibration
[ICAS CR 72-13615]
Investigating lift fan noise reduction by
configuration modifications in LPI63A
[ICAS CR-72-5211]
Aircraft noise reduction by extraction with
inverted phase sound in acoustic interference
[ICAS CR-72-17004]
Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic
noise characteristics of single stage fan with
1.5 pressure ratio and 1100 feet per second tip
speed
[ICAS CR-72-120789]
Measurement of noise produced by turbofan engine
following removal of casing boundary layer
[ICAS TN-72-6763]
Characteristics of free turbulence as source of
aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of
noise created by jet engines
[NASA CR 72-22999]
analysis of effect of aerodynamically-induced
fluctuation forces on sound produced by axial
flow compressor rotor and stator combinations
[ICAS CR-72-120789]
ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES

supply and pressure requirements

The starting of turbine engines in helicopters, [FAA PAPER 62-279] p0462 A72-29509
Design and testing of brushless dc starter generator system
[FAA-7320707] p0063 A72-25641
Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine engines in flight and on ground
[FAA-7600291] p0536 A72-29812

ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES

Arnold Engineering Development Center turbine engine testing activities and facilities
[SAE PAPER 77-MA/GT-8] p0616 A72-15901
Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation describing ground and airborne techniques
[AIHT PAPER 72-162] p0518 A72-16828
Open-air jet engine test stand for flame stabilization, jet and compressor noise studies, noting provisions for rapid installation changes
p0309 A72-27416

ENGINE TESTS

MT COLD FLIGHT TESTS

Augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft development progress report covering design, engine tests, performance prediction, control simulation and stability augmentation
[SAE PAPER 710757] p0004 A72-10254
Grateable fiber composite fan blade design for supersonic turbojet engines, discussing weight and fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance test results
[SAE PAPER 71577] p0005 A72-10265
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas turbine engine jet nozzles, showing cracks as function of material
p0014 A72-11373
NASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans
p0509 A72-13679
GE CF6-50 high-bypass two-spool engine development, discussing configuration, installation, endurance tests and various failures
p0509 A72-13681
Automated jet engine development facility, discussing assembly and test area and computer controlled operation
[SAE PAPER 77-MA/GT-6] p0116 A72-15999
USAF small gas turbine test complex, discussing machinery, equipment, simulated testing, altitude chambers and instrumentation
[SAE PAPER 71-WA/GT-7] p0116 A72-15900
Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental and production models
[SAE PAPER 71-WA/GT-12] p0117 A72-15904
F-14 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems, steering, low speed performance, stallng, afterburning turbofan engines, in-flight refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
p0118 A72-17582
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and turbofan engines testing with/without afterburners
p0146 A72-18495
Aircraft start flight testing for single engine fighter/attack aircraft, including flight conditions, windtunnel, fuel flows, gas temperature, ignition and acceleration
p0146 A72-18496
Catapult steam injection test of turbofan engines in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall occurrences with temperature increase rate in distorted region
p0176 A72-18760
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index derivation for high-bypass ratio supersonic axial flow compressor from one dimensional isentropic flow expressions
p0176 A72-18762
Aircraft engine test data processing by polynomial relations, assuming normal measurement error distribution
p0181 A72-18978
Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine corrosion tests in controlled environment, simulating salt, high temperature and humidity conditions

SUBJECT INDEX

[RACE PAPER 76] p0281 A72-24320
Dysmic model of high bypass ratio turbofan engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test program
[FAIA PAPER 72-376] p0206 A72-25400
Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic power pack for landing gear system, noting engine and flight tests
[SAE PAPER 720327] p0209 A72-25569
High bypass ratio JT15D-1 turbofan engine design and development testing
[SAE PAPER 720352] p0292 A72-25603
Combustion material application to turbofan turbine guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors and prototypes performance in engine tests
p0315 A72-28100
Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent test duration determination by analytical method based on Larson-Miller parametric description of stress rupture strength
p0317 A72-28269
Procedure for the continuous sampling and measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft turbine engines.
[SAE ARP 1256] p0456 A72-36532
The S4HA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its use for ramjet engines with supersonic combustion of hydrocarbons
p0493 A72-37823
Axisymmetric jet stretchter diffuser performance for ramjet engine inlet configurations, testing at angles of attack and supersonic velocities
[AIHT PAPER 72-1024] p0558 A72-16102
Wall porosity and angle of attack effects on jet stretchter flow field for supersonic inlet testing, using three dimensional method of characteristics
[AIHT PAPER 72-1025] p0558 A72-16103
Full-scale inlet/engine testing at high maneuvering angles at transonic velocities.
[AIHT PAPER 72-1026] p0558 A72-16107
Digital computer controlled testing equipment for separately driven coaxial gas turbine low and high pressure compressors, emphasizing reliability and flexibility in system design
p0564 A72-46262
High response two-transducer pressure measurement for evaluating gas turbines and nacelle inlet airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet engine stability and performance
p0564 A72-46263
Experience with the XC-10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of STOL engine model testing.
p0600 A72-44207
Aircraft gas turbine engine controllers and fuel pump testing under extreme fuel temperatures, noting cavitation characteristics
p0601 A72-44207
Mathematical model for dynamics simulation of aircraft turboprop engines, using digital, analog and hybrid computers
p0601 A72-44208
Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems, emphasizing utilization, cost and technical advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems compatibility and test types
[AIHT PAPER 72-1034] p0615 A72-85401
Effect of several geometrically different porous castings on rotor stall limit line and overall performance improvement
[SAE-TW-9-637] p0078 A72-11888
Jet engine calibration tests conducted in altitude chamber to determine gross thrust values for future engine or nozzle evaluation
Development of techniques for evaluating performance of afterburning engines and measurement of significant operating parameters
[SAE-TM-X-68305] p0329 A72-20963
Procedure of development for calculating off-design-point performance of turbojet and turbofan engines
[IA-655] p0378 A72-22798
Starting characteristics of aircraft turbine engines in flight and on ground
Amendment to proposed noise control legislation [PB-87-20841] p0525 W72-23775

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of airport environmental meteorological parameters [PB-1013 W72-11337]

Environmental research with instrumented aircraft, discussing application to operational forecast and weather modification experiments in hurricanes and tropical convective motions [PB-1004 W72-14682]

Environmental impacts on aircraft and propulsion systems - Conference, Trenton, N.J., May 1971 [PB-1075 W72-18751]

Sonic boom research facilities and techniques, emphasizing applicability to other environmental problems p023 A72-23317

Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic environment by active vibration isolation, discussing human frequency response characteristics p0302 A72-26391

Environmental effects on aircraft structure operational reliability, discussing failure removal and protective coating lifetime p035 W72-30205

Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and noise annoyance international standards for civil aircraft noise reduction p050 A72-39803

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
Environmental impact survey for airport development at Grove City, Pa. [PB-203287-F] p0221 W72-17201

Environmental impact survey of taxiway improvements at Santa Barbara Municipal Airport, Calif. [PB-201533-F] p0221 W72-17202

Environmental impact survey on consolidation of all air Force advanced helicopter training at Hill AFB, Utah [PB-108764-F] p0221 W72-17203

Environmental impact statement for Earth Resources Aircraft program [NASA-TN-X-69559] p0476 W72-27008

Environmental impact survey of airport in Park Falls, Wisconsin [PB-204025-F] p0483 W72-27284


Environmental impact statement on proposed improvements at Anti-Omphal Airport, Ephraim, Utah [PB-207066-F] p0526 W72-32270

Environmental impact statement on proposed extension and widening of existing paved runway at Barxley Municipal Airport, Barxley, Georgia [PB-206167-F] p0526 W72-32271

Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Dade County Airport, Trencon, Georgia [PB-205578-F] p0527 W72-32272

Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Jasper-Pickens County Airport, Jasper, Georgia [PB-204959-F] p0527 W72-32273

Environmental impact statement on proposed development of Wellsville Municipal Airport, Wellsville, Wisconsin [PB-204857-F] p0527 W72-32274

Environmental impact statement on proposed installation of instrument landing system and approach lighting systems at Ottawa Industrial Airport, Ottawa, Iowa [PB-207235-F] p0527 W72-32275

Environmental impact statement on proposed pavement and taxiway construction at West Jefferson, North Carolina [PB-206552-F] p0527 W72-32276

Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Hemphill Municipal Airport, Hemphill, Texas [PB-206262-F] p0527 W72-32277

Environmental impact statement on airport development in Effingham, Illinois [PB-205790-F] p0643 W72-32356

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
CHRONOLOGICAL TESTS
Evaluation of proposed high temperature test programs and procedures for testing of aircraft structure for dynamic environments p0115 A72-15772

Environmental tests on carbon fiber Vulcan airframe flaps, including thermal cycling, laser erosion, corrosion and lightning strike testing p0135 A72-16998

JSTED turbofan engine anticicing system development, discussing icing test program and results p0047 A72-34505

C-5A A/B aircraft engine air particle separator antiseptic design features, manufacturing techniques and testing p0177 A72-18769

Turboprop electric igniter climatic test problems and equipment for assessing quality control p0182 A72-19112

Field and laboratory sonic boom simulatoArS, noting required characteristics p0234 A72-23323

Prediction models for dynamic environment experienced by cargo during air and rail transportation p0042 A72-32610

Low temperature environmental chamber for F-111 proof load testing, describing components of cold air forced convection recirculation system with liquid nitrogen injection p0042 A72-32642

Dynamic input to cargo in turbosjet aircraft studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction processes and results p0403 A72-32625

Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for launch and recovery capabilities under sea environment conditions, discussing visual landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions [AFS PREPRINT 650] p0447 A72-34505

Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance in manually controlled IFB formation flight task for OH-1 helicopter under various environmental and operational conditions [AD-725208] p0331 W72-10044

Inventory of facilities for conducting acceleration, environmental, impact, structural shock, heat, vibration, and noise tests - Vol. 3 [NASA-CR-1876] p0092 W72-12183

Development of methods for conducting climatic tests with emphasis on design, construction, and operation of clastic barge [AD-733297] p0257 W72-18268

Environmental tests to determine behavior of titanium alloys under heat salt, stress corrosion conditions existing in jet engines [NASA-TN-X-68015] p0259 W72-18541

Durability tests on components of VFW-31 gyrodyne with determination of rotary wing fatigue life [NASA-TN-F-14284] p0421 W72-24023

Acrodynamic characteristics and performance of OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads imposed during combat operations [AD-738020] p0422 W72-24032

Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path indicator for suitability as part of two segment visual approach slope indicator [FAA-ADB-72-49] p0590 W72-31653

Analysis of sixty element per linear inch plasma display/memory device for use in military aircraft [AD-744096] p0626 W72-32069

ENVIRONMENTS
AEOSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
MAGNETOSPHERE
MESOSPHERE
NOT RotATING ENVIRONMENTS
EJECTION

air traffic system safety needs, emphasizing Technical Standard Order system.
[IAIA PAPER 72-2007] p0288 A72-25571
Instrument landing systems specifications for civil and military aviation, suggesting
replacement type development based on existing configurations.
[p0307 A72-27110
Complete aircraft systems reliability and maintenance, discussing extraordinary
variances causes, faulty data inferences and operational testing for equipment specifications
validation.
[p0343 A72-28358
Electrostatic primary flight control requirements and equipment characteristics,
discussing USAF and NASA fly by wire B and D programs.
[IAIA PAPER 72-682] p0505 A72-39116
Equipment requirements and technology survey for airborne displays and control systems of search
and rescue helicopters.
[AD-728042] p0091 N72-11976
Design of color television camera for use on helicopters.
[RHK-LABS-NOTE-142] p0109 N72-13360
Development and application of nonflammable and fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft
and aircraft interiors.
[p0208 N72-16419
Development of methods for conducting climatic tests with emphasis on design, construction, and
operation of climatic hangar.
[AD-733298] p0257 N72-18268
Flight tests performed following initial delivery or extensive repair and overhaul as performed by
Canadian Armed Forces.
[p0329 N72-20987
Development of criteria for application of composite materials in construction of
helicopter synchronizing drive shafts.
[AD-739791] p0481 N72-27043
Operating principles of main components of fuel flow control unit for USSR turbofan engine.
[p0539 N72-29816
EJECTION: U CONSTRUCTION

ERGONOMICS U HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

EROSION

Air dust erodive damage to helicopter gas turbine engine parts, discussing inertial rotorless
filtering systems.
[p0346 A72-27886
Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means for
alleviating performance and service life losses.
[ICAS PAPER 72-02] p0552 A72-61127
End oriented, fiber reinforced plastic composites as rain erosion resistant materials.
[AD-738079] p0426 N72-24616
Chemical and structural properties of urethane elastomers and resistance to rain erosion.
[AD-737624] p0426 N72-24618
ERROR ANALYSIS

Terminal aerodynamic forecasts usefulness and accuracy assessment.
[p0010 A72-10684
Optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filters application to integrated air and submarine navigation systems, discussing measurement errors modeling an bias-
and colored noise.
[p0017 A72-12050
Dynamic structural analysis by finite element method, describing error bounds for eigenvalue
analysis by elimination of variables.
[p0055 A72-13401
Book on mechanism and error-analysis of inertial navigation systems, stability improvement for
terrestrial applications.
[p0140 A72-17984
Airplane engine test data processing by polynomial relations, assuming normal measurement error
distribution.
[p0181 A72-18978
Error analysis for digital avionics system involving Doppler navigation by intermittant scanning of single beam multicode radar, noting
optimum statistical data processing.
[p0398 A72-32204
Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial navigation systems.
[AIYA PAPER 72-848] p0504 A72-39081
A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or missile state estimation and error analysis using radar tracking data.
[AIYA PAPER 72-838] p0505 A72-39089
Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing oforotors.
[p0556 A72-41229
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the identification of stability and control derivatives.
[AIYA PAPER 72-963] p0561 A72-42346
Error analysis on range and azimuth resolution characteristics of digital radar air traffic
control system.
[AD-730505] p0223 N72-17592
Causes of altitude errors.
[p0268 N72-19016
Characteristics of flight test instruments and techniques for overcoming limitations and sources of
error.
[p0339 N72-20984
Error analysis on wind tunnel effects in strain gauge balance measurements.
[p0470 N72-26346
Numerical analysis of cause and effect of errors in inertial navigation systems based on gyro
displacement operation.
[p0472 N72-26522
ERROR BAND: U ACCURACY

ERROR CORRECTING DEVICES

Correction factors for aerodynamic research.
[IAIA AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH] p0181 A72-18978
Institute Goettingen transonic wind tunnel, comparing calculated values with AGARD
calibration models test results.
[DFEAL-SORDDR-167] p0058 A72-13650
Heat transfer coefficients to both sides of finite one dimensional slab subject to phase-change
cooling technique boundary conditions, deriving thin film correction factors.
[p0060 A72-13956
Airframe and engine configuration for the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape capsule.
[AIYA PAPER 72-801] p0100 A72-40053

ERROR FUNCTIONS

Computerized error function method of wreckage trajectory analysis in aircraft accident investigation, using fundamental equations of motion.
[p0059 A72-13250
ERRORS:

WT INSTRUMENT ERRORS.
WT PILOT ERRORS.
WT POSITION ERRORS.
WT RANDOM ERRORS.
WT VELOCITY ERRORS.

ESCAPE CAPSULES

Development of an inflatable fabric structure for the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape capsule.
[AIYA PAPER 72-801] p0100 A72-40053

ESCAPE SYSTEMS

Paraohute designs and applications to escape systems; paratrooper, supply dropping; aircraft
jumping, weapon systems stabilization, flight testing aids and sport.
[p0006 A72-10302
Dynamic response index /DER/ minimization for personnel aircraft emergency escape systems to reduce injury probability.
[p0194 A72-21576
Emergency systems for helicopter crew and passenger survivability; incorporating use of ejection seats, extraction systems
parachute bail-out and shape, explosive chargers.
[p0195 A72-21581
Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing, discussing design and ground testing.
[p0195 A72-21583
Chemically strengthened glass for ejection through fuselage canopy. Design in aircraft emergency.
Transitory diversion as cause of violent evasive maneuver to prevent airdrain collision of American and Trans World Airlines Boeing 707 aircraft

[MTSB-ABN-72-7] p0367 A72-22017

ST ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

ST HARMONIC EXCITATION

ST WAVE EXCITATION

Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.
P0567 A72-42912

EXHAUST DIFFUSERS

Small radial inflow turbines for space application, considering blade-shroud clearance, blade loading and exit diffuser design.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-42] p0295 A72-25636

EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION

ST ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY SIMULATION

ST FLIGHT SIMULATION

Simulated tests of turbojet engine ingestion of missile exhaust, determining design criteria for aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber test data

P0176 A72-18758

High pressure cannular combustor with continuous analytical and sampling system for simulated gas turbine engine emissions measurements.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-88] p0290 A72-25663

Jet engine simulation with low speed wind tunnel models for interference drag measurement

P0027 A72-10005

Wind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwing turbofan engine model with determination of jet interference effects and lift-dependent drag.

[ASME-GT-1207] p0527 A72-28998

EXHAUST GASES

Airframe gas turbine engine emission reduction, showing nitrogen oxide control with water injection.

[ASME PAPER 71-WA/GT-9] p0116 A72-15502

Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect of wing-tip vortices, plane visibility and monitoring, simulation and modeling.

[ASME PAPER 71-WA/GT-2] p0117 A72-15505

Airframe gas turbine engine smoke emission sampling by stained filter technique, comparing Navy specifications 15 [SB/75] with SAE method ARP 1179

P0177 A72-18770

Gas turbine engine emission data correlation based on combustor theoretical model, proposing correction factors for data reduction to standard test conditions.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-60] p0297 A72-25651

Propulsion system design for military YF10D aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum thrust ratio and exhaust downstream characteristics.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-73] p0297 A72-25655

Airframe gas turbine engines exhaust emission characteristics identification, considering ambient temperature and humidity effects.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-75] p0297 A72-25657

High pressure cannular combustor with continuous analytical and sampling system for simulated gas turbine engine emissions measurements.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-88] p0298 A72-25663

Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization improvement, smoke reduction and combustor design techniques.

P0301 A72-26037

Exhaust composition and smoke emission reduction from aircraft with gas turbine power plants.

P0306 A72-27270

Estimated peak regional concentration of SST exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight operation levels.

P0346 A72-28837

Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel demand, estimating engine exhaust effects on air quality.

P0350 A72-28079

Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation by propulsion effluents of high altitude aircraft flights.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-650] p0418 A72-34076

SST contrails, stratospheric dispersion by aircraft wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases temperature induced buoyancy effects.

[ASME PAPER 72-GT-650] p0415 A72-34084

Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases, discussing water vapor and nitrogen oxides effects on ozone concentration.

P0451 A72-35327

Procedure for the continuous sampling and measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft turbine engines.

[SAE ARP 1256] p0458 A72-36532

Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust products of supersonic aircraft in the stratosphere

P0493 A72-37824

Airframe gas turbine engines environmental effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic emissions and predictions in relation to propulsion system design parameters.

P0602 A72-48296

Aircraft activity effects on air pollution in San Francisco Bay area with engine emission and climatological data.

P0036 A72-10361

Propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles and analysis of exhaust emissions from fossil-fueled heat engines.

[PB-200144] p0036 A72-10380

Combustion efficiency and exhaust emission levels correlated with operating conditions for gas turbine combustor.

[NASA-TB-D-6661] p0213 A72-16721

Statistical analysis of turbojet engine exhaust emissions in atmosphere.

P0222 A72-17319

Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft and combustion research for reducing emissions through combustor design and fuel atomization.

[NASA-TB-1-66000] p0251 A72-18009

Design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on air pollution and noise.

P0254 A72-18034

Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen oxides in gaseous emissions from limited sample of military and commercial aircraft turbine engines.

P0283 A72-15968

Exhaust measurement from five aircraft piston engines.

[PB-204176] p0283 A72-15996

Analysis of aircraft emission control technology and feasibility analysis of various control methods.

[PB-204878] p0333 A72-21017

Exhaust emissions tests of aircraft propulsion and auxiliary power gas turbine engines.

[PB-204920] p0333 A72-21018

Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by aircraft engines.

[PB-204794] p0338 A72-21592

Annotated bibliography on environmental pollution caused by aircraft emissions.

[NASA-TD-735943] p0388 A72-23555

Air pollution for peak traffic periods at Heathrow Airport, London, for April through September for 1970.

P0426 A72-24649

Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence of operating conditions on emission characteristics of jet engine exhaust.


Analytical measurements of exhaust emissions from aircraft turbine engines using Jet A fuel.

[BN-BX-763R] p0435 A72-25584

Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas turbine engines - tables.
SUBJECT INDEX

"EXHAUST SYSTEMS"
p0065 N72-26014

"Electrical analog simulation of internal combustion engines intake and exhaust systems nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder, turbine and supercharger operation"
p0051 N72-29136

"Reduction of harmful emissions of turbine engine exhaust system"
p0047 N72-11675

"Analysis of meteorological conditions under which condensation trails are formed by water in aircraft engine exhaust"

"Survey of wind tunnel testing procedures for nozzles and exhausts"
p0095 N72-12520

"Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize aux of losses"

"EXHAUST VELOCITIES"
p0029 N72-16688

"Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on free hypersonic jet exhaust properties"
p0029 N72-10013

"Jet peak axial-velocity decay data for circular and noncircular single-element and double-element nozzles for STOL aircraft with externally blown flaps"
p0158 N72-14302

"EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES"
p0078 N72-17003

"U QUESSTOL"
p0084 N72-17003

"U UNDERGROUND EXPLOSIONS"
p0151 N72-17003

"Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard supertankers during cleaning operation and electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft during passage through heavy rain, noting water drop disintegration"
p0061 N72-49979

"Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft fuel tanks and methods for predicting fuel/air concentrations in tanks"
p0061 N72-11055

"Fire and explosion protection fuel tank ullages, including oxygen reduction, vapor or mist inerting, and plastic foam fillers"
p0069 N72-11690

"Damage criteria for parked aircraft exposed to explosions"

"EXPLOSIVE DECOMPOSITION"
p0219 N72-17011

"Medicai and physiologcal hazards for SST passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES

- Cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression risks

- Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing physical and blast effects, pressurization safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES

- NT BOMBS (ORDNANCE)
  - Construction and function of pyrotechnic-biological device for assisting opening of parachutes

- EXPLOSIVE CHARGES
  - Explosive compaction and welding for low cost production of helicopter and turbine structural components

- EXPLOSIVE WELDING
  - Explosive compaction and welding for low cost production of helicopter and turbine structural components

- EXPLOSIVES
  - Application of explosives for development of instantaneous activation of emergency systems aboard military and civil transport aircraft

REPORTS

- E X T E R N A L S T O R E S
- M T P O D S (E X T E R N A L S T O R E S)
  - Weapon firings and external store separation tests by flight test methods for determining safe weapon release envelope
  - Simulator for physical forces experienced by carrier aircraft during catapult launches and arrested landings, considering external stores safe suspension


SOLAR SYSTEMS

F - 9 \( \text{C O M A S \ P A P E R} \) 72-89

- The application of non-planar lifting surface theory to the calculation of external-store loads.

- Development of impact shock test criteria and shock spectrum simulation test for ejection mechanism used with externally carried ordnance on aircraft

- Computer program for calculation of airborne stores loads, shears, and moments

- Development of magnetic artificial gravity test facility for use in wind tunnel tests to simulate separation of external stores from aircraft in flight

- Mutual aerodynamic interference effects on flow field beneath aircraft with external stores examined by cross flow corrections method

- Perturbation of external stores on fighter aircraft and effects on aerodynamic characteristics

- Resonance tests of target aircraft fitted with wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method

- Numerical procedure for predicting interference of external stores on F-4 aircraft at supersonic speed - Part 1

- Numerical procedure for predicting interference of external stores on F-4 aircraft at supersonic speed - Part 2

- Computer program for the determination of the forces and moments developed by F-4 aircraft during ground and airborne operation

F - 4 \( \text{A I R C R E A T} \)

- Buccaneer Mk 2 and F-4K Phantom takeoff and landing performance improvement due to boundary layer control by leading and trailing edge blowing

- Electromechanical redundant activating mechanism for F-4 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power servo, noting application to fly by wire control

- Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire flight control system for an F-4 aircraft

- Solvent removal by immersion of EC-2273 potting compound from F-4 aircraft electrical components

- Hexamethylene diisocyanate for rehardening of EC-2273 potting compound in F-4 aircraft electrical components

- Measurement of aircraft noise generated by F-45 aircraft during ground and airborne operation

- Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating display devices and pilot performance in manual fuel consumption optimization

- Development of training program for F-4C aircraft with refined training based on computer systems data

- Numerical procedure for predicting interference of external stores on F-4 aircraft at supersonic speed - Part 1

- Numerical procedure for predicting interference of external stores on F-4 aircraft at supersonic speed - Part 2

- Effect of fin-opening shock environment on guided modular dispenser weapons
subject index

computer programming manual for theoretical prediction of interference loads caused by external stores on F-8 aircraft - part 3
[NSA-AB-112065-3] p0066 N72-26923
simulation of dynamic spin of F-8 aircraft at low flight speeds
[AD-739335] p0083 N72-27227
flight load parameters of F-8J aircraft for 48.5
flight hours
[AD-763476] p0023 N72-32050
F-5 AIRCRAFT
grainite fiber-epoxy composite systems development for F-5 aircraft landing gear door, speed brake, leading and trailing edge flaps and horizontal stabilizer
[AD-72-28097] p0312 N72-27039
analysis of military requirements and specifications for aircraft performance using F-5
[AD-736825] p0481 N72-27039
F-8 AIRCRAFT
N-8D aircraft variable stability system ground/flight calibration for determination of flight control system dynamic effects on flying qualities
[AD-72-16660] p0125 N72-16660
design and flight experience with a digital fly-by-wire control system using opaloidazation system hardware on an F-8 aircraft.
[AD-836938] p0011 N72-40060
flight tests to determine optimum energy flight path of F-8D aircraft and comparison with previous schedules to reach supersonic speed
[AD-737377] p0385 N72-23035
flight test of F-8 aircraft to determine minimum energy climb-based on energy state approximation
[AD-738018] p0423 N72-24035
numerical analysis of three dimensional, compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite supercritical wing of F-8 transonic research aircraft
[AD-73-11518] p0644 N72-33272
F-10 AIRCRAFT
F-10A fighter accelerated flight test program with 18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours before 1973 operability
[AD-73-14891] p0063 N72-14891
automated telemetry system providing real-time, analytical capability and reduction of flight test time for F-10
[AD-74-14892] p0063 N72-14892
F-10E tomcat test program for hydraulic systems, spinning, low speed performance, stallng, afterburning turbofan engine, in-flight refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
[AD-73-17582] p0138 N72-17582
F-10A naval fighter aircraft flight test program, discussing instrumentation and low-speed test results
[AD-73-21005] p0190 N72-21005
F-10 and F-401 turbofan engine design and development for F-15 and F-14, discussing impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder metallurgy and metal composites, etc
[AD-73-34390] p0442 N72-34390
real time flight flutter testing w7 Z-transform analysis technique.
[AD-82-784] p0495 N72-38101
direct lift control feasibility for integration into F-14A automatic carrier landing system /KCLZ/, using moving-base six-degree-of-freedom simulation
[AD-83-784] p0505 N72-39127
environmental impact and adverse environmental effects of Navy F-14 aircraft operation
[PB-199851-7] p0206 N72-15983
F-15 AIRCRAFT
F-100 and F-401 turbofan engine design and development for F-15 and F-14, discussing impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder metallurgy and metal composites, etc
[AD-73-34390] p0442 N72-34390
design and development of F-15 fighter aircraft and analysis of effects of aircraft operation on air pollution and noise
[PB-201100-7] p0254 N72-18034
cost/decision model for deferred procurement of Air Force depot maintenance capability with computerized application to F-15 inertial navigation system
[AD-735531] p0334 N72-21029
F-20 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
dynamic aspects of Fokker F-20 aircraft design.
[AD-70-42831] p0566 N72-42831
fatigue testing of the F-20F Fellowship.
[AD-70-44729] p0608 N72-44729
fatigue crack propagation in Fokker F-20 full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust flight simulation loading
[AD-71-70143-7] p0888 N72-27955
F-100 AIRCRAFT
processing and analyzing clear air turbulence data collected by F-100, and F-106 aircraft
[AD-73-26314] p0222 N72-17302
F-102 AIRCRAFT
measurement of neutron dose transmission factors around cockpit of F-102 aircraft
[AD-72-21501] p0112 N72-13668
F-104 AIRCRAFT
statistical evaluation of operational load forces on undercarriage of F-104 aircraft
[AD-71-12989] p0401 N72-12989
flight tests to determine effects of moderate deflections of wing leading and trailing edges of F-104 aircraft buffett characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds
[NSA-TR-6-6693] p0572 N72-30004
calculating resonance frequencies and generalized masses for F-104G aircraft from drawings by finite-element method
[AD-70-33192] p0680 N72-33915
F-105 AIRCRAFT
design and development of six-degree-of-freedom visual approach and landing simulator for training F-105 pilots
[AD-73-32400] p0257 N72-18267
design and development of visual approach and landing simulator using F-105 aircraft components and closed circuit television system
[AD-76-32259] p0403 N72-32259
F-106 AIRCRAFT
processing and analyzing clear air turbulence data collected by F-100, and F-106 aircraft
[AD-73-28781] p0222 N72-21702
inspect and repair as necessary (IRAN) procedure effectiveness for depot maintenance of F-106
[AD-73-22039] p0370 N72-22039
F-111 AIRCRAFT
relative cost comparisons of composite applications with conventional material components selected from F-111A supersonic fighter bomber
[AD-72-21026] p0692 N72-21026
F-111 aircraft landing gear and speed brake hydraulic system control by single dual-function valve, describing design features and performance characteristics
[AD-73-25853] p0287 N72-25853
low temperature environmental chamber for F-111 proof load testing, describing components of cold air forced convection recirculation system with liquid nitrogen injection
[AD-71-14234] p0692 N72-14234
F-111 stall inhibitor system with angle of attack limitation, describing interface with stability augmentation system
[AD-72-35577] p0256 N72-35577
F-111a inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics for airframe-propulsion integration based on flight and transonic wind tunnel tests
[ICAS PAPER 72-19] p0553 N72-41143
inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests with F-111 and T-3F aircraft
[NSA-TR-1-67495] p0212 N72-16709
flight test analysis of flow characteristics of air intake system of F-111A aircraft at transonic and supersonic speeds
[AD-70-66979] p0265 N72-18996
FAB (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE) U FORTRAN
fabrication
graphite filament reinforced plastics strength, performance properties, fabrication processes
A-191
and tooling concepts  p0011 A72-10968
Composite resistant fabrication methods in large
jetliner components to reduce maintenance and
downtime, discussing clad wing and
fuselage skins  p0239 A72-24025
Flyby-wire for low cost automated fabrication of
fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting
applications from missile interstages to modular
housing  p0312 A72-28081
Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high
strength/stiffness to weight ratio as critical
performance requirements  p0312 A72-28082
DC 10 aircraft wing stringers fabrication and
processing, discussing stress relieveing and
stretch form contouring techniques, aging and
tempering processes and flaw detection
[AIAA PAPER W 72-31, 3]  p0314 A72-28161

FABRICS
FT PARAMETRIC FABRICS
FABRIC-PLIOT LASERS
U LASERS
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS
Fail-operational automatic landing system for
Boeing 747 aircraft, noting reduction is
allowable minimum weather conditions in U.S. and
UK  p0010 A72-10561
Government role in widebody aircraft introduction to
air carrier service, discussing aircraft
maintenance, design and fail-safe structural
configurations  p0179 A72-18331
Engine out flight training safety, recommending
certification requirements or training
procedures changes  p0179 A72-18334
DC 10 aircraft automatic flight guidance system,
noting dual dual fail-passive autolandings
 p0234 A72-23448
Achieving fail safe design in rotors  [ARS PREPRINT 673]  p0408 A72-34513
Analysis of a partially cracked panel  p0458 A72-36771
Quadple-redundancy management for fly-by-wire
control system reliability, discussing analog
circuit and digital computer voter/monitor
techniques  [AIAA PAPER 72-884]  p0505 A72-39117
Failsafe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet
craft  p0506 A72-39351
Concorde electrically signalled fly by wire
control system with mechanical linkages for
standby fail-safe redundancy  p0551 A72-41068
The fatigue and fail-safe program for the
 certification of the Lockheed Model 286 rigid
rotor helicopter  p0608 A72-47733
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue  p0609 A72-47470
Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe
structures  [ARL/SM-S977-334]  p0438 A72-25099

FAILURE
NT BURNTHROUGH (FAILURE)
NT ENGINE FAILURE
NT FAILURE ANALYSIS
NT STRUCTURAL FAILURE
NT SYSTEM FAILURES
Noise pollution, structural failure, transonic
speed engineering, and aircraft design
 p0214 A72-16766
FAILURE ANALYSIS
Bayesian analysis of onboard computer controlled
aircraft avionics subsystem built-in test for
failure detection  p0123 A72-16574
DC-10 aircraft automatic landing performance and
failure assessment monitor system
 p0190 A72-21003
Russian book on aircraft engine reliability
covering defects, fractures and failure
analysis, service life prediction, production
deficiencies and operational conditions
 p0301 A72-26068
Onboard localization of aircraft electrical
equipment failures, using list checkout,
automatic indication and dynamic programming
method  p0304 A72-26095
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bending test due to stringer interruptions,
analyzing structural deficiency via colon and
beam bending theories  p0566 A72-42627
Statistical method of failure analysis for
redundancy form selection, noting aircraft
safety and reliability  p0568 A72-42973
Theoretical and analytical aspects of metal
fatigue failure and relationships to fracture
mechanics  [AD-75028]  p0036 A72-10957
Maximum likelihood technique for estimating
deviations from parent population of aircraft
fatigue failures determined from sample
 containing failed and non-failed members
[ARC-CP-1146]  p0098 A72-12925
Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle
fatigue and creep damage of critical components
of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations
[AD-728055]  p0162 A72-14602
Applying systems analysis techniques to aircraft
maintenance to achieve aviation safety
 p0268 A72-19017
Investigating failure of gas turbine vanes under
influence of thermal cycles in simulated modes of
equipment start-up and shut down
 p0282 A72-24815
Analysis of failure rate for rotary wings on CH-47
helicopter and determination of
mean-time-between-failure leading to final
replacement  [AD-739568]  p0516 A72-28022
Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine
effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system
installed in UH-1 helicopter  [AD-739567]  p0517 A72-28023
Quality control and reliability engineering
procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
[JPORA-56674]  p0538 A72-29809
Predicting structural failure by applying
structural fatigue test data analysis
 p0540 A72-29903
Review of civil aviation accidents in US to
determine incidents involving asbestos failures
 p0541 A72-29914
Reliability engineering of aft transmission
planetary carrier bearing nut in mechanical
drive assembly of CH-46 helicopter
[AD-743073]  p0587 A72-31037

FAILURE MODES
Static compressive load tests on L-837 aircraft
marker light bases

FAIRCHILD MILITARY AIRCRAFT
G MILITARY AIRCRAFT
FAN IN WING AIRCRAFT
Fan in-wing model noise due to cross flow
generated in- and outflow distortions and
unsteady rotor blade forces  [ARL/SM-S977-334]  p0229 A72-25666
Flow distortion and performance measurements on a
12-inch fan-in-wing model for a range of forward
speeds and angle of attack settings
 p0560 A72-42323
Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12
in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward
speeds and angle of attack settings in closed
wind tunnel
 p0211 A72-16702
Fan and wing force data on wind tunnel model of
YUML lift fan in two dimensional wing, with and
without exit louvers  [NASA-TN-D-6654]  p0263 B72-18775
Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of fan
in wing model at various angles of attack and
airspeeds
 p0640 A72-33966
FAHS
FASTEBEBS . . . ...-.'
BT BOLTS '.'•..
FAB FIELDS '
FATIGUE (HATEBIALS) '}
HT AHCHOBS (FASTEHEBS) •• . ,
HT SOTS (FASTEHERS) • . . - . •
HT LOCKS (FASTEBEBS) :
BT THEBHAL FATIGOE
BT METAL FATIGDE
BT BEBDIHG FATIGOE • -..-•.
RIVETS • • ;....*_..,.,.,.
formulation and testing
Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow
distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines
FAIR FIELDS
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft wake
far field structure, measuring trailing vortex decay
by yawhead pressure probe
[ AIAA PAPER 72-40] p0130 N72-16502
Far field sonic boom approach effects, describing
Whitham theory extension for ultimate M wave
deviations for body configurations with
continuous or discontinuous tangent
p0405 A72-33010
Machine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing equations and far flow
field prediction in trailing vortices,
developing turbulent energy model
[ AIAA PAPER 72-989] p0561 A72-42326
FASTENERS
NT ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
NT BOLTS
NT LOCKS (FASTENERS)
NT NUTS (FASTENERS)
NT BOLTS
NT SCREWS

Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain gages for double shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
p0300 A72-25823
Hi-Shear and Hi-Lok fastening systems for aircraft manufacture, comparing strength and weight with
conventional rivets and bolts
[ SAE PAPER 901] p0594 A72-43851
Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental
coatings for steel fasteners used in high
performance aircraft
[AD-738050] p0471 N72-26472
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
NT BENDING FATIGUE
NT METAL FATIGUE
NT THERMAL FATIGUE
Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue
critical design requirements from small airplane
certification
[ SAE PAPER 72016] p0269 A72-25578
Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft
in Australia, describing ground taxi load
spectra and endurance and radiographic
inspection of laminated spar caps
[ SAE PAPER 72031] p0269 A72-25575
Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft
turbine engine blades as function of ambient
temperature and air flow rates
p0304 A72-26592
Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to jet noise, noting stress
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
p0355 A72-29579
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
p0568 A72-82571
Optimal fleet reliability under fatigue and chance
overload in service.
p0607 A72-20656
Aircraft fatigue: Design, operational and economic
aspects.
p0608 A72-84726
Optimal design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
p0608 A72-84720
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue.
p0609 A72-84740
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considering inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity reduction
p0610 A72-84743
Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications, replacements
and NDT
p0610 A72-84744
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil transport
aircraft.
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formulation and testing
Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow
distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines
FAIR FIELDS
Subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft wake
far field structure, measuring trailing vortex decay
by yawhead pressure probe
[ AIAA PAPER 72-40] p0130 N72-16502
Far field sonic boom approach effects, describing
Whitham theory extension for ultimate M wave
deviations for body configurations with
continuous or discontinuous tangent
p0405 A72-33010
Machine code for finite difference solution of
wake vortex governing equations and far flow
field prediction in trailing vortices,
developing turbulent energy model
[ AIAA PAPER 72-989] p0561 A72-42326
FASTENERS
NT ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
NT BOLTS
NT LOCKS (FASTENERS)
NT NUTS (FASTENERS)
NT BOLTS
NT SCREWS

Crack initiation detecting and recording
instrument with optical strain gages for double shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
p0300 A72-25823
Hi-Shear and Hi-Lok fastening systems for aircraft manufacture, comparing strength and weight with
conventional rivets and bolts
[ SAE PAPER 901] p0594 A72-43851
Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental
coatings for steel fasteners used in high
performance aircraft
[AD-738050] p0471 N72-26472
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
NT BENDING FATIGUE
NT METAL FATIGUE
NT THERMAL FATIGUE
Inspectability criteria for airframes with fatigue
critical design requirements from small airplane
certification
[ SAE PAPER 72016] p0269 A72-25578
Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft
in Australia, describing ground taxi load
spectra and endurance and radiographic
inspection of laminated spar caps
[ SAE PAPER 72031] p0269 A72-25575
Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft
turbine engine blades as function of ambient
temperature and air flow rates
p0304 A72-26592
Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures
subjected to jet noise, noting stress
calculation for skin panels and control surfaces
p0355 A72-29579
Reliability analysis in the estimation of
transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.
p0568 A72-82571
Optimal fleet reliability under fatigue and chance
overload in service.
p0607 A72-20656
Aircraft fatigue: Design, operational and economic
aspects.
p0608 A72-84726
Optimal design of joints - The stress severity
factor concept.
p0608 A72-84720
The importance of service inspection in aircraft
fatigue.
p0609 A72-84740
Structural fatigue cost penalties in airline
operations, considering inspection, maintenance
and carrying capacity reduction
p0610 A72-84743
Structural fatigue cost in aircraft maintenance
and repair, considering inspections, defect
rectification, preventive modifications, replacements
and NDT
p0610 A72-84744
Observations on designing to combat fatigue and
its effects on the economics of civil transport
aircraft.
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance.

Aircraft gas turbine engine Ni base alloy disks and shafts thermo-mechanical treatment, considering yield strength and high and low cycle fatigue resistance.

Fatigue testing of model E-2A/B aircraft, using 3000 cycle fatigue requirements for ensuring structural integrity.

Conventional and reliability theories for aircraft structural design and reliability against fatigue cracks.

Assessment procedure for aircraft safety life monitoring.

Fatigue strength of overloaded stiffeners in cracked panels, evaluating stress intensity factor and overload coefficients for fatigue crack propagation via finite element method.

Finite element analysis of underwater loadings, fretting corrosion, stress and residual stress.

Testing procedures for the design and life estimation of fatigue-sensitive structures.

Gas turbine blade models of heat resistant Zr55K, allowing high operating temperature variations, observing fatigue strength.

The New Zealand light aircraft fatigue meter program.

Aircraft structures fatigue life estimation under random acoustic excitation, describing testing methods and equipment.

Fatigue design and test program for the American SST.

Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle fatigue and creep damage of critical components of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations.

Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched aluminum-copper-magnesium airframe alloy.

Anti-fretting corrosion coatings for aluminum alloys at temperature up to 150°C noting fatigue strength.

Conventional and reliability theories for analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection intervals for military and civil aircraft.

Duralumin alloy life under dynamic loadings, fretting corrosion resistance.

Fatigue assessment of safe life and fail-safe structures.

Design features of DC 10 aircraft that assure structural reliability against fatigue cracks.

Fatigue requirements for ensuring structural integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters.

Proposed changes to USAF fatigue evaluation program based on recent experience.

Fatigue test of model E-2A/B aircraft, considering yield strength and high and low cycle fatigue resistance.

Fretting corrosion fatigue prevention by barrier approach, discussing test programs and application to helicopter part fatigue life increase.

Fatigue strength of overloaded stiffeners in cracked panels, evaluating stress intensity factor and overload coefficients for fatigue crack propagation via finite element method.

Assessment procedure for aircraft safety life structures based on fatigue life.

The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for fatigue life monitoring.

Fretting corrosion fatigue prevention by barrier approach, discussing test programs and application to helicopter part fatigue life increase.

Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked aircraft structure parts, maximizing service life.

Concorde airframe testing for thermal effects on structural strength and fatigue life, discussing facilities for flight condition simulation.

Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked aircraft structure parts, maximizing service life prediction problem.

Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural test methods, suggesting systems simulation, component replacement time calculation and computer techniques.

Results of preliminary studies of a bearingless helicopter rotor concept.

Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine compressor disks under variable stresses from fatigue tests, considering safety factors.

Fatigue testing of the F.28 Fellowship, discussing test methods, suggesting system simulation.

The fatigue and fail-safe program for the F.28 Fellowship, discussing test methods, suggesting system simulation.

Airloads and structural integrity flight testing (U.S. Air Force), noting dynamic response, fatigue tests and temperature data acquisition.

Wilga 3 aircraft structure service life from structural fatigue theory and tests, emphasizing operational load distribution measurement.

Metric swaged pipe coupling design and development for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting fatigue test results.

DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling characteristics and fatigue tests.

Statistical evaluation of welded airframe component fatigue damage increase during cyclic loading with constant force amplitude.

Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimation based on flight load time histories from counter accelerometers.

Crack initiation detection and recording instrument with optical strain gauges for double shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners.

Airframe and wing fatigue life testing, discussing results recompontation for changed operating conditions.

Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural test methods, suggesting systems simulation, component replacement time calculation and computer techniques.

Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance.

Aircraft gas turbine engine Ni base alloy disks and shafts thermo-mechanical treatment, considering yield strength and high and low cycle fatigue resistance.
Destructive crack propagation and fatigue tests on C-130 aircraft center wings

Fatigue tests of D16AlO alloy sheets under high intensity acoustic, harmonic and electrodynamic vibrator loading

Destructive crack propagation and fatigue tests on T5-11A-500/600 turbotripop aircraft wing

Testing for acoustic fatigue in aircraft structures

Standard ARM captive carry life expectancy prediction and vibration qualification testing, resulting in airframe fatigue failure

Fatigue testing of mechanical cables for arresting gears

Fast sequence fatigue tests of aluminum alloy box beams in unidirectional bending

Fatigue tests of angular-contact ball bearings with tetraester and synthetic paraffinic oil at 492 K in air environment

Fatigue crack propagation and static residual strength characteristics of fatigue damaged wings

Fatigue tests on bolted wing-body junction of military aircraft

Conference on fatigue test evaluation for aircraft structures

Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures with emphasis on thermal cycle

Fatigue tests of simulated main wing spars at joint with fuselage frame for SAB aircraft

Fatigue integrity program for Boeing 747 aircraft

Predicting structural failure by applying structural fatigue test data analysis

Method for checking fatigue resistance of structural design detail for SSM

Fatigue and thermal static strength development tests performed on sections of Concord supersonic transport aircraft

Fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions

A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine acceleration control

State-feedback controllers and state-estimators design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance

The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft pursuit-evasion problems

Problems and solutions related to the design of a control augmentation system for a longitudinally unstable supersonic transport

Output-feedback control law for randomly distributed multivariable system.

Rotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery rotors, and rotor feedback control - Conference proceedings

Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor 80-105 helicopter noting feedback effects

Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis methods applied to naval aircraft approach power compensator systems, using pilot DESKTOP computer

Aircraft optimal terminal guidance with digital computer program

Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, determining correlation between system sensitivity computations and observations

Zero velocity lag servomechanism transient response sensitivity from intuitive approach to convolution problem, noting feedback compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction

Near optimal closed loop control laws for fixed time pursuit-evasion differential game between two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic modeling

Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system development for military helicopters, discussing test program and technical feasibility

Flight tests of stability augmentation system for light airplane improving pilot control during IFR encounter

Random vibration statistics of lifting rotors with feedback control, solving response variance matrix by random inputs shaping filters

Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust alleviation design, using indirect perturbation information through normal acceleration factor measurement

Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation system to improve 88-18 helicopter damping and handling qualities during high speed grappling missions

Ringless rotor - Experimental frequency response and dynamic characteristics with hub moment feedback controls.

Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and reduced cost

A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine acceleration control

State-feedback controllers and state-estimators design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance

The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft pursuit-evasion problems

Problems and solutions related to the design of a control augmentation system for a longitudinally unstable supersonic transport.

Output-feedback control law for randomly distributed multivariable system.

Rotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery rotors, and rotor feedback control - Conference proceedings

Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor 80-105 helicopter noting feedback effects

Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis methods applied to naval aircraft approach power compensator systems, using pilot DESKTOP computer

Aircraft optimal terminal guidance with digital computer program

Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, determining correlation between system sensitivity computations and observations

Zero velocity lag servomechanism transient response sensitivity from intuitive approach to convolution problem, noting feedback compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction

Near optimal closed loop control laws for fixed time pursuit-evasion differential game between two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic modeling

Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system development for military helicopters, discussing test program and technical feasibility

Flight tests of stability augmentation system for light airplane improving pilot control during IFR encounter

Random vibration statistics of lifting rotors with feedback control, solving response variance matrix by random inputs shaping filters

Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust alleviation design, using indirect perturbation information through normal acceleration factor measurement

Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation system to improve 88-18 helicopter damping and handling qualities during high speed grappling missions

Ringless rotor - Experimental frequency response and dynamic characteristics with hub moment feedback controls.

Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and reduced cost

A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine acceleration control

State-feedback controllers and state-estimators design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance

The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft pursuit-evasion problems

Problems and solutions related to the design of a control augmentation system for a longitudinally unstable supersonic transport.

Output-feedback control law for randomly distributed multivariable system.

Rotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery rotors, and rotor feedback control - Conference proceedings

Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor 80-105 helicopter noting feedback effects

Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis methods applied to naval aircraft approach power compensator systems, using pilot DESKTOP computer

Aircraft optimal terminal guidance with digital computer program

Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, determining correlation between system sensitivity computations and observations

Zero velocity lag servomechanism transient response sensitivity from intuitive approach to convolution problem, noting feedback compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction

Near optimal closed loop control laws for fixed time pursuit-evasion differential game between two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic modeling

Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system development for military helicopters, discussing test program and technical feasibility

Flight tests of stability augmentation system for light airplane improving pilot control during IFR encounter

Random vibration statistics of lifting rotors with feedback control, solving response variance matrix by random inputs shaping filters

Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust alleviation design, using indirect perturbation information through normal acceleration factor measurement

Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation system to improve 88-18 helicopter damping and handling qualities during high speed grappling missions

Ringless rotor - Experimental frequency response and dynamic characteristics with hub moment feedback controls.

Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and reduced cost

A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine acceleration control

State-feedback controllers and state-estimators design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model
FEEDFORWARD CONTROL

Design of stability augmentation system for NC13 rigid rotor helicopter .......................... p0086 A72-11930
Flight test of three-axis hydrodynamic stability augmentation system in helicopter ............... p0085 A72-11937
Design of optimal feedback controller for multivariate linear systems and subsystem sensitivity constraints [NASA-TH-6-6604] p0307 A72-23195
Determination of limit cycle and structural resonance characteristics of aircraft stability augmentation systems by ground and flight tests [NASA-TH-D-6867] p0665 A72-26017
Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce excursions in altitude of jet transport aircraft during atmospheric turbulence [NASA-TH-D-6869] p0572 A72-30009

FEEDBACK CONTROL

Convolution open and closed loop servo analysis methods applied to Naval aircraft approach power compensator systems, using pilot model concepts [AIAA PAPER 72-124] p0131 A72-16922
Multiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal approach path control. [ICAS PAPER 72-84] p0555 A72-41171

FEEDING DEVICES

U ANTENNA FEEDS
PEEL
U SENSORY FEEDBACK
YENCES (BARRELS)
Scale model tests of high thrust engine blast deflection fence combinations for protection of adjacent roadway traffic p0413 A72-323698

FERROELECTRIC MATERIALS

Approaches to verification and solution of magnetic particle inspection problems p0610 A72-44903

PET (TRANSISTORS)

U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
FIBER STRENGTH

Layered anisotropic fiber composite /Tetra-Core/ for sandwich construction and aircraft applications, discussing design, fabrication and strength characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-2143] p0292 A72-255599

FIBERGLASS
U GLASS FIBERS
FIBERS
U CARBON FIBERS
U GLASS FIBERS
U NYLON (TRADEMARK)
U METAL FORGING FIBERS
High temperature resins for use in graphite fiber composites for jet engines [NASA-SC-72983] p0320 A72-20508
Thermal aspects of using filamentary composite materials for airframes on atmospheric entry spacecraft [SD-72-SH-0015] p0345 A72-28757

FIBERÓBS MATERIALS

U FIBERS
PEELISTR
U ACCURACY
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

Single and dual gate GaAs FET integrated amplifiers in C band. p0489 A72-37270
FIELD STRENGTH

Electromagnetic waves penetration through conducting gasket used to protect sensitive devices in aircraft, investigating field strength variation with distance from gasket p0402 A72-32571

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

U HARRIET AIRCRAFT
U JAGUAR AIRCRAFT

Trainer-combat turbojet or turbofan aircraft characteristics, comparing flight, weight, size, maintenance and development costs p0119 A72-16178
Combat aircraft lateral aiming performance optimization and evaluation based on criterion of bullet streak response to pilot roll commands p0124 A72-16557
Fighter pilots training by simulators, determining learning effectiveness by mathematical model based on renewal theory [AIAA PAPER 72-161] p0128 A72-16287
Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and turbofan engines testing with/without afterburners p0146 A72-10495
Airstart flight testing for single engine fighter/attack aircraft, including flight conditions, windmilling, fuel flows, gas temperature, ignition and acceleration p0146 A72-10496
YAK 191 B V/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype test program, describing simulators, bench, ground, static, hovering and flight tests p0182 A72-19249
V/STOL weapon system VJ-101, describing He-231 design development from tailsit concept to canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines p0183 A72-19259
Interactive computer graphics with three dimensional real time CMT display of air combat maneuvers for fighter pilot training p0302 A72-26291
Fighter aircraft maneuverability, range and armament requirements, discussing canard vs delta configurations p0303 A72-26657
German YAK 191B V/STOL fighter aircraft design, development and flight tests, noting redundant control systems p0307 A72-27166
General Dynamics model 401 air superiority single engine fighter design stressing light weight structure and maneuverability at high speeds and angles of attack p0344 A72-28575
Large amplitude flight simulator for fighter design refinement, noting extensive computer commitment p0365 A72-29757
Optimum low noise engine selection for transport and combat aircraft-relative to range or payload performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and fighter aircraft p0397 A72-32127
Multiloop flight control for precision weapon delivery p0453 A72-35561
Piloted-fighter aircraft system mathematical model relating pilot performance to air to ground weapon delivery accuracy p0453 A72-35564
Development of the Saab-Scania Viggen, applying game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft p0492 A72-37749
The YAK 191B V/STOL fighter and reconnaissance aircraft p0493 A72-37825
Design for air combat. [AIAA PAPER 72-749] p0498 A72-38124
Naval air test center participation in development of air-to-air combat simulation. [AIAA PAPER 72-765] p0499 A72-38130
Optimum turn to a specified track for a supersonic aircraft p0502 A72-38277
Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for all-systems compatibility testing. [AIAA PAPER 72-637] p0505 A72-39009
Maneuver load control and relaxed static stability applied to a contemporary fighter aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-870] p0506 A72-39129
Development of design criteria for predicting departure characteristics and spin susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-984] p0561 A72-42330
Development and evaluation of an energy-oriented guidance logic for air combat models. [AIAA PAPER 72-991] p0562 A72-42354
Gane theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft turning tactics competition in pursuit combat, using maliak technique [AIAA PAPER 72-950] p0563 A72-42359
Life estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft.

Control requirements for control configured vehicles.

Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft based on flight control technology, discussing development programs.

Military aircraft construction, design and economic requirements, discussing fighter payloads, armament efficiency and fire control systems.

Application of linear mathematical model to represent human operator performance in controlling attacking fighter aircraft.

Digital computer calculations of effects of variation of mass and inertia parameters on spin of delta wing fighter aircraft.

Differential flame solution to practical two aircraft pursuit-evasion problem in three dimensional space.

Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin prevention system for fighter aircraft.

Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation.

Application of differential game technique to determine aircraft propulsion versus engagement parameters.

Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for interception of airborne targets.

Application of statistical methods to establish positive maneuver loads design criteria for fighter aircraft.

Arrangement of external stores on fighter aircraft and effects on aerodynamic characteristics.

Wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for scale model of carrier based variable-sweep fighter aircraft with twin vertical tails.

Porepygmin minimum principle applied to aircraft heading change and aircraft interception.

Group cohesion, interceptors, all-weather operations, and flight safety.

Wind tunnel tests to determine low speed aerodynamic characteristics of large scale model of advanced fixed wing fighter aircraft with thin, cranked leading-edge wing.

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of VTOL fighter aircraft model with external swiveling lift engines.

Momentum loss measured for determination of drag in wind tunnel model of advanced armed interceptor with engine package containing twin internal airflow passages.

Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gauge data obtained by counting methods of load-time histories for jet fighter aircraft.

Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of in-flight thrust reverser on stability and control characteristics of single-engine fighter aircraft model.

Application of maximum likelihood estimation from flight test data to determine lateral control and stability derivatives for jet fighter aircraft.

Full scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic stability derivatives of variable-sweep-fighter configuration with twin vertical tails.

Application of maximum likelihood estimation from flight test data to determine effects of wind tunnel tests to determine low speed wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping.

Application of statistical methods for wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping.
**FINITE ELEMENT METHOD**

[FoA 72-089] p0561 A72-02326
Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations using finite difference technique for numerical solution to three dimensional, unsteady, supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations
[MAA-CH-1926] p0221 A72-17207

**FINITE ELEMENT METHOD**

Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements under field loading conditions, considering static and dynamic loads with finite element method
p0002 A72-1092

Finite element method for determining transient response of box-type structure to traveling sonic pressure wave
p0003 A72-10219

Finite element discrete model for large aspect ratio wing transverse vibrations, using homogeneous elements with various stiffness-length relations
p0054 A72-13189

Dynamic structural analysis by finite element method, describing error bounds for eigenvalue analysis by elimination of variables
p0055 A72-13401

Computerized structural design of aerospace vehicle, stressing automated routines for finite element models generation
[FoA 72-332] p0285 A72-25367

Two dimensional elastoplastic finite element analysis of structural members under cyclic thermal-mechanical loadings
[AMT PAPER 72-GT-1] p0292 A72-25604

Application of the finite element method to torsional flutter analysis on an analog computer
p0509 A72-39907

Wing flutter prevention in 5ST structural design, using finite element model and lifting surface aerodynamic theory
p0565 A72-42760

Steady state equations of motion, element stiffness shape and stability derivatives of elastic airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.

p0566 A72-42845

Technical programmers manual for automated procedure of optimizing practical aerospace structures - Vol. 2
[AD-72574] p0032 A72-10047

Finite element method for current shell analysis capability
[AD-735726] p0361 A72-21941

Development of mathematical techniques for determining stresses, deformation, and stability of aerospace vehicle structures
[AD-745119] p0625 A72-32067

Comparison of finite element programs for aircraft design
[AD-746237] p0633 A72-32808

Finite element theory of elastic layered analysis for airfield pavement overlay design
[AD-746337] p0633 A72-32916

Calculating eigenfrequencies modes and generalized masses for F-105G aircraft from drawings by finite-element method
[AGARD-R-592] p0648 A72-33915

**FINNED BODIES**

Aerodynamic characteristics of the slotted fin
p0557 A72-81626

Static and dynamic stability characteristics of finned bodies with cruciform, slotted fin configuration
[AD-728016] p0027 A72-10003

Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements used for boundary layer transition detection on X-15 vertical fin at peak altitudes of 70,000 meters
[AMT-M-X-2466] p0102 A72-12994

**FIRE CONTROL CIRCUITS**

Designs for future military aircraft crash sensors, ignition source suppression system, and automatic activation circuitry
[AD-729970] p0153 A72-18006

**FIRE EXTINGUISHERS**

Tetrafluoroethylene - A new fire extinguishing agent in civil aviation
p0455 A72-35793

Investigation of freeze fire-extinguishing systems with a nucleonic gase.

p0458 A72-36774

Evaluation of film forming foams for the suppression of fuel fires in aircraft hangars.

p0504 A72-39794

Extinguishing flames and fires on fuel

p0048 A72-11680

Fire extinguishing system in aircraft, using exhaust gases of solid propellant gas generator to pressurize extinguisher bottles

p0048 A72-11685

Procedure for measuring performance of aircraft fire extinguishing powders
p0049 A72-11691

Use of fluorocarbon surfactants to extinguish aircraft fuel fires

p0049 A72-11693

Testing of liquid nitrogen as aircraft engine fire extinguishing


Performance tests of materials and procedures for preventing fires in aircraft cargo compartments


Evaluation of slurry type fire extinguishing agents capable of suppressing class A and B aircraft fires

[AD-73610] p0207 A72-16078

Extinguishing aircraft jet engine fuel fires

[AD-745122] p0643 A72-33255

**FIRE FIGHTING**

Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire fighter protective clothing from systems approach tests
p0195 A72-21585

FAA implemented airport certification legislation covering minimum safety standards, operation manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service and pavement requirements
p0460 A72-36785

Performance tests of materials and procedures for preventing fires in aircraft cargo compartments


Conference on helicopter operations in fire fighting

[AD-736078] p0284 A72-19986

Extinguishing aircraft jet engine fuel fires

[AD-745122] p0643 A72-33255

**FIRE PREVENTION**

Aircraft interior materials selection relative to fire hazards and smoke emission properties
p0054 A72-13299

Antimisting kerosene fuels for aircraft crash fires reduction
p0179 A72-18837

Aircraft fuel system gunfire vulnerability and fire and explosion protection techniques
[ADF A-72-21579] p0029 A72-25567

Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition characteristics under simulated survivable aircraft crash accidents
[SAE PAPER 720324] p0029 A72-25567

Jet engine fuel modification to decrease fire hazard in survivable aircraft crashes
[AMT PAPER 72-GT-25] p0294 A72-25621

Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability and security during aircraft ground crash, investigating physical and chemical properties
[AMT PAPER 72-GT-20] p0294 A72-25624

Static electricity in fueling of supersonic jets
p0557 A72-41375
Simulated crash tests to assess fire resistance of aircraft fuels containing polymeric additives. 

Evaluation of elastomer coatings and curtains as containment methods to prevent fuel spill from integral aircraft wing tanks following crash. 

Performance tests of materials and procedures for preventing fires in aircraft cargo compartments. 

Development and application of foam plastics and intumescent paints for commercial aircraft fire protection systems. 

Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons for ignition and explosion suppression in aircraft fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition. 

Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in protection systems. 

Integral aircraft wing tanks following crash. 

Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft. 

Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire fighter protective clothing from systems approach tests. 

Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids, comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate esters chemical properties with water based products. 

Evaluation of elastomer coatings and curtains as containment methods to prevent fuel spill from integral aircraft wing tanks following crash. 

Development and application of foam plastics and intumescent paints for commercial aircraft fire protection systems. 

Lightweight fire resistant plastic foams for thermal protection of reentry vehicles and aircraft structures. 

**Fixed Point Arithmetic** 

Programming characteristics of future guidance and control computers. 

**Fixed Wings** 

Wing-fuselage combination aerodynamic coefficients, comparing experimental data with subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results. 

An aerodynamic model applicable to the synthesis of conventional fixed-wing aircraft. 

Aerelasticity, aerodynamic, vibration analysis, and flutter in fixed wing aircraft. 

Performance tests on static electricity dissipator used on fixed and rotary wing aircraft. 

Aerodynamic characteristics of flat-bottomed, semicircular wing in close proximity to ground or solid boundary. 

Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings on hypersonic cruise vehicles. 

Analytical procedures and design data for predicting stability and control characteristics of light, propeller-driven aircraft. 

Techniques for reducing injuries during emergency landing of light, fixed-wing aircraft. 

Noise encountered with fixed-wing utility-type military aircraft. 

**Fixed-Wing Aircraft** 

**Aircraft Configurations** 

**Fixed Wings** 

**Flame Stability** 

Open-air jet engine test stand for flame stabilization, jet and compressor noise studies, noting provisions for rapid installation changes. 

Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise levels, combustion and turbulent mixing processes and flame stability. 

**Flaps** 

**Nt Diffusion Flares** 

**Nt Premixed Flares** 

Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in laboratory flares to operating conditions of gas turbine combustion chambers. 

**Flammability** 

Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale aircraft crash environment. 

Incendiary projectile ignition limits of jet engine fuel. 

Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids impinging on hot surfaces under air flow conditions found during flight. 

Discussion of aircraft fuels and lubricants to include production, analysis, testing and fire safety. 

**Flap Control** 

**Aircraft Control** 

**Flaps (Control Surfaces)** 

**Flapping** 

Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.24 advance ratios and constant lift, discussing effects of shaft tilt and collective pitch variations. 

Hingeless blades flap-lag oscillations linear stability characteristics in hovering flight, examining precone, elastic and pitch-lag coupling and induced inflow aerodynamic effects. 

Hingeless elastic helicopter blades coupled flap-lag motion under quasi-steady aerodynamic loads, reducing equations of motion to coupled nonlinear differential equations.
FLAPPING HINGES

Parametric studies of instabilities associated with large, flexible rotor propellers. [FHRS PREPRINT 658]

Unsteady wake effects on progressing/regressing forced rotor flapping nodes. [IAIA PAPER 72-955]

Helicopter rotor blade flapping motion stability, applying perturbation technique to linear equations of motion for different advance ratios and Lock numbers. [IAIA PAPER 72-956]

FLAPPING HINGES

Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving nonlinear equations of motion by multiple time scales asymptotic expansion. [IAIA PAPER 72-956]

Constant phase shift between flapping and action on center of gravity for spring hinged rotor with variable flapping stiffness. [NPL-AERO-1312]

FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)

JT JET FLAPS

Leading edge slats

JT SPLIT FLAPS

JT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

JT WING FLAPS

European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and trailingplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim control. [NASA-TH-I-6803]

Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics in medium and heavy jet transport aircraft, demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical feasibility. [NASA-TH-D-6656]

Large scale high aspect ratio multielement suppressor nozzle arrays testing for augmentor wings and internally blown flaps. [NASA-TH-D-6629]

Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting interference between lifting surfaces and turbofan engines. [NASA-TH-D-6631]

Environmental tests on carbon fiber Vulcan airbreake flap, including thermal cycling, sustained loading, immersion, corrosion and lightning strike tests. [NASA-TH-D-6629]

Book of aircraft design illustrations covering three view and perspective form low-lag, airfoil, aspect ratio, plain split, slotted and multiple flaps. [NASA-TH-D-6631]

Effects of Reynolds number and frequency parameters on buzz characteristics at subsonic speeds using free oscillation method. [SPL-AEROCHEM-TP-261]

Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet onset. [SPL-AEROCHEM-TP-261]

Measurement of externally blown flap noise for determining noise criteria of STOL aircraft. [NASA-TH-X-68011]

Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used with externally blown flap augmentation system on STOL aircraft. [NASA-TH-X-68011]

Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by externally blown flaps on STOL aircraft and methods for noise reduction. [NASA-TH-X-68011]

Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise characteristics of semispan wing equipped with externally blown jet flaps. [NASA-TH-X-68011]

Numerical analysis of profile drag coefficient increment due to full span, single-slotted flaps. [NASA-TH-X-68011]

Numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment due to full-span split flap chord for various thickness/chord ratios of wings. [NASA-TH-X-68011]

FLASH LAMPS

Intensity control of condenser discharge light
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible wing two body system p0394 A72-31403

Flexible wing applications to passenger and cargo transport, discussing gliding and soaring sport, emergency use, powered flight, rocket payload recovery, etc. p0406 A72-31318

Characteristics and advantages of flapping wing engine over screw engine p0423 N72-24178

Application of unconventional wing pivoting about spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft NACA-CR-2046 p0475 N72-26596

Analysis of effects of lifting rotor blade flexibility and rotor support flexibility on performance and structure of rotary wing assembly NACA-CS-114890 p0516 N72-28018

Aerodynamic characteristics of progressing and regressing forced rotary wing flapping modes NACA-CS-114891 p0516 N72-28019

FLIGHT ALTITUDE

Minimum safety flight altitudes for aircraft landing systems and lateral deviations for correction maneuver p0308 A72-27269

Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters, special and temporal variability effects on aircraft flyover noise measurement p0347 A72-28881

High cruise altitude operational advantages for commercial transport aircraft utilizing technological innovations in structures, propulsion, controls, avionics and aerodynamics p0349 A72-28875

Aircraft geometric coordinates computation from radar range measurements and flight altitude over earth ellipsoid p0394 A72-31601

Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions of varying atmospheric density, thrust force and velocity, determining critical altitude for vanishing oscillations AAAA PAPER 72-951 p0562 A72-24358

Elevator lift and cockpit position effects on flight altitude control during aircraft landing approach ARC-R-A-3662 p0043 N72-11409

Terminal guidance system for guiding aircraft into presellected altitude and/or heading at terminal point NASA-CASE-PRC-10049-1 p0339 N72-21632

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics in medium and heavy jet transport aircraft, demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical feasibility p0020 A72-12502

Soviet book on in-flight studies of aircraft stability and controllability covering dynamic characteristics, measurements, balancing curves, aerodynamic forces and limiting and special flight regimes p0021 A72-12502

Control technique and flight quality for crew workload reduction to improve military and civil aircraft flight safety p0059 A72-13640

Pilot evaluation of Boeing 747 handling, directional stability, stall, rudder feel, forces, landing, inertial navigation and reliability p0135 A72-16992

Aeromechanical analysis of flight conditions for conventional aircraft, including kinematics of curvilinear motions with constant speed p0108 A72-20372

Dassault Falcon 10 turbofan powered executive aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics to wing design optimization p0191 A72-21274

Mystere business jet aircraft flight instruments, acceleration, control and stall characteristics p0197 A72-21900

DC-10 aircraft structural design, flight handling characteristics and fatigue tests p0234 A72-23446

Combat jet helicopter maneuverability, considering aircraft flying characteristics, pilot capability, flight configuration, altitude and load factor p0265 A72-25423

Alt center of gravity travel effects on aircraft longitudinal control response characteristics NACA-PAPER 720316 p0290 A72-25581

Fighter aircraft maneuverability, range and armament requirements, discussing canard vs delta configurations p0303 A72-26657

L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft design, flight station, controls, flying qualities, etc p0310 A72-27519

Aircraft flight characteristics for landing approach by spoiler-elevator deflection coupling, considering pitch, flight path angle and speed p0410 A72-33823

Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation system for variable stability X-22A aircraft flying qualities research, discussing telemetry, mobile van, landing aids and airplane design p0420 A72-33628

Relationship between static pressure error /position error/ and measurable flight parameter for different aircraft weights and configurations p0412 A72-33637

Flight test instrumentation system for measurement of aircraft performance, stability and control characteristics during nonsteady flight p0415 A72-33639

Aircraft instrumentation system accuracy relation to aerodynamic derivatives evaluated from flight data, proposing input and transient response measurement system p0412 A72-33640

Russian book on flight dynamics covering horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing characteristics, meteorological conditions, helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and controllability analysis, etc p0413 A72-33878

Sailplane performance measured in flight p0451 A72-34215

The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft p0452 A72-36241

An integrated system of airborne and ground-based instrumentation for flying qualities research with the X-22A airplane. NASA PREPRINT 655 p0464 A72-34868

Critical review of 811-F-03300 W/STOL flying qualities specifications as applied to helicopter design and missions, demonstrating inappropriateness for Navy helicopters NASA PREPRINT 643 p0467 A72-34503

Structural mode vibration control system design for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during atmospheric turbulence and terrain following p0485 A72-35563

The fly-by-wire systems approach to aircraft flying qualities p0485 A72-35575

The Dassault Mystere 20 p0494 A72-37900

Flight test report on L-1011 aerodynamic characteristics, discussing high and low speed performance, stability and control, stall behavior, etc p0494 A72-38030

Aerodynamic design and development of the Lockheed S-3A Viking NACA-PAPER 72-766 p0498 A72-38122

An exploratory study of flying qualities of very large amphibious transport aircraft in landing approach [ICAS PAPER 72-07] p0552 A72-41132

Analysis of the fundamental parameters and flight properties of aerobatic aircraft in a statistical framework p0602 A72-44336

Effects of variations in lift and drag response to longitudinal control on the ease and quality of landing p0613 A72-45333
FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Airborne simulator used to determine lateral-directional handling qualities for V/STOL aircraft in low speed maneuvering flight [AD-735420]...

Analysis of instrumentation error effects on identification accuracy of aircraft parameters [NASA-CR-111271]...

FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Store effects on SST operations, discussing wave initiation at storm top and troospheric propagation...

CAT inducing atmospheric conditions effects on SST flight, discussing turbulence in convective clouds and kinetic energy spectra of atmospheric motions...

Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions depending on weather conditions at target site...

Aircraft flight conditions effect on low altitude critical air turbulence in terms of gust velocity components for CAT prediction...

Aerodynamic analysis of various flight conditions of conventional aircraft. III - Mechanical fundamentals / Dynamics of a point mass...

Russian book on aircraft design covering flight conditions, structure and control characteristics, production and stress analysis...

Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight conditions of conventional aircraft. V - Mechanical foundations / Dynamics of the rigid body...

Russian book - Aviation meteorology...

Aircraft longitudinal stability under conditions of varying atmospheric density, thrust force and velocity, determining critical altitude for vanishing oscillations...

Minimum operational costs of passenger and cargo transport aircraft, considering effects of flight distance, wind conditions and optimum speed and altitude...

Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of a high-speed vehicle...

Radar observation of weather conditions for aircraft flight [OMM-264-TP-148]...

Structural response of A-7 aircraft to rapid fire from M61 under various flight conditions...

Aerodynamic characteristics of Boeing KC-135-T/TOL transport under visual and simulated instrument flight conditions [NASA-TN-D-6754]...

FLIGHT CONTROL

NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
NT AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
NT FLIGHT BY WIRE SYSTEM
NT POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
NT THROTTLE VECTOR CONTROL
Scientific balloon data management system, discussing airborne and ground station equipment for telemetry, command and flight control...

Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot interactive flight director design, using computerized approach-touchdown simulation and optimal control theory...

SUBJECT INDEX

[ASEE PAPER 71-84/ART-9] p0117 A72-19254
Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft inertially based flight trajectory control in turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS...

[AI-202 A72-16472
WF-8D aircraft variable stability system ground/inflight calibration for determination of flight control system dynamics effects on flying qualities...

Aircraft flight control system MTBF field operational and MT-STD-761 testing, establishing data baseline for reliability predictions...

Flight test evaluation of A-7D/E emergency backup flight control system, describing hydraulic power control system design and function...

Flight control systems development, discussing onboard computers use in subsystems functional integration, stabilization and landing systems, inertial navigation and flight simulation...

Adaptive model following control systems design by hyperstability approach for flight control and simulation...

(AIAA PAPER 72-95)
'S-W Viking land based antisubmarine warfare maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing flight controls, structural design, underslung podded engines and operational equipment...

Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous data flow on time variable flight conditions...

Stochastic, control theory application to flight problem, discussing aircraft identification and adaptive control over wide environmental range...

Flight tests of combined flight director displays and attitude control system, effect on general aviation aircraft handling qualities during ILS approach...

German VAK 191B V/STOL fighter aircraft design, development and flight tests; noting redundant control systems...

Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft position and trajectory parameters, noting redundant data flow on time variable flight conditions...

Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft inertially based flight trajectory control in turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS...

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance.

Ballistic, damage-tolerant composite flight control components...

Multimode flight control for precision weapon delivery...

Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanizing techniques for aircraft flight control systems...

Integrity of flight control system design.

Survivable flight control system capability test program...

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance.

An optimal model-following flight control system for manual control...

Fail-safe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet aircraft...

High subsonic transport aircraft design development based on supercritical aerodynamic configuration and advanced structural, flight control and propulsion systems technologies...

AIAA PAPER 72-756]

p0242 A72-34204

Multimode flight control for precision weapon delivery...

p053 A72-35561

Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanizing techniques for aircraft flight control systems...

p0546 A72-35756

Integrity of flight control system design.

p0239 A72-37032

Survivable flight control system compatibility test program...

AIAA PAPER 72-761]

p0500 A72-38143

Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent pilot acceptance.

p0501 A72-38227

An optimal model-following flight control system for manual control...

p0501 A72-38228

Fail-safe hydraulic actuator flight control for jet aircraft...

p0506 A72-39351

High subsonic transport aircraft design development based on supercritical aerodynamic configuration and advanced structural, flight control and propulsion system technologies...
FLIGHT CHNS

Aerodynamic configuration with cyclic pitch propellers
(AD-36437)
p0271 N72-19040

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft
(AD-72992)
p0271 N72-19043

Application of flimsy pneumatic elements and systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft
(AD-734715)
p0277 N72-19343

Development of direct side force control on aircraft during flight and application to improved bombung accuracy
(AD-832904)
p0334 N72-21030

Application of programmed pilotage techniques to vary aerodynamic parameters during flight
for enhancement of level flight speed
(AD-736537)
p0334 N72-21032

Design guidelines for pictorial integrated flight control and guidance displays for V/STOL aircraft
(AD-CB-72166)
p0376 N72-22630

Optimal control theory for determining thrust and bank angle programs
(AD-729964)
p0388 N72-23033

Bibliography of control devices to provide improved tactical agility for jet fighter aircraft
(AD-737691)
p0423 N72-24036

Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for use in aircraft control systems
(AD-738351)
p0425 N72-24548

Development of controller synthesis techniques for large aircraft using distributive parameters and time delays
(AD-760873)
p0529 N72-29013

Design and development of longitudinal flight control systems for short takeoff and landing aircraft
based on control of flight path
(AD-792347)
p0531 N72-29030

Performance tests of manual control displays and formats to evaluate effectiveness in performing precision tracking tasks
(AD-792127)
p0532 N72-29031

Development of linear and nonlinear models of electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system and analysis of system performance
(AD-792192)
p0572 N72-30002

Control and monitoring systems with distributive parameter and time delays
(AD-819920)
p0573 N72-30017

Development of controller design procedure for aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based on quadratic optimal control technology
(AD-844911)
p0626 N72-32068

Aerodynamic analysis and vibration behavior of engine flapper and flight control system definition
(AD-819920)
p0632 N72-32882

Fixed base simulator evaluation of effectiveness of pictorial display realism on frequency of control reversals due to roll disturbances
(AD-832911)
p0659 N72-33023

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION WITH CYCLIC PITCH PROPELLERS

Aerodynamic configuration with cyclic pitch propellers
(AD-36437)
p0271 N72-19040

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft
(AD-72992)
p0271 N72-19043

Application of flimsy pneumatic elements and systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft
(AD-734715)
p0277 N72-19343

Development of direct side force control on aircraft during flight and application to improved bombung accuracy
(AD-832904)
p0334 N72-21030

Application of programmed pilotage techniques to vary aerodynamic parameters during flight
for enhancement of level flight speed
(AD-736537)
p0334 N72-21032

Design guidelines for pictorial integrated flight control and guidance displays for V/STOL aircraft
(AD-CB-72166)
p0376 N72-22630

Optimal control theory for determining thrust and bank angle programs
(AD-729964)
p0388 N72-23033

Bibliography of control devices to provide improved tactical agility for jet fighter aircraft
(AD-737691)
p0423 N72-24036

Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for use in aircraft control systems
(AD-738351)
p0425 N72-24548

Development of controller synthesis techniques for large aircraft using distributive parameters and time delays
(AD-760873)
p0529 N72-29013

Design and development of longitudinal flight control systems for short takeoff and landing aircraft
based on control of flight path
(AD-792347)
p0531 N72-29030

Performance tests of manual control displays and formats to evaluate effectiveness in performing precision tracking tasks
(AD-792127)
p0532 N72-29031

Development of linear and nonlinear models of electrohydraulic aircraft control surface system and analysis of system performance
(AD-792192)
p0572 N72-30002

Control and monitoring systems with distributive parameter and time delays
(AD-819920)
p0573 N72-30017

Development of controller design procedure for aircraft throughout entire flight envelope based on quadratic optimal control technology
(AD-844911)
p0626 N72-32068

Aerodynamic analysis and vibration behavior of engine flapper and flight control system definition
(AD-819920)
p0632 N72-32882

Fixed base simulator evaluation of effectiveness of pictorial display realism on frequency of control reversals due to roll disturbances
(AD-832911)
p0659 N72-33023

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION WITH CYCLIC PITCH PROPELLERS

Aerodynamic configuration with cyclic pitch propellers
(AD-36437)
p0271 N72-19040

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft
(AD-72992)
p0271 N72-19043

Application of flimsy pneumatic elements and systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft
(AD-734715)
p0277 N72-19343

Development of direct side force control on aircraft during flight and application to improved bombung accuracy
(AD-832904)
p0334 N72-21030

Application of programmed pilotage techniques to vary aerodynamic parameters during flight
for enhancement of level flight speed
FLIGHT HAZARDS

Aircraft instrument panel redesign to alleviate crew task, proposing integral displays and controls for flight information 0045 A72-40225
Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the identification of stability and control derivatives. [AIAA PAPER 72-963] 0051 A72-42346
Validation of flight performance for sailplanes showing climbing rates direct readout, describing pressure difference measuring concept based on reservoir-capillary system 0063 A72-40451
Evaluation program for frequency separated display principle in aircraft instrument panels [AD-735915] 0033 A72-21027
Human perceptual characteristic data relating to individual electronic flight display design 0037 A72-22622
Development and characteristics of electronic filter system to provide all-weather air navigation and landing capability [NASA-CR-112146] 00571 A72-29999
Efficient pilot management of cockpit control/display devices [AD-741945] 00573 A72-30016
Flight instruments including vertical indicators and spatial orientation (JPRS-55624) 00589 A72-31452
Schematic diagram for spatial orientation instrument using mechanical devices 00589 A72-31454
Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial air navigation systems [JPRS-51241] 00589 A72-31639
Simulated night visual approaches to two airports to evaluate pilot performance with and without head-up display device [NASA-TR-X-62188] 00639 A72-33024
FLIGHT RECORDERS

Extreme value analysis of flight load measurements. 00609 A72-44737
Laboratory simulation of Mach 3 cruise heating on wing structure representative of X-15 aircraft for flight loads measurement [NASA-TR-D-6749] 00283 A72-19922
Evaluation of accelerometer and strain gage data obtained by counting methods of load-time histories for jet fighter aircraft 0051 A72-29912
Design, development, and application of flight recorders and crash location instruments used in NATO nations [AGARD-AR-39] 00628 A72-32457

FLIGHT MECHANICS

Flight mechanics derivative transformations by matrix methods for changing coordinate or independent variable systems [DFVLR-SOFTWARE-72] 00126 A72-16706
Book on dynamics of atmospheric flight covering unsteady motion, small disturbance theory, aerodynamic characteristics, aircraft stability and control, handling qualities, etc 00192 A72-21401
Nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of flight vehicles typified by continuously changing vibration damping and frequency 00235 A72-23452
Approximate method for nonlinear differential equations of motion solution in flight dynamics, applying to control surface buzz and slender wing oscillations 00235 A72-23453
Conventional aircraft flight mechanics, reviewing vector analytical treatment of rigid body statics and dynamics 0045 A72-35794
Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight conditions of conventional aircraft. V - Mechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid body/ 0045 A72-40175
Flight mechanics analysis of various flight conditions for conventional aircraft. V -
FLIGHT PATHS

Mechanical foundations /dynamics of rigid bodies/
p0612 A72-05326

Perturbation methods in atmospheric flight mechanics.
p0614 A72-05350

DFVL conference on V/STOL flight mechanics, computerized simulation for reliability, and values and units in flight dynamics, Brunswick, Apr. 1977.
p0203 A72-15963

Flight dynamics of V/STOL aircraft including stability, noise and ground effect.
p0203 A72-15964

FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION

Minimum flight time routes model at SST altitudes, taking into account temperature, meteorological and wind factors.
p0063 A72-14678

Extrapol field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption.
p129 A72-17727

AirCraft performance and flight path optimization algorithms for minimum fuel-fixed range, using calculus of variations.
p0182 A72-15901

Extrapol field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption.
p285 A72-25129

Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum landing transition distance, evaluating acceleration as function of incidence and thrust vector angles.
p0400 A72-32123

Optimum turns to a specified track for a super sonic aircraft.
p0502 A72-38277

Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider.
p0502 A72-38277

Supersonic aircraft energy turns.
p0509 A72-39002

Variational methods for optimization of flight and control [NASA-TT-P-657].
p010 A72-15560

Linear programming applied to air traffic prediction noise airborne operations for optimal flight.
p0326 A72-20595

Application of programmed pilotage techniques to vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for enhancement of level flight speed, characteristics of VTOL aircraft.
[AD-736537].
p0334 A72-21032

FLIGHT PATHS

NT GLIDE PATHS

Soviet book on course-indicating systems and automatic navigation aids for civil aviation aircraft covering design, operation principles, error analysis and reliability.
p0010 A72-12298

Minimum flight time routes model at SST altitudes, taking into account temperature, meteorological and wind factors.
p0063 A72-14678

Pilot perception tests on estimating flight path inclination, ground image and touchdown time under poor visibility.
p0119 A72-16180

Automated ATC guidance technique for aircraft: curved flight trajectories, describing-flight profiles synthesizing algorithms and computerized simulation technique.
p0180 A72-17922

Coastal instrumentation for jet transport aircraft flight path management, expanding dependability, safety and economy.
p0193 A72-21524

Hyper sonic vehicles lateral dynamics during great circle flight, using linearized equations of motion and Newtonian theory for stability derivatives estimation.
p0195 A72-21603

Shoran systems with onboard computers for aircraft position and trajectory parameters noting coordinate plotting for flight path recovery maneuvers.
p0346 A72-28785

Thunderstorm encounter probability at SST altitudes for selected cross country routes, using radar observation data.
p0346 A72-28653

Head-up display for aircraft three dimensional sky path observation during navigation, landing, discussing computer units, CRT and image generating subsystems.
p0346 A72-33042

Great circle intermediate waypoint computation method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft.
p0398 A72-32205

Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum landing transition distance, evaluating acceleration as function of incidence and thrust vector angles.
p0400 A72-32123

Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus of sonic booms.
p0507 A72-36506

Optimum turns to a specified track for a supersonic aircraft.
p0502 A72-38277

Test of direct lift control in the case of the experimental aircraft DFVLR-HFB 320.
p0509 A72-39934

VTOL aircraft noise reduction through design methods and flight path path management in terminal area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to surrounding community.
[ICAS PAPER 72-34].
p0554 A72-41159

Multiloop piloting aspects of longitudinal approach path control.
[ICAS PAPER 72-16].
p0555 A72-41171

Lateral flight path control during aircraft landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust deflection, discussing design optimization.
p0613 A72-65330

An investigation of parameters and factors governing manual control of STOL aircraft in landing approach.
[AF-7423111].
p0615 A72-45815

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach.
[FAA-NA-71-44].
p0033 A72-10233

Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFR flight path control system.
p008 A72-11933

Curved final approach and landing flight path for increased airport capacity.
[FAA-TH-71059].
p0257 A72-18265

Integration method to derive angle of pitch, flight-path angle, and angle of attack from vector angles measurements in nonsteady flight.
[VTH-156].
p0267 A72-19008

Path changing methods for large-scale commercial STOL aircraft to fly complex flight paths to maintain a time of arrival envelope.
[DOT-PSC-FAA-72-5].
p0325 A72-25979

Flight tests to determine optimum energy flight path of P-8D aircraft and comparison with previous schedules to reach supersonic speed.
[AD-737377].
p0385 A72-23035

Flight tests to determine effects of various approach angles on performance of executive transport jet aircraft.
[FAA-FS-600-71].
p0621 A72-24022

Optimization techniques for estimating height-velocity diagram and critical decision point for rotorcraft based on impulsive response functions.
[NAL-TH-245].
p0479 A72-27026

Gradient technique for determining improved aircraft flight paths to reduce kill probability by antiaircraft gunfire.
[AD-741373].
p0530 A72-29018

Design and development of longitudinal flight control systems for short take-off transport aircraft based on control of flight path.
[NA-74014].
p0531 A72-29030

Effects of aircraft flight altitude and Mach number, wind and temperature gradients, and wind direction on width of sonic boom corridors.
[AD-740697].
p0752 A72-30027

A-205
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

General, technical, and physical descriptions of
Air Combat Maneuvering Range simulation -
Vol. 1
[AD-74193] p0581 #2-30986
Analysis of quantitative results obtained by Air
Combat Maneuvering Range simulation system -
Vol. 2
[AD-74195] p0581 #2-30987
Development of optimisation method for computing
optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by
obtaining only output and application to STOL
aircraft operation
[NASA-TP-D-6978] p0585 #2-31022
Wind tunnel tests to determine damping
characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight
path accelerometer at subsonic and supersonic
speeds
[AD-72094] p0589 #2-31480
Analysis of aircraft noise generation and
optimization of flight paths to minimize effects
of aircraft noise during takeoff.
[NASA-TP-F-10468] p0622 #2-32062

FLIGHT PLANS
8 FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

FLIGHT PLANS
Flight planning by ATC discussing problems due to
runway feeding from several converging airways
p0230 A72-22780
MARS digital simulation model in GPSS for
determining scheduled flight operations and
maintenance resources effects on aircraft
availability and usage rates
p0181 A72-17976
Automation in planning and execution of flights,
considering navigation, communication, flight
instruments monitoring, control/stabilization
and warning systems
Military weather forecasting requirements by 1980,
discussing decision making, data processing,
satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts,
display and computer flight planning
p0246 A72-25096
The Gander automated air traffic system.
p0492 A72-37748
Cost effective algorithms for optimal route
aircraft scheduling for airliners by mixed
integer multi-commodity flow technique and
Danszig-Wolfe decomposition
p0604 A72-44582
Analysis of flight plan data and flight schedules
with published schedules and flight data plans
to determine accuracy of flight planning
(DOT-TSC-FAA-72-10) p0322 A72-20189
Planning and management of air traffic control
system based on random sample of flight plans
filed at flight service stations during calendar
year 1970
[AD-73579] p0339 #2-21641

FLIGHT RECORDERS
STARA landing trajectory recording system for
real time flight path restitution during approach and landing,
using computer and lidar techniques
p0404 A72-32895
Airline operational data from unusual events
recordings systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft
[FAA-ED-71-69] p0105 A72-13022
Data recording program and analysis technique for
determining airworthiness of civil aircraft from
1962 to 1969
[RAE-TH-71034] p0205 #2-15975
Special events of meteorological origin affecting
civil jet aircraft operations obtained from
flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to Nov. 1968
[FAA-CP-1169] p0200 A72-16667
Correlating seasonal and diurnal variations of
turbulence and analyzing turbulence in aircraft.
[RAE-TH-71034] p0205 A72-15975

SUBJECT INDEX

Flight recorder insulation and thermal protection
for record tapes from crash fires
[FAA-RA-72-09] p0633 A72-12937
FLIGHT RULES
BY INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Military flight rules
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in
west Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules
relative to aircraft use.
[DGLR PAPER 72-036] p0605 A72-04615
FLIGHT SAFETY
Control technique and flight quality for crew
workload reduction to improve military and civil
aircraft flight safety
p0559 A72-13640
Aircraft integrated data systems application to
flight safety analysis, engine performance
measurement, crew proficiency, accident
evaluation, operations and logistics
p0065 A72-14726
Cockpit information for pilot and flight crew as
key to transport aircraft accident prevention.
discussing cockpit layout and displays in terms
of flight safety requirements
p0066 A72-14813
Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal
Republic and on international level, discussing
regional control stations, radio frequencies,
navigation systems, automation, etc.
p027 A72-16738
Engine out flight training safety, recommending
certification requirements or training
procedures changes
p0179 A72-18834
Book on air transportation, covering history,
government agencies roles in economic and safety
regulation of air carriers, accounting,
financial and legal aspects, etc.
p0315 A72-28205
Avionics equipment for signaling processing onboard
civil aircraft to improve flight safety,
[OMEGA navigation system and digital computers]
p0361 A72-30815
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
Lebanon, November-December 1971
p0409 A72-33326
FAA policy in issuing civil airport operating
certificates and establishing minimum safety
standards
p0409 A72-33330
Functional equipment active and standby redundancy
for flight safety and air traffic punctuality
improvement, noting Boeing 747 aircraft
redundant systems
p0507 A72-37941
The onboard authority of the aircraft commanding
officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention
p0549 A72-35763
Future aspects of business aviation, discussing
pilot training and aircraft reliability and
maintenance in context of flight safety.
p0507 A72-37941
Air traffic, collision risks, defense zones,
airspace structure and central planning agency
for flight safety problems reform
p0507 A72-37942
Trends in air traffic in the future
p0597 A72-43640
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in
west Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules
relative to airspace use
[DGLR PAPER 72-036] p0605 A72-04615
Air traffic, collision risks, defense zones,
airspace structure and central planning agency
for flight safety problems reform
[DGLR PAPER 72-036] p0605 A72-04616
Airline operational problems from traffic volume
increase, discussing flight safety, passenger
comfort, schedule adherence and safety aspects
[DGLR PAPER 72-037] p0606 A72-04618
Flight safety standards and air traffic control
problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service
SUBJECT INDEX

Aviation safety measures for aircraft reliability and flight control
Impact of inertial navigation on air safety and modeling techniques to assess effects of air traffic control satellite surveillance system
Helicopter design for improving crash survivability of aircraft and occupants
Dynamic simulation procedures to determine interaction between air traffic control system and collision avoidance system
Compilation and analysis of civil aviation accidents occurring during calendar year 1970 to show conditions, circumstances, and probable cause
Development of techniques and equipment for conducting programs to identify presence of clear air turbulence and warn high altitude, high-speed aircraft
Numerical analysis of aircraft collision probability due to reduced separation intervals and arbitrary flight paths
Planning and management of air traffic control system based on random sample of flight plans filed at flight service stations during calendar year 1970
Analysis of air traffic control procedures employed on air routes over North Atlantic Ocean
Development of analytical model for determining probability of successful instrument landing and assessment of interaction of factors with flight crew
Development of wide range of broadcast control concepts for improved air traffic control and utilization of air space
Design, development, and characteristics of ABC-150 jet aircraft approach control system and application to typical jet transport aircraft
Analysis of air traffic control system employed on various specifications, data processing equipment, display simulation, and cost benefits
Briefs of accidents involving amateur and home-built aircraft in US during 1969
Analysis of US general aviation aircraft accidents for calendar year 1969
Analysis of air traffic control capabilities with emphasis on flight safety and systems functions
Group cohesion, interceptors, all-weather operations, and flight safety
Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of jet aircraft and application of engineering psychology to eliminate difficulties
Development of broadcast system of flight traffic control for increased flight safety based on increased pilot participation of control procedures
Development and operation of management control system for efficient scheduling and safe utilization of commercial air transportation facilities

FLIGHT SIMULATION

Adaptive model following control systems design by hyperstability approach for flight control and simulation
Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance in manually controlled IFR formation flight test for DC-1 helicopter under various environmental and operational conditions
Supersonic transport aircraft and BAC 211 aircraft piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb velocity for determining aircraft maneuver controllability at low speed
Minimum level of Reynolds numbers for reliable flow simulation in transonic test facility
Feasibility of transonic wind tunnel testing of large swept wing shock location at flight Reynolds number
Measurement accuracy and flow simulation for transonic testing in wind tunnels
Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight Reynolds numbers
Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past two dimensional airfoil
Wind tunnel model boundary layer reduction through suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics
Piloted flight simulation of slender wing supersonic transport aircraft during low speed landing approach with use of TV visual display
Wind tunnel/flight simulation of slender delta wing aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at low speed
Low speed flight simulation of slender wing aircraft and comparison with flight tests
FLIGHT SIMULATORS

[RAE-TH-69257] p0204 T72-15971
Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating display devices and pilot performance in manual fuel consumption optimization
(AD-731713) p0208 T72-16315

Advantages of thrust vectoring in manned air combat simulation
FLIGHT SIMULATORS
p0210 T72-16694

Flight simulation of remotely controlled lifting body model
[DLR-PE-71-02] p0319 T72-20010

Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67 helicopter stabilator
(AD-735766) p0369 T72-22030

Simulation of UH-1 helicopter flight characteristics to evaluate performance of manual formation flight display system
(AD-737333) p0374 T72-23041

Simulation study of airspace control corridor for Boston terminal area
[AD-739130] p0472 T72-26526

Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker F-28 full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust flight simulation loading
[WR-T-71043-0] p0488 T72-27955

Crack propagation in full-scale wing structure under different simulated flight conditions
5040 T72-29902

Application of simulation and analysis techniques for establishing flying qualities criteria for piloted aircraft
p0620 T72-32026

Measurement of human operator performance in single axis tracking task during simulated turbulent conditions
p0621 T72-32034

FLIGHT SIMULATORS

BF COCKPIT SIMULATORS

Toulouse-Bretigny link involving ATC and flight simulators with concorde cockpit replica
p0069 T72-15072

Flight simulator for aircraft design, emphasizing compromise between performance and control requirements to avoid excess weight and drag
p0142 T72-16245

Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled flight simulator training of air crews, discussing Boeing 747 program
p0179 T72-19639

Night Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier environment simulator for X-7 aircraft pilot training, discussing performance predictions from computer data analysis
p0182 T72-19137

Large amplitude flight simulator testbed design refinement, noting extensive computer commitment
p0385 T72-28757

Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital techniques, and visual and physiological experiences
p0362 T72-30844

Low cost flight simulator for general aviation pilot training, containing IFR instrumentation and turbulence injection device
p0299 T72-22211

Flight training simulator criteria and design considerations, noting avionics, model aircraft, control console and teaching aspects
p0411 T72-33501

Digital computer controlled flight simulators for undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare, air-to-air combat and helicopter training
p0483 T72-34393

Simulated blind approach trainer for general aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing design concept and instrumentation with emphasis on components simplicity and economy
p0540 T72-35225

Use of the flight simulator in the design of a STOL research aircraft.
FAA PAPER 72-7622
p0499 T72-38129

Naval air center participation in development of air-to-air combat simulation.
FAA PAPER 72-7611
p0499 T72-38130

Survivable flight control system compatibility test program.
FAA PAPER 72-7611
p0500 T72-38143

Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for all-systems compatibility testing.
FAA PAPER 72-7673
p0505 T72-39090

Use of fixed and moving base flight simulators for the aerodynamic design and development of the S-3A airplane.
FAA PAPER 72-7674
p0510 T72-40052

Flight simulator used to determine lateral and directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL transport aircraft
[FG-AD-71-18] p0504 T72-41137

Flight simulator exercise for investigation of pilot performance in low visibility conditions during approach and landing
[FAA-AD-71-1804] p0504 T72-41162

Tabulation and description of facilities available in government industry for real time engineering flight simulation
[WASA-CR-18771] p0517 T72-42743

Flight simulation of aviation trainer-2 GMT-2 for maintaining reliability of light twin engine aircraft
[AD-731135] p0619 T72-15252

Research on noise reduction, flying simulators, and gust alleviators
p0204 T72-15969

Technical aids for experimental research in flight simulation developed at Institute of Human Engineering, Neck, during 1968
[ANTHROPOTECH-1/69] p0207 T72-16186

Combat simulation

Preliminary design study for advanced fighter type in-flight simulator, employing digital systems [AD-743970] p0620 N72-32282
Fixed base, variable stability, carrier system for landing simulator, mechanized on hybrid computer [AD-743768] p0626 N72-32283
Fixed base simulator evaluation of effect of pictorial display realism on frequency of control reversals due to roll disturbances [NASA-TM-X-62192] p0639 N72-33022
Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff and landing transport aircraft during approach and landing [NASA-TM-D-68906] p0640 N72-33030
Design and development of visual approach and landing simulator using F-105 aircraft components and closed circuit television system [AD-745209] p0643 N72-33299
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing moment, discussing variable stability T-33 flight tests [AIAA PAPER 72-969] p0133 A72-16046
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement of aircraft performance, stability and control characteristics during nonsteady flight [VTH-156] p0267 N72-19008
Correlation of transonic wind tunnel test data with flight test results on slender wing airplanes for double delta configuration development [NASA-TR-X-62194] p0075 N72-11868
Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight Reynolds numbers [NASA-TR-X-62194] p0076 N72-11873
Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds of Orion slender wing models with zero lift using terminal velocity technique [ABC-CP-11774] p0202 N72-15951
Integration method to derive angle of pitch, flight-path angle, and angle of attack from measurements in nonsteady flight [VTH-163] p0267 N72-19009
Flight test method for determination of stability and performance characteristics from maneuvers in low and intermediate frequencies [TVP-156] p0267 N72-19008
Flight test of three-axis fluidic stability augmentation system for VH-1 helicopter [AD-73643] p0271 N72-19043
In-flight measurement of yawing moment of inertia of HP-11/5 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes [ABC-CP-11369] p0585 N72-31025
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS
DARWIN III digital magnetic tape recording system for aircraft flight test data acquisition, discussing components [AIAA PAPER 72-969] p0412 A72-33629
Flight test instrumentation system for measurement of aircraft performance, stability and control characteristics during nonsteady flight [ABC-CP-11774] p0412 A72-33629
Serial PCM system for flight test data acquisition and reduction compared with Harrier system [ABC-CP-11774] p0412 A72-33640
Engine compressor face rake for flight test instrumentation F-14/F-5 [AIAA PAPER 72-969] p0562 A72-42686
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
B-52 test vehicle flight demonstration program for control configured vehicles [CCV] technology concepts validation, noting gross weight reduction [AIAA PAPER 72-747] p0412 A72-33629
Procedures of confidence on aircraft flight test procedures, data acquisition, data processing, and correlation wind tunnel test results [NASA-CP-559] p0382 N72-20976
Flight test procedures for determining stall and spin characteristics of high performance aircraft [AFPR-72-2087] p0328 N72-20979
Boundary layer pressure distribution measured on Shark 1 free flight test vehicle at Mach numbers F: 1.5 to 2.2 and high Reynolds numbers [ARC-CP-1208] p0527 N72-28999
Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing of advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 1 [NASA-CH-112152] p0638 N72-33014
Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 2 [NASA-CH-112153] p0638 N72-33015
Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 3 [NASA-CH-112154] p0638 N72-33016
Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 4 [NASA-CH-112155] p0638 N72-33017
FLIGHT TESTS
F7 FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
Tristar commercial jet transport aircraft development, discussing design and flight tests for operating efficiency, reliability and safety [SAE PAPER 710755] p0004 A72-10252
Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing ground and flight test programs flying performance, flying qualities and structures fatigue properties evaluation [NASA PAPER 700756] p0004 A72-10253
Flight test procedures for subsonic transport aircraft pilot static pressure system, recommending trailing cone calibration method [ASA ARP 921] p0008 A72-10389
Army data analysis system for fixed and rotary wing aircraft flight testing, including airborne and computer controlled ground stations equipment [NASA-AC-19008] p0009 A72-12408
Flight vibration testing methods for certifying flutter stability of high speed aircraft [DOLR PAPER 71-083] p0023 A72-12725
F-104 fighter accelerated flight test program with 18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours before 1973 operability [NASA-AC-112152] p0063 A72-10591
Automated telemetry system providing real time analytical capability and reduction of flight test time for F-14 [NASA-AC-112152] p0063 A72-18652
Meteorological information assistance for Concorde aircraft test flights, discussing high tropospheric turbulence and lower stratospheric temperature predictions and instruments [NASA-AC-112152] p0075 A72-18650
A-7 D/E navigation/weapon delivery system flight testing, using photogrammetric techniques [NASA-AC-112152] p0124 A72-16656
Flight testing of Army helicopters terrain following and/or avoidance systems concepts for operational capability, performance and cost evaluation [NASA-AC-112152] p0124 A72-16658
NP-8D aircraft variable stability system ground/inflight calibration for determination of flight control system dynamics effects on flying qualities [NASA-AC-112152] p0125 A72-16660
Aircraft flight control system MTF field operational and MIL-STD-781 testing, establishing data baseline for reliability predictions [NASA-AC-112152] p0125 A72-16662
BQM-34A and P7 target drone aircraft versatile flight control system flight test program and results for basic and advanced flight modes [NASA-AC-112152] p0125 A72-16663
FLIGHT TESTS COHTD

Flight test evaluation of A-7D/E emergency backup flight control system, describing hydraulic power control systems design and function...

Model following variable stability system for X-19B STOL aircraft, discussing hardware design and flight evaluation...

Boeing 387 helicopter program, discussing wind tunnel, flight test development and demonstration...

F-16 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems, minimizing loading, spin, windmilling, fuel flows, gas refueling and automatic telemetry equipment...

Papers on critical and exploratory flight testing covering rotary wings, lifting bodies and jet engine start...

Procedures followed by test pilot on first flight of new aircraft design...

Structural demonstration flight testing foam and glass fiber reinforced polymer composites...

Flight flutter boundary testing, describing steps to minimize risk...

Flight initial spin testing, discussing aircraft autorotation due to stalled angle of attack and sideslip...

Rotary wings aircraft first flight envelope expansion at design gross weight...

Aircraft flight testing for single engine fighter/attack aircraft, including flight conditions, windmilling, fuel flows, gas temperature, ignition and acceleration...

Weapon firing and external store separation tests by flight test methods for determining safe weapon release envelope...

Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on aircraft, engine and systems operating characteristics...

Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil transport aircraft flight testing under natural and/or simulated icing conditions...

Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special rotary wing design, air tunnel experiment and flight tests...

VAK 191B V/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype test program, describing simulations, bench, ground, static, hovering and flight tests...

F-14 naval fighter aircraft flight test programs, discussing instrumentation and low-speed test results...

Test pilot role in attack aircraft avionics systems integration consisting of head-up display, projected map, digital computer, inertial-platform, radar and Doppler systems, etc...

Olympus engine flight testing for reliability and anticing, engine control and noise and vibration assessments in support of Concorde aircraft development...

Airfoil ram-ving air-water hybrid vehicle flight tested performance characteristics...

Flight testing of automated modular area navigation system for L-1011, describing computer, data storage and control-display units and electronic automatic chart system...

Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimates based on flight load time histories from counter accelerometers...

Flight tests of combination flight director displays and attitude command control system effect on general aviation aircraft handling qualities during ILS approach...

Supercritical thick wing for structural weight reduction and increased cruise speeds flight tested on Navy T-2C aircraft...

Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic power pack for landing gear system, noting engine and flight tests...

Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites application to aircraft structural design, discussing flight test and developmental programs...

German VAK 191B V/STOL fighter aircraft design, development and flight tests, noting redundant control systems...

Flight tests of stability augmentation system for light airplane improving pilot control during IFR encounter...

Fan computer weapons effectiveness and system test environment /WESST/ instrumentation system with focus navigation for simulated combat environmental flight tests...

Project pilot criteria for preparation and execution of flight test specifications...

L-1011 flight test program, discussing aircraft design, flight station, controls, flying qualities, etc...

Flight test of direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33 aircraft, noting use in dive bombing...

Weapon systems reliability assessment based on limited prototype flight test results...

Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests, discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin and elevon flutter, gust and runway response and engine surge effects...

Airborne OHEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, flight tests and optimization of receiving antennas...

Preproduction OHEGA aircraft receivers and antennas development and flight testing, noting signal loss problems in high noise or precipitation static environments...

OMEGA receiver integration into Navy F-3C airborne computerized navigation system, describing flight test, maintainability and laboratory simulation programs...

Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and tropical systems with airborne OHEGA navigation system, discussing flight test, maintainability and laboratory simulation programs...

VFW 614 twin jet transport aircraft flight test program, detailing general task plan, test equipment installations and test schedule...

Inclined wind tunnel test section for free glding investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible wing two body system...

Flight experiments to determine horizontal visual restriction effects on T-33 aircraft front cockpit during approaches and landings...
Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction processes and results.

Autoland system flight testing in Trident 3B and British Civil Aviation Authority approval for ICAO Cat 3a weather.

Airborne flight test data acquisition system modular design to provide digital readings from monitoring transducer analog signals.

SECAMT collision avoidance system, describing operational principles and flight test results.

Helicopter testing of inertial navigation systems.

Flight investigation of design features of the S-67 test helicopter.

USAF development of electrostatic gyro for inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and associated airborne digital computer.

Aircraft flight test facilities deficiencies and modernization improvements, recommending integrated facility research program establishment.

A time-frequency high performance collision avoidance system.

TJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing, hovering and transition flight and associated control problems.

Real time flight flutter testing via E-transform analysis technique.

The development of dynamic flight test techniques for the extraction of aircraft performance.

Flyover noise testing of commercial jet airplanes.

Status of U.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight testing.

A test Air Force flight evaluation.

Generating high Reynolds-number flows.

A generalized method for the identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data.

Flight-test experience in digital control of a remotely piloted vehicle.

Design and flight experience with a digital fly-by-wire control system using Apollo guidance system hardware on an F-8 aircraft.

Pr-11A inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics for airframe-propulsion integration based on flight and transonic wind tunnel tests.

Improved qualitative flight data rating scales.

Flying experience with the S1C research aircraft and the F1127 prototype at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England.

Flight test studies of the formation of trailing vortices and a method to accelerate vortex dissipation.

Applications of a technique for estimating aircraft states from recorded flight test data.

Ka-26 helicopter operational flight testing in high mountain environment, discussing takeoff, landing and climb performance as function of altitude dependent engine characteristics.

Influence of wing deformations measured during flight tests upon the flight performance of a glider made of synthetic materials.

The fatigue and fail-safe program for the certification of the Lockheed Model 286 rigid rotor helicopter.

Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small helicopter.

Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52 aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight.

Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker beacon recording system.

Flight tests of BAC 221 aircraft crosswind landing and sidestep maneuvers.

Development of computer program for processing flight test data and standardizing in-flight performance of aircraft.

Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical techniques for determining full scale aerodynamic flight drag factors.

Free flight models for transonic testing at high Reynolds numbers.

Autonomous navigation system for SA=330 helicopter and flight test methods.

Flight test of three-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation system in helicopter.

Free flight tests to determine deployment characteristics and aerodynamic loads for all-flexible parawings with 4000 square foot wing area.

Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with underwing engine nacelles to study airplane installation effects on 3 variable-flap ejector nozzles.

Flight tests of parafowl glider and comparison of flight test data with wind tunnel data using small scale and full scale models.

Low speed flight simulation of slender wing BAC 221 research aircraft and comparison with flight tests.

Concreto power plant development, emphasizing flight test problems.

History of first tests of ramjet engines.

Flight tests to determine methods for reducing airport community noise based on operationally optimum approach profiles.

Low altitude stability and control derivatives of jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation.
FLIGHT TESTS CONTD

Fly by wire and integrated actuator package
techniques for developing survivable flight
control system in jet aircraft
AD-7358502 p0255 N72-18040
Flight tests of strapdown inertial navigation
system in helicopter to determine feasibility
for simulating systems using inertial navigation
equipment
AD-733130] p0262 N72-18663
Flight test analysis of flow characteristics of
air intake systems of F-111 aircraft at
supersonic speed
Maximum likelihood technique used to extract and
erodynamic parameters of Navion airplane from
data flight tests
[ NASA-TN-D-6647] p0268 N72-19019
Flight tests to determine characteristics of blade
slip in rotary wings and effect on helicopter
performance
Determining stability and control derivatives of
airplanes from flight data using modified
Newton-Raphson minimization technique
[ NASA-TN-D-6579] p0279 N72-19559
Procedures of conference on aircraft flight test
procedures, data acquisition, data processing,
and correlation with wind tunnel test results
[ NASA-CP-95] p0328 N72-20976
Flight test program and data acquisition
analytical techniques for evaluation of Boeing 747 aircraft
Mathematical models for determining flight
performance of Concorde aircraft
p0328 N72-20978
Stability and control test procedures for V/STOL aircraft in general and specific
application to P-127 and Harrier aircraft
p0328 N72-20980
Flight tests of V/STOL aircraft D 31
p0329 N72-20981
Characteristics of flight test instruments and
techniques for overcoming limitation and sources of error
p0329 N72-20984
Development of flight test procedures for use with
advanced aircraft to determine cruise
performance characteristics
p0329 N72-20985
Techniques and procedures for conducting flight tests of lifting body aircraft during
transonic and supersonic flight conditions
Flight tests performed following initial delivery
or extensive repair and overhaul as performed by
Canadian armed forces
p0329 N72-20987
Flight test procedures for determining turning
capability of military aircraft
p0330 N72-20989
Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to
determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender
wing aircraft
p0330 N72-20990
Development of numerical process for extracting
aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data
p0330 N72-20991
Determination of performance data and stability
and control characteristics from aircraft
performance under nonsteady flight conditions
p0330 N72-20992
Procedures for training pilots in assessment of
flight systems during attendance at Empire Test
Pilot School, England
p0330 N72-20995
Pilot evaluations of flight characteristics of
CY-990 aircraft for providing baseline data for transport aircraft
[ NASA-TN-D-68111] p0368 N72-22026
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67
cruising performance
[ NASA-CP-95] p0369 N72-22030
Flight test data on all-electroluminescent lighted
display panel in aircraft cockpit
p0376 N72-22644
Aerodynamic characteristics of CY-990 aircraft
under various conditions of Mach number,
altitude, and flap setting
Design, development, and evaluation of glass-reinforced epoxy rotor blades on CH-57
crane
[ NASA-TH-D-6773] p0423 N72-24033
Flight test of F-8 aircraft to determine minimum
velocity energy climb based on energy state
approximation
[ NASA-TH-D-68018] p0423 N72-24035
Maximum likelihood parameter estimation for extracting stability and control properties of aircraft from flight test data using real time
digital computer
[ NASA-TN-D-67959] p0426 N72-24525
Applications of computers for flight test and
evaluation of helicopters based on frequency
evaluation of load curves on main and tail rotors
[ NASA-TH-F-14283] p0430 N72-24993
Flight tests of EC-130B aircraft with X band
radome installed
[ EHEA-71-45] p0432 N72-25007
Wind tunnel and flight tests of dynamic stall of
airfoils and helicopter blades
[ NASA-TH-D-67610] p0469 N72-26251
Basic formulations for developing coordinate
transformations and equations of motion used
with free flight and wind tunnel data reduction
[ NASA-SP-3070] p0472 N72-26475
System design and flight test evaluation of range
only multiple aircraft navigation system
[ NASA-TH-D-67696] p0472 N72-26527
Analysis of flight loads imposed on H-2 helicopter
during flight operations
[ NASA-TH-D-678452] p0480 N72-27038
Design, development, and fabrication of total
flight simulator facility
[ AD-739230] p0483 N72-27279
Weather predictions for Concorde test flights and
problems of forecasting stratospheric
temperature and clear air turbulence
[ NEL-A-22439-(5829.47)] p0486 N72-27636
Methods for performing evaluation and processing
data following flight tests of air traffic
control beacon
[ NASA-TH-D-67696] p0486 N72-27709
DAMIN 3 - numerical PCM recording system for use
in aircraft flight tests
[ FAF-LIB-TECH-1638] p0517 N72-28175
Application of computer program to determine
stability and control derivatives for NH-1C
helicopter fuel
[ NASA-TH-D-70774] p0530 N72-29019
Static and dynamic aerodynamic and acoustic tests
to determine flight velocity envelope on thegrund
of conical explector, anular plug, and segmented
suppressor nozzles
[ FASA-CS-19206] p0571 N72-30000
Application of maximum likelihood estimation from
flight test data to determine lateral control
performance and stability derivative for jet fighter aircraft
Analysis of sonic boom signatures produced by
GA71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds
Flight tests to determine performance of air
cooled plug nozzle with afterburning turbomjet
Comparison of French and US criteria for aircraft
performance and control with application to
complicated, high performance aircraft
p0619 N72-32018
Procedures for application and revision of Federal
Aeronautical Regulations in determining handling
qualities and performance of aircraft
p0619 N72-32020
Analysis of criteria for evaluation of high
performance aircraft and results obtained on
aircraft equipped with control augmentation
systems
p0620 N72-32025
Development and application of pilot rating to
determine performance and handling criteria of aircraft
p0620 N72-32028
Analysis of instrumentation error effects on
identification accuracy of aircraft parameters
[ NASA-TH-112121] p0622 N72-32040
FLIGHT VEHICLES

In flight monitoring system to measure and record vehicle performance in real time for all six degrees of freedom

Procedures for reducing aircraft performance data to compensate for atmospheric parameters and variations in aircraft configurations

Development of method for aircraft performance analysis when drag is determined from engine thrust

FLIGHT TIME

Minimum flight time routes model at SST altitudes, taking into account temperature, meteorological and wind factors

Aircraft on-time operation and air traffic problems, considering solution requirement formulation and funding suggestions

Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and landing for transport jet aircraft

FLIGHT TRAINING

Engine out flight training safety, recommending certification requirements or training procedures changes

Aircraft safety enhancement by computer controlled flight simulator training of aircrews, discussing Boeing 747 program

Instructor station design for automated flight training systems, considering human factors and informational requirements

Military aviation navigator training, discussing objectives, methods, instructors and equipment

Canadian Armed Forces air navigation training program, noting emphasis on training flights

NASA Academy air navigation training program, discussing systems development course and descriptive and applied astronomy

Flight training simulator criteria and design considerations, noting avionics, model aircraft, control console and teaching aspects

Maneuver acceleration measured for estimating loads during civil aircraft training and test flying

Development and evaluation of C-130 aircrew training program based on systems approach

Flight simulation of aviation instructor-GMT-2 for determining reliability of light twin engine aircraft

FLIGHT VEHICLES

Air law concept as totality of legal regulations related to atmosphere use by flying devices, discussing relation to international environmental protection

Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing with aerodynamic performance

Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design parameters for constant altitude flight at given speed

Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in uniform flow field, calculating equilibria configuration during coordinated two point boundary value problem numerical solution

Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power requirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis, with division of near and far flow fields

Flying machine using reaction forces on body moving in compressible fluids within piston device equivalent to air pressure pump

Soviet book on control system technology for flight vehicles covering production of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electronic and electronic elements

Nonlinear dynamics of flight vehicle - Conference, University of Technology, Loughborough, England, March 1972

Nonlinear dynamic motion response analysis of flight vehicles considering continuously changing vibration damping and frequency

Flight vehicle angular velocity measurement by accelerometers, deriving equations of motion

Russian book - Calculation and analysis of flight-vehicle motion: Engineering handbook

Russian book - Assembly and testing of hydraulic and pneumatic systems of flight vehicles

Experimental results regarding drag of transonic flow without lift in the case of flight bodies with three in front pointed bodies

Electro-optical attitude sensing device for landing approach of flight vehicle

Catalog of devices and techniques for boundary layer and wake measurements on flight vehicles

Influence of aerodynamic heat transfer on design of high speed flight vehicles

Development of method for predicting occurrence of fog and stratus formations at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida (AD-732289)

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

FLOW STABILITY

FLOW VELOCITY

Parachutes flow characteristics in low speed free descent, discussing glide angle effect on total drag and water channel flow pattern studies

Slender body theory for flow calculation past low aspect ratio delta wing with straight trailing edge, noting lifting vortices distribution

Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties and pressure distributions on blades, comparing calculated results with experimental data

Computer program for gas turbine characteristics and influence coefficients calculation, allowing for cascade distribution during flow choking

Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces flow characteristics determination for stress calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere

Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter rotor blade in hovering and forward flight

Rarefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta wings and trailing edge uppers

Experimental study of flows in supersonic compressors

FLORIDA

A-213
New results concerning the numerical calculation of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section
Investigation of the interaction between a circular wing and a flow of ideal liquid
Optimal modes of operation of a centrifugal-compressor wheel with preswirling of the flow
Effect of grooved casing treatment on flow range capability of single-stage axial flow compressors
Computer program for preliminary design analysis of axial flow turbines based on mean-diameter flow analysis
Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on intake performance of supersonic mixed compression inlet flow
Comparison of flow characteristics of two transonic compressors
Conference on flow characteristics of turbine, airfoil cooling system components
Flow characteristics of turbine, airfoil cooling system components
Flow and circulation diagrams formed by events involved in optimum aircraft design configuration and structural weight selection, outlining calculation methods
Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations for flow around aircraft configurations
Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing profile, solving mixed Cauchy problem
Non-linear calculation of three dimensional flow of perfect incompressible fluid around wing of finite span with arbitrary form
Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral obstacle, investigating stream proximity and fluid compressibility effects
Transonic viscous flow around lifting two-dimensional airfoils.
Flow distortion indicators
Flow distortion
Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender bodies in strong contact discontinuities in shock tube studies
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern change due to inlet flow distortion on uplifted wings
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index derivation for high hub-tip ratio multistage axial flow compressors from one dimensional isentropic flow expressions
Unsteady lift on airfoils in moving cascades with inlet axial flow disturbances, estimating lift on reference blade between blade channels
Paired in-wing model noise due to cross flow generated in- and outflow disturbances and unsteady rotor blade forces
Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on multistage axial compressor and turbomachinery engine performance and stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility
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[ICAS PAPER 72-20] Installation caused flow distortion and its effect on noise from a fan designed for turbofan engines.

High response two-transducer pressure measurement for evaluating nonuniform and unsteady inlet airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet engine stability and performance

Analytical method for combining the interaction of inlet distortion and turbulence

Tolerance of Mach 2.50 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow variations causing changes in free stream mach number and angle of attack

Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12 in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward speeds and angle of attack settings in closed wind tunnel

Unsteady response of turbocompressors to inlet flow distorted by square wave and triangular spoilers

Effect of front and rear fan installations on flow distortion and noise in subsonic aircraft engines

Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in turbocompressors

Flow distortion

Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack, deriving unified theory for flow field

Vortex flow structure in axial gas turbines near inlet and outlet of blade row

Difference equations and relaxation method for three dimensional transonic flow field about wings in terms of velocity potential

Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor blades, calculating flow field by three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme

Wind tunnel measurements for near field flow velocity distribution in rectangular wing wake turbulence, comparing with flight measurements

Combined viscous-inviscid analytical procedure for predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic inlet flow field

Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles around flat plate sharp leading edge with high pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone

V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15 deg angles of attack, investigating flow structure between wings by pitot tube rake

Incident wing stall detection by unsteady pressure monitoring via flush-mounted microphones, discussing flow patterns on models

Two dimensional and axisymmetric flow with heat addition, deriving flow field by inverse methods

Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in uniform flow field, calculating equilibrium configuration during coordinated turn from two point boundary value problem numerical solution

Tube flight vehicle system thrust and power requirements prediction by aerodynamic analysis with division of near and far flow fields
Jet turbine engine front fans with and without stubmers, estimating flow field by streamline curvature technique [ASME PAPER 72-DT-4] p0293 A72-25607

Critique of general momentum theory of propeller and rotor disk model, showing flow field determination from nonlinear elliptic differential equation solution [AIAA PAPER 72-653] p0045 A72-34081

Nonlinear integral equations solution for heavily loaded actuator disk induced flow field, taking into account blade tip vortices and thrust coefficients [AIAA PAPER 72-100] p0575 A72-26577

Incompressible potential flow model of porous parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in uniform steady stream p0313 A72-28123

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on constant chord p0360 A72-30365

Sonic boom alleviation by flow field alteration near supersonic aircraft, considering finite rise times, reduced overpressures and shock pressure rises [AIAA PAPER 72-653] p0415 A72-34081

Sonic boom induced flow field at supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock expansion method and hypersonic equivalence principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies [AIAA PAPER 72-653] p0415 A72-34082

Computor of transonic flow about finite lifting wings. p0450 A72-35258

The inviscid flowfield of an unsteady airfoil. [AIAA PAPER 72-686] p0452 A72-34501

Analytical prediction of vortex-ring boundaries for helicopters in steep descents p0503 A72-39899

Wall porosity and angle of attack effects on jet stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet testing, using three dimensional method of characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-1025] p0550 A72-41603

Machine code for finite difference solution of wake vortex governing equations and far field prediction in trailing vortices, developing turbulent energy model [AIAA PAPER 72-889] p0561 A72-82326

Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes p0563 A72-42678

Jet impingement under VTOL aircraft. p0616 A72-45775

Lifting rotor flow testing wake models p0237 A72-11002

Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in and out of ground effect p0044 A72-11060

Application of linear stochastic optimal control theory to design of control system for air inlet of supersonic propulsion system [NASA TN-X-67905] p0079 A72-11897

Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional flow distribution during stall development on rotary wing profiles [ABC-CP-1166] p0080 A72-11904

Boundary-layer profiles measurements and application to STOL aircraft [NASA CR-124604] p0092 A72-12211

Modifying supersonic aircraft sonic boom signatures by means of altering flow fields [TR-760] p0102 A72-12993

Boundary value problems for calculating potential flow distribution around lifting wing fuselage configurations [WAL-TR-2907] p0109 A72-13272

Development of analytical flow configuration models for designing supersonic air breathing propulsion systems [AD-728675] p0109 A72-13331

Holographic interferometry and laser Doppler velocimetry techniques for flow visualization and flow distribution measurement in aircraft turbine engines [AD-730063] p0158 A72-14221

Analysis of inviscid flow field on expansion side of flat delta wing at supersonic speed [VTH-167] p0169 A72-15577

Flow fields over leeward surfaces of delta wings and conical bodies at high supersonic speeds [NPL-AERO-1319] p0202 A72-15948

Airflow characteristics of unstedy flow around bluff bodies, spheres, disks, and autorotating two dimensional airfoil p0203 A72-15956

Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations using finite difference technique for numerical solution to the potential, uniform supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations [NASA CR-1926] p0221 A72-17207

Analysis of helicopter rotary wing flow patterns with recirculatory flow visualization during wind tunnel tests p0277 A72-19352

Solution of aircraft design problems and description of flow patterns [NASA-TP-119] p0317 A72-19993

Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab delta wing at moderately high angle of attack p0307 A72-20951

Mutual aerodynamic interference effects on flow field beneath aircraft with external stores examined by cross flow correction method [AD-735655] p0328 A72-20974


Measurement of horizontal and vertical velocity components along center line plane of turbulent jet exiting into cross flow using laser Doppler velocimeter [AD-734828] p0371 A7-22251

Development of computer program to determine aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils under conditions of zero trailing edge angle [AD-738318] p0419 A72-24003

Analysis of leading edge flow separation resulting from airflow oscillating in uniform wind field at low Reynolds numbers [AD-738304] p0353 A72-25320

Aerothermodynamic integration model, including combustor design, flow distribution, and heat transfer problems [NASA CR-11278] p0437 A72-25713


Integration of forebody and forebody/wing flow fields into airplane design criteria p0478 A72-27810

Analytical method to predict coolant pressure and airflow distribution in struts of transpiration cooled vane for gas turbine engine [NASA TN-D-6916] p0528 A72-29003

Development of potential flow and boundary layer methods for calculation of performance of lift systems with significant flow separation p0531 A72-29025

Analysis of nonsteady fluid fields associated with rotor-stator interactions p0553 A72-29227

Analysis of flow distribution near wing body configuration and determination of interference effects on another aircraft by incident shock [AD-741917] p0588 A72-29398

Flow quality of non-return wind tunnels of concern at low test speeds required for V/STOL testing [NASA TN-R-6-2170] p0587 A72-31286

Computer program for flow analysis through axial flow turbines and compressors [ABC-R-168] p0588 A72-31306

Effect of wing span loading on development of fully rolled up wing trailing vortices.
FLOW EQUATIONS

Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithms for solution to three-dimensional nonlinear transonic small disturbance potential equation for flow about swept wings

Calculation of laminar boundary layers by means of a differential-difference method

Simulation and analysis of trajectories and velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid flowing through axial flow compressor stator

FLOW CHARTS, SUBROUTINES, and computer program for solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations for flow around aircraft configurations

Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow through turbine

Computerized design of axial compressor stage using radial three-dimensional equilibrium flow equations

Velocities induced by distributions of infinite kinked sources and vortex lines representing wakes with sweep and dihedral in incompressible flow

Development of procedures for determining planar incompressible flat plate flow over airfoils

Derivation of equations for flow noise theory and numerical analysis of special flow configurations and boundaries

Compilation of technical reports on theoretical aerodynamics and air flow - Vol. 1

Development of local linearization and transonic equivalence rule for predicting properties of transonic flows about wing-body combinations

Numerical analysis of flow distribution about nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and supersonic speeds

FLOW YIELDS

U FLOW DISTRIBUTION

FLOW GEOMETRY

Aircraft engine exhaust geometry effects on smoke plane visibility, describing carbon particles light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert law

Wide angle conical diffuser performance improvement by conical splitter vanes, considering static pressure recovery

Effect of the slope and curvature of seriodal current lines on the long blade twist in axial turbomachines

Research on the two-dimensional retarded cascade, I, II

Suction side velocity distribution parameter characteristic relationship to profile geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade system

Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy transfer, and performance characteristics

FLOW MEASUREMENT

Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air flow measurement, describing accuracy, standards, reference nozzles and mounting flanges

Axial flow multistage compressor design, discussing high speed flow measurements and Reynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect on aerodynamic performance

FLOW EQUATIONS

[AD-744860] p0636 N72-32998

FLOW EQUATIONS

Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithms for solution to three-dimensional nonlinear transonic small disturbance potential equation for flow about swept wings [AIAA PAPER 72-767] p0041 A72-30663

Calculation of laminar boundary layers by means of a differential-difference method [A72-42578]

Simulation and analysis of trajectories and velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid flowing through axial flow compressor stator [A72-725596] p0097 A72-12798

FLOW CHARTS, SUBROUTINES, and computer program for solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations for flow around aircraft configurations [A72-271208]

Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow through turbine [A72-18279]

Computerized design of axial compressor stage using radial three-dimensional equilibrium flow equations [A72-16507]

Velocities induced by distributions of infinite kinked sources and vortex lines representing wakes with sweep and dihedral in incompressible flow [A72-36677]

Development of procedures for determining planar incompressible flat plate flow over airfoils [AGARD-AG-1561] p0365 A72-22001


Compilation of technical reports on theoretical aerodynamics and air flow - Vol. 1 [SN-11-470151-2] W72-26993

Development of local linearization and transonic equivalence rule for predicting properties of transonic flows about wing-body combinations [NASA-CR-72994] p0256 A72-28994

Numerical analysis of flow distribution about nonaxisymmetric bodies at subsonic and supersonic speeds [FAC-TH-15547] p0628 A72-32302

FLOW PATTERNS

U FLOW DISTRIBUTION

FLOW GEOMETRY

Aircraft engine exhaust geometry effects on smoke plane visibility, describing carbon particles light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert law [FASM PAPER 71-WA/GT-10] p0116 A72-15903

Wide angle conical diffuser performance improvement by conical splitter vanes, considering static pressure recovery [A72-23860]

Effect of the slope and curvature of seriodal current lines on the long blade twist in axial turbomachines [A72-23988]

Research on the two-dimensional retarded cascade, I, II [A72-41944]

Suction side velocity distribution parameter characteristic relationship to profile geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade system [A72-45366] p0614 A72-42578

Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy transfer, and performance characteristics [A72-22687]

FLOW MEASUREMENT

Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air flow measurement, describing accuracy, standards, reference nozzles and mounting flanges [FASM PAPER 71-WA/GT-10] p0116 A72-15903

Axial flow multistage compressor design, discussing high speed flow measurements and Reynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect on aerodynamic performance [A72-16483]
FLUIDIC CIRCUITS
Fluidics - A potential technology for aircraft engine control.
Use of fluidic elements for jet engine controllers

FLUIDICS
Closed loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil lift control system, considering application to helicopter rotor blades
Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation system to improve un-18 helicopter damping and handling qualities during high speed gunfire missions
Fluidics - A potential technology for aircraft engine control.
A fluidic sensor for closed loop engine acceleration control.
Fluidic heat sensors for measuring fuel temperature in jet engines
Application of fluidic pneumatic elements and systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft
Design, development, and evaluation of three-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for un-1 helicopter
Development and evaluation of fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensors

FLUIDOXIDES
NT SULFUR FLUORIDES
NT FLUORINE COMPOUNDS
NT FLUORO COMPOUNDS
Tetrafluorodibromoethane - A new fire extinguishing agent in civil aviation

FLUTTER
NT PANEL FLUTTER
NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER
NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER
NT TRANSASONIC FLUTTER
Thermoelastic effect on flutter and vibration of built up delta wings with solid, stiffened and honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins
Aerodynamic, unsteady aerodynamics, vibration analysis, and flutter in winged vehicle aircraft
Aerodynamic control system for controlling flutter
Dynamic theory of flutter for rotation of rigid wing
Flutter in turbomachinery blading and prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of partially stalled airfoil
Aerelastic analysis and vibration modes for flutter and flight control system definition

FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Flutter equation approximate true damping or rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
Aerelastic models constructed for flutter analysis of aircraft design, noting error risk reduction
Flight vibration testing methods for ascertaining flutter stability of high speed aircraft
Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at instability limit, obtaining vibration mode shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem analog model

Kariier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady viscous flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining pressure and shear stress distributions
Finite pitch airfoil theory relations for turbomachinery moving blade rows interference effect on cascade flutter

Flight flutter boundary testing, describing steps to minimize risk
Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at wing tip on critical flutter rate
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio turbofan engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test program
Linearized method of characteristics application to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate cascades with supersonic leading edge locus
Unsteady airfoil stall and stall flutter analysis, discussing application to space shuttle configuration

Unsteady aeroelasticity, discussing gust and maneuver load alleviation, flutter suppression, aircraft stability, computerized aerelastic analysis, aerelastic optimization, composite structures, etc

FLAX DENSITY
DENSITY
DENSITY
DENSITY
Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining conditions for focus cut-off at ground by atmospheric refraction

Economic evaluation of airport fog dispersal methods in the U.S., including crushed dry ice and liquid propane

War fog dissipation by helicopter downwash. Aiding, heat, hygroscopic particle and polyelectrolytes seeding

Supercooled and warm fog dispersion technology, considering air heating, helicopter downwash and seeding methods

Airport fog dispersion methods review, noting seeding and hot air injection techniques

Runway fog dispersal based on underground installed flight-discarded turbojet engines, discussing system efficiency and economics

FAA airport fog dispersal program, discussing techniques effectiveness evaluation vs defined goals

Light transmission, reflection and environment problems of hydrophilic coatings for fog and frost protection in aviation instrument window design

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach

Dispersal of ice fog using helicopter downwash

Warm fog modification by seeding with hygroscopic materials

Economic analysis of effect of fog on air traffic and benefits of fog dispersal capability in terminal area

Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as related to air traffic operation

Effect of head-up display on pilot ability to see runway lights in fog

Application of downwash from helicopter rotors for dissipation of fog

Fog regime over international airport in Sofia

Artificial dissipation of low-lying clouds and fog

Economic evaluation of airport fog dispersal program, discussing system efficiency and economics

Runway fog dispersal field test program, detailing general task plan, test equipment installations and test schedule

Fokker VTOL transport aircraft designs, considering payload, range, runway conditions, noise, military capabilities and operational costs

New VTOL transport aircraft designs by Fokker VTOL

Analysis of technical problems involved in production of variable sweep wings

FOCUSING
Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus of sonic booms.
Development of nondestructive test methods for
detection of early fatigue and fracture damage
in metals and alloys

Application of fracture mechanics to design,
analysis, and qualification of aircraft
structural systems

Fracture mechanics and crack behavior of steel
plate and forgings materials for aircraft

Application of applied fracture mechanics in
design analysis to improve aircraft
structural integrity

FRACTIONING
Causes of compression fractures and resumption of
duties by Greek pilots after recovery

FRACTIONATION
Results of experimentation to provide data for
designing turbomachine rotor burst fragment
containment rings

FRAMES
MT AIRFRAMES
MT UNDERCARRIAGES
FRANCE
Research equipment, methods, and facilities at
Propulsion Test Center, France

Research and development at ONERA facilities,
France, in 1971

FRAUNHOFER LINE DISCRIMINATORS
Fraunhofer line discriminators as remote sensor of
fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection

Sensitivity of Fraunhofer line fluorometers for
photodensitometric dye concentration
measurements in water

FRAUNHOFER REGION
U FAR FIELDS
FREE FLIGHT
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding
investigation and aeroelastic design of flexible
wing two-body system

Free flight models for transonic testing at high
Reynolds numbers

Drog of supercritical body of revolution in free
flight at transonic speeds and comparison with
wind tunnel data

Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds of
Orion slender wing models with zero lift
using terminal velocity technique

Free flight measurement of blunt leading edge
caret wing pressure and heat transfer at
transonic speeds

Development and characteristics of support system
and data reduction capability for free flight
test facility

Effect of fin-opening shock environment on guided
modular dispenser weaponry

Boundary layer pressure distribution measured on
Shack 1 free flight test vehicle at Mach numbers
from 1.5 to 2.2 and high Reynolds numbers

Free flight simulation tests for V/STOL aircraft
nonlinear altitude control system adaptation to
helicopter pitch and roll control

Free flight, supersonic model for determining
static and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics

Miniature capacitive accelerometer for use in free
flight wind tunnel telemetry

FREE FLOW
Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for
supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account
by surface impact probes

Day-to-day operational airplane-airport relationship, discussing runway grooving impact and friction coefficient measurement [AIAA PAPER 72-013] p0487 A72-38118

TURBINE PRESSURE DROP

TURBINE PRESSURE DROP

FRONTIERS (METEOROLOGY)

Perminent intense CAT in upper level frontal zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity p0366 A72-29622

FOUL COMBUSTION

Supersonic jet engine fuels production by gasoline vapor pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical characteristics and combustion properties p0506 A72-48625

Turbulent mixing of fuel and air in supersonic combustion ramjet engine [AD-700909] p0581 A72-30966

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Small three spool, reverse and mixed flow turbofan engine for business jets, discussing fuel consumption reduction, thermodynamic performance, efficiency and maintainability [SAE PAPER 710776] p0005 A72-10268

Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine equivalent horse power, propeller output and specific fuel consumption, discussing performance characteristics relation to ambient air temperature p0136 A72-17100

Extremal field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption p0139 A72-17727

Aircraft performance and flight path optimization algorithms for minimum fuel-fired range, using calculus of variations p0182 A72-19901

High turbine entry temperature effects on gas turbine engine specific power and fuel consumption, noting thrust/weight ratio increase in turbojet and turbofan engines p0187 A72-20311

Soviet civil gas turbine engines construction and performance, noting relatively high specific fuel consumption p0191 A72-21275

Extremal field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption p0205 A72-25329

Liquid metal regenerator design and test evaluation for gas turbine engine fuel consumption improvement [ASME PAPER 72-GT-33] p0295 A72-25629

Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft, discussing lift-convert engine, discussing takeoff thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption efficiency [ASME PAPER 72-GT-105] p0299 A72-25670

Stratospheric meteorological characteristics effects on Concorde supersonic flight performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior and passenger comfort p0349 A72-22887

Future projections of commercial jet aircraft fuel demands, estimating engine exhaust effects on air quality p0350 A72-22889

Specific fuel consumption and specific thrust optimization methods in turbofan cycles, noting optimum fan pressure ratio increase with turbine inlet temperature p0482 A72-37786

Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and performance under various flight conditions and engine ratings p0600 A72-44281


Energy used in intercity freight transportation by water, rail, pipeline, truck, and air, and effect of fuel price increases p0390 A72-23979

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Surface active agent detection by device using ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water with fuel, determining water retention or turbidity by photoelectric cell p0662 A72-18419


Purity requirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels, considering mechanical impurities, water, microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive, resinlike and paraffin substances p0188 A72-20373

FUEL CONTROL

Turboprop engines dynamic parameters experimental determination by rpm transient response to instantaneous fuel supply changes p0351 A72-29137

Fluidic heat sensors for measuring fuel temperature in jet engines p0600 A72-44280

A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel controller p0602 A72-44291


Operating principles of main components of fuel control unit for USSR turbofan engine [AD-742368] p0539 A72-29816

FUEL CORROSION

JP-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine turbine blades hot corrosion under marine environmental conditions p0175 A72-18752

Purity requirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels, considering mechanical impurities, water, microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive, resinlike and paraffin substances p0188 A72-20373

Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-701-type and Inconel-X gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high sulfur concentration residual oil fuels [ASME PAPER 72-GT-87] p0290 A72-25662

Effect of fuel on gas corrosion in jet engine combustion chambers p0495 A72-38091

FUEL ECONOMY

U FUEL CONSUMPTION

FUEL FLOW

Fuel flow control by sensing airflow conditions at discharge of engine compressor [AD-739442] p0282 A72-19857

Main methods of fuel flow measurement and factors for consideration in deciding on type of meter to use for various requirements [AARBD00498-16010L-3] p034 A72-25420


FUEL INJECTION

Fuel vaporizer for gas turbine engine, investigating heat transfer coefficient p0122 A72-16492

FUEL PUMPS

Fuel lubricity effects on aircraft engine fuel pump wear, discussing remedial use of corrosion inhibitors and change to noncorroding pump construction materials p0191 A72-21450

Military jet engines centrifugal fuel pumps power requirements for throttled operation, noting
pressure stability improvement at low flow rates

Inlet throttle centrifugal fuel pumps for jet engine augmentation, discussing design features, performance, noise, life and reliability characteristics

Airframe gas turbine engine fuel pump design, discussing sizing for given mass flow and pressure requirements with procedure for temperature rise calculations

Deterioration of shaft bearings of electromotor driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump, determining lateral force acting on impeller

Airframe gas turbine engine controllers and fuel pump testing under extreme fuel temperatures, noting cavitation characteristics

Design, development, and characteristics of variable delivery, positive displacement fuel pump for use with J-85 turbojet engine fuel system

Method for evaluating liquid pump operational and functional performance characteristics

Principles of modeling studies of fuel systems and hydraulic systems by electronic analog computers

Airframe fueling facilities and fueling operation

Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system installed in UH-1 helicopter

Hydrocarbon fuel systems for ramjet-powered vehicles

Principles of modulation studies of fuel systems and hydraulic systems by electronic analog computers

Aviation fueling facilities and fueling operation

Analysis of helicopter accidents to determine effectiveness of crash resistant fuel system installed in UH-1 helicopter

Hydrocarbon fuel systems for ramjet-powered vehicles

Fuel pumps and wing tanks

Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding, high strength materials and high modulus fiber structures

Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology

Utilization of wing and fuselage volumes for aircraft fuel tankage, presenting equations and charts for quick determination of available volume

Analysis of fire and explosion hazards in aircraft fuel tanks and methods for predicting fuel/air concentrations in tanks

Electrostatic charging in handling of aviation fuels, resulting in incendiary sparking in fuel tank

Fire and explosion protection fuel tank fumes, including oxygen reduction, vapor or mist inerting, and plastic foam fillers

Lightning discharge ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium alloy aircraft skin

Pressure tight seal for superalloy used in hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints

Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons for ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition

Design and tests of two insulation systems for liquid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft

Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel tank for various oxygen concentration determination to limit ignition pressure

Flight tests to determine effectiveness of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inerting system for fire protection on DC-9 aircraft

Development of materials and techniques to improve and optimize flame arresting in aircraft fuselage and wing fuel tanks

Visibility and additive effects on jet engine fuel antwear properties improvement

Surface active agent detection by device using ultrasonic transversing mechanism to engulfify water with fuel, determining water retention or turbidity by photic current

Purity requirements of aircraft gas turbine fuels, considering mechanical impurities, water, microorganisms, and surface active, corrosive, resinlike and paraffin substances

Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition characteristics under simulated survivable aircraft crash accidents

Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in preventing fuel spillage and fires in survival aircraft eases

Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configuration to study mixing with combustion of two parallel methane and air flows

Turbulence and fuel-air mixing in supersonic combustion ramjet

U Refueling

U Aircraft fuels

Cryogenic rocket propellants

Hydrocarbon fuels

Jet engine fuels

Full scale fatigue tests

U Fatigue tests

U Full scale tests

Full scale tests

Wind tunnel model tests of BR 121 aircraft and comparison with drag estimates and full scale flight data

Development of optimization method for computing structural dynamics problems including wave propagation and dynamic time delays

Development of optimization method for computing optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by observing only output and application to STOL aircraft operation

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of simplified functional

Liapunov functional stability analysis in structural dynamics problems including control with nonlinear damping

Development of controller synthesis techniques for large aircraft using distributed parameters and time delays

Development of optimization method for computing optimal open loop inputs for dynamical system by observing only output and application to STOL aircraft operation

Aircraft and spacecraft integrated avionics systems design with emphasis on telemetry, discussing space shuttle subsystems integration

FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION

FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
FUNCTIONALS

- Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of minimized functional [p0019 A72-12403]
- Functional [p0503 A72-38514]

FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)

- NT FUNCTIONAL MAPPING
- NT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
- NT ERROR FUNCTIONS
- NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS
- NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
- NT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
- NT LAPLAP FUNCTIONS
- NT NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
- NT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
- NT POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
- NT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
- NT SINE FUNCTIONS
- NT TIME FUNCTIONS
- NT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
- NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS
- Linear functional law for alleviating gusts on delta wing aircraft [p0037 N72-10999]
- Wing-fuselage combination aerodynamic coefficients, comparing experimental data with subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results [p0023 A72-12723]
- Shear and direct stresses on fuselage model cross section due to concentrated radial loads on frame comparing measurement with prediction by matrix force analysis [p0144 A72-19322]

FUSELAGE MOUNTING

- U AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
- FUSELAGES
- Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer pressure field, evaluating noise reduction treatments [p0002 A72-10216]
- Wing-fuselage combination aerodynamic coefficients, comparing experimental data with subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results [p0285 A72-25366]
- Composite P-371 fuselage design, analysis and testing, considering graphite, boron and glass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems [p0287 A72-25453]

- Subsonic and supersonic flow around nonaxisymmetric fuselages, deriving streamlines differential equations based on camber line distribution of source, dipole and quadrupole singularities [p0303 A72-26578]
- Aircraft fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreen and various surface coatings [p0305 A72-27008]
- Glass fiber reinforced plastic fuselage production for AR-28 aircraft, noting plastic-plastic and metal-plastic joints [p0354 A72-29462]

- Calculation of pressure distribution on cylindrical airplane with perpendicular lifting jet using singularity method [p0029 N72-10014]
- Boundary value problem for calculating potential flow distribution around lifting wing fuselage configurations [p109 N72-13272]
- Helicopter fuselage vibration response analysis, using hybrid computer [p0216 N72-16854]
- Nasa machine interactive display-computer systems with application to fuselage design [p002 A72-29297]
- Filamentary composite materials for aircraft fuselage structures [p0645 N72-33561]

FUSION WELDING

- NT BRAZING
- NT PLASMA ARC WELDING

SUBJECT INDEX

- High strength bimetallic rivets produced by inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank with pure Ti tail, noting weight and cost reduction for aerospace vehicle production [p0595 A72-43852]
- Welding airframe structures in titanium using tensile loading to overcome distortion [p0611 A72-45000]

G

- Force
- Acceleration (Physics)
- Acceleration (Mechanics)

G-222 AIRCRAFT

- G-222 aircraft design and operation, examining marketing problems [p0056 A72-13098]

GAMES

- U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
- Gain (Amplification)

GALACTIC RADIATION

- Galactic and solar cosmic radiation dosage to flying personnel and passengers onboard SST [p0223 A72-17721]
- Galactic method application to nonconservative nonself-adjoint aerelasticity problems based on interpretation as mathematical formulation of virtual work principle [p0178 A72-18780]
- Single and dual gate GaAs FET integrated amplifiers in C band [p0489 A72-37270]

GALLOLM COMPOUNDS

- NT GALLON ARSENEIDES

GANE THEORY

- Singular surfaces for time optimal control in zero sum differential games between two aircraft in three dimensional space, assuming spherical acceleration vector [p0183 A72-19279]
- Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games between two aircraft in horizontal plane, considering cost function and termination criteria [p0183 A72-19282]
- Near optimal closed loop control laws for fixed time pursuit-evasion differential game between two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic modeling [p0236 A72-23805]
- The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft-aircraft pursuit-evasion problems [p0502 A72-38276]
- Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft combat, using minmax technique [p0563 A72-42359]
- Differential game solution to practical two aircraft pursuit-evasion problem in three dimensional space [p0156 N72-14224]
- Application of Markov game approach to planar air combat problems [p0218 N72-17006]

GARRA RADIATION

- GARRA RAYS

GARRA RAYS

- Investigation of Freon fire-extinguishing systems with a nucleonic gage [p0589 A72-36674]

GARRA RAYS

- Design and development of flyable breadboard and NBL breadboard of airborne radars [p0159 A72-14473]

GAS ANALYSIS

- Airborne gas chromatograph for real time diffusion analyses, describing flight test results with sulfur hexafluoride planes [p0228 A72-22451]
- Procedure for the continuous sampling and measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft turbine engines [p0058 A72-36532]

GAS BEARINGS

- Air lubricated bearings for high performance
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

- Gas Discharge Counters
- Gas Composition
- Gas Flow

- Two-dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral
- Vertical asymptotic hyperboloid in air of thermochemical equilibrium
- Interactions between gas dynamics, aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels, propellers, turbomachines, blade cascades, etc.
- Development of mechanisms of turbulent jet flows
- Electrofluid dynamic energy conversion for wind tunnel augmentation

GAS DYNAMICS

- Aerodynamics
- Thermodynamics
- Hypersonics
- Rarefied Gas Dynamics

- German book on flow technology and fluid flow machines covering hydrodynamics, gas dynamics, aerodynamics, airfoils, wind tunnels, propellers, turbomachines, blade cascades, etc.
- Acoustic, turbulent, and thermal fluctuating motions interdependence in gas flow, considering application to aerodynamic noise suppression
- Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties, discussing flow pressure experiments and theory at different streamlines
- Film cooled turbine vane's external heat transfer distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring heat transfer coefficients with and without blowing
- Fundamental concepts of gas jet around dihedral obstacle, investigating screen proximity and fluid compressibility effects
- Cascading turbine blades vibration measurement in subsonic and supersonic high temperature gas flows, describing test facility
- Gas particle flow trajectories, velocities and pressure distribution in axial flow turbine stages, using cascade tunnel and high speed photographic techniques
- Film cooling effectiveness for air gas flow section of gas turbine engine under actual operating conditions
- Electrical analog simulation of internal combustion engines intake and exhaust systems
- Nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder, turbine and supercharger operation

GAS TURBINE ENGINES

- Holographic interferometry and laser light velocimetry techniques for flow visualization and flow distribution measurement in aircraft turbine engines
- Application of aerodynamic data to design of passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas motion flow and boundary layer theory
- Effect of flap set back and gas temperature on Coanda attachment to curved plate with application to air flow patterns on flap of scale propulsive wing model

GAS GENERATORS

- U Engines
- Gas Generators

- Gas generator performance shifts involving military tria level variations by TF-30 engines in high relative humidity environment caused by condensation in inlet duct
- Detail design of turbopit lift fan for use with YJ97-GE-100 turbojet gas generator to V/STOL transport research aircraft
- Development of techniques for evaluating performance of air breathing engines and measurement of significant operating parameters
- Effect of air injection on the torque produced by a trailing vortex

GAS IONIZATION

- Atmospheric Ionization
-ジェットエンジン

- Circular jet discharging perpendicular to solid surface into transverse flow, discussing effects on infinitely this circular wing aerodynamic characteristics
- Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flow around airfoil, discussing sound reduction

GAS LUBRICANTS

- Theoretical prediction of dynamic behavior of rotary wings supported in hydrostatic and hypersonic gas lubricated journal bearings
- Gas lubricated bearings

GAS MIXTURES

- Detonable Gas Mixtures

- Blends, boiling methane and ethane mixture characteristics, noting advantages as potential rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels

GAS TEMPERATURE

- Two spool gas turbine engine characteristics with speed reduction, determining time dependence of turbocompressor rpm, gas temperature and engine power
- Turbine inlet gas temperature limiting systems design and operation in turboprop engines, describing blocking mechanisms, delaying element and altitude compensation
- Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engines gas temperature regulating system, using two thermocouples with different rise times
- Turbine engine sensors for high temperature applications

GAS TURBINE ENGINES

- U Jet Engines
- Pulsejet Engines
- Rocket Engines
- Transonic Combustion Rocket Engines
GAS TURBINE ENGINES CONFD

SUBJECT INDEX

Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines p0233 A72-23185

Intercomponent complex annular ducts design for gas turbine engines p0238 A72-23872

Nydrothermodynamic foundations of burning in small engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient and power efficiency p0247 A72-25128

Low conductivity insulating coating/graded thermal barrier/for gas turbine engines with high pressure and inlet temperature, [AIAA PAPER 72-261] p0286 A72-25369

Gas turbine engine icing, discussing aeroacoustic conditions, damage due to ice ingestion and antice systems [ASME PAPER 72-GT-6] p0293 A72-25669

Liquid metal, regenerator design and test evaluation for gas turbine engine and consumption improvement [ASME PAPER 72-GT-333] p0295 A72-25629

Aircraft gas turbine engine exhaust emission data correlation based on combustor theoretical model, proposing correction factors for data reduction to standard test conditions [ASME PAPER 72-GT-60] p0297 A72-25651

Solid state joining in gas turbine engines, discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding and coextrusion metal bonding [ASME PAPER 72-GT-74] p0297 A72-25656

Aircraft gas turbine engine exhaust emission characteristics identification, considering ambient temperature and humidity effects [ASME PAPER 72-GT-87] p0297 A72-25657

Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-X gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high sulfur concentration residual oil fuels [ASME PAPER 72-GT-87] p0297 A72-25662

High pressure casnnlar combustor with continuous analytical and on-firing system for gas turbine engines emission measurements [ASME PAPER 72-GT-88] p0297 A72-25663

Constraining U-shaped frames for blade edges protection during hydrojet shot blasting of compressor blades for gas turbine engines p0304 A72-26619

Exhaust composition and smoke emission reduction from aircraft with gas turbine power plants p0308 A72-27270

Composite materials application to gas turbine fan guide vane fabrication, noting economic factors and prototypes performance in engine tests p0313 A72-28100

Heat generation sources in high speed cylindrical roller bearings, for gas turbine oil cooler design p0313 A72-28111

Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine flame tube p0313 A72-28131

Gas turbine engine combustion chamber, investigating prevalent air flow rate effects on circumferential nonsmoothness of gas temperature field at outlet p0319 A72-28114

Gas turbine units with constant pressure cycle, discussing design and optimization method p0319 A72-28149

Film cooling effectiveness for air-gas flow section of gas turbine engine under actual operating conditions p0319 A72-28149
GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
U NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
GAUSSIANS
U "AGGREGOMETERS"
GCB (REACTORS)
U "COOLED REACTORS
GARB TEETH
I Ion sputtering process used to deposit coating compounds on titanium alloy near teeth
[AD-729619] p0160 A72-14504
GEARS
Antiafian turbofan engine with variable pitch fan rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing gearbox and core engine design
[AD-72-20059] p0188 A72-20059
Reduction of noise and acoustico-frequency vibrations in aircraft transmissions.
[ARS PREPRINT 661] p0448 A72-34508
Analysis of gear reduction concepts for power train systems used with low bypass ratio, single smeal, geared turbofan engine for aircraft propulsion
[NASA CR-72735] p0993 A72-12413
Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power trains by application of vibrations and acoustics technology
[AD-74-26735] p0586 A72-31501
Scuff resistant properties of steel materials used to finish spur and helical gears
[AD-74-26551] p0629 A72-32503
Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh
[AD-74-650] p0629 A72-32507
Tests to evaluate performance of spiral bevel gears made from VASCO-X2 steel when operated without lubricating oil
[AD-74-506] p0645 A72-35306
GASED PROPELLANTS
Crash safe turbine fuel program, using gelled fuels
[AD-72-11687] p0049 A72-11687
Various gelled or emulsified fuels for reducing aircraft crash-fire hazard
[AD-72-11689] p0045 A72-11689
GELS
Evaluation of safety performance of gelled and emulsified aviation fuels in simulated full scale aircraft crash environment
[AD-72-9310] p0161 A72-14786
GAUSSIAN AIRCRAFT
Electro mechanical nose wheel steering system for general aviation aircraft ground maneuverability improvement, describing design
[AD-72-10963] p0010 A72-10963
General and commercial aircraft service needs in air transportation, considering FAA and CAB roles and policies
[AD-72-11716] p0015 A72-11716
Air traffic control long range planning for airlines and general aviation, discussing use of IFP, HRAF and IPC equipment
[AD-72-14810] p0066 A72-14810
Airborne collision avoidance system equipment for general aviation aircraft, discussing logic functions, transmission modes, data handling tradeoffs and ATC procedure interactions
[AD-72-14830] p0068 A72-14830
General aviation type light airplanes pilot workload during steep landing approach, comparing flight tested control response parameters with handling qualities criteria
[AD-AIAA PAPER 72-125] p0132 A72-16941
Dassault Falcon 10 turbofan powered executive aircraft, attributing safe stall characteristics to wind design optimization
[AD-72-12174] p0191 A72-12174
Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft design, discussing structure, fuel system, engines, crew station and safety features
[AD-72-12175] p0194 A72-21572
Mystere business jet aircraft flight instruments, acceleration, control and stall characteristics
[AD-72-21900] p0197 A72-21900
Book on general aviation safety covering statistical accident records, accident analysis, crashworthiness, preventive measures, etc
[AD-72-23750] p0236 A72-23750
Flight airworthiness requirements development for supersonic transports, VSTOL and transport and general aviation aircraft, exploring critical control and stability parameters
[SAE PAPER 720306] p0286 A72-25570
General aviation equipment standards in light of air traffic system safety needs, emphasizing Technical Standard Order system
[SAE PAPER 720300] p0288 A72-25571
General aviation aircraft structural safety studied with 1547 accident histories, noting IFR and turbulence weather conditions predominance
[SAE PAPER 720308] p0289 A72-25572
Fatigue certification of general aviation aircraft in Australia, describing around ground load spectra and endurance and radiographic inspection of laminated spar caps
[SAE PAPER 720311] p0289 A72-25575
Flight tests of combination flight director displays and attitude command control system effect on general aviation aircraft handling qualities during ILS approach
[SAE PAPER 720316] p0289 A72-25580
Dynamic decelerometer anthropomorphic dummy tests of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder harness restraint systems
[SAE PAPER 720325] p0291 A72-25588
Stall warning system for general aviation aircraft, using signal discriminator for rough or gusting air
[SAE PAPER 720330] p0291 A72-25592
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general aviation weather dissemination, discussing design variables and time periods
[SAE PAPER 720341] p0291 A72-25594
Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology application to general aviation propulsion driven twin engine aircraft, discussing wind loading and aspect ratio optimization
[SAE PAPER 720352] p0291 A72-25595
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint systems, discussing strap take-up devices, comfort, fit and ease of use
[AD-72-28762] p0345 A72-28762
Winds aloft forecast use to predict southwestern mountain lee wave behavior for general aviation cross country flights
[AD-72-28663] p0348 A72-28663
Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general aviation weather dissemination techniques, considering design variables and time periods
[AD-72-28871] p0347 A72-28871
Low cost flight simulator for general aviation pilot training, containing IFR instrumentation and turbulence injection device
[AD-72-28971] p0399 A72-32211
The future of general aviation in Europe.
[AD-72-29043] p0462 A72-37093
Private aircraft ownership and use for family travel and pleasure, discussing costs, maintenance and operational problems
[AD-72-29119] p0462 A72-37094
Annual Corporate Aircraft Safety Seminar, 17th, Washington, D.C., April 17, 18, 1972, Proceedings.
[AD-72-29174] p0507 A72-37940
Future aspects of business aviation, discussing pilot training and aircraft reliability and maintenance in context of flight safety
[AD-72-37941] p0507 A72-37941
Corporate business aviation performance record in light of aircraft accident statistics, noting high percentage of approach-landing accidents and means for improvement
[AD-72-37942] p0507 A72-37943
Aircraft accidents during nonprecision approaches under adverse weather conditions; discussing landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft
[AD-72-37944] p0508 A72-37945
Flight safety from general aviation viewpoint in West Germany, discussing ATC and flight rules relative to general aviation use
[AD-72-44615] p0607 A72-44615
Aircraft accident tendency charts, discussing air traffic statistics, aircraft accident rate in light traffic and minimum runway lengths
[AD-72-44616] p0608 A72-44730
An assessment of repeated loads on general aviation and transport aircraft.
Analysis of OS general aviation aircraft accidents

Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for commercial aircraft

Forecasts of aviation activity for fiscal years

Aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations

Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive aircraft

Compilation of United States general aviation accidents

Use of shoulder harness in general aviation

Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving air taxi operations

Compilation of DS general aviation accidents for calendar year 1968

Computer program for determining characteristics and behavior of rotorcraft for United States general aviation

Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip vortices generated by large jet transport aircraft when intersected by smaller general aviation type aircraft

Computer program for determining characteristics of propellers used in general aviation aircraft to include blade shape parameter and integrated design lift coefficient

Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving air taxi operations during 1969

Compilation of US general aviation accidents for 1968

Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and rotor craft for United States general aviation during 1969

Compilation of aerial application operations during 1969

Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and rotor craft for United States general aviation operations during 1969

Compilation of United States general aviation accidents occurring in OS general aviation for calendar year 1970

Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive aircraft in US general aviation for calendar year 1970

Aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations in US general aviation for calendar year 1970

Flight tests to determine effects of various approach angles on performance of executive transport type aircraft

Forecasts of aviation activity for fiscal years 1972 to 1973 to indicate expected status of commercial and general aviation

Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for commuter air carriers FY 1971

Capital cost analysis of airport alternatives for San Francisco urban airports for general aviation and commercial aircraft

Analysis of US general aviation aircraft accidents for calendar year 1969

Reports of accidents involving missing aircraft of US general aviation for 1968

Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving corporate/executive aircraft in 1968

Summary of NASA research and experience related to wind and recovery characteristics of light general aviation aircraft

Recommendations for improving general aviation safety

Urban general aviation airport economics, planning, and management

Environmental impact statement on proposed extension and widening of existing paved runway at Baxley Municipal Airport, Baxley, Georgia

Environmental impact statement on proposed connection of Dade County Airport, Trenton, Georgia

Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Jasper-Pickens County Airport, Jasper, Georgia

Computer program for predicting performance, noise, weight, and cost of general aviation aircraft propellers for 1980 time period

Application of unconventional wing pivoting about spanwise axis forward of aerodynamic center for gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft

Conditions, circumstances, and probable causes of aircraft accidents occurring in US general aviation during calendar year 1970

Design and development of system for aircraft collision avoidance for use on general aviation aircraft

Airport facility requirements for corporate/executive/business aircraft operations

San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace capacity analysis to meet 1965 demand forecast

GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

GEODETIC COORDINATES

Airport geometric coordinates computation from radar range measurements and flight altitude over earth ellipsoid

Great circle navigation for inertial equipped aircraft, describing procedure for determining waypoint coordinates with reference to VORTAC stations

GEODETIC ANOMALIES

U MAGNETIC ANOMALIES

GRASSMAGNETIC EFFECTS

GEOMETRIC FIELD

GEOCRITICAL TAIL

Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and disturbed times.

GEOCRAGENESIS

Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry for changing inductive field of aircraft moving through varying geomagnetic field

GEODEODYNAMIC

U RELATIVITY

GEOMETRY

UT CORSICS

UT CURVATURE

UT CURVES (GEOMETRY)

UT FLOW GEOMETRY

UT GREAT CIRCLES

UT LINE (GEOMETRY)

UT PROJECTION

UT SPHERE GEOMETRY

UT POINTS (MATHEMATICS)

UT PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY

UT TENSOR ANALYSIS

UT VORTEX

UT VORTEXITY

GEORGIA

Environmental impact statement on proposed extension and widening of existing paved runway at Baxley Municipal Airport, Baxley, Georgia

Environmental impact statement on proposed connection of Dade County Airport, Trenton, Georgia

Environmental impact statement on proposed construction of Jasper-Pickens County Airport, Jasper, Georgia

GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES

U SYNOCHRONEO SATELLITES

GEOGRAPHIC ARC SHAPES

GEOGRAPHIC HEATING EQUIPMENT

GERMANY

German Federal Republic territorial air traffic regulations covering general, VFR and IFR rules, equipment and personnel examination and certification, safety, takeoff and landing, accidents, etc
GROUND HANDLING

Development of theories for speed, stability, maneuverability, and seaworthiness of ground effect machines [AD-742425]
p0574 N72-30023

Resistance characteristics in smooth water of hulls of planning and hydrofoil craft [AD-742752]
p0588 N72-31311

Static load deflection and vertical drop tests of quarter scale model of CC-115 aircraft equipped with air cushion landing system [AD-743829]
p0624 N72-32056

GROUND HANDLING

Air cargo intermodal and interline containers handling in warehouse storage, transportation and distribution, considering total pack and interlock requirements [AD-743847]
p0635 A72-33178

Simulation of an air cargo handling system [AD-744372]
p0643 A72-34872

Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground handling control, discussing air traffic controllers 73-811028 functions in the context of workload and automation [AD-745469]
p0589 A72-40546

Air freight ground handling and distribution terminal facilities and methods, discussing future technical and organizational developments for efficient handling of increased traffic volume [AD-745932]
p0593 A72-43246

Frankfurt/Main international airport central terminal facilities, describing efficiency oriented layout for large volume passenger and baggage handling and links to rail and road nets [AD-746437]
p0841 A72-21970

Simulation of turnaround operation of passenger aircraft using critical path method for improving aircraft/terminal utilization [AD-746487]
p0341 N72-21970

GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

A method of solving the operational planning problem for an engineering aircraft base [AD-746507]
p0545 A72-40178

GROUND RESOURCES

D GROUND EFFECT

GROUND RUN-UP

C ENGINE TESTS

D GROUND TESTS

GROUND SPEED

Possibilities and limitations of rotary and fixed wing compatible Doppler sensor designs [AD-746767]
p0083 N72-11923

GROUND STATIONS

Array data analysis system for fixed and rotary wing aircraft flight testing, including airborne and computer controlled ground stations equipment [AD-747049]
p0019 A72-12408

Aircraft distance measuring equipment with VOR radio receivers and ground station transponder for pulse interrogation [AD-747307]
p0307 A72-27105

Communication aspects of aeronautical satellite systems, considering aircraft equipment, ground stations, ATC, type of access and frequency assignment [AD-747769]
p0310 A72-27658

A time-frequency localization system applied to acoustic certification of aircraft [AD-748098]
p0505 A72-39091

Great circle navigation for inertial equipped aircraft, describing procedure for determining waypoint coordinates with reference to VOR/ADF stations [AD-748149]
p0567 A72-62949

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

NT GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

Airborne traffic display system using beacon and radar surveillance network and ground computer processing [AD-748185]
p0137 A72-17329

Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation system for variable stability X-22 aircraft flying qualities research, discussing telemetry, mobile van, landing aids and airplane design [AD-748228]
p0411 A72-33628

Integrated civil/military ATC system for upper airspace control /VOR/ center at New York [AD-748261]
p0416 A72-34108

A mediator plan for joint civil/military ATC organization at London center, discussing sectorization, control and radar facilities, flight plan processing and communications [AD-748275]
p0440 N72-10123

Analysis of facilities, equipment, and tools to maintain large commercial aircraft [AD-748279]
p0440 N72-10123

Development and characteristics of coordinated, in-flight and on-ground fault isolation system for maintenance of large commercial aircraft [AD-748285]
p0440 N72-10123

Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid filters for aircraft ground support equipment [AD-743027]
p0760 N72-14506

System for evaluation of aircraft diagnostic and inspection equipment performance characteristics [AD-733283]
p0225 N72-18041

Development of integrated system for performing checkout of space launchers and aircraft systems [AD-72700]
p0270 N72-19689

Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic controlled by FAA control centers for maintaining requirements for ground, facilities, and equipment [AFIT-72-00586]
p0376 A72-22464

Development of automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system of maintenance for military aircraft - Vol. 1 [AD-736751]
p0384 N72-23025

Concept formulation for automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic procedures applied to maintenance of military aircraft - Vol. 2 [AD-736755]
p0384 N72-23030

GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Military aircraft operations and logistics computerized simulation for support and maintenance cost estimates [AD-749149]
p0141 A72-17974

Aircraft industry product support role in time delays minimization for aircraft operators, discussing maintenance requirements, minimum equipment decision and fault diagnosis [AD-749189]
p0001 A72-32456

Airborne equipment electric power supply standards to provide characteristic limits for compatibility with ground support systems [AD-751121]
p0450 A72-36535

GROUND TESTS

NT COLD FLOW TESTS

Concorde airworthiness certification, discussing ground and flight test programs for performance, flying qualities and structures fatigue properties evaluation [SAE PAPER 710756]
p0004 A72-10253

Computer simulation techniques in aerospace ground equipment design for maintenance testing of aeronautic systems [AD-751149]
p0061 A72-14196

F-8D aircraft variable stability system ground/inflight calibration for determination of flight control system dynamics effects on flying qualities [AD-751189]
p0125 A72-16660

Emergency life saving instant exit system in aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing, discussing design and ground testing [AD-751223]
p0195 A72-21583

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet aircraft annoyance report and ground tests with simulated engine and aerodynamic characteristics [AD-751263]
p0812 A72-33641

Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker beacon receiving system [AD-751303]
p0033 N72-10173

High Reynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by moving test specimen on rocket sleds [AD-751343]
p0078 N72-11885

GROUND WIND

Airport meteorological instrumentation, discussing ground wind, visibility, cloud height, air temperature and humidity detectors and radar equipment [AD-751383]
p0246 A72-25693

Low level vertical wind shear effect at aircraft control, considering runway selection with respect to surface wind conditions [AD-751423]
p0346 A72-28862

Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft tailoring vortices [AD-751463]
p0346 A72-28862
GUIDANCE STABILITY

Low-altitude atmospheric turbulence around an airport.

GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
Airline air-ground radio communications and data link service implementation for San Francisco-Sawail center.

Real-time pilot reports via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing encoding and processing equipment, meteorological codes and automatic real-time weather forecasts.

Air-ground digital communications in airborne operations.

Automatic position reporting, ATC communication, weather information and message identification via digital ground-air-ground data link.

Developments in vacuum brazing coating of gun launchers.

GUST LOADS

Guidance and stability design, using indirect perturbation analysis, computerized aeroelastic methods, including gust alleviators, structural response of 4-7 aircraft to rapid fire gun in A-7D aircraft.

Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap motion on vane controlled gust alleviation system.

Aircraft fuel system gunfire vulnerability and rapid fire and explosion protection techniques.

Linear function law for alleviating gusts on delta wing aircraft.

Test and evaluation of NAF and UHF air-ground communication transmitters at low range radar sites.

Very high frequency and ultrahigh frequency single sideband transmission from ground for aircraft reception.

GROUP 7A COMPOUNDS

GUST ALLEVIATORS

Atmospheric turbulence effects on aircraft flight and design, covering accidents and costs, turbulence generation, prediction, measurements and load alleviation devices.

Aerodynamic optimization and evaluation based on criterion optimization and evaluation based on criterion.

Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust alleviation design, using indirect perturbation information through normal acceleration factor measurement.

Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap motion on vane controlled gust alleviation system.

Airline air-ground radio communications and data link service implementation for San Francisco-Sawail center.

Application of unconventional wing pivoting about onopposite axis forward of aerodynamic center for gust alleviation in general aviation aircraft.

Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied to design of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust loads.
motion and bending loads despite small control angles and vertical gusts

Lift and pressure fluctuations of cambered airfoil under periodic longitudinal and transverse gusts, applying to axial flow turbomachines [NASA PAPER 72-GT-30]  
p0071 A72-15504

Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic response at supersonic speeds; noting application to stream estimation under gust loads  
p0295 A72-25626

Concorde dynamic behavior from flight tests, discussing integrated design effects, wing, fin and elevator flutter, gust and runway response and engine surge effects  
p0350 A72-28958

Low altitude gust load spectra above Czechoslovak territory interpreted in terms of equivalent velocity cumulative frequencies for light aircraft  
p0358 A72-30262

Bending and torsional mode deformations of two dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and random gust  
p0407 A72-33229

Mathematical models of rate gyros, servo systems and integration of inertial navigation system in military aircraft  
p0611 A72-48992

Aerodynamic lift characteristics of oscillating two dimensional airfoil subjected to sinusoidal gusts [AD-726132]  
p0039 N72-11017

Mathematical wind gust model for computer simulation of aerodynamic stability [AD-73905]  
p0261 A72-18648

Derivation of cross-spectral functions for vertical and longitudinal components of two dimensional gust field [NASA CR-2011]  
p0269 A72-19029

Analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence based on gust field with nonstationary random velocity  
p0381 A72-23006

Fatigue crack propagation in rotor P-28 full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust flight simulation loading [MLR-TR-71043-0]  
p0421 A72-26015

Stability and gust response characteristics of small transport aircraft [ARC-R/M-3686]  
p0582 A72-30996

Dynamic aerelastic effects on stability control and gust response of slender delta wing [ARC-R/M-3690]  
p0582 A72-30998

Air aircraft incident involving Boeing 747 aircraft in atmospheric turbulence near Lake Charles, Louisiana on 4 Jan. 1972 [NTSB-AAR-72-21]  
p0580 A72-31011

Analysis of gust loads on transport aircraft under various flight conditions [ESDU-69023-ARMB-D]  
p0619 A72-32015

Analysis of aerodynamic factors applied to design of longitudinal autopilot for alleviating gust loads [AD-753722]  
p064Y A72-33038

Airplane sideslip and yaw rate perturbations by continuous random vertical and side gusts, using low-pass filtered white noise representation for mathematical modeling  
p0313 A72-28125

Aircraft flight conditions effect on low altitude critical air turbulence in terms of gust velocity components for CAT prediction  
p0346 A72-28861

Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single blade randomness response [AAAS-CR-113386]  
p0078 A72-11889

Airspeed losses during turning flight maneuvers in gusts applied to airworthiness requirements [ARC-4/3672]  
p0206 A72-15593

Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual system gust measuring probe [AEL/A-M1078-338]  
p0844 A72-27426

Corrected wind measurement and dust velocity for airplane motion LO-LOCIT project [AD-739075]  
p0522 A72-28659

Gyrohorizon compasses

Small motions of two rotor gyro horizon compass sensitive element with linear azimuthal correction of housing  
p0185 A72-19758

Theory of a gyrohorizon compass with an azimuthally free casing of the sensitive element  
p0597 A72-43585

Mathematical analysis of cause and effect of errors in inertial navigation systems based on gyro horizon operation  
p0742 A72-26522

Gyrocompasses

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Small motions of two rotor gyro horizon compass sensitive element with linear azimuthal correction of housing  
p0185 A72-19758

Coordinate and speed error dependence on instrumental errors of inertial navigation system using gyrohorizoncompas  
p0472 A72-33960

Motion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic system with gyro horizon compass, noting constant and time dependent coefficients of motion equations  
p0490 A72-37320

Theory of a gyrohorizon compass with an azimuthally free casing of the sensitive element  
p0597 A72-43585

Gyroplanes

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Small motions of two rotor gyro horizon compass sensitive element with linear azimuthal correction of housing  
p0185 A72-19758

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Gyroplanes

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  
p0072 A72-15666

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compassing alignment, accuracy and performance  

SUBJECT INDEX

Design, development, characteristics, and applications of gyroscopic devices (AD-733275) p0262 A72-18662

Numerical analysis of cause and effect of errors in inertial navigation systems based on gyro horizon operation p0872 A72-26522

Acceptance test of Kearfott gyroflex gyroscope model 2 [LESA-E-209-NT-1.5IR] p0521 A72-28479

GYROSCOPIC DRIFT U GYROSCOPES

GYROSCOPIC STABILITY U GYROSCOPES

GYROSCOPIC PERIODICITIES

Flight instruments including vertical indicators and spatial orientation (JPRS-56022) p0589 A72-31452

Gyrokinetics for precision vertical indicators considering velocities and accelerations in earth gravitational field p0589 A72-31453

GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

Twin spool jet engine system, predicting shaft speed effects on whirling frequencies due to gyroscopic action with computer model p0199 A72-22130

Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data. (AIAA PAPER 72-947) p0504 A72-39082

GYROSTABILIZERS Design, development, characteristics, and applications of gyroscopic devices (AD-733275) p0262 A72-18662

GYROSTATS U GYROSCOPES

H-43 HELICOPTER

Field noise measurements of HR-43B helicopters during flight to determine effects of modifications on noise reduction [NASA-TM-X-2226] p0318 A72-20005

H-53 HELICOPTER

HR-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and hover coupler for automatic transition from forward flight at constant deceleration and rate of descent p0124 A72-16653

The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to helicopter fatigue loaded components. p0608 A72-84732

Design and development of control augmentation systems for H-53 helicopter (AD-7301603 p0154 A72-18015

Measurement of impulsive noise, rotor noise, rotor blade dynamics, and rotor blade pressure of CH-53K helicopter under cruise and hover conditions (AD-730359) p0155 A72-18018

Analysis of flight loads on CH-53K helicopter to determine proceeding of design limits during actual operating situations (AD-73932) p0867 A72-26030

Bibliography of heavy lift helicopters with references to rotor characteristics, lift propulsion, and performance capabilities (AD-760900) p0575 A72-30026

Microwave ILS scanning beam data rate analysis for low visibility approach of H-53 helicopter (AD-78360) p0629 A72-32057

H-56 HELICOPTER

Stability derivatives and transfer functions for AD-56 compound helicopter during low altitude turbulent conditions - Vol. 4. (AD-730363) p0155 A72-14020

HAIL

Hailstone impact simulator for prediction of hail damage to aircraft structures, presenting data on damage to flat metal sheets and spherical caps (AIAA PAPER 72-1633 p0568 A72-16477

Al' alloy plates and D-nosed specimens indentation and penetration under hail impact test p0176 A72-18760

Probability estimates of aircraft encounters with hail, discussing variations with locality, hailstone size and height and supersonic transport experience p0234 A72-23423

Hail damage to aircraft, predicting metal surfaces dent depth and deformation shape with computer program (AIAA PAPER 72-3358 p0204 A72-25370

Hailstone impact simulator for aircraft damage prediction in testing prospective structural designs p0248 A72-28655

Hail size distribution and concentration in thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and S band radar observations p0413 A72-33946

HAILSTONES U HAIL BISICLES

NT SULFUR FLUORIDES

HALL COEFFICIENT U HALL EFFECT

HALL CURRENTS U HALL EFFECT

HALL EFFECT Approaches to verification and solution of magnetic particle inspection problems p0610 A72-49493

HALO PARACHUTING U PARACHUTE DESCENT

HALDEN COMPOUNDS

NT BROMINE COMPOUNDS

NT FLUORINE COMPOUNDS

Evaluation of several halogenated hydrocarbons for ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft fuel tanks damaged by meteoric impact (AD-737383) p0390 A72-23966

HANDBOOKS Development of procedures for improving readability of maintenance manuals and evaluation of reading difficulty level p0039 A72-11021

Handbook of aviation historical data (TWA-386G) p0099 A72-12968

Handbook on aerospace research and development (AD-729571) p0265 A72-18990

HANDLING U MATERIALS HANDLING

HANDLING EQUIPMENT NT CRANES

Air cargo intersodal and interline containers handling in warehouse storage, transportation and distribution, considering total pack and interlock requirements p0405 A72-33174

Terminal handling environment and air cargo requirements for noncontainerized freight. p0406 A72-33175

HANDLING QUALITIES U CONTROLLABILITY

HANGERS Evaluation of film forming foam for the suppression of fire fuels in aircraft hangars. [WSCI PAPER 72-16] p0043 A72-15974

Full scale measurement of flow in turbulent wake of hangars [AIRC-CR-1166] p0042 A72-11087

HARD LANDING Data recording and evaluation of hard landings encountered by subsonic civil jet aircraft in airline operations noting role of flare maneuvers [RAE-TR-70107] p0205 A72-15976

HARDWARE (MATERIALS) NT PRECIPITATION HARDENING NT SHORT PEENING NT WORK HARDENING

HARMONIC ANALYSIS

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor geometry, relative Mach number and incidence angle effect on sound emission (AIAA PAPER 72-127) p0128 A72-16289

HARMONIC EXCITATION Computer aided systems natural frequencies computation from measured dynamic response to harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and transport aircraft p0359 A72-30326

HARMONIC NODON Two dimensional airflow unsteady stall in incompressible flow, comparing calculated loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching motions with measured values
HARMONIC OSCILLATION

[IAA PAPER 72-37] p0130 A72-16899

HARMONIC OSCILLATION
Low subsonic transonic unsteady interference effects on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model with variable sweep wing
[DGLR PAPER 71-001] p0022 A72-12709
Unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically oscillating circular cylindrical fuselage body with conical nose and delta wing with straight, cubic or sinusoidal leading edges
[DGLR PAPER 71-080] p0023 A72-12730
Thin wing harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow, developing analytical form of kernel function in generalized Possio integral equation
[DLR-FB-71-54] p0269 N72-19024
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part boundary value problem for linear potential
[p0310 A72-27545
French monograph on velocity profile in laminar boundary layer on semi-infinite flat plate in harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible flow
[p0363 A72-30949
Evaluation of Reissner’s correction for finite span aerodynamic effects.
[p0459 A72-36774
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating wing-tail configurations in incompressible, speed range
[DLR-FB-71-56]
HARMONICS
ST HARMONIC EXCITATION
ST HARMONIC OSCILLATION
HARNESSES
General deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests of dynamic restraint equipment occupant lap belt/shoulder harness restraint systems
[SAY PAPER 720325] p0291 A72-25588
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt, Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and airbag-lap belt restraints
[AD-741530] p0309 A72-27471
General aviation crashworthy personnel restraint systems, discussing strap take-up devices, comfort, fit and ease of use
[p0345 A72-28726
Acceleration protection system design, impact testing of restraint harnesses and ejection seat cushions, and implications
[p0275 N72-19157
Use of shoulder harness in general aviation aircraft to prevent or minimize injury during crashes
[FAA-AM-72-3] p0335 A72-21077
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in controlling head impact forces and body kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
[FAA-AM-72-6] p0335 A72-21078
HARRIER AIRCRAFT
The INAS device of Ferranti as integrated weapon system for the HS Harrier
[p0559 A72-41846
Harrier two seat aircraft design, performance, weapon systems, thrust vectoring and combat characteristics comparison with GR.
[p0603 A72-44391
Harrier aircraft navigation display and computer unit with protected moving map, means of storing and selecting coordinates, and numerical data superimposed on map
[p0374 N72-22633
HAWAII
Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S
[NTSB-AAR-72-223] p0585 N72-31019
HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
ST BOCCANEER AIRCRAFT
ST HARRIER AIRCRAFT
HARASERS
ST AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
ST FLIGHT HAZARDS
ST OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
ST RADIATION HAZARDS
Lightning initiated by human activities
[AD-735917] p0337 N72-21392
SUBJECT INDEX

Lightning triggered by man and lightning hazards
[NTSB-AAR-72-231] p0482 N72-27101
HC-3 HELICOPTER
Reliability engineering of H-3 helicopters based on failure analysis of transmission and rotor systems
[AD-762248] p0531 N72-29028
HD-1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
ST ROVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
HEAD (ANATOMY)
Effectiveness of restraint equipment in controlling head impact forces and body kinematics in enclosed aircraft areas
[FAA-AM-72-6] p0335 N72-21078
HEAD (PRESSURE)
ST PRESSURE HEADS
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
Head-up display flying under IMC and VMC flight conditions, considering takeoff, landing and navigation modes
[p0190 A72-21004
The evolution of head-up displays.
[p0506 A72-39333
Head-up display performance in Falcon fan-jet aircraft during taxi, takeoff, cruise, descent and landing approach, noting low-visibility hazards reduction during landing phase
[p0508 A72-39744
Application of the head-up display /HUD/ to a commercial jet transport.
[p0556 A72-41256
Evaluation of airborne audio-video recording system for aircraft equipped with head-up display
[AD-736618] p0306 N72-23144
Simulated, night visual approaches to two airports to evaluate pilot performance with and without head-up display device
[ASA-73-6-62188] p0639 N72-33024
HEARING
ST ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
HEAT BALANCE
Energy flow diagrams.
[p0607 A72-46686
HEAT BUDGET
ST ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET
HEAT CONDUCTION
ST CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
HEAT DISSIPATION
ST CONVECTION
HEAT DISSIPATION CELLULING
ST COOLING
HEAT EFFECTS
ST TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
HEAT EXCHANGERS
ST ENGINES
HEAT EQUATIONS
ST THERMODYNAMICS
HEAT EXCHANGERS
Effect of two types of helium circulators on performance of subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft
[ASA-TM-1-2237] p0214 N72-16724
Design and evaluation of cooling systems for wings on hypersonic cruise vehicles
[ASA-CE-1916] p0251 N72-18010
HEAT FLOW
ST HEAT TRANSMISSION
HEAT PIPES
Using heat pipe structures for cooling leading edges of hypersonic cruise aircraft
[ASA-BR-1957] p0099 N72-12949
HEAT REGULATION
ST TEMPERATURE CONTROL
HEAT RESISTANCE
ST THERMAL RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ST THERMAL RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ST THERMAL RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ST THERMAL RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ST THERMAL RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ST THERMAL RESISTANCE
Superalloys ductility and workability improvements without sacrificing elevated temperature strength for aircraft engine applications
[p0021 A72-12561
Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth alloys, precipitation hardening and intermetallic compounds
[p0139 A72-17611
Fusion reactions, electric propulsion, and high-temperature materials.

Heat transfer and aerothermodynamics for hypersonic flight, including: heat transfer in jet engines; heat transfer coefficients and flow field analyses; aerothermodynamic design of re-entry vehicles; heat transfer in high-temperature environments; and heat transfer coefficients with and without blowing.
HEATING

 aircraft p0228 A72-22476
 Aircraft gas turbine engine Ni base alloy disks and shafts thermomechanical treatment, considering yield strength and high and low cycle fatigue resistance p007 A72-33299
 Heat treatment and mechanical properties of titanium alloys for aerospace industry application [NLR-TR-71003-D-REV] p0170 A72-15529

HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS

HELICOPTER CONTROL

 HEAVY NUCLEI

HEATING

 NT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
 NT ATMOSPHERIC HEATING
 NT KINETIC HEATING
 NT RESISTANCE HEATING
 NT TRANSIENT HEATING

 NT VAPORIZERS

 Aircraft cockpit electrical heating system, converting three phase ac energy from alternator with economy and safety [SAR PAPER 720329] p0291 A72-25591
 HEAVY COSMIC RAY PRIMARIES
 U HEAT NUCLEI
 U PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS

HEAVY NUCLEI

Thin-down intensities for heavy primaries at SST flight levels, using plastic stacks measurements [CEIR-71-16] p0017 A72-12077

HELICAL FLOW

The motion of a vortex filament with axial flow p0450 A72-37598

HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS

 U ATTITUDE INDICATORS
 U HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTER CONTROL

Free flight simulation tests for V/STOL aircraft nonlinear attitude control system adaptation to helicopter pitch and roll control [DGLE PAPER 71-060] p0023 A72-12714
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade aeroelastic motion controller decreasing flapping motion and bending loads despite small control angles and vertical gusts p0071 A72-15504

HN-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and hover coupler for automatic transition from forward flight at constant deceleration and rate of descent p0014 A72-16653

Helicopter automatic flight control approach/hover coupler systems, hands off stability and handling qualities p0310 A72-27522

Hydrofluidic three-axis stability augmentation system to improve OH-18 helicopter damping and handling qualities during high speed cruising missions p0013 A72-33650

The controllable twist rotor performance and blade dynamics [FAMS PREPRINT 614] p0044 A72-34483
Stability and control dynamics of helicopter hovering with heavy slugging load, analyzing maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous motion [FAMS PREPRINT 630] p0045 A72-34888
Hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and reduced cost p0049 A72-34928
Analytical prediction of vortex-ring boundaries for helicopters in steep descents p0503 A72-38999

Helicopter development, discussing articulated, rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and avionics systems p0516 A72-45558
Analysis of flight control system requirements for helicopters and design of pilot assisted control system [AD-725590] p0044 A72-11057
In-flight manual on instrument capability of functional flight control-display system for helicopters p0082 A72-11920

Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFR flight path control system p0088 A72-11933
Analysis of operational requirements and feasibility of system for precise IFP helicopter hovering p0084 A72-11934
Feasibility evaluation of microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment for helicopter approach and landing guidance system p0085 A72-11936
Flight test of three-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation system in helicopter p0085 A72-11937

Systems performance and safety in helicopter approach and landing, and radioelectronic guidance array p0085 A72-11939

Stability derivatives and transfer functions for TEC-7A and S-58 helicopters in steep approaches - Vol. 3 [AD-73082] p0155 A72-14019
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for AH-56 compound helicopter during low altitude turbulent conditions - Vol. 4 [AD-73083] p0155 A72-14020
Development of antitorque concepts for helicopter control to replace main rotor/tail rotor helicopter configurations [AD-731193] p0026 A72-15982
Design, development, and evaluation of three-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for OH-1 helicopter [AD-73959] p0081 A72-27045

HELICOPTER DESIGN

Matrix method calculation for aerodynamic loads, transverse forces, bending moments, torques and twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter during forward flight p0020 A72-12440

Rotary wing aircraft design features and performance, discussing military and civilian helicopters and future developments p0026 A72-16734

Hingeless rotor helicopter blade steady state response with nonuniform inflow and plastic blade bending [AIAA PAPER 72-65] p0132 A72-16933

Boeing 347 helicopter program, discussing simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tower, bench testing, flight test development and demonstration p0135 A72-16993

Carbon fiber laminates for helicopter components weight reduction p0135 A72-16999

Rotary wing aircraft first flight and envelope expansion at design gross weight p0146 A72-18493

Emergency systems for helicopter crew and passenger survivability improvement, discussing use of ejection seats, extraction systems, parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges p0095 A72-21581

Marchetti SV-20A twin engine winged commercial/utility helicopter, describing design details, onboard systems and payload accommodations p0012 A72-22907

Fatigue strength characteristics of boron-epoxy reinforced Al stringers for helicopter airframe [AIAA PAPER 72-352] p0027 A72-25413

Bolkow 105G 5-place helicopter with twin turbine engine driven rigid glass-reinforced plastic rotor blades, emphasizing design philosophy of easy maintainability p0357 A72-29871

Germann Bo 105 five/six seat light utility helicopter with rigid glass-fiber and forced plastic rotor blades, presenting design and performance p0360 A72-30678

Civil helicopter electronic display requirements constrained with fixed wing aircraft p0003 A72-32633

Design requirements for a quiet helicopter [FAMS PREPRINT 604] p0044 A72-34484

Flight inventory of design features of the S-67 winged helicopter. [FAMS PREPRINT 601] p0044 A72-34985

Critical review of MIL-P-88300 V/STOL flying qualities specifications as applied to
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

- Air dust erosive damage to helicopter gas turbine engine parts, discussing inertial rotorless filtering systems
- The starting of turbine engines in helicopters
- Lynx helicopter B5360 turboshift engine, describing modular design for main functionality
- Ka-26 helicopter operational flight testing in high mountain environment, discussion of takeoff, landing and climb performance as a function of altitude dependent engine characteristics
- Contribution to the determination of the characteristics of a gas turbine engine for a helicopter and to the choice of the throttling law

Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft helicopter turbine

Synthesis of the control systems of a two-shaft helicopter gas turbine engine

Nonlinear digital modeling of gas turbine propulsion units

Design of transport helicopter with integrated regenerative engine propulsion systems

HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

- Rotary wing aircraft design features and performance, discussing military and civilian helicopters and future developments
- Helicopter rotor blade response to random loads treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with time-varying coefficients
- Helicopter noise and vibration testing and cabin soundproofing for improved comfort
- Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow and blade characteristics
- Flow separation effects on critical lift of helicopter rotor, using blade angle of attack criterion
- Hughes 500 and OH-5 helicopter tail rotor causered blades, comparing thrust and stall characteristics with symmetrical blades
- German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility helicopter with rigid glass-fiber reinforced plastic rotor blades, presenting design and performance
- American Helicopter Society Noise Subcommittee report on physical characteristics and major controlling parameters of rotor induced aerodynamic noise
- Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter rotor blade in hovering and forward flight
- The controllable twist rotor performance and blade dynamics
- Flight investigation of design features of the S-67 winged helicopter
- Helicopter maneuverability factors, discussing flight direction change ability, acceleration limitations and rotor thrust requirements
- Helicopter stability derivative extraction and data processing using Kalman filtering techniques

Low level light TV camera with Si intensified target tube for fire control system to improve AE-16 Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and attack capabilities

Analytical investigation of the effects of blade flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>Helicopters Contd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS</td>
<td>technical and economic aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT RIGID MOTOR HELICOPTERS</td>
<td>p0597 A72-43637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter antenna placement, using scale models</td>
<td>Helicopter lift margin system to aid in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for three dimensional radiation pattern</td>
<td>determining power requirements for takeoff and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-automatic recording under free space</td>
<td>landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditions</td>
<td>[AD-725207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0001 A72-10149</td>
<td>Helicopter anti-torque devices to replace tail rotor on single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>helicopter rotors during axial flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-725591]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P0044 A72-11053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and out of ground effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-725591]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P0044 A72-11060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on</td>
<td>Post-crash fire safety of helicopter turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two dimensional drag divergence with Mach</td>
<td>engine fuels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number, airflow parameters and flight conditions</td>
<td>p0049 A72-11688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0028 A72-12882</td>
<td>Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stabilization systems on helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid computing techniques in helicopter</td>
<td>p0082 A72-11918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulation, taking into account complex dynamic</td>
<td>Possibilities and limitations of rotary and fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems nonlinear effects</td>
<td>wing compatible Doppler sensor designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0232 A72-22936</td>
<td>p0063 A72-11923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter landing on ships, discussing wind,</td>
<td>System for increasing helicopter stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visibility limitations and flight deck motions</td>
<td>p0064 A72-11932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs aircraft stability and handling characteristics</td>
<td>Advanced Doppler-Inertial navigation system for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p3092 A72-27843</td>
<td>transport helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral equation for calculation of unsteady</td>
<td>p0084 A72-11935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting rotor</td>
<td>Helicopter use and helicopter operations in Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>based on two dimensional drag divergence with Mach</td>
<td>Britain and elsewhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number, airflow parameters and flight conditions</td>
<td>p0087 A72-11952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0028 A72-12882</td>
<td>Human tolerance to noise pollution created by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>helicopter landing site in central London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[F-184]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and</td>
<td>p0087 A72-11953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all-terrain ground vehicle simulators</td>
<td>Helicopter utilization in support of law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>enforcement activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussing control load, visual attachment,</td>
<td>p0087 A72-11954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cabin motion and sound subsystems</td>
<td>Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free</td>
<td>and rescue mission and crew functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transverse vibration under air and centrifugal</td>
<td>[AD-728081]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loadings during forward flight, using matrix</td>
<td>p0090 A72-11974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>Analytical synthesis and evaluation of avionics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical system of helicopter terminals,</td>
<td>system with airborne displays and controls for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculating passenger lots for single</td>
<td>hypothetical search and rescue helicopter of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and multi-loop arrangements under given,</td>
<td>1972 to 1974 era</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stochastic input conditions</td>
<td>[AD-728041]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0394 A72-31407</td>
<td>p0090 A72-11975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-saving techniques in helicopter structural</td>
<td>Equipment requirements and technology survey for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test methods, suggesting system simulation,</td>
<td>airborne display and control systems of search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>component replacement time calculation and</td>
<td>and rescue helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer techniques</td>
<td>[AD-728042]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0407 A72-33221</td>
<td>p0091 A72-11976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian book on flight dynamics covering</td>
<td>Aerosdynamics of helicopter rotor blade free vortices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-112009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characteristics, meteorological conditions,</td>
<td>p0101 A72-12992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and</td>
<td>Derivation of equations of transient motion of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controllability analysis, etc</td>
<td>helicopter rotors during axial flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0413 A72-33974</td>
<td>[AD-728818]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter testing of inertial navigation systems.</td>
<td>p0107 A72-13037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AFS PREPRINT 634]</td>
<td>Design of color television camera for use on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0443 A72-34478</td>
<td>helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low level night operations of army aircraft.</td>
<td>[NHK-LABS-NOTE-142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AFS PREPRINT 631]</td>
<td>p0109 A72-13360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopters vibration reduction through fuselage</td>
<td>Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nodalization, discussing analysis method and</td>
<td>vibrating isolator for damping vibration in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic scale model and full scale flight test</td>
<td>helicopter rotors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results</td>
<td>[AD-729317]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AFS PREPRINT 611]</td>
<td>p0110 A72-13435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration of aerodynamic stability boundaries</td>
<td>Aerodynamic characteristics of model helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.</td>
<td>hovering in ground effect flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AFS PREPRINT 610]</td>
<td>[NASA-TT-F-13938]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The wake geometry of a hovering helicopter rotor</td>
<td>p0150 A72-13906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and its influence on rotor performance.</td>
<td>Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AFS PREPRINT 620]</td>
<td>helicopter rotary wings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0445 A72-34393</td>
<td>[AD-729587]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The world speed records of the SA 331 - Gazelle</td>
<td>p0152 A72-13999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AFS PREPRINT 651]</td>
<td>Antitorque devices to replace tail rotor on single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0447 A72-34506</td>
<td>rotor shaft-driven helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopters technical and marketing projections</td>
<td>[AD-729860]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for 1980s, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and</td>
<td>p0152 A72-14001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maneuverability in design philosophy</td>
<td>Aerodynamic and control characteristics of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0449 A72-38926</td>
<td>helicopters in level flight and steep descents at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low speeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopters and turbosains as space conserving</td>
<td>[AD-729847]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternatives for automobile urban</td>
<td>p0154 A72-14010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transportation, emphasizing comfort and</td>
<td>Modular aircraft elements and rotor dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convenience</td>
<td>equations for stability and control of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>helicopters in steep approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0449 A72-38926</td>
<td>[AD-729848]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0154 A72-14011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of methodology for determining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>auditory levels at which helicopters can be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>detected by human subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-730788]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0155 A72-14017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stability derivatives and transfer functions for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-73062]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0155 A72-14019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stability derivatives and transfer functions for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-73062]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0155 A72-14019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dispersal of ice fog using helicopter downwash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-731215]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0171 A72-15591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sound measurements and noise level in 08-58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[AD-731215]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0206 A72-15985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conference on shock and vibration effects on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spacecraft structures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BillPOSTS

Applications of computers for flight test and Development of methods for determining lifetime of Accidents involving rotorcraft in US general aviation Evaluation of methods to predict in ground effect Principles of helicopter flight with emphasis on helicopter components based on working stress and stress-time functions

Design and performance of filter resonators for helicopter noise reduction Conference on helicopter operation in fire fighting Attitude stabilization of Bell 47-G helicopter with adapted nonlinear V/STOL attitude regulator Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and rotor craft in United States general aviation operations during 1969 Canal digital computers for helicopter guidance and control systems Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67 stabilizer

Development and evaluation of techniques for reducing vibration in helicopter fuselage using active transmission isolation system Principles of helicopter flight with emphasis on main rotor performance and aerodynamic forces imposed on helicopter during maneuvers Evaluation of helicopter launching system for air to ground rockets Evaluation of methods to predict in ground effect performance of rotary wing aircraft

Accidents involving rotorcraft in US general aviation for calendar year 1970 Development of methods for determining lifetime of helicopter components based on working stress and stress-time functions

Explosive compaction and welding for low cost production of helicopter and turbine structural components Applications of computers for flight test and evaluation of helicopters based on frequency analyses of load curves on main and tail rotors Development and evaluation of variable direction thruster for application to helicopter rotors based on bidirectional jet flap deflector

Development of methods for predicting hovering performance of single rotor helicopters Chasing characteristics of wire braided military helicopter hoses Measurement of aerodynamic damping moment in pitch for hovering model helicopter rotor wing

Application of downwash from helicopter rotors for dissipation of fog Development of criteria for application of composite materials in construction of helicopter synchronizing drive shafts Analysis of secondary power system for use with advanced rotary wing aircraft for reliable production of electric power Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular shaped containers carried as external stores on helicopter fuselage Computer program for determining natural frequencies and normal modes existing in helicopter rotary wings Storage and performance of helicopter noise reduction

Surface stabilization of snow on helicopter landing fields by chemical treatment Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward flight produced by Karman street type vortex shedding

Development and evaluation of helicopter fuselage vibration response analysis, using hybrid computer Design of helicopter stability and control augmentation system using optimal control theory and computerized simulation Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67 central digital computers for helicopter guidance

Computer program for determining relative vibration and control system for United States general aviation for calendar year 1970 Design analysis of rotating plate drive for 2500 horsepower helicopter rotor gearbox Effect of subsonic speed on drag characteristics of high speed wingless and winged helicopters with two different rotor head form factors Development of methods for safely grounding helicopters to remove electrostatic charge Buildup with emphasis on water spray discharge

Analysis of existing heliports and heliport requirements to support short haul and commuter requirements

Helicopter fuselage vibration response analysis, using hybrid computer

Design of helicopter stability and control augmentation system using optimal control theory and computerized simulation

Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67 central digital computers for helicopter guidance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIERARCHIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical system of helicopter service terminals, calculating passenger</td>
<td>performance requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lots for single and multimission arrangements under given stochastic</td>
<td>p0312 A72-28082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ALTITUDE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude, equipment coverage air</td>
<td>HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditioning systems, oxygen equipment and cabin pressurization.</td>
<td>High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories structural materials, comparing room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>temperature physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels and other alloys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0058 A72-13617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatically assisted parachute deployment at high altitudes with</td>
<td>High strength bismetallic rivets produced by inertia welding Al-Ti-alloy shank with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accelerations.</td>
<td>pure Ti tail, noting weight and cost reduction for aerospace vehicle production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the upper atmosphere and in</td>
<td>p0595 A72-83452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the supersonic region at high altitudes.</td>
<td>Mechanism of fatigue enhancement in selected high strength aluminum alloys related to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unique microstructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p0279 A72-19647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING</td>
<td>p0084 A72-27584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique for predicting etiology of decompression sickness in unsuppressed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aircraft above 20,000 feet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with solid lubricated bearings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for high altitude environments, noting applicability to supersonic aircraft.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological effects of high altitude flight and development of life support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems for civil aircraft environmental control.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[JFPRS-55558]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U HIGH ALTITUDE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ASPECT RATIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large scale high aspect ratio multielement suppressor nozzle arrays testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for supersonic wings and internally blown flaps.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AIAA PAPER 72-131]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical performance of jet flap rotor at advance ratios greater than 1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-726706]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ASPECT RATIO WINGS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U SLENDER WINGS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ENERGY PROPULLENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible high energy fuels for supersonic aircraft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0047 A72-11670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH EXPLOSIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U EXPLOSIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH FREQUENCIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for high frequency aircraft antennas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-735886]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ALTITUDES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U POLAR REGIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH LIFT DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U LIFT DEVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH MELTING COMPOUNDS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U REFRUCTORY MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH PRESSURE OXGEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system filler valve optimum standards,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussing automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive closing control, design,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction and performance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[SAK AS 1225]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SENSITIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U SENSITIVITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SPEED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The world speed records of the SA 341 - Gazelle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AHS PREPRINT 65]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer control of the General Dynamics High Speed Wind Tunnel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0064 A72-3506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applying dimensional analysis techniques to containment/depletion problem of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burning high-rpm rotating parts of turbojet engines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CS-120841]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of jet-flap to reaction drive rotor for heavy lift high speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicopter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CS-112030]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of aerodynamic heat transfer on design of high speed flight vehicle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PSDQ-690009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SPEED FLIGHT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U HIGH SPEED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH STRENGTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high strength/stiffness to weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio as critical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH STRENGTH STEELS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ALTITUDE STEELS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SPEED FLIGHT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite materials fabrication, emphasizing high strength/stiffness to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight ratio as critical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH SPEED STEELS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intense noise measurement device for heat flow environments, discussing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>applications to jet engines, nozzle exits, turbine exhausts and volcanic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ONERA, TP NO. 1010]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot corrosion resistant Pt-Al coating for high temperature aircraft engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni alloy components, presenting cyclic sulfidation and thermal shock test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0184 A72-19573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite turbofan blades for high temperature applications, discussing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight reduction and design procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0313 A72-28102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade turbofan blades vibration measurement in subsonic and sonic high</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature gas flows, describing test facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0187 A72-10689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recirculation mechanism in jet powered V/STOL aircraft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0036 A72-10828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft gas turbine engines: synthetic lubricants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal stability characteristics, describing征收 deposition losses, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASLE PREPRINT 72AM 14]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of high temperature stability of synthetic lubricants for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aircraft hydraulic systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0350 A72-28971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of lubricant system used in civil supersonic gas turbine engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0500 A72-11695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic high temperature lubricants thickened by complex esters for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supersonic aircraft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0500 A72-11701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of bearing materials, shaft materials, and lubricants for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airframe applications by simulating loads, motions, and temperatures on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bearings in normal operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-733701]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0259 A72-18505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal simulation tests for kinetic heating of aerospace structures and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials, describing facilities for supersonic flight and atmospheric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reentry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0048 A72-23897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High temperature resins for use in graphite fiber composites for jet engines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-CS-72983]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0324 A72-20508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue and thermal static strength development tests performed on sections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Concorde supersonic transport aircraft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0582 A72-29915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine lubricants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AD-746281]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0644 A72-33498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HIGHWAYS
Air and highway systems analysis and environmental predictions for Northeast Corridor
[FR-205241]  p0379 N72-22926
General description of, and information on 1976
National Transportation Study for State and local governments and work programs for each State
[OMR-04-S72004]  p0649 N72-33973

HOLLEN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

HINDBANE
U CONSTRAINTS
HINGE MOMENTS
U TORQUE
HINGED ROTOR BLADES
U ROTARY WINGS
HINGELESS ROTORS
U RIGID ROTORS
HINGES
MT FLAPPING HINGES
HISTORIES
MT CASE HISTORIES
History of first tests of ramjet engines
[AD-732275]  p0214 N72-16728
Illustrated biography of Wiley Post to record
significant accomplishments in long range flight and aeronautical engineering
p0439 N72-25952
History of Curtiss D-12 aircraft engine to show
design, development, manufacture, and application
p0590 N72-31781

HODOPHAGS
Hodographic equations solution containing critical point for compressible fluid two dimensional flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and turbine engine cascades
TOME, TP NO. 1058
p0362 A72-30841

HOLLAND
U NETHERLANDS

HOLOGRAPHY
Digital recording techniques for airborne data acquisition, emphasizing laser beam holographic recorders
p0412 A72-33642
Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring
p0490 A72-37605
Microwave holographic imaging techniques for aircraft landing aids and airport security applications, discussing real time operation
p0497 A72-37625
NDT techniques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests
p0612 A72-45292
Stresses and wall thickness of turbine blades determined with laser-holographic interferometry
[AD-728002]  p0110 N72-13446
Retrodiffusion holographic interferometry visualizing turbocompressor flow
[ONERA-BT-190]  p0471 N72-26358
Experimental technique for measuring in-plane displacements by holographic interferometry
[AD-764850]  p0629 N72-32483

HORIZON DEVICES
Location identification system with ground based transmitters and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
[NASA-CASE-ERC-10324]  p0433 N72-25173
Development of para-foll high glide steerable parachute controlled by ground and airborne electronics homing systems for delivery of military equipment
[AD-785858]  p0574 N72-30019

HONEYCOMB CORES
A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite laminates.
p0597 A72-43498

HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
MT HONEYCOMB CORES
Metal-skinned honeycomb composite structure design and manufacture for Concorde rudder, noting structural adhesive bonding in aircraft construction
p0066 A72-15090

HORIZON SCANNERS
Safety factors of aircraft flight instruments, discussing altimeter and artificial horizon reading errors and modifications
p0060 A72-13658

HORIZON SEEKING
U HORIZON SCANNERS

HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
Passive detection radar system for bombers, calculating target distance during horizontal flight
p0302 A72-26316
Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in nonperturbed atmosphere - aircraft in horizontal flight at constant velocity, applied to turning flight
[ISL-12/70]  p0081 N72-11914
Helicopter model tests for determination of proximity aerodynamics in level and descending forward flight
[AD-730364]  p0155 N72-14021
Jet aircraft noise measurements during level flights, using 727, KC-135, 707-320B, and DC-9
[AD-739870]  p0482 N72-27050
Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward flight produced by Kaman street type vortex shedding
[AD-741778]  p0574 N72-30020

HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS
U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)

HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and tailplane actuator for longitudinal pitch trim control
p0099 A72-10725
Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model with variable sweep wing
[DLUR PAPER 71-081]  p0022 A72-12709
Lifting surface linearized potential theory for unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program
p0057 A72-13541
All-moving tail plane parameters influence on glider static and dynamic characteristics, discussing lateral and longitudinal stability, maneuverability and pilot induced oscillations
p0196 A72-21632

A-4 Skyhawk horizontal stabilizer experimental graphite-epoxy composite construction, describing design, manufacturing and testing techniques
[AD-729050]  p0417 A72-34144
Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder, autostabilization system and integrated packaging of actuators
p0417 A72-34144
Graphite/epoxy composite I beam and box beam components for horizontal tail stabilizers
[AD-729050]  p0107 N72-13039
Flight test and simulation analysis of 5-67 helicopter stabilizer
[AD-735764]  p0369 N72-22030
Development, stress analysis, and manufacturing of horizontal stabilizer for A-4 aircraft using graphite-epoxy laminates in primary structure
p0481 N72-27040

HORIZONTAL TAILS
U HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES

HORSEPOWER
Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine equivalent horse power, propeller output and specific fuel consumption, discussing performance characteristics relating to ambient air temperature
p0136 A72-17100
Noncontact rotating shaft horsepower measurement, using phase displacement technique
[ASME PAPER 72-GT-29]  p0295 A72-25625

HORSESHOE
Lightweight low pressure plastic hose assemblies in aircraft and missile petroleum base fuel and synthetic lubricating oil systems at 395-710 R and up to 200 psi
[SAA ARP 1160]  p0008 A72-10388
Chafing characteristics of wire braided military helicopter hoses
[AD-738842]  p0471 N72-26409

HOT CYCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM
U TIP DRIVEN MOTORS

HOT GAS SYSTEMS
U HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

A-288
Helicopter automatic flight control approach/hover coupled system, hands off stabilization and handling qualities

V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discussing one axis rocking device, suspension structure and hovering flight thrust control

Stability and control dynamics of helicopter hovering with heavy sling load, analyzing maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous motion

Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider hovercraft

Manual stabilization and positioning of hovering VTOL aircraft using indicating instrument and artificial horizon

Mathematical model for influence of lift engine position on eigenmotion of lift jet powered VTOL aircraft in hovering flight

Effects of blade section camber and blade planform tapers on helicopter rotor wing hovering performance

SUBJECT INDEX

HELICOPTERS
  GROUND EFFECT AERODYNAMICS

HOT GASES
  HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
  JET EXHAUST
  HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
  JET EXHAUST
  WIRES

HOT WIRES
  Small scale atmospheric turbulence measurement with airborne hot-wire anemometer, discussing optimal choice of experimental parameters

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
  Hot-wire analysis of wake in hyper sonic helium wind tunnel

HOT WIRE FLOWMETERS
  Jet noise intensity reduction by screen across nozzle exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements

HOT-WIRE TURBULENCE METERS
  HOT-WIRE FLOWMETERS

HOUSINGS
  COWLINGS
  BROADS

HOVERCRAFT
  GROUND EFFECT MACHINES

HOVERING
  HH-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and hover coupled system for automatic transition from forward flight at constant deceleration and rate of descent

HOVERING STABILITY
  Optimal fixed point hovering rotor design for improved static performance by pulse theory

HUBS
  Sub and shroud boundary layer growth in centrifugal compressor vaneless diffusers,
  Comparing predicted and measured performance at high pressure ratio per stage

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
  Flight control, design, development, and characteristics of light hovercraft requiring amphibious capability

HUMAN FACTORS PROFESSIONAL HABILITATION
  Evaluation of translational rate for V/STOL aircraft in hover condition using six degree of freedom motion simulator

HUMAN FACTORS PROFESSIONAL HABILITATION
  Crashed by upper torso restraint systems for general aviation, incorporating strap takeup
human performance

p0195 a72-21578
anthropotechnical aspects of v/stol aircraft control, discussing instrument and control system concepts based on development and flight tests of experimental bo-31 vtol aircraft

p0230 a72-22784
aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic environment by active vibration isolation, discussing human frequency response characteristics

p0302 a72-26391
computerized navigator training simulator for complete array of air navigation instruments, discussing design and human factors

p0398 a72-32208
human factors engineering techniques in pilot-aircraft-environment interaction to ease workload and in performance efficiency improvement

p0455 a72-35792
historical development of right and left hand patterns in horsemanship, land vehicle, ship, air, and aircraft control and navigation

p0462 a72-37050
area navigation and its affect on aircraft operation and systems design

p0498 a72-38125
analysis of flight control system requirements for helicopters and design of pilot assisted control system

p0404 a72-11057
technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft interface requirements

p0106 a72-13010
annotated bibliography of human engineering configurations in arrangements of controls and displays in aircraft

p0149 a72-13983
numerical analysis of methods for reducing discomfort of passengers on commercial aircraft under turbulent conditions

p0184 a72-15841
effects on ejection seat catapult performance of using live load as compared to equivalent rigid load

p0205 a72-15978
analysis of human factors problems associated with air traffic control systems with emphasis on impact caused by automation

p0273 a72-19102
human perceptual characteristic data relating to individual electronic flight display

p0373 a72-22622
colors for elements of multicolored aircraft display to insure minimum number of instrument reading errors

p0373 a72-22624
design of aircraft seat cushions and parachute support spacers to improve comfort and safety factors

p0388 a72-23032
development of standardized method for evaluating physical geometry of aircrew stations - vol. 1

p0433 a72-25015
computer programs for improved methods for evaluating physical compatibility of crew members with crew stations - vol. 3

p0433 a72-25016
development of mathematical model for evaluating compatibility of flight crew personnel and aircraft crew stations - vol. 4

p0433 a72-25017
validation of man-model joint movement parameters to determine compatibility of flight crews and aircraft compartments - vol. 5

p0439 a72-25065
six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine effects of motion cues on short takeoff and landing aircraft approach

subject index:

p0515 a72-28014
performance tests of tilting, suspending seats for aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of biomedical adequacy

p0531 a72-29026
efficient pilot management of cockpit control/display devices

p0573 a72-30016
reaction of digital radar view display in vertical position in traffic control center

p0578 a72-30589
development of schematic representation of pilot workload and functions for various portions of aircraft flight and reaction to various stimuli

p0621 a72-32035
human performance

p0106 a72-13010
subject index:

p0573 a72-23030
applications of linear mathematical model to represent human operator performance in controlling attacking fighter aircraft

p0573 a72-10042
effects of environmental stresses on attack helicopter crew task performance in nato theater

p0573 a72-19102
factor analysis and statistical data for human carrier landing performance criteria

p0573 a72-18120
analysis of human factors problems associated with air traffic control systems with emphasis on impact caused by automation

p0573 a72-13614
community reactions to aircraft noise in vicinity of airports in chattanooga, tennessee, andreno, nevada

p0573 a72-30011
reactions of people and community to noise pollution

p0573 a72-30600
human tolerances

p0422 a72-26025
noise exposure forecasts for airport vicinity in land use management

p0424 a72-24364
analysis of survival following crashes of military aircraft and identification of areas for improvement in structural design

p0401 a72-27044
humidity measurement:

p0246 a72-25093
hybrid computers

p0232 a72-22936
pilot trainer transfer function identification for man-machine and on-line adaptive control system using analog/hybrid computer

p0361 a72-30721
helicopter fuselage vibration response analysis, using hybrid computer

p0216 a72-16854
hybrid propulsion

p0256 a72-25093
mach 0.80 quiet interior stol transport design comparison for turbofan, prop-fan and turboprop systems
HYDRAULIC ANALOGIES

Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating
separation in compressors.

Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating
airfoils and rotary wings, and within
turbomachines in hydraulic tunnels.

HYDRAULIC CONTROL

Concealed supersonic transport hydraulic control
systems, describing design features with
emphasis on reliability.

Hydraulic stability augmentation system (HYAS)/
development for military helicopters, discussing
test program and technical feasibility.

Hydrostatic three-axis stability augmentation
system to improve UH-1 helicopter damping and
handling qualities during high speed qualifying
missions.

Hydrostatic stability augmentation system for
U.S. Army helicopters, emphasizing reliability,
maintainability and reduced cost.

Aircraft hydraulic control systems modular design
for maintainability, emphasizing component
removal with minimum hydraulic fluid loss and
air entrainment

A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel
controller

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC VALVES

Hydraulic test stations for application to internal flow
visualization in turbomachinery, describing test
equipment and methods used for axial flow model
rings.

Flow separation reduction by transverse jet
blowing, illustrating flow patterns by water
visualization in turbomachinery, describing test
facilities in water tunnel test facility.

HYDRAULIC VALVES

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

HYDROCARBON FUELS

Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering aromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation.

Slack, boiling methane and methane mixture
caracteristics, noting advantages as potential
rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels.

Fuels and lubricants development trends for
subsonic and supersonic aircraft, discussing
combustion characteristics, noting advantages as
potential rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels.

Hydraulic pump elements from microscopic and
metallographic analysis

Hydraulic systems for driving helicopter tail
rotors, II

Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft vehicle
control

Determination of optimum gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft

Design, development, and characteristics of
variable delivery, positive displacement fuel
pump for use with J-85 turbine engine fuel system

Jet fuels hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on in-air characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments.

Polyimide hydraulic actuator rod seals for
application in high performance aircraft.

Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses

Hydraulic vacuum-pressure pump for future aircraft

Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, wear and corrosion
resistance

Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids,
comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties with water based
products.

Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail
rotor, noting compensatory system for engine
failure.

Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production.

Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid
filters for aircraft ground support equipment

Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels, hydrogen
and propane, discussing initiation and
stabilization in supersonic flow

Jet engine fuels

Jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on
thermal stability, considering aromatic
components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons
oxidation products coagulation

Slack, boiling methane and methane mixture
caracteristics, noting advantages as potential
rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels

Fuels and lubricants development trends for
subsonic and supersonic aircraft, discussing
combustion characteristics, noting advantages as
potential rocket, aircraft and motor vehicle fuels.

Hydraulic pump elements from microscopic and
metallographic analysis

Hydraulic systems for driving helicopter tail
rotors, II

Hydraulic actuator design for aircraft vehicle
control

Determination of optimum gland dimensions and ring
packings to eliminate leakage in aircraft brake
piston seals

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves
installed on T-38 aircraft

Design, development, and characteristics of
variable delivery, positive displacement fuel
pump for use with J-85 turbine engine fuel system

Jet fuels hydrocarbon group chemical composition
effects on in-air characteristics in sliding
friction and rolling simulation experiments.

Polyimide hydraulic actuator rod seals for
application in high performance aircraft.

Chafing characteristics of wire braided military
helicopter hoses

Hydraulic vacuum-pressure pump for future aircraft

Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme
temperature, pressure and filtration conditions,
considering viscosity, wear and corrosion
resistance

Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids,
comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate
esters chemical properties with water based
products.

Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail
rotor, noting compensatory system for engine
failure.

Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for
supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical
properties, propellant combustion efficiency and
production.

Preparation of specification for hydraulic fluid
filters for aircraft ground support equipment

Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition
Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels, hydrogen
and propane, discussing initiation and
stabilization in supersonic flow

Jet engine fuels
HYDROCARBONS

Propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles and analysis of exhaust emissions from fossil-fueled-hate engines [J-200186] p0036 N72-10830
Possible high energy fuels for supersonic aircraft p0047 N72-11670
Cooling advanced engines by endothermic reactions of hydrocarbon fuels by absorbing sensible and latent heat p0047 N72-11672
Hydrocarbon fuel properties, fuel additives, and contaminants [AD-7536939] p0389 N72-23805
Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel stability [AD-737833] p0627 N72-24006
Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under supersonic nozzle flow conditions [AD-7401993] p0542 N72-29960

HYDRODYNAMICS

Hydrodynamics MT METHANE
Synthetic fire resistant hydraulic fluids, comparing chlorinated hydrocarbons and phosphate esters chemical properties with water based products p0200 N72-22760
Evaluation of several halogenated-hydrocarbons for ignition and explosion suppressants in aircraft fuel tanks damaged by incendiary ammunition [AD-7401993] p0390 N72-23966

HYDRAULIC STABILITY

U FLOW STABILITY

HYDRODYNAMICS

Hydrodynamic foundations of hydrofoil engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient and power efficiency p0247 N72-25122
Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing mechanisms p0247 N72-25129

HYDROFOILS

Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally cambered small aspect ratio slender wing models solid interface p0119 N72-16225
Hydrothermodynamic foundations of hydrofoil engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient and power efficiency p0247 N72-25128
Resistance characteristics in smooth water of halls of planning and hydrofoil craft [AD-742752] p0588 N72-31311

HYDROELEVATION

Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels applications p0363 A72-31075

HYDROMECHANICS

Hydromechanics MT ELECTRONHYDROMANICS
MT HYDROMECHANICS

HYDROPLANTING

Slush drag, wheel spray, and hydroplaning research using pneumatic wheels and moving runway and water layer model test facilities [ARC-856-3682] p0270 N72-19035
Planning of aircraft tires on wet runways [KESDU-72008-PT-3] p0637 N72-33010

HYDRO charbons

HYDROBOLIC CONDENSERS

MT ALCABOLES
MT GLYCOLS

HYDROBOLIC THRESH

Instruction manual for aircraft optical dew point hygrometer [AD-740638] p0535 N72-29883

HYDROMETRIC NAVIGATION

MT DECCA NAVIGATION
MT LORAN

HYDROEPLORIC FLIGHT


HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

Convective cooling system design for Mach 6 hypersonic transport Al alloy airframe, using water glycol loop network [AIAA PAPER 72-334] p0286 A72-25369
Hypersonic commercial aircraft operating problems, considering passenger physiology limits flight profile, sonic pollution, traffic demands, route structure, etc p0362 A72-30830
Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at hypersonic speeds. [ICAS PAPER 72-09] p0552 A72-41138
Hypersonic transports commercial applications, examining economic and noise and air pollution aspects [ICAS PAPER 72-32] p0556 A72-41157
Kerolene-type fuel for supersonic and hypersonic aircraft p0047 N72-11671
Aerodynamic technology for developing hypersonic cruise aircraft p0103 N72-13000
Forecasting technology of aircraft structural components for hypersonic cruise flight p0103 N72-13000
Technological forecasting for development of hypersonic transports p0105 N72-13020
Pressure tight seal for superalloy used in hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints [NASA-CASE-LAR-10170-1] p0330 N72-21471
Design, development, and evaluation of active cooling systems for Mach six hypersonic transport aircraft [NASA-CR-1917] p0368 N72-22024
Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of variations in body shape on aerodynamic characteristics of all-body hypersonic aircraft configuration [NASA-TM-D-6821] p0619 N72-23996
Aerodynamics and hypersonic inviscid flow p0617 N72-31995
Optimization methods for determining aerodynamic shapes of hypersonic transport vehicles p0617 N72-31996
Aerodynamic drag and hypersonic aircraft propulsion p0618 N72-33000
Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft to show projected operating costs and return on investment [NASA-TM-X-62193] p0639 N72-33025
Comparison of turbojet, turborocket, and ramjet engines for long distance hypersonic cruising flight [DLR-PB-72-38] p0647 N72-33750

HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER

Laminar three dimensional boundary layer nonequilibrium effects at hypersonic wing sweep leading edge with intensively cooled surface, considering sweep induced crossflow effects [FPZ-E-71-23] p0202 A72-12422
Viscous interaction on concave and convex surfaces at hypersonic speeds p0602 A72-44308
HYPERSONIC FLOW

Supersonic and hypersonic flows with attached shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack, deriving unified theory for flow field
p0017 A72-12030

Hypersonic flow past initial thickness delta wing, presenting analytical flow equations with boundary value solution
p0162 A72-10182

Rarefied hypersonic flow characteristics of delta wings and trailing edge spoliers.
p0450 A72-35229

Unified area rule for hypersonic and supersonic wing-bodies.
p0450 A72-35251

Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic flow with Mach reflection of shock waves with edge with optimal L/D ratio
p0460 A72-16893

Hypersonic boundary layer separation of delta wing in shock tunnel using color and monochrome schlieren photography.[WPL-AERO-NOTE-7097]
p0029 A72-10022

Surface heat transfer rates on sharp-flat plate with heatus at mach 22.8 to 65.0, and local heat transfer rates in corner flow formed by plates and sharp leading edges with air at mach 19.
[NASA-CR-126965]
p0112 A72-13990

Aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings with or without trailing-edge flap in rarefied hypersonic gas flow.[BP-71-2].
p0149 A72-13980

Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations using finite difference technique for numerical solution to three dimensional, unifield supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations.[NASA-CR-19216]
p0221 A72-17207

Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for solving unified supersonic/hypersonic, small disturbance equations for flow around aircraft configurations.
[NASA-CR-19277]
p0222 A72-17208

Structure of hypersonic flow field of blunt slab delta wing at medium to high angle of attack.
p0327 A72-20851

Experimental method for measuring heat transfer in hypersonic aerodynamic models.[BP-327]
p0438 A72-25918

Aerodynamics and hypersonic inviscid flow.
p0167 A72-31995

HYPERSONIC FORCES

Hypersonic nonlinear aerodynamic loading effect on panel flutter, examining stability for various initial conditions.[ATA PAPER 72-345]
p0286 A72-25374

HYPERSONIC BREEZET

Ablation phase duration during spacecraft decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using theoretical model based on quasi-steady assumptions.
p0300 A72-25815

HYPERSONIC SPEED

Sonics wave induced flow field at supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock expansion method and hypersonic equivalence principle for shock and blunt nosed bodies.[ATA PAPER 72-652]
p0015 A72-34092

Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at hypersonic speeds.
[ICAS PAPER 72-09]
p0552 A72-41134

Analysis of convect flow on windward side of flat, sharp-edged delta wing at hypersonic speed and angles of attack near maximum lift.[ARC-71763]
p0202 A72-15955

HYPERSONIC VEHICLES

# HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

# LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES

Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of hypersonic delta wing due to conical body addition on compression side
p0038 A72-12270

p0105 A72-21603

Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-mode range/flight range from mach 3.5 to 7/.[ICAS PAPER 72-24]
p0553 A72-41149

HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

# HYPERSHOCK WIND TUNNELS

Shock tunnel measurements of aerodynamic forces on thin delta wings for performance prediction of hypersonic vehicle cruising flight.
[ARC-CP-1198]
p0080 A72-11905

Aerodynamic problems of designing optimum hypersonic vehicles.[AGARD-LS-202-1]
p0617 A72-31994

HYPERSONIC PROPULSION

Nonequilibrium boundary layer flow at leading edge of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing.[BP-204710]
p0328 A72-20975

Waverider prediction of hypersonic behavior of wing planforms.[BP-72-13022]
p0617 A72-31997

HEAT TRANSFER

Thermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft and space flight vehicles.
[ARC-CP-1198]
p0476 A72-27004

HYPOTHESIS

# EXPECTATION HYPOTHESIS

Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic balance wind tunnel system for spinning aircraft configurations and subsonic flow regimes.
p0244 A72-24776

ICE FORMATION

ICE FORMATION

ICE FORMATION

ICE FORMATION

ICE FORMATION

I BEAMS

Graphite/epoxy composite I beam and box beam cores for horizontal tail stabilizers.[AD-729050]
p0107 A72-13039

IBM 7040 COMPUTER

Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind tunnel measurements with IBM 7040 computer as central processor.[DLR-70-66]
p0168 A72-15186

ICE FORMATION

Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on aircraft, engine and systems operations characteristics.
p0107 A72-18500

Federal air regulations procedures for civil transport aircraft flight testing under natural and/or simulated icing conditions.
p0107 A72-18501

Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric conditions, damage due to ice ingestion and engine operation characteristics.[ASHE PAPER 72-02-6]
p0293 A72-25609

Ice formation on helicopter rotor blades, discussing atmospheric moisture and temperature conditions, blade surface temperature, centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and
ICE PREVENTION
preventive measures... p0029 A72-27014
Mathematical criteria for probable and potential... p0030 A72-27014
Liquid and solid precipitation on aircraft... p0030 A72-27014
Modification of turbine engine test cells to provide... p0030 A72-27014
Analysis of causes for carburetor ice formation and... p0030 A72-27014
Epoxy and silicone rubber molding of ice structure and... p0031 A72-27014
ICE PREVENTION
Aircraft engine anti-icing tests and evaluation describing... AIAA PAPER 72-162
JT15D turbofan engine anticoking system development, discussing... A72-16828
Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric conditions, damage due to... [ASME PAPER 72-GT-6-6]
Calculation procedure for reaction thrust of... [AIAA PAPER 72-GT-6-6]
Analysis of causes for carburetor ice formation and recommended procedures to prevent icing... [NTSB-AMS-72-1]
Use of polyethylene thin films for ice prevention and ice-shedding on helicopter rotor blades... RAE-TR-721238
ICING
UICE FORMATION
IDEAL FLUIDS
Book on fluid dynamics covering theories of perfect, viscous and compressible fluids, infinite and finite span wings, boundary layer flow, etc... p0070 A72-15357
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of perfect incompressible fluid around wing of finite span with arbitrary form... p0071 A72-15558
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large cascade profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion... p0080 A72-18976
Investigation of the interaction between a circular wing and a flow of ideal liquid... p0081 A72-20045
Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large cascade profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion... p0081 A72-20045
IDEAL GAS
Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading in ideal incompressible gas by equations of motion linearization... p0082 A72-19110
Acoustic shock wave diffraction at moving or static plate immersed in ideal gas... p0083 A72-30011
IDENTIFYING
Air traffic density effect on secondary surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft... p0084 A72-30011
ICE PREVENTION
Theoretical analysis of fuel ignition by hot projectile and ignition delay time as function of temperature and width of hot gas region... p0084 A72-11683
Crash safe turbine-fuel program, using gelled fuels... p0097 A72-17969
Lightning discharge ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium alloy aircraft skin... p0097 A72-17969
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by maximum oxygen concentration determination to limit ignition pressure... p0097 A72-17969
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids impinging on hot surfaces under air flow conditions found during flight... [A72-27014]
IL-62 AIRCRAFT
Technical experience in operating the equipment in the IL-62 aircraft... p0084 A72-35791
IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design, installation details, operational surveillance system and maintenance operations... p0097 A72-43639
ILLS (LANDING SYSTEMS)
ILYUSHIN AIRCRAFT
U.S.S.R. high-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability... p0097 A72-43639
IMAGE CONTRAST
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube cockpit displays with microsynchronous optical filters... DLR-FB-71-73
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube cockpit displays with microsynchronous optical filters... DLR-FB-71-73
IMAGE FILTERS
Technical image filtering to simplify and facilitate automatic aerial photointerpretation processes... DLR-FB-71-73
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Low level light TV cameras with Si intensifier target tube for fire control system to improve AH-1G Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and attack capabilities... p0056 A72-13471
IMAGERY
MT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY... p0056 A72-13471
SUBJECT INDEX
identification and position determination, proposing selective address system... p0064 A72-23671
Analysis of discrete address beacon system operation for air traffic control to identify problems created by interrogation scheduling... [AD-73-7294]
ICE PREVENTION
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition characteristics under simulated survivable aircraft crash accidents... [Society PAPER 720324]
Optimization of liquid fuels, hydrogen and propane, discussing initiation and stabilization in supersonic flow... p0072 A72-27686
Theoretical analysis of fuel ignition by hot projectile and ignition delay time as function of temperature and width of hot gas region... A72-11683
Crash safe turbine-fuel program, using gelled fuels... A72-17969
Lightning discharge ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium alloy aircraft skin... A72-17969
Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by maximum oxygen concentration determination to limit ignition pressure... A72-17969
Ignition characteristics of aircraft fluids impinging on hot surfaces under air flow conditions found during flight... A72-27014
IL-62 AIRCRAFT
Technical experience in operating the equipment in the IL-62 aircraft... A72-35791
IL-62 aircraft propulsion system design, installation details, operational surveillance system and maintenance operations... A72-43639
ILLS (LANDING SYSTEMS)
ILYUSHIN AIRCRAFT
U.S.S.R. high-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability... A72-13471
IMAGE CONTRAST
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube cockpit displays with microsynchronous optical filters... DLR-FB-71-73
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Image contrast enhancement of cathode ray tube cockpit displays with microsynchronous optical filters... DLR-FB-71-73
IMAGE FILTERS
Technical image filtering to simplify and facilitate automatic aerial photointerpretation processes... DLR-FB-71-73
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Low level light TV cameras with Si intensifier target tube for fire control system to improve AH-1G Cobra helicopter night reconnaissance and attack capabilities... A72-35555
IMAGERY
MT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY... A72-35555
IN-FLIGHT THRUST MEASUREMENT

Automation in planning and execution of flights, considering navigation, communication, flight instruments monitoring, control/stabilization and warning systems.

[instrumental details]

Pulse operated multichannel annunciator system for pilot warning of aircraft systems malfunctions, describing circuit design.

Avionics effects on airline operations - timekeeping, considering gains due to all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs possible losses due to equipment failure.

The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for fatigue life monitoring.

Engine condition monitoring - The Fan dm approach: Phase II.

In-Flight and flight-line monitor system to detect foreign object damage in jet engines.

Variable impedance transducer measuring instruments for in-flight aircraft performance tests under environmental thermal effects.

IN-FLIGHT THRUST MEASUREMENT
U IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
U THREAT MONITORING
U SITUATION AWARENESS

INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW

Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally cambered small aspect ratio slinger wing near solid interface.

Two-dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in incompressible flow, comparing calculated loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching motions with measured values.

Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in incompressible axial flow, calculating blade pressure and jet slope distributions.

Unsteady aerodynamic forces on flat plate in incompressible potential flow, investigating angle of attack frequency response to periodic local perturbations.

Incompressible potential flow model of porous parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in infinite flat plate in uniform steady stream.

Inviscid incompressible flow past longitudinally curved small aspect ratio slender wing, investigating aerodynamic characteristics.

Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on swept wings, comparing critical Reynolds number to straight wing value.

French monograph on velocity profile in laminar boundary layer of an infinite flat plate in baroclinic oscillation of uniform incompressible flow.

Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for thin jet-flapped airfoil in incompressible inviscid flow bounded by different types of boundaries.

Vortex induced wing loads.

The inviscid flowfield of an unsteady airfoil.

Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in incompressible flow.

Uniformly exact solution of the problem of the flow past a slender profile.

Calculation of separation points in incompressible turbulent flows.

Velocities induced by distributions of infinite kinked sources and vortex lines representing wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible flow.

Analysis of basic flow elements in unsteady stall of two dimensional airfoil rotary wing in incompressible flow.

Numerical procedure for predicting airfoil stall occurrence in incompressible flow conditions.

Computer program for coordinates, incompressible inviscid section characteristics, and twodimensional drag-rise for NASA airfoils.

INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS

Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of perfect incompressible fluid around wing of finite span with arbitrary form.

Nonlinear unsteady potential flow of incompressible fluid past slender wing, using linearized vortex distribution method.

Plate stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion.

Downwash behind lifting surface related to loading in ideal incompressible gas by equations of motion linearization.

Plate laminar semi-infinite incompressible fluid jet propagation into slipstream along moving plate, solving boundary layer equations.

Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine engine body calculated from equations of axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow.

Plate stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion.

Vortex distribution technique applied to three-dimensional bodies moving through incompressible fluid.

Nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces applied to locally perturbed incompressible potential flow, investigating angle of attack frequency response to periodic local perturbations.

Inconel (trademark)

Forged Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades.

Hot corrosion effects on Inconel-700 and Inconel-I gas turbine rotor blades during burning of high sulfur concentration residual oil fuels.

INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

ATMOMETERS

APPROACH INDICATORS

ATTITUDE INDICATORS

CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS

Gyro HORIZONS

GYROCOMPASSES

HOT-WIRE AMMETERS

POSITION INDICATORS

RADAR DIRECTION FINDERS

SPEED INDICATORS

STRAIN GAGE BALANCES

WEIGHT INDICATORS

Wind VANEs

Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short range high-definition radar system for aircraft navigation aid.

Soviet book on course-indicating systems and automatic navigation aids for civil aviation aircraft covering design, operation principles, error analysis and reliability.
Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOR and DME

Area navigation systems, discussing VOR/DME, Doppler and inertial systems, CRT displays, data links, etc

Omega effect on oceanic airway safety, noting improvement over inertial navigation systems

Aircraft inertial navigation systems, discussing mode selection unit, digital computer and control display for operator communication with system

Great circle intermediate waypoint computation method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft

Coordinate and speed error dependence on instrumental errors of inertial navigation system using gyrocompass

Integrated inertial-VOR-DME or inertial-TACAN navigation system, presenting slant range and bearing adjustment procedure via least squares method

Helicopter testing of inertial navigation systems. [AIAA PAPER 72-848] p0504 N72-39081

USAF development of electrostatic gyros for inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and associated airborne digital computer

Motion stability of inertial navigation gyroscopic system with gyro horizon compass, noting constant and time dependent coefficients of motion equations

Inertial platform pursuant to ARINC-571 specifications, noting capability for integration into surface navigation system or autonomous navigation

The impact of gravimeter techniques on the performance of inertial navigation systems. [AIAA PAPER 72-850] p0504 N72-39079

Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial navigation systems. [AIAA PAPER 72-948] p0504 N72-39081

Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data. [AIAA PAPER 72-947] p0504 N72-39082

Updating inertial navigation systems with VOR/DME information. [AIAA PAPER 72-846] p0504 N72-39083

The IMA device of Ferranti an integrated weapon system for the US Harrier

Great circle navigation for inertial equipped aircraft, describing procedures for determining waypoint coordinates with reference to VORTAC stations

Advanced Doppler-inertial navigation system for transport helicopters

Impact of inertial navigation on air safety and modeling techniques to assess effects of air traffic control satellite surveillance system (AD-733758) p0262 N72-18667

Analysis of inertial navigation system performance to determine effects on aircraft safety and collision avoidance during flight over North Atlantic Ocean f1000-73-73753 p0263 N72-18670

Light evaluation of inertial/DME/DME map display system onboard Conair 580 [ARDC-D-73-73] p0372 N72-20596

Air traffic control analysis of North Atlantic commercial aircraft operation based on inertial navigation and satellite surveillance [DOT-TSC-PAA-71-13] p0319 N72-21629

Development of air traffic control procedure using inertial navigation position reports as input

Passenger aircraft onboard automated inertial navigation devices, emphasizing accelerometer and gyrocompass design and construction [NASA CR-124721] p0019 N72-13351

Military aircraft inertial navigation system design, discussing gyrocompass, gyro compensating alignment, accuracy and performance [NASA CR-172-11118] p0012 N72-11118

Flight control systems development, discussing onboard computers use in subsystems functional integration, stabilization and landing systems, inertial navigation and flight simulation [NASA CR-172-15666] p0072 N72-15666

All-weather landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft and discussion Doppler and inertial navigation, instrument landing systems, ground visibility improvement [NASA CR-172-16736] p0127 N72-16736

Book on mechanization and error analysis of inertial navigation systems, stressing terrestrial applications [NASA CR-172-16780] p0127 N72-16780

Inertial platform pursuant to 4RIRC-571 [AHS PREPRINT 634] p0143 N72-35447

Configuration and flight test of the only operational Air Force area navigation system. [AHS PREPRINT 634] p0143 N72-35447

The impact of gradientor techniques on the performance of inertial navigation systems. [AHS PREPRINT 634] p0143 N72-35447

Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data. [AIAA PAPER 72-947] p0504 N72-39082

Updating inertial navigation systems with VOR/DME information. [AIAA PAPER 72-846] p0504 N72-39083

The IMA device of Ferranti an integrated weapon system for the US Harrier

Great circle navigation for inertial equipped aircraft, describing procedures for determining waypoint coordinates with reference to VORTAC stations

Advanced Doppler-inertial navigation system for transport helicopters

Impact of inertial navigation on air safety and modeling techniques to assess effects of air traffic control satellite surveillance system (AD-733758) p0262 N72-18667

Analysis of inertial navigation system performance to determine effects on aircraft safety and collision avoidance during flight over North Atlantic Ocean f1000-73-73753 p0263 N72-18670

Light evaluation of inertial/DME/DME map display system onboard Conair 580 [ARDC-D-73-73] p0372 N72-20596

Air traffic control analysis of North Atlantic commercial aircraft operation based on inertial navigation and satellite surveillance [DOT-TSC-PAA-71-13] p0319 N72-21629

Development of air traffic control procedure using inertial navigation position reports as input
INFLATABLE PLATFORMS

- Data for computer graphics presentation
- Navigation performance of high cross-range space shuttle orbiter approach using optimally augmented inertial navigation system
- Numerical analysis of cause and effect of errors in inertial navigation systems based on gyro horizon operation
- Kalman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control of air subsystems inertial navigation systems
- Measuring air velocity and temperature for inertial navigation using DBC-5 aircraft
- Improved navigation by combining FOG/DME information with air or inertial data
- Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems

INFLATABLE PLATFORMS

- Inertial platform pursuant to ABNC-571 specifications, noting capability for autonomous operation
- Autonomous navigation systems, discussing Doppler navigation, inertial platforms and onboard computers
- In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial measurement units
- System methodology application to filter design, for inertial reference unit calibration

INFLATABLE REFERENCE SYSTEMS

- System methodology application to filter design, for inertial reference unit calibration in digital test station for FB-111 aircraft navigation system
- Rotor downwash variation by changing vortice diameter, flapping, rotor speed, and radius and placing infinite span wing in flight field
- Numerical analysis of velocity potential of supersonic flow past semi-infinite plane sector based on linearized theory of supersonic flow

INFLATABLE DEVICES

U INFATABLE STRUCTURES

- INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
- NT BALLOONS, NT BALLOONS
- NT TETHERED BALLOONS

- Development of an inflatable fabric structure for the early stabilization of the B-1 crew escape capsule

INFLATING

- Parachute opening shock and filling time calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air mass and effective porosity time functions, using momenta and continuity equations
- Parachute inflation loads and times, presenting calculation method based on unsteady pressure distribution on decelerating inflating parabolic shell of revolution with unstaggering starting vortex

INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT

- Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients matrices calculation for wings of arbitrary planform, constructing computer program
- Computer program for gas turbine characteristics and influence coefficients calculation, allowing for cascade loss distribution during flow choking
- Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and subharmonic forces measurement errors in balancing of rotors

INFORMATION

- Information measurement tests and development for aircraft maintenance jobs

SUBJECT INDEX

- [AD-725813]
- [AD-725816]
- [AD-725818]
- [AD-725821]
- Information measurement tests for review of aircraft maintenance job aids
- Information dissemination
- Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general aviation weather dissemination techniques, streaming design variables and time periods
- Engineering information service for aeronautical engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and stress and strength

INFLOW

- Aircraft optimal control for case of continuous data flow on time variable flight conditions
- The Gander automated air traffic system

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

- United Air Lines computerized information retrieval system for message switching, flight planning and monitoring and aircraft parts inventory control

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

- NT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
- United Air Lines computerized information retrieval system for message switching, flight planning and monitoring and aircraft parts inventory control

INFORMATION THEORY

- Information theory approaches to air navigation, discussing ATC, collision avoidance and computer applications

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION

- U DATA TRANSMISSION
- INFRARED DETECTORS
- Basic requirements for airborne infrared forest fire detection system
- Nd:Te photodetectors for high temperature infrared detectors of aircraft engine fire detection systems

INFRARED HORIZON SCANNERS

- U HORIZON SCANNERS
- U INFRARED SCANNERS

INFRARED IMAGERY

- Airborne remote CIT detection equipment, examining pulsed Doppler laser and IR radiometry

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS

- NT INFRARED DETECTORS
- NT INFRARED SCANNERS
- NT INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
- IF measurement of hot jets turbulence intensity axial and transverse profiles, noting application to sound source detection

INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY

- Infra-red photographic apparatus and rotating systems, for measuring surface temperature of turbine vanes and blades

A-258
Infrared radiation
Coherent and incoherent structures of aerodynamic noise, analyzing compressor near field and jet trailing edge emission sources [W. Earle, TP 4983]

In measurement of hot jet turbulence intensity, axial and transverse profiles, noting application to sound sources detection

In infrared energy emission from conical jet exhaust of jet turbine aircraft

Description and use of a method for characterizing noise sources in jets

Infrared spectrophotometer used for detection of infrared suppressors to determine their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared emissions

Infrared sensors
Airborne external instrumentation pod containing IR scanner and associated test equipment for land and water surveys

Infrared spectra
Electro-optical device for recording infrared caseous oxygen spectra in pressurized aircraft cabin atmosphere

Infrared spectrophotometers
Infrared spectrophotometer used for detection of jet exhaust trace contaminants from Pegasus and Olympus engines in aircraft cabin atmospheres

Infrasonic frequencies
Portable detector-recorder for automobile, blast furnace, railroad car, engine room and helicopter infrasonic noise measurements, discussing peak frequencies and subjective effects

Infrasonic observations of natural background and signals from Apollo 14 and aircraft, using thermistor flowmeter microphone array

Ingestion (engines)
Simulated testing of jet turbine engine ingestion of missile exhaust, determining design criteria for aircraft engine inlets from altitude chamber test data

Gas turbine engine icing, discussing atmospheric conditions, damage to ice ingestion and icing systems

Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means for alleviating performance and life losses

In-flight investigation of installation effects and aerodynamic characteristics of local flow field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on F-111A aircraft

Recirculation mechanism in jet powered V/STOL aircraft

Inhibitors

Inlet pressure
Turbulent intensity induced by wakes near secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine flange tube

The development of inlet flow distortions in multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip ratio

Installation caused flow distortion and its effects on noise from a fan designed for turbofan engines

Inflight research on the two-dimensional retarded cascade, I, II.

High response two-transducer pressure measurement for evaluating nonuniform and unsteady inlet airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet engine stability and performance

Experiment of supersonic air intake noise

Engine-aircraft interference, thrust, inlets, nozzles, and propulsion systems - conference

Data and recommendations for transonic tests of inlets

Inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests with F-111A and YF-12 aircraft

Flight test analysis of flow characteristics of Inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests with F-111A and YF-12 aircraft at supersonic speed

Effects of radial and circumferential inlet velocity profile distortions on performance of short-length double-annular ram-injection combustor

Unsteady response of turbocompressor with inlet flow distorted by square wave and triangular spoilers

Interference problems of airframe engine interference and performance of inlet/airframe combination in supersonic aircraft design

Quantitative method for determining jet mixing flow in jet turbine design optimization

Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in turbocompressors

Inlet nozzle tests
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as function of material

F-111A inlet nozzle dynamic distortion diagnostics for airframe-propulsion integration based on flight and transonic wind tunnel tests

In-flight investigation of installation effects and aerodynamic characteristics of local flow field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on F-111A aircraft

Survey of wind tunnel testing procedures for nozzles and exhausts

Inlet, engine, and exhaust nozzle tests for supersonic propulsion system

Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system

Inlet pressure
Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index derivation, for high hub-tip ratio multistage axial flow compressor from one dimensional isentropic flow expressions
INLETS (DEVICES)

Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion index for axial flow compressor, examining radial velocity, continuity equation and mathematical model [ASME PAPER 72-GT-109] p0299 N72-25673

Inlet radial pressure fluctuation effects on turboramjet engine stall characteristics p0748 N72-27022

Generalized, steady state, radial inlet pressure distortion index [AD-74246] p0580 N72-30783

INLETS (DEVICES)

U SURFACE SYSTEMS

INORGANIC COATINGS

ST ANODIC COATINGS

INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES

Development of structural optimization algorithms for obtaining near optimal distributions of material for structural idealizations [AD-762112] p0051 N72-11820

Development of theory for designing optimal inputs to identify parameters in linear dynamic systems and application to avionics installations - Part 2 [AD-746116] p0025 N72-13065

INSENSITIVITY

U SENSITIVITY

INSECT STREAMS

U ANIMALS

INSERTS

U NOZZLE INSERTS

INSPECTION

U X RAY INSPECTION

Metal fatigue damage nondestructive detection, discussing inspection methods, equipment, advantages, limitations and test results [AD-761977] p0020 A72-12498

Approaches to verification and solution of magnetic particle inspection problems. p0610 A72-44903

Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker beacon receiving system [FAA-R-71-110] p0033 N72-10173

Development of technique for graphic presentation of fault isolation and problem correction for maintenance of large commercial aircraft p0040 N72-11028

Responsibilities of fixed base operators regarding aircraft inspection p0252 N72-18016

Development of integrated system for performing checkout of space launchers and aircraft systems p0728 N72-19889

Inspection and maintenance schedules of commercial transport aircraft to detect structural deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure p0541 N72-29913

Development of adaptive scheduling procedure for aircraft maintenance and inspection planning [AD-742394] p0586 N72-31029

Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman Army Airfield, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas [AD-73912] p0643 N72-33258

INSTABILITY

U STABILITY

INSTALLATION

U INSTALLING

INSTALLING

Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with undervening engine nacelles to study airframe installation effects on 3 variable-flap ejector nozzles. [NASA-TM-X-2478] p0162 N72-14791

INSTRUCTIONS

U EDUCATION

INSTRUMENT APPROACH

Air craft pilot performance during instrument approach in low visibility conditions p0179 A72-18632

Civil aviation approach and landing guidance systems evolution, simulation II, development, state of art and future requirements p0350 A72-29018

A pilot's opinion of VTOL control design requirements for the instrument approach task. [AHS PREPRINT 644] p0447 A72-38504

Simulation of city-3D Comanche light aircraft - performance and autopilot operation during final approach configuration [AD-733757] p0255 N72-18043

Operational evaluation of portable scanning beam guidance system for improved instrument landing capability [FFA-BD-72-26] p0280 N72-19720


Flight evaluation of vectored-thrust jet VTOL aircraft during simulated instrument approaches using Kestrel (FY-6A) aircraft [NASA-T3-D-6791] p0420 N72-24902

Application of discrete address beacon for surveillance system used with independent ground approaches to closely spaced runways [ATC-13] p0578 N72-30587

Evaluation of instrument landing system ground equipment compatibility and glide slope presentation [FFA-WA-72-13] p0646 N72-33564

INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION

Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, determining correlation between instrument sensitivity computations and observations p0719 A72-20592

Zero velocity/IAV zero acceleration transient response sensitivity from intuitive approach to convolution problem, noting feedback compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction p0189 A72-20593

Integrated inertial-VOR-DME or inertial-TACAN navigation systems, presenting slant range and heading adjustment procedures via least squares method p0511 A72-34136

ASH aircraft magnetic anomaly detection /MAD/ system range limitation due to residual maneuver noise, discussing real time compensation for geomagnetic gradient interference p0560 A72-42322

Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft helicopter turbine p0600 A72-48278

INSTRUMENT DEFLY

U DRIFT (INSTRUMENTATION)

INSTRUMENT ERRORS

Optimal stochastic /Kalman/ filter application to integrated air and submarine navigation systems, discussing measurement errors modeling as bias and colored noise p0017 A72-12050

Coordinate and speed error dependence of instrumental errors of inertial navigation system using gyrohorizoncompass p0516 A72-33960

Around-the-world atomic clocks - Observed relativistic time gains. p0955 A72-35839

Bearing azimuth measurement accuracy improvement by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance radar using monopulse technique p0611 A72-37047

The impact of quadriaxial techniques on the performance of inertial navigation systems. [AIAA PAPER 72-850] p0504 A72-39079

Error analysis of hybrid aircraft inertial navigation systems. [AIAA PAPER 72-848] p0504 A72-39081

In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial measurement units. I - General formulation. II - Experimental results. p0557 A72-41079

Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing of rotors p0556 A72-41229

Evaluation of flight instrumentation for the identification of stability and control derivatives. [AIAA PAPER 72-975] p0561 A72-42346

Engine compressor face rake for flight test instrumentation F-104/TF-33. p0601 A72-42788
All weather landing for a STOL system.

[9685 A72-38105

Microwave landing system effect on flight guidance and control system.

[AIA PAPER 72-7671]

ILS replacement by microwave landing system, considering landing phase range from acquisition to touchdown, terminal approach handling by airborne navigation system and economic advantages.

p0547 A72-40294

Automatic landing and microwave guidance system potential.

p0551 A72-41072

Future trends in air traffic control and landing.

[ICAS PAPER 72-41]

Development of mathematical model to illustrate development and characteristics of simulation of .

p0552 A72-41129

Operational evaluation of portable scanning beam guidance system for improved instrument landing capability.

[F00-A0-72-26]

Development of simulation model for instrument landing system and equations of motion for light aircraft during instrument landing conditions.

[DOT-TSC-PAA-71-11]

Evaluation of instrument landing system for use with short takeoff and landing aircraft.

[FIA-90-72-15]

Aircraft accident involving FR-227-8 commercial transport during landing approach at Lbany County Airport, New York, on March 3, 1972.

[SB-72-23]

Development of analytical model for determining probability of aircraft taxi speed and distance to determine aircraft and assessment of interaction of factors with flight crew.

[MA-CA-2022]

Development and characteristics of simulation of continuous error of localizer beam of conventional instrument landing system used with space shuttle.

[MA-TP-8-6216]

Development of method for determining appropriate longitudinal and lateral decision height dispersion limits for aircraft during instrument landing approach.

[MA-CA-2024]

Design, development, and characteristics of aircraft approach control systems and application to typical jet transport aircraft.

[MA-CA-2023]

Development of mathematical model to illustrate multipath transmission of instrument landing system.

[DOT-TSC-F00-72-7]

Criteria for installation of instrument landing systems and effects of site on operation of system.

[DOT-PA-6750.16]

Requirements for channel splitting to accommodate increased VHF omnirange navigation instrument landing systems, and distance measuring equipment facilities.

[PAPER-S5-72-7012-3]

Evaluation of STOL modular instrument landing system.

[FAA-NA-72-11]

Instrument landing system simulator including special signal generator for environment simulation.

[F00-NA-71165]

Performance tests of instrument landing system to include system and monitor stability and monitor operation under degraded system performance.

[FAA-BO-72-50]
**INTERFERENCE GRATING**

- Wind tunnel models for determining inlet interference and performance of inlet/airframe combination in supersonic aircraft design.
- Wind tunnel test results of exhaust nozzle/airframe interference drag for optimization of subsonic aircraft design.
- Wind tunnel test requirements for simulating nozzle parameters and nozzle interference characteristics.
- Determination of thrust and drag characteristics for integrated aircraft engine design optimization.

**INTERFERENCE LIFT**

- Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model with variable sweep wing.
- A new method for the evaluation of slotted wind tunnel interference parameters applicable to subsonic oscillatory tests.
- An experimental investigation of a jet issuing from a wing in crossflow.
- Multiturboprop slipstream and wing interference, noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force distribution, and wakes.

**AERODYNAMIC LIFT CHARACTERISTICS OF OSCILLATING TWO DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL SUBJECTED TO SINUSOIDAL QUANTUM**

**INTERFEROMETERS**

- Microwave interferometers: Tracking platform for two interferometers and one radiometer for airglow survey.
- Interferometry: Stressors and wall thickness of turbine blades determined with laser holographic interferometry.
- Application of lasers to rotary gyroscopes: Vibration interferometry, gyroscoppe balancing, and gravimetric accelerometers.
- Retrodiffusion holographic interferometry: Visualizing turbocompressor flow.
- Experimental technique for measuring in-plane displacements by holographic interferometry.

**INTERFERENCE FREQUENCIES**

- Flight test method for determination of stability and performance characteristics from maneuvers in low and intermediate frequencies.

**INTERMETALLICS**

- Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth alloying, precipitation hardening and intermetallic compounds.

**INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES**

- GT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
- HT HELICOPTER ENGINES
- HT JET ENGINES
- HT PULSEDJET ENGINES
- HT RAMJET ENGINES
- HT SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
- HT TURBOFAN ENGINES
- HT TURBOPROP ENGINES
- MT TURBOPROP ENGINES

**INTERNAL COOPERATION**

- International survey of air pollution by aircraft engines and fuels.
- European unity and cooperation for development of advanced aerospace technology.

**INTERNAL LAW**

- Air law concept as totality of legal regulations related to atmosphere use by flying devices, discussing relation to international environmental protection.
- Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft unlawful seizure in view of international cooperation, noting German Democratic Republic agreements.
- The onboard authority of the aircraft commanding officer as provided by the 1963 Tokyo Convention and the 1971 Montreux Convention.

**INTERNAL STRESS**

- Internal stress and wall thickness of turbine blades.

**SUBJECT INDEX**

- NT WAKE ENGINE ENGINES
- Electrical analog simulation of internal combustion engines intake and exhaust systems.
- Nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder, turbine and supercharger operation.
- Internal compression inlets: Tolerance of Mach 2.50 axisymmetric airjet compression inlets to upstream flow variations causing changes in free stream Mach number and angle of attack.
- Internal friction: Applicability of methods for determining internal drag and momentum loss for small ducts.
- Internal trade.

**EARTH TRENDS**

- Earth trends, international aspects, available flight levels, weather conditions and long haul conflicts.
- Earth and D requirements for international standard VHF instrument landing system for Category I, II and III operations in next decades.
- Flight safety and ATC planning in German Federal Republic and on international level, discussing regional control stations, radio frequencies, navigation systems, automation, etc.
- Aerospat program for ATC and communications via four geostationary satellites over Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and financial international provisions.

**INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION**

- Earth and D regulations for international standard VHF instrument landing system for Category I, II and III operations in next decades.
- International cooperation: Presenting ATC system, presenting AIC (air traffic control) system.
- International cooperation: Analyzing multilateral international agreements, national aviation interests and competitive situation.
- European Airbus program, noting international cooperation between sources, content and organization, aircraft performance, financing, project chronology and Franco-German agreement.
- International survey of air pollution by aircraft engines and fuels.
- European unity and cooperation for development of advanced aerospace technology.

**INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

- International relations: Book on IATA organization and functions.
discussing international aviation history, conference machinery, enforcement of conference resolutions, air transportation economics, public corporations, etc

Markets for civil and military aircraft and missiles, airline operations, and exports and imports for European Economic Community, United Kingdom, and United States
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IONS
Determination of interference lift, aerodynamic coefficients, and pitching moment for cruciform wings by iterative solution

JEEPS JAGOAH AIBCBAFT

JABBING J-85 EHGIHE

J-75 engine heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned, impingement-cooled vane in modified J-75 research engine and four-vane cascade

J-52 engine Design, development, and characteristics of variable delivery, positive displacement fuel pump for use with J-55 turbine engine fuel system

NT VISCOOST AIBCRAPT

NT ELECTB1 AIBCBAFT

NT BUCCANEER AIBCSAFT

TL-2200 and 9,300 pound thrust 0-52 engines

Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wing spoilers, slat trailing edge, rudder, autostabilization system and integrated packaging of actuators

JABBER NT MECHANICAL SHOCK

JEEPS NT AUTOMOBILES

JET AIRCRAFT

NT BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT

NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

NT ELECTRA AIRCRAFT

NT JINDIVIDUAL TARGET AIRCRAFT

NT LEAP JET AIRCRAFT

NT TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT

NT TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT

NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT

Acquaintor wing jet STOL research aircraft development program report covering design, engine tests, performance prediction, control simulation and stability augmentation

Handing qualities simulation program for acquaintor wing jet STOL research aircraft considering control devices design

Carrier system for controlled approach of Naval aircraft to provide pilot window to deck for tactical jet guidance for poor visibility landing

Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics, comparing flight weight, size, and dynamic pressure landing data

Jet aircraft brake parachute loads under engine wake, evaluating velocity and drag coefficient influences

U.S.S.R. high-subsonic freight transport aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability

Trainer-combat turbojet or turbofan aircraft characteristics, comparing flight weight, size, maintenance and development costs

Dynam stability, control and structural response of transonic jet transport to atmospheric turbulence

Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft flight path management, emphasizing dependability, safety and economy

Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber experiments

Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat and double surface trailing edge flap

MYSTIC business jet aircraft flight instruments, acceleration, control and stall characteristics

Corrosion resistant fabrication methods in jet transport fuselage skins

Combat jet helicopter maneuverability, considering aircraft flying characteristics, pilot capability, flight configuration, altitude and load factor

Mitsubishi X-2 jet trainer aircraft, presenting design, structural and performance data

NASA aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing airframe and engine development for next generation subsonic CTOL jet transport requirements

Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology impact on safety, reliability, airline profitability and international trade

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet aircraft autoland system dynamic ground tests with simulated engine and aerodynamic characteristics

Numerical study of the characteristics of turbulence on the far sound field radiated by a subsonic jet

Flower noise testing of commercial jet airplanes

High performance jet aircraft variable feel flight control system, research engine and four-vane cascade STOL flight test program, detailing general task plan, test equipment installations and test schedule

Dynamic input to cargo in turbojet aircraft studied during C141 and C5A flights, discussing instrumentation, test procedures, data reduction processes and results

Jet aircraft gas turbine engine technology impact on safety, reliability, airline profitability and international trade

JETLINERS COMPONENTS TO REDUCE MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for jet aircraft turbine lubrication in jet aircraft

Normal acceleration data for jet aircraft and trainers

Polarization observations of outer corona of the sun from KC-135 aircraft over Gulf of Mexico

Development and flight test of survivable aircraft control system using fly-by-wire and integrated actuator package techniques

Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll control power requirements of jet aircraft in landing approach

Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to determine characteristics of vortex systems generated within ground effect and vortex systems descending into ground effect

Long time-history characteristics of vortex systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in terminal area operation

A-266
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

Jet noise suppression near airports, discussing noise physical description, noise-measurement technology and ICAO certification standards.

Air breathing propulsion systems for reducing engine noise level, discussing stochiometric gas turbine engines, V/STOL propfans and variable-geometry supersonic inlet and exhaust nozzles.

NASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans.

French jet aircraft noise reduction research facilities, discussing in-flight and overflying noise measurements, various silencer configurations and Concorde engine tests.

Turbojet engine noise causes and reduction techniques, noting U.S. antinoise standards.

Jet aircraft noise reduction, discussing engine design modifications.

Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear layers, including low supersonic and transonic ranges for jet noise applications.

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor geometry, relative Mach number and incidence angle effect on sound emission.

Directionality and far field structure of combustion generated noise, using premixed turbulent flame models.

Jet noise simple-source theory experimental verification, determining relation between measured sound power and jet pressure levels of turbojet engine.

Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectrum analysis of aircraft noise, applying to flyover and jet aircraft noise statement under operational conditions.

Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in core and annular mixing region, using subsonic test experiments.

Ground focus location of sonic bang propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind for transsonically accelerating aircraft.

Jet noise intensity reduction by screens across nozzles exit, using acoustic and hot wire measurements.

Circular jets sound generation analysis, using Lighthill equation and Michalke spectral method.

Turbojet and turbofan engines noise signatures and sonic boom effects, discussing frequency spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise suppression systems.

Olympus engine flight testing for repetitively and anticiyclic, engine control and noise and vibration assessments in support of Concorde aircraft development.

Subsonic jet noise directivity prediction from acoustic pressure measurements.

Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom sources, propagation and reduction, considering airport community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and fatigue problems.

Stress levels and fatigue in aircraft structures subjected to jet noise, noting stress calculation for skin panels and control surfaces.

Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting acoustic energy flux dependence on trans sonic distance.

SUBJECT INDEX

Force survival model for analysis of strategic bomber basing concepts in prelaunch survival mode.

Fly by wire and integrated actuator package techniques for developing survivable flight control system in jet aircraft.

Application of differential games technique to determine aircraft propulsion versus engagement parameters.

Special events of meteorological origin affecting civil jet aircraft operations obtained from flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to Nov. 1968.

Bibliography of control devices to provide improved tactical agility for jet fighter aircraft.

Tests of pneumatic servomechanisms for use in aircraft control systems.

Numerical analysis of finite amplitude waves generated by aircraft trailing vortices to indicate growth of waves on pair of parallel infinite vortices.

Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and landing for transport jet aircraft.

Design integration and noise reduction for jet STOL transport aircraft - Vol. I.

Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of jet aircraft and application of engineering psychology to eliminate difficulties.

Calculation of required controls for minimum time-to-turn based on three dimensional formulation for aircraft dynamics.

Development of thrust-augmentor device to assist in takeoff of jet aircraft.

Analysis of parameters affecting service life of jet powered civil transport aircraft.

Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of Russian M-4 supersonic long range aircraft.

Analysis of engine and airframe characteristics used in determining performance of turbojet powered aircraft.

Configuration and specifications of integrated engine-generator mounted on turbine engine shaft for secondary electric power generation.

JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

Liquid-base foam sound absorbing properties for jet aircraft noise reduction.

Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer pressure field, evaluating noise reduction treatments.

Jet aircraft turbofan engine fan compressor noise reduction by acoustic linings, giving R and D results.

Jet noise reduction technology, hardware and tests for NASA Quiet Engine Program to develop low noise subsonic civil transport aircraft.

High speed jet noise source physical properties interpretation by theory and scale-model experiments for supersonic transport aircraft noise suppression problems.

Q/STOL jet aircraft engine design for low noise levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio and turbine stages.

Aladin 2 noiseless STOL jet aircraft project, describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design and economics.
Marine overpressures of supersonic aircraft maneuvering-produced sonic booms occurring at geometrical acoustic ray focus points / acoustic cues /

To-10% turboprop aircraft flight noise measurements and spectral changes at different distances from landing strip, evaluating public nuisance and resident reactions

Jet noise measured during night free and underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold model jet at moderate altitude number

Aerodynamic noise and structural fatigue failure research and test facility, concerning supersonic jet and V/STOL aircraft

Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise levels, combustion and turbulent mixing processes and flame stability

Supersonic jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet flow, investigating acoustic properties, velocity and pressure in mixing zone

Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws, studying acoustic fields for rectangular and axisymmetric nozzle configurations

Jet sonic noise pressure source model for radiated sound power and jet pressure frequency spectrum ratio derivation with application to noise suppression

Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reversers.

Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and noise considerations for STOL externally blown flaps system.

Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area navigation for jet transport noise abatement.

Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and supersonic exhaust mixing processes, suppressing noise via turbafen exhaust speed reduction.

Advanced technology applications to present and future transport aircraft.

Hyperbolic aircraft noise transport applications, examining economic and noise and air pollution aspects.

NASA Quiet Engine Program R and D on conventional takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft engine noise

Noise control technology for jet-powered STOL vehicles.

Jet noise generation theory / Light \ Still-Pressure Williams type verification by model tests, discussed means of reducing or eliminating shock cell noise.

Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer excitation. II - Jet noise excitation.

German monograph - Studies of the ground effect on the noise levels and their frequency distribution in the near field of an engine jet directed vertically against the ground.

NASA's quiet engine program.

Community noise levels of the L-1011 Tristar Jet Transport.

Annotated bibliography on aircraft noise pollution - Vol. 1

Sound generation in very low and very high turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle

Sound generation and scale model experiments to suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eeddles of supersonic transport aircraft

Noise generation by rotating blades of axial flow fan in infinite annulus

Structure of turbulence in noise-producing region of round subsonic jet

Quiet aircraft engine design and preliminary fan and engine test results

Jet noise suppression by splitting supersonic nozzle flow into separate jets by overexpansion

Influence of reflections on acoustic pressure spectra of turbines

Fundamentals of jet noise generation and suppression

Theory of aerodynamic sound generation and numerical analysis of inhomogeneous wave equations to include effects of boundaries - conference

Characteristics of free turbulence as source of aerodynamic noise and application to analysis of noise created by jet engines

Theoretical acoustics applied to jet engine noise generation, propagation, and reduction studies

Method for computing noise generated by standing and flying jet aircraft

Jet aircraft noise measurements during level flights, using 727, KC-135, 707-320B, and DC-9

Static and flight acoustic and aerodynamic tests to determine flight velocity effect on jet noise of conical ejector, annular plug, and segmented suppressor nozzles

Design of anechoic chamber for studying supersonic and subsonic jet noise generation

Analysis of sonic boom signatures produced by SB-71 aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds

Procedures for estimating near field sound pressure levels caused by jet engine noise

JET AIRCRAFT
Influence of test time and contact stresses on analytical measurements of exhaust emissions from trace amounts of fuel-soluble metal compounds.

Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of jet engine fuel specifications for military and civil jet fuels hydrocarbon composition effect on viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel.

Surface active agent detection by device using ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water components influence on aromatic hydrocarbons and lubricity evaluation of jet fuels.

Jet engine lubricity evaluation and antiwear properties improvement.

Jet engine fuel fire hazard evaluation by controlled laboratory tests, analyzing ignition characteristics under simulated survivable aircraft crash accidents.

Jet engine fuel modification to decrease fire hazard in survivable aircraft fuels.

Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition effect on antiwear characteristics in sliding friction and rolling simulation experiments.

Continous NDT of coalescers/jet fuel filters/ by liquid crystals, detecting split seams, cap leaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy filled voids.

Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels applications.

Review of jet engine emissions.

Effect of fuel on gas corrosion in jet engine combustion chambers.

Static electricity in fueling of superjets.

Supersonic jet fuel engines production by gasoline vapor pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical characteristics and combustion properties.

Jet fuel specifications for military and civil aircraft.

European jet fuel lubricity evaluation.

Flammability properties of jet fuels and techniques for fire and explosion suppression under simulated hostile operating environment conditions.

Effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of turbine blade materials operating in marine environment.

Evaluation of safety performance of emulsified and rolled aviation fuels in simulated full scale aircraft exhaust environments.

Service testing of aviation turbine fuels.

Trace amounts of fuel-soluble metal compounds affecting thermal stability of JP-7 fuel.

Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel stability.

Analytical measurements of exhaust emissions from aircraft turbine engines using Jet A fuel.

Influence of test time and contact stress on antiwear properties of jet fuels under rolling friction.

Hydrocarbon fuel systems for ramjet-powered vehicles.

Kerosene-hydrating aircraft jet engine fuel fires.

Development and application of instrument for measuring coketube deposits based on beta ray backscatter.

Jet engine component overhaul procedures for fatigue cracks in disassembled metal removal, replacement and welding techniques.

Automated jet engine development facility, discussing assembly and test area and computer controlled operation.

Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental and production models.

High intensity combustion chamber design for gas turbine of jet engine, considering primary, secondary and dilution zones.

Papers on critical and exploratory flight testing covering rotary wings, lifting bodies and jet engine airframes.

Airstart flight testing for single engine fighter/attack aircraft, including flight conditions, windmilling, fuel flows, gas temperature, ignition and acceleration.

Statistical evaluation for forged jet engine parts sensitive tests cost reduction, using regression analysis.

Friction coefficient, standard wear and surface layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs in jet engines, investigating crystal lattice parameters.

Deterministic model for new product innovation adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine market.

Twin spool jet engine system, predicting shaft speed effects on whirl frequencies due to gyroscopic action with computer model.

Pod-mounted jet engine follower force instability, analyzing two degrees of freedom system dynamics.

Two spool geared fan jet engine design and development for general aviation, discussing performance, reliability and ecological aspects.

Jet engine front fans with and without snubbers, estimating flow field by streamline curvature technique.

Jet engine fire control of high loading spray type combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone.

Mixing parameter design of high loading spray type combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone.

Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector control and engine bypass ratio and power plant packaging design.

Open-air jet engine test stand for flame stabilization, jet and compressor noise studies, noting provisions for rapid installation changes.

Surface integrity machining practices application to jet engines production, noting cost reduction and process selection and quality control.
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum pressure fluctuations.

Optimization of controlled plants sequence with stochastic process described by partial differential equations, noting hydrodynamic system of liquid fuel jet engine.

Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system with the aid of an analog computer using operational data.

Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous controller for a jet engine with an afterburner.

Planning and management requirements for aircraft jet engine control system research and development.

Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine simulators.

Use of fluidic elements for jet engine controllers.

A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel controller.

Jet engine simulation with low speed wind tunnel models for interference drag measurement.

Influence of jet interference on aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular and swept wings mounted above the engine.

European airbus wind tunnel model aerodynamic force and downwash measurements noting jet interference reduction.

Jet engine calibration tests conducted in altitude chamber to determine gross thrust values for future engine and nozzle evaluations.

Construction materials and engineering techniques for improved jet engines.

Development of nickel base superalloys for powder metallurgy application as compressor and turbine disc for jet engines.

Numerical and experimental calculations of jet engine transfer functions.

Holographic interferometry and laser Doppler velocimeter techniques for flow visualization and flow distribution measurement in aircraft turbine engines.

Engine operating parameters that affect low-cycle fatigue and creep damage of critical components of naval aircraft engines during fleet operations.

Jet engine model for simulating inlet and exhaust flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel model.

Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft and combustion research for reducing emissions through combustor design and fuel atomization.

Proceedings of International Aviation Maintenance Symposium discussion on jet engine maintenance planning and experience.

Environmental tests to determine behavior of titanium alloys under hot salt, stress corrosion conditions existing in jet engines.

Effects of radial and circumference inlet velocity profile distortions on performance of short-length double-annular ram-induction combustor.

Methods and sequences for producing precision forged structural and jet engine components from metal powder preforms of titanium alloys.

Design and development of turbojet lift fan for use with turbojet gas generator installed on V/STOL transport research aircraft.

Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence of operating conditions on emission characteristics of jet engine exhaust.

Magnetic force welding to form T joints between jet engine parts of dissimilar thickness.

Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system.

Factors affecting altitude relight performance of ram-induction combustor designed for HDS3 cruise operation.

Concent for jet noise suppression for afterburning turbojet engine.

Results of experimentation to provide data for designing turbine machine rotor burst fragment containment rings.

Aircraft jet engine exhaust geometry effects on smokeplane visibility, describing carbon particles light absorption characteristics by Beer-Lambert law.

Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power output and noise spectra for various configurations.

JF6B engine exhaust noise field, considering internal noise sources contribution from exhaust duct sound pressure measurements.

Combustion research for reducing jet aircraft pollutant emissions, discussing fuel atomization improvement, smoke reduction and combustor design techniques.

Estimated peak regional concentration of SST exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight operation levels.

Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise distance.

IR radiant energy emission from conical jet exhaust of turbojet aircraft.

Review of jet engine emissions.

Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing noise via turbofan exhaust speed reduction.

Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on free hypersonic jet exhaust properties.

Analysis of pollutant emissions from jet aircraft and combustion research for reducing emissions through combustor design and fuel atomization.

Jet blast deflector for controlling shipboard flight deck environment.
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline overall sound pressure level for subsonic and supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust [NASA-TH-X-68059] p0427 N72-26711

Analysis of sources, constituents, and influence of operating conditions on emission characteristics of jet engine exhaust [NASA-TH-X-68064] p0429 N72-24830

JET FLAMES
U FLAMES
JET FLAME
U JET FLOW
JET FLAPS
NT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS'
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for externally-blown jet flap due to engine failure p0015 A72-11760

Closed loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil lift control system, considering application to helicopter rotor blades p0124 A72-16559

Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power output and noise spectra for various configurations [AIAA PAPER 72-130] p0131 A72-16790

Interdifferential equation for rigid tunnel wall effect on supercavitating flow past thin jet-flapped airfoil, noting lift coefficient derivatives p0201 A72-24562

Dynamic pressure distribution and propulsive contours of trailing vortex wake downwind of external flow jet flap, using five-hole probe measurements p0254 A72-25070

Jet flaps for high turning compressor cascades in incompressible axial flow, calculating blade pressure and jet slope distributions [AIAA PAPER 72-GT-16] p0293 A72-25615

Aerodynamic properties prediction procedure for thin jet-flapped airfoil in incompressible inviscid flow bounded by different types of boundaries p0397 A72-32147

Lift and induced drag characteristics of jet flapped finite-span wings in close proximity to ground, using method of matched asymptotic expansions p0404 A72-32827

Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and noise considerations for STOL externally blown flap systems, [AIAA PAPER 72-792] p0996 A72-38109

STOL transport stability and control derivative prediction methods and accuracy requirements [AIAA PAPER 72-780] p0500 A72-38190

Lift and control augmentation by spanwise blowing over trailing edge flaps and control surfaces, [AIAA PAPER 72-781] p0500 A72-38190

The lift coefficient of a supercavitating jet-flapped foil in a free jet p0556 A72-32136

An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem p0594 A72-43329

Theoretical performance of jet flap rotor at advance ratios greater than 1.0 [ADF-726706] p0030 N72-10037

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of semi-span wing with externally blown jet flap [NASA-TH-X-62079] p0080 A72-11902

Performance tests of single-stage turbine with low solidity jet flap rotor blade assembly using various cubic pressure ratios, equivalent speeds, and expansion ratios [NASA-CH-19668] p0265 A72-18994

Noise measurements of jet augmented lift system for use on proposed STOL aircraft [NASA-TH-X-6710] p0319 A72-20011

Wind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept wing by two-dimensional partial-span deflected jet at Mach numbers from 0.2 to 1.30 [NASA-TH-X-3529] p0365 A72-21997

Comparison of aerodynamic noise measurements made on two jet flap systems to be used on STOL aircraft [NASA-TH-D-678] p0383 A72-23025


Analysis of peak axial-velocity decay in moving airstream for several nozzles and effect on noise generated by short takeoff aircraft with externally blown flaps [NASA-TH-X-68022] p0479 A72-27029

Application of jet-flap to reaction drive rotor for heavy lift high speed helicopter [NASA-CH-112030] p0513 A72-28002

Wind tunnel determination of aerodynamic characteristics for large scale 35 deg swept wing jet transport model with external blowing triple-slotted flap [NASA-TH-X-26001] p0514 A72-28009

Supercritical airfoil profiles for improved transonic performance in presence of jet flap effect [AD-748036] p0583 A72-31068

JET FIGHTER
U JET AIRCRAFT
JET FLOW
NT AIR JETS
NT PERIPHERAL JET FLOW
NT SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power output and noise spectra for various configurations [AIAA PAPER 72-130] p0131 A72-16920

Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral obstacle, investigating screen proximity and fluid compressibility effects p0140 A72-17912

Durando model overprediction of deflected jet vortex strength in subsonic cross flow p0196 A72-21531

Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration for interior measurements in turbine engines, jets and exhaust nozzles [ONERA, TP NO. 982] p0361 A72-22815

Coherent and incoherent structures of aerodynamic noise, analyzing compressor near field and jet IR emission source [ONERA, TP NO. 981] p0361 A72-22815

Aerodynamic noise produced by gas jet flow around airfoil, discussing sound reduction p0240 A72-24017

Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow interaction in throat region of mainstream two dimensional nozzle flow p0244 A72-24845

Plane parallel subsonically incompressible fluid jet propagation into supersonic flow, solving boundary layer equations p0247 A72-25136

Axisymmetric jet impact on ground board for different nozzle configurations and heights in STOL aircraft aerodynamic studies p0247 A72-25136


Analysis of the interaction of jets and airfoils in two dimensions [AIAA PAPER 72-777] p0499 A72-38136

Axisymmetric jet stretcher diffuser performance for high-speed engine inlet configurations, testing at angles of attack and supersonic flow velocities [AIAA PAPER 72-1024] p0558 A72-24602

Conference papers on jet and slipstream influence on aerodynamic characteristics of control surface in STOL longitudinal stability p0028 A72-10011

Flow model for jet pipe sound transmission through nozzle flow [JEPF/69] p0034 A72-10252
JET FUELS

Sound generation in very low and very high turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle

Round-jet/plane-wall flow distribution and measurements and application to STOL aircraft [NASA CR-124604]

Proportion jet flow for vertical takeoff aircraft [NASA CR-101770]

Characterization of jets flowing from ar air entry holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow through turbine [NASA CR-27227]

Experiments on jet impingement on curved surfaces [NASA CR-127121]

Interruption jet blowing for controlling flow separation on trailing edge flap [NASA CR-42085]

Lightning-based model of sound emission from axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow, and implications for jet noise [NASA CR-6939]

JET FUELS

U/JET ENGINE FUELS

Circular jet discharging perpendicular to solid surface into transverse flow, discussing effects on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic characteristics

Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas turbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness effects for slot and circular jet configurations [NASA CR-72-487]

Externally blown flap impingement noise [NASA CR-72-666]

German monograph—Studies of the ground effect on the noise levels and their frequency distribution in the near field of an engine jet directed vertically against the ground

Jet impingement under VTOL aircraft [NASA CR-72-4306]

Numerical analysis of aircraft noise from externally blown flaps on STOL aircraft and methods for noise reduction [NASA CR-72-16161]

Designing TP-36 mixer exhaust nozzle to reduce noise generated by impingement of exhaust on STOL wing flap [NASA CR-72-12909]

JET LIFT

Mixing parameter design of high loading spray type combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone [NASA CR-72-45772]

Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum landing transition distance, evaluating deceleration as function of incidence and thrust vector angles

Calculation of the recirculation flow of VTOL lift engines [NASA CR-72-4306]

An experimental investigation of a jet issuing from a wing in crossflow

Calculation of pressure distribution on cylindrical fuselage with perpendicular lifting using minularity method

JET MIXING FLOW

Air stream from air entry holes of aeronautical gas turbine combustor, investigating jet mixing characteristics, flow path, and mixing [NASA CR-72-16493]

Mixing parameter design of high loading spray type combustor for lift jet engine, using primary zone [NASA CR-72-78967]

Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet flow, investigating acoustic properties, velocity profiles in mixing zone [NASA CR-72-16481]

Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and supersonic exhaust mixing process, suppressing noise via turbofan exhaust speed reduction

U/JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

Rapid mixing nozzles, thrust vector control, and thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft [NASA CR-72-38380]

Jet noise suppression by splitting supercritical nozzle flow into separate jets by overexpansion into multicellular divergent nozzle [NASA CR-72-16699]

Measurement of horizontal and vertical velocity components along center line plane of turbulent jet exiting into cross flow using laser Doppler velocimeter [NASA CR-72-17990]

Quantitative method for determining trailing jet velocity in turbofan inlet design optimization [NASA CR-72-22351]

Vortex dissipation jet mixing flow [NASA CR-72-26797]

JET PILOTS

U/JET PILOTS

JET PROPULSION

Air jet propelled flight vehicles optimal design parameters for constant altitude flight at given speed [NASA CR-72-18991]

Advanced technologies for improved direct lift jet V/STOL transport propulsion, and performance [NASA CR-72-13014]

Methods for thrust determination in aircraft [NASA CR-72-12909]

JET STEERS (METEOROLOGY)

Correlating seasonal and diurnal variations of thunderstorm turbulence of anomalies in loads with seasonal behavior of subtropical jet over Western Australia [NASA CR-72-32755]

JET THRUST

Sound pressure levels and acoustic fatigue tests for 11,200 and 9,300 pound thrust J-52 engines comparison in A-6A aircraft [NASA CR-72-18757]

Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption efficiency [NASA CR-72-12909]

STOL aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories determination, taking into account engine thrust and listeners distance from noise source [NASA CR-72-645]

JETTAFARMS

U/GUIDE VANES

JETTISON SYSTEMS

Emergency escape from high performance military aircraft in flight and on ground, using explosive cord for transparent canopy material breakaway [NASA CR-72-17990]

JETTISONING

Magnetic simulation of gravity for wind tunnel investigations of aircraft jettison processes, considering Prince number and relationships between model and full-scale aircraft [NASA CR-72-4306]

JINDIVID TARGET AIRCRAFT

Analysis of clear air turbulence and related atmospheric structure based on data from Jindivik aircraft operating close to Wagga aerological station [NASA CR-72-24775]

JITTER

U/VARIATION

JOINING

Webbing joints stitching strain, considering nylon and flax yarns stretching properties and various stitching patterns strengths [NASA CR-72-10114]

JAMEX /JOINTS

U/WP JOINTS

UT METAL JOINTS

UT-RECESSED JOINTS

UT-SPOT WELDS

UT-WELDED JOINTS

Solid state joining in gas turbine engines, discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding, and corrosion metal bonding [NASA CR-72-10135]
Flight test report on L-1011 aerodynamic characteristics, discussing high and low speed performance, stability and control, stall behavior, etc.

Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance.

Elongated Kalman filter with fictitious noise input for tracking time-variant parameters for air traffic control.

Kalman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control of subsonic inertial navigation systems.

Kalman-Schmidt filtering Application of boron/epoxy to the CR-548 Skyrane helicopter.

Improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance through adhesive bonding.

Jet flapped wing problem and cones in constant velocity flight in air.

Automated navigation management in cockpit, considering modular navigation and control displays.

Application of advanced methods to the determination of design loads for the Lockheed L-1011 Tristar.

Helicopter rotary wing noise in hover and forward flight produced by Karman street vortex shedding.

Flight test program for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test program.
Structural development of the L-1011 Tri-Star. [NASA PAPER 72-776] p0013 A72-38135
L-1011 computerized weight reporting system present and future capabilities. [SAGE PAPER 937] p0057 A72-63472

Composiuy levels of the L-1011 TriStar Jet Transport. p0067 A72-46577

Laminar Boundary Layer
Numerical solution method for laminar, time dependent and three dimensional boundary layer equations, applying to rotating flat plate in forward flight. [NASA PAPER 72-109] p0133 A72-16944
Plane potential flow problem for laminar boundary layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade, using conformal coordinate transformation. p0195 A72-21674

Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics covering supersonic fluid flow past airfoils and shock wave interaction with laminar boundary layer. p0015 A72-22055
French monograph on velocity profiles in laminar boundary layer on semiinfinite flat plate in harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible flow. p0363 A72-30949

Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at hypersonic speeds. [NASAS-476-VOL-37-NO-2] p0013 A72-11153
Calculation of laminar boundary layers by means of a differential-difference method. p0563 A72-42578
Calculation of separation points in incompressible turbulent flows. p0563 A72-42578
Nonequilibrium boundary layer flow at leading edge of highly swept hypersonic infinite span wing. [NASA CR-72984] p0596 A72-28099

Laminar hypervelocity boundary layer flow past axi-symmetric hyperboloid in air of thermochemical equilibrium. [DLR-FB-72-161] p0519 A72-28280
Low velocity wind tunnel investigation of laminar boundary layer development downstream of section slot. [AD-742937] p0583 A72-31005

Laminar Boundary Layer Separation
Laminar Boundary Layer Separation
Laminar Flows
Laminar Flow

Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties, discussing flow pressure experiments and theory at different streamlines. p0122 A72-16490
Plane laminar semibounded incompressible fluid jet propagation into all perturbs along moving plate, solving boundary layer equations. p0247 A72-25136
Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity change effects on airfoil pressure distribution, circulation and lift, deriving vortex distribution expression. p0396 A72-32023
Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils. p0550 A72-40651
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating environments noting application to jet mixing flow in tip driven rotor wakes. p0028 A72-10008

Laminar Flow Airfoils
Laminar flow airfoils for gliders, optimizing profiles for favorable velocity and pressure distribution. p0136 A72-17194

Laminar Flow Control
Laminar Flow Boundary Layer Control
Laminar Boundary Layer

Laminar Jets
Laminar Flow
K laminar flow

Laminated Materials
Laminates
Carbon fiber laminates for helicopter components weight reduction. p0135 A72-16999
Fiberglas replacement by organic fiber for L-1011 interior sandwich panels and laminates, considering woven fiber in woven, combined and refractory nonwoven configurations. p0007 A72-08053
Boron polycrystalline composite development. p0560 A72-40553

A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite laminates. p0597 A72-43998
Thermaally stable laminating resins based on addition-type pyrolytic polymerization. [NASA CR-72984] p0260 A72-18588

Technology and production of laminates, and problems in producing laminated aircraft structures. [AD-742780] p0624 A72-32055

Land Use
STOL aircraft for solving noise reduction and land use problems in future transportation systems, discussing airport location and layout for growing air traffic. p0013 A72-11153
Newark airport program, discussing land preparation, public facilities, terminal area, building design, support systems, organization and scheduling. p0126 A72-16689

Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land use options. p0354 A72-21951
AirCraft noise effects on land use around airports. [NASA CR-72984] p0032 A72-10050

Effects of operational aircraft noise on land development around military airport. [AD-740393] p0529 A72-29011
Analysis of data on land uses around airports and application of computer program for data processing. p0532 A72-29210

Land Forms
Mountains
Landing
Airplane Landing
Blind Landing
Crash Landing
Ditching (Landing)
Gliding (Landing)
Landing (Landing)
Spacecraft Landing
Touchdown
Vertical Landing

Proposal for air traffic control of landing aircraft near airports. [NASA CR-126640] p0065 A72-12500
Flight test of low lift to drag ratio approach and landing using CV 990 aircraft with similar size and performance characteristics of proposed space shuttle vehicle. [NASA CR-126640] p0265 A72-15022

Landing Aids
Airport Beacons
Airport Lights
Approach Indicators
Approaching Gear
Automatic Landing Control
Instrument Landing Systems
Landing Instruments
Landing Radar
Runway Lights
Carrier system for controlled approach of Naval aircraft to provide pilot window to deck for tactical flight guidance for poor visibility landing [AD-72-12323]

Microwave aircraft landing system development, discussing contract definition, feasibility, prototype development, management planning and program costs [AD-72-12377]

Airline schedule keeping by Sst Lecr & all-weather landing system, discussing crew training [AD-72-14688]

All-weather landing aids for civil and military aircraft and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial navigations, instrument landing systems and ground visibility improvement [AD-72-16780]

VSTOL development for short haul air transportation, discussing requirements for quiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems, navigation and landing aids [AD-72-21010]

Aircraft and airports weather instrumentation for all-weather landing and takeoff, discussing applications of laser technology and digital presentation [AD-72-21522]

Minimum safety flight altitudes for aircraft landing systems and lateral deviation correction maneuver [AD-72-27269]

Airport lights system design for optical landing aids, discussing runway illumination conditions [AD-72-27402]

Civil aviation approach and landing system evolution, discussing ILS development, state of art and future requirements [AD-72-29014]

Airport lighting for pilot guidance during approach and landing under category I-III visibility conditions, discussing runway layout and power requirements [AD-72-30621]

Air cushion landing system application for civil air transportation, discussing operation, braking and parking [AD-72-33184]

Runway marking requirements for visibility under day and night conditions, considering night reflection value, color stability, durability, noninterference with flight operations, etc [AD-72-38293]

Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for launch and recovery capabilities under sea environment conditions, discussing visual landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions of ANS PREPRINT 650 [AD-72-38505]

Computer control of aircraft landing [AD-72-39550]

Microwave holographic imaging techniques for aircraft landing aids and airport security applications, discussing real time operation [AD-72-39762]

Aircraft accidents during nonprecision approaches under adverse weather conditions, discussing landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft [AD-72-39765]

Meteorological and takeoff and landing information transmission by proposed automated meteorological and information service, discussing air-ground data link [AD-72-40827]

Characteristics and prospects for a new landing guidance system [AD-72-40929]

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach [AD-72-40933]

Requirements for using Talair 4 landing aid as portable ground station in tactical helicopter operations [AD-72-19223]

Development, testing, and evaluation of visual landing aids [AD-72-19225]

Lift devices for improved takeoff and landing performance of civil transport aircraft [AD-72-12997]

Development and characteristics of microwave scanning beam instrument landing system for short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports [AD-72-13595]

Investigation of landing accident of DC-9 commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky, September 8, 1970 [AD-72-13990]

Performance of vertical contact and lateral altitude approach for ILS aircraft landing [AD-73-0464]

Operational evaluation of aircraft landing aids stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier [AD-73-22496]

Electro-optical attitude sensing device for landing approach of flight vehicles [AD-74-31297]

Development and characteristics of microwave scanning beam approach and landing system phased array antenna [DOT-72-71-229]

Development of discrete address beacon system to improve operation of microwave landing system for high density terminal area surveillance [DOT-72-71-1268]

Magnetic method for detection of aircraft position relative to runway [NASA-CSS-ARC-10179-1]

Nuclear instrument landing system for accurate airport position data during last phases of descent [SAN-520-1]

Cost analysis of microwave landing system program for civil ground systems [AD-73-07306]

Performance and problems of microwave guidance systems for aircraft approach and landing [NAV-TR-71-966]

Development and characteristics of visual landing aids systems [NAS-10-837]

Reliability engineering methods for design of landing aids simulating aircraft operations [NAS-TR-72-1297]

Evaluation of tricolor visual approach path indicator for suitability as part of two sequent visual approach slope indicator systems [FAA-AND-72-49]

Evaluation of visual approach system to determine improvements resulting from change in color density and hue of transition zone [FAA-72-1297]

National plan for development of civil/military microwave landing system [NASA-TR-Y-68637]

LANDING GEAR

European A300 Airbus flying control hydraulic system and landing gear design for safety and reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance [P0196 A72-10720]

B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design, emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear, control and instrumentation [P0192 A72-12226]

Pressure determination in kinematic pairs of spatial landing gear mechanism, describing rotatory and spherical pairs reactions to various combinations of momenta [P018 A72-17057]

Carrier suitability testing for aircraft landing, considering landing gear and supporting structure under simulated shipboard conditions [P0146 A72-12097]

P-111 aircraft landing gear and speedbrake hydraulic system control by single dual-function valve, describing design features and performance characteristics [P0190 A72-20102]

Aircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid mechanisms under operational conditions [P0191 A72-21485]

Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic materials feasibility for application to aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication [P0196 A72-21486]

Higher order forces effect on shock absorbing systems of masses interconnected by elastic and damping members of aircraft landing gears [P0231 A72-22861]
LANDING INSTRUMENTS

Runway unevenness and landing gear characteristics
effects on sky vibration during taxiing, taking off and landing
p0235 A72-23459

Aircraft wheel mechanisms, discussing freely
turning and broken wheels, tire drift and
antiskid braking systems for landing gear
p0285 A72-25287

Cessna 210 aircraft electrically driven hydraulic
power pack for landing gear system, noting
engine and flight tests
[SAE PAPER 720327]
p0291 A72-25589

Runway motion stability of aircraft with three
wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to
wear induced drift
p0307 A72-27235

Air cushion landing landing systems advantages
and suitability for arctic transportation
applications
p0306 A72-28793

Aircraft landing gears structural system design,
taking into account different design criteria
imposed by various national impact load norms
p0357 A72-30025

Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection,
noting reliability, simplicity and time economy
as compared to eddy current or fluorescent
penetrant methods
p0357 A72-30037

Welded steel airframe residual fatigue life tests
by nonstationary random loading, applying to jet
trainer aircraft landing gear
p0358 A72-30277

Aircraft landing gear stress spectra and design
data during ground loading on airport runways,
using linearized theory for model investigation
p0359 A72-30283

Undercarriage loadings of three aircraft - Porter
PC-6, Venom DH-112 and Mirage IIIS.
p0609 A72-4738

Design and development of air cushion landing
system to replace landing gear on conventional
aircraft
[AD-728647]
p0990 A72-11971

Statistical evaluation of operational load forces
on undercarriage of F-106 aircraft
[ARL-LID-TRANS-1591]
p0101 A72-12969

OV-10A aircraft used in tests to determine
interaction of landing gear and soft soil during
landing and takeoff
[AD-725665]
p0152 W72-18002

Feasibility analysis of active vibration isolation
in landing gear systes of aircraft to reduce
wing fatigue from ground induced vibration
during taxiing
[AD-730141]
p0155 W72-14016

Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved
runway surfaces when impacted at various sink
rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures,
and ground speeds
[NASA TN-D-6690]
p0219 W72-17007

Development of automatic braking system for
aircraft based on sensing and controlling braked
wheel decelerations
[NASA TN-D-66953]
p0638 W72-33018

Design, fabrication, and evaluation of aircraft
wheel constructed of fibrous graphite and epoxy
resin
[AD-705130]
p0642 W72-33046

LANDING INSTRUMENTS

NT APPROACH INDICATORS
Operational requirements of instrument landing
systems, interferometers, correlation protected
instruments, landing guidance system and
navigation aids
p0056 A72-13621

Soviet book on aircraft radio equipment covering
transmission and reception, velocity and
coordinates measurements, siting and navigation,
flying target interception, reconnaissance,
landing systems, etc
p012 A72-16530

Microwave Doppler scanning landing guidance system
with radar beam comparison and signal format
simplification suggestion
p0144 A72-18398

Computerized aircraft landing measurement system
for civil airport, using optical, seismic and IR
sensors
p0411 A72-33627

Possible impact of area navigation on MLS
requirements for azimuth angular coverage and
range.

Performance of vertical contact analog display
system used in carrier landing
[AD-730848a]
p0167 W72-15013

LANDING LOADS

Dutch monograph - Analysis of dynamic aircraft
landing loads, and proposal for rational
design landing load requirements.
p0550 A72-40925

Modern landing impact load calculations and
old-fashioned requirements.
[ICAS PAPER 72-31]
p0554 A72-61156

Undercarriage loadings of three aircraft - Porter
PC-6, Venom DH-112 and Mirage IIIS.
p0609 A72-4738

Effects of gusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts
on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial
airlines operation
[NASA TN-D-6790]
p0621 W72-24015

Measurement of ground loads on OV-1 aircraft
durin landing on smooth and rough fields
[AD-73752]
p0432 W72-24030

Performance of MO-MAT 158 reinforced plastic as
aircraft landing mat
[AD-736137]
p0519 W72-22874

LANDING RADAR

Aircraft radar for weather data, ground mapping,
avoidance modes and independent landing monitor
function, presenting straight and short approach
simulation data
p0547 A72-40290

LANDING SIMULATION

Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director design, using
computerized approach-touchdown simulation and
optimal control theory
[AESE PAPER 71-WA/ADT-9]
p1017 A72-15956

Simulator for physical forces experienced by
carrier aircraft during catapult launches and
arrested landings, considering external stores
safes suspension
p0403 A72-32620

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet
aircraft autoland system dynamic ground tests
with simulated engine and aerodynamic
characteristics
p0412 A72-33641

Direct lift control feasibility for integration
into P-74A automatic carrier landing system
/ACLS/, using moving-base air-degrees-of-freedom
simulation
[AAIA PAPER 72-873]
p0505 A72-39127

Accuracy of vertical contact analog display in
simulating carrier landings, and error
contributed by display resolution, temporal
loading, and control complexity
p0375 W72-22642

Landing simulation to determine effects of
turbulence on roll of swept fighter aircraft at
low speed
[ARC R-B-3697]
p0582 W72-31001

LANDING SITES

Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for
critical aborts from staging through burnout,
minimizing aerodynamic phases for different
landing sites
p0397 A72-32182

LANDING SYSTEMS
O LANDING AIDS
LANDSCAPE
O TERRAIN
LANGUAGES
O FORTTRAN
LAP JOINTS

Stress distribution and displacements in adhesive
bonded lap-jointed aerospace structures,
presenting approximate solutions.
[AD-730859a]
p0462 A72-37214

LAPLACE OPERATORS
LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION

Real time flight flutter testing via Z-transform
analysis technique.
[AAIA PAPER 72-784]
p0495 A72-38101
Jurisdictional problems in the autopsy of aircraft accident victims.

Federal legislation impact on airport and airway system planning, considering budget and schedule requirements

FAA implemented airport certification legislation covering minimum safety standards, operation manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service and pavement requirements

Helicopter utilization in support of law enforcement activities

Airports and grants programs under Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970

Laws governing military use of civil aircraft

LEADING EDGE SLATS
European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and Amendment to proposed noise control legislation

LEADING EDGE SLAT AIRFOILS
Slat-airfoil combinations aerodynamics modeled by single point vortex to represent leading edge slat, discussing on-line computer graphics program

LEADING EDGE WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat and double surface trailing edge flap

LEADING EDGE SLAT AIRFOILS
Aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge slats plus main airfoil complications

LEADING EDGE WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of vortex unswept wing with leading edge cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing edge flaps

LEADING EDGE WIND TUNNEL TESTS
Aerodynamic characteristics of leading edge slats

LEADING EDGE SCAFFOLDS
Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule of transonic flows

LEADING EDGES
MT SHARP LEADING EDGES
Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic flow, considering leading edge flow separation induced vortices effects on downwash, pressure distribution and aerodynamic characteristics

Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase with leading edge thickness

Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with antisymmetrical angle of attack distribution and horizontal plane with leading edge, considering flow separation at edges

Linearized method of characteristics application to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate cascades with supersonic leading edge locus

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord

Pressure distribution over delta wing with blunted edges at small angles of attack in hypersonic wind tunnel tests

Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall, considering effect of angle of attack rate of change

Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and rotational noise reduction and overall efficiency decreas

Aerodynamics of leading edge slats

European A300B airbus flap and slat systems and Amendment to proposed noise control legislation

Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic flow around thin cruciform wing with leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and rotational noise reduction and overall efficiency decrease

Linearized method of characteristics application to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate cascades with supersonic leading edge locus

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord

Pressure distribution over delta wing with blunted edges at small angles of attack in hypersonic wind tunnel tests

Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall, considering effect of angle of attack rate of change

Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and rotational noise reduction and overall efficiency decrease
Legal aspects of international cooperation on aircraft design and production, discussing work distribution, project management and liabilities sharing.

Legal aspects in prevention of aircraft unlawful seizure in view of international cooperation, noting German Democratic Republic agreements.

LEGEND

CODE

CONTACT: PROGRAMMING

LENGTH

Length and weight estimates of powerplant components for VTOL propulsion system

(LASA-TM-X-2006)

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p007 H7-12785

LARGE ANTENNAS

Communication and data relay satellites multibeam antennas characteristics, discussing multiple feed reflectors, boottlecase configuration and phased arrays

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p008 H7-27355

LEVEL (QUANTITY)

LIABILITY

Remotely manned vehicles/URV/ application in aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and role of man during combat mission

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p034 H7-28651

Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to determine factors affecting survival of passengers under emergency conditions

([FAA-M-70-1] p015 H7-13989

INEFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS

MT LEGAL LIABILITY

MT SUSPENr FUNCTIONAL

Liapunov functional stability analysis in structural dynamics problems including wave equations with nonlinear damping

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p023 H7-23857

LIDAR

OPTICAL RADAR

LIFE (DURABILITY)

MT FATIGUE LIFE

MT SERVICE LIFE

LIFP SUPPORT SYSTEMS

MT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS

Physiological effects of high altitude flight and development of life support systems for civil aircraft environmental control

[AIAA-55A54] p032 H7-20107

Analysis, design, fabrication, and testing of integrally armored crashworthy seats for aircraft

(AD-702733) p058 H7-31030

Management of life support and transportation systems in Arctic regions

(AD-74466) p069 H7-33980

LIFEROAD

Airworth emergency evacuation systems, discussing door designs, inflatable escape slide and slide/lifeboat combination

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p056 H7-42520

LIFT

MT INTERFERENCE LIFT

MT JET LIFT

MT ROTOR LIFT

MT ZERO LIFT

Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on rotor blades due to incident gusts, applying to axial flow turbomachines

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p000 H7-10220

Area rule for change in lift/drag ratio of hypersonic delta wing due to conical body addition on compression side

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p010 H7-12270

Drag and lift experimental determination for low aspect ratio rectangular wings with blunt trailing edges at Mach numbers 0.5-2.2

[AD-788 PAPER 71-138] p006 H7-12712

Inverse integral Fourier transforms to solve steady periodic motions of wing close to solid surface, deriving equations of lift and principal moment

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p039 H7-21701

Unsteady lift on airfoils in moving cascades with inlet axial flow disturbances, estimating lift on reference blade between blade channels

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p029 H7-25608

Lift and pressure fluctuations of canted-airfoil under periodic longitudinal and spanwise gusts, applying to axial flow turbomachines

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p029 H7-25626

Rotation airflow aeroelastic test for verification of Sisselskaaer and Dyer-McCrosker theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift coefficient vs angle of attack

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p031 H7-25612

Contracting or diverging stream mean velocity change effects on tail position, circulation and lift, deriving vortex distribution expression

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p036 H7-32023

Lift and induced drag characteristics of jet flapped finite span wings in close proximity to ground, using method of matched asymptotic expansions

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p040 H7-32827

Rotary vane lift and efficiency increase by circulation control via tangential blowing about blunt trailing edge airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p045 H7-34992

Analysis of attack increase of an airfoil for decelerating flow

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p059 H7-36773

A vortex model for the study of the flow at the rotor blade of a helicopter

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p061 H7-36795

Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in incompressible flow

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p092 H7-37760

Three-dimensional structural and equivalence rule of transonic flows.

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p050 H7-39631

The lift coefficient of a supercavitating jet-flapped foil in a free jet.

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p055 H7-41236

Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layer.

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p055 H7-41264

Turboprop under wings to provide lift and thrust for STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p003 H7-10033

Helicopter lift margin system to aid in determining power requirements for takeoff and landing

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p000 H7-10128

Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin lifting wings and analytic expressions for far field conditions

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p005 H7-11289

Low speed wind tunnel measurements of lift and pitching moments of NACA 0012 rotary wing profiles including measurements during pitching oscillations at stall

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p080 H7-11903

Wind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift control system

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p014 H7-13978

Maximum lift coefficient airfoils developed through optimization of pressure distribution

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p016 H7-14992

Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure distribution on fuselage and two body-wing configurations in transonic flow

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p016 H7-15011

Development of technique for measuring steady state lift loads on aircraft with T-tail configuration and determination of flutter speed

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p029 H7-17951

Lifting potential flow in terms of doublet distribution over body surface and trailing vortex sheet

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p058 H7-18261

Wind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept wing by two dimensional partial-span deflected jet at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 0.30

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p036 H7-21997

Review of work on external flow jet flaps noting lift coefficient

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p043 H7-24998

Simulation study of lift-roll coupling on handling qualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust for roll control

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p056 H7-26002

Development of potential flow and boundary layer methods for calculation of performance of lift systems with significant flow separation

[AIAA PAPER 72-530] p053 H7-29025
LIFT AUGMENTATION

Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position of wings in inviscid supersonic and subsonic flow [NASA-TN-D-6710] p0025 A72-129000
Numerical analysis of lift coefficient increment due to full-span split flap chord for various thickness/chord ratios of wings [EESD-01.01.04] p0635 W72-329900

LIFT AUGMENTATION

Disk-shaped lift engine providing additional thrust during takeoff and transition phases of V/STOL aircraft, returning to ground by jet after takeoff accomplishment p0025 A72-129000
TU-154 lift and drag augmenting devices for takeoff and landing characteristics improvement p0056 A72-134722
Closed loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airflow lifting applications system considering application to helicopter rotor blades p0124 A72-166599
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of vortex augmented unswept wing with leading edge cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing edge flaps [SARE PAPER 720321] p0290 A72-255899
The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft p0492 A72-382949
Methodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift systems characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-797] p0500 A72-381389
Lift and control augmentation by spanwise blowing over trailing edge flaps and control surfaces [AIAA PAPER 72-781] p0500 A72-381409
Augmentor wing design for Buffalo STOL aircraft, discussing operational principle and wind tunnel test results p0550 A72-406899
An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem p0594 A72-433299
Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on turbojet wings [JSME-54789] p0100 A72-129849
Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction characteristics of constant ejectors with application to V/STOL aircraft [AD-733842] p0220 W72-170259
Lift increase of small span-chord ratio wings with lateral fluid jets directed along span of [AD-733858] p0267 W72-190109
Forward speed effect on lift power of two dimensional jet-ground effect support [AIAA PAPER 72-26-26]. p0131 A72-196179
Two dimensional lift characteristics of multi-element airfoils, using potential flow method based on source surface method and finite difference boundary layer method [AIAA PAPER 72-63] p0132 A72-169359
Wind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number effects on boundary layer separation incidence and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device equipped aircraft model p0284 A72-246579
Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector management, lift engine bypass ratio and power plant packaging design [ASEE PAPER 72-97-161] p0299 A72-256799
L-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control, navigation, avionics, communication, electrical, environmental control and auxiliary power systems, discussing structure and high lift devices p0400 A72-324279
Analysis of the interaction of jets and airfoils in two dimensions.

SUBJECT INDEX

LIFT COEFFICIENTS
U AIRBORNE COEFFICIENTS
LIFT DEVICES
LIFT CURVES
LIFT COEFFICIENTS

PROPULSION SYSTEMS
LIFT AUGMENTATION
LIFT DRAG RATIO
LIFT DEVICES
LIFT COEFFICIENTS
LIFT COEFFICIENTS

1. Methodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift systems characteristics [AIAA PAPER 72-797] p0500 A72-381380
2. Lift and control augmentation by spanwise blowing over trailing edge flaps and control surfaces [AIAA PAPER 72-781] p0500 A72-381409
3. Augmentor wing design for Buffalo STOL aircraft, discussing operational principle and wind tunnel test results p0550 A72-406899
4. An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem p0594 A72-433299
5. Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on turbojet wings [JSME-54789] p0100 A72-129849
6. Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction characteristics of constant ejectors with application to V/STOL aircraft [AD-733842] p0220 W72-170259
7. Lift increase of small span-chord ratio wings with lateral fluid jets directed along span of [AD-733858] p0267 W72-190109
8. Forward speed effect on lift power of two dimensional jet-ground effect support [AIAA PAPER 72-26-26]. p0131 A72-196179
10. Wind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number effects on boundary layer separation incidence and maximum lift coefficient of high-lift device equipped aircraft model p0284 A72-246579
11. Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector management, lift engine bypass ratio and power plant packaging design [ASEE PAPER 72-97-161] p0299 A72-256799
12. L-1011 propulsion, fuel, flight control, navigation, avionics, communication, electrical, environmental control and auxiliary power systems, discussing structure and high lift devices p0400 A72-324279
13. Analysis of the interaction of jets and airfoils in two dimensions.

LIFT DRAG RATIO

Tactical approach landing radar tests for low lift drag ratio aircraft in powered flight, using F-104D as test aircraft p0395 A72-316949
Book on airfoil section designs for light aircraft covering wind tunnel studies of lift drag ratio as function of angle of attack p0399 A72-322509
Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic flow with much reflection of shock waves from leading edge with optimal L/D ratio p0460 A72-369939
Jet interference and lift drag ratio of swept wing aircraft with transonic flow above wing [SARE-TN-AERO-1271] p0028 W72-100099
Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt trailing edge designs on two-dimensional airfoil, low lift and drag characteristics of wing profile p0704 W72-118629
Limitations on approach flight paths of V/STOL aircraft including limits on descent angle due to maximum lift drag ratio [NASA-CR-1901] p0165 W7-150019
Flight tests of low lift to drag ratio approach and landing using CV 990 aircraft with similar size and performance characteristics of proposed space shuttle vehicle p0268 W72-190229
Wind tunnel tests of forward-swept overwing turbofan engine model with determination of jet interference effects and lift-dependent drag [ARC-CF-1207] p0527 W7-289989

LIFT DEVICES

Leaning vanes for fan noise reduction, discussing rotor-stator plane fluctuating pressure amplitude decrease and radial distribution modification [AIAA PAPER 72-126] p0128 A72-168239
Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern change due to inlet flow distortion [AIAA PAPER 72-1261] p0311 A72-165269
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design requirements consideration based on common propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan lift solution superiority p0444 A72-246859
Integral and remote powered lift fan engines design for large civilian STOL transports [ASEE PAPER 72-97-85] p0397 A72-256549
Turbojet lift fan design for XV-5 VTOL research aircraft, reviewing changes for future commercial and research transport systems [ASEE PAPER 72-97-111] p0299 A72-256749
LIFTING SURFACES

- Constant phase shift between flapping and action on center of gravity for spring hinged rotor with variable flapping stiffness
- Gust alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic stability
- Test equipment and calibrating tests for lifting rotor load and vibration measurements

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

- German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility
- Small aircraft navigation over 10-400 mile course
- Flight tests of stability augmentation system for commercial applications of quiet light aircraft
- Gust alleviation methods and lifting rotor dynamic techniques for forecasting turbulent weather
- Mathematical model for lifting rotor in vertical flight using matched asymptotic expansions

LIGHT TRANSMISSION

- Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward- and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic, and supersonic regimes
- Lighthill equation and Michalke spectral method

LIGHT SCATTERING

- Human and instrumental observations of aviation visibility, describing measurements of extinction coefficient and light scatter and sensors testing
- Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward- and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic, and supersonic regimes

LIGHT EMISSION

- Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward- and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic, and supersonic regimes
- VHF and UHF radio communications for night operations

LIGHT PROTECTION

- Lightning-protective coatings for boron/epoxy composite materials, discussing high current damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc.
SUBJECT INDEX

LINEAR EQUATIONS
Line equations with periodic coefficients in mathematical models for systems with rotating components, discussing methods for obtaining closed form solutions
p0186 A72-20204

LINEAR FILTERS
Optimal stochastic Kalman filters application to integrated air and submarine navigation systems, discussing measurement errors modeling as bias and colored noise
p0117 A72-12050

Helicopter stability derivative extraction and data processing using Kalman filtering techniques
[AHS PAPPEST 641]
p0407 A72-34501

Model Kalman filter with fictitious noise input for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters applied to A-10 aircraft
p0502 A72-38265

Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data
[AIAA PAPPEST 72-687]
p0504 A72-39082

In-flight alignment and calibration of inertial measurement units, I — General formulation, II — Experimental results
p0551 A72-81079

LIQUID CRYSTALS
Linear programming application to aircraft selection for tactical airlift fleet contingency planning
[AD-736078]
p0191 A72-21468

Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight aircraft skin structures, using linear programming

p0351 A72-29143

Linear programming applied to air traffic prediction noting airline operations for optimal flight
[DLR-FB-71-60]
p0326 N72-20595

Optimal linear programming for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of minimized functional
p0234 A72-23631

Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect of applied vortex model on exactitude of numerical analysis
p0338 N72-11005

Development of theory of vibrations of linear and nonlinear systems and application to calculating vibrations in aircraft engines
[AD-731351]
p0172 A72-15721

Derivation of differential equations for optimal feedback control parameter linear systems
[VT-H-165]
p0279 N72-19663

Design of optimal feedback controller for multivariate linear systems having unstable sensitivity constraints
[NASA-TR-I-56141]
p0387 N72-21195

Optimization of linear stochastic systems using state variable formulation for discrete linear stochastic system
[AD-781873]
p0536 N72-29632

Linear algebraic transformation to determine straight line and second order curve intersection point in aircraft lofting problem
p0265 A72-28742

LIQUID CRYSTALS
Continuous RDT of coalescers/jet fuel filters by liquid crystals, detecting split seams, caps
p0437 N72-25711

LIQUID CRYSTALS
Characteristics
Aircraft hydrocarbon fuel tank lightning protection in airframes, using adhesive bonding, high strength materials and high modulus fiber structures
p0177 A72-18767

Multiple swept stroke flash technique to test lightning effects on aircraft
p0177 A72-18768

Lightning simulation laboratory for aircraft strike testing, using high energy generators
p0178 A72-18774

Lightning current tests of aircraft glass/carbon fiber reinforced plastic materials
p0357 A72-30040

The lightning arrester-connector — A new concept in aircraft electrical protection
p0504 A72-38989

Electrostatic charge on an aircraft and lightning striking the aircraft
p0565 A72-40171

Studying temperature response of metal plate to steady electric arc for determining possible damage to aircraft structures by lightning
[AD-708-1410-11]
p0203 N72-15962

Lightning discharge ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium-alloy aircraft skin
[NASA-CR-120827]
p0224 A72-17949

Lightning initiated by human activities
[AD-735917]
p0337 N72-21392

Lightning triggered by man and lightning hazards
p0482 N72-27101

LIMITATIONS
U CONFINEMENT
LINEAR ARRAYS
Ground based Doppler navigation system for wide range elevation and azimuth aircraft approach guidance, using linear directive antenna array for conical surface definition
p0102 A72-18183

Step-scan landing system technique, using microwave fixed linear array for area coverage with pattern of narrow overlapping individually coded sequentially switched beams
p0117 A72-18397

Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array aircraft landing systems, noting antenna radiation pattern and signal spectra
[AF/DBW-71-155]
p0111 N72-13590

Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array aircraft landing systems emphasizing granularity
[AF/DBW-71-178]
p0389 N72-23663

LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER (LET)
High altitude radiation instrumentation system for dose and linear energy transfer spectral measurements for supersonic transport program
p0224 N72-17722

LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Linear programming application to aircraft selection for tactical airlift fleet contingency planning
[AD-736078]
p0191 A72-21468

Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight aircraft skin structures, using linear programming

p0351 A72-29143

Design of a military air cargo transportation system by use of a large scale mathematical programming model
p0604 A72-45577

Linear programming applied to air traffic prediction noting airline operations for optimal flight
[DLR-FB-71-60]
p0326 N72-20595

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of minimized functional
p0234 A72-23631

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of minimized functional
p0503 A72-38518

Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect of applied vortex model on exactitude of numerical analysis
p0338 N72-11005

Development of theory of vibrations of linear and nonlinear systems and application to calculating vibrations in aircraft engines
[AD-731351]
p0172 A72-15721

Derivation of differential equations for optimal feedback control parameter linear systems
[VT-H-165]
p0279 N72-19663

Design of optimal feedback controller for multivariate linear systems having unstable sensitivity constraints
[NASA-TR-I-56141]
p0387 N72-21195

Identification of linear stochastic systems using state variable formulation for discrete linear stochastic system
[AD-781873]
p0536 N72-29632

LINES (GEOMETRICAL)
Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine straight line and second order curve intersection point in aircraft lofting problem
p0265 A72-28742

LIFTO-FORGOTTEN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
LINING
Engine fan-compressor maximum noise reduction for given aircraft configuration by acoustic linings on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
p0183 A72-19268

Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of wall shear layers
p0584 N72-10023

Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable transonic wind tunnel nozzle
[NPL-ADOR-NOTE-1098]
p0300 N72-10023

LINING
U JOINING
LIQUID GASES
DT LIQUID NITROGEN
BT LIQUID OXYGEN
LIQUID COOLING
BT FILM COOLING
Flightweight components and water cooled test adapters for hypersonic engine
[NASA-71-11025]
p0487 N72-25711

LIQUID CRYSTALS
Continuous RDT of coalescers/jet fuel filters by liquid crystals, detecting split seams, caps
p0437 N72-25711
### LIQUID DYNAMICS

Loaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy filled voids: [ASME PAPER 72-DE-25] p0362 A72-30667

Development of air navigation system using liquid crystals and electronic equipment to determine direction to selected VOR station [NASA-CR-112062] p0389 A72-23664

### LIQUID DYNAMICS

#### U OIL DYNAMICS

LIQUID INJECTION

- WATER INJECTION

LIQUID METALS

- Liquid metal regenerator design and test evaluation for gas turbine engine fuel consumption improvement [ASME PAPER 72-GT-53] p0295 A72-25629
- Cryogenic and liquid metal technology applications in industry and for ground transportation [NASA-TM-X-68092] p0486 A72-27737

#### LIQUID NITROGEN

Testing of liquid nitrogen as aircraft engine fire extinguishant [FAA-RD-71-81] p0095 A72-11940

Flight tests to determine effectiveness of liquid nitrogen fuel tank inertsing system for fire prevention on DC-9 aircraft [FAA-RD-72-5] p0579 A72-30769

#### LIQUID OXYGEN

LOI supply systems installation for civil transport aircraft crew and/or passenger breathing oxygen [SAR AIR 1223] p0301 A72-26030

#### LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

Soviet book on thermal and gas dynamic design of gas turbines in aircraft and liquid propellant rocket engines, covering three dimensional flows, temperature distribution, component cooling, etc p0970 A72-15246

Mirage 3E liquid propellant auxiliary rocket engine, discussing intercept performance enhancement p1126 A72-16708

Liquid propellant rocket engines for racing cars and aircraft p0525 A72-28966

### LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

- NT CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
- LIQUID METALS
- NT FOAM

Hydrothermodynamic foundations of hydrofoil engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient and power efficiency p0247 A72-25120

### LIQUIDS

- NT CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
- HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
- NT LIQUID METALS
- NT LIQUID NITROGEN
- NT LIQUID OXYGEN

### LITERATURE

NT BIOGRAPHY

NT DOCUMENTATION

Summary of literature on altimeter display relating to aircraft height [FAA-87-86] p0838 A72-25826

### LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)

Airport apron surface pavement strain measurements under field loading conditions, cones of liquid static and dynamic loads with finite element method p0002 A72-10192

Structural sandwich panel design, establishing simple stress and deflection formulas under transverse loading based on tests evaluating balsa or laminate core p0009 A72-10723

Shear and direct stresses on fuselage model cross section due to concentrated radial loads on frame comparing measurement with prediction by matrix force analysis p0184 A72-18322

Wilco 3 aircraft structure service life from structural fatigue theory and tests, emphasizing operational load distribution measurement p0196 A72-21634

- WING LOAD DISTRIBUTION AND INDUCED DRAG CONTROL BY VARING, SUMMARIZING LINEAR THEORY AND WIND tunnel test results p0240 A72-28218

A consistent approach for treating distributed loading in the matrix force method. p0557 A72-41261

Application of leading-edge-suction analogy to prediction of longitudinal load distribution of vortex lift for delta wings [NASA-TW-D-69944] p0636 A72-32997

### LOAD FACTORS

- LOADS (FORCES)

LOAD TESTS

- STRUCTURAL LOAD TESTS

Structural acoustic monitor system for airframe structural proof testing, providing multichannel recording and aural monitoring of acoustic data derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers p0240 A72-24146

Low temperature environmental chamber for F-111 proof load testing, describing components of cold air forced convection recirculation system p0402 A72-32612

#### LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)

LOADS (FORCES)

- NT AERO_DYNAMIC LOADS
- NT AXIAL LOADS
- NT BLAST LOADS
- NT COMPRESSION LOADS
- NT CRITICAL LOADING
- NT CYCLIC LOADS
- NT DYNAMIC LOADS
- NT GESE LOADS
- NT IMPACT LOADS
- NT LANDING LOADS
- NT RANDOM LOADS
- NT ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
- NT SHOCK LOADS
- NT STATIC LOADS
- NT THRUST LOADS
- NT TRANSIENT LOADS
- NT VIBRATION LOADS
- NT WING LOADING

Stability and control dynamics of helicopter hovering with heavy slung load, analyzing maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous motion [AHS PAPER 630] p0845 A72-34488

The New Zealand light aircraft fatigue meter program p0609 A72-48735

Statistical evaluation of operational load forces on undercarriage of P-104 aircraft [AD-LE-TRANS-1591] p0101 A72-12999

### LOCALIZATION

- U POSITION (LOCATION)

LOCATION

- NT LOAD DIRECTION (LOCATION)

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT

- NT ELECTRA AIRCRAFT

LOCKHEED MILITARY AIRCRAFT

- NT MILITARY AIRCRAFT

LOCKS (FOAMING)

Development of sprayable urethane sealant for protection of heated areas on aircraft structures [AD-727592] p0035 A72-10489

### LOADING

Computer calculation of second order curve segment discriminant in geometrical problem associated with aircraft loading, assessing method accuracy p0385 A72-28739

Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine straight line and second order curve intersection point in aircraft loading problem p0385 A72-28742
and selected Reynolds numbers
[RSA-THK-6-2511] p0331 p72-21005

MACH NUMBER
Finite difference method for transonic airfoil design for wide range of angles of attack and MACH numbers
p0139 a72-17629

Rectangular skin panel vibration modes: aerodynamic damping dependence on Mach number, dynamic pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary layer thickness
[AILA PAPER -72-402] p0217 a72-25423

Noise measurements during shock free and underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold model jet at moderate exit Mach number
p0095 a72-32017

Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic critical Mach number, F
p0449 a72-36744

MACHINE LIFE
U SERVICE LIFE
MACHINE STORAGE
U COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
MACHINE TOOLS
MT BOARING MACHINES
Large automated tape placement machine tool design and construction for laying up aircraft structures from composite materials
p0196 a72-21690

Automatic riveting machine for fuel tank aircraft structures, describing process, technique and machine design details and features
p0232 a72-22906

MACHINERY
p0614 a72-45351

MACHINING
MT ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING
Warpage control of large al alloy forgings. machining of iumbo jet components, using packing and storage methods
[SAE PAPER 710801] p0006 a72-10280

Heat treatment and machining for distortion control of large al alloy forgings for DC 10 aircraft
p0228 a72-22476

Surface integrity machining practices application to jet engines production, noting cost reduction and process selection and quality control improvement
[ASM PAPER W 72-27-2,] p0314 a72-28163

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
Surface treatment and protective coatings for magnesium aircraft parts
[AD-729651] p0160 n72-18580

Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum and magnesium alloys
[J63-175] p0535 n72-29570

MAGNETIC ANOMALIES
ASK aircraft magnetic anomaly detection/MAD/ system range limitation due to residual maneuver noise, discussing real time compensation for geomagnetic gradient interference
p0560 a72-42322

MAGNETIC COILS
Superconducting coil design for magnetic suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance
p0242 a72-24759

MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and disturbed times.
p0603 a72-44513

MAGNETIC EFFECTS
Magnetic simulation of gravity for wind tunnel investigations of aircraft jetison processes, considering Freude number and relationships between model and full scale aircraft
p0232 a72-28775

MAGNETIC FIELDS
MT GEOMAGNETISM
Development of magnetic artificial gravity test facility for use in wind tunnel tests to simulate separation of external stores from aircraft in flight
[NASA-CP-1955] p0266 a72-19000

Magnetic method for detection of aircraft position relative to runway
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10179-1] p0373 a72-22619

MAGNETIC FORCE WELDING TO FORM T JOINTS BETWEEN JET ENGINE PARTS OF DISSIMILAR THICKNESS
[RSA-CASE-LWN-10532-2] p0855 a72-25479

MAGNETIC INDUCTION
Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry for changing inductive field of aircraft moving through varying geomagnetic field
p0439 a72-25435

MAGNETIC MATERIALS
MT PERMAGNETIC MATERIALS
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
Approaches to verification and solution of magnetic particle inspection problems.
p0610 a72-48593

Fluorescent magnetometers and closely related devices
-Bibliography
[DTI-GEOPHYS-PAPERS-R-22] p0324 a72-20409

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MT GEOMAGNETISM
MT MAGNETIC EFFECTS
MT MAGNETIC INDUCTION
MT MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
MAGNETIC RECORDING
PARK VIT digital magnetic tape recording system for aircraft flight test data acquisition, discussing components
p0412 a72-33629

Airborne recording of ILS guidance signals and determination of beam bending effects
[BAT-VTH-70222] p0156 n72-12590

MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
Electromagnetic suspension - Conference, Southampton, England, July 1971
p0242 a72-24756

Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance facility of supersonic wind tunnel for dynamic stability studies
p0242 a72-24757

Superconducting coil design for magnetic suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance
p0242 a72-24759

Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model in magnetic wind tunnel balance system, using field equations
p0243 a72-24765

Data acquisition and reduction for model aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel facility
p0243 a72-24766

Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous based cone models and slender wings at subsonic speed, using magnetic suspension and balance system
p0243 a72-24769

Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance on wind tunnel model delta and AGARD G wing platforms and body of revolution
p0243 a72-24770

Magnetic balance measurements of aerodynamic forces on spheres and slender cones in hypersonic low density wind tunnels, noting sting effect
p0243 a72-24771

Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic balance wind tunnel system for spinning aircraft configurations and subsonic flow regimes
p0244 a72-24776

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
U MAGNETIC RECORDING
U TAPE RECORDER
MAGNETIC TAPE
Ground station data reduction equipment for airborne analog and digital magnetic tape data acquisition system
[AIR/RE-130] p0275 n72-19238

MAGNETOGRAPHY
U MAGNETOMETERS
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
MAGNETOMETERS
MT VARIOMETERS
Fluxgate magnetometers and closely related devices
-Bibliography
[DTI-GEOPHYS-PAPERS-R-22] p0324 a72-20409

Approximate compensation in airborne magnetometry for changing inductive field of aircraft moving through varying geomagnetic field
p0439 a72-25435
HAGNETIC THERAPY
U HAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
HAGNETIC PHENOMENON
HAGNETIC TAIL
Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and disturbed times.

HAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS
U HAGNETIC ACCELERATION
HAGNETIC CARPET
HAGNETIC EFFECT
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MANAGEMENT

Remotely manned vehicles /AVV/ application in aerial warfare; considering antiaircraft defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and role of man during combat mission

Pilot trainer transfer function identification for man-machine and on-line adaptive control system using analog/hybrid computer

Aircraft copilot assistance to pilot in flight phases, emphasizing takeoff and landing and man-machine system reliability

Aircraft inertial navigation system, discussing mode selection unit, digital computer and control display for operator communication with system

Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model relating pilot performance to air to ground weapon delivery accuracy

Historical development of right and left hand patterns in homeownership, land vehicle, ship and aircraft control and navigation

Area navigation systems integration into existing ATC and man-machine relationship problems; considering cockpit workload coordination

An area navigation system for a long range airplane

Application of linear mathematical model to represent human operator performance in controlling attacking fighter aircraft

Development of model to determine effects of pilot performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of tactical weapon delivery

Simulation of wind, system data rate, and contingency event variables during steep descent of vertical lift aircraft under instrument conditions to determine pilot performance

Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data link for air traffic control information transfer requirements

Guidance and control display design for aircraft and spacecraft - conference

Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot performance, and system design implications for pilot capability and limitations

Importance of advanced information gives to pilots considered as element in automatic control system [HEPT-64]

Performance tests of tilting, simulating tests for aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of biomechanical adequacy

Man machine interactive display computer system with application to fuselage design [JSDF-121]

SUBJECT INDEX

[AD-736410] Development and operation of management control system for efficient scheduling and utilization of commercial air transportation facilities

Development and operation of management control system for efficient scheduling and utilization of commercial air transportation facilities

MANAGEMENT METHODS

[AD-720268] Development and operation of management control system for efficient scheduling and utilization of commercial air transportation facilities

MANAGEMENT PLANNING

[AD-736251] Development and operation of management control system for efficient scheduling and utilization of commercial air transportation facilities

Development of multichannel pilot performance and system design implications for pilot capability and limitations

Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance planning of an air force wing

Development of discrete address beacon system to provide improved surveillance and ground to air communication in support of air traffic control automation

Proceedings of International Aviation Maintenance Symposium discussion on jet engine maintenance planning and evaluation

Organization and operation of Federal Aviation Administration Maintenance, analysis Center

Management planning and operation of test facilities for effective application to development of systems and equipment for aerospace vehicles

Numerical analysis of flight planning and air traffic control procedures for civil aviation

Development of automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system of maintenance for military aircraft - Vol. 1

Concept formulation for automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic procedures applied to maintenance of military aircraft - Vol. 2

Transportation planning for airports and intercity terminals

Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic control systems and application to long range planning, management decisions and system performance evaluation

Statistical analysis of maintenance policies on utilization rate of transport aircraft

Development of plan for navigation systems improvements for civil aviation and maritime requirements

Development of adaptive scheduling procedure for aircraft maintenance and inspection planning

Effective civil and military aircraft maintenance and inspection planning

Inspect and repair as necessary (IRAN) procedure effectiveness for depot maintenance of F-106
MANEUVER CONTROL

MT VISUAL CONTROL
Dynamic manned vehicle cockpit simulator for visual and aural effects and acceleration...

Optimal solutions for apportionment between manual and manual flight control, considering...

Historical development of right and left hand patterns in horsemanship, land vehicle, ship...

An optimal model-following flight control system for manual control...

MT MECHANICAL CONTROL
Investigation of parameters and factors governing manual control of STOL aircraft in landing approach...

Development of procedures for improving readability of maintenance manuals and evaluation of reading difficulty level...

Manual stabilization and positioning of hovering VTOL aircraft using indicating instrument and artificial horizon...

MT ELECTRONIC CONTROL
Design-10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing section/subject format, methods, planned area...

Development of procedures for improving readability of maintenance manuals and evaluation of reading difficulty level...

Manual for programmers for intercity aircraft...

MT HELICOPTER CONTROL
...transmission effectiveness computer programs...

......manual for propeller noise detectability program...

MT AIRCRAFT CONTROL
Mark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system and procedures for correcting misalignment...

Castings manual for steels and aluminum, magnesium and copper alloys in aeronautical manufacturing...

Computer manual for approximation satellite terminal system evaluation model...

AIRCRAFT DESIGN PRODUCIBILITY
Dynamic aircraft design productivity to reduce production cost and enhance product profitability, using joint engineering and manufacturing team...

Semifinished product production technology influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties, composites forging, rolling, casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder metallurgy...

Design and development of numerically controlled machine for laying composite tape used in building aircraft structure from filament reinforced resin matrix composite materials...

APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE WITH PROJECTED MAP NAVIGATION SYSTEMS IN MILITARY HELICOPTERS...

MAPPING
U.S. Navy cartography, describing RQ-38 Skywarrior capabilities and photographic instrumentation...

Wake and clear air turbulence, wind shear, upsets, thunderstorms, and turbulence mapping...

Flight tests of air navigation equipment to determine accuracy of position location for small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in Arctic regions...
Mathematical models cover:

- Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra ratio derivation with application to noise suppression

- A vortex model for the study of the flow at the rotor blade of a helicopter

- STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance

- A method for increasing thrust reverser utilization on STOL aircraft

- An optimal model-following flight control system for manual control

- An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of terminal area ATC operation

- Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow turbomachinery aerodynamic sound generation including flow effects on radiation

- Ground and torque relation to swivel angle and lateral displacement of wheel rim plane, using string model for tire

- Application of wall corrections to transonic wind tunnel data

- Mathematical model for dynamics simulation of aircraft turboprop engines, using digital, analog and hybrid computers

- A digital model of jet engine hydraulic fuel controller

- Statistical forecasting models for USAF CONUS outbound cargo airlift requirements by averaging and exponential smoothing models

- Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft scheduling models

- Lifting rotor flow notching wake models

- Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect of applied vortex model on exactitude of numerical analysis

- Mathematical models for studying incoherent and coherent structures of aerodynamically generated noise

- Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past two dimensional airfoil

- Fan and compressor noise evaluation, and model formulation and testing

- Development of analytical flow configuration models for designing supersonic air breathing propulsion systems

- Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire antenna and derivation of equations of motion

- Mathematical model for effects of conical thickness distribution on separated flow past slender delta wings with small thickness/span ratios and sharp leading edges

- Linearized mathematical models with stability derivatives and equations of motion for two representative STOL aircraft

- Linear and angular acceleration terminology, human vibration and vehicle performance

- Mathematical model for lifting rotors in vertical flight using matched asymptotic expansions

- Mathematical model for effect of lift engine position on eigenfrequencies of lift jet powered VTOL aircraft in hovering flight

- Mathematical model for determining flight performance of Concorde aircraft

- Conventional and reliability theories for analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection intervals for military and civil aircraft

- Mathematical model for computing aerodynamic forces acting on hinged helicopter rotor blades using digital computer

- Computerized simulation model for studying performance of air bag

- Mathematical model for liftin lifting rotors in vertical flight using matched asymptotic expansions

- Vortex distribution technique applied to three-dimensional bodies moving through incompressible fluid

- Mathematical models for determining flight performance of Concorde aircraft

- Dynamic theory of flutter for rotation of fluid wing

- Development of mathematical model for evaluating compatibility of flight crew personnel and aircraft crew stations on commercial aircraft - Vol. 4

- Mathematical models for analyzing quasi-one-dimensional flow across face seals and narrow slots of turbine engines

- Mathematical model for multipath analysis from analog magnetic recordings generated during experimental flights

- Mathematical models for determining effects of voice communication constraints on air traffic control in terminal control sectors

- Gradient technique for determining improved aircraft flight paths to reduce kill probability by antiaircraft gunfire

- Mathematical model for predicting rotor noise of lifting rotor or propeller

- Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh
Physical models of clear air turbulence based on summertime observation of turbulent zones

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

MATRICES (CIRCUITS)
Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator groups constructed from these whose radiation directions are controlled by a conduction matrix

MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)

NT ADJOINTS
NT EIGENVALUES
' Flight' mechanics derivative transformations by matrix methods for changing coordinate or independent variable systems

Dykele-Sondeh-175
Super sonic aerodynamic influence coefficients matrices calculation for wings of arbitrary planform, constructing computer program

Development of algorithms based on matrix methods for solution of wind tunnel force-balance equations and iterative solution using automatic computer reduction

Linear elastic theory and matrix methods for calculating structural oscillations in rotated arrow wings

MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
Multivariable and multioutput linear and nonlinear dynamic systems maximum likelihood identification based on state vector formulation and optimal filter use

A generalized method for the identification of aircraft stability and control derivatives from flight test data.

Maximum likelihood technique for estimating deviations from parent population of aircraft fatigue failures determined from sample containing failed and non-failed members

Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of/ jet fighter aircraft extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation

Maximum likelihood technique used to extract aerodynamic parameters of Navion airplane from flight test data

Maximum likelihood parameter estimation for extracting stability and control derivatives of aircraft from flight test data using real-time digital computer

Application of maximum likelihood estimation from flight test data to determine lateral control and stability derivatives for jet fighter aircraft

MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE
Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear feedback control law deriving maximum principle by digital computer program

McDONNELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

MEASUREMENTS

MEASURING APPARATUS

GENERAL INDEX

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

NT ACCELEROMETERS
NT ALTIMETERS
NT ANEMOMETERS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT ATOMIC CLOCKS
NT ATTITUDE INDICATORS
NT CLOCKS
NT CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
NT COUNTERS
NT DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
NT DIRECTION FINDERS
NT ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS
NT FLIGHT LOAD RECORDERS
NT FLIGHT RECORDERS
NT FLOWMETERS
NT GYRO HORIZONS
NT GYROCOMPASSES
NT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
NT HOT-WIRE FLOWMETERS
MT HYDROMETERS
MT INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRAEIRD DETECTORS
NT INFRAEIRD INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRAEIRD SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
NT INTERFREQUENCY
NT MAGNOMETERS
NT METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
NT MICROWAVE INTERFREQUENCY
NT NOISE METERS
NT OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL PYROMETERS
NT OPTICAL RANGERS
NT OPTICAL SCAanners
NT OXGEN ANALYZERS
NT POSITION INDICATORS
NT PRESSURE GAGES
NT RADIATION COUNTERS
NT RADIATION DETECTORS
MT RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MT RADIATION PYROMETERS
MT RADIO ALTIMETERS
MT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
MT RADIOLOCATORS
MT RANGE FINDERS
MT RADARONDEWERS
MT SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
MT SPECTROMETERS
MT THERMOMETERS
MT THERMISTORS
MT TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MT TIDALIOMETERS
MT TORQUE METERS
MT VARIOMETERS
MT WEATHER DATA RECORDERS
MT WEIGHT INDICATORS
MT WIND VANE

F-16 aerial fighter aircraft flight test programs, discussing instrumentation and low-speed test results

p0910 A72-21005
MECHANICAL DRIVES

Electromagnetic position sensor for magnetically supported model in wind tunnel, discussing design, operation principles and performance  
AIAA Paper 72-24773

Computerized aircraft landing measurement systems for civil airport, using optical, magnetic and IA sensors  
AIAA Paper 72-33627

The impact of accelerimeter techniques on the performance of inertial navigation systems.  
[AIAA Paper 72-850]  
A time-frequency localization system applied to acoustic certification of aircraft.  
[AIAA Paper 72-836]  
International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, Miami, Fla., May 15-17, 1972, Proceedings.

Variable impedance transducer measuring instruments for in-flight aircraft performance tests under environmental thermal effects  
AIAA Paper 72-8495

Equipment for measuring aircraft noise in flight and computer analysis of data  
[NASA-TN-F-12588]

Catalog of devices and techniques for boundary layer and wake measurements on flight vehicles  
AIAA Paper 72-16920

MECHANICAL DRIVES

HT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE

Reduction of noise and acoustic-frequency vibrations in aircraft transmissions.  
[AHS PREPRINT 664]

Analysis of gear reduction concepts for power train systems used with low bypass ratio engines  
[NASA-CR-72735]

Development of criteria for application of composite materials in construction of helicopter synchronizing drive shafts  
[AD-735929]

Design analysis of rotating plate drive for 2000 horse power helicopter rotor gearbox  
[NASA-TM-X-68117]

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power trains by application of vibration and acoustics technology  
[AD-743073]

Reliability engineering of aft transmission planetary carrier bearing nut in mechanical drive assembly of CH-46 helicopter  
[AD-743073]

Development and characteristics of core turbine for driving single and two stage fans in turboshaft engine simulator  
[NASA-TM-X-68130]

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Reduction of water pollution, development of railway track switch heater, lubrication under cold weather conditions, and research projects conducted by mechanical and aeronautical engineering facilities  
[DRE/NAE-1971(3)]

Engineering information service for aeronautical engineering, mechanical engineering, industrial fluid mechanics, and stress and strength  
AIAA Paper 72-39562

MECHANICAL IMPULSE

Conference papers on shock and vibration including specifications, mechanical impedance, and transportation and packaging  
[AD-739574]

AIAA Paper 72-26015

MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT

HT DRAG MEASUREMENT

HT FLOW MEASUREMENT

HT FRICITION MEASUREMENT

HT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

HT STRESS MEASUREMENT

HT THROUST MEASUREMENT

HT VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

HT VIBRATION MEASUREMENT

HT WIND MEASUREMENT

HT WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

Noncontact rotating shaft horsepower measurement, using phase displacement technique  
[AIAA Paper 72-07-29]  
AIAA Paper 72-25625

MECHANICAL OSCILLATORS

HT GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS

Oscillating balance system for stability derivation measurements in supersonic wind tunnels  
AIAA Paper 72-26348

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

HT AEREOELASTICITY

HT COMPREHENSIVE STRENGTH

HT CRIPH EMPIRE STRENGTH

HT CREEP STRENGTH

HT DUCTILITY

HT ELASTIC PROPERTIES

HT ELASTOPLASTICITY

HT FATIGUE LIMIT

HT FLEXIBILITY

HT HIGH STRENGTH

HT HYDRAULIC STRENGTH

HT NOTCH SENSITIVITY

HT PROPORTIONAL LIMIT

HT STAINLESS

HT SHELL STABILITY

HT STIFFNESS

HT STRUCTURAL CYCLES

HT STRUCTURAL STABILITY

HT TENSILE CREEP

HT TENSILE STRENGTH

HT THERMAL RESISTANCE

HT THERMOELASTICITY

HT WELD STRENGTH

HT WIND STRENGTH

Parachute canopy fabrics and rigging lines cording properties requirements, considering nylon, polypropylene, silk, cotton and nonwoven aramid-reinforced fabrics  
AIAA Paper 72-38234

Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength, performance properties, fabrication processes and tooling concepts  
[AIAA Paper 71-2105]

Semi-finished product production technology influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties, considering forging, rolling, casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder metallurgy  
AIAA Paper 72-18647

Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft, presenting mechanical properties test data for different composite configurations  
AIAA Paper 72-19062

Bolted connections strength in graphite fiber-reinforced composites reinforced by comolaminated boron film  
AIAA Paper 72-25476

Chemically strengthened glass for ejection-throwable frangible canopy design in aircraft emergency escape systems, noting protection against ejection injuries  
AIAA Paper 72-127016

Mechanical properties of high temperature steels and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks and blades  
AIAA Paper 72-31703

Russian book - Handbook of aircraft materials  
AIAA Paper 72-40859

Heat treatment and mechanical properties of titanium alloys for aerospace industry application  
NLK-T-71003-D-BFY

Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes caused by artificial weathering noting glass transition temperature and flexibility measurements  
AIAA Paper 72-20519

Mechanical properties of gas turbine vanes and disks  
JPRS-55987

Mechanical properties of gas turbine disk material after operation  
AIAA Paper 72-24825

Comparing characteristics of advanced composites with those of conventional aircraft materials  
AIAA Paper 72-29595

MECHANICAL RESONANCE

HT RESONANT VIBRATION

MECHANICAL SHOCK

Springs constants for shock analysis of aircraft carrier catapult installations
[AD-729269] Conference on mechanical shock and vibration
damping of aerospace structures
[AD-723384] Conference papers on shock and vibration including
specifications, mechanical impedance, and
transportation and packaging
[AD-739574] Conference on shock and vibration analysis of
structural components of ships, flight vehicles,
and ordnance items
[AD-739578] MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
Mechanics fundamentals in aerodynamical aircraft
analysis, noting force concept and Newton theory
p0361 A72-30817

MECHANISATION
Hybrid mechanical-electrical mechanizing
techniques for aircraft flight control systems
p0854 A72-35576

MEDICAL SCIENCE
MT PSYCHIATRY
MEETINGS
U CONFERENCES
Melting Points
Surface patterns from ablation, melting and
dissolving materials in supersonic flow of wind
tunnel, rocket motor and flight test
environments, comparing with theory
[ ALAA PAPER 72-313 ]
p0285 A72-25247

MEMBRANE ANALOGY
U MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
U STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
MT SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Evaluation of experimental membranes, nonskid
composites, adhesives, and earth anchors used in
constructing assalt type runways for military
aircraft
[ AD-729803 ]
p0157 A72-14286

MEMBRANE THEORY
U MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
U STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MEMBRANES
MT MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
MT SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
MEMORY STORAGE UNITS
U COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
MEMORATOR PROJECTION
Polar navigation with transverse mercator
 technique for aircraft using secant geared
ground position indicators
p0002 A72-10181

MERIDIONAL FLOW
Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor
impressor with meridional stream acceleration.
[ DAE-721A ]
p0614 A72-45371
FORTRAN program for calculating velocities in
meridional plane of centrifugal compressor
[ NASA-TN-D-56701 ]
p0294 A72-17998

MESOSPHERE
Airscar atmosphere flow measurements of
horizontal and vertical motions on mesoscales,
using inertial reference system
p0359 A72-30300

METAL BONDING
MT METAL-METAL BONDING
Forging techniques and applications for YF-12A
aircraft Ti alloy bulkhead production,
considering diffusion bonding and die shaming
p0069 A72-14914
Solid state joining in gas turbine engines,
discussing diffusion bonding, friction welding
and coextrusion metal bonding
[ SAE PAPER 72-GT-74 ]
p0297 A72-25566
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
[ SAE PAPER AD 72-710 ]
p0058 A72-36526
Concept development and feasibility analysis of
aircraft metal structures reinforced with
filamentary composites
[ NASA-CP-1053 ]
p0160 A72-14505
Preparation of titanium surfaces by
phosphate-fluoride method prior to adhesive
bonding procedures and application to US-1
helicopter structures
[ AD-732353 ]
p0208 A72-16355

METAL COATINGS
MT ALUMINUM COATINGS
MT NICKEL COATINGS
Ent corrosion resistant Pt-Al coating for high
temperature aircraft engine Ni alloy components,
presenting cyclic sulfidation and thermal shock
test results
p0184 A72-19573
Ion sputtering process used to deposit coating
compounds on titanium alloy gear teeth
[ AD-729839 ]
p0100 A72-16404

METAL COBRAIION
U COBRAIION
METAL FATIGUE
Residual buckling strength of Al alloy elastic
column with fatigue crack
[ SESA PAPER 719104 ]
p0014 A72-11511
Fatigue damage nondestructive detection,
discussing inspection methods, equipment,
advantages, limitations and test results
[ AD-714177 ]
p0020 A72-12498
Jet engine component overhaul procedures for
fatigue damage repair, detailing distressed
metal removal, replacement and welding techniques
p0020 A72-12499
Ti alloys fatigue strength, stress concentration
sensitivity and crack sizes effects at normal
and high temperature under cyclic loads
p0304 A72-26821

Aviation fuels and additives effect on steel
endurance limit at room temperature
p0354 A72-29487
Vibrational shot peening as a method of increasing
the fatigue strength of critical aircraft elements
p0508 A72-39802
Gas turbine blades of cast ZhS6K heat resistant
alloy, investigating structural strength from
fatigue test data
p0598 A72-43738
Gas turbine blade models of heat resistant ZhS6K
alloy under operational temperature variations,
observing fatigue strength
p0598 A72-43735
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor discs under variable stresses from
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
p0598 A72-43736

The application of Ti-6Al-4V titanium to
helicopter fatigue loaded components.
[ AD-729808 ]
p0608 A72-44732
Theoretical and analytical aspects of metal
fatigue failure and relationships to fracture
mechanics
[ AD-725028 ]
p0036 A72-10957
Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A
aircraft
[ AD-739681 ]
p0624 A72-32058

METAL FILMS
High light transmission electrically conducting
Hyvix and gold film laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heating applications
p0357 A72-30038

METAL FINSHERING
MT SHOP SheetiNG
METAL FORMING
U FORGING
U FORMING TECHNIQUES
U METAL WORKING

METAL JOINTS
MT SPOT WELDS
MT WELDED JOINTS
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and
testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal
load and pressure cycling
p0199 A72-21938
Ar-He microplasmas welding of thin Cr steel sheets
with narrow seams for aircraft engines and
precision equipment casings
p0228 A72-22548

Calculation of the tightness of threshold joints of
gas turbine engine rotor bearings
p0507 A72-39589

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
High strength, stiffness and low density
properties of boron/aluminum matrix composites
in flight structures
p0208 A72-16355
Meteorological information assistance for Concorde aircraft test flights, discussing high tropospheric turbulence and lower stratospheric temperature predictions and instruments 

Aeronautical requirements for meteorological reporting and instruments at aerodromes, discussing ground winds, visibility, runway range, weather, temperature and pressure observations

Application of thermistor mass flow rate sensor to aircraft meteorological instruments

Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of aircraft environmental meteorological parameters

Acoustic ray path method for computing atmospheric conditions effect on aircraft noise propagation, using digital computer

Low flight altitude atmospheric parameters spatial and temporal variability effects on aircraft flyover noise measurement

Synoptic meteorological parameters vs CAT encountered in stratosphere by KS-70 airplane, presenting frequency distributions and probability tables

Meteorological information requirements for V/STOL aircraft design, airport location, runway orientation, aircraft operations and ATC simulation

Atmospheric meteorological characteristics effects on Concorde supersonic flight performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior and passenger comfort

Meteorological data analysis for CAT encounter of Boeing 747 flight over Nantucket Island on 4 November 1970

Meteorological effects on SST performance, considering temperature, wind, turbulence, hydrometeor, ozone and radiation effects

Analysis of meteorological conditions under which condensation trails are formed by water in aircraft engine exhaust

Meteorological data acquisition procedures for monitoring changes in atmospheric parameters at low altitudes to support aircraft flyover noise measurements

Development of method for predicting occurrence of fog and stratus formations at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida

Special events of meteorological origin affecting civil jet aircraft operations obtained from flight recorders for period Jan. 1966 to Nov. 1968

Development of techniques and equipment for conducting programs to identify presence of clear air turbulence and warn high altitude, high speed aircraft

Influence of atmospheric structure and composition on supersonic flight

Meteorological parameter comparison for aircraft and missiles measurements

Aviation weather forecasting improvements due to radar, computer, satellite and high speed communications contributions

Single engine aircraft borne weather radar with electronically scanned steerable phased array antennas

Radar observation of weather conditions for aircraft flight

Aviation weather forecasting improvements due to radar, computer, satellite and high speed communications contributions

Military weather forecasting requirements by 1980, discussing decision making, data processing, satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts, display and computer flight planning

Meteorological information assistance for Concorde aircraft test flights, discussing high tropospheric turbulence and lower stratospheric temperature predictions and instruments

Aircraft in-flight monitoring instruments for meteorological service in U.S.

Automated meteorological telemetry and interrogation response system with terminal extensions for Paris airport


Pacific Ocean meteorological data collection from military and civil aircraft in-flight reports, discussing computer processing for daily analysis and monthly and seasonal means

Automatic position reporting, ATC communication, weather information and message identification via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing operational and maintenance requirements

Meteorological and takeoff and landing information transmission by proposed automated meteorological and information service, discussing air-ground data link

Supersonic diffusion flame in duct configuration to study mixing with combustion of two parallel methane and air flows

Slush, boiling methane and methane mixture characteristics, noting advantages as potential rocket fuel and motor vehicle fuels

Design and tests of two insulation systems for liquid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft

Linearized method of characteristics application to supersonic flow past oscillating flat plate cascades with supersonic leading edge local grid

Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow conditions with full and partial admission.
METROLOGY

predicting performance by method of characteristics
Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic inlets using method of characteristics including pitch disk problem

[NAVY-RT-183]

p0266 W72-19005

METROLOGY

System methodology application to filter design for inertial reference unit calibration in digital test station for PB-111 aircraft navigation system

p0237 W72-23820

METHODS

U METROLOGY

METROPOLITAN AREAS

U CITIES

MICROHAN

Cost analysis and operational procedures of effective short range, high density computer transportation system for Metropolitan Detroit

{NASA-GE-111340}
p0036 W72-10994

MICROBIOLOGY

Corrosion properties of aircraft structure fluid containing noting corrosion tests and microbiological action on Britannia Comet Aircraft

p0573 W72-30015

MICROCIRCUTS

U MICROELECTRONICS

MICROBIOLOGY

For regime over international airport in Sofia plain, and multifactor discriminant analysis method for forecasting

{WUL-22087-[5826.89]}
p0522 W72-28610

MICROELECTRONICS

Planar coax micropackaging of microparaters for aircraft navigation and military systems, noting environmental tests

p0115 W72-15772

Development and characteristics of microelectronics equipment for improved reliability and reduced weight and size of electronic components

p0278 W72-19444

Microelectronics and rotary transformers for obtaining reliable data channels in rotating shaft system

{NASA-TM-68112}
p0580 W72-30776

MICROBIOLOGY

Microelectronic measurements of earth surface temperature by airborne radiometers

{NASA-TT-P-14139}
p0260 W72-18621

MICROCONSTRUCTIATION

Aircraft microinsulator IMS with transistor and localizer antenna to provide pilot with bearing and glide slope information for alignment with runway

p0307 W72-27106

MICROPLASMAS

Ar-H microplasma welding of thin Cr steel sheets with narrow seams for aircraft engines and precision equipment casings

p0228 W72-22568

MIIROSTRUCTUKE

Ti alloy fatigue strength, strain concentration sensitivity and grain sizes effects at normal and high temperature under cyclic loads

p0304 W72-26621

Development of nondestructive test methods for detection of early fatigue and fracture damage in metals and alloys

{FAD-730148}
p0224 W72-17937

Microstructural analysis to determine corrosion causes of rudder hub flanges

{W72-07/1B-982/G7/

p0517 W72-28132

MICROTOPOGRAPHY

U TERRAIN

MICROEAMPLIFIERS

Single and dual gate FET integrated amplifiers in C band

p0408 W72-37270

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

MT LENS ANTENNAS

MT SLOT ANTENNAS

Four uhf antennas buried beneath refractory concrete, discussing design, fabrication and power gain and azimuthal pattern at microwave frequencies

p0138 W72-17365

Step-scan landing system technique, using microwave fixed linear array for area coverage

with pattern of narrow overlapping individually coded sequentially switched beams

p0104 W72-18397

Experimental investigation regarding Archimedean spiral antennas for the L-band, and radiator groups constructed from them whose radiation directions are controlled by a conduction matrix

p0549 W72-60510

Development and characteristics of microwave scanning beam approach and landing system phased array antenna

{DOT-TSC-PAL-71-29}
p0339 W72-21627

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT

MT CATHODE RAY TUBES

MT LENS ANTENNAS

MT MICROEAMPLIFIERS

MT MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

MT MICROWAVE INTERMETERS

MT MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

MT SLOT ANTENNAS

Microwave aircraft landing system development, discussing contract definition, feasibility, prototype development, management planning and program costs

p0019 W72-12177

ATC technology impact on flight operations and public value of aviation, discussing microwave landing system economic aspects

p0065 W72-14810

Aircraft landing microwave guidance and control systems, considering general dynamic model for aircraft translational motion determination in earth fixed coordinate system

p0067 W72-14821

Proposed microwave ILS, discussing continuous step and Doppler scanned radar scanning beams

p0134 W72-18396

Microwave Doppler scanning landing guidance system with radar beam comparison-and signal format simplification suggestion

p0144 W72-18398

Microwave instrument landing systems based on continuous radar scanning technique, using pulse format for data transmission

p0144 W72-18399

Noncontacting measurements by miniature CW Doppler radar with semiconductor microwave generator

p0229 W72-22691

Microwave equipment and technology application for instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter wave CAT detection and satellite communications

p0239 W72-24036

Microwave scale model of ILS glide path, considering interference and aircraft taxing effects

p0363 W72-30944

Microwave landing system effect on the flight guidance and control system

{NAVIA PAPER 72-725}
p0510 W72-60057

ILS replacement by microwave landing system, considering landing phase range from acquisition to touchdown, terminal approach handling by airborne navigation system and economic advantages

p0567 W72-60294

Ferrite component for waveguide commutator used as microwave switching element and modulator, noting application in navigation instruments and avionics

p0598 W72-63768

Possible impact of area navigation upon ILS requirements for azimuth angular coverage and range

p0605 W72-64643

Feasibility evaluation of microwave aircraft digital guidance equipment for helicopter approach and landing guidance system

p0005 W72-11936

Development and characteristics of microwave scanning beam instrument landing system for short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports

{AD-725705}
p0111 W72-13595

Development of ultrahigh frequency glide path system for civil ground systems

{AD-737036}
p0389 W72-23668

Minima suitable scan rates for azimuth and elevation functions of microwave landing guidance system

A-300
Subject Index

[AD-737339] p0389 A72-23669
Microwave ILS scanning beam data rate analysis for low visibility approach of F-53 helicopter
[AD-736512] p0624 A72-32057

Microwave Frequencies

Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systems for interim instrument landing system replacement in civil aviation
Multifunction microwave apertures - Concept and potential.
National plan for development of civil/military microwave landing system (NASA-TR-E-68637)
p0666 A72-33633

Microwave Imaging

Microwave holographic imaging techniques for aircraft landing aids and airport security applications, discussing real time operation

Microwave Interferometers

Microwave interferometers used as an radio eye for aircraft navigation and collision avoidance system including comparison of cost with present systems [REPT-62] p0491 A72-37625

Microwave Oscillators

Continuous wave Doppler radar with microwave oscillator for ATC measurements and surveillance

Microwave Radiation

U Microwaves

Microwave Spectra

High resolution observation of stratospheric submillimeter thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board Comet 7P aircraft

Microwave Transmission

Automatic landing and microwave guidance system potential.

Microwave Tubes

NT Cathode Ray Tubes
NT Microwave Oscillators

Microwaves

NT Millimeter Waves
Performance and problems of microwave guidance systems for aircraft approach and landing [SAE-TR-71186] p0436 A72-25606

Microwave Weighing

U Weight Measurement

Midair Collisions

Vertical dipole antenna design for CW Doppler radar midair collision avoidance system

Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air traffic environments, suggesting problem solution based on proximity warning system p0191 A72-21090

Aircraft collision near misses under IFR and VFR conditions, discussing ATC coordination, equipment failure and personal and planning problems p0233 A72-22972

Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats, occurrence and display sector size effects [SAE PAPER 720312] p0289 A72-25576

Collision avoidance techniques for midair collisions reduction, discussing airborne and ground based systems p0399 A72-32213

Midair collision causes and prevention, considering pilot responsibilities, anticolliision devices and procedures p0493 A72-37800

Design, operation and performance of time-frequency midair collision avoidance system, noting air traffic controller backup for departure, enroute and arrival control p0588 A72-40295

Operation principles, capabilities and tests of midair collision avoidance systems with aircraft separation control by nonsynchronous techniques

Midair collision prevention independent of ATC, discussing aircraft lighting, collision avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator

Military Air Facilities

Air traffic, collision risks, defense zones, airspace structure and central planning agency for flight safety problems reform
[DGLR PAPERS 72-038] p0605 A72-84617
Midair collision prevention for army aircraft.

SECANT midair collision avoidance system based on nonsynchronous microwave pulse transmission and receiving via randomly selected frequencies, describing modular components and operating principles p0606 A72-84647

Probability of aircraft accidents through collisions with birds

Numerical analysis of aircraft collision probability due to reduced separation intervals (DOT-TSC-FAA-71-27) p0330 A72-20997

Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance system for preventing midair collision [NASA-CASE-ASC-10419] p0339 A72-21631


Analyzer accident involving midair collision of DC-9 on scheduled flight with Cessna 206 near Raleigh, North Carolina, 4 December, 1971 [NTSB-AAR-72-13] p0466 A72-26018


Statistical analysis of military aircraft damaged by midair collisions with birds during 1972 [AD-739468] p0481 A72-27041

Development and characteristics of electronic signaling system and data processing equipment for warning system to avoid midair collisions between aircraft [NASA-CASE-LAR-10717-1] p0485 A72-27703


Midlatitudes U Temperate Regions

Military Air Facilities

Military weather forecasting requirements by 1980, discussing decision making, data processing, satellite data, mission and terminal forecasts, display and computer flight planning
[AD-734800] p0296 A72-25096

Integrated civil/military ATC system for upper airspace control /DAC/ center at Karlsruhe
[AD-734807] p0316 A72-34108

Mediator plan for joint civil/military ATC organization at London center, discussing sectorization, control and radar facilities, flight plan processing and communications

Design of a military air cargo transportation system by use of a large scale mathematical programming model.

Statistical forecasting models for OSF CONGS outbound cargo airlift requirements by averaging and exponential smoothing models
[AD-734578] p0604 A72-84577

Environmental impact survey on consolidation of all Air Force advanced helicopter training at Hill AFB, Utah [FB-198766-F] p0221 A72-17203

Terminal forecast reference file for Columbus AFB, Miss.
[AD-738007] p0280 A72-19713

Terminal forecast reference file for McClellan Air Force Base [AD-738000] p0280 A72-19714

Cost/decision model for deferred procurement of Air Force depot maintenance capability with computerized application to F-15 inertial navigation system
MILITARY AIRCRAFT

[Integrated display system design with navigation update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb damage assessment, threat and terrorist avoidance capabilities for multicrew military aircraft.]

[Structural design and optical problems of external vision and cockpit transparencies in military aircraft.]

[Emergency escape from high performance military aircraft in flight and on ground, using explosive cord for transparent canopy material breakup.]

[Tethered auto-stabilized rotor platform for military surveillance, target location and communication, discussing flight vehicle, tethering cable, ground station and guidance control system.]

[Management information system roles in cost effective civil and military aircraft operations, discussing hardware modification and human resources and communication system adaptation.]

[Fokker V/STOL transport aircraft designs, considering payload, range, performance, noise, military capabilities and operational costs, impact on Army aircraft turbine engines performance.]

[Low level night operations of Army aircraft.]

[Status of U.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight testing.]

[Investigation of the commonality in development of military and commercial STOL transports.]

[Tactical aircraft weapon system development, describing navigation, target acquisition, release point guidance and delivery modes.]

[STOL performance criteria for military transport aircraft.]

[Low level night operations of Army aircraft.]

[Performance of AN/FR radio navigation equipment for military aircraft.]

[Military aircraft construction, design and economic requirements, discussing fighter payload, armament efficiency and fire control systems.]

[Military specification adoption for flight characteristics of V/STOL aircraft.]

[Stress analysis and evaluation of built-in test equipment for aircraft systems.]

[Integrated display system design with navigation update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb damage assessment, threat and terrorist avoidance capabilities for multicrew military aircraft.]

[Structural design and optical problems of external vision and cockpit transparencies in military aircraft.]

[Emergency escape from high performance military aircraft in flight and on ground, using explosive cord for transparent canopy material breakup.]

[Tethered auto-stabilized rotor platform for military surveillance, target location and communication, discussing flight vehicle, tethering cable, ground station and guidance control system.]

[Management information system roles in cost effective civil and military aircraft operations, discussing hardware modification and human resources and communication system adaptation.]

[Fokker V/STOL transport aircraft designs, considering payload, range, performance, noise, military capabilities and operational costs, impact on Army aircraft turbine engines performance.]

[Low level night operations of Army aircraft.]

[Status of U.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight testing.]

[Investigation of the commonality in development of military and commercial STOL transports.]

[Tactical aircraft weapon system development, describing navigation, target acquisition, release point guidance and delivery modes.]

[STOL performance criteria for military transport aircraft.]

[Low level night operations of Army aircraft.]

[Performance of AN/FR radio navigation equipment for military aircraft.]

[Military aircraft construction, design and economic requirements, discussing fighter payload, armament efficiency and fire control systems.]

[Military specification adoption for flight characteristics of V/STOL aircraft.]

[Stress analysis and evaluation of built-in test equipment for aircraft systems.]

[Flight test procedures for determining survivability of multi-crew military aircraft.]

[Testing procedures for evaluating radar reflectivity of aircraft.]
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TREND FOR TRANSPORT AND MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Electronic head-up display systems for military aircraft

Development of automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic system of maintenance for military aircraft

Concert formulation for automatic inspection, diagnostic, and prognostic procedures applied to maintenance of military aircraft

Bibliography of control devices to provide improved tactical agility for jet fighter aircraft

Senate report on transportation of military aircraft

INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS SPECIFICATIONS FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Time parameter in military air operations

AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION AND AVIONICS

Military aviation navigator training, discussing objectives, methods, instructors and equipment

USAF academy air navigation training program, discussing systems development course and descriptive and applied astronomy

Military systems cost reduction via civil avionics procurement techniques, discussing cost-reliability design criteria

Time parameter in military air operations, discussing weapon systems A and B, all-weather capability, reliability, maintainability, manpower training, etc

ATC system organization in terms of optimal operating conditions for civil and military airspace users, discussing navigation systems, human factors, equipment reliability, etc

AN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER'S VIEW ON AREA NAVIGATION AND ATS REQUIREMENTS RELATED THERETO

MISSILE COLLISION PREVENTION FOR ARMY AIRCRAFT

Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance planning of an air force wing

Naval helicopters applications to search and rescue, ASW, ground support and other roles, considering reliability and maintainability

AN INVESTIGATION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS INVOLVING VERTIGO AND ORIENTATION ERRORS

ANALYSIS OF NORMAL ACCELERATION DATA OBTAINED DURING OPERATION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT USING COUNTING ACCELEROMETERS

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE OF RUSSIAN M-4 SUPERSONIC Long Range Aircraft

Noise encountered with fixed-wing utility-type military aircraft

Investigation of military aircraft accidents involving vertigo and orientation errors

Development of controller design procedure for aircraft throughout entire envelope based on quadratic optimal control technology

PAINTING SCHEMES FOR IMPROVING ROTATING PROPELLERbralibility and performance of structural fatigue requirements for ensuring structural reliability test programs and technical feasibility

Analysis of survival following crashes of military aircraft and identification of areas for improvement in structural design

GENERAL MILITARY AVIATION

PROPOSED CHANGES TO USAF FATIGUE EVALUATION PROGRAM BASED ON RECENT EXPERIENCE

ANALYSIS OF NORMAL ACCELERATION DATA OBTAINED DURING OPERATION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT USING COUNTING ACCELEROMETERS

HYDROFLUIDIC STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM FOR MILITARY HELICOPTERS, DISCUSSING TEST PROGRAM AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

MILITARY TRANSPORT HELICOPTER OPTIONS SECONDARY POWER SYSTEM, CONSIDERING ONBOARD AUXILIARY POWER UNIT, ELECTRIC OR HYDRAULIC ENGINE START FACILITIES, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, ETC

TEST PROGRAM AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

CRITICAL REVIEW OF 811-F-83300 V/STOL FLYING QUALITIES SPECIFICATIONS AS APPLIED TO HELICOPTER DESIGN AND MISSIONS, SUGGESTING INAPPROPRIATENESS FOR NAVY HELICOPTERS

CRITICAL REVIEW OF ALL-P-83300 V/STOL FLYING QUALITIES SPECIFICATIONS AS APPLIED TO HELICOPTER DESIGN AND MISSIONS, SUGGESTING INAPPROPRIATENESS FOR NAVY HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTER/SHIP DYNAMIC INTERFACE TESTING FOR LAUNCH AND RECOVERY CAPABILITIES UNDER SEA ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS, DISCUSSING VITAL LANDING AIDS, WIND, VISIBILITY AND SHIP MOTIONS

RESULTS OF THE RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY DEMONSTRATION OF THE OH-58A LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER

HYDROFLUIDIC STABILITY Augmentation system FOR U.S. ARMY HELICOPTERS, EMPIRING RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY AND REDUCED COST

LOW LEVEL LIGHT TV CAMERA WITH SI INTENSIFIER TARGET TUBE FOR FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM TO IMPROVE AH-1G COBRA HELICOPTER NIGHT RECONNAISSANCE AND ATTACK CAPABILITIES

NAVAL HELICOPTERS

NAVAL helicopter applications to search and rescue, ASW, ground support and other roles, considering reliability and maintainability

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES ON ATTACK HELICOPTER-CREW TASK PERFORMANCE IN HATO THEATER

ANALYSIS OF MILITARY HELICOPTER RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS BASED ON PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY TEST PROGRAMS

US ARMY HELICOPTER EXPERIENCES IN VIETNAM AND FUTURE HELICOPTER REQUIREMENTS AND DEVELOPMENTS

Optimization of automatic flight control concepts for light helicopters with all-weather capability

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CONTROL DEVICES TO PROVIDE IMPROVED TACTICAL AGILITY FOR JET FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

MILITARY SYSTEMS COST REDUCTION VIA CIVIL AVIONICS PROCUREMENT TECHNIQUES, DISCUSSING COST-RELIABILITY DESIGN CRITERIA

AN INVESTIGATION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS INVOLVING VERTIGO AND ORIENTATION ERRORS

PAINTING SCHEMES FOR IMPROVING ROTATING PROPELLER
Method for calculating weather minima for small sites to determine instrument or automatic approach performance requirements for military helicopters

Low-cost, all-weather, self-contained navigation system for military helicopters

Some problems in developing automatic flight control systems for light helicopters

Integrated low altitude flight control system for military helicopters

Requirements for using Talor 4 landing aid as portable ground station in tactical helicopter operations

Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue helicopters

Terrain avoidance radar for US Army rotary wing aircraft

Effects of semi-rigid rotors on helicopter autostabilizer design

Design of stability augmentation system for WG13 rigid rotor helicopter

Applications and operational experiences with projected map navigation systems in military helicopters

Design and development of military helicopter cockpit for use in search and rescue missions

Airborne radar systems for Army helicopters

Dynamic input to cargo from floor of cargo space in selected military helicopters

Analysis of flight loads imposed on R-2 helicopter during fleet operations

Comparative lubrication tests of ON-58A tail rotor drive shaft bearings

Fatigue requirements for ensuring structural integrity of military aerospace and helicopters

Interrelationship of parameters involved in developing reliability test requirements for military helicopters - Vol. 2

Sensitivity analysis applied to helicopter development reliability test requirements - Vol. 3

Investigation of military aircraft accidents involving vertigo and orientation errors

Feasibility study of multihelicopter heavy lift systems

PARACHUTE TECHNOLOGY

Parachute designs and applications to escape systems, paratrooping, supply dropping, aircraft braking, weapons systems stabilization, flight testing aids and sport

Paratroop type parachutes breathing oscillations and stability characteristics, using high speed cinematography and kinematoildes to track during steady state descent

Worldwide satellite navigation system for precise position and velocity of military aircraft, ships and ground vehicles

NAVY program for computer technology development in aircraft structures, discussing design, reliability and cost

NAVY development of electrostatic coated for inertial air navigation, noting flight tests and associated airborne digital computer

Aircraft PDM and TDM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry.

Effects of projectile damage on critical helicopter components.

Observations on designing to combat fatigue and its effects on the economics of civil transport aircraft.

Development of model to determine effects of pilot performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of tactical weapon delivery

Effects of weather and meteorological parameters on cost, performance, development, and operation of military aircraft

Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads imposed during combat operations

Analysis of military requirements and specifications for aircraft performance using P-5 aircraft

Development of safety management procedures for reduction of military aircraft accidents

MILITARY VEHICLES

Simulation needs and recommendations related to proposed amphibious assault landing craft

Free and dissolved water contents determination in light petroleum products by modified Karl Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent

Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels applications

MINERALS

Freeze and dissolved water contents determination in light petroleum products by modified Karl Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent

Properties of pyrolytic oil hydrogenated aromatic fraction, noting suitability for jet fuels applications

MINERALS

BY GRAPHITE

MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Planar coax micropackaging of minicomputers for aircraft navigation and military systems, noting environmental tests

Noncontacting measurements by miniature CW Doppler radar with semiconductor microwave generator

MINETRIZATION

U OPTIMIZATION

MINIMUM DRAG

V-wings and diamond ring-wings of minimum induced drag.

MISSILE 3 AIRCRAFT

Mirage 3B liquid propellant auxiliary rocket engine, discussing intercept performance enhancement

MISSILES

MISSILE COMPONENTS

MISSILE CONFIGURATIONS

Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution measured on isolated slender wings and slender wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds for use in missile configuration development

A-304
Development of computer program for predicting aerodynamic characteristics of missile configurations for angles of attack from zero to 180 degrees [RAD-729009] p0100 W72-12986

MISSILE CONSTRUCTION

U MISSILE STRUCTURES

MISSILE CONTROL

Three dimensional roll-controlled missile trajectory model for simple time-sharing digital or analog simulation, using wind-to-inertial axis transformation [AIAA PAPER 72-838] p005 A72-39089

A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or missile state estimation and error analysis using radar tracking data. [AIAA PAPER 72-838] p005 A72-39089

Development of computer program for predicting aerodynamic characteristics of missile configurations for angles of attack from zero to 180 degrees [AD-729009] p0100 W72-12986

Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic characteristics of missiles (AD-729009) p0075 W72-26995

MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEMS

U MISSILE SYSTEMS

MISSILE DESIGN

Simply supported skew plates stability under combined loading, noting wing and tail design applications for high speed aircraft and missiles [AD-729009] p0240 A72-24196

Compilation of technical reports on missile design, missile guidance, helicopter stability, VTOL aircraft, and wind tunnel design - Vol. 3 (SNH-11-470153-9) p0475 W72-26995

MISSILE DETECTION

U RADAR DETECTION

MISSILE GUIDANCE

U MISSILE CONTROL

MISSILE ROLL CONTROL

U LATERAL CONTROL

MISSILE CONTROL

MISSILE SIMULATION (MATS MODELS)

U MATHEMATICAL MODELS

MISSILE SIMULATORS (TRAINING)

U TRAINING SIMULATORS

MISSILE STABILIZATION

U MISSILE CONTROL

U STABILIZATION

MISSILE STRUCTURES

Lightweight low pressure plastic hose assemblies in aircraft and missile petroleum base fuel and synthetic lubricating oil systems at 395-710 psi and up to 200 psi [SAE ARP 1180] p0068 A72-10386

Data generation for engineering design with advanced composites [SAE ARP 1180] p0454 A72-35653

MISSILE SYSTEMS

Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for interception of airborne targets [PB-200172] p0256 W72-18158

MISSILE TRACKING

Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking and rendezvous, describing results obtained with ONERA experimental equipment [PB-200172] p0242 A72-24655

MISSILE TRAJECTORIES

Effects of rocket plumes on aerodynamic characteristics of missiles [AD-728155] p0113 W72-13922

MISSILE WINGS

U LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS

MISSILES

CT AIR TO AIR MISSELES

CT AIR TO SURFACE MISSELES

CT ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSELES

MISSION PLANNING

Simulation procedure for mission and maintenance planning of an air force wing [PB-200042] p0607 A72-44663

Mathematical determination of optimal range and maximum range for supersonic aircraft based on initial and final mass and altitude [NASA-TR-D-6707] p0319 W72-20008

Analysis of flight plan data and flight schedules with published schedules and flight data plans to determine accuracy of flight planning [DOT-TSC-FRA-72-16] p0322 W72-20169

Mission requirements and design modifications for air breathing engines used in space shuttles [NASA-TR-X-68098] p0524 W72-28794

MISSILE FLOW

U MULTIPHASE FLOW

MIXING

U TURBULENT MIXING

MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY

Two and three dimensional turbulent boundary layers integral calculation method, presenting similarity solutions, based on extended mixing length model [PB-200042] p0241 A72-24653

Mixing length flow model for two- and three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in compressible and incompressible flows using similarity equations [PB-200042] p0276 W72-19327

MIXTURES

U BINARY MIXTURES

U DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES

U EMULSIONS

U FOAM

U GAS MIXTURES

U LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES

U METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

U PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS

U SILKRES

U SMOKE

U SOLID SUSPENSIONS

U MOBILE LUMINOUS

MOBILE LUMINOUS

Passenger transfer in airports with total separation between aircraft and permanent buildings for independent functioning, noting Dulles airport mobile lounges [PB-200172] p0417 A72-34163

MISCELLANEOUS

U MODAL RESPONSE

Method of measuring modal characteristics of a structure subjected to a random excitation [PB-200172] p0569 A72-31095

MODE OF VIBRATION

U VIBRATION MODE

MODE SHAPE

U MODAL RESPONSE

MODELS

U AIRCRAFT MODELS

U ANALOG SIMULATION

U ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

U BRIDGE MODELS

U DIGITAL SIMULATION

U DYNAMIC MODELS

U LIGHTWELL GAS MODELS

U MATHEMATICAL MODELS

U SCALE MODELS

U SEISMIC MODELS

U WIND TUNNEL MODELS

Supplement to intercity air transportation effectiveness model [PB-200042] p0106 W72-13024

Model subprogram design for intercity, air transportation effectiveness analysis by computer [PB-200042] p0106 W72-13026

Manual for programming intercity air transportation effectiveness model [PB-200042] p0107 W72-13036

Intercity air transportation effectiveness model [PB-200042] p0108 W72-13246

MODES

U LASER MODES

U PROPAGATION MODES

U VIBRATION MODE

MODIFICATIONS

U ADDITIVE

MOISTURE

U AMPLITUDE MODULATION

U FREQUENCY MODULATION

U PULSE CODE MODULATION

U VELOCITY MODULATION

A comparison of voice communication techniques for aeronautical and marine applications [PB-200042] p0442 A72-34267

A-305
MOLESTORS
Perlite component for waveguide coumatator used as microwave switching element and modulator, noting application in navigation instruments and avionics
p0598 A72-43768

MODULES
NT ELECTRONIC MODULES
NT SERVICE MODULES

MOIRE EFFECTS
Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode measurement and moire technique, applying to prototype turbine compressor blade
p0457 A72-36375

MOISTURE CONTENT
NT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
Free and dissolved water contents determination in light petroleum products by modified Karl Fischer method using ethylene glycol solvent mixture
p0125 A72-16669

MOISTURE METER
NT BIMETERS

MOISTURE PROPERTIES
NT BIMETERS

MOISTURING MACHINES
Epoxies and silicone rubber molding of ice structures and ice-coated airplane wings
{ AERO-02 }
p0426 A72-24611

MOLDS
NT TRANSITION FLOW

MOCKUP SPECTRA
NT TIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

MOOLER FORMULA
U SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

MOMENT DISTRIBUTION
Inverse integral Fourier transforms to solve steady periodic motions of wing close to solid surface, deriving equations of lift and principal moment
p0196 A72-21701
Calculation of nonstationary lift and moment coefficients for vibrating cascade of blades
p0158 A72-14292

MOMENTS
NT BENDING MOMENTS
NT LOADING MOMENTS
NT MOMENTS OF INERTIA
NT PITCHING MOMENTS
NT ROLLING MOMENTS
NT STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT TORQUE
NT VARIANCE (STATISTICS)
NT TAYING MOMENTS
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at wing tip on critical flutter rate
p0191 A72-21092
Development of techniques and equipment for determining moment of inertia of aircraft as applied to A-37 and P-1127 aircraft
{ FTC-TRM-71-10011 }
p0331 A72-21007
Inflight measurement of yawing moment of inertia of HP-115 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes
{ ARC-R-M-36911 }
p0505 A72-31025

MONITOR
NT ANGULAR MOMENTUM
Pressure determination in kinematic pairs of spatial landing gear mechanisms, describing rotary and spherical pairs reactions to various combinations of moments
p0135 A72-17057
Applicability of methods for determining internal drag and moment loss for small ducts
{ NASA-TM-X-62143 }
p0323 A72-20272

MONITOR ENERGY
U KINETIC ENERGY

MONITOR THEORY
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing analytical shear stress and velocity distributions by momentus integral techniques with hot wire probe experimental data
{ AIAA PAPER 72-38 }
p0130 A72-16500
Critique of general momentus theory of propeller actuator disk model, showing flow field determination from nonlinear elliptic differential equation solution
p0301 A72-25598

Momentum theory for optimum design of wing surfaces
p0618 A72-31999

MORENURER TRANSFER
Wave energy exchanger for hybrid propulsion system
{ FOGAS PAPER 72-871 }
p0555 A72-41172

MONITORS
Acoustic echo sounder as real time monitor of airport environmental meteorological parameters
p0013 A72-11137
ATC radar performance monitoring, considering advances in radar signal processing and digital display techniques
p0193 A72-2525
AirCraft maintenance and reliability monitoring and control on scheduled airlines, considering component-failure rate and mode analysis, sampling inspection and remedial action
p0531 A72-22901
Structural acoustic Monitor system for airframe structural proof testing, providing multichannel recording and visual monitoring of acoustic data derived from aircraft mounted accelerometers
p0240 A72-24146
Bank correlation coefficient method for complex control plants parameters selection, applying to aircraft power system monitoring
p0302 A72-26442
Aircraft CRT electronic displays, discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors
p0604 A72-32636
Monitor and regulator for automatic and controlled flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel
p0411 A72-33609
An advanced strain level counter for monitoring aircraft fatigue
p0564 A72-42688
Multisensor real time all-day computerized noise monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of airport, discussing design and applications
p0607 A72-46684
Instruments for measuring air pollution emitted by aircraft engines
p0338 A72-21592

MONOCOQUE CYLINDERS
U CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
U MONOCOQUE STRUCTURES
MONOCOQUE STRUCTURES
Papers on aerospace structure by H. J. Boff covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, structural stability, shell theories, buckling, monocoque and sandwich structures, etc
p0570 A72-15238
Russian book - Design principles in aircraft construction
p0560 A72-42074

MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS
U INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MONOPLANES
NT BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT
NT ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
NT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
NT VICTORY AIRCRAFT

MONOPOLE ANTENNAS
Numerical analysis of surface current density distribution and electromagnetic fields of conducting body, noting radiation patterns of radial dipole and quarter wavelength monopole
p0204 A72-28541

MONOPULSE RADAR
Bearing azimuth measurement accuracy improvement by ATC beacon system/secondary surveillance radar using monopulse technique
p0561 A72-37047

MOSFETS (MATERIAL)
Boron/potassium nitrate parachute mortar design for aircraft and spacecraft applications, comparing with high-low propellant
p0189 A72-20783
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing shrinkage of epoxy resins, mortars for airfield pavements
{ AD-742212 }
p0576 A72-30257

MOUSSEFF
U FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

MOTION
Mathematical analysis of relative motions between ACV landing craft and different amphibious vehicles
p0520 A72-20783

SUBJECT INDEX
MULTICHANNEL RECEIVERS
- MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
- RECEIVERS
MULTICHANNEL TRANSCEIVERS
- MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
- TRANSMITTERS
MULTIPLEXER STRUCTURES
- LIMITATION
MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
  Development of mathematical model to illustrate multipath transmission of instrument landing system
  [DOT-TSC-FAA-72-7] p0376 N72-22865
  Mathematical model for multipath analysis from experimental flights
  p0486 N72-27707
MULTIPHASE FLOW
  Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on intake performance of supersonic mixed compression inlet flow
MULTIPLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM
- DEGREES OF FREEDOM
MULTIPLE EXCITING
- FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
- TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
MULTIPLEXER
  Multiplier method for discrete optimization problems with equality constraints, applying to time optimal control for V/STOL aircraft
  p0144 A72-18387
MULTIPROGRAMMING
  Simulation of advanced avionics digital computer simulators and multiprocessor routines
  [AD-73-1562] p0518 N72-28207
MULTISPECTRAL HAND SCANNERS
  Multichannel multispectral scanner system for NASA C-130 earth resources aircraft, describing electronic equipment and calibration sources
  p0010 A72-10946
MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY
- INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
MULTISTAGE COMPRESSORS
- TURBOCOMPRESSORS
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
- CORRELATION
- REGRESSION ANALYSIS
MULTIVARIATE SYSTEM
  Output-feedback control law for randomly distributed multivariable system
  p0597 A72-43608
MULTIVARIOUS 20 AIRCRAFT
  The Dassault Mystere 20.
  p094 A72-37900

MACHINE
  Propulsion system optimization in transonic aircraft design, considering nacelle integration, engine choice, noise attenuation and technology utilization
  [SAB PAPER 71-0762] p0005 A72-10259
  Engine fan-compressor maximum noise reduction for given aircraft configuration by acoustic linings on nacelle inlet and exhaust walls
  p0183 A72-19268
  Subsonic powered nacelle wind tunnel model for investigation of geometric variables effect on pressure loss
  [GABE PAPER 72-GT-14] p0293 A72-25613
  Performance of low pressure ratio ejectors for engine nacelle cooling.
  [SAB AII 1199] p058 A72-26530
  Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with underwing nacelles to study airframe installation effects on 3 variable-flap ejector nozzles
  [NASA-TR-E-2748] p0162 N72-14791
  Nacelle cooling of high bypass ratio turbofan engines
  [AD-733738] p0264 N72-18789
  Quiet nacelle for suppressing noise in TF-34 turbofan engine
  [NASA-CP-120915] p0473 N72-26592
Subject Index

NASA PROGRAMS

Summary of static strength tests conducted on Concorde aircraft nacelle structure... 0562 A72-29916

NASA PROGRAMS

NT QUEST ENGINE PROGRAM

NT TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

NT aerodynamic technology program, emphasizing airframe and engine development for next generation subsonic CTOL jet transport requirements... [S A E P A P E R 720319] 0290 A72-25582

NASA A and D for STOL short haul transportation systems, discussing propulsion lift, blown flap and augmentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc 0441 A72-38238

Flight safety research, discussing NASA aviation hazards A and D programs involving fire, lightning and static, steep approaches, aircraft wakes, fog and visibility 0507 A72-39742

NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM

Air traffic flow control - Problems and approaches 0137 A72-17330

NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM

National Aviation System teehnology, discussing wide body jets, smokeless turbofans, all-weather operational capabilities, collision avoidance and noise reduction 0067 A72-18248

Nationwide real time automated ATC system interconnected by data transmission links, discussing radar signal acquisition/transfer and computer complex 0143 A72-18263

Air traffic flow control - Problems and approaches 0501 A72-38254

Congressional hearing concerning penetration of US defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana, 26 October 1971 0475 A72-26986

National plan for development of civil/military microwave landing system [NASA-TR-X-68637] 0666 A72-33633

NATIONAL FREQUENCIES

N RESERVOIR FREQUENCIES

NATAS-Stokes equation

Pressure and convective heat transfer distribution at air inlet central body surface, reducing Navier-Stokes equations to partial differential equations with similar solutions 0069 A72-14971

Navier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady viscous flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining pressure and shear stress distributions 0117 A72-16002

NAVIGATION

NT AIR NAVIGATION

NT ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION

NT DECCA NAVIGATION

NT DIGITAL NAVIGATION

NT HYPERSONIC NAVIGATION

NT INERTIAL NAVIGATION

NT LOBAN D

NT ORBIA NAVIGATION SYSTEM

NT POLAR NAVIGATION

NT RADAR NAVIGATION

NT RADIO NAVIGATION

NT SHORAN

NT SURFACE NAVIGATION

NT TACAN

NT VHF OMNI RANGE NAVIGATION

Man and technology in orientation and navigation Conferences, Essen, Germany, October 1971 0229 A72-22776

Theoretical research on optimal control and automatic navigation [FA-73397] 0252 A72-18664

NAVIGATION AIDS

NT AIRPORT BEACONS

NT BEACONS

NT GYROCOMPASSES

NT NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS

NT RADAR BEACONS

NT RADIO BEACONS

NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

Air transportation system design for safety and efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and surveillance systems employment for blunder prevention... 0012 A72-11117

Inertial navigation role in automatic ATC systems, discussing path control accuracies, environmental conditions, noise and air pollution, etc 0012 A72-11118

Airfield Vehicle Obstacle Indication Device short range high-definition radar system for aircraft navigation aid 0017 A72-12042

Optical stochastic/Kalman filters application to integrated air and submarine navigation systems, discussing measurement errors modeling as biased and colored noise 0017 A72-12050

Airborne pictorial navigation systems for visual indication of aircraft position in addition to digital readout 0018 A72-12106

Soviet book on course-indicating systems and automatic navigation aids for civil aviation aircraft covering design, operation principles, error analysis and reliability 0018 A72-12298

Radio aids to maritime and aerial navigation - Conference, Trieste, June 1971 0021 A72-12640

L band in satellite system for aerial navigation aid, discussing position accuracy, data transmission and voice communication and modulation methods 0021 A72-12642

Radio aids for air navigation and traffic control in Italy, discussing facilities development 0024 A72-12768

Satellite navigational aid system technical and operational characteristics, emphasizing voice communications links in L band 0053 A72-12972

Operational requirements of instrument landing systems, interferometers, correlation protected instruments, landing guidance system and navigation aids 0056 A72-13421

Automated navigation aids interface with human operator, discussing Apollo flight experience and technology utilization in air and marine navigation 0144 A72-18268

Low light television camera tubes application to navigation safety in congested areas, reconnaissance and other watchkeeping systems 0017 A72-19070

V/STOL development for short haul air transportation, discussing requirements for quiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems, navigation and landing aids 0190 A72-21010

Area navigation systems, discussing TO/R/DME, Doppler and inertial systems, CRT displays, data links, etc 0193 A72-21523

Automated navigation management in cockpit, considering modular navigation /NOR/A dual channel system of L-1011 Tristar 0234 A72-23450

Area navigation for Chicago-New York region, evaluating Decca Omnitrac 1A RNAV system, installation in Boeing 727 aircraft 0236 A72-23667

Operational aviation meteorological requirements, reviewing aircraft categories, ATC systems and avionics and navigational aids 0246 A72-25078

Integrated display system design with navigation update, weapon delivery, reconnaissance, bomb damage assessment, threat and terrain avoidance capabilities for multicrew military aircraft 0302 A72-26292
Skyguide airborne computer navigation system for airline applications, discussing system components, flight crew monitoring and optimization.

Great circle intermediate waypoint computation method for inertial navigation equipped aircraft.

Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument landing system, discussing approach control and terminal guidance.

V/STOL flight control - Trend and requirements.

OMEGA air and maritime navigation system development, test phase and application.

Satellite navigation systems in military helicopters.

Precision navigation for approach and landing operations.

Reduction of air traffic congestion due to corridor effect of present airway route pattern through area navigation /B-NAV/ based on VOR/DME inputs.

An area navigation system for a long range airplane.

Applications and operational experience with protected map navigation systems in military helicopters.

Technologies of computerized flight management and control systems, automated communications systems, and navigation and surveillance systems in future avionics.

Analysis of adequacy of omni-range and distance measuring equipment for navigation of V/STOL aircraft in Los Angeles, California.

Congressional legislation concerning safety improvements for airports in Appalachian area.

Design, development, and evaluation of locator equipment to provide aircraft position information for flight inspection of navigation facilities.

Radiation patterns and comparisons of propagation models for use with interference predictions for VHF/UBF air navigation aids.

Harrier aircraft navigation display and computer unit with projected moving map, means of storing and selecting coordinates, and electronic data superimposed on map.

Airborne map display systems using direct view, projected, combined map/CRT, and electronically generated map displays.

Requirements for channel splitting to accommodate increased VHF omni-range navigation instrument, landing systems, and distance measuring equipment facilities.

Kalman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control of air submarine inertial navigation systems.

Application of time/frequency collision avoidance systems for round obstacle avoidance and minimum-altitude protection zone around airports.

Development of plan for navigation systems improvements for civil aviation and maritime requirements.

Flight tests of air navigation equipment to determine accuracy of position, location for small area mapping and aerial reconnaissance in Arctic regions.

Low altitude flight test to determine accuracy of WOR Tacan air navigation aid.

Concept for automating air traffic control in terminal area with navigation and guidance equipment primarily dependent on airborne equipment.

Navigation instruments (NAV-INTS) are equipment specifications and recommendations for modified hyperbolic navigation systems.

ACE-71A area navigation system based on modular design with provision for 20 waypoints parameter storage, describing computer, control display and automatic data entry units.

Operational implementation of area navigation.

Present status of self-contained navigation systems combining Doppler velocity sensors and attitude/heading references.

ILS replacement by microwave landing system, considering landing phase range from acquisition to touchdown, terminal approach handling by airborne navigation system and economic advantages.

Autonomous navigation system for 5A-330 helicopter and flight test methods.

Development of precision, all-weather, low-level navigation system based on ground station using rubidius clock stabilized low frequency transmitters.

Performance of AM/FM radio navigation equipment for military aircraft.

Analysis of inertial navigation system performance to determine effects on aircraft safety and collision avoidance during flight over North Atlantic Ocean.

Proceedings of conference on Omega navigation system and recommendations for modified hyperbolic navigation system.

Equipment specifications and environmental standards for air navigation systems based on development of minimum operational characteristics.

Developments in air traffic control equipment to include radar technology, airborne graphical displays, influence of propagation effects on navigation, and microwave landing guidance systems.

Principles of construction and operation of heading indicators used in civil aviation.

Design and characteristics of navigation system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft with application to flight management experiments.
Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire flight control system for an F-8 aircraft.

NEUTRON FLOOD DENSITY
Measurement of neutron dose transmission factors around cockpit of P-102 aircraft

NEVADA
Community reaction to aircraft noise in vicinity of airports in Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Reno, Nevada

NEW JERSEY
Congressional hearings concerning New York-New Jersey airport compact

NEW YORK
Metropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy study, John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York, New York

Selecting data from aeronautical satellite systems

Geostationary satellite system for air navigation via voice and data communication, discussing ground facilities and avionics

Navigation satellite system based on triangular distance measurement between two satellites and aircraft, noting simplification of air- and satellite-borne equipment requirements

Estimates of maximum number of aircraft likely to be airborne simultaneously over Pacific for planning operational satellite service

Air traffic control using 621 B satellites

VHF ranging and position fixing techniques using ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation

Navigation satellite system based on triangular distance measurement between two satellites and aircraft, noting simplification of air- and satellite-borne equipment requirements

Estimates of maximum number of aircraft likely to be airborne simultaneously over Pacific for planning operational satellite service

Air traffic control using 621 B satellites

VHF ranging and position fixing techniques using ATS 1 and ATS 3 for ship and aircraft navigation

Selection of computers for satellite navigation and guidance system designed for aircraft users

Simulation program for EERO air traffic control network based on two navigation satellites

NIGHT SKY
Development of nickel base superalloys for powder metallurgy application as compressor and turbine discs in jet engines

Thermal, tensile, and creep rupture properties of nickel based alloys for airfoils

Effect of oxidation-resistant coatings on fatigue strength of nickel-based alloy for turbine engine blades

Effect of oxidation-resistant coatings on fatigue strength of nickel-based alloy for turbine engine blades

Nickel coatings

Developments in vacuum braze coating of zero-engine nozzle guide vanes.
SIGHT VISIBILITY
NITROBID ALLOYS
NITRATES: Boron/potassium nitrate parachute mortar design for aircraft and spacecraft applications, comparing with high-low propellant.
NITRIC OXIDE: Nitric oxide production in stratosphere from natural sources and SST operation.
NITRIDES: Nitrogen doping.
NOISE HAZARDS: Noise hazards (sound).
NOISE INTENSITY: Aircraft engine noise effects in airport vicinities, discussing measurement scales, turbofan sources, noise reduction and future air traffic.
NOISE GENERATORS: Circular jets sound generation analysis, using light-bulb equation and Michalke spectral method.
NOISE REDUCTION: Aircraft noise duration correction for effective perceived noise level.
NOISE LEVELS: Aircraft engine noise effects in airport vicinities, discussing measurement scales, turbofan sources, noise reduction and future air traffic.
NOISE SOURCES: Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal characteristics effect on noise assessment.

SUBJECT INDEX

AIRCRAFT NOISE REDUCTION
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Accuracy of aircraft noise rating procedure relative to perceived sound level.

Measurement of noise levels on aircraft carrier deck during aircraft operations and effects on deafness risk and verbal communication interference.

Flight tests to determine methods for reducing airport community noise based on operationally optimum approach profiles.

Experimental estimation methods for noise spectra and intensity from round jet.

Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic noise characteristics of single stage fan with 1.5 pressure ratio and 1160 feet per second tip speed.

Acoustic properties of radiated sound for near and far-field conditions and numerical analysis of aerodynamic sound production.

Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft operations in San Francisco, California area.

Acoustic measurements to determine effectiveness of insulation in reducing noise intensity with helicopter compartments.

Analysis of data on land uses around airports and application of computer program for data processing.

Analysis of aircraft noise generation and optimization of flight paths to minimize effects of aircraft noise during takeoff.

Development of advanced technology for identifying and minimizing sources of noise in aircraft.

Numerical analysis of total sound pressure field emitted by stationary rotating jet and sound field from same jet in motion observed at fixed point on ground.

NOISE MEASUREMENT

NOISE METERS

California airport noise standards instrumentation, discussing battery operated measurement equipment of hourly and community noise equivalent levels.

Multipoint real time all-day computer-operated noise monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of airport, discussing design and applications.

NOISE POLLUTION

Portable detector-recorder for automobile, blast furnace, railroad car, engine room and helicopter infrasonic noise measurements, discussing peak frequencies and subjective effects.

Air transportation evolution and relation to atmospheric and noise pollution.

Aircraft operations effects on community noise pollution, discussing ATC airline operational procedures modifications in terms of noise reduction.

New York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport feasibility, considering noise, air-water pollution, land conservation, cost, etc.

Acoustical environment pollution control, considering noise annoyance effects due to industry and construction, surface and air traffic, alarms devices, radio antennas, etc.

Private and governmental regulatory aspects of environmental protection control, discussing legal efforts and trends at local, state and federal levels.

Subject Index

Hypersonic transports commercial applications, examining economic and noise and air pollution aspects.

V/STOL aircraft noise reduction through design methods and flight path management in terminal area, evaluating acoustical annoyance to surrounding community.

Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental effects, considering thermal radiative acoustic emissions and exhaust gases in relation to propulsion system design parameters.

Annotated bibliography on aircraft noise pollution - Vol. 1.

Air and noise environmental pollution from B-7 aircraft.

Analysis of aircraft noise during takeoff of aircraft operation with emphasis on air and noise pollution.

Air and noise environmental pollution from B-7 aircraft.

Aviation noise evaluations and projections for San Francisco Bay region.

Environmental pollution of turbine engine aircraft.

Jet aircraft noise pollution in airport vicinity.

Urban noise sources and need for unified noise control legislation.

Noise exposure forecasts for airport vicinity in land use management.

Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline overall sound pressure level for subsonic and supersonic jets of aircraft environmental.

Analysis of noise pollution created by aircraft operations in San Francisco, California area.

Effects of operational aircraft noise on land development around military airport.

Hearing concerning noise pollution, and Noise Control Act.

Noise pollution, impact on environment and living things, noise reduction, and noise abatement legislation.

NOISE PROPAGATION

Turboprop engine noise causes and reduction techniques, noting U.S. antinoise standards.

Cross flow effect on lifting fan noise at subsonic blade tip speeds, analyzing radiation pattern change due to inlet flow distortion.

Acoustic ray path method for computing atmospheric conditions effect on aircraft noise propagation, using digital computer.

Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom sources, propagation and reduction, considering airport community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and fatigue problems.

Tone noise from rotor/rotor interactions in high speed fans.

Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in nonperturbed atmosphere-aircraft in horizontal flight tests to determine methods for reducing airport community noise based on operationally optimum approach profiles.
Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land use options

Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom sources, propagation and reduction, considering airport community distances, aircraft cabin noise and fatigue problems

Bibliography on noise control covering surface transportation, machinery and aircraft noise, industrial criteria, biodynamics, legislation and measurement

Low noise aircraft-engine configuration feasibility, discussing turbofan engine noise reduction

RB 211 three-shaft turbofan engine for T-101 airliner, describing design for noise reduction

Private and governmental regulatory aspects of environmental noise abatement and control, discussing legal effects and trends at local, state and federal levels

STOL aircraft for civil transport applications, considering optimum design concepts, noise reduction and terminal facility arrangements

STOL aircraft noise problem, Piston engine to forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and N454 B and D for STOL short haul transportation

Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet

Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area

Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated noise

Design requirements for a quiet helicopter

Rejection of noise and acoustic-frequency vibrations in aircraft transmissions

Externally blown flap impingement noise

Jet noise propagation and source model for radiated sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra ratio derivation with application to noise suppression

NASA B and D programs for quiet STOL aircraft and engines development

Internal noise reduction in hovercraft

Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and noise considerations for STOL externally blown flap system

Flight evaluation of three-dimensional area

Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to turboprop jumbo jet transports, discussing noise for noise reduction research
Jet flap type exhaust flows acoustic and fluid dynamic characteristics, measuring sound power output and noise spectra for various configurations.

AIAA PAPER 72-130

p0113 A72-16920

Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical units, spectral analysis, conversion and correction formulas.

AIAA PAPER 72-17195

Hybrid computer method of nonstationary spectra, analysis of aircraft noise, applying to flyover and jet aircraft noise abatement under operational conditions.

p0178 A72-18778

Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in core and annular mixing regions, using subsonic test experiments.

AIAA PAPER 72-158

p0160 A72-18957

Turbojet and turbosfan engines noise signatures and sonic boom effects, discussing frequency spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise suppression systems.

p0186 A72-20163

Measurement of spatially coherent and incoherent structure of axial compressor-generated noise propagating in duct.

AIAA PAPER 72-28049

p0311 A72-28049

Digital data processing techniques for aircraft engine noise data reduction, analyzing fan noise spectra.

p0356 A72-29860

Te-104 turboprop aircraft flight noise measurements and spectral changes at different distances from landing strip, evaluating public nuisance and resident reactions.

p0360 A72-30466

The estimation of nonstationary spectra from moving acoustic source distribution.

AIAA PAPER 72-667

p0452 A72-35486

Description and use of a method for characterizing noise sources in jets.

p0555 A72-41160

Statistical analysis of the sound level distribution of aircraft noise as a function of time.

p0603 A72-44337

Basic directivity and spectra of jet noise with improved correction for refraction.

p0607 A72-46678

Coherent structure of discrete frequencies of compressor noise spectra.

AIAA PAPER 72-14071

p0161 A72-14700

Experimental estimation methods for noise spectra and intensity from round jet.

AD-730780

p0277 A72-19338

Method for computing noise generated by standing and flying jet aircraft.

AIAA PAPER 72-167

p0437 A72-25636

NOISE SUPPRESSORS

U NOISE REDUCTION

NOISE THRESHOLD

Development of methodology for determining auditory levels at which helicopters can be detected by human subjects.

AD-730780

p0155 A72-14077

NOISE TOLERANCE

Rating scale judgments of aircraft noise based on surveys around airport.

p0053 A72-12956

Acoustical environment pollution control, considering noise annoyance effects due to industry and construction, surface and air traffic, alarm devices, radio and TV, etc.

p0354 A72-29554

Incremental value of noise pollution level as basis for aircraft noise rating.

p0030 A72-10030

NOISE SPECTRA

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor geometry, relative Mach number and incidence angle effect on sound emission.

AIAA PAPER 72-127

p0126 A72-16629

NOISE SPECTRA

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor geometry, relative Mach number and incidence angle effect on sound emission.

AIAA PAPER 72-127

p0126 A72-16629

NOISE SPECTRA

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor geometry, relative Mach number and incidence angle effect on sound emission.

AIAA PAPER 72-127

p0126 A72-16629

NOISE SPECTRA

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor geometry, relative Mach number and incidence angle effect on sound emission.

AIAA PAPER 72-127

p0126 A72-16629
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

virtual work principle

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings.

Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in Ti-6Al-4V titanium compressor disks.

Integrity control procedures for maintaining the drilling and grinding of steel and Ti alloy aircraft parts, discussing nondestructive inspection method.

Autostatic ultrasonic testing equipment for EPT tests of helicopter rotor blades.

DC-10 nondestructive testing manual, detailing section/subject format, methods, planned area accessibility and aircraft maintenance.

Metal fatigue damage nondestructive detection, discussing material and methods, advantages, limitations and test results.

Nondestructive testing for materials inspection and monitored aircraft maintenance programs.

X-ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive testing of aircraft structure for maintenance and special problems.

NDT of diffusion formed coatings on refractory alloys and superalloys, stressing eddy current technique.

NDT application to aircraft design and reliability, discussing fatigue life analysis and in-service monitoring for structural elements, components and airframes.

Continuous NDT of coalescers /jet fuel filters/ by liquid crystals, detecting split seams, cap leaks, cracks, material imperfections and epoxy filled voids.

The importance of service inspection in aircraft fatigue.

NDT techniques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests.

Application of nondestructive testing procedures to maintenance of large commercial aircraft.

Stresses and wall thickness of turbine disks determined with laser holographic interferometry.

Development of nondestructive test methods for detection of early fatigue and fracture damage in metals and alloys.

Survey and analysis of application of nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft structures.

Nondestructive tests and their application for inspection of adhesive bonds, equipments, welded joints, and riveted or bolted joints.

Aircraft industry survey for analysis of nondestructive inspection methods application to commercial aircraft for 1968 to 1970.

Nondestructive test for failure inspection and quality control of composite structures and materials - conference.

Nondestructive tests applied to quality control of airframes made of boron composites.

Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints on V/STOL aircraft.

Nondestructive eddy current method for crack detection in turbine blades.
Electromechanical nose wheel steering system for

Environmental impact statement on proposed airport

Design of algorithm for solving problem of

Development of theory of vibrations of linear and

Attitude stabilization of Bell 47-G helicopter

Design and performance data of technique for

Hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover

Stress-service life relations for STOL externally blown

Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and

Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in

Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used

Gas turbine nozzle aerodynamic throat area air

Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on

Environmental impact statement on proposed airport

ATOMIC ENERGY

Electrochemical nose wheel steering system for

Improved aircraft ground performance in slush and

Fatigue life under cyclic loads of notched

Copyrighted material

Nonlinear damping to ideal

Equations with nonlinear damping

Stress-service life relations for dual axis samples from impact and nonimpact tensile tests with cyclic axial loads, noting notch sensitivity

ATOMIC ENERGY

Nonstationary oscillations

Deturbulentization effects of flap-lag coupling in

lack of uniform rotor blade oscillations during hover

Nonuniform propeller streams effects on

Analysis of nonsteady flow fields associated with

Design problems of inlets and nozzles used in

Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable

Performance of a noiseless STOL jet aircraft project, describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design and economies

Supersonic engine exhaust nozzle and noncircular second order distributions

Insensitivity of noiseless engine and exhaust nozzle performance. -

Aerodynamic throat area air

Quantitative method for determining jet mixing

Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable

Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area air

Nonstationary oscillations

Deturbulentization effects of flap-lag coupling in

hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover

Finite element methods in structural dynamics problems including wave

Structural dynamic problems including wave

Nonstationary oscillations

Deturbulentization effects of flap-lag coupling in

hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover

Finite element methods in structural dynamics problems including wave

Structural dynamic problems including wave
Pressure transmitter for flow parameter measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static pressure taps rotating on turbine nozzle blades. [P066 A72-42250]

Flow model for jet pipe sound transmission through nozzle flow. [P003 A72-10252]

Sound generation in very low and very high turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel. [AD-731238]

Analysis of peak axial-velocity decay in moving axisymmetric nozzle and effect on noise generated by short takeoff aircraft with externally blown flats. [NASA-TM-X-60102]

Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under supersonic nozzle flow conditions. [AD-760193]

Time dependent method to calculate supersonic flow over nozzle airfoil. [ONERA-WT-189]

Effect of flap set back and gas temperature on Coanda attachment to curved plates with application to air flow patterns on flap of scale propulsive wing model. [AD-761583]

Gas turbine nozzles aerodynamic throat area flow measurement, describing accuracy, standards, reference nozzles and mounting flanges. [SAE AR 1195]

Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on propulsive performance and compressible flow field internal characteristics. [ASME-PAPER 71-WA-71-03]

Large scale high aspect ratio multi-element, suppressor nozzle array testing for augmentor wings and internally blown flats. [AIAME-PAPER 74-F47]

Axisymmetric jet impact on ground board for different nozzle configurations and heights in STOL aircraft aerodynamic studies. [P0410 A72-3324]

Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws, studying acoustic fields for rectangular and axisymmetric nozzle configurations. [AIAME-PAPER 72-641]

Servo buzz nozzle area controls for gas turbines. [P0456 A72-36348]

Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a segment of a partial supersonic nozzle stage. [P0509 A72-39913]

Inlet design and thermodynamic cycle of turbojet engine at supersonic speeds with normal shock. [P0213 A72-16717]

Interference problems of airflow engine integration in aircraft design optimization. [AGARD-LS-53]

Wind tunnel test results of exhaust nozzle/airframe interference drag for optimization of subsonic aircraft design. [P0478 A72-27016]

Wind tunnel test requirements for supersonic nozzle parameters and nozzle airflow interference characteristics. [P0478 A72-27020]

Thrust performance characteristics of augmentor nozzle with rectangular ejector for vertical takeoff planes. [AD-739963]

Nozzle Inserts

Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes air cooling by internal insert, analyzing thermal stresses. [AIAME-PAPER 72-77]

Design, fabrication, and ground tests of perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft. [NASA-CP-1851]

Nozzle Thrust Coefficients

Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust model measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody. [ONERA, TP No. 978]
### OBSERVATION

**NT SATELLITE OBSERVATION**

**NT VISUAL OBSERVATION**

**OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT**

Results of the reliability and maintainability demonstration of the OH-50A light observation helicopter.

[SAGE PRINT 652] p0447 A72-36507

**OCCULDED FRONTS**

**U FRONTS (METEOROLOGY)**

**OCEAN SURFACE**

Radiometer system for measuring total heat flow through ocean surface from low-flying aircraft [AD-740092] p0520 A72-28429

**OCEANS**

**NT ATLANTIC OCEAN**

**NT PACIFIC OCEAN**

**OCEAN WINGS**

**U VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS**

**OH-6 HELICOPTER**

Radar that 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor canted blades, comparing thrust and stall characteristics with symmetrical blades [AD-172-30290]

Aerodynamic characteristics and performance of OH-6 helicopter with emphasis on flight loads imposed during combat operations [AD-738202] p0422 A72-24032

**OKIO**

Environmental impact surveys of quiet engine program [NASA TM X-85855] p0887 A72-27814

**OILS**

**NT CRUDE OIL**

**NT LUBRICATING OILS**

**NT MINERAL OILS**

**Turbine engine oil circuit contamination rate determination by spectrometric analysis, obtaining mathematical theory for data interpretation**

[SAGE PAPER 720303] p0286 A72-25567

**OKLAHOMA**

Thermographic and ground layer turbulence contribution to sonic boom masking isolation, Oklahoma test [N72-121] p0321 A72-20023

**OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM**

Omega system in short range navigation supplementing VORTAC for coverage at low altitudes in mountain areas [P0138 A72-17334]

Navigation accuracy of corrected VERTAC close to transmitter, using aircraft flight test at 500 ft as standard [P0352 A72-29186]

Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, flight tests and optimization of receiving antennas [P0352 A72-29191]

Aircraft applications of composite signal OMEGA configuration with phase data combined at separate carrier with weighting coefficients, discussing advantages over uncompensated navigation systems [P0352 A72-29192]

FAA airborne OMEGA development program covering signal monitoring, airborne data collection and system operational evaluation [P0352 A72-29195]

OMEGA effect on oceanic airway safety, noting improvement over inertial navigation systems [P0352 A72-29197]

Preproduction OMEGA aircraft receivers and antennas development and flight testing, noting signal loss problems in high noise or precipitation static environments [P0353 A72-29198]

Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization in conjunction with sensing and computer equipment life cycles [P0353 A72-29199]

Polar region performance of OMEGA navigation system, noting addition of selectable grid reference, multiple parallel DR system, manual celestial computation and bearing resolver [P0353 A72-29200]

Small aircraft navigation over 10-400 mile course segments by raw OMEGA phase information & presentation on conventional TD-289-course deviation indicator [P0353 A72-29201]

**OMEGA receiver integration into Navy P-3C airborne computerized navigation system, describing flight test, maintainability and laboratory simulation programs** [P0353 A72-29202]

**Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and tropical systems with airborne OMEGA navigation system, discussing E field and H field antennas** [P0353 A72-29203]

**Subtraction circuit design for impulse noise elimination at front end of aircraft oriented OMEGA navigation system receiver** [P0354 A72-29204]

**Avionics equipment for signal processing onboard aircraft to improve flight safety, discussing uses of OMEGA navigation system and digital computers** [P0393 A72-31178]

**OMEGA air and maritime navigation system development, test phase and application, potential, discussing operational modes, propagation parameters, solar activity effects and signal loss** [P0693 A72-37796]

**Proceedings of conference on OMEGA navigation system and recommendations for modified hyperbolic navigation system** [NASA-CR-125807] p0280 A72-19718

**Application of airborne digital computers to loran C/D and OMEGA navigation and guidance systems** [P0353 A72-29225]

**Application of antennas dumping techniques to reduce precipitation interference in airborne omega navigation system** [AD-736516] p0377 A72-22659

** perspective antennas**

**MONOPOLE ANTENNAS**

**ONBOARD NAVIGATION**

**U VHF Omni Range NAVIGATION**

**ON-LINE PROGRAMMING**

**SLAT AIRFOIL COMBINATIONS**

**Aerodynamics modeled by single point vortex to represent leading edge slot, discussing on-line computer graphics program** [AIAA PAPER 72-221] p0127 A72-16798

**On-line digital computer for wind tunnel, operating systems, and real time operation** [HEL-LEO-1325] p0033 A72-10184

**Real time, on-line turning flight optimization** [P0279 A72-17012]

**ONBOARD COMPUTERS**

**U AIRBORNE/SPACEBorne COMPUTERS**

**ONBOARD EQUIPMENT**

**U AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT**

**MT AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT**

**NT AIRBORNE/Spaceborne COMPUTERS**

**MT AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT**

**MT SPACECRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT**

**Pilot role in automated ATC system using onboard avionics equipment, considering onboard auxiliary power unit, electric or hydraulic engine start system, environmental control, etc** [P0199 A72-34680]

**Area navigation and its affect on aircraft operation and systems design.** [AIAA PAPER 72-754] p0990 A72-38125

**ONBOARD NAVIGATION U NavigatioN**

**ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW**

**One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines rotating and static vane cascades, discussing vibrations propagation** [P0014 A72-11584]

**Mathematical model for analyzing quasi-one-dimensional flow across face seals and narrow slots of turbine engines** [NASA TM X-66668] p0353 A72-25468

**OPENINGS**

**NT APERTURES**

**OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)**

**On-line digital computer for wind tunnel, operating systems, and real time operation** [HEL-LEO-1326] p0033 A72-10184

**OPERATIONAL HAZARDS**

**Rotary wing and VTOG aircraft induced downwash**
SUBJECT INDEX

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
Prediction of weather induced airline operating delays, discussing fog, snow, freezing rain, thunderstorms, crosswind, headwinds, CAT, wind shear, wet runways and tail winds
Aircraft transparencies from civil operation viewpoint, considering replacement cost of flight deck and cabin windows
Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors
Methods for solving engine airplane interference and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of airplane design
Statistical evaluation of operational load forces on undercarriage of F-104 aircraft
Aircraft CRT electronic displays discussing operational flexibility versus control and monitor complexities, economics, reliability and human factors
International air transportation problems
Operational problems of chartered transatlantic, transpacific, and transcanadian airlines
Operational problems of chartered transatlantic, transpacific, and transcanadian airlines

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Statistical evaluation of aircraft operating costs for operating in rural areas
Systems analysis to define technical, economic, and operational characteristics of aircraft transportation systems for short-range, intercity, and urban areas
System analysis to define technical, economic, and operational characteristics of aircraft transportation systems for short-range, intercity, and urban areas
Operational problems of chartered transatlantic, transpacific, and transcanadian airlines

OPTICAL RADAR
Long range planning and analysis applied to social impact of short takeoff and landing operations in urban areas
Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft to show projected operating costs and return on investment
Measurement of human operator performance in single axis tracking task during simulated turbulent conditions

OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Optical image filtering to simplify and facilitate automatic aerodynamic prediction (NASA TR R-62159)

OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Laser Doppler velocimetry system design for optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity in turbomachinery

OPTICAL RADAR
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward- and rearward-looking modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes

OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Optical transparencies - Conference, London, June 1971

OPTICAL RADAR
Optical transparencies - Conference, London, June 1971

A-321
OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS

- ground based ultrasonic microwave Doppler radar-methods
  p0067 A72-14822
- Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking and range-finding, describing results obtained with ONERA experimental equipment
  p0282 A72-24655
- Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for aircraft landing operations under low clouds and fog at coastal region
  p0387 A72-20847
- STRADA landing trajectory recording system for real time flight path restitution during approach and landing, using computer and lidar techniques
  p0604 A72-32895
- Airport runway fog dispersal in UK, discussing cost projection for chemical seeding system combined with lidar remote sensing
  p0731 A72-5700
- Application of lidar to determine slant range visibility conditions and atmospheric transmittance aloft
  (AD-742359) p0530 N72-29201

OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS

- Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking and range-finding, describing results obtained with ONERA experimental equipment
  p0282 A72-24655
- Electro-optical attitude-sensing device for landing approach of flight vehicle
  (NASA-CASE-75-01994-1) p0222 N72-17326

OPTICAL REFLECTION

- Light transmission, reflection and environment problems of hydrophilic coatings for fog and frost protection in aviation instrument window design
  p0563 A72-42519

OPTICAL SCANNERS

- ST MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
  - Base notion isolation characteristics of optical deflector with two axis gimbal support
    (AD-763002) p0590 N72-31680
- OPTICAL SENSORS
- OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
- OPTICAL TRACKING
  - Lidar application to aircraft and missile tracking and range-finding, describing results obtained with ONERA experimental equipment
    p0282 A72-24655
- Base notion isolation characteristics of optical deflector with two axis gimbal support
  (AD-763002) p0590 N72-31680
- OPTICAL CONTROL
- ST TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
  - High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade suboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping motion and bending loads despite small control angles and vertical gusts
    p0771 A72-15504
  - Airborne computer programmed adaptive optimal control for subsonic vehicle automatic landing with aerodynamic performance
    p0740 A72-16430
  - Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft inerinally based flight trajectory control in turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS
    p0740 A72-16472
  - Extremal field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption
    p0139 A72-17727
  - Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games between two aircraft in horizontal plane considering cost functions and terminal criteria
    p0183 A72-19282
  - Multivariable and multivariable linear and nonlinear dynamic systems maxim likelihood identification based on state vector formulation and optimal filter use
    p0183 A72-19286
  - Aircraft optimal terminal guidance nonlinear feedback control law, deriving maximum principle by digital computer program
    p0183 A72-19287
  - Optimal control of two shaft gas turbines engine in helicopter, using cybernetic equipment
    p0231 A72-22862

SUBJECT INDEX

- Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of minimized functional
  p0236 A72-23805
- Near optimal closed-loop control laws for fixed time pursuit-evasion differential game between two aircraft in vertical plane, using dynamic modeling
  p0236 A72-23805
- Extremal field properties in optimal control problem applied to aircraft flight over assigned distance with minimum fuel consumption
  p0285 A72-25329
- Suboptimal feedback control for aircraft gust alleviation design, using indirect perturbation information through normal acceleration factor measurement
  p0396 A72-32085
- Computer control of aircraft landing
  p0455 A72-35950
- Optimal sensitive adaptive control techniques for systems with unknown time-varying parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC
  p0490 A72-37289
- Homogeneous linear partial differential equation for optimal control with boundary condition formed by terminal component, noting weighting functions for linear plant
  p0494 A72-37989
- Optimal selection of stability augmentation parameters for excellent-pilot acceptance
  p0494 A72-37989
- An optimal model-following flight control system for manual control
  p0511 A72-37227
- Investigation of data rate requirements for low visibility approach with a scanning beam landing guidance system
  p0512 A72-36259
- Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficient matrices of minimized functional
  p0503 A72-38514
- Optimum aiding of inertial navigation systems using air data
  (AIAA PAPER 72-847) p0504 A72-39082
- Optimization of controlled plants sequence with stochastic process described by partial differential equations, noting hydrodynamcis of liquid fuel jet engine
  p0509 A72-39903
- Output-feedback control law for randomly distributed multivariable system
  p0509 A72-43608
- The optimal control of merging aircraft - implementation of the hybrid air traffic controller
  p0539 A72-43868
- Application of quadratic optimization to supersonic inlet control
  p0599 A72-4519
- Optimal synthesis of a two-parameter continuous controller for a jet engine with an afterburner
  p0601 A72-45284
- Allowable region of approach height and desirable approach path of aircraft for safe landing, presenting optimal control trajectories
  p0603 A72-48497
- Optimization of automatic flight control concepts for light helicopters with all-weather capability
  p0601 A72-11917
- Derivation of differential equations for optimal feedback for constant linear system
  (VTM-165) p0279 A72-19663
- Optimal control theory for determining thrust and bank angle programs
  (AD-736964) p0386 W72-23033
- Design of optimal feedback controller for multivariable linear systems having subsystem sensitivity constraints
  (NASA-TR-1-68064) p0387 W72-23195
- Optimum adaptive phase estimation receiver for one-way ranging air navigation
  p0389 W72-23660
- Singular optimal control and minimum time of ascent for supersonic aircraft
  p0189 W72-24006
- Kalsman-Schmidt filters applied to optimal control of air submarine inertial navigation systems
**ORGANIC COMPOUNDS**

- Mechanism used with externally carried ordnance on aircraft
- Organic compounds
  - Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance of naval aircraft to determine contribution to water pollution
- Organic materials
  - Fiberglass replacement by organic fiber for L-1011 interior sandwich panels and laminates.
  - Considering Nomex fiber in woven fabric
- Organizational aspects
  - NT NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
  - Book on NATO organization and functions, discussions, international aviation history, conference machinery, enforcement of conference resolutions, air transportation economics, public corporations, etc.
- Exchanges
  - Variable-orifice gas turbine system for fuel rate control in aircraft
  - Gas turbine engine combustion chamber
  - Sing loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic flow
  - Analysis of leading edge flow separation resulting from airfoil oscillation
  - Performance of 20 inch diameter axial-flow transonic compressor rotor with small dampers and comparison with performance of rotor with large dampers
- Oscillating flow
  - Evaluation of Reissner's correction for finite span aerodynamic effects.
  - Visualization study of flow near the trailing edge of an oscillating airfoil.
  - Oscillation dampers
  - Performance of 20 inch diameter axial-flow transonic compressor rotor with small dampers and comparison with performance of rotor with large dampers.
- Oscillations
  - PN HARMONIC OSCILLATION
  - NT NONSTABILIZED OSCILLATION
  - NT PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
  - NT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
- Wing oscillations
  - Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semi-infinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils
  - A new method for the evaluation of canted wind tunnel interference parameters applicable to subsonic oscillatory tests.
  - Problems of interference between oscillating surfaces in subsonic flow
  - Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic forces and moments acting on cascade of airfoils in uninstalled conditions
  - Analysis of leading edge flow separation resulting from airfoils oscillating in uniform flow field at low Reynolds numbers
  - Wing loading theory with wings at rest in subsonic flow and control surface oscillating with small amplitude
- Oscillators
  - NT GYROSCOPIC PERDULARS
  - NT MECHANICAL OSCILLATORS
- Microwave oscillators
- Gas turbine engine combustion chamber:
  - Investigation of axial flow air flow rate effects on circumferential nonuniformity of gas temperature field at outlet

**SUBJECT INDEX**

**OXYGEN**

- NT LASER OUTPUTS
- NT AIRCRAFT
  - Measurement of ground loads on OV-1 aircraft during landings on smooth and rough fields
  - NT-10 AIRCRAFT
    - 0010 Aircr aft used in tests to determine interaction of landing gear and soft soil during landing and takeoff
  - Measurement of aircraft noise generated by T0V-10A short takeoff aircraft and comparison with wind tunnel data
- Overcast
  - U CLOUD COVER
  - U ESTIMATING
- Overpressure
  - Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic bangs effect on structures and dynamic magnification factor engineering formula
- Oxidation
  - Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame measurements extrapolated for gas turbine combustion chambers
  - Physicochemical processes in metal surface layers subjected to contact friction with aircraft fuels presence, noting secondary compounds and thermal oxidation acceleration
  - Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas turbine combustion chambers
  - Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing glassware-type apparatus
  - Oxidation resistance
    - Gas turbine superalloys high temperature oxidation resistance by fiber strengthening, rare earth alloying, precipitation hardening and intermetallic compounds
    - Cyclic-furnace oxidation of cobalt alloy WI-52 clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for aircraft gas turbine stator vanes
    - High strength oxidation resistant tungsten reinforced nickel alloy composites for use in gas turbine engines
- Oxides
  - NT NITRIC OXIDE
  - NT NITROUS OXIDES
  - NT NITRATES OXIDES
  - NT LIQUID OXYGEN
  - NT HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
  - NT LIQUID OXYGEN
  - NT OXYGEN
- Oxygen analyzers
  - Electromechanical device for recording infrared gaseous oxygen spectra in pressurized aircraft cabin atmosphere
- Oxygen detectors
  - U OXYGEN ANALYZERS
- Oxygen masks
  - Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber experiments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>PARACHUTE DESCENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OXYGEN SENSORS</td>
<td>(AD-728216)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXYGEN ANALYZERS</td>
<td>p0096 NT72-12837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>p0174 NT72-15890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2 OXYGEN MASKS</td>
<td>p0279 NT72-1964A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet book on civil aircraft high altitude equipment covering air conditioning systems, oxygen equipment and cabin pressurization</td>
<td>Analysis of aircraft exterior lighting and marking configurations to provide visual detection at maximum range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOX supply systems installation for civil transport aircraft crew and/or passenger breathing oxygen</td>
<td>Surface properties and soil retention of aircraft painted with polyurethane paint, and equipment covering airfield runway marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SAE AIR 1223)</td>
<td>Electrodeposition of paints on aircraft aluminum and magnesium alloys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE</td>
<td>Practical procedure for removal of baked-on, aluminized silicone paint from aircraft skins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>Experimental determination of stability and stall flutter of scale model of tail-propeller free-wing V/STOL aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>N2 RECTANGULAR PANELS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZONE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACIFIC OCEAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-3 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-3 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-1127 AIRCRAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Incompressible potential flow model of porous fabrics
[DLR-F3-71-98] p0067 N72-26026

Materials and design for textile mechanical elements in aerospnace parachute systems [DLR-MST-72-07] p0018 N72-28004

Subsonic wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution on parachute canopy of ring-slot parachute model [AD-744103] p0625 N72-32063

Design, development, and specifications of ringsail parachute with emphasis on inflation characteristics of cluster canopies [AD-765335] p0642 N72-33051

PARACHUTES U PARACHUTE DESCENT

PT PARACHUTES NT FLEXIBLE WINGS

PT PARACHUTES NT PARAWINGS

Fting tests of parafoil glider and comparison of flight test data with wind tunnel data using small scale and full scale models [AD-721502] p0167 N72-15012

PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)

Univac 1832 multiprocessor avionics computer for airborne ASW; discussing input/output controllers and interfaces and IC design features [AD-72-33265] p0407 N72-39109

Future trends of airborne computers [FALAA PAPER 72-895] p0505 N72-39109

Digital data system with real time displays and multiprocessor capability for wall-to-wall aircraft structure with operational manpower reduction, assessing performance [AD-74-24296] p0564 N72-32059

PARTICLE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Pressure and convective heat transfer distribution at air inlet central body surface, reducing Navier-Stokes equations to partial differential equations with similar solutions [AD-72-10971] p0069 N72-10971

Homogeneous linear partial differential equation for optimal control with boundary conditions formed by terminal component, noting weighting functions for linear plant [AD-72-37989] p0494 N72-37989

Optimization of controlled plants sequence with stochastic process described by partial differential equations, noting hydromechanical system of liquid fuel jet engine [AD-72-39003] p0509 N72-39003

PARTICLE COUNTERS U RADIATION COUNTERS

PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION) T ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)

PARTICLE DETECTORS U RADIATION DETECTORS

PARTICLE DIFFUSION

Diffusion and fallout of polluting particulates emitted by aircraft engines, discussing effect of wing-tip vortices, plume visibility and monitoring, simulation and modeling of wind tunnel data (N72-21001) p0311 N72-21001

PARTICLE FLEX DENSITY U NEUTRON FLUX DENSITY D Accurate measurement of particle flux densities, discussing flow pressure experiments and theory at different streamlines [AD-72-16490] p0122 N72-16490

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Hall size distribution and concentration in thunderstorms updraft regions from aircraft and s-band radar observations
Subject Index

**PARTICLE TRACKS**

- PARTICLE TRACKS
- PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
- Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination for trajectories of suspended particles in fluid flow through axial compressor stage
- Gas-particle flow trajectories, velocity and pressure distribution in axial flow turbine stage, using cascade tunnel and high speed photography

**PARTICLES**

- NT FOG
- NT NUCLEONS
- NT POWDER (PARTICLES)
- NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
- NT RAINDROPS
- NT SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
- NT Soot
- NT VISCOUS LIQUIDS
- NT VISCOUS FLUIDS
- NT ELECTRA AIRCRAFT
- NT EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT
- NT VISCOUNT AIRCRAFT

**PARTICULATE FILTERS**

- NT FOG
- NT NUCLEONS
- NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
- NT RAINDROPS
- NT SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
- NT SOOT

**FLUID FILTERS**

- NT FOG
- NT NUCLEONS
- NT PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
- NT RAINDROPS
- NT SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
- NT SOOT

**PASSENGERS**

- Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive aircraft in US general aviation for calendar year 1970
- Flight tests to determine effects of various approach angles on performance of executive transport aircraft
- Analysis of performance and economic factors involved in operation of commercial transport aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds
- Airport facilities requirements for corporate/executive/business aircraft operations
- Application of aerodynamic data to design of passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas motion flow and boundary layer theory
- International air transportation problems
- Operational problems of chartered transatlantic air transportation
- Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972
- Analysis of existing airports and airport requirements to support short haul and commuter requirements
- Corporate/executive/business aircraft operations
- Computer simulation to determine capacity of air transportation systems
- Development of commercial transportation facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for short-haul operations
- Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft resulting from mechanical vibration and 'swinging motion'

**Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports for calendar year 1969**

**Computer simulation to determine capacity of air terminal for short takeoff and landing aircraft using critical path method for improving aircraft/terminal utilization**

**Design, development, and characteristics of aircraft for air bus operations**

**Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive aircraft in US general aviation for calendar year 1970**

**Flight tests to determine effects of various approach angles on performance of executive transport aircraft**

**Analysis of performance and economic factors involved in operation of commercial transport aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds**

**Airport facilities requirements for corporate/executive/business aircraft operations**

**Application of aerodynamic data to design of passenger aircraft with emphasis on laws of gas motion flow and boundary layer theory**

**International air transportation problems**

**Operational problems of chartered transatlantic air transportation**

**Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972**

**Analysis of existing airports and airport requirements to support short haul and commuter requirements**

**Corporate/executive/business aircraft operations**

**Computer simulation to determine capacity of air transportation systems**

**Development of commercial transportation facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for short-haul operations**

**Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft resulting from mechanical vibration and 'swinging motion'**

**A-327**
Numerical analysis of methods for reducing discomfort of passengers on commercial aircraft under turbulent conditions [NASA-CR-116775] p0169 N72-13984
Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to determine factors affecting survival of passengers under emergency conditions [FAA-AM-70-16] p0150 N72-13989
Computerized simulation model for studying performance of air bag [PB-2096777] p0275 N72-19198
Passenger, cargo, and mail statistics for commercial air carriers FY 1971 p0829 N72-29981
Tables on ranking air carrier passenger enplanements for fiscal year 1971 p0526 N72-28981
Senate hearings on regulation of rates and practices of domestic and foreign air carriers [AD-72-4661] p0517 N72-12023
Optimization model for designing surface and air intercity passenger transport systems, and application to STL link between Toronto and Montreal [TR-72-11] p0634 N72-12972
PAVING
Paving Pavements
Airfield pavement condition survey at Alameda Air Station, Imperial Beach, California [AD-73827] p0518 N72-28266
Survey of pavement conditions at OS Harine Corps Landing Field, Crows Landing, California [AD-739314] p0519 N72-28270
Survey of pavement conditions at US Navy Airfield, Anacostia, California [AD-739316] p0519 N72-28270
Similitude requirements for application of scale model theory to design and evaluation of airfield pavements [AD-741368] p0627 N72-32281
Finite element theory of elastic layered analysis for airfield pavement overlay design [AD-742337] p0633 N72-32916
PATLOADS
Helicopter payload gains utilizing water injection for hot day power augmentation [NASA-TK-62795] p0639 N72-33027
Feasibility study of multihelicopter heavy lift systems [AD-743516] p0641 N72-33036
PCX (MODULATION) U PULSE CODE MODULATION.
PEERING NT SMART PEERING
PENDULOUS GYROSCOPES U GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS
PENDULUMS NT GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS
PENDANTS Nondestructive radioactive gas penetrant tests for porosity and fatigue damage in jet engine castings p0009 A72-10813
PERFESTATION Prediction of flight penetration of wing buffeting from wind tunnel model dynamic tests [ARC-CP-11711] p0042 N72-11046
PERFESTATION BALLISTICS NT TERMINAL BALLISTICS
PERFORMANCE Commercial legislation concerning safety improvements for airports in Appalachian area p0113 N72-13927
Environmental impact survey for airport development at Grove City, Pa. p0221 N72-17201
PERCEPTION NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION NT VISUAL PERCEPTION
PERCEPTIONS NT SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
PERFORMANCE German monograph - Computational and experimental investigations regarding the operational characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow compressor with high performance per stage p0090 A72-37940
Performance tests of protective clothing to determine effectiveness against air blast during high speed ejection p0274 N72-19147
Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system [AD-738666] p0468 N72-26215
Test and evaluation of VHF and UHF air/ground communication transceivers at long range radar sites p0517 N72-28177
Performance of NO-MAT 750 reinforced plastic as aircraft landing mat [AD-738137] p0519 N72-28274
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS NT PERFORMANCE
Performance tests cont'd

[ASME Paper 72-GT-33] p0295 A72-25629
 Cascade turbulence for centrifugal compressor

 Cascade turbulence for centrifugal compressor

Coring technique optimization for primary
aircraft components composite materials,
discussing mechanical and dimensional properties,
test data, production cost analysis and cure time

p0312 A72-28077

Composite materials application to gas turbine fan

p0313 A72-28100

Training cockpit 71-29 mean time of failure-free
operation from measurement data during
development tests and two year guaranteed,
calculating arionic devices reliability

p0358 A72-30281

Worldwide distress alarm, identification and
position location system for downed aircraft,
discussing GRAN feasibility tests

p0399 A72-32214

Sailplane performance measured in flight.

p0497 A72-34215

Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design evaluation
based on aerodynamic and aerostatic model and
full scale performance tests

p0510 A72-40056

Variable impedance transducer measuring
in-flight aircraft performance,
tests under environmental thermal effects

p0671 A72-42711

Gas turbine engine performance measurement
via parameters averaging method, noting integration
time determination for given error limits

p0589 A72-43669

Developing a synthetic turbine oil

p0589 A72-43810

Performance of axial flow compressor rotor with
different casing treatment configuration

[F72-80067] p0530 A72-10025

Basic requirements for airborne infrared-test
fire detection system

[AD-726953] p0534 A72-10396

Performance tests on aerodynamically-compensated
pressure heads for BAC 211 aircraft noting
pressure sensing errors

[ABC-CP-11673] p0492 A72-11046

Analysis of military helicopter reliability
requirements based on performance and
reliability test programs

[AD-725595] p0494 A72-11059

Calibration and performance of cosmic radiation
detector for condoms supersonic transport

[TAU-AM-71-21] p0495 A72-11370

Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation of
separation efficiency and aerodynamic
performance

[AD-725593] p0501 A72-11713

Transonic performance of double flow engine
nacelle air intake and afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers

p0795 A72-11866

Comparison between conventional blowdown and
Ladwig tube driven transonic wind tunnels for high
Reynolds number range

p0777 A72-11881

Performance characteristics of high Reynolds
number tube wind tunnel


Performance of redesigned single stage axial
combustor stator for gas turbine engine

[AD-877209] p0977 A72-12795

Laboratory evaluation of electro-optical II IR
warning indicator systems

[NASA-CR-124721] p0709 A72-13351

Performance of radio altimeter in automatically
landing high performance aircraft

[HAL-TR-27] p0111 A72-13589

Performance tests for aircraft communications
equipment

[AD-729866] p0156 A72-14188

Performance tests on static electricity dissipator
used on fixed and rotary wing aircraft

[AD-729541] p0156 A72-14247

Evaluation of airborne station keeping device
efficiency

[AD-729532] p0161 A72-14677

Evaluation of safety performance of enflamed and
gelled aviation fuels in simulated full scale
aircraft crash environment

[AD-729330] p0161 A72-14784

Procedures for conducting engineering tests of
aircraft guided missile subsystems

[AD-731189] p0169 A72-15254

Effects of air blast on performance of gas turbine engines

p0172 A72-15024

Effect of Reynolds number on overall performance of
3.7-inch diameter, six stage axial flow compressor

[FAA-AH-71-261] p0045 A72-15340

Full scale thrust performance tests of prototype
dual stage propelling nozzle

p0209 A72-16691

Performance analysis of small annular turbojet
combustor with several cost-reducing innovations
for use in commercial light aircraft

p0217 A72-16937

Parameter values requiring aircraft performance
production at minimal cost

[AD-730330] p0221 A72-17977

System for evaluation of aircraft, diagnostic and
inspection equipment performance characteristics

[NASA-TD-73283] p0219 A72-18041

Sensitivity of Fraunhofer line fluorometer for
photodensitometric dye concentration
measurements in water


Performance tests of single-stage twin with low
stability jet flap rotor blade assembly using
variations cavity pressure ratios, equivalent
speeds, and expansion ratios


Analysis of factors involved in performance and
environmental testing of military aircraft

[TD-736864] p0273 A72-19054

Implementation of instrumentation techniques for
service testing of aircraft and airborne
equipment to meet military requirements

[AD-743060] p0297 A72-19300

Transonic and blowdown wind tunnels for high
Reynolds number testing

[AD-740680] p0276 A72-19306

Analysis of man-machine interface of digital data
link for air traffic control information
transfer requirements


Development of computer data systems for air
traffic control and evaluation of air
traffic control procedures


Development of techniques for evaluation of
performance of air breathing engines and
measurement of significant operating parameters


Flight tests to determine suitability of aircraft
for operation on aircraft carriers

[TD-729209] p0297 A72-20998

Performance tests of fan stages operating with
oblique weak shocks in rotor blade tip region
and analysis of damage in leading edge tip region


Quiet nacelle for suppressing noise in T3-38
combustor engine


Performance tests to determine problems associated
with hovering, vertical takeoff, and landing of
VTOL aircraft with emphasis on attitude control

[HAL-TR-276] p0497 A72-27027

Performance tests of instrument landing system
localizer to include system and monitor
stability and monitor operation under degraded
system performance

[FAA-AD-72-50] p0485 A72-27694

Performance and distortion tolerance of 1500
ft/sec tip speed transonic fan stages with
variable geometry inlet guide vanes and variable
stagger stator


Application of dynamic component testing for
development of helicopters to show test planning
and execution

[NASA-TT-P-7200] p0513 A72-28000

Performance tests to determine aircraft tire
behavior and operating problems in various types of
cracks
PERIODICITY

U PERIODIC VARIATIONS

PERIODICAL JET FLOW

Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on turbulent jets

Pered speed effect on lift power of two dimensional jet ground effect support

PERSONNEL

NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
NT FLIGHT CREWS
NT FLYING PERSONNEL
NT GROUND CREWS
NT NAVIGATORS
NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
NT POLICE
NT TEST PILOTS

Measurement of positive ions near air traffic control radars and effects on near-by personnel
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
High speed jet noise source physical properties
interpretation by theory and scale-model experiments for supersonic transport aircraft noise suppression problems
p0016 A72-11973

High strength Ti alloys for aircraft accessories structural materials, comparing room temperature
physical properties of ultrahigh tensile steels and other alloys
p0058 A72-13617

Aerodynamic noise measurement, discussing physical units, spectral analysis, conversion and
correction formulas
p0136 A72-17195

Crash safe turbojet fuel to reduce fire probability and severity during aircraft ground crash,
investigating physical and chemical properties
[ASME PAPER 72-GT-20] p0294 A72-25624

p0548 A72-40459

Making a product from composites. II.
p0604 A72-88556

Development of nickel base superalloys for powder
metallurgy application as compressor and turbine
discs in jet engines
p0110 W72-13468

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber
experiments
p0194 A72-21571

Medical and physiological hazards for SST passengers and crews, discussing cumulative
cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression
risks
p0300 A72-25816

Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic
trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing
physical and blast effects, pressurization
safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia
p0301 W72-26020

Acoustic measurements of T-41 trainer aircraft
during ground and airborne operation
p0167 W72-15014

Analysis of riding discomfort in aircraft
resulting from mechanical vibration and swing
motion
[SAE-LIB-TRANS-1605] p0291 A72-25624

Measurement of positive ions near air traffic
control radar and effects on near-by personnel
p0380 W72-23400

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training
crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital
techniques, and visual and physiological
experiences
p0362 A72-30844

PIASCEK MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
PICKOFFS
U SENSORS
PILOT ERROR
Airplane attitude display motion relationship to external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift
p0363 A72-31151

Report of aircraft accident at Augusta, Maine
airport during landing approach of PA-31
aircraft, August 1971
[NTS-B-AAR-72-6] p0269 A72-19028

Relative incidence and cost data for orientation-orient accidents in regular Army UH-1
aircraft during fiscal year 1968
[AD-735857] p0332 W72-21016

Aircraft accident involving DC-3 aircraft during
instrument landing approach to La Guardia
Airfield, New York on 4 Jan. 1971
[NAV-MIL-71-711] p0528 W72-29008

Aircraft accident involving Convair 340 aircraft
during landing approach at New Haven,
Connecticut, on 7 June 1971
[NTS-B-AAR-72-20] p0583 W72-31010

PILOT PERFORMANCE
Pilots in aircraft systems management involving
machine and air traffic environment
p0055 A72-13419

Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning
instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection,
evaluation and avoidance execution

Feedback gains for STOL aircraft display pilot
interactive flight director design, using
computerized approach-land simulation and
optimal control theory

Pilot perception trends on estimating flight path
inclination, ground image and touchdown time
under poor visibility

General aviation type light airplanes pilot
workload during steep landing approach,
comparing flight tested control response
parameters with handling qualities criteria

Pilot evaluation of Boeing 747 handling,
directional stability, stall, rudder feel,
forces, landing, inertial navigation and
reliability

Airline pilot performance in automated ATC system
involving use of surveillance data and
instantaneous discrete communication

Pilot role in automated ATC system using onboard
situational display with navigation and collision
avoidance devices

Airbus pilot performance during instrument
approach in low visibility conditions

Pilot warning systems for visual mid-air collision
avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats,
scanning patterns and display sector size effects

Flight tests of stability augmentation system for
light airplane improving pilot control during
IFR encounter

Project pilot criteria for preparation and
execution of flight test specifications

Pilot evaluation of C-5 automatic landing system
in Category III weather environment

Airplane attitude display motion relationship to
external world as factor in pilot error due to
visual frame of reference shift

Pilot-fighter aircraft system mathematical model
relating pilot performance to air-combat
weapon delivery accuracy

Human factors engineering techniques in
pilot-aircraft-environment adaptation to ease
workload and in performance efficiency improvement

Mid-air collision causes and prevention,
considering pilot responsibilities,
anticollision devices and procedures

Instruments installation effect on Soviet
passenger aircraft pilot performance, discussing
Tupolev aircraft control systems

Application of the head-up display /HUD/ to a
commercial jet transport.

Improved qualitative flight data rating scales.

Analysis of aircraft lateral-directional
handling display using pilot models.

Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical
spectra and some observations on airworthiness.

Evaluation of simulated pilot/system performance
in manually controlled IFR formation flight task
for UH-1 helicopter under various environmental
and operational conditions

Flight simulator exercise for investigation of
pilot performance in low visibility conditions
during IFR approach and landing

Development of model to determine effects of pilot
performance and aircraft dynamics on accuracy of
tactical weapon delivery

[AD-720320] p0091 N72-12037
Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft
interface requirements

[AD-703902] p0104 N72-13010
Procedures for predicting pilot-vehicle-flight
control system performance

[AD-720607] p0153 N72-14007
Analytical prediction compared with experimental
results of motion effects on pilot performance
in IFR hovering task

Application of Markov game approach to planar air
combat problems

Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate
psychodynamic processes leading to suicidal
aircraft accidents

[FAA-AH-72-2] p0268 R72-19020
Simulation of wind, system data rate, and
contingency event variables during steep descent
of vertical lift aircraft under instrument
conditions to determine pilot performance

[AD-731270] p0272 N7-19051
Analysis of aircraft accidents resulting from
pilot disorientation and vertigo during flights
on military aircraft and helicopters

[AD-791508] p0272 N7-19053
Prediction and measurement of multichannel pilot
performance, and system design implications for
pilot capability and limitations

[NASA-TP-14351] p0374 N7-22262
Rate-of-closure as performance monitoring
parameter during approach and landing

[NASA-TP-14353] p0375 N7-22264
Effect of head-up display on pilot ability to see
runway lights in fog

[AD-730501] p0437 N72-26360
Six degree of freedom simulator tests to determine
effects of motion cues on short takeoff and
landing aircraft approach

[NASA-CR-114458] p0580 N7-27032
Analysis of pilot performance in establishing
specific glide path by reference to oblong
diamond marks on runway

[FAA-CH-1141158] p0785 N72-27702
Analysis of problems encountered by pilots of jet
aircraft and application of engineering
psychology to eliminate difficulties

[NASA-TP-14351] p0514 N7-28006
Development of method for identifying visibility
conditions on runway during takeoff and landing
and comparison with visual perception of pilot

[NASA-TT-F-14351] p0525 N7-28661
Development of broadcast system of flight traffic
control for increased flight safety based on
increased pilot participation of control
procedures

[NASA-CE-17452] p0522 N7-28662
Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility
approaches for landing and man machine
relationship with automatic pilot operation

[AD-780502] p0529 N7-29014
Performance tests of manual control displays and
formats to evaluate effectiveness in performing
precision tracking tasks

[AD-742177] p0532 N7-29031
Efficient pilot management of cockpit
control/display devices

[AD-741985] p0537 N7-30016
Development of schematic representation of pilot
workload and functions for various portions of
aircraft flight and reaction to various stimuli

[AD-735119] p0527 N7-32035
Fixed base simulator evaluation of effect of
pictorial display realism on frequency of control
errors due to roll disturbances

PILOT TRAINING

Pilot training by simulators, determining
learning effectiveness by mathematical model
based on renewal theory

[AD-725209] p0128 N7-16927
Flight Carrier Landing Trainer flight and carrier
environment simulator for A-7 aircraft pilot
training, discussing performance predictions
from computer data analysis

Interactive computer graphics with three
dimensional real time CRT display of air combat
PILOTED CERTIFIGUES

PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
MT DRONE AIRCRAFT
MT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
MT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT

PILOT (INCLINATION)

PITOT ANGLES

PIVOTED RIG AIBCBAFT

PILOTED CENTBIFOGES

PILOTED CENTBIFOGES

PLABBTABY ENTBI

PILOTLESS AIBCBAFT

PILLOWED TRAINEES (PERSONNEL)
MT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
MT TEST PILOTS

PILOT英國 ENGINEER


Comparison of Wankel engine characteristics with small reciprocating and jet engines used as power plants in light aircraft [REP'T-990] .

Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas turbine engines - tables [PB-207107] .

History of Curtiss P-12 aircraft engine to show design, development, manufacture, and application [p0590 N72-31781] .

PILOT THEORY

Flying machine using reaction forces on body moving in compressible fluids within piston device equivalent to air pressure pump [p0197 A72-21798] .

FITCH

Multiple pure tone noise generation from turboshaft blade to blade nonuniformities in rotor geometry, using two dimensional inviscid flow model [p0072 A72-15568] .

Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high speed fans [p0610 A72-49197] .

FITCH (INCLINATION)

Airfcraft pitching and yawing cross couplings compensation at high speed [p0008 A72-10506] .


Integration method to derive angle of pitch, flight-path angle, and angle of attack from measurements in nonsteady flight [VHF-156] .

Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of cyclic pitch control on V/STOL aircraft for longitudinal control during hover and transition [AD-736237] .

PITCH ANGLES
U PITCH (INCLINATION)

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL
U LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

PITCHING ROBERTS

Wind tunnel stability tests of aerodynamic pitch damping of aircraft model oscillating in two degrees of freedom [p0057 A72-13539] .

Pitching moments effect on phugoid and height mode stability of aircraft in supersonic flight [p0236 A72-23622] .

Multipropeller slipstream and wing interference, noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force distribution, and wakes [p0293 N72-10015] .


PITOT STATIC TUBES
U PITOT TUBES
U SPEED INDICATORS
U ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY

PITOT TUBES

Flight test procedures for subsonic transport aircraft pilot static pressure system, recommending trailing cone calibration method [SHE ARP 921] .

Low-speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes for flight test recording of airspeed and flight altitude [ARC-CP-1162] .


PITOTED WING AIRCRAFT
U TILT WING AIRCRAFT

PLANARITY ENTRY
U ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY

PILOTED CERTIFIGUES

maneuvers for fighter pilot training
Pilot trainer transfer function identification for man-machine and on-line adaptive control system using analog/hybrid computer .

Aircraft and other vehicle simulators for training crews, discussing evolution of needs, digital techniques, and visual and physiological experiences .

Low cost flight simulator for general aviation pilot training, containing IFB instrumentation and turbulence injection device .

Simulated blind approach trainer for general aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing design concept and instrumentation chart emphasis on components simplicity and economy .

Future aspects of business aviation, discussing pilot training and aircraft reliability and maintenance in context of flight safety .


Interface and options definition for advanced simulation in undergraduate/pilot training using visual simulator, including: electrical properties and edge smoothing .

PILOTED CENTBIFOGES
U HUMAN CENTBIFOGES
U PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
MT DRONE AIRCRAFT
MT JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
MT TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT

Remote manned vehicles /RNW/ application in aerial warfare, considering anti-aircraft defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and role of man during combat mission [p0344 A72-28451] .

PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
MT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
MT TEST PILOTS

Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52 aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight [AD-727063] .


Importance of advanced information given to pilots considered as element in automatic control system [REP'T-64] .

Analysis of pilot duties during low visibility approaches for handling and man machine relationship with automatic pilot operation [AD-740502] .

Equipment for automatic recording and re-broadcast of pilot reports on weather conditions [FAA-WA-72-62] .

PIPET FLOW

Pitot stem blockage corrections in uniform and nonuniform pipe flow determined by wind tunnel measurements [ARC-CP-1175] .

PPIPPIR AIRCRAFT

Design and development program for air conditioning system of twin engine unpressurized Piper Navajo, noting flight test results [SAF PAPER 720328] .

PPIEPS (TUBES)

Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal and pressure cycling [p0199 A72-21938] .

Metric swaged pipe coupling design and development for aircraft hydraulic systems, presenting fatigue test results [p0199 A72-21940] .

A-334
Aircraft skins susceptible to exfoliation corrosion
[AD-728039]
Surface properties and soil retention of aircraft painted with polyurethane paint, and requirements for aircraft cleaner
[AD-735971]
Chemical and structural properties of urethane elastomers and resistance to rain erosion
[AD-737624]

PLASTIC FILMS
U POLYMERIC FILMS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
PLASTICS

MT ACRYLIC RESINS
MT EPOXY RESINS
MT NYLON (TRADEMARK)
MT POLYETHERS
MT POLYETHYLENES
MT REINFORCED PLASTICS
MT THERMOPOLASTIC RESINS

PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STORES
PLASMA DYNAMICS
PLASMA WELDING

PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STORES
PLASMA DYNAMICS
PLASMA WELDING

Application of fluidic pneumonic elements and pneumatic systems of flight vehicles
[ABC-B/M-3682] .

A-335
Incopressible potential flow model of porous parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in uniform steady stream p0313 A72-28123

Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for solution to three dimensional nonlinear transonic small disturbance potential equation for flow about swept wings [AIAA Paper 72-6777] p0414 A72-30663

Surface vorticity theory for axisymmetric potential flow past annular aerofoils and bodies of revolution with application to ducted propellers and cowl p0503 A72-38554

Potential flow calculations to support two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on high-lift devices [ICAS Paper 72-13] p0553 A72-41138

Calculation of potential flow about aerofoils using approximation by splines p0566 A72-42849

An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem p0594 A72-43329

Coaptation of the potential-theoretical flow around wing-fuselage combinations and a comparison with measurements p0602 A72-44298

The determination of a general relation between the aerodynamic properties of a single airfoil and those of the same airfoil arranged in an arbitrary cascade p0614 A72-45363

Lifting potential flow in terms of doublet distribution over body surface and trailing vortex sheet [NAC-76-502] p0258 N72-18281

Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic wing profile having shockless compressions [Rept-10/1971] p0317 N72-19996

Coaptation of potential flow around axisymmetric bodies, cowl, and engine inlets using singularity method [AVA-P7-7131] p0324 N72-20331

Numerical analysis of potential flow problems of two-dimensional airfoil with distributed suction p0424 N72-24359

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

U POTENTIAL THEORY

POTENTIAL THEORY

Lifting surface linearized potential theory for unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program [NAC-76-502] p0357 A72-13541

Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade performance test data for various cambers comparison with potential theory data p0212 A72-16405

Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part boundary value problem for linear potential equation p0310 A72-27585

POWER (PARTICLES)

Procedure for measuring performance of aircraft fire extinguishing powders p0069 N72-11691

POWER REACTOLOGY

Forced Inconel alloy 718 metal powder preforms for dense aircraft engine compressor rotor blades p0014 A72-11441

Metal forming techniques for gas turbine engines, considering isothermal, radial and powr metallurgy preform forcings, contoured cross and foco rolling, and squeeze casting p0296 A72-25649

Methods and sequences for producing precision forced structural and jet engine components from powder metal preforms of titanium alloys [AIAA Paper 72-6777] p0317 A72-25649

POWER

Helicopter lift margin system to aid in determining power requirements for takeoff and landing [AD-725207] p0372 A72-22511

POWER CONVERSION

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

POWER EFFICIENCY

Hydrothermodynamic foundations of hydrofoil engines employing gas-water mixtures and gas turbine generators, analyzing thrust coefficient and power efficiency p0247 A72-25128

Axial flow compressor and turbine loss coefficients, correlating blade rows geometric and aerodynamic variables effects [ASME Paper 72-GT-18] p0294 A72-25617

Military jet engines centrifugal fuel pumps power requirements for throttled operation, noting pressure stability improvement at low flow rates p0456 A72-30641

POWER GAIN

Four uhf antennas buried beneath refractory concrete, discussing design, fabrication and power gain and azimuthal pattern variation p0130 A72-17345

Diagram and gain measurements regarding antennas conducted with a helicopter for the range from 0.5 to 800 MHz p0509 A72-40545

Helicopter payload gains utilizing water injection for hot day power augmentation [NASA-TM-X-62195] p0639 N72-33027

POWER GENERATORS

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

POWER PLANTS

Russian book - Optimization of thermal circuits of complex gas-turbine power plants p0490 A72-37850

POWER SPECTRA

Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics effect on rigid aircraft response to normal acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence, using power spectral technique p0236 A72-25361

Sonic jet noise pressure source model for radiated sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra ratio derivation with application to noise suppression p0457 A72-35614

Aircraft structural design loads definition by mission analysis criteria, taking into account gust loads via power spectral density methods p0566 A72-42028

Atmospheric turbulence power spectra for predicting rigid aircraft center of gravity response [ARC-SF-365] p0082 A72-11965

POWER SUPPLIES

Aircraft hybrid electrical power systems, describing variable frequency generation and high voltage dc distribution p0111 A72-11068

Concorde aircraft electrical power systems design, noting dc and emergency supplies and installation data p0053 A72-12910

Airborne equipment electric power supply standards to provide characteristics limits for compatibility with ground support systems [SAB AS 12121] p0458 A72-36535

Airport power power supply system to meet increased load terminal demands, describing main and emergency standby network layout and equipment p0612 A72-85272

Analysis of wiring weight, conductor weight, and conductor losses as function of system voltage in aircraft electrical power systems [AD-732001] p0207 N72-16164

Development of methods for conducting climatic tests with emphasis on design, construction, and operation of climatic hangar [AD-733299] p0257 A72-82628

Development and evaluation of built-in test equipment for aircraft systems [AD-73855] p0321 A72-20028


Analysis of secondary power system for use with advanced rotary wing aircraft for reliable production of electric power [AD-73940] p0482 A72-27069

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS

Low pass filter requirements and performance in variable speed constant frequency system for...
French monograph on flow near rotor blade tips, discussing three dimensional circulation and boundary layer effects, energy losses, inlet distortion and pressure distributions, etc

Pressure distribution over delta wing with blunt edges at small angles of attack in hypersonic wind tunnel tests

Contracting or diverging stream flow mean velocity change effects on airfoil pressure distribution, circulation and lift, deriving vortex distribution expression

Transonic airfoil section design to given surface pressure distribution, applying finite difference procedures to transonic small disturbance kernels

Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on multistage axial flow compressor and turborotjet/turbofan engine performance and stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility

Fluctuation analysis and unsteady pressure fields induced by pitching motions of wall mounted sweptback configurings experimentally lifting surface theory in high subsonic range

Computation of the potential-theoretic flow around wing-fuselage combinations and a comparison with measurements

Viscous interaction over concave and convex surfaces at hypersonic speeds

Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests, discussing effect of wing-vortex interactions

An experimental investigation of a jet issuing from a wing in crossflow

Calculation of pressure distribution on cylindrical fuselage with perpendicular lifting jet using singularity method

In-flight investigation of installation effects and aerodynamic characteristics of local flow field on auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on underwater engine nacelle

Reynolds number effect on flow past body of revolution at transonic speed

Pressure plotting tests on swept wings for analyzing scale effect at high subsonic speeds

Maximum lift coefficient airfoils developed through optimization of pressure distribution

Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure distribution on fuselage and two body-wing configurations in transonic flow

Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface pressure and flow distribution on orbiter space shuttle

Pressure distribution on swept wing-body junction at supersonic speeds

Theoretical wing pressure distributions: part 1, aerodynamic forces on delta wings of supersonic flow

Pressure distribution on 5 deg swept half wing, including effectiveness of upper surface spoiler as roll control

Unsteady pressure distribution on barocally oscillating slender wing fuselage configurations

Aerodynamic forces, pitching moments, and pressure distributions measurements on delta wing-body combinations at supersonic speed in compressible flow

Numerical analysis of flow distribution in a wing-body combination at supersonic speeds using optimum differencing methods

Method for using lifting-surface theory to obtain pressure distribution on wing with trailing-edge flap or control surface

Free streamline theory for determining pressure distribution on airfoil with flow separation

Linearized lifting surface theory for determining pressure distribution on subsonic delta wing

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic interference and jet-wake interference produced by components of high wing, logistics transport type aircraft

Hypersonic wind tunnel tests on delta wing models at high incidence for pressure distribution determination

Computer program for airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical viscous attached flow

Boundary layer pressure distribution measured on space shuttle wind tunnel test vehicle at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 2.2 and high Reynolds numbers

Analytical method to predict coolant pressure and airflow distribution in strut-supported transpiration cooled wing for gas turbine engine

Measurements of stage pressure and efficiency maps of multistage compressor

Simulation of stage pressure and efficiency maps of multistage compressor

Measurement of wind tunnel background pressure fluctuations for application to wind tunnel testing of aerospace vehicles

Pressure distribution on sweptback wing at supersonic speeds noting boundary layer transition

Development of procedures for calculating pressure distribution on airfoil in sonic stream

Wind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution

Subsonic wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution on parachute canopy of ring-slot parachute model

Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel

FLEXURAL DRAG

NT INTERFERENCE DRAG

SUPERSONIC DRAG

NT WAVE DRAG

Base pressure drag reduction on rectangular wings with blunt trailing edges from low speed wind tunnel measurements

Subsonic powered nacelle wind tunnel model for investigation of geometric variables effect on engine drag

Shocked flow and pressure loss computations for axial flow compressor cascades, using time dependent finite difference technique
PhBSSOBB EFFECTS

PBESSOBE GAUGES •

PBESSDBE FIELDS ,

PBESSDBE GAGES

DYNAMIC PRESSURE, DOWNWASH AND PRESSURE GRADIENT

MEASUREMENT OF WIND TUNNEL BACKGROUND PRESSURE

LOW TURBULENCE WIND TUNNEL WITH CLOSED CIRCUIT

CHARACTERISTICS OF SONIC BOOMS AND DAMAGE CAUSED

ACOUSTIC POWER RADIOATED BY JET AIRCRAFT FUSELAGE

SKIN FRICTION MEASUREMENT IN NONISOBARIC SUBSONIC

ENGINE INLET TOTAL PRESSURE DISTORTION EFFECTS ON

GAS TURBINE ENGINE COMPRESSOR BLADES AND MATERIALS

DYNAMIC DEFLECTION OF ELASTIC RECTANGULAR PLATE

VIBRATING WITH RIGID BASE MOVING UNDER SINUSOIDAL

ACCELERATION TO CRUISE PRESSURE SIGNATURES

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING GEOMETRIES FOR

HIGH PRESSURE RATIO SINGLE STAGE CENTRIFUGAL

COMPRESSORS

DYNAMIC DEFORMATION OF HYDRAULICALLY LOADED FLEXIBLE

SEAL JOINT [NTID-300.12] P0633 N72-32913

SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT

WING-BODY COMBINATIONS AT SUPersonic SPEEDS FOR

WINGBODY COMBINATION DEVELOPMENT [ARC-CP-1167]

PITOT-STEM BLOCKAGE CORRECTIONS IN UNIFORM AND

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER [ARC-CP-1131] P0050 N72-11906

TWO DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS, COMPARING

NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENTS CORRECTED FOR WIND TUNNEL

INTERFERENCE EFFECTS WITH THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

[DFVLR-SONDOR-168] P0058 A72-13609

SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF AIRCRAFT

WAKE FAR FIELD STRUCTURE, MEASURING TRAILING VORTEX

PRESSURE BY MEANT OF PRESSURE PROBE [AIAA PAPER 72-40]

PRESSURE SENSITIVITY OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS IN

FLOW THROUGH AIRCRAFT INTAKE S-SHAPED DUCTS, EVALUATING

DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS WITH ALLOWANCE FOR SHOCK

SPECIAL EFFECTS [AIAA PAPER 71-1290]

AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON ROTOR BLADES RELATED TO

COMPRESSOR NOISE GENERATION [ASA PAPER H 6]

AIRBORNE GRAVIMETRY EXPERIMENT YIELDING HIGH

RESOLUTION PRESSURE AND ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS,

DESCRIPTING EQUIPMENT [AIAA PAPER 72-28244]

HYPERSONIC GUN TAIL BALANCE AND PRESSURE

MEASUREMENTS ON SHARP LEADING EDGE DELTA WINGS,

COMPARING EXPERIMENTAL COEFFICIENTS AND SHOCK ANGLES WITH PREDICTED VALUES

NEAR GROUND PRESSURE DIFFERENTIALS CAUSED BY LARGE

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT INDUCED WAKE VORTICES,

COMPARING MEASURED DATA WITH BERNOLLI FORMULA

THEORETICAL VALUES [AIAA PAPER 72-28122]
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AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON ROTOR BLADES RELATED TO

COMPRESSOR NOISE GENERATION [ASA PAPER H 6]

AIRBORNE GRAVIMETRY EXPERIMENT YIELDING HIGH

RESOLUTION PRESSURE AND ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS,

DESCRIPTING EQUIPMENT [AIAA PAPER 72-28244]

HYPERSONIC GUN TAIL BALANCE AND PRESSURE

MEASUREMENTS ON SHARP LEADING EDGE DELTA WINGS,

COMPARING EXPERIMENTAL COEFFICIENTS AND SHOCK ANGLES WITH PREDICTED VALUES

NEAR GROUND PRESSURE DIFFERENTIALS CAUSED BY LARGE

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT INDUCED WAKE VORTICES,

COMPARING MEASURED DATA WITH BERNOLLI FORMULA

THEORETICAL VALUES [AIAA PAPER 72-28122]

AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON ROTOR BLADES RELATED TO

COMPRESSOR NOISE GENERATION [ASA PAPER H 6]

AIRBORNE GRAVIMETRY EXPERIMENT YIELDING HIGH

RESOLUTION PRESSURE AND ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS,
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating wire-tab configurations in incompressible speed range

Methods for deriving wind tunnel model airflow with integrally formed pressure measurement orifices

Experimental pressure-differential measurements made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex interaction

Incident wing stall detection by unsteady pressure monitoring via flush-mounted microphones, discussing flow pattern model elements

Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum pressure fluctuations.

Combustion noise generation by burning fuel-air mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result of time variable heat release rate due to turbulence

Analysis and correlation of data on pressure fluctuations in separated flow.

Inlet random pressure fluctuation effects on turboprop engine stall characteristics

Methods for analysis of oscillatory pressure measurements with magnetic tape recording and digital transfer function analyser

Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic adiabatic air flow through diffusers with tail pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer

Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in terms of pressure recovery, discussing oblique shock wave formation ahead of entrance to improve efficiency

Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic adiabatic air flow through diffusers with tail pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer

Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in terms of pressure recovery, discussing oblique shock wave formation ahead of entrance to improve efficiency

Pressure transmitter for flow parameter measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades

High response two-transducer pressure measurement for evaluating nonuniform and unsteady inlet airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet engine stability and performance

Engine compressor face rake for flight test instrumentation T-154/T-30

Mathematical models of rate gyro's, servo accelerometers, pressure transducers, and telemetry systems and analog computer simulation programs

Calibration of pressure sensors used to measure aerodynamic noise

Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes for flight test recording of airspeed and flight altitude

Linear differential pressure transducer incorporating high stability variable frequency oscillators and capacitance sensor for application as airspeed indicator

Calibration of pressure sensors used to measure aerodynamic noise

Linear differential pressure transducer incorporating high stability variable frequency oscillators and capacitance sensor for application as airspeed indicator

Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal shear fluctuations.
PROBABILITY THEORY
Probability estimates for aircraft encounters with heavy rain...
p0599 A72-04146
Probability estimates of aircraft encounters with hail, discussing variations with locality, hailstone size and height and supersonic transport experience...
p0198 A72-20365
Commercial aircraft reliability program development from informal continuous product improvement to formalized methods based on reliability logic diagrams and probability calculations...
p0224 A72-23623
Probabilistic analysis of aircraft crash-caused structural damage to nuclear power plant, using Monte Carlo method and yield line theory for perforation and collapse modes...
p0611 A72-31600
Aircraft structural safety criteria based on acceptable failure probability, determining critical load levels...
p0566 A72-42829
PROBLEM SOLVING
NT ASYMPTOTIC METHODS
Solution of aircraft design problems and description of flow patterns... [NASA TT F-18208] p0317. A72-19993
National transportation policy and problem solving actions, and specific administration reports...
[An-1] p0635 A72-32985
PROCEDURES
NT WEAPONS ELEMENT METHOD
PROCUREMENT
Proposed gas turbine procurement standards for gaseous and liquid fuel specifications emphasizing fuel contaminants... [ASME PAPER 71-WA/GT-3] p0116 A72-15896
PRODUCT DESIGN
NT PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Aircraft productivity considerations in preliminary design and production planning phases... [SNE PAPER 710746] p0003 A72-10245
Aircraft gas turbine engine and components post-war development in Japan...
p0122 A72-16499
Deterministic model for new product innovation adoption rate in commercial aircraft jet engine market...
p0186 A72-20269
Commercial aircraft reliability program development from informal continuous product improvement to formalized methods based on reliability logic diagrams and probability calculations...
p0239 A72-24019
Design and development program for air conditioning system of twin engine unpressurized Piper Navajo, noting flight test results... [SNE PAPER 720328] p0291 A72-25550
High bypass ratio JT150-1 turbofan engine design and development testing... [SNE PAPER 720352] p0292 A72-25603
NASA/General Electric joint development of low noise propulsion technology, describing demonstrator engine & design, components development and aerodynamic/aoustic-performance... [AA Paper 72-657] p0614 A72-34077
Helicopters technical and marketing projections for 1980s, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and maneuverability in design philosophy...
p0699 A72-34826
Conference on technological concepts for future transport aircraft developments in civil aviation...
p0103 A72-12995
Advanced technologies for future transport aircraft concepts in civil aviation...
p0102 A72-12996
Technological forecasting for development of hypersonic transports...
p0105 A72-13020
Development and application of nonflammable and fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft and aircraft interiors...
p0208 A72-16419
PRODUCTION PLANNING
NT PRODUCTION PLANNING
Aircraft productivity considerations in preliminary design and production planning phases... [SNE PAPER 710746] p0003 A72-10245
Aircraft design productivity to reduce production cost and enhance product profitability, using joint engineering and manufacturing teams... [SNE PAPER 710748] p0003 A72-10247
Electrodischarge and electrochemical machining applications in continuous repetitive production of aircraft jet engine components...
p0103 A72-11150
Semifinished product production technology influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties, considering foreign, rolling, casting, melting, diffusion welding and powder metallurgy...
p0177 A72-18647
Soviet book on control system technology for flight vehicles covering production of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electric and electronic elements...
p0199 A72-22024
Surface integrity machining practices application to jet engine production, noting cost reduction and process selection and quality control improvement... [ASME PAPER 72-27-2] p0314 A72-25743
Algorithms and computer program to calculate load run multiple nomenclature production process optimal parameters...
p0345 A72-10246
Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft rocket engine assembly covering process schedules, work organization, precision, joints and couplings, quality control, etc...
p0407 A72-33373
B-1 production planning and engineering, discussing explosion, tooling, structural components tests, schedules and cost estimates...
p0402 A72-31389
Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning, discussing design features and management/engineering organizational changes in anticipation of USAF production contract...
p0126 A72-34391
A-10 prototype designed for production...
p0403 A72-34392
Equipment assembly design optimization by operational versions determination and criteria evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary wing design...
p0599 A72-43042
Analysis of technical problems involved in production of variable sweep wings... [DD-730041] p0152 A72-10003
Quantitative definitions for maintainability and maintenance measurements...
p0253 A72-10023
Casting instruction manual for steels and aluminium, magnesium and copper alloys in aeronautical manufacturing... [RAE LIB-TRANS-1557] p0259 A72-10501
Analysis of US and European procedures for development and manufacture of aircraft... [F-0746] p0584 A72-31012
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Maintenance processes planning in air transportation, discussing aircraft availability, cost analysis and production management...
p0451 A72-35494
PRODUCTION METHODS
NT PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
B-1 production planning and engineering, discussing explosion, tooling, structural components tests, schedules and cost estimates...
p0402 A72-31389
Northrop A-9A attack aircraft production planning, discussing design features and management/engineering organizational changes in anticipation of USAF production contract...
p0402 A72-34391
PRODUCTIVITY

Conference on technological concepts for future transport aircraft developments in civil aviation [NASA-SP-292]
Analysis of US and European procedures for development and manufacture of aircraft [P-6768]

PROJECTIONS

Soviet air traffic service productivity increase and manpower saving by introduction of new airliner types

PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT

U HUMAN PERFORMANCE
U PERFORMANCE TESTS

PROFILES

Suction side velocity distribution parameter characteristic relationship to profile geometrical parameters in turbine blade cascade system

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

U PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
MT FORTRAN

PROGRAMS

MT DEFENSE PROGRAM
MT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
MT NASA PROGRAMS
MT QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM
MT SPACE PROGRAMS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Management planning and operation of test facilities for effective application to development of systems and equipment for aerospace vehicles [AD-731548]

PROJECT PLANNING

Project pilot criteria for preparation and execution of flight test specifications [P-800076]
Transportation planning for national and local levels [P-800295]
Program design for study of engine-aircraft interference problems

PROJECTED AREAS

U PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY

PROJECTILE PENETRATION

U TERMINAL BALLISTICS

PROJECTILES

Analysis of response of textiles, wood, and earth materials to fragment impact as basis for designing fragment protection devices [AD-730671]

PROJECTIVE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY

U PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY

MT MERCATOR PROJECTION
Point projection method for constructing tangents to airplane wing cross sections [AD-728651]

PROPAGATION (EXTENSION)

MT CRACK PROPAGATION
PROPAOGATION MODES
Measurement of spatially coherent and incoherent structure of axial compressor-generated noise modes propagating in duct [WHITE, TF NO. 1045]

PROPELLANT ADDITIVES

Hydrocarbon fuel properties, fuel additives, and contaminants [AD-736839]

PROPELLANT TANKS

Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to join sheet metal parts with applications to propellant tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures [ASME PAPER AD 72-7100]

PROPELLANTS

MT CYTHERIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
MT GELLED PROPELLANTS
MT HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANTS

PROPELLER BLADES

Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft, presenting mechanical properties test data for different composite configurations

PROPELLERS

Axial potential flow problem for laminar boundary layer on rotating infinite cylindrical blade, using conformal coordinate transformation
Comparison of two types of blade profile for axial-flow fans
Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex generated by hovering propellers and rotors.
Analytical and experimental investigation of vortex noise generated by propellers with low tip speeds
Development of composite structure for propeller blade retention on VTOL aircraft propulsion systems
Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft

PROPELLER DRIVE

MT HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE
Slipstream vortex street geometry influence on velocity and load distribution of VTOL propellers

PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

Altitude-velocity dependence of turboprop engine equivalent horse power, propeller output and specific fuel consumption, discussing performance characteristics relation to ambient air temperature
Leading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and rotational noise reduction and overall efficiency decrease
Rotary wing lift and efficiency increase by circulation control via tangential blowing about blunt trailing edge airfoils
Computer program for determining characteristics of propellers used in general aviation aircraft to include blade shape parameter and integrated design lift coefficient

PROPELLER PANS

Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, discussing noise characteristics, weight advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/size engine, noting short field capability and quietness
Low pressure ratio Q-FAN propulsor noise reduction tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source components and design configurations
Comparison of two types of blade profile for axial-flow fans
Variable pitch fans - Successors to the aircraft propeller.
Performance tests of fan stages operating with oblique weak shocks in rotor blade tip region and analysis of damage in leading edge tip region

PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS

Snowpropeller stream effects on aerodynamic characteristics of high aspect ratio wing, using airfoil theory
Conference papers on jet and slipstream influence on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft models
Multipropeller slipstream and wing interference, noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force distribution, and wakes

Rotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery rotors, and rotor feedback control - conference
Slipstream vortex street geometry influence on velocity and load distribution of VTOL propellers
Design problems of inlets and nozzles used in supersonic-and V/STOL propulsion systems

Effects of engine pressure ratio, engine size, and engine location on aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL wing propulsion system

Separated flow-point determination on blown flap

Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass propulsive engine performance

Experience with the NRC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL variable pitch fans

Elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit design

Distortion effects on propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft

Air lubricated bearings for high performance aircraft propulsion systems

Jet noise reduction technology, hardware and tests for NASA Quiet Engine Program to develop low noise subsonic and civil transport aircraft propulsion system

Airframe Propulsion Systems Team approach to multiengine power plant design for maximum operational effectiveness

V/STOL engine propulsion systems for large aircraft above Mach number 2.5

Gas generator performance shifts involving military trimmed level variations by T7-30 engines in high relative humidity environment caused by condensation in induct

Commercially available aircraft turbofan engines - specifications, describing design features and performance characteristics

Soviet civil gas-turbine engines construction and performance, noting relatively high specific fuel consumption

Air lubricated bearings for high performance aircraft gas turbines, studying design and performance in turboshaft engine

Propulsion system design for military V/STOL aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum thrust ratio and exhaust downwash characteristics

Propulsion control systems design for military and commercial V/STOL aircraft, considering power management performance with minimum weight and maximum reliability and maintainability

Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft with one lift-cruise engine, discussing take-off thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption efficiency

Aero engines and propulsion systems development contribution to air transport economics and regularity, considering environmental factors

Engine inlet total pressure distortion effects on multistage air compressor and turbojet/turboshaft engine performance and stability, considering inlet-engine compatibility

Elements of the theory of gas-turbine-unit designs

Variable pitch fans - Successors to the aircraft propeller

Experience with the NRC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of V/STOL engine model testing

Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and performance under various flight conditions and engine ratings

Supersonic aircraft engine inlet pressure recovery, discussing oblique shock wave formation ahead of entrance to improve efficiency

Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems, emphasizing utilization, and technical advantages, aircraft inlet-engine systems compatibility and test types

Propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles and analysis of exhaust emissions from diesel-fueled heat engines

Fuel related problems in aircraft fuel systems, emphasizing hydrogen treated fuel

Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball bearings for aircraft propulsion systems application

Destabilizing factors affecting supersonic and turbofan engines of propulsion systems

Turborev engine analog simulation technique applicable to propulsion system's performance and controls research

Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of bicone inlet designed for Mach 2.5 with internal distributed compression and 40 percent internal contraction

Selection of engine parameters for various types of aircraft to maximize aircraft performance and meet constraints imposed by design and operational requirements

Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical aerodynamics and analysis of turbofan engine performance with single and double stage configurations

Numerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two stage turbine and comparison with estimations of multi-stage turbine and comparison with estimations of multi-stage

Factors affecting altitude relieved performance of ram-injection combustor designed for Mach 3 cruise operation

Aerodynamic drag and hyper sonic aircraft propulsion

Wind tunnel tests of multiple vertical takeoff aircraft propulsion fans to determine effects of aircraft components on thrust development

Comparison of turborev, turborocket, and ramjet engines for long distance hypersonic cruising flight

PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

NT PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

Small three spool, revverse and mixed flow turbofan engine for business jets, discussing fuel consumption reduction, thermodynamic performance, efficiency and maintainability

Convergent conical nozzle shape effect on propulsive performance and compressible flow field internal characteristics

Numerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two stage turbine and comparison with estimations of first stage efficiency

PROTECTION

NT ACCELERATION PROTECTION

NT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

NT CORROSION PREVENTION

NT RADIATION PROTECTION

NT THERMAL PROTECTION
Subjects index

Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt, Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and airbag-lap belt restraints (AD-74-1536) p0309 A72-27471

Analysis of response of textiles, wood, and earth materials to fragment impact as basis for designing fragment protection devices (AD-73-0673) p0163 A72-14931

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Flame resistant materials for aircraft fire fighter protective clothing from systems approach tests p0195 A72-21585

Performance tests of protective clothing to determine effectiveness against air blast during high speed ejection p0274 A72-19147

PROTECTIVE COATINGS

NT AMORPHOUS COATINGS

Lightning protective coatings for boron/epoxy composite materials, discussing high current damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc p0009 A72-10783

Elastomeric protective coating requirements from existing electrochemical metallic corrosion theories p0062 A72-16238

NDT of diffusion bonded coatings on refractory alloys and superalloys, stressing oddy current technique p0302 A72-26287

Environmental effects on aircraft structure--operational reliability, discussing failure removal and protective coating lifetime p0359 A72-30285

Light transmission, reflection and environment problems of hydrophobic coatings for use in modern instrument window design p0563 A72-42519

Dry ultra thin films, water displacement, corrosion preventive compounds for aircraft finishes (AD-72-8779) p0095 A72-12523

Surface treatments and protective coatings for magnesium aircraft parts (AD-72-9651) p0160 A72-18584

Anti-fretting corrosion coatings for aluminum alloys at temperature up to 150 °C noting fatigue strength (RD-87-174) p0170 A72-15531

Effect of oxidation-resistant coatings on fatigue strength of nickel-based alloy for turbine engine blades (JPMS-55972) p0426 A72-26608

Corrosion resistance comparison of experimental coatings for steel fasteners used in high performance aircraft (AD-73-8805) p0471 A72-26472

PROTOTYPES

Weapon systems reliability assessment based on limited prototype flight test results p0363 A72-28359

A-10 prototype designed for production p0443 A72-36392

Defense systems development based on balance between theoretical studies and hardware prototyping for uncertainty reduction in performance and cost p0551 A72-40971

PROTECTORHANCES

Second order solution of three dimensional, supersonic flow over smooth body with shock producing protuberance (AD-72-8201) p0100 A72-12985

Wind tunnel drag measurement using ridges and gaps on airfoils (ARC-8-3698) p0583 A72-31002

PSYCHOBABY

Psychological autopsy for analyzing immediate psychodynamic processes leading to suicidal aircraft accidents (FAA-AN-72-2) p0268 A72-19020

PSYCHOACOUSTICS

Accuracy of aircraft noise rating procedure relative to perceived sound levels (NASA-CR-1863) p0101 A72-12988

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal characteristics effect on noise assessment p0069 A72-14843

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

Helicopters and turborotors as space conserving alternatives for automobiles urban transportation, emphasizing comfort and convenience p0452 A72-35505

STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance (EPA PAPER 72-790) p0456 A72-38187

PSYCHOLOGICAL INDICES

U PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENTS

Pilot perception tests on estimating flight path inclination, ground image and touchdown time under poor visibility p0119 A72-16180

PSYCHOLOGY

E AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Automatic position reporting, ATC communications, weather information and message identification via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing operational and maintenance requirements p0517 A72-28175

PULSING COMMUNICATION

Air/ground digital communications in airline operations. p0458 A72-36561

Automatic position reporting, ATC communication, weather information and message identification via digital ground-air-ground data link, discussing operational and maintenance requirements p0606 A72-04647

Avionics research on navigation, identification, and landing systems (AD-73-816) p0423 A72-24193

PULSE DOPPLER RADAR

WT MONOPULSE RADAR

WT PULSE RADAR

PULSE MODULATION

WT PULSE CODE MODULATION

PULSE RADAR

WT MONOPULSE RADAR

Microwave instrument landing systems based on continuous radar scanning technique, using pulsed radar read data transmission p0144 A72-16399

C-band pulse beacon ranging system for collision avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and system test modes p0232 A72-22908

PULSE RECORDERS

U COUNTERS

PULSJET ENGINES

Pulsed-jet engine of Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm without valve flaps p0494 A72-38031

Thermodynamic and geometric characteristics of pulsejet engines (REP-891) p0326 A72-20765

PULSES

WT ELECTRIC PULSES

PUMP IMPELLERS

Deterioration of shaft bearings of electronotor
SUBJECT INDEX

Optical quality requirements for aircraft transparencies, considering resolution, base, halation, light transmission, distortion, binocular deviation, double images, scratches and inclusions

Surface integrity machining practices application to jet engines production, noting cost reduction and processes selection and quality control improvement

Parametric approaches to statistical error and debugging problems in aircraft reliability analysis

Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft rocket engine assembly covering process schedules, work organization, precision, joints and couplings, quality control, etc

Surface evaluation of airfoils via contouring

Pursuit-evasion problems.

Development of maintenance quality audit program and application to maintenance of commercial aircraft

Development of procedures for conducting structural inspection program on DC-10 aircraft to reduce effects of crack propagation with increased service life

Application of fracture mechanics to design, analysis, and qualification of aircraft structural systems

Flight tests performed following initial delivery or extensive repair and overhaul as performed by Canadian Armed Forces

Quality control of paper-based emulsions for industrial radiography

Nondestructive test for failure inspection and quality control of composite structures and materials - conference

Nondestructive tests applied to quality control of airframes made of boron composites

QUANTITATIVE
U MEASUREMENT
U COUNTERS
QUASI-GRAVITY STATES
Ringelius electronic helicopter blades coupled flap-lag motion under quasi-steady aerodynamic loads, reducing equations of motion to coupled nonlinear differential equations

QUALIFIER
U NONLINEARITY
QUASISTOL
STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio and turbine stages

Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, discussing noise characteristics, weight advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption

NASA A and B programs for quiet STOL aircraft and engines development

NASA's quiet engine programs.

QUALITY
STOL jet aircraft engines design for low noise levels, describing takeoff thrust, bypass ratio and turbine stages

Prop-fan engine for quiet STOL propulsion, discussing noise characteristics, weight advantage, response and reduced fuel consumption

NASA A and B programs for quiet STOL aircraft and engines development

NASA's quiet engine programs.

Reliability design for airborne ecological system for jumbo jets, discussing toilet flushing and multiple server queueing model

Procedures for determining capacity of air traffic control systems and application to long range planning, management decisions, and system performance evaluation

PUMPS

driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump, determining lateral force acting on impeller

PUMPS

MT CYCLIFIDAL PUMPS
MT FOEL PUMPS
MT TURBINE PUMPS
Cavitation failure of aircraft hydraulic plunger pump elements from microscopic and metallographic analysis

Hydraulic, valve-pressure pump for future aircraft

[AD-73936]

[AD-7258171]

PONCE

Ponf use system and components of EEE AIM

[NASA-CR-112060]

[AD-725815]

PURSUIT TRACKING

Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games between two aircraft in horizontal plane, considering cost functions and termination criteria

The dynamic modeling technique for obtaining closed-loop control laws for aircraft/aircraft pursuit-evasion problems

PYLONs

The application of non-planer lifting surface theory to the calculation of external-store loads.

PYROCHROMICALLY
U COMPOSITE MATERIALS
U REFRRACTORY MATERIALS

Supersonic jet engine fuels production by gasoline vapor-pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical characteristics and combustion properties

Thermally stable insulating resins based on addition-type pyrolytic polyacrylamide

[NASA-C8-72988]

[AD-72-19282]

[AD-72-19282]

PYROLYSIS

Supercritical of jet engine fuels production by gasoline vapor-pyrolysis, discussing physico-chemical characteristics and combustion properties

Thermally stable insulating resins based on addition-type pyrolytic polyacrylamide

[NASA-C8-72988]

[AD-72-19282]

PYRONIERS

U RADIATION PYRONIERS

[AD-72-19282]

[AD-72-19282]

PYROTECHNICS

Effects of aerodynamic coefficients, launch velocity, and burning rate on trajectory of self-suspended parachute flare

Construction and function of pyrotechnic-ballistic device for assisting opening of parachutes

[DLR-NSTT-72-07]

[AD-72-31075]

QUALIFICATIONS

Information measurement tests and development for aircraft maintenance jobs

[AD-72-31075]

QUALITY

MT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Quality control procedures for machining, drilling and grinding of steel and Ti alloy aircraft parts, discussing nondestructive inspection method

[SNM PAPERS IQ 71-323]

[AD-72-10969]

Turbine engine overhaul planning and execution, discussing dismantling, washing, galvanic treatments, acceptance checks and quality controls

Turboprop electric igniter climatic test problems and equipment for assessing quality control

[AD-72-16010]

[AD-72-19112]

[AD-72-27003]

[AD-72-28363]

[AD-72-23373]

[AD-72-37605]

[AD-72-12429]

[AD-72-18015]

[AD-72-18019]

[AD-731565]

[AD-72-18005]

[AD-72-22077]

[AD-72-29039]

[AD-72-29036]

[AD-72-29035]

[AD-72-31211]

[AD-72-36503]

[AD-72-35152]

[AD-72-23999]

[AD-738592]

[AD-72-27710]
Radar Data

Application of sum-difference beam techniques to air traffic control radar beacon system

Radar Data Automatic extraction, discussing azimuth quantization methods, moving window detection, coordinate measurement and ATCS extractor

Radar data statistical evaluation, emphasizing mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity calculation

Radar Detection

CAT detection by airborne laser Doppler radar and ground based ultrasonic microwave Doppler radar methods

Passive detection radar system for bombers, calculating target distance during horizontal flight

Radar detection of clear air turbulence by region of disturbed refractive index associated with it

Radar Direction Finders

U Radar Direction Finders

Radar Echos

Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity

Test procedures for evaluating radar reflectivity of aircraft

Radar Equipment

NT Radar Antennas

NT Radar Beacons

ATC radar performance monitoring, considering advances in radar signal processing and digital display techniques

Airport meteorological instrumentation, discussing ground wind, visibility, cloud height, air temperature and humidity detectors and radar equipment

Secondary surveillance radar systems design and planning for ATC application

Surveillance radar for clutter rejection and signal loss reduction at airports, discussing system design features

Flight tests to determine feasibility of detecting vortices from low flying aircraft with acoustic radar

Radar nose package shock and vibration experienced during carrier landings

Onboard aircraft and missile radar systems for interception of airborne targets

OTRS multipurpose radar complex for air traffic control

Analysis of air traffic control systems based on equipment specifications, data processing, display equipment, display simulation, and cost benefits

Measurement of positive loss near air traffic control radar and effects on near-by personnel

Characteristics and operation of air traffic control radar system installed at US federal fields

Te and evaluation of VHF and UHF air/ground communication transceivers at long range radar sites

Developments in air traffic control equipment to include radar technology, airborne graphical displays, influence of propagation effects on navigation, and microwave landing guidance systems

Radar Imagery

Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar systems for search and rescue applications.
RADIATION SOURCES

The estimation of nonstationary spectra from moving acoustic source distribution
[AJEA PAPER 72-667] p0652 A72-35486
Aerodynamic noise sources at subsonic speeds
[AEC-GP-1746] p0473 N72-26556

RADIATION SPECTRA

NT EMISSION SPECTRA
NT TRAPPED SPECTRA
NT MICROWAVE SPECTRA
NT IONOSPHERIC SPECTRA

RADIATIVE TRANSFER

Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex sheet.
p0610 A72-44918

RADIO ALTIMETERS

Airborne gravimetry experiment yielding high resolution pressure and altitude measurements, describing equipment
p0350 A72-28877
Collision avoidance system electromagnetic compatibility with radar altimeters designed for 1600 MHz aeronavigation band
p0550 A72-80881
Performance of radio altimeter in automatically landing high performance aircraft
p0111 N72-13589

RADIO ANTENNAS

Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, test results and optimization of receiving antenna
p0352 A72-29191
Active transistorized directional dipole VHF receiving antennas for ATC and mobile applications and field intensity measurement
p0549 A72-40527

RADIO BEACONS

Radio aids for air navigation and traffic control in Italy, discussing facilities development
p0026 A72-12748
ILS development, discussing four course radio ranges, autoland and radar systems
p0234 A72-23449
Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker beacon receiving system
[FAA-WA-71-29] p0033 N72-10173
Development of discrete address beacon system to provide improved surveillance and ground to air communication in support of air traffic control automation
[AD-732585] p0223 N72-17598
Very high frequency radio beacon system for location marking in jungle
[AD-733916] p0281 N72-19725
Specifications, flight test, and evaluation of low power radio buoys used for search and rescue operations
[DLR-PF-71-110] p0472 N72-26520
Methods for performing evaluation and processing data following flight tests of air traffic control beacon
[AD-738680] p0486 N72-27709
Design, development, and application of flight recorders and crash location instruments used in NATO nations
[AGARD-AR-39] p0528 N72-32857

RADIO BROADCASTING

U BROADCASTING

NT RADIO TELEMETRY

Airline air/ground radio communications and data link service implementation for San Francisco-Hawaii center
p0138 A72-17337
Aircraft antennas design for radio links to satellites for aeronautical communication and ATC, proposing use of beam steering system
p0354 A72-29307
A comparison of voice communication techniques for aeronautical and marine applications
p0442 A72-30267

VHF/UHF ground-air-ground communications niting criteria and field manual
[FAA-BD-71-76] p0092 N72-12087
Simulation and analysis of characteristics of air traffic control voice communication channels
[FAA-BD-71-70] p0095 N72-12578

Development of discrete address beacon system to provide improved surveillance and ground to air communication in support of air traffic control automation
[AD-732585] p0223 N72-17598
Characteristics of ultrahigh frequency and very high frequency aircraft antennas for aircraft-satellite communications link
[PS-204799] p0335 N72-21165
Performance tests of L band communication concepts for air traffic control equipment installed in applications Technology Satellite-F

RADIO CONTROL

Unified single rf channel tracking, telemetry and command control systems for guidance of unmanned vehicles, including pilotless aircraft and satellites
p0123 A72-16556

RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

Specifications, flight test, and evaluation of low power radio buoys used for search and rescue operations
[DLR-PF-71-110] p0472 N72-26520
Development of Doppler monopulse system for direction finding, and evaluation of effectiveness with respect to ionospheric propagation
[AD-741807] p0579 N72-30593

RADIO ELECTRONICS

Systems performance and safety in helicopter approach and landing, and radioelectronic guidance array
p0085 N72-11939

RADIO ENERGY

U RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
U RADIO WAVES

RADIO EQUIPMENT

NT RADIO ANTENNAS
NT RADIO RECEIVERS
NT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS
NT TRANSPONDERS

NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT

Soviet book on aircraft radio equipment covering transimission and reception, velocity and coordinates measurements, sitting and navigation, flying target interception, reconnaissance, landing systems, etc
p0122 A72-16530
Characteristics of ultrahigh frequency and very high frequency aircraft antennas for aircraft-satellite communications link
[PS-204799] p0335 N72-21165

RADIO FREQUENCIES

NT HIGH FREQUENCIES
NT LOW FREQUENCIES
NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES
NT ULTRASER FREQUENCIES
NT VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES

Radio frequency allocations for integrated navigation air traffic control system
[AD-737175] p0207 N72-16138

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

NT ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
NT THERMAL NOISE
Application of antenna duping techniques to reduce precipitation interference in airborne Omega navigation system
[AD-736516] p0377 N72-22659

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
U THERMAL NOISE
U RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION
U RADIO WAVES

RADIO INTERFERENCE

U RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
U RADIO NAVIGATION

NT DECCA NAVIGATION
NT HYDRONOMIC NAVIGATION
NT LOBAN
NT LOBAN C
NT LOBAN D
NT SOBRAN
NT TACAN
NT VHF OMNIDIRECTION NAVIGATION
Radio aids to maritime and aerial navigation - Conference, Trieste, June 1971

Radio frequency equipment - A-353

Radio aids to maritime and aerial navigation - Conference, Washington, D.C., November 1971

Radio technical capabilities and limitations of ATC systems - Conference, Washington, B.C., November 1971

Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOR and DME

Performance of AN/FN radio navigation equipment for military aircraft [AD-729533]

Development of wide range of broadcast control concepts for improved air traffic control and utilization of air space [NASA-CR-126157]

Specifications, flight test, and evaluation of low power radio buoys used for search and rescue operations [DLR-FB-71-110]

System design and flight test evaluation of range only multiple aircraft navigation system [AD-736956]

Design of third generation digitally tuned IF receiver for all weather low level navigation system [AD-741813]

Radio propagation

Radio transmitters

Radio waves

Radioactive elements

Radiometric sensors to warn aircraft pilots of region of clear air turbulence along flight path

Solid state modular ground based distance measuring equipment /DME/ receiver for en route aircraft navigation and landing

Radiometric systems using time division technique

Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation system for variable stability X-22a aircraft flying qualities research, discussing telemetry, mobile van, landing aids and airplane design

Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, flight tests and optimization of receiving antenna

Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, flight tests and optimization of receiving antenna

Airborne OMEGA navigation system performance, discussing transmission facilities, three frequency receiver, flight tests and optimization of receiving antenna
RADIOISOTOPES

Improvement chemical lasers and current limitations of radomes [AIAA-72-26202] p0098 A72-12468
Flight tests of EC-130 aircraft with X band radarose installed [AIAA-71-1555] p0432 A72-25007

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
Air transport vs other travel, discussing time, costs, popularity and technology [AIAA-PAP-72-13485] p0057 A72-13485
Prediction models for dynamic environment experienced by cargo during air and rail transportaion [AIAA-PAP-72-32610] p0402 A72-32610
Human comfort measured from vibration ride environments of STOL aircraft and high speed train [NASA-TM-X-78586] p0171 A72-15881

RAIL IMPACT DAMAGE
Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on aircraft, engine and systems operating characteristics [AIAA-PAP-72-25137] p0247 A72-25137
Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of a high-speed vehicle [AIAA-PAP-72-45760] p0616 A72-45760

RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE
Chemical and structural properties of urethane elastomers and resistance to rain erosion [AD-73-7626] p0426 A72-24618
Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of a high-speed vehicle [AIAA-PAP-72-45760] p0616 A72-45760

RAINSTORMS

BANDBEAMS

Engine compressor face rake for flight test instrumentation F-16A/TF-30 [AIAA-PAP-72-42686] p0564 A72-42686

BANDBEAMS

Jet engine propulsion systems for large aircraft above Mach number 2.5 [AIAA-PAP-72-11450] p0062 A72-11450
Axial symmetric jet stretch diffuser, performance for ramjet engine inlet configurations, testing at angles of attack and supersonic flow velocities [AIAA-PAP-72-1024] p0558 A72-1024
Analysis of interaction of oblique shock with bow shock of blunt leading edge and application to design of hypersonic ramjet inlet [AIAA-PAP-72-72611] p0045 A72-72611
History of first tests of ramjet engines [AIAA-PAP-72-732275] p0214 A72-732275

BANDBEAMS

Analysis of interaction of oblique shock with bow shock of blunt leading edge and application to design of hypersonic ramjet inlet [AIAA-PAP-72-72611] p0045 A72-72611
History of first tests of ramjet engines [AIAA-PAP-72-732275] p0214 A72-732275

BANDBEAMS

Turbulence and fuel-air mixing in supersonic combustion ramjet [AIAA-PAP-72-24607] p0427 A72-24607
Hydrocarbon fuel systems for ramjet-powered vehicles [AIAA-PAP-72-38063] p0224 A72-38063
Comparison of turbomjet, turborocket, and ramjet engines for long distance hypersonic cruise flight [DLR-PR-72-33750] p0647 A72-33750

BAND DISTRIBUTIONS

Statistical distributions [AIAA-PAP-72-32077] p0358 A72-32077
Method of measuring modal characteristics of a structure subjected to a random excitation [AIAA-PAP-72-30955] p0569 A72-30955
Response of flexible helicopter rotor blade to random loading near hover [AIAA-PAP-72-29099] p0475 A72-29099

BAND LOADS

Simulation of flight maneuver-load distributions utilizing stationary, nonGaussian random load histories [NASA-TN-D-6570] p0098 A72-12908

BAND NUMBERS

Frequency ranges [NASA-CB-125537] p0098 A72-12908

BAND VIBRATION

Random vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal stationary Gaussian white noise excitation [NASA-CB-125538] p0098 A72-12908

BAND WIDTHS

F-7F FREQUENCY RANGES

BAND PROPORTIONAL LIMIT


BAND WIDTHS

F-7F FREQUENCY RANGES

BAND PROPORTIONAL LIMIT


BAND WIDTHS

F-7F FREQUENCY RANGES

BAND PROPORTIONAL LIMIT

applications, discussing real time operation.

Real time telemetry processing systems, describing display features and limitations.

[IAIA PAPER 72-783]

[700 A72-38142]

Automated area navigation with real time track computation, discussing information processing by on-board computer for immediate pilot instruction.

[7050 A72-40683]

Engine compressor face rake for flight test instrumentation F-14A/TF-30.

[7056 A72-42666]

Digital data system with real time displays and multiprocessor capability for multilevel of aircraft structure with operationally meaningful reduction, assessing performance.

[7056 A72-42696]

A near real time data acquisition/reduction facility for the Boeing wind tunnels.

[7056 A72-42699]

CW radar system for tactical aircraft real time, command, control and positioning, using combination of frequency and time multiplexing for range measurement.

[70567 A72-42946]

The optimal control of missile aircraft - Implementation of the hybrid air traffic controller.

[7059 A72-43868]

Multipoint real time all-day computerized noise monitoring system for diagnostic evaluation of airport, discussing design and application.

[70607 A72-44684]

On-line digital computer for wind tunnel, operating systems, and real time operation.

[70607 A72-44684]

Real time, on-line turning flight optimization.

[70608 A72-10180]

Computer graphic simulation of air transportation system.

[70609 A72-17012]

A REAL VARIABLES

MT BESSEL FUNCTIONS

MT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

MT EXTREME VALUES

MT FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION

MT KERNEL FUNCTIONS

MT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

MT LINEAR EQUATIONS

MT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

MT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

MT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

MT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

MT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

MT VORTICITY

MT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

REATTACHED FLOW

Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall, considering effect of angle of attack rate of change.

[70396 A72-32024]

Integral and correlation methods for separation and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics, applying to turbulent boundary layer.

[7042 A72-37762]

Analysis and correlation of data on pressure fluctuations in separated flow.

[70594 A72-43331]

Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed.

[70169 A72-15292]

RECEIVERS

MT RADIO RECEIVERS

MT SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

Minimum frequency separation between sonice receivers and transmitters for acceptable interference level.

[70189 A72-20929]

Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker beacon receiving system.

[70003 A72-10173]

RECEIVING SYSTEMS

MT RECEIVERS

MT RECPECTACLES (CONTAINERS)

MT RECEIVERS

MT RECIPROCATING ENGINES

MT PISTON ENGINES

RECEIVING ENGINE
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Integral and correlation methods for separation and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics, applying to turbulent boundary layer.
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Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed.

[70169 A72-15292]

RECEIVERS

MT RADIO RECEIVERS
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Minimum frequency separation between sonice receivers and transmitters for acceptable interference level.
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RECEIVING SYSTEMS

MT RECEIVERS

MT RECPECTACLES (CONTAINERS)

MT RECEIVERS

MT RECIPROCATING ENGINES

MT PISTON ENGINES

RECEIVING ENGINE

A REAL VARIABLES

MT BESSEL FUNCTIONS

MT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

MT EXTREME VALUES

MT FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION

MT KERNEL FUNCTIONS

MT LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

MT LINEAR EQUATIONS

MT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

MT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

MT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

MT PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

MT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

MT VORTICITY

MT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

REATTACHED FLOW

Leading edge boundary layer flow separation and reattachment processes in airfoil dynamic stall, considering effect of angle of attack rate of change.

[70396 A72-32024]

Integral and correlation methods for separation and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics, applying to turbulent boundary layer.

[7042 A72-37762]

Analysis and correlation of data on pressure fluctuations in separated flow.

[70594 A72-43331]

Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed.

[70169 A72-15292]

RECEIVERS

MT RADIO RECEIVERS

MT SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

Minimum frequency separation between sonice receivers and transmitters for acceptable interference level.

[70189 A72-20929]

Ground and air tests of flight inspection marker beacon receiving system.

[70003 A72-10173]
Subject Index

[AD-761486] pp0531 H72-29023
REGULATIONS
German Federal Republic territorial air traffic regulations covering general, VFR and IFR rules, equipment and personnel examination and certification, safety, takeoff and landing, accidents, etc.

pp0024 A72-12621
Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil transport aircraft flight testing under natural and/or simulated icing conditions.

pp0147 A72-16501
Book on world airlines economic regulation, analyzing multilateral international agreements, national aviation interests and competitive situation.

pp0303 A72-25923
Charter air traffic regulations under German air law, discussing legal safeguards relative to economic, personnel, technical and organizational aspects.

Book on air transportation, covering history, government agencies roles in economic and safety regulation of air carriers, accounting, financial and legal aspects, etc.

pp0315 A72-28205
Building soundproofing codes for airport zoning ordinances, emphasizing wider latitude in land use options.

pp0356 A72-29561
U. S. S. B. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and landing minimum conditions for clearing winds and visibility range for various aircraft characteristics and equipment.

pp0361 A72-30820
Government regulations effects on local service airlines cost performance and growth strategies.

pp0416 A72-33374
Regulations and operational procedures for control of aircraft noise levels.

pp0518 A72-28005
Procedures for application and revision of Federal Aviation Regulations in determining handling qualities and performance of aircraft.

pp0619 A72-32020

Regulations

1. ATOMIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
2. FREQUENCY CONTROL
3. IGNITION
4. REINFORCED MATERIALS
5. U COMPOSITE MATERIALS
6. REINFORCED PLASTICS

Lightweight protective coatings for boron/epoxy composite materials, discussing high current damage mechanisms, simulation facility and test results on aluminum foils, meshes, etc.

pp0009 A72-10783
Graphite filament reinforced plastics strength, performance properties, fabrication processes and tooling concepts.

pp0011 A72-10968
Price/demand/cost economic aspects of carbon fiber reinforced plastics composites in aerospace applications.

pp0065 A72-14743
Carbon fiber resin composite characteristics for airframe component design, comparing with metal materials.

pp0065 A72-14746
Composite propeller blades with carbon fiber reinforced plastics spar for hovercraft, presenting mechanical properties test data for different composite configurations.

pp0101 A72-19062
Carbon/epoxy composite reinforced plastic materials feasibility for application to aircraft landing gear wheel fabrication.

pp0196 A72-21686
Low cost 300 gallon fiber reinforced plastic aircraft wing fuel tank manufacturing technology.

pp0196 A72-21693
Composite F-111 fuselage design, analysis and testing, considering graphite, boron and glass-epoxy and boron-aluminum systems.

pp0287 A72-25453
Boron-epoxy composite design for aircraft structures, discussing materials variations.
Fatigue strength of overloaded stiffeners in cracked panels, evaluating stress intensity factor and overload coefficients for fatigue crack propagation via finite element method [AIAA PAPER 72-25454]

Fatigue strength of overweighted stiffeners in cracked panels, evaluating stress intensity factor and overload coefficients for fatigue crack propagation via finite element method [AIAA PAPER 72-25454]

Compression tests of short skin-stiffener specimens of conventional titanium alloys [NASA-72-41165]

Compression tests of short skin-stiffener specimens of conventional titanium alloys [NASA-72-41165]

Structural fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, and residual strength of aircraft metal structures reinforced with filamentary composites [NASA-75-41165]

Structural fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, and residual strength of aircraft metal structures reinforced with filamentary composites [NASA-75-41165]

Fiber-reinforced Hi base alloy for gas turbine engine components, discussion of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting elastic moduli boron, and carbon fiber for colaminated boron film [NASA-PAP-1165]

Fiber-reinforced Hi base alloy for gas turbine engine components, discussion of fiber reinforced plastic composites, noting elastic moduli boron, and carbon fiber for colaminated boron film [NASA-PAP-1165]

Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics applications in aircraft and engine structural components, discussing dynamic and impact damping properties compared to conventional materials [SAE PAPER 72-36563]

Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics applications in aircraft and engine structural components, discussing dynamic and impact damping properties compared to conventional materials [SAE PAPER 72-36563]

Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics applications in aircraft and engine structural components, discussing dynamic and impact damping properties compared to conventional materials [SAE PAPER 72-36563]
RELIABILITY

[ AIAA PAPER 72-530 ]

RELIABILITY
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
COMPONENT RELIABILITY
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Emergency and test ejections with Martin-Baker seats, discussing fatality and injury causes and seat reliability
p0194 A72-21565

Statistical diagnosis of aeronautilical systems reliability and maintenance, using Benzecri factorial analysis for data reduction
p0300 A72-25817

Aircraft windshield reliability, discussing delamination, interface shear stress effects and analogy to metal fatigue
p0306 A72-27011

Concorde aircraft optical transparency components design characteristics and reliability tests, noting visor, pilot forward windscreen, flight deck side windows and cabin windows
p0306 A72-27012

Reliability requirements and optimization for complex systems, discussing method to improve component reliability of aircraft weapon system
p0343 A72-28353

Cost effectiveness determination for different levels of reliability and maintainability of training aircraft, using computer simulation
p0343 A72-28355

Weapon systems reliability assessment based on limited prototype flight test results
p0343 A72-28359

Parametric approaches to statistical burn-in or debugging problems in aircraft reliability analysis
p0343 A72-28363

Training cockpit TL-29 mean time of failure-free operation from measurement data during development tests and two year guarantee, calculating avionic devices reliability
p0358 A72-30281

Reliability analysis in the estimation of transport-type aircraft fatigue performance
p0568 A72-42971

Life estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft
p0568 A72-42972

Reliability analysis of a jet engine fuel system with the aid of an analog computer using operational data
p0600 A72-44262

Conventional and reliability theories for analyzing safe fatigue life and safe inspection intervals for military and civil aircraft
[ ARL/SM-335 ] p0372 N72-22695

RELIABILITY CONTROL
QUALITY CONTROL
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Air transportation system design for safety and efficiency, discussing navigation facilities and surveillance systems employment for blander prevention
p0012 A72-11117

Aircraft integrated data systems, discussing cost effectiveness, reliability and maintenance
p0055 A72-13417

Bleed air type gas turbine compressor development, presenting reliability improvements for transport-type aircraft
p0122 A72-16500

Reliability program for SABB 37 Vigen airborne computer, discussing prototype and components operating tests and failure rates
p0239 A72-23984

Reliability design for airborne ecological system for jumbo jets, discussing toilet flushing and multiple server queuing model
p0239 A72-23999

Reliable interconnections for U.S. Army avionics, determining best technique for terminating flat conductor cables with electrical connectors
p0239 A72-24012

Commercial aircraft reliability program development from informal continuous product improvement to formalized methodology based on reliability logic diagrams and probability calculations
p0239 A72-24019

Decision diagrams use in logic analysis for aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative to operational reliability control
p0357 A72-30041

Environmental effects on aircraft structure operational reliability, discussing failure removal and protective coating lifetime
p0359 A72-30285

Concorde engines design for maintainability and reliability to reduce turnaround time, discussing diagnostic facilities and on-wing maintenance features
p0401 A72-32657

Aircraft design for operational reliability and maintainability, emphasizing working relations coordination between manufacturer and operator
p0402 A72-32659

Integrity of flight control system design
p0461 A72-37032

Reliability of aircraft structure for resistance and tolerance to battle damage
[ AIAA PAPER 72-773 ] p0499 A72-38133

Quad-redundancy management for fly-by-wire control system reliability, discussing analog circuit and digital computer voter/monitor techniques
p0505 A72-39117


Description of aircraft accessory reliability program to provide improved safety of operation for commercial aircraft
p0541 N72-11035

Analysis of military helicopter reliability requirements based on performance and reliability test programs
[ AD-725595 ]
p0044 N72-11059

Measurement accuracy and flow simulation for transonic testing in wind tunnels
[ NASA-TN-X-67445 ]
p0076 N72-11072

Capabilities and limitations of current aircraft fire detection systems
[ AD-730179 ]
p0219 N72-17008

Development of maintenance quality audit program and application to maintenance of commercial aircraft
p0252 N72-18015

Development of procedures for conducting structural inspection program on DC-10 aircraft to reduce effects of crack propagation with increased service life
p0252 N72-18019

Effect of maintenance procedures, on causes of aircraft accidents and statistical analysis of improved aircraft safety through elimination of maintenance faults
p0253 N72-18021

Organization and operation of Federal Aviation Administration Maintenance Analysis Center
p0253 N72-18022

Performance tests of protective clothing to determine effectiveness against air blast during high speed ejection
p0274 N72-19147

Application of reliability and maintainability trade-off considerations in design of main rotor blade for heavy lift helicopter
[ AD-739582 ]
p0516 N72-28021

Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to determine safe service life of aircraft structures
[ ARL/SM-P02E-373 ]
p0525 N72-28023

Reliability engineering of H-3 helicopters; emphasis on failure analysis of transmission and rotor systems
[ AD-742268 ]
p0531 N72-29028

Quality control and reliability engineering procedures applied to aircraft engine parts
[ JEPS-56674 ]
p0538 N72-29089

Analysis of parameters affecting service life of jet powered civil transport aircraft
p0541 N72-29911

Application of improved solid lubricant materials and processes to naval aircraft for reduced maintenance and increased reliability
[ AD-740825 ]
p0577 N72-30383

Reliability engineering of ait transmission planetary carrier bearing set in mechanical
Development of airborne and satellite remote sensing capability using microwave radiometers
Satellite and aircraft remote sensors for earth resources
Development of airborne and satellite remote sensing capability using microwave radiometers
Satellite and aircraft remote sensors for earth resources
Development of airborne and satellite remote sensing capability using microwave radiometers
Satellite and aircraft remote sensors for earth resources

REPEATING:
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications wire stationary satellite, discards, for multiple access and repeater configuration

REPORTS:
Reports and memoranda published by Aeronautical Research Council, Great Britain, on aerodynamics, aircraft etc. (ARC/R/B-3650)
Supplemental issue of aircraft accident reports for calendar year 1969

REPRODUCTION (COPIING):
Multichannel voice recorder-reproducer sets for air traffic control

REPUBLIC MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
REQUIREMENTS:
Analysis of military requirements and specifications for aircraft performance using Y-5 aircraft (AD-736025)

RESCUE OPERATIONS:
NH-53 rescue helicopter automatic approach and hover coupler for automatic transition from forward flight to constant deceleration and rate of descent
Crashproof rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special rotary wings design, air tunnel experiment and flight tests
Survival rates in USAF accidents during 1965-69, noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor
Structural design and electrical drive mechanism of helicopter hoist for rescue operations
Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar system for search and rescue applications. (APS PAPERS 633)
FAA implemented airport certification legislation covering minimum safety standards, operation manual, emergency plan, fire and rescue service and pavement requirements
Naval helicopters applications to search and rescue, ASW, ground support and other roles, considering reliability and maintenance
Automatic approach and hover coupler for rescue helicopters
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search and rescue mission and crew functions
Analytical synthesis and evaluation of avionics system with airborne displays and controls for hypothetical search and rescue helicopter of 1972 to 1974 era
Requirements for airborne rescue systems in military search and rescue missions

RESEARCH:
NT CRITICAL PATH METHOD
NT DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
NT GAME THEORY
NT HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH
NT LINEAR PROGRAMMING
NT MARKET RESEARCH
NT NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING
NT OPERATIONS RESEARCH

RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
NT QUESTOL
Aquaventor wing jet STOL research aircraft development progresses report covering airstream, engine tests, performance prediction, control simulation and stability augmentation

SUBJECT INDEX
Drive assembly of CH-46 helicopter (AD-731073)
Reliability engineering methods for design of landing mats simulating aircraft operations (AD-743161)
Interrelationship of parameters involved in developing reliability test requirements for military helicopters - Vol. 2 (AD-744377)
Sensitivity analysis applied to helicopter development reliability test requirements - Vol. 3 (AD-742247)
Design and evaluation of reliable integrated termination devices (AD-744476)
Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh (AD-745050)
Application of nondestructive testing techniques for improving aircraft safety and aircraft accident reduction (AD-742294)

RELIABILITY
NT STRESS RELIEVING
NT RADIO CONTROL
Remoteably armed vehicles /SIV/ application in aerial warfare, considering antiaircraft defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and role of na during combat mission
Remote power control for aircraft generating and distribution system.
Flight-test experience in digital control of a remotely piloted vehicle.
Development of para-foil high glide steerable parachute controlled by ground and airborne electronics hoisting systems for delivery of military equipment (AD-742294)

RESEARCH REGIONS
NT ARCTIC REGIONS
Remote sensors
Cathode ray tube recorder for remote airborne photographic mission
Airborne remote CAT detection equipment, examining pulsed Doppler laser and IR radiometry
Supplementary information display for ATC, discussing remote sensing capability and cost savings
Airport runway fog dispersal in UK, discussing cost projection for chemical seeding system combined with lidar remote sensing
Computerized aircraft landing measurement system for civil airport, using optical, seismic and IR sensors
Low flying aircraft wake vortices tracking, describing sensing techniques based on acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements
Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth observations by spacecraft or aircraft
Fransor discriminator as remote sensor of fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection
Use of multigemsw in aerial reconnaissance/surveillance missions (AD-733447)
Development of equipment and techniques for remote sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large commercial and military aircraft (DOT-TSC-72-23)
Development of active and passive techniques for detecting and measuring presence and intensity of wingtip vortices generated in aircraft areas (DOT-TSC-FAA-72-13)
Development of radiometric sensor to warn aircraft pilot of region of clear air turbulence along flight path (NASA-CASE-ERC-10081)
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Handling qualities simulation program for augmentor wing jet STOL research aircraft R considering control devices design

Environmental research with instrumented aircraft, discussing application to operational forecasting and weather modification experiments in hurricanes and tropical convective clouds

BP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at high angles of attack

Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory lateral stability derivatives of slender variable sweep wing aircraft model and comparison with Concorde and BP-115

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 1

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 2

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 3

Design of rotor system research aircraft for flight testing advanced helicopter and compound rotor systems - Vol. 4

National aerospace R and D facilities requirements, establishing priority order for V/STOL, aeropropulsion systems, high Reynolds number, large transonic and true-temperature hypersonic test facilities

Planning and management requirements for aircraft jet engine control system research and development

Cost analysis and economic models for European aerospace development compared to US experience

Aerodynamic research and development trend for transport and military aircraft

Abstracts and summaries of aerospace research for 1971

Scientific articles on research and development in Europe

Consequential hearings concerning aeronautical research

Problems of producing transport aircraft

Research and development at ONERA facilities, France, in 1971

Research activities for various divisions of National Aeronautical Laboratory for 1970 - 1971

RESEARCH FACILITIES

Industrial parachute R and D in UK, discussing management, technical staff requirements and government/industry liaison

German Research and Test Institute for Aero- and Astronautics 1970 report covering flow mechanics, propulsion conversion, aerospace medicine, atmospheric physics, etc

R and D requirements for international standard V/STOL instrument landing system for Category I, II and III operations in next decade

Civil aviation R and D policy study, showing priorities for aircraft noise and congestion abatement and short haul systems

Concorde aerodynamic configuration R and D, discussing wing layout in terms of drag, stability, control and weight distribution characteristics

Technological forecasting method evaluation for R and D planning, fitting trend curves to sets of technological data

Measuring technique importance for aircraft R and D, emphasizing quartz tautometer, digital control and signal processing

Time parameter in military air operations, discussing weapon systems R and D, all-weather capability, communications, reliability and maintainability, manpower training, etc

NASA R and D for STOL short haul transportation systems, discussing propulsion lift, blown flap and augmentor wing concepts, noise for, etc

Pulsed-jet engine of Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm without valve flaps

Fluidics - a potential technology for aircraft engine control

Aircraft noise problem in piston engine to turbofan jet turbo transports, discussing need for noise reduction research

NASA Quiet Engine program R and D on conventional takeoff and landing subsonic cruise aircraft engine noise

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT

Industrial parachute R and D in UK, discussing management, technical staff requirements and government/industry liaison

Research planning in steady compressible flow aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular wing, shockless transonic airfoils and Smith panel method for three dimensional flow problems

Planning and management requirements for aircraft jet engine control system research and development

SUBJECT INDEX
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Research planning in steady compressible flow aerodynamics, discussing projects on annular wings, shockless transonic airfoils and Smith panel method for three dimensional flow problems [ICAS PAPER 72-01] . p0552 A72-01126
Inventory of facilities for conducting acceleration, environmental, impact, structural shock, heat, vibration, and noise tests - Vol. 3 [NASA-CR-1876] . p0092 A72-21283
Reduction of water pollution, development of railway track switch heater, lubrication under cold weather conditions, and research projects conducted by mechanical and aeronautical engineering facilities [DME/NAE-1971(3)] . p0098 A72-12820
Scientific and technological research projects [AD-736127] . p0391 A72-23983
Review of research projects on aircraft handling qualities, vehicle stability, and control characteristics developed by National Aerospace Laboratory of Netherlands during 1971 [AD-736129] . p0622 A72-32038
Research projects conducted by National Aerospace Council of Canada from 1 Apr. to 30 Jun. 1972 [DME/NAE-1972(2)] . p0649 A72-33664
RESIDUAL STRESS
Residual buckling strength of Al alloy elastic columns with fatigue crack [SESJ PAPER 1974] . p0014 A72-11511
Distortion and residual stresses in welded aluminum structures. p0506 A72-39204
RESINS
BT ACRYLIC RESINS
BT EPOXY RESINS
BT BLYON (TRADEMARK)
BT POLYIMIDE RESINS
BT THERMOPLASTIC RESINS
BT THERMOSETTING RESINS
RESISTANCE BRAKING
High light transmission electrically conducting Mylar and gold film laminate for aircraft windshields and window heating applications [AIAA PAPER 72-371] . p0357 A72-30038
RESISTORS
BT TERMINAL RESISTORS
RESOLUTION
U PROBLEM SOLVING
RESONANCE
BT RESONANT VIBRATION
RESONANCE TESTING
Resonance tests of target aircraft fitted with wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method [AIAA/SP-371] . p0465 A72-26012
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Twin spool jet engine system, predicting shaft speed effects on whirling frequencies due to gyroscopic action with computer model [AIAA PAPER 72-333] . p0286 A72-25368
Helicopter rotor blades bending vibrations, examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and natural frequencies via series of Legendre polynomials [AIAA-7856] . p0299 A72-25333
Complex elastic systems natural frequencies computation from measured dynamic response to harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and transport aircraft p0359 A72-30326
Natural frequencies and vibration modes of free elider, using symmetrical matrix to replace three dimensional structure by approximate model p0410 A72-33409
Method of measuring modal characteristics of a structure subjected to a random excitation p0569 A72-38095
Calculating eigenfrequencies and generalized masses for T-104G aircraft from drawings by finite-element method [TACAS-C-5921] . p0648 A72-33915
RESONANT VIBRATION
Resonant vibration of this walled rods and stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting aircraft and rocket structures p0413 A72-33679
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Resource information system role in cost effective civil and military aircraft operations, discussing hardware modification and human resources and communication system adaptation p0401 A72-32456
RESOURCES
NT EARTH RESOURCES
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
NT FOREST MANAGEMENT
RESPIRATION
NT HIGH ALTITUDE RESPIRATION
RESPONDERS
U TRANSPONDERS
RESPONSES
NT DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
NT MODAL RESPONSE
NT TIME RESPONSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
RESISTANTS
U CONSTRAINTS
RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT
European A300B airbus flyign control hydraulic system and landing gear design for safety and reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance [AGARD-BC-120939] . p0646 A72-33662
Research projects conducted by National Research Council of Canada from 1 Apr. to 30 Jun. 1972 [DME/NAE-1972(2)] . p0649 A72-33664
RESISTANCE BRAKING
High light transmission electrically conducting Mylar and gold film laminate for aircraft windshields and window heating applications [AIAA PAPER 72-371] . p0357 A72-30038
RESISTORS
BT TERMINAL RESISTORS
RESOLUTION
U PROBLEM SOLVING
RESONANCE
BT RESONANT VIBRATION
RESONANCE TESTING
Resonance tests of target aircraft fitted with wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method [AIAA/SP-371] . p0465 A72-26012
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Twin spool jet engine system, predicting shaft speed effects on whirling frequencies due to gyroscopic action with computer model [AIAA PAPER 72-333] . p0286 A72-25368
Helicopter rotor blades bending vibrations, examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and natural frequencies via series of Legendre polynomials [AIAA-7856] . p0299 A72-25333
Complex elastic systems natural frequencies computation from measured dynamic response to harmonic excitation, applying to helicopter and transport aircraft p0359 A72-30326
Natural frequencies and vibration modes of free elider, using symmetrical matrix to replace three dimensional structure by approximate model p0410 A72-33409
Method of measuring modal characteristics of a structure subjected to a random excitation p0569 A72-38095
Calculating eigenfrequencies and generalized masses for T-104G aircraft from drawings by finite-element method [TACAS-C-5921] . p0648 A72-33915
RESONANT VIBRATION
Resonant vibration of this walled rods and stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting aircraft and rocket structures p0413 A72-33679
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Resource information system role in cost effective civil and military aircraft operations, discussing hardware modification and human resources and communication system adaptation p0401 A72-32456
RESOURCES
NT EARTH RESOURCES
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
NT FOREST MANAGEMENT
RESPIRATION
NT HIGH ALTITUDE RESPIRATION
RESPONDERS
U TRANSPONDERS
RESPONSES
NT DYNAMIC RESPONSE
NT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
NT MODAL RESPONSE
NT TIME RESPONSE
NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
RESISTANTS
U CONSTRAINTS
RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT
European A300B airbus flyign control hydraulic system and landing gear design for safety and reliability, fatigue life, weight and maintenance [AGARD-BC-120939] . p0646 A72-33662
Glass-vinyl retractable windshield visor development for Concord aircraft, considering rain, hail and icing effects, strength and stiffness under aerodynamic loading and heating p0231 A72-22900
RETRACTABLE LANDING GEAR
U LANDING GEAR
U RETRACTABLE EQUIPMENT
REVIEW
NT INFORMATION REVIEW
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
U SPACE SHUTTLES
Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion systems current status and future development, discussing noise and exhaust emission problems, V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc p0727 A72-16735
REVISED FLOW
Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles around flat plate sharp leading edge with high pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone p0142 A72-18122
REVOLVES NUMBER
Force and pressure distribution measurements on delta wing-body combination in compressible flow, investigating Reynolds number effect [DGLE PAPER 71-110] . p0022 A72-12707
Axial flow multistage compressor design, discussing high speed flow measurements and Reynolds number and blade airflow shape effect on aerodynamic performance p0121 A72-16483
Increased Reynolds number simulation with roughness set on aircraft model in transonic flow, investigating flow separation by parietal visualization technique p0740 A72-17046
Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase with leading edge thickness p0227 A72-22007
### Wind tunnel investigation of Reynolds number effects on boundary layer separation incidence and maximum lift coefficient of high lift device equipped aircraft model

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-33]

### Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on swept wings, comparing critical Reynolds number to straight wing value

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack and frequencies

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Generating high Reynolds number flows

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Some results from tests in the NAE high Reynolds number two-dimensional test facility on 'shockless' and other airfoils.

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-33]

### Lift on airfoils with separated boundary layers

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel facility for improved aerodynamic testing of modern corssflow control devices, performance, maneuverability and handling qualities

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Effects of Reynolds number and frequency parameters on buzz characteristics at subsonic speeds using free oscillation method

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet onset

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Wind tunnel measurements of Reynolds number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet onset

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Reynolds number effect on flow past swept wings at transonic speeds

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Reynolds number effects in viscous-interfaced interactions on transonic swept wings

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Minimum level of Reynolds number for reliable flow simulation in transonic test facilities

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight Reynolds numbers

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past two-dimensional airfoil

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Wind tunnel model boundary layer reduction through suction for accurate transonic high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Aerodynamic suitability of freon 12 for wind tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at increasing Reynolds numbers and subcritical and supercritical Mach numbers

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Comparison between conventional blowdown and indium tube transonic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number range

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]

### Performance characteristics of high Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel

- [AIAA-PAPER 72-11050]
Static and dynamic stability and controllability of rigid rotor 80-105 helicopter noting feedback effects. p0038 A72-11008

Wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic characteristics of hingeless rotors with hub moment feedback controls and rotor frequency response. Vol. I NASA-Ch-116427) p0253 A72-18024

Compilation of data obtained from wind tunnel tests of hingeless rotors with hub moment feedback controls and rotor frequency response. Vol. II NASA-Ch-116428) p0253 A72-18025

RIGID STRUCTURES

NT RIGID WINGS

Nonporous rigid parachute models three component measurements, using low speed wind tunnel for testing skirt length effects on aerodynamic characteristics. p0066 A72-10303

Dynamic deflection of elastic rectangular plate hinged to rigid base moving under sinusoidal pressure impulse action, noting base inertia effect p0306 A72-27091

Conventional flight mechanics, reviewing vector analytical treatment of rigid body statics p0455 A72-35794

Flight-mechanical analysis of various flight conditions of conventional aircraft. V - Mechanical foundations /Dynamics of the rigid body/ p0545 A72-60175

Rigid form airship for transportation, discussing applications for special loads and scientific and service purposes, and design and construction problems p0556 A72-61200

Rigid aircraft longitudinal dynamic response to random atmospheric turbulence, defining spectral cut attenuation factors in terms of mass scale and damping ratio parameters p0559 A72-61641

Flight mechanics analysis of various flight conditions for conventional aircraft. V - Mechanical foundations /Dynamics of rigid bodies/ p0597 A72-63641

RIGID WINGS

Automated preliminary design of simplified wing structures to satisfy strength and flutter requirements NASA-TN-6-5531 p0112 A72-13887

Full scale fatigue tests of TS-11A-500/600 turbojetprop aircraft wing NASA-TR-261) p0112 A72-13888

Dynamic theory of flutter for rotation of rigid wing (ABL/2M-132) p0430 A72-24996

WING STRUCTURES

NT RIGID WINGS

W-wings and diamond wing-wings of minimum induced drag p0557 A72-61263

Structural design and performance tests on low drag wing-body configurations (NL-TR-69070-0) p0249 A72-77993

BIOMETRY

U MEASUREMENT

USE

Technology forecasting and risk assessment in V/STOL transport area, examining mission issues and selection criteria p0228 A72-22473

RIVETED JOINTS

Nondestructive tests and their application for inspection of adhesive bonded structures, welded joints, and riveted or bolted joints p0278 A72-19542

RIVETING

Automatic riveting machine for fuel tight aircraft structures, describing process technique and machine design details and features p0322 A72-22906

RIVETS

High strength bimetallic rivets produced by inertia welding Al-Ti alloy shank with pure Ti tail, noting weight and cost reduction for aerospace vehicle production [SAE PAPER 902] p0595 A72-43452

BL CIRCUITS

NT RIGID CIRCUITS

Reduced voltage relay operation in aircraft high voltage ac power systems, describing RLC circuit theory, laboratory test arrangement and performance measurements p0394 A72-31215

RLC NETWORKS

U RIGID CIRCUITS

ROADS

NT HIGHWAYS

ROCKET CHARGERS

U CONSUMPTION CHARGERS

ROCKET COMBUSTORS

U CONSUMPTION CHARGERS

ROCKET ENGINE NOISE

Infrasound observations of natural background and signals from Apollo 14 and aircraft, using thermistor flowmeter microphone array p0302 A72-26515

ROCKET ENGINES

NT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

NT NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES

NT TURBOJET ENGINES

Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft rocket engine assembly covering process schedules, work organization, precision, joints and couplings, quality control, etc p0210 A72-13373

Variable deflection rocket engines for short takeoff aircraft flight control system (AD-705771) p0160 A72-15019

ROCKET EXHAUST

Effects of rocket planes on aerodynamic characteristics of missiles [AD-728155) p0113 A72-13922

ROCKET FIRED

Plastic generator for eliminating accidental firing of aircraft rockets [AD-728105) p0093 A72-12241

ROCKET FUEL TANKS

U PROPELLANT TANKS

ROCKET LAUNCHERS

Vibration measurement of helicopters submitted to machine gun, grenade and rocket launcher fire p0215 A72-16622

Evaluation of helicopter launching system for air to ground rockets [AD-737717] p0384 A72-23034

ROCKET PROPELLANT TANKS

U PROPELLANT TANKS

ROCKET PROPELLANTS

ARTIFICIAL ROCKET PROPELLANTS

ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS

Wind tunnel and rocket sled results with ribbon parachutes for supersonic release, discussing aerodynamic, structural flutter and inflation time characteristics p0007 A72-10308

High Reynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by moving test specimens on rocket sleds p0058 A72-11085

ROCKET VEHICLES

Resonant vibration of thin walled rods and stiffened plates and cylindrical shells, noting aircraft and rocket structures p0413 A72-33679

RODGAL WINGS

U FLEXIBLE WINGS

U FOLDING STRUCTURES

ROLL

HP-115 slender wing research aircraft linear motion and undamped Dutch roll oscillations at high angles of attack [AIAA PAPER 72-62) p0132 A72-16932

Lateral-directional handling qualities and roll control power requirements of jet aircraft in landing approach [AD-725461) p0153 A72-14008

Wind tunnel/flight simulation of slender delta wing aircraft dynamic response to Dutch roll at low speed [ARC-S-35366) p0204 A72-15970

Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling moment and roll damping on angular velocity and angle of attack
Simultation study of lift-roll coupling on handling qualities of hovering VTOL aircraft using thrust for roll control (NASA-TP-6506) p0516 A72-28020
Landing simulation to determine effects of turbulence on roll of swept fighter aircraft at low speed [ARC-8/R-3697] p0582 A72-31001

ROLL CONTROL
U LATERAL CONTROL
ROLL FORMING
Roll forming techniques for gas turbine engines, considering isothermal, radial and powell metalurgy preform forgings, contoured cross and form rolling, and squeeze casting [ASM paper 72-GT-58] p0296 A72-25669

ROLLER BEARINGS
Lubrication system filtration effects on rolling element bearing life and extended mean time to failure of gas turbine engines p0175 A72-18754
Heat generation sources in high speed cylindrical roller bearings for gas turbine oil cooler design p0313 A72-28011

ROLLING
Wing tip shape effects on vortex sheet rolling calculation by Bolotserkovski method [TR-70-610] p1060 A72-17850

ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition effects on antiwear characteristics in sliding friction and rolling simulation experiments p0350 A72-29073

ROLLING MOVEMENTS
STOL aircraft roll moment control possibility for externally-blown jet flap due to engine failure p0015 A72-11700
Ground effect on slender wing rolling moment during landing approach and its consequences on aircraft lateral control [FAC-CP-1152] p0088 A72-11961
Slender wings in roll noting dependence of rolling moment and roll damping on angular velocity and angle of attack p0266 A72-19009
Equations for angles of attack and sideslip relative to rolling and nonrolling axis system [NASA-TR-1-2514] p0280 A72-19721
Effect of fin rudder on rolling moments due to sideslip and yawing [FCD-70006] p0617 A72-31992

ROOTS OF EQUATIONS
Linear equations with periodic coefficients in mathematical models for systems with rotating components, discussing methods for obtaining closed form solutions p0186 A72-20206

ROTARY DRIVES
U MECHANICAL DRIVES
ROTARY GYROSCOPES
Application of lasers to rotary gyroscope vibration interferometry, gyroscope balancing, and gravimetric accelerometers [FPEP-55] p0372 A72-22524

ROTARY STABILITY
WT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
Description of elastomeric dumper for prevention of helicopter or vertical takeoff aircraft rotor instability p0214 A72-16778

ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
WT COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
WT HELICOPTERS
WT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
WT RIGID MOTOR HELICOPTERS
Rotary wing aircraft design features and performance, discussing military and civilian helicopters and future developments p0126 A72-16734

Rotary wing aircraft first flight and envelope expansion at design gross weight p0166 A72-18493

Tethered autostabilized rotor platform for military surveillance, target location and communication, discussing flight vehicle, tethering cable, ground station and guidance-control system p0357 A72-30078
Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downwash effects on ground personnel, considering injuries, body heat loss, work capability impairment and sound pressure effects p0360 A72-30425
A survey of rotary-wing aircraft crashworthiness, p0455 A72-62763
Performance tests on static electricity dissipator used on fixed and rotary wing aircraft [NAD-75053] p0726 A72-14247
Compilation of accidents involving helicopters and rotorcraft for United States general aviation operations during 1969 (PB-204812) p0333 A72-21024

ROTARY WINGS
WT LIFTING ROTORS
WT RIGID ROTORS
WT TILTING ROTORS
WT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NDT tests of helicopter rotor blades p0011 A72-11021
Matrix method calculation for aerodynamic loads, transverse forces, bending moments, torques and twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter during forward flight p0200 A72-12440
Helicopter rotor tip drag relief estimate based on two dimensional drag divergence with Mach number, airfoil parameters and flight conditions p0024 A72-12802
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade suboptimal motion controller decreasing flapping motion and bending loads despite small control angles and vertical gusts p0071 A72-15504
Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing analytical shear stress and velocity distributions obtained by moment integral techniques with hot wire probe experimental data [AIAA paper 72-38] p0130 A72-16900
Papers on critical and exploratory flight testing covering rotary wings, lifting bodies and jet engine airstart p0165 A72-18867
Articulated rotor blade flashing at 0-0.20 advance ratios and constant lift, discussing effects of shaft tilt and collective pitch variations p0186 A72-20205

Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow and blade characteristics p0285 A72-25285
Helicopter rotor blades bending vibrations, examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and natural frequencies via series of Legendre polynomials [ID-745569] p0299 A72-25733
Helicopter rotor blade spars shot peening in centrifugal vibrators, optimizing Cr-Mo-Ni steel surfaces work hardening p0304 A72-26220
Ice formation on helicopter rotor blades, discussing atmospheric moisture and temperature conditions, blade surface temperature, centrifugal and aerodynamic forces and preventive measures p0309 A72-27414
Hydraulic transmission for driving helicopter tail rotor, noting compensatory system for engine failure p0311 A72-27962
Rotating airfoil experimental test program for verification of Simnelkamp and Dwyer-McCroskey theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift p0311 A72-27962
Sail rotors for hovering platforms, calculating rotor performance based on ideal two-dimensional flexible airfoil section characteristics

AERIAL PAPER 72-958  p0184 A72-19968

High tip speed low loading transonic fan rotor design for weak oblique shocks with improved efficiency and stall margin

AERIAL PAPER 72-811  p0180 A72-18951

Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.24 advance ratios and constant Lift, discussing effects of shaft tilt and collective pitch variations

AERIAL PAPER 72-20205  p0186 A72-17951

General solution for thin airfoil rectilinear motion in ideal incompressible gas, applying to rotor blade lift calculation

AERIAL PAPER 72-22860  p0231 A72-17960

Loading edge serrations effect on rotor noise and aerodynamic characteristics, noting vortex and rotational noise reduction and overall efficiency decrease

AERIAL PAPER 72-655  p0415 A72-34079

Exploration of aerelastic stability boundaries with a soft-in-plane hingeless-rotor model.

AERIAL PAPER 72-651  p0405 A72-34049

Hingeless rotor - Experimental frequency response and dynamic characteristics with hub moment feedback controls.

AERIAL PAPER 72-612  p0446 A72-34494

Parametric study of instabilities associated with large, flexible rotor propellers.

AERIAL PAPER 72-615  p0446 A72-34496

State-feedback controllers and state-estimators design for roll-pitch-horizontal motions of helicopter near hover, using rotor dynamics model.

AERIAL PAPER 72-7718  p0505 A72-38137

Analytical investigation of the effects of blade flexibility, unsteady aerodynamics, and variable inflow on helicopter rotor stall characteristics.

AERIAL PAPER 72-38950  p0503 A72-38950

Tilt-proprotor VTOL aircraft design evaluation based on aerelastic and aerelastic model and full scale performance tests

AERIAL PAPER 72-803  p0510 A72-50054

Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing of rotors

AERIAL PAPER 72-6129  p0556 A72-6129

Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its effect on flutter.

AERIAL PAPER 72-959  p0561 A72-62249

Helicopter rotor blade flapping motion stability, applying perturbation technique to linear equations of motion for different advance ratios and lock numbers.

AERIAL PAPER 72-955  p0562 A72-62351

Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in torsionally rigid helicopter blades, solving nonlinear equations of motion by multiple time scales asymptotic expansion

AERIAL PAPER 72-956  p0562 A72-62356

Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex generated by hovering propellers and rotors.

AERIAL PAPER 72-65327  p0612 A72-65327

The dissipation of tip vortices by mass injection with application to rotor systems.

AERIAL PAPER 72-65329  p0612 A72-65329

Blade torsional tuning to manage rotor stall.

AERIAL PAPER 72-958  p0615 A72-65412

The use of complex coordinates in the study of rotor dynamics.

AERIAL PAPER 72-954  p0615 A72-65413

Rotor and propeller wake calculation, recovery rotors, and rotor feedback control conference,

AERIAL PAPER 72-64331  p0607 A72-11000

Linear aerodynamic rotor theories showing effect of applied vortex model on exactitude of numerical analysis

0038 N72-11005

Conference on aerodynamic design aspects of V/STOL and STOL propellers and rotors

DLR-MTT-71-18  p0361 A72-23008

Aerodynamics of rotary recovery system for flying bodies during transition from horizontal to gliding flight

DLR-71-020-PF-2  p0362 A72-23014

Vortex model for calculating airstream at rotor blade of helicopter

NASA-TDR-7-1-2281  p0430 A72-24990

ROTOR BLADES

Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for B/D tests of helicopter rotor blades.

AERIAL PAPER 72-11021  p0011 A72-11021

Two-dimensional transonic airfoil section testing at ONERA S34 wind tunnel, comparing results with helicopter rotor blade test data.

ONERA, TP NO. 1028  p0059 A72-13642

Closed loop fluidic bidirectional jet flap airfoil lift control system, considering application to helicopter rotor blades.

AERIAL PAPER 72-16659  p0124 A72-16659

Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow over nonslivering hovering helicopter rotor blades, calculating flow field by three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme

AERIAL PAPER 72-39  p0130 A72-16901

Hingeless rotor helicopter blade steady state response with nonisotropic inflow and elastic blade bending

AERIAL PAPER 72-65  p0132 A72-16933

Helicopter rotor blade response to random loads, treated by theory of linear dynamic systems with time-varying coefficients.

AERIAL PAPER 72-169  p0132 A72-16940

Articulated rotor blade flapping at 0-0.24 advance ratios and constant Lift, discussing effects of shaft tilt and collective pitch variations

AERIAL PAPER 72-20205  p0186 A72-17951

Pressure sensor measurements of fluctuating aerodynamic forces on rotor blades related to compressor noise generation

AERIAL PAPER 72-67  p0192 A72-21886

General solution for thin airfoil rectilinear motion in ideal incompressible gas, applying to rotor blade lift calculation

AERIAL PAPER 72-22860  p0231 A72-22860

Fan-in-wing model noise due to cross-flow generated in- and outflow distortions and unsteady rotor blade forces

NASA PAPER 72-927  p0299 A72-25666

Integral equation for calculation of unsteady aerodynamic forces on helicopter lifting rotor blades, taking into account air compressibility.

AERIAL PAPER 72-981  p0356 A72-29671

Hughes 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered blades, comparing thrust and stall characteristics with symmetrical blades

AERIAL PAPER 72-30290  p0359 A72-30290

Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade transverse vibration under air and centrifugal loadings during forward flight, using matrix method

AERIAL PAPER 72-31407  p0394 A72-31407

Flow analysis in the axial-flow compressor impeller with meridional stream acceleration.

AERIAL PAPER 72-5371  p0614 A72-5371

Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single blade random gust response

NASA-CR-114386  p0078 A72-11889

Blade/disk attachment methods for gas turbine engines

AD-677170  p0097 A72-12796

Aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blade tip vortices

NASA-CR-112009  p0101 A72-12792

Aerodynamic design and performance of axial flow compressor rotor with tip speed of 1380 feet per second and 1.1 blade tip solidity

NASA-TM-225  p0266 A72-19989

Full scale wind tunnel investigation of advancing blade concept rotor system

NASA-TM-264  p0271 A72-19038

Application of state transition matrix for numerical analysis of stability and gust response of lifting rotor with rigid flapping blades and rigid hub

NASA-TM-2501  p0431 A72-25010

Destabilization effects of flap-lag coupling in hingeless rotor blade oscillations during hover

NASA-TM-621790  p0572 A72-30003

Aerodynamic characteristics of three types of variable diameter rotary wings with telescoping blades, folding rigid blades, and flexible blades

FDA-749011  p0575 A72-30025

Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft

NASA-TM-22579  p0629 A72-22579

ROTOR BLADES

Turbomachinery

Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in...
Aircraft and route analysis using computer program

BEND-US-67-300

Computer program and numerical analysis of airport feasibility of using suction between and along runways to remove trailing edge vortex streets

BEND-US-67-300

Measurement of runway and taxiway conditions at two international airports to determine effects of ground roughness on aircraft operations

BEND-US-67-300

Runway friction under dry and artificially wet conditions

BEND-US-67-300

Improved aircraft ground performance in slush and wet runway conditions by addition of extra nose weight

BEND-US-67-300

Airfield pavement condition survey of USMCAS facilities at Santa Ana and Mile Square, California

BEND-US-67-300

Airfield pavement condition survey of USNفيل والAirfield Pavement Condition Survey of DSB-CAST, California

BEND-US-67-300

Development of method for determining runway to minimize probability of certain critical crosswinds

BEND-US-67-300

Analysis of operational factors involved in frictional and retarding forces between aircraft tires and hard surface runways

BEND-US-67-300

Planning of aircraft airways on wet runways

BEND-US-67-300

Airfield lights system design for optical landing aids, discussing runway illumination conditions

BEND-US-67-300

Airport runway lighting systems development, focusing on systems effectiveness evaluation vs defined goals

BEND-US-67-300

Low level vertical wind shear effect on aircraft control, considering runway selection with respect to surface wind conditions

BEND-US-67-300

Aeronautical requirements for meteorological reporting and instruments at aerodromes, discussing surface wind, visibility, runway range, weather, temperature and other observations

BEND-US-67-300

Airport runway disappears in UK, discussing cost projection for chemical seeding system combined with lidar remote sensing

BEND-US-67-300

Runway markings requirements for visibility under day and night conditions, considering night reflection value, color stability, durability, noninterference with flight operations, etc

BEND-US-67-300

Airport improvements needed for safety

BEND-US-67-300

Airfield flexible pavement design - A state of the art paper

BEND-US-67-300

Airlines and aircraft manufacturers requirements for aircraft pavement evaluation/data system, discussing relationships between strength, landing gear design, aircraft weight, range, etc

BEND-US-67-300

Day-to-day operational airplane-airport relationship, discussing runway grooving impact and friction coefficient measurements

BEND-US-67-300

Survey of runway pavement condition at US Naval Air Station Imperial Beach, California

BEND-US-67-300

Signal data converter for multirunway visibility sounding system, using ground based airplane sensors

BEND-US-67-300

Airfield pavement condition survey of asphaltic and Portland concrete at P99A5 Barbers Point, Hawaii

BEND-US-67-300

Optimal high capacity runway systems for major airports, discussing multiple systems in
anticipation of future mass air traffic requirements p0240 A72-24160
Runway motion stability of aircraft with three wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to moment induced drift p0307 A72-27235
Future short haul aircraft transportation systems, discussing aircraft forms, noise reduction, technology and runway requirements p0311 A72-27660
Atlanta airport redesign and expansion program including runway reconfiguration, taxiway relocation and passenger and cargo terminal system improvements to relieve congestion p0459 A72-36781
Independent parallel runway landing system to relieve air traffic congestion, investigating minimum spacing required to minimize collision risk p0569 A72-63130
Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles at two international airports NASA-TN-D-6667 p0601 A72-11038
Evaluation of experimental membranes, non-skid compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in constructing asphalt type runways for military aircraft [AD-729803] p0157 A72-18286
Damage to aircraft tires produced by grooved runway surfaces when impacted at various sink rates, vertical loadings, inflation pressures, and ground speeds [NASA-TN-D-6690] p0219 A72-17007
Environmental impact survey of taxiway construction at Santa Barbara Municipal Airport, Calif. [PB-201533-P] p0227 A72-17202
Evaluation of bisphenol polyester, styrene acrylate, and chlorinated rubber alkyl as coatings for airfield runway marking [AD-734320] p0279 A72-19648
Effect of extending Kennedy Airport runways into Jamaica Bay [IBM-0-309-01871-4-VOL-1] p0322 A72-20286
Preliminary study of dynamic preferential runway system and exposure of communities to aircraft noise [NASA-CB-125621] p0323 A72-20250
Tests to determine design feasibility of unsurfaced soil facilities for operations of C-5A aircraft [AD-753044] p0337 A72-21398
Airfield pavement condition surveys at USNAS Whidbey Island and USNOSP Compeville, Washington [AD-753860] p0387 A72-23222
Airfield pavement condition survey at Kaneohe Marine Corps Air Station, Hawaii [AD-75861] p0387 A72-23226
Airfield pavement condition survey at Kadena Naval Air Station, California [AD-75863] p0387 A72-23227
Testing membrane-enveloped soil layers as pavement elements for multiple-wheel heavy gear loads [AD-738039] p0468 A72-26214
Survey to determine condition of airfield pavement at San Nicholas Island, California [AD-738024] p0518 A72-28269
Performance of MO-NAT 150 reinforced plastic as aircraft landing mat [AD-738137] p0519 A72-28274
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing shrinkage of epoxy resin mortars for airfield pavements [AD-742212] p0576 A72-30257
Numerical analysis of braking forces and frictional coefficients for aircraft tires on hard surface runways - Part 2 [ESPD-71026-PT-2] p0619 A72-32013
Measurement of three track runway and taxiway profiles for determining effect of surface conditions on airplane response to ground roughness [NASA-TN-D-6932] p0622 A72-32045
Method for evaluation of operational and functional performance characteristics of landing mats [AD-741857] p0627 A72-32278
Similar requirements for application of scale model theory to design and evaluation of airfield pavements [AD-741857] p0627 A72-32281
Analysis of operational factors involved in frictional and retarding forces between aircraft tires and hard surface runways [ESPD-71025-PT-1] p0636 A72-33001
Analysis of runway surface conditions at Sherman Army Airfield, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas p0636 A72-33258

SAAB MILITARY AIRCRAFT

S
S-3 AIRCRAFT
S-3A Viking land based anti-submarine warfare maritime and reconnaissance aircraft, describing flight controls, structural design, underslung podded engines and operational equipment [AD-729803] p0488 A72-34122
Use of fixed and moving base flight simulators for the aerodynamic design and development of the S-3A airplane. [AD-729803] p0510 A72-40052
S-3A aircraft weight control program organization and methods, considering cost and schedule performance [SAAB PAPER 906] p0595 A72-43453
S-67 HELICOPTER
S-67 flight test program. [AFS PREPRINT 653] p0483 A72-34079
Flight investigation of design features of the S-67 winged helicopter. [AFS PREPRINT 601] p0484 A72-34085
Flight test and simulation analysis of S-67 helicopter stabilizer [AD-735766] p0369 A72-22030
Flight tests to determine effectiveness of wing-mounted speed brakes on S-67 helicopter for increased dive angle and deceleration capability [AD-735766] p0369 A72-33039
SA-330 HELICOPTER
Autonomous navigation system for Sa-330 helicopter and flight test methods p0084 A72-11929

SAAB AIRCRAFT
Development of the Saab-Scania Viggen. p0492 A72-37749
Fatigue tests of simulated main wing spar at joint with fuselage frame for Saab aircraft. p0539 A72-29897
SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for Saab 37 and 105 wind tunnel models p0027 A72-10006
SAAB 105 AIRCRAFT
Jet interference effects on yaw stability for Saab 37 and 105 wind tunnel models p0027 A72-10006

SAFETY

AT AIRCRAFT SAFETY
AT FLIGHT SAFETY

SAFETY DEVICES

AT ARRESTING GEAR
AT EJECTION SEATS
AT ESCAPE CAPSULES
AT SEAT BELTS

Collision avoidance systems requirements and criteria, evaluating Eros time frequency and Staccro intercommunication-and-reply systems p0231 A72-22822
SUBJECT INDEX

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
- Worldwide satellite navigation system for precise position and velocity of military aircraft, ships and ground vehicles
- Aircraft antennas design for radio links to satellites for aeronautical communication and ATC, proposing use of beam steering system
- Satellite transmission system for precise position and velocity of military aircraft, ships and ground vehicles
- Aircraft antennas design for radio links to satellites for aeronautical communication and ATC, proposing use of beam steering system

SATELLITE OBSERVATION
- Outer magnetosphere near midnight at quiet and disturbed times
- Impact of inertial navigation on air safety and modeling techniques to assess effects of air traffic control satellite surveillance system
- Development of airborne and satellite remote sensing capability using microwave radiometers

SATELLITE TELEVISION
- Shaped coverage patterns with satellite array antennas

SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
- L band in satellite system for aerial navigation aid, discussing position accuracy, data transmission and voice communication and modulation methods
- Air surveillance using satellite range-difference measurements from noninterrogated beacons for ATC

SATELLITES
- ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
- COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
- METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
- NAVIGATION SATELLITES
- RELAY SATELLITES
- SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
- TDR SATELLITES

SC-1 AIRCRAFT
- Flying experience with the SC-1 research aircraft and the P-1127 prototype at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England
- Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes for flight test recording of airspeed and flight altitude
- Aerodynamic characteristics of SC-1 and P-1127 T/DOL aircraft with emphasis on flight tests to determine control system performance

SCALE (CORROSION)
- Polishes and corrosion removers for aluminum surfaces of naval aircraft

SCALE EFFECT
- Helicopter rotor blade bending vibrations, examining scale effects, dynamic similarity and natural frequencies via series of Legendre polynomials
- Scale effects in flows past swept wings at transonic speeds
- Pressure testing in water at high subsonic speed
- Two and three dimensional wind tunnel tests on oscillatory control surface derivations noting Reynolds number and/or boundary layer transition variation on wind tunnel

SCALE MODELS
- High speed jet noise source physical properties interpretation by theory and scale-model experiments for supersonic transport aircraft noise suppression problems
- Microwave scale model of ILS glide path, considering interference and aircraft taxiing effects

Scale model tests of high thrust engine blast deflection fence combinations for protection of adjacent roadway traffic
- On the prediction of acceleration response of air cushion vehicles to random seaways and the distortion effects of the cushion inherent in scale models
- Characterization of an ejector-type engine simulator for STOL model testing
- Full-scale wind tunnel tests of small unpowered jet aircraft with T tail
- Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical techniques for determining full-scale aerodynamic flight drag factors
- Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight Reynolds numbers
- Flight tests of parafoil glider and comparison of flight test data with wind tunnel data, using small scale and full scale models
- Jet engine model for simulating inlet and exhaust flow fields in subsonic aircraft wind tunnel model
- Scale model tests to determine optimum configuration and characteristics of large jet transport aircraft during ditching
- Prediction of lateral tire dynamic properties of scale model aircraft tires using string theory
- Crack propagation in full-scale wing structure under different simulated flight conditions
- Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of in-flight thrust reverser on stability and control characteristics of single-engine fighter aircraft models
- Full-scale wind tunnel testing requirements for application of small scale model theory to design and evaluation of airfield pavements

SCALING LAWS
- Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws, studying acoustic fields for rectangular and axisymmetric nozzle configurations
- Wind tunnel calibration of full scale scale model IOL aircraft
- Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing scaling rules for sound power and directional characteristics of radiated sound

SCANNERS
- HORIZON SCANNERS
- INFRARED SCANNERS
- OPTICAL SCANNERS

SCANNING
- RADAR SCANNING
- Low cost microwave scanning beam landing systems for interim instrument landing system replacement in civil aviation
- Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array antenna performance, noting antenna radiation pattern and signal spectra
- Comparison of scanning beam and Doppler type array antenna performance, noting antenna radiation pattern and signal spectra
- Minimum suitable scan rates for azimuth and elevation functions of microwave landing guidance systems

SCARS (GEOLOGY)
- SCAT
- SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SCHEDULED CLOUDS

SCATTERED CLOUDS
U CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
SCATTERING
MT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
MT BACKSCATTERING
MT LIGHT SCATTERING
MT TROPOSPHERIC SCATTERING
MT WAVE SCATTERING
SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS
Atmospheric acoustical attenuation measurement on sailplane, assessing turbulence backscattering cross section
p0189 A72-20597

SCHEDULES
Airline schedule keeping by Sud Lear all-weather landing system, discussing crew training
p0068 A72-14688
Airline operational problems from traffic volume increase, discussing flight safety, passenger comfort, schedule adherence and economy aspects
p0068 A72-46618

SCHEDULING
MT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Automated scheduling algorithms for aircraft from terminal area to touchdown, discussing system features and STOL air traffic computerized simulation
[AIAA PAPER 72-120] p0131 A72-16905
Decision diagram use in logic analysis for aircraft maintenance schedule testing relative to operational reliability control
p0357 A72-30041
Federal legislation impact on airport and airway system planning, considering budget and schedule requirements
p0659 A72-36777
Factors to be considered in airline scheduling
p0492 A72-37785
S-3a aircraft weight control program organization and methods, considering cost and schedule performance
[SAE PAPER 906] p0595 A72-43453
Lockheed airline system simulation and aircraft scheduling models
p0604 A72-44579
Cost effective algorithms for optimal route aircraft scheduling for airlines by mixed integer multi-commodity flow technique and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition
p0604 A72-44582
Neuristic procedure solution for least cost commercial airline crew scheduling, emphasizing combinatorial space site reduction
p0604 A72-44584
Set covering algorithms for extracted small matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling
[TR-320-30004] p0322 A72-20099
Semi-automatic methods for airlines crew scheduling
[TR-320-30061] p0322 A72-20100
Development of adaptive scheduling procedure for aircraft maintenance and inspection planning
[AD-74J284] p0586 A72-31029

SCHEMER PHOTONICS
Flow visualization in supersonic axial compressor by short exposure schlieren photography of shock wave patterns in rotating annular cascade of compressor blades
[FONER, TP NO. 1026] p0136 A72-17192
Hypermorphic boundary layer separation of delta wing in shock tunnel using color and xerographic schlieren photography
[NPL-AERO-REOTE-1097] p0029 A72-10022

SCHOLDS
Procedure for training pilots in assessment of flight systems during attendance at Empire Test Pilot School, England
p0330 A72-20995

SCARJET ENGINES
U SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
SCARJETS
U SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
SCARJETS
Jet noise reduction by screen placed across jet flow, investigating acoustic properties, velocity and pressure in mixing zone
[IAA A PAPER 72-648] p0016 A72-34088

SCREWS
Characteristics and advantages of flapping wing engine over screw engine

SUBJECT INDEX
SEA LAUNCHING
Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for launch and recovery capabilities under sea environment conditions, discussing visual landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions
[ANS PREPRINT 650] p0047 A72-34505
SEALAMPS
U SEALERS
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing porous carbon seals heat resistance under thermal cyclic load
p0147 A72-18658
SEALING
MT SELF SEALING
SEALS (STOPLERS)
MT GLANDS (SEALS)
MT PACKINGS (SEALS)
Friction coefficient, standard wear and surface layer temperature of seal for dry friction pairs in jet engines, investigating crystal lattice parameters
p085 A72-19768
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal and pressure cycling
p0199 A72-21938
Clam seal comparison with elastomers, discussing aircraft use, contamination, insulation, corrosion and erosion, surface finish, service life and cost
p0199 A72-21941
Pressure tight seal for superalloy used in hypersonic aircraft fuel tank joints
Polynylee hydraulic actuator rod seals for application in high performance aircraft
[NASA-NC-120878] p0425 A72-28530
Mathematical models for analyzing quasi-one-dimensional flow across face seals and narrow slots of turbine engines
[NASA-TW-D-6668] p0435 A72-25468
Gas seal designs for aircraft gas turbine engines
p0521 A72-28518

SEAPLANES
Potential usefulness of small, single seat seaplane for civil police patrol
[AD-736178] p0369 A72-23327

SEARCH RADAR
German monograph - A search procedure for electronic radar
p0568 A72-43054
Search radar monitoring of bird movements to prevent aircraft collision accidents
[AD-732945] p0253 A72-18027
USS multi-purpose radar complex for air traffic control
[AD-732373] p0253 A72-18173
SEARCHING
Analysis of avionics system for helicopter search and rescue mission and crew functions
[AD-728043] p0590 A72-11974

SHEAPLINES

SHEAT BELTS
Crashworthy upper torso restraint system for general aviation, incorporating strap takeup devices
p0195 A72-21578
Dynamic deceleration anthropomorphic dummy tests of general aviation occupant lap belt/shoulder harness restraint systems
[SAA PAPER 720325] p0291 A72-25588
Impact tests on anthropomorphic dummies for protection effectiveness evaluation of lap belt, Air Force shoulder harness-lap belt and airbag-lap belt restraints
[AD-781530] p0309 A72-27471
Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing dynamic responses of seats and passenger restraint systems
p0214 A72-16793

SHEAT BELTS
Energy absorbing seat design for light aircraft, describing development and static and dynamic testing
[SAA PAPER 720322] p0290 A72-25585
SUBJECT INDEX

Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing dynamic responses of seats and passenger restraint systems p0218 A72-16793

Evaluation of medical attendant seat on OE-1 helicopter and recommendations for improving crashworthy characteristics [AD-732761] p0370 A72-22040

Design of aircraft seat cushions and parachute support spaces to improve comfort and safety factors [AD-736871]

Performance tests of tilting, spanning seats for aircraft and spacecraft and analysis of bioaerodynamical adequacy [AD-741202]

Analysis, design, fabrication, and testing of integrally armored crashworthy seats for aircrafts [AD-742733] p0586 A72-11030

SECONDARY FLOW

Secondary losses reduction procedure in axial flow turbine stators, using boundary layer fences on blades profile suction side p0229 A72-22634

Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high enlargement area compared with logarithmic spiral types, discussing boundary layers, secondary flow, shapes and aerodynamic parameters p0236 A72-23747

Secondary flow measurements in rotating ducts, obtaining pressure distributions and cross-flow velocities p0294 A72-25616

SECONDARY FOUNTS

U-FOUNTS (METEOROLOGY)

SECONDARY RADAR

Secondary surveillance radar systems design and planning for ATC application p0344 A72-26998

ATC services configuration with secondary surveillance radar and primary radar data acquisition system, discussing signal processing by automated decoder p0547 A72-40268

Air traffic density effect on secondary surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft identification and position determination, proposing selective address system p0547 A72-40268

SECURITY

System security hardware, software, and procedural techniques in automated systems [AD-735728]

Data base security and access limitation requirements for post 1975 automated TACC complex with tabulated security data [AD-735729]

Congressional hearings concerning undetected flight of civilian aircraft from Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana on October 26, 1971 p0475 A72-26987

Design of security system for civil aviation cargo transportation p0526 A72-28985

SINERGIES

NT SANDS

SEEKERS

U ROVING DEVICES

SEGREATION

U SEPARATION

SEISMOLOGY

Seismic and underwater effects of sonic booms, comparing theory with experiments p0198 A72-21907

SELECTION

NT PERSONNEL SELECTION

Air route selection and generation using computer program [FB-200460] p0107 A72-13034

SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Self adaptive control techniques for designing flight control systems in high performance supersonic aircraft [AD-736871] p0151 A72-13992

SELF DIRECTING ANTENNAS

U ANTENNAS

SELF INDUCED VIBRATION

NT PANEL FLUTTER

NT SUBSONIC FLUTTER

NT SUPERSONIC FLUTTER

NT TRANSonic FLUTTER

One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engine rotating and static cascade and discussion vibrations propagation p0014 A72-11584

Three dimensional velocity field excitation by thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow, deriving function in semiaxes to satisfy boundary constrained wave equations p0111 A72-18111

SELF LUBRICATION

Differential thermal analysis of self lubricating bearing systems [AD-732761] p0260 A72-18588

SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS

Self organizing adaptive aircraft control system with C criterion pitch axis performance and failure compensation p0053 A72-12920

SELF REGULATING

U AUTOMATIC CONTROL

SELF SEATING

Performance of self-sealing breakaway valves in preventing fuel spillage and fires in survival aircraft cabs [AD-738204] p0425 A72-24547

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

NT VOLTAGE DIODES

NT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

NT THERMISTORS

NT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

Noncontacting measurements by miniature CW Doppler radar with semiconductor microwave generator p0229 A72-22691

Proceedings of conference on advanced aircraft electrical systems with emphasis on solid state power management [AD-731077] p0169 A72-15234

SENIORITE EQUATIONS

Rotary wing head weight estimation for helicopter preliminary design and parametric studies, deriving semiaempirical trend formula p0596 A72-43661

SENSORS MODELS

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of semispan wing with externally blown jet flap [NASA-TN-1-62079] p0080 A72-11902

SENDERS

U TRANSMITTERS

SENSIBILITY

U SENSITIVITY

SENSITIVITY

NT IMPACT RESISTANCE

NT NOISE SENSITIVITY

NT PHOTORESPONDIVITY

Sensitivity functions for differential equations describing aircraft perturbed motion, noting dependence on time derivatives, system parameters and coordinates p0180 A72-18977

Aircraft altitude two-loop feedback control system designed by compensation parameter variation technique, demonstrating correlation between system sensitivity computations and observations p0189 A72-20592

SENSOR-AIRBORNE TERRAIN ANALYSIS

U SENSORS

U CHRONIC TERRAIN ANALYSIS

SENSORS

NT PSYCHIMETERS

NT PSYCHROMETERS

SENSORS

Sensor measurements correlation to human visibility via sensor equivalent visibility /SEV/ concept, discussing data processing scheme p0347 A72-28066

Designs for future military aircraft crash sensors, ignition source suppression system, and automatic activation circuitry [AD-726870] p0153 A72-14006

Annealed foil fatigue sensor for full-scale C-5A aircraft [AD-736871] p0652 A72-32058

SENSORY FEEDBACK

Rich performance jet aircraft variable fuel flight control system for simulation of sonic reaction forces proportional to dynamic pressure p0551 A72-41065

A-377
SEPABATOBS

A-378

SEPABATIOB . . . .

SESSOBI PBBCBPTIOH . . • • •

SEHSOBT PEBCEPIIOH

NT AIR FILTERS

ST VISDAL PEBCEPTIOH )

NT ADDITOBY PERCEPTION

NT BOUNDARY. LAYER REPARATION - .

Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation linearized solution for flow separation near tip

Separated flow point determination on blown flap

The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the lower atmosphere arid in the hypersonic region at high altitudes

Flow separation reduction by transverse jet blowing, illustrating flow patterns by water tunnel visualization on cylinders, perpendicular flat plates, contoured walls, steps, wings, etc [GUPFA. TP NO. 1701]

Critical lift and flow separation on helicopter rotor under dynamic loading as function of flow and blade characteristics

Calculation of an unsteady separation flow past a slender profile

Flow separation at the edges of some types of tail sections used in supersonic aircraft and in rocket technology

Experimental investigations of separated flows on wing-body combinations with very slender wings at free-stream Mach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2, [TCAS PAPER 72-25] 0255 A72-1150

Analysis and correlation of data on pressure fluctuations in separated flow.

The sweepback effect in the subsonic region in the lower atmosphere and in the hypersonic region at high altitudes

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or of fluid jet injected into main-supersonic flow, examining high pressure gradient regions

Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed [BAA-TR-71042] 0768 A72-15292

Mathematical model for effects of conical thickness distribution on separated flow past slender delta wings with small thickness/span ratios and sharp leading edges [ARC-CP-1189] 0267 N72-19006

Linearized solution for flow separation near tip and wake edge of lifting wing with trailing edge separation [AD-734751] 0277 N72-19367

Free streamline theory for determining pressure distribution on airfoil with flow separation [MAL-TR-247] 0371 N72-22333

Separated flow point determination, blown flat airfoil of STOL wing propulsion system [HAG . N72-27286

Sand and dust particle filter tests for evaluation of separation efficiency and aerodynamic performance [AD-725593] 0051 N72-11713

SUBJECT INDEX

p0177 A72-18769

Dual purpose filter-separators for dirt and water removal from fuel

p0047 A72-11676

SERVICE LIFE

Fatigue behavior of notched or cracked aircraft structure parts, examining服务 life prediction problem

p0139 A72-17811

Lubrication system filter effects on rolling element bearing life and extended mean time to failure of gas turbine engines

p0175 A72-18754

Aircraft performance parameters indicating effects on lifting system service and fatigue life and on design

p0182 A72-19111

Wisma 3 aircraft structure service life from structural fatigue theory and tests, emphasizing operational load distribution measurement

p0196 A72-21634

Class seals comparison with elastomers, discussing aircraft use, contamination, inspection, compression and endurance, surface finish, service life and cost

p0199 A72-21991

Thin wall airframe wire insulation relative thermal life and temperature rating evaluation procedure using Arrhenius plot

p0233 A72-23270

Flutter analysis of propeller whirl flutter, twin hoos-aircraft, T tail configuration, servo tabs and all-moving tail, discussing structural variations effects on service life

p0289 A72-25573

Russian book on aircraft engine reliability covering defects, fractures and failure analysis, service life prediction, production deficiencines and operational conditions

p0301 A72-26068

Aircraft windscrew design, discussing high impact strength glass fiber reinforced plastics, examining high pressure gradient regions

p0305 A72-27006

Stress-service life relations for duralumin samples from impact and nonimpact tensile tests with cyclic axial loads, noting notch sensitivity

p0352 A72-20147

Mathematical models for passenger aircraft market forecast, discussing stock measurement and life expectancy

p0358 A72-30125

Environmental effects on aircraft structure operational reliability, discussing failure removal and protective coating lifet ime

p0359 A72-30285

Achieving fail-safe design in rotors [AHS PREPRINT 673] 0448 A72-36531

Concrete airport pavement thickness determination methods comparison, noting design life dependence on safety factors

p0460 A72-36786

Effect of fuel on gas-corrosion in jet engine combustion chambers

p095 A72-30091

Aircraft engine lifetime and turbine blade reliability

p0509 A72-39916

Erosion effects on gas turbine engine compressor blades due to dust ingestion, discussing means for alleviating performance and service life losses

p1552 A72-41117

Life estimation and prediction of fighter aircraft [TCAS PAPER 72-02] 0552 A72-42972

Detection of structural deterioration associated airline maintenance problems

p0596 A72-43346

Agricultural aircraft flight loads typical spectra and some observations on airworthiness

p066 A72-44734

Economic and operational aspects of performance

p0160 A72-47976

Figures of a Swiss ground attack/ fighter aircraft

p0809 A72-19730

Statistical analysis of aircraft operations to show relationship of operational readiness, maintenance, scheduling, and life expectancy [AD-728656] 0089 A72-11970
Development of procedures for conducting structural inspection process on DC-10 aircraft to reduce effects of crack propagation with increased service life

Fatigue tests of angular-contact ball bearings with tetranester and synthetic paraffinic oil at 60,000 psi in air environment (NASA-TP-6-6771) p0327 N72-22496

Development of methods for determining lifetime of helicopter components based on working stress and stress-time functions (NASA-TP-7-14280) p0425 N72-24531

Analysis and evaluation of scatter factors used to determine safe service life of aircraft structures (ARL/SW-NOTT-373) p0525 N72-28903

Quality control and reliability engineering procedures applied to aircraft engine parts (JPHR-55674) p0538 N72-29809

Analysis of parameters affecting service life of jet powered civil transport aircraft (N72-29911) p0560 A72-42299

Inspection and maintenance schedules of commercial transport aircraft to detect structural deterioration and to prevent catastrophic failure p0561 N72-29912

Equivalent testing of gas turbine engines for prolonged service life (AD-743105) p0597 N72-31789

Load-life model for calculating fatigue life and reliability of helicopter spur gear mesh (AD-748501) p0629 N72-32507

SERVICE BODIES

Aircraft hydraulic control systems modular design for maintainability, emphasizing component removal with minimum hydraulic fluid loss and air entrapment p0656 A72-42299

SERVICES

IN METROLOGICAL SERVICES

SERVO LOOP

U FEEDBACK CONTROL

SERVOCONTROLL

U ACTUATORS

SERVOCIRCULATING

U ACTUATORS

SERVOCONTROL

Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis methods applied to Naval aircraft approach power compensator systems, using pilot model concepts (AIAA PAPER 72-1214) p0131 A72-16922

Servo pump nozzle area controls for gas turbines. p0556 A72-36044

Flutter analysis of aircraft, taking into account servomechanism effects (DLR-FB-71-371) p0151 N72-13995

Digital systems for controlling turbine engine fuel flow (NASA-TN-76-6936) p0580 N72-30777

SHAKING MACHINES

Zero velocity lag servomechanism transient response sensitivity from intuitive approach to convolution problems, noting feedback compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction p0189 A72-22593

Electromechanical redundant activating mechanisms for T-4 aircraft dual tandem hydraulic power servo, noting application to fly by wire control (NASA-CR-124695) p0112 A72-13909

Analysis of flight control system requirements for helicopters and design of pilot assisted control system (AD-725590) p0044 N72-11057

Flight test of three-axis hydrodynamic stability augmentation system in helicopter (NASA-TP-7-14280) p0058 N72-11937

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servoswings installed on T-38 aircraft (AD-734259) p0271 N72-19942

Design, development, and characteristics of variable delivery, positive displacement fuel pump for use with J-85 turbine engine fuel system (AD-735259) p0338 A72-21946

Tests of pneumatic servomechanism for use in aircraft control systems (AD-738368) p0425 N72-24544

SEÑO STABILITY CONTROL

U SERVOCONTROL

SET THEORY

UTHRESHOLD LOGIC

Set covering algorithms for extracted small matrices, applied to airline crew scheduling (TR-320-3005) p0321 N72-20099

SHAKEN PHOTOGRAPHY

U SCHLIEBEN PHOTOGRAPHY

SHAPES (MACHIN ELEMENTS)

U TURBOSHAFTS

Deterioration of shaft bearings of electromotor driving aircraft centrifugal fuel pump, determining lateral force acting on propeller (A72-43663)

Ballistic impact tests to determine vulnerability of boron/epoxy double-wall drive shafts for helicopter rotors (AD-737205) p0388 A72-23509

SHAKERS

Problems encountered in reproducing cantilev flight environment by means of shakers and shock test machines, emphasizing partial and complete weapon structures p0173 N72-15838

SHAKES

U JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

SHAKEN INFORMATION THEORY

U INFORMATION THEORY

SHAPED CHARGES

Emergency systems for helicopter crew and passenger survivability improvement, discussing use of ejection seats, extraction systems, parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges p0195 A72-21561

SHARP LEADING EDGES

Superersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles around flat plate sharp leading edge with high pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone p0142 A72-18122

Heat transfer rates of impingement cooling in gas turbine airfoils, noting leading edge sharpness effects for slot and circular jet configurations (ASME PAPER 72-GT-7) p0293 A72-25510

Viscous interaction over concave and convex surfaces at hypersonic speeds. p0602 A72-44308

Surface heat transfer rates on sharp flat plate with bellows at Mach 22.0 to 86.4, and local heat transfer rates in corner flow formed by plates and sharp leading edges with air at Mach 19 (NASA-CR-124695) p0112 A72-13909

SHATTERING

U FRAGMENTATION

SHARD PATTERNS

U SHEAR STRESS

SHEAR FLOW

Complex perturbation potential of constant vortex shear flows around airfoil activated by motion in presence of rectilinear wall p0118 A72-16122

Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy characteristics of subsonic air flow in straight conical diffuser, using hot-wire anemometry measurements p0238 A72-23862

Aerodynamic forces calculation for constant vortex shear flows around airfoil fired between rectilinear walls, noting resultant perpendicularity to Ox axis p0200 A72-29115

SHEAR LAYERS

U FRAGMENTATION

U SHEAR STRESS

SHEAR FLOW

Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear layers, including low supersonic and transonic ranges for jet noise applications p0072 A72-15566

Aviation hazards due to stably stratified shear and turbulence zones, discussing meteorological analysis of 747 jumbo jet turbulence flight test p0349 A72-28865

Turbulent jet exhaust noise radiation from turbulent shear layer in ability waves, noting acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise distance p0355 A72-29581

Optimization of acoustic linings in presence of wall shear layers p0548 A72-40334
Shear Properties

Shear Properties

NT SHEAR STRENGTH

Shear Strain

Webbing joints-stitching strain; considering nylon and fiberglass stitching properties and various stitching patterns strengths

Transverse shear loading on tapered spar boxes

Stiffness matrix

[NTL-TR-70052-V]

Shear Stresses

Ti alloys for aircraft structures, emphasizing weldability, tensile fatigue and residual strength, shear-carrying qualities and fuselage shell design

Shear Stress

NT Torsional Stress

Helicopter rotor boundary layer, comparing analytical shear stress and velocity distributions obtained by moment integral techniques with hot wire probe experimental data

Shear and direct stresses on fuselage model cross section due to concentrated radial loads on frame comparing measurement with prediction by matrix force analysis

Rotational, centrifugal and Coriolis forces effects on turbulent boundary layer development, discussing changes in structure and shear stress distribution

Aircraft windscreen reliability, discussing delamination, interface shear stress effects and analogy to metal fatigue

Pressure, shear stress and yaw angle measurements in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting vortex generation

Beckling due to transient compressive stresses in aircraft panel during deceleration

Shearing Stress

U Shear Stress

Shear Metal

U Metal Sheets

Sheel Stability

Strength of a cylindrical shell of variable thickness located in a temperature field

Sheel Theory

Papers on aerospace structure by W. J. Hoff: covering aircraft framework, stress analysis, structural stability, shell theory, buckling, monocoque and sandwich structures, etc

Sheels (Structural Forms)

NT Anisotropic Shells

NT Circular Shells

NT Cylindrical Shells

NT Orthotropic Shells

NT Sandwiches

NT Thin Walled Shells

Finite element method for current shell analysis capability

Shielding

NT Heat Shielding

Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems shielding properties for projectile and bird impacts

Ship Propulsion

U Marine Propulsion

Ships

NT Aircraft Carriers

NT Submarines

Helicopter landing on ships, discussing wind, visibility limitations and flight deck motions vs aircraft stability and handling characteristics

A comparison of voice communication techniques for aeronautical and marine applications

Ship Propulsion

Helicopter/ship dynamic interface testing for launch and recovery capabilities under sea environment conditions, discussing visual landing aids, wind, visibility and ship motions

Mathematical analysis of relative motions between ACV landing craft and different amphibious assault ships during cargo transfer

Conundrum of US ground, water, and air transportation statistics

Shock

Conference on effects of shock and vibration on various structural systems

Higher order forces effect on shock absorbing mountings of shock front generated by supersonic and hypersonic aircraft landing gears

Conference on mechanical shock and vibration damping of aerospace structures

Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of rotor induced structural vibrations in CH-47 helicopter

Vibration isolation and shock attenuation properties of polyurethane foam isolator for avionic components

Shock Diffusers

U Diffusers

U Shock Wave Attenuation

Shock Discontinuity

Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender bodies in strong contact discontinuities in shock tube studies

Triangular and conical wings in hypersonic flow with Mach reflection of shock waves from leading edge with optimal L/D ratio

Shock Fronts

Detection of atmospheric gravity waves produced by supersonic aircraft, calculating flight trajectories

Analytical method of characteristics to determine front shock and sonic boos due to flat delta wing with supersonic leading edges

Shock Layers

This shock layer theory of lifting properties of entry craft and flat delta wings and waveriders at high incidence angles and Mach number

Raisdrop breakup in the shock layer of a high-speed vehicle

Shock Loads

NT Blast Loads

Biboon parachutes drop tests at Mach 0.57-1.70, measuring opening shock loads and functioning time sequence

Aircraft structures shock and blast loading characteristics from internal detonation, comparing computer program results with available data

Feasibility of transonic wind tunnel testing of large core swept wing panel model simulating wing shock location at flight Reynolds number

Shock Resistance

NT Impact Resistance

Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic boom effect on structures and dynamic magnification factor engineering formula

Shock Sensitivity

U Shock Resistance

Shock Simulators

Design of aircraft crash simulator for testing dynamic responses of seats and passenger restraint systems
SHOCK TUNNELS
- Performance and operational characteristics of high Reynolds number blowdown and shock tunnel flows for transonic model testing.

SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
- Sonic boom generation, propagation, and minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions and ground characteristics influence and means for boom signature reduction.
- Sonic boom generation, propagation, and minimization, discussing atmospheric turbulence and temperature gradients and aircraft configuration effects.

SHOCK WAVE PROFILES
- Three dimensional shock wave configurations in front of cylindrical body with oblique shocks.
- Sonic boom propagation in stratified atmosphere with wind of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow, examining high pressure gradient regions.

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
- Sonic boom generation, propagation, and minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions and ground characteristics influence and means for boom signature reduction.
- Sonic boom generation, propagation, and minimization, discussing atmospheric turbulence and temperature gradients and aircraft configuration effects.
- Ground focus line location of sonic boom shock wave propagation in stratified atmosphere with wind.

Airfoil configurations to eliminate undesirable shock boundary layer interactions.

Sonic boom generation and propagation, discussing effects on animate and inanimate objects.

Acoustic shock wave diffraction at moving or static plate immersed in ideal gas.

Theoretical and experimental studies of the focus of sonic booms.

Problems of uniform jet flow around an airfoil.

SHOCK WAVES
- Shock waves in supersonic compressors.

Jet noise generation theory, discussing means of reducing or eliminating shock waves.

Second order solution of three dimensional, supersonic flow over smooth body with shock producing boisterousness.

Shock and vibration studies conferences.

Airfoil configurations to eliminate undesirable shock boundary layer interactions.

Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic inlets using method of characteristics including Mach disc problems.

Lifting aircraft with supersonic shock-free flow.

Prediction of shock wave impact on aircraft.

Performance tests of fan stages operating with oblique shocks in rotor blade tip region.

Analysis of effects of aircraft maneuvers on characteristics of sonic boom and application of analytic method to various aircraft.
Civil aviation B and D policy study, showing priorities for aircraft noise and congestion, showing coordinate plotting for flight path recovery maneuvers

Short haul aircraft

Future aircraft design trends for transcontinental and short haul operations, requirements for traffic forecasts, current trends in air traffic and potential derivatives and technology

Short haul aircraft system need for future short takeoff and landing aircraft, considering service demands, economics and navigation and landing aids

Short haul operating systems in air transportation environments, discussing terminal vs cruise configurations, costs and noise abatement

WFF-64 short range twin jet passenger transport aircraft, analyzing service performance and economic efficiency requirements of design characteristics

Short and short haul STOL network economics for computer ports in Detroit region, estimating service demand, aircraft number and maintenance costs

Civil aviation B and D policy study, showing priorities for aircraft noise and congestion, showing coordinate plotting for flight path recovery maneuvers

Airbus A-300 B design and characteristics for passenger transport on short and medium haul routes

Single satellite angle system and multiple satellite ranging and range difference systems in short haul air navigation, considering with VOR/TAC

STOL transport passenger market demand model selection based on estimation of traffic patterns between two population centers and service frequency and fare considerations

Mercure short haul transport aircraft, emphasizing lightweight structural design with extensive use of integral machined components for fatigue safety

V/STOL development for short haul air transportation, requirements for quiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems, navigation and landing aids

Turbofan engine trends for short haul conventional and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch fans, reduction gears, thrust reverser and noise and environmental pollution

Future short haul aircraft transportation systems, discussing aircraft forms, noise reduction technology and runway requirements

V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air traffic, discussing present technology and investment costs in comparison with advanced ground transportation systems

Quiet STOL reduced takeoff and landing/short haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3 aircraft up to design range stage length

Short haul airlines on-time operation, discussing ATC, weather, cargo and aircraft ground handling, cabi and flight services and aircraft reliability effects

Ultra short haul common carrier air transportation systems based on VTOL aircraft for submarine to city center trips, comparing with land based transport

Short haul air transportation system economic and political problems, noting community acceptance and passenger service standards

NASA B and D for STOL short haul air transportation systems, discussing propulsive lift, blown flap and augmentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc

All weather landing for a STOL system

The DEC-7, first generation transport category STOL - Particular design challenges

German monograph - Model-analytical investigation of short haul air traffic with VTOL aircraft in the Federal Republic of Germany

An assessment of repeated loads on general aviation and transport aircraft

Development of commercial transportation facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for short-haul operations

Analysis of short haul aircraft transportation systems for San Francisco Bay area, California

National evolutionary plan for developing future national short haul air transportation system

Analysis of airlines operations for several small operators to determine reasons for economic problems and alternatives for profitable services - Part 1

Analysis of short haul airlines operation to show history, operational problems, and economic aspects - Part 2

Aircraft accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972

Development of performance criteria and operational margins for landing phase of commercial/short takeoff and landing aircraft

Analysis of existing heliports and heliport requirements to support short haul and commuter requirements

Analysis of sonic boom signatures produced by STOL aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds

Airplane accident involving Beechcraft D18S aircraft air taxi near Honolulu, Hawaii on 22 Feb. 1972

QTOL 7,72-35201

Effect of fin-opening shock environment on guided modular dispenser weapons

Analysis of flow distribution near wing body configuration and determination of interference effects on another aircraft by incident shock

Time dependent method to calculate supercritical flow over nozzle airflow

Analysis of sonic boom signatures produced by STOL aircraft at various altitudes and airspeeds

Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused to buildings due to supersonic overflights
Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting interference between lifting surfaces and turbofan engines:

(IAA PAPER 72-63) p0133 A72-16953

STOL transport passenger market demand model — selection based on estimation of specific patterns between two population centers and service frequency and fare considerations:

[p0139 A72-17586

Tail first, canard and tandem wing configurations for natural STOL, discussing low cost aerial work aircraft:

[p0143 A72-18285

Crankshaft rotorcraft STOL aircraft for rescue operation, discussing orthodox rigid and special rotary wing designs, air tunnel experiment and flight tests:

[p0187 A72-18582

Externally blown flap noise tests at various nozzle exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft noise reduction:

(IAA PAPER 72-129) p0180 A72-18962

Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of moderately thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat and double surface trailing edge flap:

[p0197 A72-21899

Future civil air transport trends, considering passenger and cargo growth, travel frequency per capitis income and STOL market:

[p0199 A72-22150

Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft engine, noting short field capability and quietness:

[p023a A72-23447

STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design requirements consideration based on common propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan lift/solution superiority:

[p024a A72-24865

STOL aircraft system development coordination, considering vehicle design, airport facilities and related ground environment, transportation nodes intercity and airspace management:

[p0285 A72-25255

Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan engine design for STOL transport aircraft:

(IAA PAPER 72-07-51) p0297 A72-25652

Turbofan engine trends for short haul conventional and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch fans, reduction gears, thrust reversal and noise and environmental pollution:

(IAA PAPER 72-06-35) p0289 A72-25661

STOL aircraft role in civil aviation, discussing short range operation, ATC, reduced noise and weather capability:

[p0310 A72-27518

STOL, VTOL and V/STOL air transportation systems development, characteristics and requirements, presenting economic forecast:

[p0311 A72-27661

Acoustic measurements for STOL turbofan transport aircraft propeller configurations under static, taxi and flyover conditions, discussing quiet propeller noise signature:

[p0355 A72-29571

Quiet STOL/reduced takeoff and landing/short haul aircraft cost comparison with Trident 3 aircraft up to design range stage length:

[p039a A72-31320

Buoyancy systems and parawing application in short haul passenger transportation, discussing VTOL and STOL operations:

[p0406 A72-33183

STOL aircraft for civil transport applications, considering optimum design concepts, noise reduction and terminal facility requirements:

[p0331 A72-33331

STOL aircraft minimum noise takeoff trajectories determination, taking into account engine thrust and listeners distance from noise source:

(IAA PAPER 72-665) p0484 A72-34072

NAS A and D for STOL short haul transportation systems, discussing propulsive lift, blown flap and augmentor wing concepts, noise reduction, etc:

[p0491 A72-34238

STOL airport handling objectives, discussing ground and air traffic control, terminal locations, flight safety and community acceptance:
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT COST

The flight mechanics of STOL aircraft. p0041 A72-34239
An experimental investigation of STOL longitudinal flight qualities in the landing approach using the variable stability X-22 aircraft. [AIAA PREPRINT 642] p0042 A72-34241
NASA R and D programs for quiet STOL aircraft and engines development. p0057 A72-36503
Development of the Saab-Scania Viggur. [AIAA PAPER 72-790] p0052 A72-37749
All weather landing for a STOL system. [AIAA PAPER 72-807] p0045 A72-38105
STOL ride quality criteria - Passenger acceptance. [AIAA PAPER 72-790] p0046 A72-38107
Noise generated by STOL core-thrust reverser. [AIAA PAPER 72-790] p0046 A72-38108
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and noise considerations for STOL externally blown flap systems. [AIAA PAPER 72-792] p0046 A72-38109
Investigation of the commonality in development of military and commercial STOL transport aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-808] p0047 A72-38114
The D.C-7 first generation transport category - STOL. - Particular design challenges. [AIAA PAPER 72-809] p0047 A72-38115
STOL-based short haul transportation feasibility for airport congestion alleviation from airline viewpoint, discussing system requirements, economic factors and safety. [AIAA PAPER 72-807] p0047 A72-38120
Use of the flight simulator in the design of a STOL research aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-807] p0049 A72-38129
Methodology for estimating STOL aircraft high lift systems characteristics. [AIAA PAPER 72-792] p0050 A72-38130
STOL transport stability and control derivative prediction methods and accuracy requirements. [AIAA PAPER 72-792] p0050 A72-38139
A method for increasing thrust reverser utilization on STOL aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-792] p0050 A72-38141
4-D guidance system design with application to STOL air traffic control. p0051 A72-38252
Test of direct lift control in the case of the experimental aircraft DFWR-BFB 320. [AIAA PAPER 72-806] p0050 A72-38296
STOL performance criteria for military transport aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-806] p0051 A72-40055
Design, operation and testing of integrated STOL flight control system, noting approach accuracy and passenger comfort improvement. p0054 A72-40292
Landing 'in the backyard' with quiet aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-792] p0054 A72-40296
Augmentor wing design for Buffalo STOL aircraft, discussing operational principle and wind tunnel test results. p0055 A72-40684
Prototype interurban IFR STOL transportation system demonstration project, considering area navigation, scanning beam microwave landing systems and STOLport planning. [ICAS PAPER 72-811] p0055 A72-41166
Noise control technology for jet-power STOL vehicles. [ICAS PAPER 72-50] p0056 A72-41175
Characteristics of an ejector-type simulator for STOL model testing. [AIAA PAPER 72-1028] p0055 A72-41167
An investigation of parameters and factors governing manual control of STOL aircraft in landing approach. [AIAA PAPER 72-787] p0055 A72-41607
Turbofans under wings to provide lift and thrust for STOL aircraft. [NASA CASE-LTR-1124-1] p0030 A72-10033
Cost analysis and operational procedures of effective short range, high density computer transport system for metropolitan Detroit. [NASA CR-11430] p0036 A72-10548
Flight simulator used to determine lateral and directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL transport aircraft. [NASA TN D-6406] p0036 A72-11948
Advanced technology applications for improving STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics. p0105 N72-13016
Analysis of noise abatement in military and commercial STOL aircraft. [AD-72518] p0108 N72-13040
Development and characteristics of microcircuits, scanning beam instrument landing systems for short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports. [AD-725705] p0111 N72-13595
Jet peak axial-velocity decay data for circular and noncircular single-element and double-element nozzles for STOL aircraft with externally blown flaps. [NASA TM X-67579] p0158 N72-14302
Update of STOL bibliography, including design, operation, guidance, air traffic control, and STOLports. [UTIAS-176] p0165 N72-15002
Variable deflection rocket engines for short takeoff aircraft flight control system. [AD-730571] p0168 N72-15019
Design and characteristics of lift fan engine systems for application to V/STOL aircraft. [NASA CR-120388] p0172 N72-15176
Human comfort measured from vibration ride environments of STOL aircraft and supersonic speed train. [NASA TM X-67586] p0174 N72-15841
Measurement of externally blown flap noise for determining noise criteria of STOL aircraft. [NASA TM X-67891] p0203 N72-15959
Containment systems for aircraft landing on elevated STOLports. [NASA CR-125546] p0203 N72-15960
Augmentor flap, wing ducting and augmentor nozzle, and noise reduction for jet-STOL aircraft. [NASA CR-125546] p0210 N72-16699
Noise suppression capability of mixer nozzle used with externally blown flap augmentation system on STOL aircraft. [NASA TM X-68021] p0252 N72-18014
Computer simulation to determine capacity of air terminal for short takeoff and landing intra-urban air rapid transit system. [AD-733185] p0262 N72-18660
Evaluation of takeoff and landing performance of commercial STOL airplanes. [NASA TM P-14166] p0269 N72-19023
Noise data obtained with small scale model of externally blown flap of type being considered for STOL aircraft. [NASA TM D-6630] p0269 N72-19025
Linearized mathematical models with stability derivatives and equations of motion for two representative STOL aircraft. [AD-733756] p0270 N72-19036
Noise measurements of jet augmented lift systems for short takeoff and landing aircraft. [NASA TN D-67110] p0319 N72-20011
Aerodynamic characteristics of experimental aircraft PA200D. [SAA-LIB TRABS-1606] p0269 N72-20011
Development of simulation models of two representative STOL aircraft using nonlinear equations to show gross changes in aircraft attitude, flight path, and power setting. [DOT-TSC-FAA-72-9] p0269 N72-20218
Steep approach control system for STOL aircraft based on rudder and thrust control. p0321 N72-20207
Survey of potential operational requirements for short takeoff aircraft in terminal area. [DOT-TSC-FAA-72-71] p0262 N72-22055
Path changing methods for large-scale commercial STOL aircraft to fly complex flight paths to maintain a time of arrival envelope. [DOT-TSC-FAA-72-75] p0325 N72-20579
Numerical analysis of aircraft noise created by externally blown flaps on STOL aircraft and methods for noise reduction.
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ATC radar performance monitoring, considering
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advances in radar signal processing and digital
display technigues
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Surveillance radar for clutter rejection and
signal loss reduction at airports, discussing
system design features
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..ATC.services configuration with secondary
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acquisition system, discussing signal processing
by automated decoder
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Signal,data converter .for aultirunway visibility
measuring system,-using ground illuminance sensors
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from underside of moving aircraft
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Preproduction.OBEGA aircraft .receivers and f
antennas development and flight testing, noting
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explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence
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Silicon Carbides

Decrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded silicon nitride as construction materials for gas turbine engine components, describing thermal and mechanical properties [NASA-PAPER 72-GT-20].

Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with solid lubricated bearings for high altitude environments, noting applicability to supersonic aircraft fabrication and microstructure of high temperature silicon carbides for turbine blades [NASA-CP-120966].

Silicon Nitride

Becrystallized silicon carbide and reaction bonded fabrication and microstructure of high temperature silicon nitride as construction materials for turbine engine components, describing thermal and mechanical properties [NASA-CR-1120966].

Silicon Rubber

Silicone based elastomers acoustic excitation damping properties at 213-423 K, discussing testing technique and results at 200-1000 Hz Epoxy and silicone rubber molding of low structures and ice-coated airplane wings.

Similarity Theorem

Mixing length flow model for two- and three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in compressible and incompressible flows using similarity equations.

Similitude Law

Two and three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers integral calculation method, presenting similarity solutions based on extended mixing length model.

Simulation

Wrought silicon nitride as construction materials for aircraft during wind approach simulation at Ontario, California airport on 31 Mar. 1971 [WTS-AAR-72-16].

Simulators

U-Training Simulators

U-Control Simulators

U-Environment Simulators

U-Flight Simulators

U-Shock Simulators

U-Training Simulators

U-Vibration Simulators

DC 9 aircraft integrated data system simulator to facilitate interacting systems checking, input circuit integrity, performance degradation and calibration.

Twist-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and all-terrain ground vehicle simulators, discussing control load, visual attachment, cabin motion and sound subsystems.

Simulator for physical forces experienced by carrier aircraft during catapult launches and arrested landings, considering external stores safety suspension.

Dynamic and static characteristics of jet engine simulators.

Construction of sonic boom simulator using detachable gas mixture in slender, shaped mylar balloons.

Design of duct turbine as drive system for 20 in. turbofan engine simulators.

Simulation of vibrational and acoustical properties of sonic boom.

Development and characteristics of core turbine for driving single and two stage fans in turbofan engine simulator.

Single Sidelband Demodulation

Single Sidelband Transmission

Single Sidelband Receivers

Single Sidelband Modulation

Single Sidelband Transmission

Very high frequency and ultrahigh frequency single sidereal transmission from ground station for aircraft reception.

Singular Integral Equations

Airfoil theory singular integrodifferential equation reduction to integral equations with quasi-regular and regular kernels, applying to jet flapped wing problem.

The lift coefficient of a supercavitating jet-flapped foil in a free jet.

Singularity (Mathematics)

Calculation of pressure distribution on cylindrical fuselage with perpendicular lifting jet using singularity method.

Computation of potential flow around axisymmetric bodies, cowls, and engine inlets using singularity method.

Skin (Structural Member)

Thermelastic effect on flutter and vibration of built-up delta wings with solid, stiffened and honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins.

Skin (Structural Member)

Thermelastic effect on flutter and vibration of built-up delta wings with solid, stiffened and honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins.

Skin (Structural Member)

Thermelastic effect on flutter and vibration of built-up delta wings with solid, stiffened and honeycomb/corrugated sandwich skins.
Increasing lift and Reynolds number effects on leading edge slats. 

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Wind tunnel tests to determine drag characteristics of airfoil-covered composite coating of polyvinyl chloride membrane over polyester damping layer.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.

Skin friction measurement in nonisobaric subsonic flow with pressure gradient over airfoil section by surface impact probes.
SOLAR AZIMUTH

C-5A aircraft (AD-735346) p0337 A72-21398
Performance tests to determine aircraft tire behavior and operating problems in various types of soils [NASP-71-56213] p0514 A72-28006

SOLAR AZIMUTH

U AZIMUTH

SOLAR CORONA

Polarization observations of outer corona from NC-135 aircraft over Gulf of Mexico [AD-DC-12695] p0098 A72-12812

SOLAR COSMIC RAYS


SOLAR VEGBLA

U SOLAR CORONA

SOLAR RADIATION

Ft SOLAR COSMIC RAYS

SOLID LUBRICANTS

Feasibility analysis of solid lubricated ball bearings for aircraft propulsion system application p0050 A72-11700

Application of improved solid lubricant materials and processes to naval aircraft for reduced maintenance and increased reliability [AD-740028] p0577 A72-30438

SOLID ROTATION

Ft ROTATING BODIES

SOLID STATE DEVICES

FT AVULACAN DIODES

FT FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

FT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

FT THERMISTORS

FT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

Solid state modular ground based distance measuring equipment /DME/ receiver for en route aircraft navigation and landing p0411 A72-33521

An all solid-state MIC transmit-receive module. p0489 A72-37268

Improvements in aircraft maintenance procedures based on solid state electrical power management and solid state contactless switching circuits p0041 A72-11034

Right position, solid state, rotary switch [AD-734758] p0275 A72-19277

Development and characteristics of microelectronic equipment for improved reliability and reduced weight and size of electronic components p0278 A72-19484

Display principle for 3-D or multicolor, solid state, 2-D panel displays p0375 A72-22640

SOLID SUSPENSIONS

Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination for trajectories and velocities of suspended particles in fluid flow through axial compressor stage p0175 A72-18756

SOLIDS

Russian papers on solid bodies friction mechanism and properties covering adhesion, lubricants effects, wear in presence of aircraft fuels and temperature effects p0315 A72-28180

SOLUTIONS

FT DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES

FT GAS MIXTURES

FT PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS

SOLVENT EXTRACTION

Solvent removal by immersion of EC-2273 potting compound from F-4 aircraft electrical components [AD-72-4593] p0066 A72-11473

SOLVENTS

Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance of naval aircraft to determine possible contribution to water pollution [AD-730473] p0168 A72-15158

SODIUM

SODIUM HAVING

SODIUM BOILS

Finite element method for determining transient response of box-type structure to traveling sonic pressure wave p0003 A72-10219

SUBJECT INDEX

Sonic boom pressure signatures during F-104 overflights at Mach 1.3 and 30,000 ft, explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence p0013 A72-11158

Real gas effects in atmosphere to make sonic boom shock wave full dispersion and thickness wide variations p0016 A72-11972

Transonic air transport design, discussing wind tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology, sonic boom avoidance, cruising speed, operating costs and transport family development p0057 A72-13467

Sonic boom generation, propagation and minimization, discussing atmospheric conditions and ground characteristics influence and means for boom signature reduction p0066 A72-14815

N-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic booms response on complicated structures p0069 A72-14849

Sonic boom generation, propagation and minimization, discussing atmospheric turbulence and temperature gradients and aircraft configuration effects p0128 A72-16849

Sonic boom signature by bicharacteristic method, correcting zeroth order /free stream/ characteristics to obtain solution to compressible fluid exact equations of motion [AIAA PAPER 72-195] p0331 A72-16907

SST operational maneuver effects on sonic boom, discussing steady flight and acceleration-to-cruise pressure signatures [AIAA PAPER 72-1961] p0134 A72-16981

Characteristic overpressure concept for sonic boom effect on structures and dynamic magnification factor engineering formula p0180 A72-17858

Ground focus line location of sonic boom propagating in stratified atmosphere with wind for transonically accelerating aircraft p0184 A72-19645

Turbojet and turbofan engines noise signatures and sonic boom effects, discussing frequency spectra, atmospheric attenuation and noise suppression systems p0186 A72-20163

Booms generated on ground by supersonic aircraft flying at high altitude through stratified atmosphere p0190 A72-21019

Sonic booms - Conference, Houston, November 1970 p0197 A72-21901

Sonic boom generation theory and prediction methods for supersonic aircraft during nonaccelerated flight in quiet atmosphere p0197 A72-21902

Sonic boom minimization, obtaining positive phase signature pressures as function of altitude, Mach number, weight and length p0197 A72-21903

Maneuvering aircraft sonic boom propagation and signatures prediction in stratified atmosphere by geometric acoustic method p0197 A72-21904

Atmospheric stratification irregularities effects on sonic boom propagation, obtaining probability density functions p0197 A72-21905

Sonic boom simulation devices and techniques, including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark discharges and shock tubes p0198 A72-21906

Seismic and underwater effects of sonic booms, comparing theory with experiments p0198 A72-21907

Building structures response to transient pressures caused by sonic booms, discussing three dimensional loading effects, air cavity coupling and nonlinearities influence p0198 A72-21908

Concorde sonic boom measurement, discussing structural vibrational response p0223 A72-23316

Sonic booms generation and propagation, discussing effects on animate and inanimate objects p0198 A72-21911

A-390
Development of theory for predicting sonic boom

Field and laboratory sonic boom simulators, noting required characteristics

Maximum overpressures of supersonic aircraft-

Sonic boom research facilities and techniques, emphasizing applicability to other environmental problems

Sonic boom effects on structures, discussing acoustic motion, direct excitation by shock waves and damage

Sonic jet noise and sonic boom propagation and reduction, considering airport community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and fatigue problems

Maximum overpressures of supersonic aircraft-

For field sonic boom approach effects, describing Whitham theory extension for ultimate N wave deviations for body configurations with continuous or discontinuous-tangent

Sonic boom induced flow field alteration

Sonic aircraft wind influence on sonic boom, discussing supersonic wind tunnel tests for noise reduction

Canadian sonic boom simulation facilities

Sonic boom pressure source model for radiated sound power and jet pressure frequency spectra ratio derivation with application to supersonic flanks

Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining conditions for sonic cut-off at ground by atmospheric refraction

Sonic boom waveforms measured during exercise

Development of theory for predicting sonic boom pressure signatures emitted by nonlifting rectangular wings

Modifying supersonic aircraft sonic boom signatures by means of altering flow fields

Convection of sonic boom simulator using detachable gas mixture in slender, shaped Mylar balloons

Tropospheric and ground layer turbulence - modifying supersonic aircraft sonic boom

Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws, studying acoustic fields for rectangular and axisymmetric nozzle configurations

Extrapolation of sonic boom pressure signatures by waveform parameter method and comparison with F-function method.

Simulation of vibrational and acoustical properties of sonic boom

Design and evaluation of aircraft configuration for reduction of sonic boom pressures by alteration of shock wave strengths

Effects of aircraft flight altitude and Mach number, wind and temperature gradients, and wind direction on sonic boom propagation

Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused to buildings due to supersonic overflights

Sonic flow

Sonic modules

Soot oxidation rate from diffusion flame measurements extrapolated for gas turbine combustion chambers

Extrapolation of soot oxidation rates in laboratory flames to operating conditions of gas turbine combustion chambers

Sound

Acoustics

Sound absorption

Sound transmission

Sound fields

Blowdown wind tunnel internal and external noise: fields prediction by empirical method, considering valves, burners, turbulent boundary layers and exhaust jets as sources

Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws, studying acoustic fields for rectangular and axisymmetric nozzle configurations

The acoustics of axial flow machines

Numerical study of the characteristic magnitudes of turbulence on the far sound field radiated by a subsonic jet

Circular jets sound generation analysis, using Lighthill equation and Michalke spectral method

Sonic booms - generation theory and prediction methods for supersonic aircraft during nonaccelerated flight in quiet atmosphere

Field and laboratory sonic boom simulators, noting required characteristics

Blowdown wind tunnel internal and external noise fields prediction by empirical method,
considering valves, burners, turbulent boundary layers, and jet exhaust as sources.

The acoustics of axial flow machines.

Linear acoustic model to predict axial flow turbomachinery aerodynamic sound generation including flow effects on radiation.

Canadian sonic boom simulation facilities.

Jet noise generation theory /Lighthill-Flocco Williams/ verification by model tests, discounting means of reducing or eliminating shock cells.

Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel design requirements for a tiltrotor helicopter.

Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and the estimation of nonstationary spectra from aircraft jet exhaust noise field, considering background noise and effects of surface pressure fluctuations.

Jet noise simple-source theory experimental verification, determination of measured sound power and jet pressure levels of turbojet engine.

High intensity sound effects on electronic equipment and components in aircraft noise environment, noting whisker diode and printed circuit board damage.

Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing scaling rules for sound power and directional characteristics of radiated sound.

Acoustic pressure and sound intensity levels and noise annoyance international standards for civil aircraft noise reduction.

Wind tunnel investigation of sound pressure intensity level in wake of oscillating airfoil and flat plate during helicopter stall.

Mathematical model for predicting radiated rotational noise of lifting rotor or propeller.

Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on rotor blades due to incident gusts.

Surface acoustic wave technology in communication systems, discussing analog and digital matched filters and navigation, ATC and collision avoidance applications.

Acoustic shock wave diffraction at a moving or flat plate immersed in ideal gas.

Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing scaling rules for sound power and directional characteristics of radiated sound.

Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused to buildings due to supersonic overflights.

Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency noise, discussing potential and viscous interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing.

Aircraft noise reduction by extinction - with proposed courses of action, equipment requirements, and economic factors in aeronautical telecommunications.

Airfield distribution survey of selected countries in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

Evaluation of airway operations systems in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

Airfield distribution survey of selected countries in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

Lifting aural electromagnetic disturbances.

Sound pressure levels caused by jet engine noise.

Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex sheet.

Data acquisition and analysis of atmospheric absorption coefficients from acoustic flight tests of commercial aircraft.

Flow model for jet pipe sound transmission through nozzle flow.

Acoustic power radiated by jet aircraft fuselage structure exposed to turbulent boundary layer pressure field, evaluating noise reduction treatments.

Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on rotor blades due to incident gusts.

Surface acoustic wave technology in communication systems, discussing analog and digital matched filters and navigation, ATC and collision avoidance applications.

Acoustic shock wave diffraction at a moving or flat plate immersed in ideal gas.

Turbulent combustion induced noise, discussing scaling rules for sound power and directional characteristics of radiated sound.

Characteristics of sonic booms and damage caused to buildings due to supersonic overflights.

Lift fan blade interaction discrete frequency noise, discussing potential and viscous interactions relation to rotor-stator spacing.

Aircraft noise reduction by extinction - with proposed courses of action, equipment requirements, and economic factors in aeronautical telecommunications.

Airfield distribution survey of selected countries in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

Evaluation of airway operations systems in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

Airfield distribution survey of selected countries in Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, and Eastern Europe to determine effectiveness of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

Lifting aural electromagnetic disturbances.

Sound pressure levels caused by jet engine noise.
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS

Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose digital computer used in guidance and control applications
p0338 72-21220

Attitude control and guidance mechanics for spacecraft and aircraft [NASA-CH-127268] p0485 72-27679

SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
MT SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS

SPACECRAFT LANDING

SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING
Booster launch vehicle guidance scheme for critical aborts from staging through burnout, minimizing aerodynamic phases for different landing sites p0937 72-32162

SPACECRAFT PRELAUNCH TESTS
U SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM

SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
Metallurgical problems of metals used in spacecraft structures and propulsion systems [CHANGFIELD-MAT-6] p0260 72-18545

SPACECRAFT RECOVERY
Motor and propeller wake calculation, recovery motors, and feedback control - performance [DLR-MTT-71-12] p0037 72-11001

SPACECRAFT BREATHING
Abnormal phase duration during spacecraft decelerated hypersonic reentry flight, using theoretical model based on quasi-steady assumptions p0300 72-25815

SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES
Adhesive bonded components in aircraft and aerospace structures, discussing manufacturing, metal surface preparation, inspection and environmental exposure [SAE PAPER 720118] p0136 72-17325

Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to join sheet metal parts with applications to scopellant tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures [SME PAPER AD 72-710] p0458 72-36526

Development and application of nonflammable and fire retardant materials for use with spacecraft and aircraft interiors p0288 72-16419

Conference on shock and vibration effects on dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and spacecraft structures [AD-723349] p0215 72-16802

Metalurgical problems of metals used in spacecraft structures and propulsion systems [CHANGFIELD-MAT-6] p0260 72-18545

SPACECRAFT TELEVISION
MT SATELLITE TELEVISION

SPACEING
MT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING

SPACED PARTS
Electronic data processing in airline material supplies operations, discussing procedural efficiency improvement through reduction of stochastic effects inherent in aircraft maintenance operations p0362 72-38823

SPACED DISCHARGES
U ELECTRIC SPARKS

SPARKS
MT ELECTRIC SPARKS

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
High level Canberra flight for three dimensional picture of wind and temperature fields, showing CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight characteristics p0311 72-27709

Estimated peak regional concentration of SST exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight operation levels p0346 72-28837

SPATIAL ISOPTOTH...

MT SATELLITE SPECIFICATIONS

MT AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS

SUBJECT INDEX

MT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Proposed gas turbine procurement standards for gaseous and liquid fuel specifications emphasizing fuel contaminants [SME PAPER 73-70-7-1] p0116 72-15896

Conference papers on shock and vibration including specifications, mechanical impedance, and transportation and packaging [AD-739574] p0470 72-26815


SPECTRA
MT EMISSION SPECTRA
MT ENERGY SPECTRA
MT INFRARED SPECTRA
MT MICROWAVE SPECTRA
MT NOISE SPECTRA
MT POWER SPECTRA
MT VIBRATION SPECTRA

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
U SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

U SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

SPEED INDICATORS
MT ANEMOMETERS
MT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS

SPEED CONTROL
Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for constant-frequency power supply, presenting theoretical relationships for electrohydraulic or mecanohydraulic control loops [AD-712562] p0071 72-15462

Monitor and regulator for automatic speed control and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel [AD-727009] p0411 72-33609

Optimal control of the speed of a two-shaft helicopter turbine p0600 72-40278

SPEED INDICATORS
MT ANEMOMETERS
MT HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS

SPEED BRAKES
FOR ARRESTING MOTION

SPEED BRAKES

SPEED REGULATION
U SPEED CONTROL

SPEED BRAKES
U SPEED INDICATORS

SPHERES
Aerodynamic balance measurements of aerodynamic forces on spheres and slender cones in hypersonic low density wind tunnels, noting sting effect p0293 72-24771
SPIKE ANTENNAS
U MONOPOLE ANTENNAS
SPIN
Summary of NASA research and experience related to spin and recovery characteristics of light general aviation aircraft

Literature survey of spin research and application to aircraft design
[AD-739976] p0272 722-19050

Development of equations of motion for rigid body in cylindrical coordinates by Lagrangian dynamics and application to motion of aircraft in spin
[AD-762929] p0583 722-31006

SPIN DECOUPLING
U SPIN
SPIN DYNAMICS
U SPIN
Aircraft spin characteristics due to superstall, comparing three stall types with respect to recovery, yaw damping and rate of rotation
[DGRL PAPER 71-057] p0023 722-12718

Dynamic tolerance for the rudder motor-driven constant speed rotor under bearing friction and freely spinning torque free rotor, deriving equations of motion
p0191 722-21174

Analytic prediction of aircraft spin characteristics and analysis of spin recovery
[AIAA PAPER 72-985] p0561 722-42329

Development of design criteria for predicting departure characteristics and spin susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft.
[AIAA PAPER 72-988] p0561 722-42330

SPIN STABILIZATION
U SPIN
Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin prevention system for fighter aircraft

SPIN TESTS
Boeing 377 helicopter program, discussing simulation, wind tunnel, whirl tower, box testing, flight test development and demonstration
p0135 722-16993

F-10 Tomcat test program for hydraulic systems, spinning, low speed performance, stalling, afterburning turbofan engines, in-flight refueling and automatic telemetry equipment
p0136 722-17502

Flight initial spin testing, discussing aircraft autorotation due to stalled angle of attack and sidemini
p0146 722-18092

Status of U.S. Navy stall/post-stall/spin flight testing.
[AIAA PAPER 72-767] p0495 722-38104

Tangential and radial stress data from spin tests of turbine rotor for F-1 engine oxidizer turbopump

Simulation of dynamic spin of F-4 aircraft under pilot control using human centrifuge facility
[AD-739326] p0483 722-27278

SPINAL CORP
Spin cushion evaluation for behavior during helicopter crash or aircraft ejection and spinal injury probability
p0194 722-21577

SPINAL ANTENNAS
Experiential investigation regarding Archimedean spiral antennas for the large parabolic antenna groups constructed from them whose radiation directions are controlled by a conduction matrix
p0569 722-40510

SPLINE FUNCTIONS
U SPLINE
Calculation of potential flow about aerofoils using approximation by splines.
p0566 722-42849

SPLIT FLAPS
Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of vortex augmented unswept wing with leading edge cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing edge flaps
[SIE PAPER 720312] p0290 722-25504

SPOILER SLOT AIRHEANS
Wind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift control system

SPOILERS
Aircraft flight characteristics for landing approach by spoiler-elevator deflection coupling, considering pitch, flight path angle and speed
p0410 722-33423

Jaguar powered flight controls, discussing wind spoilers, slab tailplane, rudder, autorotation system and integrated package of actuators
p0477 722-34144

Pressure distribution on 45 deg swept half wing including effectiveness of upper surface spoiler as roll control
[ARC-CP-1184] p0270 722-19032

Unsteady response of turbocompressor with inlet flow distortion by square wave and triangular spoilers
[ARC-CP-1203] p0431 722-25000

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
Fuel vapor spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel tank for maximum oxygen concentration determination to limit ignition pressure
[ARC-CP-1209] p0537 722-29799

SPONTANEOUS IGNITION TEMPERATURE
U IGNITION TEMPERATURE
U SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION

SPOT WELDS
Combined spot weld-adhesive bonding to join sheet metal parts with applications to propellant tanks and spacecraft and aircraft structures
[TMS PAPER 72-710] p0458 722-36526

SPRAYED PROTECTIVE COATINGS
U PROTECTIVE COATINGS
U REFLECTION
U SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
SPRAY MELTING
Spring constants for shock analysis of aircraft carrier catapult installations
[AD-729249] p0157 722-14288

SPOTWELDING
Ion sputtering process used to deposit coating compounds on titanium alloy gear teeth
[AD-729839] p0160 722-14504

STABILITY
U STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE STABILITY
NT BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
NT COMBUSTION STABILITY
NT DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
NT DYNAMIC STABILITY
NT FLAPS STABILITY
NT FLOW STABILITY
NT GYROSCOPIC STABILITY
NT INERTIAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LATERAL STABILITY
NT LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
NT LOW SPEED STABILITY
NT MOTION STABILITY
NT ORBITAL STABILITY
NT SHELL STABILITY
NT STRUCTURAL STABILITY
NT SYSTEMS STABILITY
NT THERMAL STABILITY

Effects of additives on hydrocarbon jet fuel stability
[AD-73731] p0427 722-24806

STABILITY AUGMENTATION
U FEEDBACK CONTROL
U STABILITY DERIVATIVES
NT FEEDBACK CONTROL
NT FLYING MOMENTS
NT TAKING MOMENTS

Hypermionc vehicles lateral dynamics during great circle flight, using linearized equations of motion and Newtonian theory for stability derivatives estimation
p0195 722-21603

Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model in supersonic wind tunnel balance systems, using field equations
p0283 722-24765

Evaluation and comparison of several methods for estimating low speed stability derivatives of two unpowered aircraft configurations

Two and three dimensional wind tunnel tests on oscillatory control surface derivatives noting
STABILITY TESTS

Reynolds number and/or boundary layer transition variation on wing
[NASA-CP-1151] p0087 N72-11960
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
YHC-1A and S-58 helicopters in steep approaches
- Vol. 3
[AD-730362] p0155 N72-14019
Stability derivatives and transfer functions for
NH-60 compound helicopter during low altitude
 turbulent conditions - Vol. 4
[AD-730363] p0155 N72-14020
Linearized mathematical models with stability
 derivatives and equations of motion for two
 representative STOL aircraft
[AD-730561] p0270 N72-19936
Definition of longitudinal stability derivatives
for elastic airplances with allowances for
 perturbations in forward speed
[NASA-TP-D-6629] p0318 N72-20006
Numerical analysis of factors affecting
 aerodynamic stability of aircraft and
 development of concept of dynamic derivatives
[JRL/A-NOTE-330] p0365 N72-21996
Control and perturbation transfer function
 coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives
for uncontrolled longitudinal motion in turbulence
[DLR-TR-72-119] p0366 N72-22010
Numerical analysis of programmed control of flying
vehicle motion
[p0384 N72-23028
Analysis of designs and computer programs for
extracting stability derivative information from
flight test records
[NASA-CR-2016] p0430 N72-24991
Application of state transition matrix for
numerical analysis of stability and quiet
response of lifting rotor with rigid flapping
blades and rigid hub
[p0431 N72-25001
Determination of limit cycle and structual
resonance characteristics of aircraft stability
augmentation systems by ground and flight tests
[NASA-TP-D-6687] p0465 N72-26047
Oscillating balance system for stability
derivation measurements in supersonic wind tunnels
[NASA-TP-D-6629] p0470 N72-26348
Application of regression analysis to determine
stability derivative for vertical takeoff aircraft
[AD-748883] p0521 N72-29023
Development of theories for speed, stability,
maneuverability, and seaworthiness of ground
effect machines
[AD-742925] p0574 N72-30023
Analysis of factors in stall and post stall
operating conditions and effect on aircraft
configurations
[p0620 N72-3029
Full scale wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic
stability derivatives of variable-sweep fghter
configuration with twin vertical tails
[NASA-TW-D-6409] p0622 N72-31044
Effects of variations in stability derivatives on
performance of YF-4 aircraft
[AD-747047] p0625 N72-32066
STABILITY TESTS

MT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS

MT WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS

Static and dynamic stability characteristics of
finned bodies with cruciform, slotted fin
configuration
[AD-720016] p0027 N72-10003
STABILIZATION

MT SPIN STABILIZATION

Problems and solutions related to the design of a
control augmentation system for a longitudinally
unstable supersonic transport.
[AIAA PAPER 72-271] p0505 A72-39128
Breakdowns of automatic pilots or auxiliary
stabilization systems on helicopters
[AD-721198] p0082 N72-11918
Design of stability augmentation system for WL13
rigid rotor helicopter
[AD-721198] p0084 N72-11930
System for increasing helicopter stability
[AD-721198] p0084 N72-11932
Flight test of three-axis hydrofluidic stability
augmentation system in helicopter
[AD-721199] p0085 N72-11937
STABILIZATION

Subject Index

Development of computer program for predicting
static, longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
missile configurations for angles of attack
from zero to 180 degrees
[AD-729009] p0100 N72-12996
Operational evaluation of aircraft landing aid
stabilization system installed on aircraft carrier
[AD-732446] p0221 N72-17199
Determination of limit cycle and structural
resonance characteristics of aircraft stability
augmentation systems by ground and flight tests
[NASA-TP-D-6687] p0465 N72-26047
Surface stabilization of snow on helicopter
landing fields by chemical treatment
[AD-730561] p0519 N72-28271
STABILIZED PLATFORMS

Tethered autostabilized rotor platform for
military surveillance, target location and
communication, discussing flight vehicle,
tethering cable, ground station and
guidance-control system
[AD-732340] p0262 N72-18663
STABILIZERS (FLUIDIC DYNAMICS)

MT HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES

Parachute designs and applications to escape
systems, parachute, supply dropping, aircraft
braking, weapons system stabilization, flight
testing aids and sport
[p0006 A72-10302
Development of an inflatable fabric structure for
the early stabilization of the 8-l crew escape
capsule.
[AIAA PAPER 72-801] p0510 A72-80053
Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic
behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small
helicopter.
[p0612 N72-65328
Flight test of three-axis fluidic stability
augmentation system for USSR helicopter
[AD-734383] p0271 N72-19043
Dual fuselage aircraft design with yawable wing
and horizontal stabilizer
[NASA-CSP-ARC-10470-1] p0332 N72-21010
STABLE STEELS

Design, fabrication, and ground tests of
perforated stainless steel exhaust nozzle
inserts for Boeing 707 aircraft noise reduction
[NASA-RE-1853] p0031 N72-10043
STALLING

0 BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in
incompressible flow, comparing calculated
loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching
motions with measured values
[AIAA PAPER 72-37] p0130 A72-16899
Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in
turbocompressors
[NASA-TP-72-33752
STANDARDIZATION

Aircraft high pressure oxygen cylinder system
filler valve optimum standards, discussing
automatic fill rate and pressure sensitive
closing control, design, construction and
performance
[SAA AS 1225] p0008 A72-10385
Aeronautical navigation/guidance standardization
in conjunction with OMEGA, covering sensor and
computer equipment life cycles
[p0353 A72-29199
Airborne equipment electric power supply standards
to provide characteristics limits for
compatibility with ground support systems
[SAA AS 1212] p0458 A72-36535
STANDARDS

Aerospace wire and cables testing methods
standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical
and chemical properties, continuing
problems, continuity flaws, flammability, geometrical
characteristics, etc
[SAA AS 1198] p0008 A72-10384
Statistical analysis of cockpit simulator data on altimetry display for commercial aircraft

Radar data statistical evaluation, emphasizing mean Doppler shift for aircraft radial velocity calculation

Statistical evaluation of welded airframe component fatigue damage increase during cyclic loading with constant force amplitude

Statistical diagnosis of aeronautical systems reliability and maintenance, using Benetcri factorial analysis for data reduction

Parametric approaches to statistical born-in or debuing problems in aircraft reliability analysis

Random vibration statistics of lifting rotors with feedback controls, solving response variance matrix by random inputs shaping filters

Statistical analysis for single airport ATC digital simulation using Poisson distribution law, calculating optimal number of channels

Study of the flow of air traffic and capacity of a control system

Statistical analysis of influence coefficients and unbalance forces measurement errors in balancing of rotors

Statistical method of failure analysis for redundancy forms selection, noting aircraft safety and reliability

Statistical analysis of the sound level distribution of aircraft noise as a function of time

Statistical forecasting models for BSAP CORUS outbound cargo airlift requirements by averaging and exponential smoothing models

An assessment of repeated loads on general aviation and transport aircraft

Statistical analysis of home built aircraft accidents

Statistical analysis of weather effects in aircraft accidents

Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving corporate/executive aircraft in 1968

Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in operations at major airports and recommendations to alleviate sources of delay

Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust emissions in atmosphere

Statistical analysis of counting accelerometer data for normal acceleration of fleet aircraft

Statistical analysis of aircraft exhaust emission measurements, using random sampling

Compilation of US general aviation accidents for 1969 in which impairment of judgement and efficiency by alcohol was involved

Statistical analysis of tensile strength and creep data on gas turbine engine alloys

Statistical analysis of reading accuracy of 35 mm camera

Statistical analysis of XB-70 aircraft responses and control inputs

Statistical analysis of XB-70 aircraft, takeoff and landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and landing for transport jet aircraft

Statistical analysis of passenger utilization of FAA facilities vs airports without radar, towers, and instrument landing system

Statistical analysis of maintenance policies on utilization rate of transport aircraft

Analysis of normal acceleration data obtained during operation of military aircraft using counting accelerometers

Development of cost estimating concepts and methods for evaluating and comparing engine overhaul costs at various repair facilities

Statistical correlation techniques applied to jet aircraft nose gear ground tests with simulated engine and aerodynamic characteristics

Statistical distributions

Probability distribution functions

Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness on performance of certain turbine stator blades

Cyclic farace oxidation of cobalt alloy F-52 clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for gas turbine stator vanes

Design and performance of supercavitating stator and rotor blading

Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness on performance of certain turbine stator blades

Cyclic farace oxidation of cobalt alloy F-52 clad with nickel and iron alloy foils for gas turbine stator vanes

Performance of redesigned single stage axial compressor stator for gas turbine engine

Rotor and stator, dual-airfoil tandem rotors and dual-airfoil stator blades

Single-stage experimental evaluation of tandem-airfoil rotor and stator blades for compressors with adiabatic efficiency of 85.1 percent

Performance and distortion tolerance of 1500 ft/sec tip speed transonic fan stage with variable geometric inlet guide vanes and variable stager stator

Leased stator configuration design for highly loaded multi-stage fan drive turbine

Analysis of unstable flow fields associated with rotor-stator interactions

Steady two dimensional cavity flow past infinite number of airfoils using linearized theory

Sound attenuation in lined rectangular ducts with uniformly steady flow, considering aircraft engine noise reduction

A-398
STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD

Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining velocity field.

Generating high Reynolds-number flows for aeronautical research.

New results concerning the numerical calculation of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section.

Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion.

Aerodynamic characteristics of booms in steady, incompressible, potential flow based on model.

STEOY STATE

Transient characteristics and steady state control characteristics of turbine engines, noting peculiarities in

Steady state equations of motion, equilibrium shape and stability derivatives of elastic airplanes evaluated with finite element methods.

Inlet steady state and dynamic performance tests with F-111A and TF-12 aircraft.

STEADY FLOW

Capsule steam injection test of turbine engines in a-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall occurrences with temperature increase rate in distorted region.

Welded steel airframe residual fatigue life tests by nonstationary random loading, applying to jet trainer aircraft landing gear.

Ni-Cr-Ti steel aircraft structural element fatigue life calculation based on failure mechanisms involving crack propagation.

STEELS

NT CHROMIUM STEELS

NT MARAGING STEELS

NT STAINLESS STEELS

Chemical compositions, properties and heat treatment of Ti, all alloys and steels used in aircraft industry.

Helicopter rotor blade spar slot peening in centrifugal vibrators, optimizing Cr-Mo-V steel surfaces work hardening.

Aviation fuels and additives effect on steel endurance limit at room temperature.

Mechanical properties of high temperature steels and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks and blades.

Fatigue tests of angular-contact ball bearings with tetramer and synthetic paraffinic oil at 492 K in air environment.

Fracture mechanics and crack behavior of steel plate and eroding materials for aircraft.

Scuff-resistant properties of steel materials used to finish spur and helical gears.

STEADY GRADIENT AIRCRAFT

U-VERTICAL AIRCRAFT

U STEEPEST ASCENT METHOD

U STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD

U STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD

Steep approach control system for STOL aircraft based on rudder and thrust control.

STEERING

Electromechanical nose-wheel steering system for general aviation aircraft ground maneuverability improvement, describing design.

Aircraft steering dynamics model with translational and rotational equations, considering zero sideslip and acceleration and lift bank angle transfer functions.

STEERABLE ANTENNAS

Single element for aircraft-borne weather radar with electronically scanned steerable phased array antenna.

Aircraft antennas design for radio links to satellites for aeronautical communication and ITC, proposing use of beam steering system.

Radiation patterns from adaptive loop antennas for aircraft communication systems.

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BOMBS IN STEADY, INCOMPRESSIBLE, POTENTIAL FLOW BASED ON MODEL.

STEADY STATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION, EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF ELASTIC AIRPLANES EVALUATED WITH FINITE ELEMENT METHODS.

TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS AND STEADY STATE CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF TURBINE ENGINES, NOTING PECCULARITIES IN

STEADY STATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION, EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF ELASTIC AIRPLANES EVALUATED WITH FINITE ELEMENT METHODS.

STEADY FLOW:

CAPSULE STEAM INJECTION TEST OF TURBINE ENGINES IN A-7 AIRCRAFT, CORRELATING COMPRESSOR STALL OCCURRENCES WITH TEMPERATURE INCREASE RATE IN DISTORTED REGION.

STEEL STRUCTURES:

WELDED STEEL AIRFRAME RESIDUAL FATIGUE LIFE TESTS BY NONSTATIONARY RANDOM LOADING, APPLYING TO JET TRAINER AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR.

NI-CR-TI STEEL AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL ELEMENT FATIGUE LIFE CALCULATION BASED ON FAILURE MECHANISMS INVOLVING CRACK PROPAGATION.

STEELS:

NT CHROMIUM STEELS:

NT MARAGING STEELS:

NT STAINLESS STEELS:

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS, PROPERTIES AND HEAT TREATMENT OF Ti, ALL ALLOYS AND STEELS USED IN AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY.

HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE SPAR SLOT PEENING IN CENTRIFUGAL VIBRATORS, OPTIMIZING Cr-Mo-V STEEL SURFACES WORK HARDENING.

AVIATION FUELS AND ADDITIVES EFFECT ON STEEL ENDURANCE LIMIT AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE STEELS AND ALLOYS FOR GAS TURBINE ROTORS, DISKS AND BLADES.

FATIGUE TESTS OF ANGULAR-CONTACT BALL BEARINGS WITH TETRAMER AND SYNTHETIC PARAFFINIC OIL AT 492 K IN AIR ENVIRONMENT.

FRACATURE MECHANICS AND CRACK BEHAVIOR OF STEEL PLATE AND ERODING MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT.

SCUFF-RESISTANT PROPERTIES OF STEEL MATERIALS USED TO FINISH SPUR AND HELICAL GEARS.

STEADY GRADIENT AIRCRAFT:

U-VERTICAL AIRCRAFT:

U STEEPEST ASCENT METHOD:

U STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD:

U STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD:

STEERABLE ANTENNAS:

SINGLE ELEMENT FOR AIRCRAFT-BORNE WEATHER RADAR WITH ELECTRONICALLY SCANNED STEERABLE PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA.

AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS DESIGN FOR RADIO LINKS TO SATELLITES FOR AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATION AND ITC, PROPOSING USE OF BEAM STEERING SYSTEM.

RADIATION PATTERNS FROM ADAPTIVE LOOP ANTENNAS FOR AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS.

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BOMBS IN STEADY, INCOMPRESSIBLE, POTENTIAL FLOW BASED ON MODEL.

STEADY STATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION, EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF ELASTIC AIRPLANES EVALUATED WITH FINITE ELEMENT METHODS.

TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS AND STEADY STATE CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF TURBINE ENGINES, NOTING PECCULARITIES IN

STEADY STATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION, EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF ELASTIC AIRPLANES EVALUATED WITH FINITE ELEMENT METHODS.

STEADY FLOW:

CAPSULE STEAM INJECTION TEST OF TURBINE ENGINES IN A-7 AIRCRAFT, CORRELATING COMPRESSOR STALL OCCURRENCES WITH TEMPERATURE INCREASE RATE IN DISTORTED REGION.

STEEL STRUCTURES:

WELDED STEEL AIRFRAME RESIDUAL FATIGUE LIFE TESTS BY NONSTATIONARY RANDOM LOADING, APPLYING TO JET TRAINER AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR.

NI-CR-TI STEEL AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL ELEMENT FATIGUE LIFE CALCULATION BASED ON FAILURE MECHANISMS INVOLVING CRACK PROPAGATION.

STEELS:

NT CHROMIUM STEELS:

NT MARAGING STEELS:

NT STAINLESS STEELS:

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS, PROPERTIES AND HEAT TREATMENT OF Ti, ALL ALLOYS AND STEELS USED IN AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY.

HELICOPTER ROTOR BLADE SPAR SLOT PEENING IN CENTRIFUGAL VIBRATORS, OPTIMIZING Cr-Mo-V STEEL SURFACES WORK HARDENING.

AVIATION FUELS AND ADDITIVES EFFECT ON STEEL ENDURANCE LIMIT AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE STEELS AND ALLOYS FOR GAS TURBINE ROTORS, DISKS AND BLADES.

FATIGUE TESTS OF ANGULAR-CONTACT BALL BEARINGS WITH TETRAMER AND SYNTHETIC PARAFFINIC OIL AT 492 K IN AIR ENVIRONMENT.

FRACATURE MECHANICS AND CRACK BEHAVIOR OF STEEL PLATE AND ERODING MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT.

SCUFF-RESISTANT PROPERTIES OF STEEL MATERIALS USED TO FINISH SPUR AND HELICAL GEARS.

STEADY GRADIENT AIRCRAFT:

U-VERTICAL AIRCRAFT:

U STEEPEST ASCENT METHOD:

U STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD:

U STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD:

STEERABLE ANTENNAS:

SINGLE ELEMENT FOR AIRCRAFT-BORNE WEATHER RADAR WITH ELECTRONICALLY SCANNED STEERABLE PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA.

AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS DESIGN FOR RADIO LINKS TO SATELLITES FOR AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATION AND ITC, PROPOSING USE OF BEAM STEERING SYSTEM.

RADIATION PATTERNS FROM ADAPTIVE LOOP ANTENNAS FOR AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS.

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BOMBS IN STEADY, INCOMPRESSIBLE, POTENTIAL FLOW BASED ON MODEL.

STEADY STATE EQUATIONS OF MOTION, EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF ELASTIC AIRPLANES EVALUATED WITH FINITE ELEMENT METHODS.
STOL AIRCRAFT
U SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STORABLE PROPELLANTS
MET AIRCRAFT FUELS
STORMS
WET STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
WT THUNDERSTORMS
STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
WT THUNDERSTORMS
STRAIGHT WINGS
U RECTANGULAR WINGS
STRAIN AGING
U PRECIPITATION HARDENING
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
U STRESS CONCENTRATION
STRAIN FATIGUE
U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRAIN GAGE BALANCES
Three component shock tunnel strain gage balance for measuring aerodynamic forces on delta wings
(ARC-R-M-3664) p0046 N72-11375
Six component strain gage sting balance for small wind tunnel models
(TNL-L-NOTE-331) p0159 N72-14462
Strain gage balances for measuring aerodynamic coefficients in wind tunnel model test
conference (DLR-MTT-72-06) p0469 N72-26301
Combination mechanical-electrical strain gage balances for subsonic wind tunnels
p0470 N72-26302
Multiple component strain gage balance for measuring aerodynamic loads and forces in wind tunnel model stability tests
p0470 N72-26303
External strain gage balance for wind stability measurements in supersonic wind tunnel
p0470 N72-26304
Strain gage bridges for wind tunnel balance systems
p0470 N72-26305
Error analysis on strain gage effects in strain gage balance measurements
p0470 N72-26306
Instationary dynamic load measurements on twin bridge gage in wind tunnel tests
p0470 N72-26307
Strain gage measurements of buffeting properties in wind-body combinations
p0470 N72-26308
STRAIN GAUGES
Flow measurement instrumentation for turbomachinor rotors, noting telemetry type data transmission system with strain gage pressure transducers for turbocompressors
ASM PAPER 72-ST-55 p0296 A72-25646
Crack initiation detecting and recording instrument with optical strain gages for double shear fatigue tests of aircraft fasteners
p0300 A72-25823
An advanced strain level counter for monitoring aircraft fatigue.
p0564 A72-42688
Electronic strain-level counter for in-flight aircraft
(NASA-CASE-LAF-19756-1) p0051 A72-11803
AC-130A aircraft supersonic, using electrical resistance strain gages
P-AD-737350) p0385 N72-23037
STREADDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Flight tests of stranded inertial navigation system in helicopter to determine feasibility for simulating systems using inertial navigation equipment
(AD-733430) p0262 N72-18663
STRAHNS
A crack stopper concept for filarima or composite laminate materials
p0597 A72-43498
STRAFTIFICATION
W ST ATMOSPHERIC STRATIFICATION
STRAMOSPHERE
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing CAT at supersonic transport heights
p0063 A72-14676
Horizontal temperature variations relation to stratospheric CAT based on 0-2 flight data
p0042 A72-272438
Estimated peak regional concentration of SST exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight operation levels
p036 A72-22637
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen oxides
p036 A72-22638
Lower stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature gradients from WB-57F aircraft meteorological measurements
p0349 A72-28864
Synoptic meteorological parameters vs CAT encountered in stratosphere by EB-70 airplane, presenting frequency distributions and probability tables
p0349 A72-28867
Stratospheric meteorological characteristics effects on Concord super sonic flight performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior and passenger comfort
p0349 A72-28876
Bibliography on SST upper atmospheric environment, listing references to stratospheric structure, composition and physical dynamics, chemical reactions with pollutants, transport properties, etc
p0413 A72-33797
Climatic changes due to stratospheric perturbation by propulsion efficiencies of high altitude aircraft flights
PAA PAPER 72-658 p0141 A72-34076
SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases temperature induced buoyancy
PAA PAPER 72-650 p0415 A72-34038
Numerical prediction of the diffus ion of exhaust products of supersonic aircraft in the stratosphere
p0493 A72-37824
Possible catalytic reduction of stratospheric ozone by nitrogen oxides emitted from SST aircraft
(NUCIL-20568) p0085 N72-11334
Aircraft flights in stratosphere over western USA aircraft flight data
(ARC-CP-1159) p0095 N72-12554
Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradient measurements for supersonic transport flights
(NRC-12318) p0159 N72-14379
No production in relation to eddy diffusion coefficient in stratosphere
(AR-A-90-71) p0159 N72-14382
Observations of clear air turbulence in stratosphere by high altitude subsonic aircraft
(NLL-M-22069-5828.6T) p0279 N72-19682
Nitric oxide production in stratosphere from natural sources and SST operation
(NMTH-260-3-5ST-69) p0520 N72-28204
Wind, temperature, and clear air turbulence in middle and upper stratosphere
(NMTH-260-38-5ST-87) p0520 N72-28204
STRESSES
High resolution observation of stratospheric submillimeter thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb bolometer on board Conest 28 aircraft
p0265 A72-25023
STRESSES (FLUIDS)
Seismic and supersonic flow around nonaxisymmetric fuselages, deriving streamlines differential equations based on camber line distribution of source, dipole and quadrupole singularities
(DVLR-SOND-189) p0303 A72-26578
STRAINFLOW
W U LAMINAR FLOW
STREAKS
Axial and tangential velocity distributions within trailing line vortex to large distance downstreams of generating wing extended from available data
(AD-743599) p0012 A72-11135
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
W MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
A-900
failures or structural damage and flutter margins
for FABR, TP NO. 1062
p0356 A72-29672
Hi-PL steel aircraft structural element fatigue
life calculation based on failure mechanism
involving crack propagation
p0360 A72-30629
Aerodynamic noise and structural fatigue failure
research and test facility, concerning
supersonic 747 and V/STOL aircraft.
p0405 A72-32900
Achieving safe design in rotors.
[pAAS-PEDURETB 673]
p0418 A72-35513
Analysis of a partially cracked panel.
p0458 A72-36771
Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure
in bending due to stringer interruptions, analyzing
structural deficiency via column and beam bending theories.
p0566 A72-42027
Aircraft structural safety criteria based on
aircraft measurable failure probability, determining
critical load levels
p0566 A72-42829
Fatigue strength and fail-safe aspects of lag
joints in aircraft structures, considering
tension-compression load, fretting corrosion,
prestress and residual stress
p0567 A72-42851
Detection of structural deterioration and
associated airfoil maintenance problems.
[SAW PAPER 918]
p0596 A72-43465
Failure and crack formation in gas turbine engine
compressor disks under variable stresses from
fatigue tests, considering safety factors
p0596 A72-43736
The surface flaw in aircraft structures and
related fracture-mechanics analysis problems.
p0600 A72-44228
Effects of oil splash on structural failure in
aircraft components
p0172 N72-15822
Stress corrosion cracking in aircraft structures
and various materials - historical review
p0341 N72-21901
Nondestructive test for failure inspection and
quality control of composite structures and
materials - conference
[AGARD-R-5901]
p0429 N72-29634
Aircraft accident involving De Havilland 104-7AX
aircraft near Coolidge, Arizona on 6 May 1971
due to wing separation
[pNAS-IAE-72-12-19]
p0528 N72-29005
Fatigue tests on aluminum alloys specimens using
simulated aircraft gust and maneuver conditions
p0608 A72-30266
Effect of oil splash on structural design of aircraft
parts
[APAR-72001]
p0648 A72-33902
STRUCTURAL FATIGUE
U FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
U CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BT BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BT BOX BEAMS
BT CANTILEVER BEAMS
BT CIRCULAR PLATES
BT ELASTIC PLATES
BT T BEAMS
BT MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
BT PERFORATED PLATES
BT PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
BT REINFORCED PLATES
BT SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
BT STRINGERS
BT WING PANELS
Boron and carbon fiber reinforced plastics
applications in aircraft and engine structural
components, discussing dynamic and impact
damaging properties compared to conventional
materials
p0364 A72-26555
Aircraft structures design and development with
composite materials, considering materials
characteristics relations to structural
components dynamic response
p0356 A72-29691
Forecasting technology of aircraft structural
components for hypersonic cruise flight
p0371 A72-13004
Conference on effects of shock and vibration on
various structural systems
[AD-723381]
p0172 N72-15812
Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
properties of polyurethane foam isolator for
aerospace components
p0217 N72-16881
Explosive compaction and welding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components
[AD-737719]
p0425 A72-28542
SUBJECT INDEX
Forecasting technology of aircraft structural
components for hypersonic cruise flight
p0371 A72-13004
Conference on effects of shock and vibration on
various structural systems
[AD-723381]
p0172 N72-15812
Vibration isolation and shock attenuation
properties of polyurethane foam isolator for
aerospace components
p0217 N72-16881
Explosive compaction and welding for low cost
production of helicopter and turbine structural
components
[AD-737719]
p0425 A72-28542
VIBRATION
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
AT BENDING VIBRATION
AT BREATHING VIBRATION
AT FLUTTER
A-404
SUBCRITICAL FLOW

Design programs for swept wings in subcritical, compressible, viscous flow [SPL-1000-NOTE-1100]

Development of approximate method for calculating pressure distribution on thick canarded airfoil in subcritical viscous flow [FFA-AU-901]

Computer program for airfoil pressure distribution for subcritical viscous attached flow [VAL-TR-248]

SUBORDINATES

Optimal stochastic Kalman filters application to integrated air and submarine navigation systems, discussing measurement errors modeling as bias and colored noise [0017 A72-12050]

SUBURBAN WAVES

Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils [0550 A72-40651]

SUBURBAN WAVES

High resolution observation of stratospheric subauroral thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board Comet 28 aircraft [0245 A72-25023]

SUBSETS (MATHEMATICS)

U SET THEORY

SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Flight test procedures for subsonic transport aircraft pilot static pressure system, recomending trailing cone calibration method [S.A.E ARP 921]

Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and transonic civil and military aircraft design, considering flow problems during transonic flight, takeoff and landing [0024 A72-12765]

S.U.S.S. High-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability [0056 A72-13877]

Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and method of images, determining chord and spanwise loading on lifting surfaces [S.A.E PAPER 72-276]

High resolution observation of stratospheric subauroral thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board Concorde 28 aircraft [0030 A72-12091]

M. A. R. High-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability [0056 A72-13877]

Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and method of images, determining chord and spanwise loading on lifting surfaces [S.A.E PAPER 72-276]

High resolution observation of stratospheric subauroral thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board Concorde 28 aircraft [0030 A72-12091]

SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Flight test procedures for subsonic transport aircraft pilot static pressure system, recomending trailing cone calibration method [S.A.E ARP 921]

Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and transonic civil and military aircraft design, considering flow problems during transonic flight, takeoff and landing [0024 A72-12765]

S.U.S.S. High-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability [0056 A72-13877]

Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and method of images, determining chord and spanwise loading on lifting surfaces [S.A.E PAPER 72-276]

High resolution observation of stratospheric subauroral thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board Concorde 28 aircraft [0030 A72-12091]

SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Flight test procedures for subsonic transport aircraft pilot static pressure system, recomending trailing cone calibration method [S.A.E ARP 921]

Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub- and transonic civil and military aircraft design, considering flow problems during transonic flight, takeoff and landing [0024 A72-12765]

S.U.S.S. High-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability [0056 A72-13877]

Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads prediction based on Doublet-Lattice method and method of images, determining chord and spanwise loading on lifting surfaces [S.A.E PAPER 72-276]

High resolution observation of stratospheric subauroral thermal emission spectra by helium-cooled InSb electron bolometer on board Concorde 28 aircraft [0030 A72-12091]
Analysis of three dimensional, unsteady pressure distribution on sweptback wing at computer program for calculating unsteady loadings.

Numerical method for calculating wall-induced subsonic wind tunnel investigation of aircraft propulsion systems.

Development of procedures for calculating pressure distribution on full scale subsonic wind tunnel capable of testing aircraft, rotor systems, and V/STOL aircraft propulsion systems.

Pressure plotting tests on swept wings for effects of Reynolds number and frequency distribution on airfoil in sonic stream.

Numerical procedure for predicting interference of external stores on F-1 aircraft at subsonic speeds.

Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2.

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow.

Flight tests to determine effects of moderate deflections of wing leading and trailing edges of P-105 aircraft buffet characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds.

Pressure distribution on sweptback wings for analyzing scale effect at high subsonic speeds.

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests.

Stratification in noise-producing region of round subsonic jet.

Effect of two types of helix circuits on subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft.

Numerical procedure for predicting interference of external stores on P-4 aircraft at subsonic speed.

Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2.

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow.

Flight tests to determine effects of moderate deflections of wing leading and trailing edges of P-105 aircraft buffet characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds.

Pressure distribution on sweptback wings for analyzing scale effect at high subsonic speeds.

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests.

Stratification in noise-producing region of round subsonic jet.

Effect of two types of helix circuits on subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft.


Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2.

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow.

Flight tests to determine effects of moderate deflections of wing leading and trailing edges of P-105 aircraft buffet characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds.

Pressure distribution on sweptback wings for analyzing scale effect at high subsonic speeds.

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests.

Stratification in noise-producing region of round subsonic jet.

Effect of two types of helix circuits on subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft.


Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2.

Computer program for calculating unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces with trailing edge controls in subsonic compressible flow.

Flight tests to determine effects of moderate deflections of wing leading and trailing edges of P-105 aircraft buffet characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds.

Pressure distribution on sweptback wings for analyzing scale effect at high subsonic speeds.

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests.

Stratification in noise-producing region of round subsonic jet.

Effect of two types of helix circuits on subsonic nuclear propelled aircraft.

Convergent-divergent nozzles thrust model measurement on supersonic aircraft afterbody [WERA, TP NO. 978] p0116 A72-15856

Booms generated on ground by supersonic aircraft flying at high altitude through stratified atmosphere p0190 A72-21019

S8-71 aircraft ejection seat, obtaining ejection survival rate factors for some histories p0193 A72-21562

Sonic boom generation theory and prediction methods for supersonic aircraft during unaccelerated flight in quiet atmosphere p0157 A72-21902

Automated optimization for preliminary design of supersonic aircraft engines, noting flutter, stress and resonant frequency as dynamic constraints [AIAA PAPER 72-333] p0286 A72-25368

Case report of rapid decompression in supersonic trainer aircraft pressurized cabin, discussing physical and blast effects, pressurization safety, decompression sickness and hypoxia p0301 A72-26020

Air bleeding location to cool turbojet engine turbine of supersonic aircraft, presenting graphs p0314 A72-28167

Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft - emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen oxides p0346 A72-28838

Supersonic jet noise and sonic boom propagation and reduction, considering airport community disturbances, aircraft cabin noise and fatigue problems p0355 A72-29578

Maximum overpressures of supersonic aircraft capacitively-generated sonic booms occurring at geometrical acoustic ray focus points acoustic cases/ p0355 A72-29586

Sonic boom alleviation by flow field alteration near supersonic aircraft, considering finite rise times, reduced overpressures and shock pressure rises [AIAA PAPER 72-653] p0415 A72-34081

Silicon carbide rotating rectifier alternator with solid lubricated bearings for high altitude environments, noting applicability to supersonic aircraft p0453 A72-35565

Numerical prediction of the diffusion of exhaust products of supersonic aircraft in the stratosphere p0493 A72-37824

Opium terms to a specified track for a supersonic aircraft. p0502 A72-38277

Flow separation at the edges of some types of tall sections used in supersonic aircraft in rocket technology p0507 A72-39597

Fuels, lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids for supersonic aircraft, discussing chemical properties, propellant combustion efficiency and production p0509 A72-39930

Supersonic aircraft wing form influence on sonic boom, discussing supersonic wind tunnel tests for noise reduction p0509 A72-39931

Analysis of a lateral-directional airframe/propulsion system interaction of a Mach 3 cruise aircraft. [AIAA PAPER 72-961] p0561 A72-42348

Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining conditions for focus cut-off at ground by atmospheric refraction p0599 A72-44125

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard supertankers during cleaning operation and electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft during passage through heavy rain, noting water drop disintegration p0611 A72-44979

Development and functions of organization for multinational certification of supersonic aircraft p0040 A72-11029
Possible high energy fuels for supersonic aircraft
Kerosene-type fuel for supersonic and hypersonic aircraft
Synthetic high temperature lubricants thickened by complex esters for supersonic aircraft
Piloted flight simulation of slender wing supersonic transport aircraft during low speed landing approach with use of TV visual display
Modifying supersonic aircraft sonic boom signatures by means of altering flow fields
Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic design characteristics of advanced civil aircraft technology
Development of scramjet with airbreathing engine for cruise application
Advanced technologies for subsonic-transonic conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft development
Self adaptive control techniques for supersonic aircraft flight control systems in high performance
Computer program for determining factors
Design of supersonic inlet nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of supersonic aircraft based on initial and final mass and altitude
Mathematical determination of optimal range and max range for supersonic aircraft based on
Self adaptive control techniques for supersonic aircraft flight control systems in high performance
Design problems of inlets and nozzles used in supersonic and V/STOL propulsion systems
Singular optical control and minimum time-of- ascent for supersonic aircraft
Analysis of effects of aircraft maneuvers on characteristics of sonic boom and application of analysis method to various aircraft - Vol. 1
Wind tunnel models for determining inlet interference and performance of inlet/airframe combination in supersonic aircraft
Comparison of flying quality criteria documents for United Kingdom and US aircraft and show areas of inadequacy in assessing acceptability of aircraft
Analysis of criteria for evaluation of high performance aircraft and results obtained on aircraft equipped with control augmentation systems
Analytical method of characteristics to determine front shock and sonic boom due to flat delta wing with supersonic leading edges
Airfoil configurations to eliminate undesirable shock boundary layer interaction design
Supersonic combustion of liquid fuels, hydrogen and propane, discussing initiation and stabilization in supersonic flow
Supersonic combustion research facility design for studying air-fuel mixing processes, shock wave induced temperature and pressure increments and flame holding devices
Development of analytical flow configuration models for designing supersonic air breathing propulsion systems
Analysis of oscillating relaxation time in combustion products of hydrocarbon fuel under supersonic nozzle flow conditions
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
The SAMA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its use for tests of scramjet engines with supersonic combustion of hydrogen
Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-mode scramjet/ramjet engine from Mach 3.5 to 7
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Turbulent mixing of fuel and air in supersonic combustion scramjet engine
The S1HA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its use for testing scramjet engines with supersonic combustion of hydrogen
Flow data-reduction validity for supersonic axial flow nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-mode scramjet/ramjet engine from Mach 3.5 to 7
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Turbulent mixing of fuel and air in supersonic combustion scramjet engine
The S1HA hypersonic wind tunnel - Its use for testing scramjet engines with supersonic combustion of hydrogen
Flow data-reduction validity for supersonic axial flow nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Theoretical and experimental study of a dual-mode scramjet/ramjet engine from Mach 3.5 to 7
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of losses
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous hydrogen combustion airstream
Trends in aerothermodynamic simulation at very high Reynolds numbers for hypersonic aircraft-space shuttles and planetary entry
Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize size of loss...
Experimental study of flows in supersonic flight

[ICAS PAPER 72-11] p0552 A72-41136

Acoustic measurements of aerodynamic noise in low supersonic operation of axial flow compressor

[NASA CR-125811] p0282 A72-19849

SUPersonic DIFFusers

Axisymmetric jet stretcher diffuser performance for ramjet engine inlet configurations, testing at angles of attack and supersonic flight velocities. [AIAA PAPER 72-10281] p0556 A72-41602

Performance of jet stretcher diffuser system (AD-738646) p0468 A72-26215

Scale model tests to compare effectiveness of aerogrids and punched plates for smoothing flow from short annular diffusers between compressor and combustor of advanced aircraft engines [NASA CR-120960] p0636 A72-32993

SUPersonic Drag

Experimental results regarding drag in supersonic flow without lift in the case of flight bodies with three in front pointed bodies [DFVLR-SONDR-215] p0503 A72-38686

SUPersonic Flight

Book on heat and mass transfer, covering research results over 1952-1969 on supersonic aircraft and missiles cooling problems, rarefied gas dynamics boundary layer flow, etc. p0120 A72-16399

Pitching moments effect on phugoid and height noise stability of aircraft in supersonic flight p0236 A72-23622

Stratospheric meteorological characteristics: effects on Concorde supersonic flight performance, fuel consumption, dynamic behavior and passenger comfort p0349 A72-28076

Variable sweep wings aerodynamic characteristics in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight, considering lift, drag, stability and control p0467 A72-36976

Computer program for automated design of long haul transport aircraft, discussing cost effectiveness of composite materials for aircraft structure [AIAA PAPER 72-7961] p0498 A72-38121

Supersonic aircraft energy turns. p0599 A72-48196

Raindrop breakup in the shock layer of a high-speed vehicle. p0616 A72-45780

Design and evaluation of aircraft configuration for reduction of sonic boom pressures by alteration of shock wave strengths [NASA CR-2070] p0572 A72-30007

Influence of atmospheric structure and composition on supersonic flight [NASA TP-F-631] p0578 A72-30551

Analysis of heat transfer processes along external and internal surfaces of high speed modern aircraft [AD-744830] p0648 A72-33952

SUPersonic Flow

Supersonic and hypercritical flows with attached shock waves over delta wing at angle of attack, deriving unified theory for flow field p0517 A72-12030

Unsteady supersonic flow disturbance by slender bodies in strong contact discontinuities in shock tube studies [p0071 A72-15507]

Symmetrically deformed delta wing in supersonic flow, considering leading edge separation induced vortices effects on downwash, pressure distribution and aerodynamic characteristics p0077 A72-15741

Three dimensional velocity field excitation by linear airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow, deriving function in small space to satisfy boundary constrained wave equation p0141 A72-18111

Supersonic flow patterns near yawed obstacles around flat plate sharp leading edge with high pressure regions in reversed separated flow zone [NASA CR-120960] p0142 A72-15741

V-shaped wings supersonic characteristics at 0-15 deg angles of attack, investigating flow structure between wings by pitot tube rake p0142 A72-18129

Book on ideal and real compressible fluid dynamics covering supersonic flow past aircraft shock wave interaction with laminar boundary layer p0233 A72-23045

Supersonic flow around thin cruciform wings near antisymmetrical angle of attack distribution and horizontal plane with leading edge, considering flow separation at edges p0246 A72-25118

Linearized method of characteristics application to supersonic flow past oscillating delta wings with supersonic leading edge locus [AIAA PAPER 72-3777] p0287 A72-25401

Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of five types of aircraft with nonplanar wings and wing-tail surfaces in supersonic flow [AIAA PAPER 72-378] p0287 A72-25402

Subsonic and supersonic flow around nonaxisymmetric fuselages, deriving streamline differential equations based on canner line distribution of source, dipole and quadrupole singularities [DFVLR-SONDR-189] p0303 A72-26578

Initial deconvolved wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord p0360 A72-30365

Unified area rule for hypercritical and supersonic wing-bodies. p0450 A72-35251

Near flow field and aerodynamic loading in subsonic and supersonic flow over body-wing configuration, surveying numerical, formal function and similar methods p057 A72-36390

Generating high Reynolds-number flows. p0501 A72-38222

Jet aircraft noise sources in subsonic and supersonic flow, discussing transition to supersonic flow via turbofan exhaust speed reduction p0503 A72-38380

Flow separation at the edges of some types of tail sections used in supersonic aircraft and in rocket technology p0507 A72-39597

Unsteady aerodynamic and aerostatic effects in turbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow, discussing trends in fan and compressor technology p0551 A72-40969

Aerodynamic optimization of a panel in high Mach number supersonic flow. p0593 A72-43327

Conical caret wings supersonic characteristics, examining flow transition from weak to strong attached shock waves p0611 A72-45144

Development of methods for determining inlet shock position from wall static profiles in inlet compression supersonic inlet [NASA TM-1-2373] p0896 A72-12780

Second order solution of three dimensional, supersonic flow over smooth body with shock producing protuberance [NASA CR-72801] p100 A72-12905

PORTA4 4 computer program for calculating supersonic flow on windward side of conical delta wings by method of lines [NASA TR-W-2438] p1009 A72-12731

Theoretical pressure distributions on caret and plane delta wings for supersonic flow [AECD-CP-1178] p2020 A72-15592

Drag of supersonic parachutes in dependence of Mach and Reynolds numbers p2004 A72-15567

Inlet, engine, and exhaust nozzle tests for supersonic propulsion SYSTEM [NASA TR-W-67494] p2010 A72-16692

Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations using finite difference numerical solution to three dimensional, unified, supersonic/hypercritical, small disturbance equations p2022 W72-17200

Flow charts, subroutines, and computer program for solving unified supersonic/hypercritical, small disturbance equations for flow around aircraft configurations [NASA CR-19727] p2022 W72-17208

Jet noise suppression by splitting supersonic nozzle flow into separate jets by overexpansion
SUPERSONIC FLOW INLETS

Woodward panel method used to calculate loads on slender bodies with small aspect ratio wings for supersonic flow
[FFA-AU-635-PT-1] p0317 N72-19995
Theoretical design of maximum thrust nozzles with nonequilibrium, chemically reacting, supersonic flow

[AD-737378] p0390 N72-23487
Design and performance data of technique for generating nonuniform flow similar to discharge of impulse supersonic compressor flow
Lift curve slope and aerodynamic center position of wings in inviscid supersonic and subsonic flow

ESD0-70012 p0617 N72-17990

SUPERSONIC FLOW INLETS

U SUPERSONIC INLETS

AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT WINGS, NOTING FLUTTER, STRESSES AND RESONANT FREQUENCY AS DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS
[AIAA PAPER 72-333] p0286 A72-25368
Kernel function procedure for determining aerodynamic forces of planform using linearized oscillating supersonic surface theory
[X-28-W45] p0266 N72-18999
SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Surface patterns from ablating, melting and flowing materials in supersonic flow of wind tunnel, rocket engine and flight test environments, comparing with theory
[AIAA PAPER 72-313] p0285 A72-25247
SUPERSONIC INLETS

Mach 2.65 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlet system diffuser and boundary layer bleed system performance estimates confirmed by tests
[AIAA PAPER 72-45] p0138 A72-16959
Combined viscous-inviscid analytical procedure for predicting boundary layer effects on supersonic inlet flow field
[AIAA PAPER 72-44] p0138 A72-16975
Radial velocity distribution at supersonic compressor inlet from duct-cowl and wall-pressure measurements
[ONERA TP NO. 975] p0230 A72-22812
Application of quadratic optimization to supersonic inlet control.

[ONERA, TP NO. 976] p0599 A72-44195
Experiment of supersonic air intake system
[ONERA, TP NO. 977] p0603 A72-44496
Supersonic aircraft engine inlet performance in terms of pressure recovery, discussing oblique shock wave formation ahead of entrance to improve efficiency

[ONERA, TP NO. 978] p0611 A72-44991
Tolerance of Mach 2.50 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow variations causings changes in free stream Mach number and angle of attack
Controller, independent of other intake controllers and aircraft data systems, and wind tunnel testing of supersonic intake control system

[ONERA TP NO. 980] p0212 N72-16706
Forebody and forebody-wing configuration data for supersonic inlet performance and distortion during maneuvering flights

[ONERA TP NO. 981] p0212 N72-16710
Destabilizing factors affecting supersonic inlets and turbofan engines of propulsion systems

[ONERA TP NO. 982] p0212 N72-16711
Velocity distribution at supersonic compressor inlet in wind tunnel test

[ONERA TP NO. 983] p0213 N72-16713
Inlet design and thermodynamic cycle of turbojet engine at supersonic speeds with nozzle expansion

[ONERA TP NO. 984] p0213 N72-16717
Low speed wind tunnel tests of supersonic air intake with various auxiliary intakes, using twin engine aircraft configuration

[ONERA TP NO. 985] p0213 N72-16718
Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of bicone inlet designed for Mach 2.1 with internal distributed compression and 40 percent intercenter contraction

Transonic and supersonic wind tunnel test data on intake performance of supersonic mixed compression inlet flow

Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic inlets using method of characteristics including Mach disc problem

[ONERA-NT-183] p0266 N72-19005
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW

High speed jet noise source physical properties interpretation by theory and scale-model experiments for supersonic transport aircraft noise suppression problems

[ASME-1973] p0516 A72-11973
Supersonic and subsonic jet flows coexistence in constant section duct, analyzing pressure on walls and in fluid and schlieren visualization

[ASME-1974] p0230 A72-22613
Aerodynamic noise generation mechanism of ideally expanded supersonic jet based on large scale flow instabilities, deriving mathematical model

[ONERA-NT-182] p0241 A72-24331
Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise distance

[ONERA-NT-183] p0355 A72-29581
Noise measurements during shock free and underexpanded operation modes of supersonic cold model jet at moderate exit Mach number

[AIAA PAPER 72-302] p0395 A72-32017
Acoustic attenuation and thrust lost incurred by streamwise multitudes supersonic jet with supersonic nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 72-642] p0416 A72-34091
Supersonic jet noise mechanisms and scaling laws, studying acoustic fields for rectangular and axisymmetric nozzle configurations
[AIAA PAPER 72-641] p0416 A72-34091
Effect on supersonic jet noise of nozzle plenum pressure fluctuations.

[ONERA-TP NO. 986] p0505 A72-35223
Wall porosity and angle of attack effects on jet stretcher flow field for supersonic engine inlet testing, using three dimensional method of characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 72-1001] p0588 A72-41603
Problem of uniform-jet flow around an airfoil

[ONERA-TP NO. 987] p0506 A72-42227
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline overall sound pressure level for subsonic and supersonic jets of aircraft engine exhaust

[ONERA TP NO. 988] p0297 N72-24711
SUBJECT INDEX

Analysis of losses in scramjet exhaust expansion nozzles and evaluation of methods for design of exhaust expansion systems to maximize thrust and minimize sum of losses
[AD-736465] p0368 N72-23263
Theoretical design of maximum thrust nozzles with nonequilibrium, chemically reacting, supersonic gas flows

[ONERA-NT-183] p0390 N72-23847
SUPERSONIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

U PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

U SUPERSONIC FLOW

SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

Supersonic ribbon parachute testing by transonic wind tunnel, rocket sled and water channel simulator

[ONERA, TP NO. 976] p0006 A72-10305
Supersonic aerodynamic influence coefficients matrices calculation for wings of arbitrary planform, constructing computer program

[ONERA-TP NO. 977] p0316 A72-28142
Sonic boom induced flow field at supersonic/hypersonic speeds, using shock expansion method and hypersonic equivalence principle for sharp and blunt nosed bodies
[AIAA PAPER 72-652] p0415 A72-34082
Quasi-homogeneous approximation for supersonic flows with curved subsonic leading edges at supersonic speeds
[UCAL PAPER 72-54] p0556 A72-41747
Application of linear stochastic optimal control theory to design of control system for air inlet of supersonic propulsion system

[NASA-TN-X-67905] p0075 N72-11897
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution measured on isolated slender wings and slender
S. OBEBSOSIC TBABSPOBTS . .
SUPEHSOHIC TEST APPABATDS
SDPEBSOHIC STHIKE AIHCBAFT
HT CONCOBDE AIRCBAFT . ' '.
0 ATTACK AIRCRAFT
High response two-transducer pressure measurement for evaluating new and steady inlet airflow distortion effects on supersonic jet engine stability and performance
p0564 A72-42683

MT SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
Wave drag reduction by antisymmetric wing and body arrangement, discussing application to transport aircraft at supersonic speeds
p0064 A72-14693

SST operational maneuver effects on sonic boom, discussing steady flight and acceleration-to-cruise pressure signatures
p0122 A72-16534

Flight airworthiness requirements for supersonic transports, V/STOL and transport and general aviation aircraft, exploring critical control and stability parameters
p0244 A72-24846

Medical and physiological hazards for SST passengers and crews, discussing cumulative cosmic radiation and high altitude decompression risks
p0300 A72-25816

Estimated peak regional concentration of SST exhaust in stratosphere from expected flight operation levels
p0346 A72-28817

Thundersorm encounters probability at SST altitudes for selected cross country routes, using radar observation data
p0340 A72-28053

Optimum low noise engine selection for transport and combat aircraft relative to random or payload performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and fighter aircraft
p0397 A72-32127

Bibliography on SST upper atmospheric environment, listing references to stratospheric structure, composition and physical dynamics, chemical reactions with pollutants, transport properties, etc.

p0413 A72-33797

SST contrails stratospheric dispersion by aircraft wake, atmospheric turbulence and exhaust gases temperature induced buoyancy
p0415 A72-34084

Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases, discussing cumulative effects of various pollutants, transport properties, etc.

p0451 A72-35327

Atmospheric effects on SST performance, considering temperature, wind, turbulence, hydroxylm, ozone and radiation effects
p0454 A72-35790

A-413
SUPersonic AEROndynamics

Problems and solutions related to the design of a control augmentation system for a longitudinally unstable supersonic transport. [AIAA PAPER 72-871]

- Economic and social aspects of commercial aviation at supersonic speeds. [ICAS PAPER 72-51]
- Wing flutter prevention in SST structural design, using finite element model and lifting surface aerodynamic theory. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Sound generation and scale model experiments to suppress noise in turbulent jet flow emissions of supersonic transport aircraft. [ARC-37273]
- Supersonic transport aircraft and NAC 221 aircraft piloted flight simulation near zero rate climb velocity for determining aircraft maneuver controllability at low speed. [ARC-CP-1165]
- Possible catalytic reduction of stratospheric chlorine by nitrogen oxides emitted from SST aircraft. [NASA-CASE-GSC-100087-3]
- System and method for position locating for air traffic control involving supersonic transports. [NASA-R-12080]
- Aerodynamics of long bodies and configuration application to supersonic transport aircraft. [NASA-R-12080]
- Technology advances for second generation supersonic transports. [NASA-R-12080]
- Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradient measurements for supersonic transport flights. [ARC-12218]
- Performance criteria, including engine air flow matching requirements, of axisymmetric mixed compression intake for supersonic transport. [NASA-R-12080]
- Galatic and solar cosmic radiation system for flying personnel and passengers onboard SST. [NASA-R-12080]
- High altitude radiation instrumentation system for dose and linear energy transfer spectral measurements for supersonic transport program. [NASA-R-12080]
- Flight safety standards and air traffic control problems of supersonic aircraft passenger service. [NASA-R-12080]
- Computer program for calculating sonic boom propagation during supersonic transport flight maneuvers. [ARC-12218]
- Nitric oxide production in stratosphere from natural sources and SST operation. [NASA-R-12080]
- Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures with emphasis on thermal cycle. [NASA-R-12080]
- Method for checking fatigue resistance of structural design detail for SST. [NASA-R-12080]

SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account free stream turbulence. [AIAA PAPER 72-21616]
- Laminar/turbulent boundary layer transition on parabolic wing profile in supersonic wind tunnel, noting critical Reynolds number increase with leading edge thickness. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance facility of supersonic wind tunnel for dynamic stability studies. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Superconducting coil design for magnetic suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Data acquisition and reduction for model aerodynamics in supersonic wind tunnel. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Supercon five wing flow influence on sonic boom, discussing supersonic wind tunnel tests for noise reduction. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Flow quality improvements in a blown down wind tunnel using a multiple shock entrance diffuser. [AIAA PAPER 72-1002]
- Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel combustor exhaust plume effects on supersonic wind tunnel measurements. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Single screw variable nozzle for varying Mach number in supersonic wind tunnels. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Supersonic wind tunnel extension for transonic wind tunnel measurements. [NASA-TT-F-139521]

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

- Mt GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
- Mt GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
- Mt PYLONS

CABIN AIR SUPPINS

Zero rate transient suppressors with electronic thermal switch for ground vehicle and aircraft applications. [NASA-172-16653]
- Large scale high aspect ratio multielement suppressor nozzle arrays testing for augmentor wings and internally blown flaps. [AIAA PAPER 72-123]
- Design for future military aircraft crash sensors, ignition source suppression system, and automatic activation circuitry. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Test methods for infrared suppressors to determine their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared emissions. [NASA-TT-F-139521]
- Dual antenna method for suppressing reflections from underside of moving aircraft. [NASA-TT-F-139521]

SURFACE CHEMISTRY

I SURFACE REACTIONS

- The surface flaw in aircraft structures and related fracture mechanics analysis. [NASA-172-16653]

SURFACE DISTORTION

- Conformal mapping procedures for numerical generation of airfoils with local curvature singularities, presenting test problem results for zero trailing edge angle. [NASA-172-16653]

SURFACE CORROSION

- Surface erosion

SUPERSulfuric Finishing

- Sealant for composite materials in aerospace applications. [NASA-172-16653]
SURFACES

Steady and oscillatory subsonic aerodynamic loads prediction. Fundamentals of new method and method of images, determining chord and spanwise loading on lifting surfaces [15 PAPE H 72-26].
p0131 ATJ-15917

Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin lifting wings and analytic expressions for far field conditions. [NASA-TW-D-65301]
p0045 ATJ-11289

Linearized lifting surface theory for determining pressure distribution on subsonic delta wings p0379 ATJ-22992

SUBJECT INDEX

ATC services configuration with secondary surveillance radar and primary radar data acquisition systems, discussing signal processing by automated decoder p0547 ATJ-40288

Air traffic density effect on secondary surveillance radar operation in ATC for aircraft identification and position determination, proposing selective address system p0547 ATJ-40289

Discrete address beacon system /DABS/ development for surveillance and ground-air communications in support of ATC automation p0569 ATJ-43151

SUBVITAL EQPPEQ

High performance aircraft takeoff and landing accidents, investigating survival rates p0193 ATJ-21563

Survival rates in USAF accidents during 1965-69, noting visual sighting as primary rescue factor p0194 ATJ-21564

Analysis of three commercial aircraft accidents to determine factors affecting survival of passengers under emergency conditions [NASA-AM-70-161]. p0150 ATJ-13089

Analysis of conditions and circumstances involving survival of passengers and crew following ditching of DC-9 aircraft [NASA-AM-70-161]. p0150 ATJ-13089

Analysis of survival following crashes of military aircraft and identification of areas for improvement in structural design [AD-73970]. p0061 ATJ-27004

SUBVITAL EQUIPMENT

Survival and flight equipment - Conference, Las Vegas, September 1971 p0193 ATJ-21560

Emergency systems for helicopter crew and passenger survivability improvement, discussing use of ejection seats, extraction systems parachute bail-out and shaped explosive charges p0195 ATJ-21581

Emergency Life Saving Instant Exit system in aircraft fuselage for use after crash landing, discussing design and ground testing p0195 ATJ-21583

SUSPENDING (HANGING)

MT MAGNETIC SUSPENDER

Stability and control dynamics of helicopter hovering with heavy slung load, analyzing maneuvers for minimal excitation of pendulous motion [AMS PREPRINT 630]. p0045 ATJ-34480

SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES)

Deterministic optimization of aircraft undercarriage suspension characteristics for taxing induced vibration minimization, discussing damping and stiffness functions and hybrid computer solution p0235 ATJ-23858

Air cushion and secondary suspension for support and guidance of linear induction motor on tracked research vehicle [FD-20-84440]. p0219 ATJ-17010

SWEAT ANGLES

MT LEADING EDGE SWEEP

Velocities induced by distributions of infinite linked sources and vortex lines representing wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible flow [ARC-85/B-3667]. p0277 ATJ-19332

SWEAT EFFECT

Laminar three dimensional boundary layer nonequilibrium effects at hypersonic wing swept leading edge with intensively cooled surface, considering sweep induced crossflow effect [VPI-E-71-23]. p0020 ATJ-12422

SWEETBACK

MT LEADING EDGE SWEET

SWEET WINGS

MT ARROW WINGS

MT DELTA WINGS

MT SWEETBACK WINGS
SUBJECT INDEX

Laminar three dimensional boundary layer
Increasing lift and Reynolds number effects on
Subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical cranked
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating
Design programs for swept wings in subcritical,
Influence of jet interference on aerodynamic
Incompressible boundary layer velocity profile on
Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin
Rind tunnel tests of large scale swept augmentor
Feasibility of transonic wind tunnel testing of
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings,
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for
Specifications for high Reynolds number wind
Scale effects in flows past swept wings at
wing-tail configurations in incompressible speed range

do not hallucinate.
SYNCHRONOUS

SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES

Synchronous satellite surveillance system for transoceanic ATC, using suboptimal/modified Kalman/ filter for aircraft position and velocity computation

Aerostat program for ATC and communications via four geostationary satellites over Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, discussing technical and financial international provisions

Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications via stationary satellite, discussing optimum multiple access and repeater configuration

Geostationary satellite system for air navigation via voice and data communication, discussing ground facilities and avionics

SYNCHRONIZED NOISE

U ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE

SYNTHETIC METEOROLOGY

Thunderstorm-associated aircraft mishaps relation to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological conditions, discussing prototype and condition contribution to flight stability upset

Synoptic meteorological parameters encountered in stratosphere by XB-70 airplane, presenting frequency distributions and probability tables

Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity

Russian book—Aviation meteorology

SYNTHESIS

Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for turbine lubrication in jet aircraft

SYNTHETIC HANTS

Linear Ny radar antenna array aperture synthesis for ionospherically propagated signal reception in airplane for achievement of ideal directivity without ionospheric compensation

SYNTHETIC FIBERS

NT GLASS FIBERS

NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)

NT ACRYLIC RESINS

NT EPOXY RESINS

NT NYLON (TRADEMARK)

NT THIOLIC RESINS

NT THERMOSETTING RESINS

SYNTHETIC RUBBERS

NT ELASTOMERS

Evaluation of experimental membranes, nonskid compounds, adhesives, and earth anchors used in constructing assault type runways for military aircraft

SYSTEM FAILURES

Self-organizing adaptive aircraft control system with C criterion pitch axis performance and failure compensation

Reliability program for SAAB 37 Viggen airborne computer, discussing project components, operating tests and failure rates

Aircraft industry product support role in time delays minimization for aircraft operators, discussing malfunction report, minimum equipment decision and fault diagnosis

Avionics effects on airline operations, timekeeping, considering gains due to all-weather capability and engine monitoring vs possible losses due to equipment failure

Breakdown of automatic pilots or auxiliary stabilization systems on helicopters

SUBJECT INDEX

Fault isolation capabilities for general purpose digital computer used in guidance and control applications

SYNTHESIS

U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Conventional open and closed loop servo analysis methods applied to naval aircraft approach power compensator systems, using pilot model concepts

Collision avoidance system operations evaluation, noting protected airspace volume requirements

Two-variable second order system for multivariable systems predictive control, deriving algorithm for near time optimal control

Airfield surface system fast-time computer simulation model for airport planning systems analysis

Ground based ATC information processing systems analysis, considering controllers work load parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC

Synthesis and analysis of a fly-by-wire flight control system for an F-14 aircraft

System analysis and synthesis for B-52 Control Configured Vehicle program, discussing flatter mode and maneuver load control and augmented stability configurations

System analysis for an airline operational environment through a computerized network simulation model

A systems analysis of subsonic versus supersonic jet travel

The heavy lift helicopter: An operations research/technology/performance blend

Evaluation of airway operations systems in Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, and Thailand with proposed courses of action, equipment requirements, and economic factors in aeronautical telecommunications

Procedures for predicting pilot-vehicle-flight control system performance

Evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber defense missiles

Applying systems analysis techniques to aircraft maintenance to achieve aviation safety

Main methods of fuel flow measurement and factors for consideration in deciding on type of meter to use for various requirements

Basic turbine concepts including flow/heat transfer, and performance characteristics

Systems analysis of analog and digital voice coding techniques for use with satellite based air traffic control system
Design and development of electric power supplies for use with transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985 time period.

Design analysis of nutating plate drive for 2500 horse power helicopter rotor gearbox.

General problem of layout and operation of equipment in aircraft power system.

Feasibility analysis of whole aircraft as an aperture antenna.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial air navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduction of noise produced by helicopter geared power train by application of vibration and acoustics technology.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Test facilities for aeropropulsion-systems.

Analysis of factors affecting accuracy of inertial navigation systems.

Design and tests of gas lubricated bearings for use in gas turbine environment.

Reduc
Area navigation and its effect on aircraft operation and systems design.

Designing aircraft structure for resistance and tolerance to battle damage.

Optimal control synthesis for linear passive stationary plants with symmetrical coefficients of minimized functional.

Problems and solutions related to design of control augmentation system for a longitudinally unstable supersonic transport.

System analysis and synthesis for F-52 control.

Defence system development based on balance between theoretical studies and hardware prototyping for uncertainty reduction in performance and cost.

Future trends in air traffic control and landing.

Design and development of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories acoustic research tunnel.

Aircraft hydraulic control systems modular design for maintainability, emphasizing component removal with minimal hydraulic fluid losses and air entrapment.

A near-real time data acquisition/reduction facility for the blowing wind tunnels.

Computerized weight data storage, recording and information system to aid in aerospace vehicle design.

Equipment assembly design optimization by operational versions determination and criteria evaluation for optimal conditions, noting rotary wing design.

System approach to airport passenger terminal planning.

SECANT midair collision avoidance system based on noncooperative microwave pulse transmission and receiving via randomly selected frequency, describing modular components and operating principles.

Analytical methods for early-stage detection of soil deterioration in aircraft runways.

Feasible feel augmentation system to utilize increased performance of modern helicopters.

Theory and operation of proposed helicopter IFR flight path control system.

Analysis of operational requirements and feasibility of system for precision IFR helicopter hovering.

Development and evaluation of C-130 aircraft training program based on systems approach.

Summaries of lectures presented at annual national aviation systems planning review conference.

Development and flight test of survivable aircraft control system using fly-by-wire and integrated actuator package techniques.

Designs for future military aircraft/crank engine systems, ignition source suppression system, and automatic activation circuitry.

Design and development of control augmentation system for R-53 helicopter.

Six-component strain gage sting balance for small wind tunnel models.

Analysis of wiring weight, conductor weight, and conductor loss for data voltage in aircraft electrical power systems.

Water-glycol convective cooling system for Mach 6 hypersonic transport airplane.

Effectiveness evaluation of automatic spin prevention system for fighter aircraft.

Feasibility analysis of variable speed constant frequency inverter system using dc link approach for aircraft use.

Management planning and operation of test facilities for effective application to development of systems and equipment for aerospace vehicles.

Application of fluidic pneumatic elements and systems for control of aircraft, missiles, and aerospace.

Evaluation program for frequency separated display principle in aircraft instrument panels.

Tests to determine design feasibility of unsurfaced soil facilities for operations of C-5A cargo systems.

Design of optical feedback controller for multivariable linear systems having subsystem sensitivity constraints.

Design of duct turbine as drive system for 20 in. turbofan engine simulators.

Development of thrust control system for application to control of aircraft and spacecraft.

System design and flight test evaluation of range of multiple aircraft, navigation system.

Design, development, and evaluation of three-axis hydrofluidic stability augmentation system for Uh-1 helicopter.

Performance tests of annual control concepts formats to evaluate effectiveness in precision tracking tasks.

Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce excursions in altitude of jet transport during atmospheric turbulence.

Design of single stage fan with tip speed of 3,000 ft/sec and hub/tip ratio of 2.285 to 1.

Design of height control test equipment for flying test vehicles.
T-2 AIRCRAFT
Mitsubishi T-2 two-place supersonic trainer describing prototype airplane and propulsion system design and operational features.

T-33 AIRCRAFT
Flight test of direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag on T-33 airplane, noting use in dive bombing.

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves installed on T-33 aircraft.

Evaluation of modified instrument lighting system installed in T-33 aircraft.

T-53 ENGINE
Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in T-53 gas turbine compressor disks.


T-63 ENGINE
T63/250 engine program current status, covering turboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing aircraft powerplant models and applications.

TABLES (DATA)
Graphs and tables of service cost for intraurban transportation system.

Documentation of data used in intraurban transportation analysis appendix.

Prediction tables of air carrier operations at large and medium hubs.

Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating wing-tail configurations in incompressible speed range.

Analysis of emissions from aircraft piston and gas turbine engines - tables.

Tables on ranking air carrier passenger emplacements for fiscal year 1971.

TAKEOFF
Tactical ATC display systems for airport surveillance, precision approach and landing and operator/aircraft/machine operations by using terminal area surveillance radar.

VOR, Direct Measuring Equipment and TACAN polar coordinate radio navigation systems history, improvements and future development.

Operational requirements for VOR/TACAN system improvements, including precision VOR, navigation broadcast, DME capacity and CAS signals synchronization.

Integrated inertial-VOR-DME or inertial-TACAN navigation system, presenting overall accuracy and bearing adjustment procedure via least squares method.

Digital computers for navigation and guidance systems and fire control systems in tactical aircraft.

Development of method for determining distance measuring equipment traffic at Tacan sites under saturated and nonsaturated conditions.

TACTICAL AIRCRAFT TACAN
TACTICS
Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft turning tactics competition in pursuit combat, using minmax technique.

TACTICAL AIRCRAFT TACAN
TACTICS
Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft turning tactics competition in pursuit combat, using minmax technique.

TACAN
Airport on 30 July 1971.

TACTICAL AIRCRAFT TACAN
TACTICS
Game theoretical modeling of fighter aircraft turning tactics competition in pursuit combat, using minmax technique.

TACAN
Airport on 30 July 1971.
TAKEOFF RUNS

Airplane on 19 Jul. 70

[EE-200866]  p0641 N72-33042

TAKEOFF RUNS

Atmospheric temperature and pressure altitude
effects on runway length and aircraft takeoff
weights

[ASCE-PREPRINT 7242]  p0002 A72-10193

To-754 life and drag augmenting devices for
takeoff and landing characteristics improvement

p0056 A72-13472

High performance aircraft takeoff and landing
accidents, investigating survival rates

p0193 A72-21563

Buccaneer Mk 2 and P-45 Phantom takeoff and
landing performance improvement due to boundary
layer control by leading and trailing edge blowing

p0233 A72-22273

Turbulent jet's effectiveness in protection of
aircraft surfaces from rain, describing wind
spill tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing

p0267 A72-25137

Propulsion system flexibility in V/STOL aircraft
with one lift-cruise engine, discussing takeoff
thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption

p0299 A72-25670

Application of electronic data processing aircraft
analysis in airlines operations and for
manufacturers.

p0889 A72-37777

Change in aircraft configuration due to introduction
of STOL aircraft into airport operation

p0846 N72-27007

Development of thrust augmentor device to assist
in takeoff of jet aircraft

p0538 N72-29810

Development of mathematical models for estimating
aircraft takeoff distance over barriers between thirty
and fifty feet high

[EG-5/1-AMEND-1-A]  p0619 N72-32016

Properties of atmospheric turbulence at low
altitudes and effect on aircraft during landing
approach and takeoff

p0621 N72-32030

Analysis of factors affecting lateral-directional
handling qualities of aircraft during short
takeoff flight

p0621 N72-32033

Analysis of aircraft noise generation and
optimization of flight paths to minimize effects
of aircraft noise during takeoff

[NASA-TT-F-14468]  p0622 N72-32042

TAKEOFF SYSTEMS

AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES

TAIRED WING AIRCRAFT

Tail first/canard/ and tandem wing configurations
for natural STOL, discussing low cost aerial
work aircraft

p0143 A72-18285

Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces
on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two
dimensional model

p0186 A72-20101

TANKER AIRCRAFT

Development of training program for RF-4C aircraft
aerial refueling training based on computer
system's data

[AD-736409]  p0370 N72-22037

TANDEM AIRCRAFT

Electrical discharge-produced explosions aboard
supertankers during cleaning operation and
electrostatic charging of supersonic aircraft
during passage through heavy rain, noting water
drop disintegration

p0611 A72-34979

TANKS (CONTAINERS)

NT FUEL TANKS

NT PROPELLANT TANKS

NT WING TANKS

TAPE MERGING

U DATA PROCESSING

U MAGNETIC TAPES

TAPE RECORDERS

The use of airborne magnetic tape recorders for
fatigue life monitoring.

p0449 A72-34812

Methods for analysis of oscillatory pressure
measurements with magnetic tape recording and
digital transfer function analyzer

p0534 N72-29247

TAPE WINGINGS

U SWEEP WINGS

TAB (DATA REDUCTION)

U DATA REDUCTION

TARGET ACQUISITION

Stochastic optimization of airborne laser seeker
system design parameters to maximize target
acquisition probability through regression
analysis of data from computerized model.

p0242 A72-24682

Passive detection radar system for bombers,
calculating target distance during horizontal
flight

p0302 A72-26316

Tactical aircraft weapon system development,
describing navigation, target acquisition,
release point guidance and delivery modes

p0505 A72-39107

TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT

ET JUDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT

BM-394 and E/T target drone aircraft versatile
automatic flight systems, describing flight test
program and results for basic and advanced
flight modes

p0125 A72-16663

Reconnaissance test of target aircraft fitted with
wing tip pods using multipoint excitation method

p0465 N72-26012

TARGET PERSUASION

U TERMINAL BALLISTICS

TARGETS

ET JUDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT

Effects of differential target velocity, horizonal or
vertical plane conditions, and air
traffic controller experience on intersection
time estimation accuracy of converging targets

p0630 N72-32649

TASK COMPLEXITY

Aircraft electronic display for pilot precise
control in complex tasks, discussing clarity,
stability and readability of CRT images

p0033 A72-36232

TASK SEQUENCERS

U CONTROL EQUIPMENT

TAURING

Anthropotechnical aspects of aircraft taling
guidance in airfield runway areas, suggesting
computerized operational systems

p0229 A72-22779

Deterministic optimization of aircraft
undercarriage suspension characteristics for
landing induced vibration simulation,
discussing damping and stiffness functions and
hybrid computer solution

p0235 A72-23458

ICAO standardized taling guidance and airports
surface traffic control procedures

p0240 A72-24171

Measurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles at two international airports

[NASA-TP-D-6567]  p0041 N72-11038

Possibility analysis of active vibration isolation
in landing gear system of aircraft to reduce
vibrating fatigue from ground induced vibration
during taxiing

[AD-73014]  p0155 N72-31046

Operational evaluation of device for measuring
aircraft tire speed and distance to determine
accuracy and limitations

[AD-730096]  p0219 N72-17009

Measurement of three track runway and taxiway
profiles for determining effect of surface
conditions on airplane response to ground
roughness

[NASA-TP-D-6532]  p0622 N72-32045

TDI SATELLITES

Models applied to predict communication system
performance for aircraft/TDHS and meteorological
satellite/TDHS relay

[NASA-C-122295]  p0091 N72-12086

TEACHING

U EDUCATION

TEACHING MACHINES

Instructor station design for automated flight
training systems, considering human factors and
informational requirements

p0183 A72-19277
TECHNIQUES

TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING

Commercial transport market and technology forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST, and CTOL aircraft [SAE PAPER 710750] p0003 A72-10249

Technological forecasting method evaluation for B and D planning, fitting trend curves to sets of technological data p0186 A72-20268

Technology forecasting and risk assessment in V/STOL transport area, examining mission issues and selection criteria p0228 A72-22473

Technological forecasting and long range planning in transportation, considering roles of expert opinion, trend extrapolation, normative models and social impact p0302 A72-26285

Air transport development between the UK and Europe - The next twenty years p0462 A72-37092

Economic impact of applying advanced technologies to transport airplanes. [AIAA PAPER 72-758] p0499 A72-38128

German monograph - Model-analytical investigation of short-haul air traffic with STOL aircraft in the Federal Republic of Germany. p0569 A72-43068


Advanced technologies for future transport aircraft concepts in civil aviation p102 A72-12996

Lift devices for improved takeoff and landing performance of civil transport aircraft p102 A72-12997

Subsonic and transonic aerodynamic design characteristics of advanced civil aircraft technology p102 A72-12998

Supersonic aerodynamic design technology for civil aircraft p102 A72-12999

Aerodynamic technology for developing supersonic cruise aircraft p103 A72-13000

Forecasting trends in subsonic and supersonic propulsion aircraft technology p103 A72-13002

Development of scramjet with airbreathing engine for cruise application p103 A72-13003

 Forecasting technology of structural components for supersonic cruise flight p103 A72-13004

Forecasting of structural materials usage in future aircraft designs p103 A72-13005

Choice of materials, configurations, and load factor in aircraft design against fatigue and fracture p103 A72-13006

Computerized structural analysis and integrated design of future aircraft p104 A72-13007

Advanced control technology for future civil aircraft configurations p104 A72-13008

Technological forecasting for advanced airport-airframe interface transportation systems of future aircraft p104 A72-13009

Technological forecasting of future pilot-aircraft interface requirements p104 A72-13010

Technologies of computerized flight management and control systems, automated communications systems, navigation and surveillance systems in future aviation p104 A72-13011

Technological and operational methods in aircraft noise abatement p104 A72-13012

Technology assessments for advanced aircraft performance, utility, safety, and public acceptance p104 A72-13013

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Advanced technologies for improved direct lift jet V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and performance p0104 A72-13014

Technological developments for improved helicopter design and operational capabilities p0105 A72-13015

Advanced technology applications for improving STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics p0105 A72-13016

Advanced technologies for subsonic and transonic, conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft development p0105 A72-13017

Technology advances for second generation supersonic transports p0105 A72-13019

Technological forecasting for development of hypersonic transports p0105 A72-13020

Research and development of advanced technologies for future air transportation needs p0106 A72-13021

European unity and cooperation for development of advanced aerospace technology p0106 A72-13022

Scientific and technological research projects for future transonic transports p0257 A72-18242

STOL transport aircraft technology assessment, analyzing airports growth problems [SAE PAPER 710751] p0004 A72-10250

Industry assisted state of art assessment of high lift turbofan propulsion and all-cargo V/STOL tactical transport technology program [SAE PAPER 710758] p0004 A72-10255

National Aviation System technology, discussing present technology and future development, discussing noise and exhaust emission problems, V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc p0067 A72-14824

Aircraft air breathing propulsion technology, discussing two-place aircraft, turbofan power plants, helicopter engines and V/STOL, subsonic transports and supersonic aircraft p0067 A72-14825

Civil aircraft technological constraints and requirements, discussing noise, congestion and performance characteristics of rotorcraft, STOL, VTOL, supersonic and supersonic transports p0115 A72-15774

Aircraft and reusable spacecraft propulsion systems current status and future development, discussing noise and exhaust emission problems, V/STOL bypass and fan engines, ramjets, etc p0127 A72-16735

Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general aviation weather dissemination techniques, stressing design variables and time periods p0349 A72-28871

Civil aviation approach and landing guidance system evolution, discussing ILS development, state of art and future requirements p0350 A72-29014

V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air traffic, discussing present technology and investment costs in comparison with advanced ground transportation systems p0357 A72-30076

Hovercraft state of development and utilization potential, comparing performance to other transportation modes p0361 A72-30818

Aeronaautical communication satellite technical and economic survey, considering wave propagation, noise, aircraft antennas and UHF links p0393 A72-31180

Helicopters technical and marketing projections for 1980s, emphasizing reliability, maintainability and maneuverability in design
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Vibration technology: Balancing flexible rotors; Conference, Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin, West Germany, March 23, 24, 1970, p049 A72-38047

Polish aircraft industry production and fabrication techniques, discussing metal working, digital controlled machining and cost reduction, p0461 A72-37010

Advanced subsonic transport technology, p0491 A72-37677

Fluidics - a potential technology for aircraft engine control, p0494 A72-38087

S-52 test vehicle flight demonstration program for control configured vehicles [ACE/technology concepts validation, noting growth & weight reduction] [IAIA PAPER 72-787] p0498 A72-38123

Boron fiber reinforced composites technology assessment and utilization, stressing cost reduction [IAIA PAPER 72-350] p0554 A72-91155

An assessment of energy absorbing devices for prospective use in aircraft impact situations, p0565 A72-62764

Survey and analysis of application of nondestructive inspection methods to aircraft structures [NASAD-T-587-11] p0278 A72-19541

Assessment of aircraft emission control technology and feasibility analysis of various control methods [FN-2048781] p0333 A72-21017

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Spacecraft display technology applied to aircraft guidance and control displays, p0375 A72-22641


ATC technology impact on flight operations and public value of aviation, discussing microwave landing systems as economic aspects, p0065 A72-14010

Water based offshore and floating inland airports planning and construction, discussing economic, technical and social aspects, p0126 A72-16695

Automated navigation aids interface with human operator, discussing Apollo flight experience and technology utilization in air and marine navigation, p0144 A72-18288

Semifinished product production technology influence on heat resistant alloys mechanical properties, considering forging, rolling, casting, welding, diffusion welding and powder metallurgy, p0147 A72-18667

Microwave equipment and technology application for instrument landing, terminal ATC, millimeter wave CAT detection and satellite communications, p0239 A72-24036

Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology application to general aviation propeller driven twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading and aspect ratio optimization [IAIA PAPER 720339] p0291 A72-25595

Commercial applications of quiet light aircraft technology, discussing cost and noise reduction [IAIA PAPER 720339] p0291 A72-25596

Boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites application to aircraft structural design, discussing flight test and developmental programs, p0302 A72-26234

Surface integrity machining practices application to jet engine production, noting weight reduction and process selection and quality control improvement [ASM PAPER W 72-27,2] p0319 A72-28063

Worldwide satellite navigation system for precise position and velocity of military aircraft, ships, and ground vehicles, p0345 A72-28758

Slat Visual Range Approach light Contact Weight Measurement System utilizing state of art technology for airport applications, p0347 A72-28848

High cruise altitude operational advantages for commercial transport aircraft utilizing technological innovations in structures, propulsion, controls, avionics and aerodynamics, p0399 A72-28875

Long range transport aircraft structures and composite materials technology for airplane and engine systems [IAIA PAPER 72-352] p0350 A72-28955

Hovercraft state of development and utilization potential, comparing performance to other transportation modes, p0361 A72-30818

Navy program for composites technology development in aircraft structures, discussing design, reliability, and cost [ASME PAPER 72-DE-3] p0362 A72-30860

Time/frequency technology application to reliable aircraft collision avoidance system, discussing precision time ordered techniques, frequency control and synchronization and flying clocks, p0396 A72-37072

Flexible wing applications to passenger and cargo transport, discussing gliding and soaring sport, emergency use, powered flight, rocket payload recovery, etc, p0406 A72-33142

S-64 Skycrane helicopter current and anticipated applications in commerce and industry, considering logistics operations in ecologically sensitive or rugged areas, bridge construction, etc, p0406 A72-33185

F-100 and F-14 turbofan engine design and development for F-15 and F-16, discussing impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder metallurgy and metal composites, etc, p0462 A72-34390

Economic impact of applying advanced technologies to transport airplanes. [IAIA PAPER 72-758] p0499 A72-30126

Advanced technology applications to present and future transport aircraft, [IAIA PAPER 72-759] p0510 A72-40051

Boron fiber reinforced composites technology assessment and utilization, stressing cost reduction [IAIA PAPER 72-350] p0554 A72-41155

Solutions to transportation problems using time/frequency technology, p0606 A72-04649

Control configured fighter and bomber aircraft based on flight control technology, discussing development programs, p0616 A72-45386

Cryogenic and liquid metal technology applications in industry and for ground transportation [NASA-TP-F-68922] p0486 A72-27737

Technical utilization and transfer of chemical discoveries to solving aeronautical problems [NASA-TP-F-62186] p0587 A72-31144

TELECOMMUNICATION

AT AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION

AT BROADCASTING

AT COLOR TELEVISION

AT DATA LINKS

AT GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

AT MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION

AT PULSE COMMUNICATION

AT RADIO COMMUNICATION

AT RADIO TELEMETRY

AT SATELLITE TELEVISION

AT SPACE COMMUNICATION

AT SPACECRAFT ANTENNAS

AT SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION

AT TELEMETRY

AT TRANSOCEANIC COMMUNICATION

AT VOICE COMMUNICATION

Evaluation of airway operations systems in Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, and Thailand with proposed courses of action, equipment
Temperature Fields

Heat transfer effects on reentry vehicle surfaces boundary layer stability and aerodynamic characteristics, noting stall angle reduction and drag increase from wind tunnel tests, AIAA Paper 72-960 [p0492 A72-37746].

Two-dimensional model for thermal compression studying temperature response of metal plate to steady electric arc for determining possible
damage to aircraft structures by lightning D180-14130 [p0203 W7-15962].

Effect of high temperature hydraulic fluid on operation of control surface servovalves installed on T-38 aircraft AD-734259 [p0271 W7-19042].

Temperature fields and temperature distribution

Temperature gradients

Horizontal temperature variations relation to stratospheric CAT based on U-2 flight data p0228 A72-22438.

Lower stratospheric turbulence and horizontal temperature gradients from FB-57T aircraft meteorological measurements p0389 A72-28864.

Numerical analysis of convective heat transfer within aircraft structure cavities for various conditions of flow FIA27-REPT-71 [p0113 W7-13913].

Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradient measurements for supersonic transport flights WRC-12310 [p0159 W7-14379].

Temperature Indicators

U agreeing instruments

Temperature measuring instruments

Temperature environments

Temperature indications

Temperature measuring instruments

Temperature inversion

Temperature strain

Temperature measurements

Gas turbine blade temperature measurement by radiation pyrometer, discussing thermal radiation sensing and fiber optics transmission, signal processing and real time temperature characteristic display SAE Paper 720159 [p0136 A72-19721].

Nozzle shape, temperature, and velocity effects on free hypersonic jet exhaust properties p0029 W7-10013.

Development of radiation pyrometer techniques for measuring first stage blade temperature in gas turbine engines AD-730871 [p0170 W7-15449].

Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned, impingement and film cooled turbine blade in four vanes static cascade NASA-TM-X-24771 [p0174 W7-15999].

Development and evaluation of fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensors WIL-TR-265 [p0488 W7-27428].

Infrared photographic apparatus and rotating systems for measuring surface temperature of turbine vanes and blades NASA-TM-X-68100 [p0575 W7-30247].

Temperature measuring instruments

Optical pyrometers

Radiation pyrometers

No destructive tests of fuel filters and other turbine parts, using thermography AD-783081 [p0591 W7-31787].

Temperature pyrometers

Temperature measurement instruments

Temperature profiles

High level Canberra flight for three dimensional picture of wind and temperature fields, showing CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight A-426 A72-13414.
Automated meteorological telemetry and interrogation response system with terminal extensions for Paris airport

Statistical characteristics of range-guard intrusions and airspace collision conflicts in terminal area

Newark airport program, discussing land preparation, public facilities, terminal area, building design, support systems, organization and scheduling

FAA air traffic control automation program, describing enroute and terminal ATC systems implementation

Lounge planning model for airport terminal design, simulation, taking into account scheduled arrivals and departures, aircraft types, passenger numbers, gate assignments, etc

British regional airports development, discussing terminal facilities for scheduled and nonscheduled air carriers on domestic and international routes

STOL aircraft systems development coordination, considering vehicle design, airport facilities and related ground environment, transportation nodes interface and airspace management

ATC systems, discussing flight data and radar processing functions and terminal automation program

Trends in civil ATC discussing plans to increase terminal capacity, surveillance system and use of multiple synchronous satellites for ocean travel efficiency improvement

Hierarchical system of helicopter service terminals, calculating passenger lots for single and multiloop arrangements under given stochastic input conditions

Airline maintenance program and facilities for Boeing 747 aircraft based on optimized service concept

Terminal handling environment and air cargo requirements for noncontainerized freight

Major civil airport development plan, discussing traffic forecasts, runways, noise, airspace capacity, access systems, freight installations, maintenance facilities, navigational aids, buildings, etc

Major civil airport passenger and cargo terminal complex design and layout planning, discussing various facilities and equipment requirements

STOL aircraft for civil transport applications, considering optimum design concepts, noise reduction and terminal facility requirements

Passenger transfer in airports with total separation between aircraft and passenger buildings for independent functioning, noting Dulles Airport mobile lounges

Airport planning requirements - An airline view.

Airport terminal design - The passenger's point of view.

STOL airports planning objectives, discussing ground and airspace congestion relief, terminal locations, flight safety and community acceptance

Kansan City International Airport facilities and features, discussing decentralized passenger processing system

Planning model for German air transport.

Atlanta airport redesign and expansion program, including runway reconfiguration taxiway

relocation and passenger and cargo terminal systems improvement to relieve connection

Boeing 747 aircraft impact on Chicago O'Hare airport design criteria, noting future terminal facilities planning

Application of optimization techniques to near terminal area sequencing and flow control.

An investigation of vehicle dependent aspects of terminal area ATC operation.

Critical assessment of air transport planning for German Federal Republic, advocating decentralized concept of major air terminals for intercontinental hub and spoke traffic

Air freight ground handling and distribution terminal facilities and methods, discussing future technical and organizational developments for efficient handling of increased traffic volume

Frankfurt/Main international airport central terminal facilities, describing efficiency oriented volume processing and baggage handling and links to rail and road nets

Data/Sweden/ regional airport, describing planning and financing, approach lighting, TLS system and facilities for tourist traffic and industrial development

Systems approach to airport passenger terminal planning.

International and regional scheduled air traffic terminals, discussing general aviation airport concept, characteristic objectives and operational aspects, discussing ATC, safety and noise problems

Airport power supply system to meet increased load terminal demands, describing main and emergency standby network layout and equipment

Analysis of causes for air carrier delays in operations at major airports and recommendations to alleviate sources of delay

Development and characteristics of microwave scanning beam instrument landing system for short takeoff and landing aircraft and airports

Congressional legislation concerning safety improvements for airports in Appalachian area

Investigation of landing accident of DC-9 commercial aircraft at Louisville, Kentucky, September 8, 1970

Development and evaluation of off-airport satellite terminal concepts with emphasis on time and cost impedances

Development of criteria for evaluating airport traffic levels to determine eligibility for installation of visual flight rules towers

Reviews of air traffic control research activities

Computer simulation to determine capacity of air terminal for short takeoff and landing intra-urban air rapid transit system

Numerical analysis of flight planning and air traffic control procedures for civil aviation

Survey and potential operational requirements for short takeoff aircraft in terminal area

Survey of passive and passive techniques for detecting and measuring presence and intensity of wingtip vortices generated in airport areas

Bibliography of reports and simulation models describing air traffic control procedures for all phases of aircraft operation

A-627
Development of Aircraft guidance systems for high density terminal area surveillance [DOT-TSC-FAA-72-26] p0339 N72-21628
Development of modes of airport airspace systems to simulate aircraft operations and controller functions in terminal area [PB-207502] p0339 N72-21634
Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as related to air traffic operations [AD-735216] p0372 N72-22603
Forecasts of instrument flight rules air traffic controlled by FAA center for determining requirements for airspace, facilities, and equipment [REPT-72-00186] p0376 N72-22646
Development of computer-oriented systems for application to solution of air traffic control and terminal area guidance problems [NASA-TN-6733] p0382 N72-23047
Criteria for installation of instrument landing systems and effects of siting on operation of system [DOT-FAA-6750.16] p0423 N72-24338
Requirements for channel splitting to accommodate increased VHF omni range navigation instrument landing systems, and distance measuring equipment facilities [PAPM-54-71/602-37] p0436 N72-25602
Simulation study of airspace control corridor for Boston terminal area [AD-739130] p0472 N72-26526
Analysis of terminal area flight procedures and air routes for supersonic transport aircraft on transatlantic flights from Kennedy International Airport, New York [NASA-TN-D-6801] p0477 N72-27010
Transportation planning for airports and other intercity terminals [PB-207502] p0463 N72-27280
Characteristics and operation of air traffic control system installed at O'Hare airports [JPRS-55463] p0486 N72-27705
Mathematical models for determining effects of voice communication constraints on air traffic control in terminal control sector [P0517 N72-28171
Analysis of interrelationships of ground transportation systems and air terminal facilities in San Francisco, California area [PB-207502] p0518 N72-28258
Evaluation of visual approach system to determine improvements resulting from change in color density and base of transition zone [FAA-AD-72-91] p0590 N72-31654
Design of automatic ground control system for controlling aircraft arriving in random fashion at terminal areas [NASA-CH-128298] p0630 N72-32639
Development and evaluation of equipment and automation proposed for air traffic control systems for late 1970 and 1980 time period [AD-746355] p0630 N72-32645
Analysis of operational factors affecting implementation of short haul air transportation system using short takeoff and landing aircraft [AD-745283] p0641 N72-33040
TERMINAL GUIDANCE
Terrain clearance during descent and approach of aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum profile, ATC, navails and rules p0002 N72-10183
Operational requirements of instrument landing systems, interferometers, correlation protected instruments, landing guidance systems and navigation aids p0056 N72-13421
Terminal area air traffic guidance and control, discussing automation, all-weather precision approach and landing and failure detection p0066 N72-14817
Aircraft terminal guidance nonlinear feedback control law, deriving maximum principle by digital computer program p0183 N72-19287
Hybrid area navigation and microwave instrument landing systems, discussing approach control and terminal guidance p0398 N72-32206
Microscopic landing system effect on the flight guidance and control system. [IAIA PAPER 72-755] p0510 N72-40057
Characteristics and prospects for a new landing guidance system p0547 N72-60293
Terminal airspace navigation and aircraft ground handling control, discussing air traffic controllers and pilots functions in context of workload and automation p0589 N72-40546
Automatic landing and microwave guidance system potential p0551 N72-40172
Terminal guidance system for guiding aircraft into preselected altitude and/or heading at terminal [NASA-CASE-PBC-10049-11] p0339 N72-21632
TERMINAL SYSTEMS (DIGITAL) U DIGITAL SYSTEMS
TERRAIN
Terrain clearance during descent and approach of aircraft under radar control, discussing optimum profile, ATC, navails and rules p0002 N72-10183
TERRAIN ANALYSIS
Sensors for data acquisition systems for earth observations by spacecraft or aircraft [NASA-TR-X-62197] p0027 N72-18199
Side-looking radar for multispectral terrain imaging p0534 N72-29335
TERRAIN FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
Flight testing of Iray helicopters terrain following and/or avoidance systems concepts for operational capability, performance and cost evaluation p0124 N72-16658
Flight test evaluation of a forward looking radar system for search and rescue applications [AHS PREPRINT 63J] p0486 N72-34949
Automatic structural mode control system with aerodynamic vanes for B-1 strategic bomber turbulence excitation during low altitude terrain following missions [AIAA PAPER 72-772] p0499 N72-38132
Terrain avoidance radar for US Army rotary wing aircraft p0083 N72-11927
TERRITORIAL MAGNETISM U GAZONOMAGNETIS
TEST BODIES U TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST CHARBERS NET AEROMIC CHARBERS
Low temperature environmental chamber for P-111 proof load testing, describing components of cold air forced convection recirculation system with liquid nitrogen injection p0402 N72-32612
TEST EQUIPMENT
Metal fatigue damage nondestructive testing, discussing inspection methods, equipment, advantages, limitations and test results [AD-741977] p0020 N72-12948
Surface active agent detection by device using ultrasonic vibrating mechanism to emulsify water with fuel, determining water retention or turbidity by photoelectric cell p0062 N72-14917
Arnold Engineering Development Center turbine engine testing facilities and techniques for flight conditions and environment simulation, air/fuel flow and thrust measurement, etc [ASME PAPER 72-WA/GT-8] p0116 N72-15901
Computer controlled production test system for airborne phased array modules, describing various measurement capabilities p0120 N72-16417
Hydraulic tank application to internal flow visualization in turbomachinery, describing test equipment and methods used for axial flow model test data [ASME PAPER 71-WA/GT-7] p0281 N72-28068
Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness evaluation and improvement, considering survivable accident conditions, equipment and testing methods [SAE PAPER 720232] p0290 N72-25586
VFR 614 twin jet transport aircraft flight test program, detailing general task plan, test
equipments and test schedule

Airborne external instrumentation pod containing In scanner and associated test equipment for land and water surveys

International Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, 10th, Miami, May 15-17, 1972, Proceedings.

Analysis of facilities, equipment, and tools to maintain large commercial aircraft

Design, construction, and capabilities of wind tunnels used for aerodynamic research by private and governmental agencies in the US - Vol. 1

U.S. TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS

Testing techniques for service testing of aircraft and airborne equipment to meet military requirements

Development and evaluation of built-in test equipment for aircraft systems

Method for evaluating liquid pump operational and functional performance characteristics

Proceedings of conferences on applications of laser technology for aerodynamic measurements

PAEEM 3 - Numerical PCM recording system for use in aircraft flight tests

Characteristics of wind tunnels at Naval research center and associated test support equipment and facilities

Design of height control test equipment for V/STOL aircraft

TEST FACILITIES

NT AERODYNAMIC CHAMBERS

NT BALLISTIC RANGES

NT BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS

NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS

NT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES

NT HYPERSPEED WIND TUNNELS

NT LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS

TEST FACILITIES

NT LOH SPEED WIND TUNNELS

NT SHOCK TUNNELS

NT SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS

NT TEST STANDS

NT TRANSonic WIND TUNNELS

NT WIND TUNNELS

Wind tunnel model instrumentation and captive trajectory facilities for aircraft stability, control and metric wing-pylon store tests for performance and structural predictions

Automated jet engine development facility, discussing assembly and test area and computer controlled operation of climatic hangar

USAF small gas turbine test complex, discussing machinery, equipment, simulated testing, altitude chambers and instrumentation

Arnold Engineering Development Center turbine engine testing facilities and techniques for flight conditions and environment simulation, air/fuel flow and thrust measurement, etc

Jet engine test facilities for JT9D experimental and production models

Cascading turbomachine blades vibration measurement in supersonic and sonic high temperature gas flows, describing test facility

Multiple swept-stroke flange technique to test lightning effects on aircraft

Lightning simulation laboratory for aircraft strike testing, using high energy generators

Test facility design for aircraft crashworthiness evaluation and improvement, considering survivable accident surrounding conditions

equipment and testing methods

Test facility for aircraft and spacecraft antennas radiation patterns and optimal installation determination

Rotating airfoil experimental test program for verification of Wissman and Dwyer-McCroskey theoretical analysis, presenting graphs of lift coefficient vs angle of attack

Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible wing two body system

Aircraft flight test facilities deficiencies and modernization impediments, recommending integrated facility research program establishment

Advanced fighter controls flight simulator for all-systems compatibility testing

Aerodynamic test facility data on supersonic peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic flow, discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels development

Some results from tests in the "NAB high Reynolds number test facility on shockless and other airfoils"

National aerospace R & D facilities - requirements, establishing priority order for V/STOL, aeropropulsion systems, high Reynolds number, large transonic and true-temperature hypersonic test facilities

High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel facility /NIPF/ for improved aerodynamic testing of modern combat and commercial aircraft performance, assessability and handling qualities

Digital computer equipped facility for training simulators environmental simulation capability testing, describing electronics interface, control and display equipment

Test facilities for aeropropulsion systems, emphasizing utilization, cost and technical advantages, aircraft center-engine systems compatibility and test types

Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of aircraft at high Reynolds numbers

Minimum level of Reynolds number for reliable flow simulation in transonic test facilities

High Reynolds number aerodynamic ground testing by moving test specimens on rocket sleds

System to obtain on-line graphic displays for time sharing computer in aerodynamic test facility

Inventory of facilities for conducting acceleration, environmental, impact, structural shock, heat, vibration, and noise tests - Vol. 3

Inventory of aeronautical test facilities for air breathing engines

Test methods for infrared suppressors to determine their effectiveness in masking aircraft infrared emissions

Tabulation and description of facilities available in government and industry for real-time engineering flight simulation

Modification of turbine engine test cell to provide simulated altitude icing conditions and 1200 pound per second air flow

Development of methods for conducting climatic tests with emphasis on design, construction, and operation of climatic hangar
Turbine engine test facility with digital system for advanced control and performance studies [NASA CR-1955]...

**Vibration measurements on walls of turbojet test...**

**Open-air jet engine test stand for flame...**

**Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic...**

**Designing TF-31 mixer exhaust nozzle to reduce...**

**TF-34 engine**

**Flight test investigation of the aerodynamic...**

**Environmental impact statement on proposed...**

**FLIGHT TESTS**

**SUBJECT INDEX**

18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours before 1973 operability

Automated telemetry system providing real-time analytical capability and reduction of flight test time for P-14

Gas turbine engine hot part equivalent tests and duration determination by analytical method based on Larson-Miller parametric description of stress rupture strength

A stability analysis for tethered aerodynamically shaped balloons.

Stability and damping characteristics of tethered balloon systems, using computer programs for IBM 360

**TETHERING**

Tethered flying rotor platform for reconnaissance, fire control and radio transmission assignments in naval missions, discussing system characteristics

**TETHERLINES**

Tethered autostabilized rotor platform for military surveillance, target location and communication, discussing flight vehicle, tethering cable, ground station and guidance-control system

**TEXTILES**

Materials and design for textile mechanical elements in aerospace parachute systems

**TP-30 ENGINE**

Gas generator performance shifts involving military trim level variations by TP-30 engines in high relative humidity environment caused by condensation in inlet duct

**TF-34 ENGINE**

Designing TP-34 power exhaust nozzle to reduce noise generated by impingement of exhaust on STOL wing flap

Quiet nacelle for suppressing noise in TF-3B turbofan engine

High bypass turbofan engines, based on TF-38, in heavily sound-suppressed nacelles studied for STOL commercial aircraft

**T-55 HELICOPTER**

Fligh test investigation of the aerodynamic behavior of various-sized stabilizers on a small helicopter.

**THEOREMS**

**THEORETICAL PHYSICS**

**THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS**

Low conductivity insulating coating (quartz) applied to Stolz barrier/cool gas turbine engine with high pressure ratio and inlet temperature

Development and evaluation of cooling systems and materials for controlling structural temperature of turbine engines

**THERMAL CURRENTS**

**U CONVECTIVE FLOW**
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS
Aircraft power plants sealing materials,
emphasizing porous ceramic seals heat resistance under thermal cyclic load.
p0147 A72-18658
Pipe joint flexible metal seal development and testing for Concorde Olympus 593 under thermal and pressure cycle.
p0199 A72-21938
Two dimensional elastoplastic finite element analysis of structural members under cyclic thermal-mechanical loadings.
[ASME PAPER 72-GT-1] p0292 A72-25604
Aircraft engine components fatigue life assessment under small cycle temperature conditions, including temperature field and stress-strain determination in critical spot.
p0358 A72-30279
Investigating failure of gas turbine vanes under influence of thermal cycling in simulated modes of engine start-up and shut down.
p0426 N72-26815
Fatigue tests of supersonic transport structures with emphasis on thermal cycle.
p0539 N72-25896

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION
U FTIBOLYSIS
THERMAL EFFECTS
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
THERMAL EFFICIENCY
U THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
THERMAL EMISSION
High resolution observation of stratospheric submillimeter thermal emission spectrum by helium-cooled infrared electron bolometer on board Comet 28 aircraft.
p0245 A72-25023
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion and curing shrinkage of epoxy resin mortars for airfield.
pavements.
[AD-742212] p0576 N72-30257
THERMAL FATIGUE
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as function of material.
p0014 A72-11373
Development of sprayable urethane sealant for protection of heated areas on aircraft structures.
[AD-72552] p0035 N72-10489
Design and tests of two simulation systems for liquid methane fuel tanks for supersonic cruise aircraft.
[ NASA-CR-120930] p0473 N72-26545
Flight recorder insulation and thermal protection for record tapes from crash fires.
[PA-HA-72-491] p0633 N72-12937
THERMAL NOISE
Noise dynamics of aircraft-autopilot closed loop system under influence of atmospheric turbulence and electric circuitry thermal noise.
p0781 A72-18990
THERMAL POLLUTION
Heat transfer research review, discussing gas turbine, aerodynamics, aeronautics, nuclear power, thermal pollution and controlled fusion challenges.
p0236 A72-23680
Environment pollution of turbine engine aircraft.
p0270 N72-19030
THERMAL POWER
U THERMOGENERATORS
THERMAL PROPERTIES
U THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
THERMAL PROTECTION
Thin wall airframe wire insulation relative thermal life and temperature rating evaluation procedure using Arrhenius plot.
p0233 A72-21270
Lightweight fire resistant plastic foams for thermal protection of reentry vehicles and aircraft structures.
[ NASA-CASE-ARC-10160-1] p0326 N72-20767
Thermal aspects of using filamentary carbon-reinforced materials for airframes on atmospheric entry spacecraft.
[SP-72-852-0015] p0435 N72-25942
THERMAL RADIATION
Aircraft gas turbine engines environmental effects, considering thermal radiation, acoustic emissions and exhaust gases in relation to supersonic cycle design parameters.
p0602 A72-40296
THERMAL RADIO EMISSION
U THERMAL EMISSION
THERMAL REACTORS
Transoceanic helium cooled thermal reactor powered air cushion freighter of gross weight 5000 metric tons, discussing design and performance characteristics.
p0062 A72-19434
THERMAL RESISTANCE
Aircraft power plants sealing materials, emphasizing porous ceramic seals heat resistance under thermal cyclic load.
p0147 A72-18658
THERMAL SHIELDING
U HEAT SHIELDING
THERMAL SHOCK
Thermal shock fatigue tests on aircraft gas turbine engine inlet nozzles, showing cracks as function of material.
p0014 A72-11373
Aircraft gas turbine engines synthetic lubricants thermal stability characteristics, describing coke deposition test apparatus and results.
[ASME PREPRINT 72-AFM 14] p0350 N72-28971
Assessment of high temperature stability of synthetic lubricants for aircraft gas turbines.
p0505 N72-11695
Thermal stability of trimethyl propane ester lubricating oil for aircraft engines.
p0505 N72-11699
Thermally stable laminating resins based on addition-type polyisocyanate polymerization.
[NASA-CR-72984] p0260 N72-18584
Trace amounts of fuel-soluble metal compounds affecting thermal stability of lubricants.
[AD-736475] p0340 N72-21813
THERMAL STRESSES
Thermal radial stresses in axial compressor disk-to-drum transition areas of operating AH-3 aircraft engine.
p0014 A72-11374
Aircraft gas turbine rotating disks thermal and mechanical stresses under variable thermal conditions, describing test assembly.
p0114 A72-11637
Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of refrigeration with composite model to study transient thermal stresses in wing rib.
p0362 A72-39097
Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing assemblies and continuous analysis via matrix displacement method.
p0413 A72-37791
Strength of a cylindrical shell of variable thickness located in a temperature field.
p0597 A72-83653
THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS
U NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES
THERMIONICS
U APPLICATION OF THERMISTOR MASS FLOW RATE SENSOR TO AIRCRAFT METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
[AD-736152] p0338 N72-21622
THERMOELECTRICITY
U AEROSHELLASTICITY
U THERMOPHYSICS
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Corrosion of high temperature gas turbine blade

A-431
emphasis on use of random process techniques and
digital data reduction methods
[ NASA-CN-114423 ]

THREE DIHENSIONAL LAYERS
Optimal design of thin walled minimum weight
aircraft shell structures, using linear
programming
p0264 N72-18909

THIN SHELLS
Adhesive bonding of L-1011 body shell panels for
improved fatigue strength and corrosion resistance
p0351 A72-29143

THIN WALLS
Calculation of a thin-walled small-aspect-ratio
wing beyond the limit of proportionality
p0598 A72-43544

THREE WINGS
Numerical solution method for laminar, time
dependent and three dimensional boundary layer
increasing lift and Reynolds number effects on
bind tunnel tests to determine low speed
Circular jet discharging perpendicular to solid
surface into transverse flow, discussing effects
on infinitely thin circular wing aerodynamic
characteristics
p0126 A72-16707

THREE WING
Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of
perfect incompressible fluid around wing of
finite span with arbitrary form
p0071 A72-15558

THREE WINGS
THREE DIHENSIONAL FLOW
Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion
intake systems, reviewing computing techniques
for interfering inviscid flow fields
p0044 A72-32826

Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent
boundary layer on end wall of axis flow
compressor cascade passage under adverse
pressure gradients
p0045 A72-32801

Thin wing harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow,
developing analytical form of kernel function in
generalized Possio integral equation
p0246 A72-25118

Three component shock tunnel strain gage balance
for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin delta
wings
p0614 A72-45378

Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule
of transonic small disturbance potential equation
for flow about swept wings
p0414 A72-34053

Three-dimensional roll-controlled missile
trajectory model for simple time-sharing digital
or analog simulation, using wind-to-inertial
axis transformation
p0011 A72-10964

Three dimensional boundary layer separation on
slender bodies, delta wings and propulsion
intake systems, reviewing computing techniques
for interfering inviscid flow fields
p0044 A72-32826

Difference equations and relaxation methods
for three dimensional transonic flow field about
wings in terms of velocity potential
p0128 A72-16843

Three dimensional velocity field excitation by
thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow,
deriving function in semispace to satisfy
boundary constrained wave equation
p0141 A72-18111

Subsonic three dimensional potential flow
computational method lifting aerodynamic
configurations analysis and design
p0180 A72-18958

Three dimensional disturbance over airfoil shape
extension of turbulent boundary layer computer
models to finite span with arbitrary form
p0156 N72-14224

Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional
flow distribution during stall development on
rotary wing profiles
p0200 A72-11904

Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithms for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
transonic small disturbance potential equation
for flow about swept wings
p0158 N72-16308

Three dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113

Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional
flow distribution during stall development on
rotary wing profiles
p0200 A72-11904

Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithms for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
transonic small disturbance potential equation
for flow about swept wings
p0158 N72-16308

Three-dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113

Three dimensional boundary layer calculations
for flow about swept wings
p0045 A72-32801

Three dimensional, structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows.

Three dimensional shock wave configurations in
front of cylindrical body on supersonic wing or
of fluid jet injected into main supersonic flow,
examining high pressure gradient regions
p0611 A72-45113
THRESHOLD LOGIC

MULTIPLEX ELECTROHYDRAULIC SYSTEM FOR AIRCRAFT FLY
BY WIRE ACTUATORS WITH MAJORITY VOTING AND
STATOR PRESSURE, DISCUSSING FREQUENCY RESPONSE
AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

THRUSTING

AERODYNAMIC THRUSTING EFFECT DUE TO AIR JET FLOW
INTERACTION IN THRUST REGION OF MAINSTREAM TWO
DIMENSIONAL NOZZLE FLOW

MILITARY JET ENGINES CENTRIPLE PUMP POWER
REQUIREMENTS FOR THRUSTED OPERATION, TESTING
PRESSURE STABILITY IMPROVEMENT AT LOW FLOW RATES

INLET THRUST CENTRIPLE FUEL PUMPS FOR JET
ENGINE Augmentation, Discussing Design Features,
Performance, Noise, Life and Reliability

Development and Evaluation of an Energy-Oriented
Guidance Logic for Air Combat Models

THREAT CONTROL

AIRCRAFT INTEGRATED LANDING APPROACH FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEMS WITH ELEVATOR AND THRUST CONTROL
COUPLING TO AIRCRAFT STABILITY CONTROL

V/STOL WEAPON SYSTEM WJ-101 DESIGN, DISCUSSING ONE
AXIS ROCKING DEVICE, SUSPENSION STRUCTURE AND
LOERING FLIGHT THRUST CONTROL

Evaluation of Thrust Magnitude Control for Bomber
Defensive Missiles

THREAT LOADS

V/STOL VEHICLE SYSTEM THRUST AND POWER
REQUIREMENTS PREDICTION BY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
WITH DIVISION OF NEAR AND FAR FLOW fields

THREAT MEASUREMENT

The Development of Dynamic Flight Test Techniques
for the Extraction of Aircraft Performance

ASSESSMENTS OF AIRCRAFT ENGINE THRUST
MEASUREMENT USING DRAG CHUTES

Automatic thrust control system for transport
aircraft engines which limits maximum thrust
level position by pressure ratio

Threshold measurement interpretation for V/STOL
models and transition performance of lift fan
configurations

THREAT REVERSAL

Optimal reversion coefficient determination for
passenger aircraft engine thrust reversal

Optimal thrust reversing in pursuit evasion games
between two aircraft in horizontal plane,
considering cost functions and termination
criteria

Norway generated by STOL core-thrust reversers

A method for increasing thrust reverser
utilization on STOL aircraft

Design and aerodynamic performance of clamshell
target thrust reverser

Noise generated by model Y-gutter and
semicylindrical target-type thrust reversers

Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of
in-flight thrust reverser on stability and
control characteristics of single-engine fighter

THREAT VECTORIZATION

Air-to-air mass gaverability of aircraft capable of
in-flight thrust vectoring, indicating improved
deceleration, normal acceleration g-force, and
then rate

Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid
V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vectoring
management, lift engine bypass ratio and power
plant packaging design

STOL TRANSPORT STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVE
PREDICTION METHODS AND ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS

Carrier two seat aircraft design, performance,
weapon systems, thrust vectoring and combat
characteristics comparison with other

Lateral flight path control during aircraft
landing in unit cross-winds by lateral thrust
deflection, discussing design optimization

Threshold stand for evaluation of thrust vectoring
nozzle performance

SUBJECT INDEX

thickness to determine lubrication of turbine
engine thrust bearings at high temperatures

THRUST BEARINGS

X-RAY MEASUREMENTS OF ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC FILM
Influence of engine design and thrust vector control on transition characteristics of VTOL transport aircraft. [NASA-TT-F-14059] p0151 N72-13933
Advantages of thrust vectoring in manned air combat simulation. p0210 N72-16699
Rapid mixing nozzles, thrust vector control, and thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft. [NASA-TN-D-6631] p0211 N72-16699
Development of thrust control system for application to control of aircraft and spacecraft. [NASA-CASE-MC-13397-1] p0436 N72-25595
Development and evaluation of variable direction thruster for application to helicopter rotors based on bidirectional jet flap device. [NASA-TR-R-62152] p0464 N72-26010

THREAT-WEIGHT RATIO
High turbine entry temperature effects on gas turbine engine specific power and fuel consumption, noting thrust/weight ratio increase in turbojet and turbofan engines. p0187 A72-20311

THUNDERSTORMS
U ROCKET ENGINES
THUNDERSTORMS
Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on aircraft, engine and systems operating characteristics. p0147 A72-18500
Thunderstorm-associated aircraft mishaps related to surrounding synoptic scale meteorological conditions, discussing storm interior conditions, contribution to flight stability upset. p0397 N72-28851
Thunderstorm penetration by F-100 aircraft to study turbulence hazard related to updraft size and short period fluctuation-induced acceleration changes. p0347 N72-28852
Thunderstorms encounter probability at SST altitudes for selected cross country routes, using radar observation data. p0348 A72-28853
Rain size distribution and concentration in thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and 5 band radar observations. p0413 A72-33946
Wake and clear air turbulence, wind shear, upsets, thunderstorms, and turbulence mappings. [AD-73-23341] p0222 N72-17579
Correlation seasonal and diurnal variations of thunderstorm turbulence of eddies in loads with seasonal behavior of subtropical jet over Western Australia. [KETEOLD-69-D-79-1] p0372 N72-22596
Lightning triggered by man and lightning hazards. p0482 N72-27101

TILT
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
Design studies and model tests of the stowed, tilt-rotor concept. [AIAA PAPER 72-808] p0497 A72-38113
TILT WING AIRCRAFT
Wind tunnel tests to determine longitudinal control capability of four propeller, tilt wing aerodynamic configuration with cyclic pitch propellers. [AD-73-23216] p0271 N72-19040
Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of cyclic pitch propellers as low speed longitudinal control system for V/STOL tilt wing transport-type aircraft. [AD-73-30681] p0272 N72-19047
TILTED PROPELLERS
Tilt-propeller VTOL aircraft design evaluation based on aerodynamic and aerelastic model and full scale performance tests. [AIAA PAPER 72-802] p0510 A72-40054
TILTING
U ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
TILTING MOTORS
Tilt-propeller VTOL aircraft design evaluation based on aerodynamic and aerelastic model and full scale performance tests. [AIAA PAPER 72-803] p0510 A72-40054
Helicopter development, discussing articulated, rigid, tilt and stowed rotors, compound helicopters, rotor drives, flight control and avionics systems. p0161 A72-45558
Parametric design studies and aerodynamic characteristics of stowed tilt rotor concept for composite aircraft. [AD-72-9427] p0152 N72-13998
Blade stress analysis, wind tunnel models, and test procedures for investigating conversion process of folding tilt-rotor aircraft. [AD-73-7533] p0334 N72-21028
Structure and aerodynamic prediction techniques applied to stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 8. [AD-73-6021] p0566 N72-22011
Value engineering report on design and evaluation of stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 9. [AD-73-6022] p0570 N72-22035
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of nonarticulated folding tilt rotor mounted on semispan wing - Vol. 4. [AD-73-5612] p0380 N72-22999
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with simulation of free flight conditions - Vol. 6. [AD-73-5631] p0380 N72-23005
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of powered tilt-rotor aircraft under conditions of hover, transition, and cruise - Vol. 5. [AD-73-6824] p0419 N72-28001
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects created by rotor spinup, stopping, and folding on semispan tilt-rotor model - Vol. 7. [AD-72-6825] p0419 N72-28002
Procedures for reduction of noise generated by tilt-rotor aircraft during takeoff and landing phases of flight by flight path control. [NASA-CT-2034] p0467 N72-26025

TINDBER INVENTORY
Radar altimeters and large scale aerial photography for forest inventory. p0566 N72-31147
SITE
MT DOWNTIME
MT FLIGHT TIME
MT WTR
MT TESTING TIME
TIME CONSTANT
Time constant of aircraft gas turbine engines gas temperature regulating system, using two thermocouples with different rise times. p0351 A72-29138
TIME DELAY
U TIME LAG
TIME DEPENDENCE
Aircraft and other transient noise levels temporal characteristics effect on noise assessment. p0669 A72-14843
Numerical solution method for laminar, time dependent and three dimensional boundary layer equations, applying to rotating flat plate in forward flight. [AIAA PAPER 72-109] p0133 A72-165942
Two spool gas turbine engine characteristics with speed reduction, determining time dependence of turbocompressor rps, gas temperature and engine power. p0233 A72-23185
Time/frequency techniques in land, sea and air transportation environments, discussing characterization and electronic traffic control system applications. p0396 A72-32073
Optimally sensitive adaptive control techniques for systems with unknown time-varying parameters, suggesting applicability to ATC. p0380 A72-37289
Motion stability of inertial navigation gyroscoptic system with gyro horizon compass, noting constant and time dependent coefficients of motion equations. p0490 A72-37320
Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters applied to VTOL aircraft

Application of a time-dependent boundary-layer analysis to the problem of dynamic stall

Time dependent method to calculate supercritical flow over nozzle airfoil

Time discrimination utilization in EMC, considering automatic position telemetering system using time division technique

Aircraft FDM and TDM systems, considering signal processing, cable requirements, and applications to aircraft weapon systems and telemetry

Evaluation of technological risk areas of time/frequency air traffic control system

Evaluation of time division multiplexing system for helicopter rotor tests

Parachute opening shock and filling time calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air mass and effective porosity time functions, using momentum and continuity equations

Stalled blade rows dynamic performance in terms of blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary layer-caused time delay

Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic response at supersonic speeds, noting application to stress estimation under gust loads

Flap-lag induced nonlinear oscillations in torsionally rigid helicopter blade, solving nonlinear equations of motion by multiple time scales asymptotic expansion

Control and modeling systems with distributive parameters and time delays

Parachute opening shock and filling time calculation based on aerodynamic drag, air mass and effective porosity time functions, using momentum and continuity equations

Ribbon parachutes drop tests at Mach 0.57-1.70, measuring opening shock loads and functioning time sequence

Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind tunnel measurements with IBM 7040 computer as central processor

Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind tunnel measurements with IBM 7040 computer as central processor

Time measurement devices

UHF fixed markers

UHF mobile markers

Titanium alloys

Compressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin

Forging techniques and applications for Ti alloy bulkhead production, considering use of 8-1 bomber structural design

Chemical compositions, properties and heat treatment of Ti alloy airframe skin stringer panels reinforced with B-1 aircraft industry

Compressive strength of 8-1 bomber skin

Compressive strength of Ti alloy airframe skin stringer panels reinforced with B-1 composite by brazing
Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single
dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and
random gust

Torsional Vibration
Collocation method for coupled bending-bending
torsion vibrations of straight uniform
cantilever beam with asymmetric airfoil cross
section

Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its
effect on flutter.

Towed Bodies
Equilibrium configuration of cable towed in
circular path, presenting variatedualised boundary
value problem and mathematical analysis.

Towed Targets
Towed cable flight vehicle system motion in
uniform flow field, calculating equilibrium
configuration during coordinated turn from two
point boundary value problem numerical solution

Approximation for towed unbanked body lateral
stability in zero lift conditions

Traffic Control
Traffic control

Traffic Control
Traffic control
Digital computer controlled flight simulators for undergraduate pilot, electronic warfare, air-to-air combat and helicopter training

Simulated blind approach trainer for general aviation aircraft pilot training, discussing design concept and instrumentation with emphasis on components simplicity and economy

Use of fixed and moving base flight simulators for the aerodynamic design and development of the S-3 airplane

[IAA PAPER 72-764]

Digital computer equipped facility for training simulators environmental simulation capability testing, describing electronics interface, control and display equipment

TRAJECTORIES

MT ASCENT TRAJECTORIES

MT DESCENT TRAJECTORIES

MT MISSILE TRAJECTORIES

MT PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

MT REENTRY TRAJECTORIES

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

Three dimensional roll-controlled missile trajectory model for simple time-shape digital or analog simulation, using wind-to-inertial axis transformation

Computerized error function method of wreckage trajectory analysis in aircraft accident investigation, using fundamental equations of motion

Russian book on flight dynamics covering horizontal flight, takeoff, climb and landing characteristics, meteorological conditions, helicopters, trajectory problems, stability and controllability analysis, etc.

STOL aircraft mission noise takeoff trajectory determination, taking into account engine thrust and listener distance from noise source

[IAA PAPER 72-665]

Special control of spiral flight curves with the neutral and maneuver points as ultimate positions of the indifference points

[IAA PAPER 72-1392]

Allowable region of approach height and desirable approach path of aircraft for safe landing, presenting optimal control trajectories

Effects of aerodynamic coefficients, launch velocity, and burning rate on trajectory of self-suspended parachute flare

[AD-731683]

TRAJECTORY CONTROL

MT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

Optimization algorithms for jet transport aircraft, inertially based flight trajectory control in turbulent atmosphere, comparing with ILS

A versatile Kalman technique for aircraft or missile state estimation and error analysis using radar tracking data.

[IAA PAPER 72-838]

TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

Hybrid simulation of F-4 aircraft for evaluating display devices and pilot performance in manual fuel consumption optimization

[AD-731713]

Computerized simulation used to obtain time optimal trajectories for 3C, A3W aircraft

[AD-731671]

Mathematical determination of optimal range and maximum range for supersonic aircraft based on initial and final mass altitude

[NASA-TI-D-6707]

TRANSCIEVERS

MT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS

TRANSCEIVER FUNCTIONAL UNITS

MT PERIODIC FUNCTIONAL UNITS

TRANSUDERS

MT PRESSURE SENSORS

Variable impedance transducer measuring instruments for in-flight aircraft performance tests under environmental thermal effects

Evaluation of time division multiplexing system for helicopter rotor tests

[AD-740773]

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Aircraft general aerodynamics model with translational and rotational equations, considering zero sideslip and acceleration and lift bank angle transfer functions

[P0531 A72-29480]

Pilot trainer transfer function identification for zero-mach number and on-line adaptive control system using analog/hybrid computer

[D0361 A72-30721]

Determination of the operational transfer function of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

[S0602 A72-44929]

Spectral analysis of transient data applied to auto-pilot parameter studies of coupled transfer function

[AD-72020]

Numerical and experimental calculations of jet engine transfer functions

[AD-72-10501]

Control and perturbation transfer function coefficients as function of aircraft derivatives

[AD-72-13747]

Procedures for evaluating effect of transfer function zeros on transient response of aircraft and determining desirable regions of pole-zero locations

[AD-72-22010]

Importance of advanced information given to pilots considered as element in automatic control system

[AD-74-2204]

TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

MT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

MT LAPLACE TRANSFORMATIONS

MT FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS

D TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

D TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

Numerical and experimental calculations of jet engine transfer functions

[AD-72-16706]

Nonlinear algebraic transformation to determine straight line and second order curve intersection point in aircraft lofting problem

[AD-72-20742]

Basic formulations for developing coordinate transformations and equations of motion used with free flight and wind tunnel data reduction

[AD-72-26475]

TRANSFORMERS

MT INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS

Microelectronics and rotary transformers for obtaining reliable data channels in rotating shaft system

[AD-72-30776]

TELEVISION

U TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

TRANSIENT HEATING

Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of refrigeration with composite model to study transient thermal stresses in wing rib

[AD-72-30907]

TRANSIENT LOADS

MT BLAST LOADS

MT GUST LOADS

MT IMPACT LOADS

MT LANDING LOADS

MT SHOCK LOADS

Effect of transient winds on flow quality of open-circuit wind tunnel model

[AD-72-30769]

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Finite element method for determining transient response of box-type structure to traveling sonic pressure wave

[AD-72-10219]

Zero velocity lag servomechanism transient response sensitivity from intuitive approach to convolution problem, noting feedback compensation advantages in sensitivity reduction

[AD-72-20593]

Building structures response to transient pressures caused by discussing three dimensional loading effects, air cavity coupling and nonlinearities influence

[AD-72-21908]
TRANSMISSIONS (SURGES)

Subject Index

- Transient characteristics and steady state
  - off-design operation of mixed and unique type
  - turbofan engines, noting peculiarities in control characteristics

- Turbojet engines dynamic parameters experimental
determination by rpm transient response to
instantaneous fuel supply changes

- Aircraft instrumentation system accuracy relation
to aerodynamic derivatives evaluated from flight
data, proposing input and transient response
measurement system

- Sonic boom duration effects on thin circular
elastic plate transient axisymmetric vibration
via Hankel and Laplace transforms

TRANSMITTERS (SURGES)

- TRANSMITTER AMPLIFIERS
  - Single and dual gate GaAs FET integrated
    amplifiers in C band.

- TRANSMITTERS
  - RF FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
  - TRANSITION FLOW
    - Influence of design thrust and thrust vector
    - control on transient characteristics of VTOL
    - transport aircraft

- TRANSITION METALS
  - GOLD
  - IRON
  - REFRACTORY METALS
  - TUNGSTEN

- TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
  - Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes
    caused by artificial weathering noting glass
  - transition temperature and flexibility
    measurement

- TRANSLATIONAL MOTION
  - SECONDARY FLOW
  - THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

- TRANSMISSION
  - AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
  - CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
  - ELECTRIC POTENTIAL TRANSFER
  - ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE TRANSFER
  - ELECTRIC POWER TRANSFER
  - ELECTRIC RCS TRANSFER
  - ELECTRIC STRAP TRANSFER
  - ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION
  - ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
  - ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
  - ELECTRIC POTENTIAL TRANSFER
  - ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION
  - HEAT TRANSFER
  - HEAT EXCHANGE
  - HEAT SUPPLY
  - HEAT TRANSFER
  - IGNITION SYSTEM
  - LIGHT SCATTERING
  - LIGHT TRANSMISSION
  - MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
  - MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
  - MULTITUDE OF VARIABLES
  - RADIO TRANSMISSION
  - SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
  - SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
  - SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
  - SOUND TRANSMISSION
  - SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
  - TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
  - TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
  - TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
  - WAVE PROPAGATION

- TRANSMISSION LINES
  - COMMUNICATION-CABLES
  - WAVEGUIDES

- TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS
  - An all-solid-state MIC transmit-receive module.

- TRANSMITTERS
  - INSTRUMENT TRANSmitters

- TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
  - SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
  - TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT
  - SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
  - TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS
    - Transonic compressor design for minimum number of
    - stages and hub/tip ratio and maximum inlet axial
    - velocity, assuming axisymmetric flow
    - measurement

- TRANSONIC FLIGHT
  - Unsolved aerodynamic problems in sub-
  - transonic and supersonic aircraft design,
  - considering flow problems during transonic
  - flight, takeoff and landing
  - Transonic air transport design, discussing wind
    tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology,
    sonic boom avoidance, cruising speed, operating
    costs and transport family development

- TRANSONIC FLOW
  - Velocity field of sonic flow about aircraft wing
    profiles, solving mixed Cauchy problem
  - Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear
    layers, including low supersonic and transonic
    noise measurements and methods for jet noise applications
  - Difference equations and relaxation method for
    three dimensional transonic flow field about
    wings in terms of velocity potential
  - Subsonic and transonic compressible potential flow
    over nonlifting hovering helicopter rotor
    blades, calculating flow field by
three-dimensional nonlinear relaxation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 72-39] p0130 A72-16901
Finite difference method for transonic airfoil
design for wide range of angles of attack and
Reynolds numbers p0139 A72-17629
Increased Reynolds number simulation with
roughness set on aircraft model in transonic
flow, investigating flow separation by parietal
visualization technique p0140 A72-17846
Irrational two dimensional transonic flow past
symmetric profile with and without shock
Transonic flow past wing airfoils, obtaining
numerical solution by fitting mixed initial
boundary conditions p0186 A72-20068
Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in
unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part
boundary value problem for linear potential
equation p0310 A72-27545
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in
plane-parallel transonic flow, examining
damping characteristics with allowance for shock
motion caused nonlinear effects p0363 A72-31026
Transonic airfoil section design to given surface
pressure distribution, applying finite
difference procedures to transonic small
disturbance equations
[AIAA PAPER 72-679] p0414 A72-34062
Elliptic-hyperbolic relaxation algorithm for
solution to three dimensional nonlinear
Transonic small disturbance potential equation
for flow about swept wings
[AIAA PAPER 72-677] p0414 A72-34063
Computation of transonic flow about finite lifting
wings. p0450 A72-35258
Transonic viscous flow around lifting
two-dimensional airfoils.
[AIAA PAPER 72-678] p0452 A72-35479
Three-dimensional structure and equivalence rule
of transonic flows. p0507 A72-39631
Aerodynamic test facility data on swept wings,
peaky airfoils, aircraft flutter and transonic
flow, discussing shock tubes and wind tunnels
development p0509 A72-39846
New results concerning the numerical calculation
of the sonic flow around a given airfoil section
p0563 A72-42639
Scale effects in flows past swept wings at
transonic speeds p0073 A72-11855
Reynolds number effects in viscous-inviscid
interactions on transonic swept wings
p0073 A72-11856
Method for estimating transonic buffet boundary
and Reynolds number effects for straight and
swept wings p0073 A72-11857
Flow model for shock induced leading edge
dissipation transonic flow turbulence and rear separation
in low speed stall of airfoil
p0073 A72-11858
Minimum level of Reynolds number for reliable flow
simulation in transonic test facilities
Transonic wind tunnel tests of effectiveness of
high lift devices on swept and straight wings in
controlling flow separation p0074 A72-11860
Transonic wind tunnel determination of Reynolds
number effect on jet-flapped airfoil drag
divergence, pressure distribution, and buffet
onset p0074 A72-11861
Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt
trailing edge effects on drag and lift
characteristics of wing profile
Reynolds number effect on flow past body of
revolution at transonic speed
Transonic performance of double flux engine
nacelle air intake and afterbody at high
Reynolds numbers p0075 A72-11866
Measurement accuracy and flow simulation for
transonic testing in wind tunnels
Equivalent body of revolution for simulating high
Reynolds number effect on transonic flow past
two dimensional airfoil p0076 A72-11874
Hydraulic equipment for high Reynolds number
testing in transonic wind tunnel
High-pressure ratio turbojet engine simulator with
common exit nozzle and wind tunnel test results
at Mach 0.6 to 1.27
Extension of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to
transonic flow
[NASW-FWST-71-21] p0168 A72-18994
Nonlinear lift evaluated from pressure
distribution on fuselage and two body-wing
configurations in transonic flow
[NASW-FWST-71-28] p0166 A72-15011
 Boundary layers on airfoils in oblique transonic
terminal shock wave and control of shock induced
separation -- (AD-73180) p0208 A72-16227
Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic
wing profile noting shockless compression
shedding (BEP/T-10/1971) p0317 A72-19996
Wind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept
wing by two dimensional partial-span deflected
jet at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30
Supersonic wind tunnel extension for transonic
profile measurements
[DLR-MITT-72-02] p0468 A72-26113
Numerical solution for potential transonic flow
past lifting airfoil
SuperCritical airfoil profiles for improved
transonic performance in presence of jet flap
effect (AD-74036) p0583 A72-31008
Numerical computation of transonic flow around
leading edge of wing profile
[NASA-TR-R-14285] p0618 A72-32010
TRANSONIC INLETS
U SUPERSONIC INLETS
TRANSONIC SPEED
Dynamic stability, control and structural response of
transonic jet transport to atmospheric
turbulence p0119 A72-16348
Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil
at high transonic speeds, discussing
viscous-inviscid flow interaction
[AIAA PAPER 72-55] p0129 A72-16663
Study of circular arc airfoils with asymptotic
critical Mach number. I

Variable sweep wings aerodynamic characteristics in
subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight,
considering lift, drag, stability and control
p0499 A72-35704

Book - A theory of supercritical wing sections,
with computer programs and examples
p0557 A72-41534

Full-scale inlet/engine testing at high
maunewing angles at transonic velocities.
[AIAA PAPER 72-10261] p0445 A72-41604
Numerical analysis of transonic flow about thin
lifting wings and analytic expressions for far
field conditions
Wind tunnel measurements of Reynolds number effect
on force and pressure coefficients for slender
delta wing at transonic speed
p074 A72-11863
Free flight models for transonic testing at high
Reynolds numbers
Wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of AVRO 720 scale model with determination of up-elevon and leading edge notch effects. [AIAA-PAPER 72-1035]

Flow noise and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests. [NASA-CP-1160]

Scale effect in reattached, separated, and thin wake flow over airfoils at transonic speeds. [AFW-TR-71043]

Free flight stability testing at transonic speeds of Orion slender wing models with zero lift using terminal velocity technique. [ARC-CP-1174]

Noise pollution, structural failures, transonic speed engineering, and aircraft design. [NASA-TM-X-68815]

Aerodynamic characteristics and flow phenomena of supercritical wings near Mach one conditions. [NASA-TT-F-14242]

Aerodynamic performance of NACA 23031, pitching moments, and pressure distributions measurements on delta wing-body combinations at transonic speed in compressible flow. [AVA-FB-7129]

Wind tunnel tests of M2-P2 lifting body entry configuration at transonic and supersonic speeds and selected Reynolds numbers. [NASA-TM-X-2511]

Methods for simulating high level Reynolds numbers for wind tunnel model testing at transonic speed. [NASA-TT-F-14290]

Analysis of performance and economic factors involved in operation of commercial transport aircraft designed to cruise at transonic speeds. [NASA-TT-X-62566]

Structural and aerodynamic characteristics of transonic transport aircraft with supercritical wings and fuselage area ruling. [NASA-TM-X-62157]

Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating in transonic region with consideration of materials, aerodynamic configuration, and cruise speed. [NASA-TM-X-62156]

Development of local linearization and transonic equivalence rule for predicting properties of transonic flows about wing-body combinations. [NASA-CR-21053]

Flight tests to determine effects of moderate deflections of wing leading and trailing edges of F-106 aircraft buffet characteristics at subsonic and transonic speeds. [NASA-TM-X-6943]

Transonic wind tunnel design for model testing at high Reynolds numbers. [NASA-TM-X-62009]

Data and recommendations for transonic tests of inlet and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel. [NASA-TT-F-14309]

Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional flow in transonic wind tunnel. [NASA-TT-F-14316]

Wind tunnel tests of two-dimensional low Reynolds number blowdown wind tunnels for high Reynolds numbers. [NASA-CASE-JMFS-20509]

Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual system gust measuring probe. [NASA-PAPER 72-1004]

Two dimensional transonic airfoil section testing at ONERA S3R wind tunnel, comparing calculated values with AGARD calibration models test results. [DPHER-SONDDR-168]


Two dimensional transonic airfoil section testing at ONERA S3MA wind tunnel, comparing calculated values with AGARD calibration models test results. [NASA-PAPER 72-1009]

Evaluation of transonic and supersonic wind-tunnel background noise and effects of surface-pressure fluctuation measurements. [AIAA-PAPER 72-1004]

Flow quality improvements in a blowdown wind tunnel using a multiple shock test section diffuser. [NASA-PAPER 72-1003]

Application of wall corrections to transonic wind tunnel data. [NASA-PAPER 72-1009]

High Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel facility/HiRT/ for improved aerodynamic testing of modern combat and commercial aircraft. [AIAA-PAPER 72-1035]

Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable transonic wind tunnel nose. [NPL-ABRO-NOTE-1098]

Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of aircraft at high Reynolds numbers. [AGARD-CP-83-71]

Transonic wind tunnel testing for predicting flight performance characteristics of aircraft. [NASA-TH-X-67418]

Comparison of performance predictions and flight data for optimizing transonic wind tunnel design. [NASA-TH-X-67415]

Measurement accuracy and flow simulation for transonic testing in wind tunnels. [NASA-TH-X-1-67414]

Transonic wind tunnel testing requirements for simulating transonic aerodynamic data at flight Reynolds numbers. [NASA-TM-X-67414]

Methods for solving engine airplane interference and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of airplane design. [NASA-TM-X-67413]

Hydraulic equipment for high Reynolds number testing in transonic wind tunnel. [NASA-TM-X-67412]

Comparison between conventional blowdown and Ludwieg tube driven transonic wind tunnels for high Reynolds number range. [NASA-TM-X-67411]

Performance and operational characteristics of high Reynolds number blowdown and shock wind tunnels for transonic model testing. [NASA-TM-X-67410]

Transonic wind tunnel design for model testing at high Reynolds numbers. [NASA-TM-X-67409]

Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional flow distribution during stall development on rotary wing profiles. [NASA-CP-1146]

Aerodynamic testing at high Reynolds numbers and transonic speeds in NATO. [AGARD-R-588-71]

Time sharing system for teleprocessing of wind tunnel measurements with IBM 7049 computer as central processor. [NASA-PAPER 72-15486]

Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual system gust measuring probe. [NASA-PAPER 72-1004]

Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel. [NASA-TT-F-14316]

Data and recommendations for transonic tests of inlets. [NASA-PAPER 72-15486]

Wind tunnel test section for simulating high Reynolds number over transonic speed range. [NASA-CASE-NFS-20509]

Transonic and blowdown wind tunnels for high Reynolds number testing. [NASA-PAPER 72-1005]

Transonic wind tunnel calibration of dual system gust measuring probe. [NASA-PAPER 72-1004]

Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel. [NASA-PAPER 72-1004]

Aircraft transparencies from civil operator viewpoint, considering replacement cost of flight-deck and cabin windows. [NASA-CP-11464]


Structural design and optical problems of external vision and cockpit transparencies in military aircraft. [NASA-CP-11466]

Optical quality requirements for aircraft transparencies, considering resolution, haze, halation, light transmission, distortion, binocular deviation, double images, scratches and inclusions. [NASA-CP-11467]
Acrylics and polycarbonates properties in aircraft transparencies design, emphasizing cost and optical, mechanical, thermal and chemical properties

Polycarbonates applications in aircraft transparencies, discussing chemical, heat, impact and abrasion resistance, toughness and weathering

Transparent aircraft polycarbonate glazing systems shielding properties for projectile and bird impacts

Pulse coded coloring system encoding performance measurement, considering CW and pulsed interference effects and application to ATC radar beacon systems for portable quality in the air

ATC IC transponder used with secondary surveillance radar, discussing design features

Performance tests of transponders installed in commercial and general aviation aircraft to determine compliance with specifications

Minimum performance standards for airborne ATC transponder equipment for use with ATC radar beacon systems

Commercial transport market and technology forecasting, considering all-cargo, STOL, SST and CTOL aircraft

STOL transport aircraft technology assessment, analyzing airports growth problems

Industry assisted state of art assessment of high lift turbofan configurations for STOL tactical transport technology program

Mach 0.80 quiet intercity STOL transport comparison for turbofan, prop-fan and turboprop systems

Propulsion system optimization for commercial transport aircraft design under advanced transport technology study, considering impact on aircraft gross weight

Advanced technology in transport aircraft propulsion system requirements, considering design, engine performance and reliability, maintenance, airline problems, noise and pollution control

Propulsion system optimization in transonic transport aircraft design, considering macular integration, engine choice, noise attenuation and technology utilization

Flight test procedures for subsonic transport aircraft static pressure system, recompressing transonic and cleanflow control method

Externally blown flaps for STOL characteristics in demonstrating aerodynamic and flight mechanical feasibility

U.S.S.R. high-subsonic freight transport jet aircraft IL-76 for arctic areas, Siberia and Far East, noting independence of large airports availability

Transonic air transport design, discussing chemical, heat, tunnel tests, supercritical flow technology, sonic boom avoidance, cruising speed, operating costs and transport family development

Le Bourget Exposition data for displayed civil transport aircraft

Air transport maintenance regulation as part of National Aviation System program, discussing airworthiness, safety and reliability in relation to design requirements

Civil aircraft technological constraints and requirements, discussing noise, congestion and performance characteristics of rotocraft, STOL, VTOL, hypersonic and supersonic transports

VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated urban areas, discussing travel time, air transport requirements, noise and design problems

Soviet air traffic service productivity increase and manpower saving by introduction of new airliner types

Low weight loading STOL transport with ride smoothing automatic control system, noting thrust-weight ratio

French civil aircraft displayed at 1971 Le Bourget Air Show, discussing design and performance characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle, Corvette, Falcon, Frejate, STOL-A-504 and Mercurie

STOL transport passenger market demand analysis selection based on estimation of traffic patterns between two population centers and characteristics of Airbus, Concorde, Caravelle, Corvette, Falcon, Frejate, STOL-A-504 and Mercurie

STOL transport passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber

Federal Air Regulations procedures for civil transport aircraft flight testing under natural and/or simulated icing conditions

Cockpit instrumentation for jet transport aircraft flight path management, emphasizing dependability, safety and economy

Physiological evaluation of modified jet transport passenger oxygen mask from altitude chamber experiments

Future civil air transport trends, considering passenger and cargo growth, travel frequency per capita income and STOL market

Technology forecasting and risk assessment in VTOL STOL transport area, examining mission issues

Aerodynamic efficiency of planed slotted blade cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines
STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design requirements were considered based on common propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan lift solution superiority.

Transport aircraft fuselage computerized design, determining optimal structural distribution for strength and displacement characteristics.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-330] p0285 A72-25366

Conductive cooling system design for Mach 6 hypersonic transport all alloy airframe, using water glycol loop network.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-334] p0286 A72-25369

NASA aeroelastic technology program emphasizing engine and engine development for next generation subsonic CTOL jet transport requirements.

[SAE AIB 12231 P0301 A72-26030]

Integral and remote powered lift fan engines design for large civilian VTOL transports.

[ASME PAPER 72-CP-65] p0276 A72-25654

NASA quiet engine program, discussing noise reduction technology for subsonic civil transport aircraft propulsion system.

[ASME PAPER 72-ST-96] p0298 A72-25667

LOX supply systems installation for civil transport aircraft crew and/or passenger breathing oxygen.

[SAE AIR 1223] p0301 A72-26030

Hem ground pressure differentials caused by large taxi and flyover conditions, discussing ground effect.

[SAE AIB 12231 P0301 A72-26030]

9stair range transport aircraft structures and composite materials technology for airframe and engine systems.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-336] p0350 A72-29055

Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport aircraft propeller configurations under static, taxi and flyover conditions, discussing quiet propeller noise levels.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-3280] p0355 A72-29571

Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces flow characteristics determination for stress calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-3280] p0355 A72-29571

VFW 614 twin jet transport aircraft flight test program, detailing general task plan, test equipment installations and test schedule.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-30679] p0360 A72-29055

Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and all-terrain ground vehicle simulators, discussing control load, visual attachments, cabin motion and sound subsystems.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-30679] p0362 A72-30845

Parker VTOL transport aircraft design considerations, considering payload, range, runway conditions, noise, military capabilities and operational costs.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-33048] p0405 A72-33048

Commercial transport aircraft engine technology contribution to world air transportation, considering special and ecological compatibility with community.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-33048] p0405 A72-33048

Military transport helicopter optimum secondary power system, considering onboard auxiliary power unit, electric or hydraulic engine start system, environmental control, etc.

[ASME PREPRINT 666] p0444 A72-34480

New VTOL transport aircraft designs by VFW-Poker, II.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-35477] p0452 A72-35477

Internal engine generator application to commercial transport aircraft.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-35566] p0453 A72-35566

Computer control of aircraft landing.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-35566] p0455 A72-35950

V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium transport aircraft.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-32715] p0349 A72-37677

Advanced subsonic transport technology.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-37677] p0349 A72-37677

Graphite-epoxy composite application to commercial transports for weight and cost reduction.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-37677] p0349 A72-37677

Investigation of the commonality in development of military and commercial STOL transports.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-38114] p0366 A72-38114

Advanced technology transport /ATT/ aircraft configurations design parametric analysis, considering cruise speed, passenger capacities, ranges, noise level and economics.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-757] p0398 A72-38127

Economic impact of applying advanced technologies to transport airplanes.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-758] p0399 A72-38128

Advanced technology applications to present and future transport aircraft.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-759] p0410 A72-40051

STOL performance criteria for military transport aircraft.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-806] p0410 A72-40051

High subsonic transport aircraft design development based on supercritical aerodynamic configuration and advanced structural, flight control and propulsion system technologies.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-806] p0410 A72-40051

An exploratory study of flying qualities of very large subsonic transport aircraft in landing approach.

[UCAS AIB 72-007] p0552 A72-41132

Hypersonic transports commercial applications, examining economic and noise and air pollution aspects.

[UCAS AIB 72-007] p0554 A72-41157

Reliability analysis in the estimation of transport-type aircraft fatigue performance.

[UCAS AIB 72-007] p0558 A72-42971

Empty weight and cruise performance of very large subsonic jet transports.

[SAE AIB 72-007] p0559 A72-43466

Observations on designing to combat fatigue and its effects on the economics of civil transport aircraft.

[UCAS AIB 72-007] p0560 A72-44795

Full-scale wind tunnel tests of small-unpowered jet aircraft with T tail.

[USAF 72-10031] p0561 A72-44795

Description of maintenance procedures used on Beechcraft Hawker 125 commercial jet aircraft.

[UCAS AIB 72-007] p0561 A72-11032

Predictions of aircraft maintenance procedures that will be employed during 1970 to 1980 time period.

[UCAS AIB 72-007] p0568 A72-11033

Flight simulator used to determine lateral and directional aerodynamic characteristics of STOL transport aircraft.

[FAA-BD-71-81] p0580 A72-11037

Aerodynamic suitability of Fairen 12 for wind tunnel testing of transport aircraft models at increasing Reynolds numbers and supercritical Mach numbers.

[NASA-72-6772] p0587 A72-11879

Advanced Doppler-inertial navigation system for transport helicopters.

[NASA-72-11879] p0588 A72-11935

Development of digital autopilot for transport aircraft and evaluation of system performance on simulator.

[NASA-72-11942] p0588 A72-11942

Conference on technological concepts for future transport aircraft developments in civil aviation.

[NASA-72-11942] p0588 A72-11942

Advanced technologies for future transport aircraft concepts in civil aviation.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-12996] p0502 A72-12995

Lift devices for improved takeoff and landing performance of civil transport aircraft.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-12995] p0502 A72-12995

Advanced' technologies for improved direct lift jet STOL transport aircraft propulsion, structure, propulsion, and performance.

[AIAPA PAPER 72-12996] p0502 A72-12996

Technological developments for improved helicopter design and operational capabilities.
Advanced technology applications for improving STOL transport aircraft aerodynamics, propulsion, structure, and flight dynamics

Advanced technologies for subsonic-transonic conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft development

Technological forecasting for development of hypersonic transports

Analysis of noise abatement in military and commercial STOL transport aircraft

Full scale fatigue tests of YS-11A-500/600 turboprop aircraft wing

Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to determine characteristics of vortex systems generated within ground effect and vortex systems descending into ground effect

Long time-history characteristics of vortex systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in terminal area-type operations

Scale model tests to determine optimum configuration and characteristics of large jet transport aircraft during takeoff operations

Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip vortices generated by large jet transport aircraft when intersected by smaller general aviation type aircraft

Water-foil convective cooling system for Mach 6 hypersonic transport airframe

Analysis of short haul aircraft transportation system for San Francisco Bay area, California

Technique for predicting etiology of decompression sickness in unpressurized aircraft above 20,000 feet

Detail design of turboprop lift fan for use with YD-17-G2-100 turboprop gas generator to V/STOL transport aircraft

Aerodynamic characteristics of Dornier Do-31 V/STOL transport under visual and simulated instrument flight conditions

Survey of potential operational requirements for short takeoff aircraft in terminal area

Accident investigation involving FH-227-B commercial transport during landing approach at Albany County Airport, New York, on March 3, 1972

Design, development, and evaluation of active cooling systems for each six hypersonic transport aircraft

Pilot evaluation of flight characteristics of CV-990 aircraft for providing baseline data for transport aircraft

Aerodynamic research and development trend for transport and military aircraft

Potential foreign market for surplus U.S. airlines jet transports

Report of aircraft accident involving airmail Commander aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on 22 January, 1970

Application of explosives for development of instantaneous activation of emergency exit systems aboard military and civilian transport aircraft

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft with tip-turbine driven lift fans

Design, development, and characteristics of aircraft for air bus operations

Effects of gusts, maneuvers, and landing impacts on four-engine cargo aircraft during commercial airline operations

Aircraft accidents involving corporate executive aircraft in US general aviation for calendar year 1970

Aircraft accidents involving air and operations in US general aviation for calendar year 1970

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic interference and jet-wake interference produced by components of high wing, logistics transport type aircraft

Recommendations for advanced technology program to develop long range transport aircraft to meet noise reduction standards - Vol. 2

Structural and aerodynamic characteristics of transonic transport aircraft with supercritical wings and fuselage area ruling

System analysis to define technical, economic, and operational characteristics of aircraft transportation system for short-range, intercity transport under visual and simulated instrument flight conditions

Economic analysis of transport aircraft operating in transonic region with consideration of materials, aerodynamic configuration, and cruise speed

Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and landing for transport jet aircraft (78-88)

Application of research and development advancements to design of long range transport aircraft operating at high subsonic speeds - Vol. 2

Wind tunnel determination of aerodynamic characteristics for large scale 35 deg swept wing jet transport model with external blowing triple-slotted flap

Design and development of electric power supplies for use with transport aircraft in 1980 to 1985 time period

Two stage fan engine for low noise and low emission operation of advanced technology transport aircraft

Analysis of US air carrier accidents during 1964 to 1969

Statistical analysis of maintenance policies on utilization rate of transport aircraft

Design and development of longitudinal flight control system for short takeoff transport aircraft based on control of flight path

Aircraft trailing vortex formation and persistence behind large transport aircraft

Analysis of parameters affecting service life of jet powered civil transport aircraft

Problems of producing transport aircraft

Design and evaluation of automatic pilot to reduce excursions in altitude of jet transport aircraft during atmospheric turbulence

Optimization methods for determining aerodynamic shapes of hypersonic transportation vehicle

Analysis of freight loads on transport aircraft under various flight conditions
Transport Coefficients

Analysis of design and functioning characteristics of flying control systems and effect on flight qualities of transport aircraft

Specifications, aerodynamic characteristics, and predicted performance of vertical takeoff transport aircraft with fans mounted in wing

Definition and assessment of advanced technology for production of high subsonic and supersonic conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft

General purpose airborne simulator evaluation of roll characteristics of transport aircraft during landing approach

Economic analysis of hypersonic transport aircraft to show projected operating costs and return on investment

Simulator analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of short takeoff and landing transport aircraft during approach and landing

Transport COEFFICIENTS

U TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

WT GASEOUS DIFFUSION

WT VISCOITY

Effects of transport velocity of wake vortex on aerofoil oscillations.

Transport Theory

WT MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY

Transport Vehicles

Air transport vs other travel, discussing time, costs, popularity and technology

Transportation

WT AIR TRANSPORTATION

WT RAIL TRANSPORTATION

WT URBAN TRANSPORTATION

Real time computer simulation of command and control in transportation systems, detailing models, and programming technique and ATC controller effectiveness evaluation

Physical principles, design and operation of air cushion vehicles for passenger transportation over water

Technological forecasting and long range planning in transportation, considering roles of expert opinion, trend extrapolation, normative models and social impact

Time/frequency techniques in land, sea and air transportation environments, discussing characteristics and electronic traffic control systems applications

Transportation - Conference, Washington, D.C., May-June 1972

Solutions to transportation problems using time/frequency technology.

Transportation planning for national and local levels

Energy used in intercity freight transportation by water, rail, pipeline, truck and air, and effect of fuel price increases

Airport planning in West Germany discussing surface transport facilities and pollution

Conference papers on shock and vibration including specifications, mechanical impedance, and transportation and packaging

Transportation planning for airports and other intercity terminals

Transportation systems for military and civilian operations in northern Arctic regions

National transportation policy and problem solving actions, and specific administration reports

Management of life support and transportation systems in Arctic regions

TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION

Nonlinear analysis of helicopter rotor blade free transverse vibration under air and centrifugal loadings during forward flight, using matrix method

TRANSVERSE VIBRATION

U TRANSVERSE WAVES

TRANSVERSE WAVES

Finite element method for solving transverse vibrations, using inhomogeneous elements with various stiffness-length relations

THrust DIOODES

BALANCE DIODES

TRAVELING WAVES

Finite element method for determining transient response of box-type structure to traveling sonic pressure wave

TECHNOLOGY

Technological forecasting method evaluation for R and D planning, fitting trend curves to sets of technological data

Rotary wing head weight estimation for helicopter preliminary design and parametric studies, deriving semiempirical trend formula

TELEGRAPHIC WINGS

U DELTA WINGS

TRANSPORTATION

Navigation-satellite system based on triangular distance measurement between two satellites and aircraft, noting simplification of air- and satellite-borne equipment requirements

TELEMETRY

U ACTUATORS

TEI EN (BALANCE)

U AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

TROPICAL METEOROLOGY

Test flights into weather at midlatitudes and tropical systems with airborne OMEGA navigation system, discussing E field and H field antennas

TROPOSPHERIC SCATTERING

Tropospheric and ground layer turbulence contribution to sonic boom magnification noting Oklahoma test

Troubleshooting

U MAINTENANCE

TROUBLES

Compilation of US ground, water, and air transportation statistics

TROUGHLING (MATHEMATICS)

U APPROXIMATION

TROUWING

U SHAFUT (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

Tu-104 AIRCRAFT

Tu-104 turboprop aircraft flight noise measurements and spectral changes at different distances from landing strip, evaluating public nuisance and resident reactions

Tu-104 AIRCRAFT

Supersonic Tu-144 aircraft design, discussing engine and aerodynamic characteristics, stabilization and control, propulsion, wing structure, landing gear and operation

Aerodynamic characteristics and problems encountered in design of Tu-144 supersonic aircraft

Aerodynamic characteristics and operational capability of Tu-144 aircraft

Tu-154 AIRCRAFT

Tu-154 aerodynamic design, discussing arrow wing
TURBINE BLADES

**Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for subsonic turbofan engines**, discussing weight and fatigue sensitivity reduction on blades, performance test results.

*SAE Paper 71-0771*  
*p0005 A72-10265*

**Gas turbine blade temperature measurement by radiation pyrometer**, discussing thermal radiation sensing and fiber optics transmission, signal processing and real time temperature characteristic display.

*NASA Paper 72-1059*  
*p0136 A72-17221*

**JP-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine turbine blades hot corrosion under marine environmental conditions**.

*p0175 A72-18752*

**Ceramic fiber reinforced Ni base alloy for gas turbine blades**, improving creep resistance at high temperatures.

*p0227 A72-22396*

**Aerodynamic efficiency of plane slotted blade cascades of adjustable nozzle diaphragms in transport aircraft axial flow gas turbine engines**.

*p0233 A72-23166*

**Airflow compressor and turbine losses - coefficients, correlating blade rows geometric and aerodynamic variables effects**.

*NASA Paper 72-GT-18*  
*p0298 A72-25617*

**Small radial inflow turbines for space applications**, considering blade-shroud clearance, blade loading and exit diffuser design.

*NASA Paper 72-GT-42*  
*p0295 A72-25636*

**Supersonic turbine cascade flow properties and pressure distributions on blades, comparing calculated results with experimental data**.

*NASA Paper 72-GT-47*  
*p0296 A72-25639*

**Cooling efficiency and load endurance of aircraft turbine engine blades as function of ambient temperature and air flow rates**.

*p0304 A72-26892*

**Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for calculation of long blades twist in axial flow turbines and compressors**.

*p0346 A72-28762*

**Mechanical properties of high temperature steels and alloys for gas turbine engines, disks and blades**.

*p0395 A72-31703*

**Turbine engine sensors for high temperature applications**.

*p0640 A72-33034*

---

**Subject Index**

- **Turbine**  
- **U-PIPES (TUBES)**
- **Tungsten**  
- **Tunnel**  
- **TuPOLEV AIRCRAFT**
- **TU-154 lift and drag augmenting devices for takeoff and landing characteristics improvement**.

*p0056 A72-13472*

**Instruments installation effect on Soviet passenger aircraft pilot performance**, discussing TuPOLEV aircraft control systems.

*p055 A72-60173*

**High strength oxidation-resistant tungsten reinforced niobium alloy composites for use in gas turbine engines**.

*p0536 N72-29615*

**Integrodifferential equation for rigid tunnel walls effect on supercavitating flow past thin jet flapped airfoil, noting lift coefficient derivatives**.

*p0241 A72-24562*

**Effect of the slope and curvature of meridional gas turbine blade models of heat resistant zhS6K alloy, investigating structural strength from fatigue test data**.

*p0598 A72-43734*

**Effect of sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion of turbine blade materials operating in marine environment**.

*p0615 A72-45524*

**Fuel cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring heat transfer coefficients with and without blowing**.

*p0118 A72-17614*

**JP-5 fuel sulfur content effect on aircraft engine turbine blades hot corrosion under marine environmental conditions**.

*p0116 A72-17221*

**Velocity diagram for highly loaded multistage fan drive turbine with plain blade configuration**.

*p0224 A72-17845*

**Turbo engine aerodynamics research on higher inlet temperature and blade loading**.

*p0269 A72-18782*

**Fabrication of high strength-high temperature superalloys for turbine blades**.

*p0279 A72-19647*

**Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic forces and moments acting on cascade of airfoils in unstalled conditions**.

*p0340 A72-21825*

**Flow characteristics of turbine airfoil cooling system components**.

*p0483 A72-27290*

**Performance test of three stage turbine engine with tandem blading to determine steady state stresses and vibration effects**.

*p0538 A72-29806*

**Development of refractory wire superalloy composites for use with turbine blades in power generators and aircraft engines**.

*p0577 A72-30475*

**Fabrication and microstructure of high temperature silicon composites for turbine blades**.

*p0590 A72-31780*

**Nondestructive eddy current method for crack detection in turbine blades**.

*p0615 A72-31786*

**Pyrometer for measuring surface temperature distribution on rotating turbine blade**.

*p0629 A72-32595*

**High pressure turbine blade stress analysis using NASTRAN**.

*p0633 A72-32900*

**Analysis of heat transfer characteristics of three air cooled vanes in turbojet engine using impingement cooling, film cooling, and convection cooling**.

*p0636 A72-32949*

**Results of experimentation to provide data for designing turbine engine rotor burst fragment containment rings**.

*p0640 A72-33034*
Rotating pressure measuring system for obtaining steady state pressure data from cooled turbine blades.  

Corrosion of high temperature gas turbine blade alloys caused by increase in turbine inlet temperatures and reduction in chromium content in blade material.  
[AD-T5567F] p0045 N72-33557

TURBINE ENGINES

NT GAS TURBINE ENGINES

NT APU ENGINES

NT RAMET ENGINES

NT SUPERSORB COMBUSTION RAMET ENGINES

NT TURBOFAN ENGINES

NT TURBOJET ENGINES

NT TURBOPROP ENGINES

Arnold Engineering Development Center turbine engine testing facilities and techniques for flight conditions and environment simulation, air/fuel flow and thrust measurement, etc.  
[AIME PAPER 71-WA/GT-8] p0116 A72-15901

Dusty inlet BC filtering in aircraft turbine engines, discussing engine operation, dust and filter characteristics.  
[p0119 A72-16179

Aircraft engines high pressure turbine guide vanes air cooling by internal insert, analyzing thermal stresses.  
[AFRA PAPER 72-7] p0129 A72-16864

Cock and panel based hydraulic starter systems design, construction and operation for aircraft turbine engines.  
[p0192 A72-21484

Accelerated full scale aircraft turbine engine corrosion tests in controlled environment, simulating salt, high temperature and humidity conditions.  
[p0291 A72-24920

Aircraft scheduled maintenance, discussing turbine engine and component reliability protection, controlled overhaul, test and repair.  
[p0245 A72-24667

Hydraulic starter systems for aircraft turbine engines, examining operation loads and fluid supply and pressure requirements.  
[p0285 A72-25204

Crash safe turbine fuel to reduce fire probability and severity during aircraft ground crash, investigating physical and chemical properties.  
[p0294 A72-25264

Small radial inflow turbines for space applications, considering blade-shroud clearance, blade loading and exit flow design.  
[p0295 A72-25266

Turbine aerodynamics research trends, covering marine turbine engines, high work factor turbines, pneumatic variable geometry and computer analysis.  
[p0301 A72-26036

Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow conditions with full and partial admission, predicting performance by method of characteristics.  
[p0308 A72-27249

Hodographic equations solution containing critical point for compressible fluid two dimensional flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and turbine engine cascades.  
[TOYRA, TP] p0362 A72-30841

Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine engine body calculated from equations of axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow.  
[p0395 A72-31702

Ti alloys hot salt stress corrosion during turbine engine operation, noting effects of alloy processing conditions, surface properties and cyclic exposures.  
[p0397 A72-32136

Russian book on aircraft turbine and spacecraft rocket engine assembly covering process schedules, work organization, precision, joints and couplings, quality control, etc.  
[p0410 A72-33373

Procedure for the continuous sampling and measurement of gaseous emissions from aircraft turbine engines.  
[SAE ARP 1256] p0458 A72-36532

Reduction of harmful emissions of turbine engine exhaust systems.  
[p0047 A72-11675

Post-crash fire safety of helicopter turbine engine fuels.  
[p0049 A72-11688

Effect of several geometrically different porous castings on rotor stall limit line and overall performance improvement.  

Characteristics of self-acting seal for range of simulated gas turbine engine combustors.  

X ray measurement of elastohydrodynamic film thickness to determine lubrication of turbine engine thrust bearings at high temperatures.  

Development of computer program for design-point characteristics of compressed air generator with through flow combustor for V/STOL aircraft propulsion systems.  

Procedures for balancing rotors of jet aircraft engines and analysis of factors influencing level of vibration.  
[AD-728121] p0097 A72-12800

Service testing of aviation turbine fuel systems.  
[AD-729548] p0162 A72-14785

Effects of air blast on performance of gas turbine engines.  
[p0172 A72-15829

Heat transfer characteristics of chordwise-finned, impingement and film-cooled turbine vane in four vane static cascade.  
[p0174 A72-15909

Characteristics of jets flowing from air entry holes of combustion chamber of gas turbine for jet flow parallel to and normal to primary flow through turbine.  
[ASL-PB-227] p0250 A72-18279

Turbine engine aerodynamics research on higher inlet temperature and blade loading.  

Comparison of Wankel engine characteristics with small reciprocating and jet engines used as power plants in light aircraft.  
[REPT-908] p0326 A72-20764

Effect of slots and vortex generators on efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded compressor stages.  

Development and evaluation of cooling systems and materials for controlling structural temperature of turbine engines.  
[REP-21-C-71P] p0426 A72-24022

Design and development of turboprop lift fan for use with turbojet gas generator installed on V/STOL transport research aircraft.  

Mathematical models for analyzing quasi-one-dimensional flow across face seal and narrow slots of turbine engines.  
[p0435 A72-25268

Analytical measurements of exhaust emissions from aircraft turbine engines using Jet A fuel.  

Design and developement of variable intake guide vanes to provide aerodynamic choking for jet engine.  
[NASA-CSE-P-10462-1] p0487 A72-27820

Analysis of weight transfer rates of microfog jets impinging on heated rotating disc operating in inert nitrogen atmosphere.  

Performance test of three stage turbine engine with tandem blading to determine steady state stresses and vibration effects.  

Development of method for calculation exhaust smoke transmission for turbine engines, number of flame paths, and viewing angles.  
[ASL-ED-71-21] p0572 A72-30005

Development and characteristics of core turbine for driving single and two stage fans in turbofan engine simulator.  

Development of multidimensional graphical method for analyzing performance of turboprop aircraft.  
[RDSD-70022] p0637 A72-33006

Subject Index
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High temperature tests of aircraft turbine engine lubricants. (AD-744881) p0648 N72-33498
 Oxidation-corrosion-deposition characteristics of aircraft turbine engine lubricants employing glassware-type apparatus (AD-744840) p0644 N72-33499

**TURBINE ENGINE NOZZLES**

Aladin 2 noiseless STOL jet aircraft project, describing exhaust nozzle configuration, design and economics p0021 A72-12503
 Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics and heat transfer properties p0122 A72-16489
 Cascade nozzle gas particle flow properties, discussing flow pressure experiments and theory at different streamlines p0122 A72-16490

**TURBINE INSTRUMENTS**

Capacitive electret pressure sensors calibration for internal instruments in turbine engines, jets and exhaust nozzles [ONERA, TP NO. 982] p0231 A72-22815
 Pressure transmitter for flow parameter measurements of aerodynamic nozzles and static pressure taps rotating on turbine rotor blades p0950 A72-42250
 Flow and heat transfer for air cooled turbine vane (NASA-TM-X-2376) p0098 N72-12947
 Infrared photographic apparatus and rotating systems, for securing surface temperature of turbine vanes and blades (NASA-TM-X-68100) p0575 A72-30247
 Nondestructive tests of fuel filters and other turbine parts, using thermography (AD-763081) p0591 N72-31787

**TURBINE PUMPS**

Gas turbine pumps; Proceedings of the Joint Conference, San Francisco, Calif., March 26, 27, 1972. p0456 A72-36040
 Optimal arrangement of conical nozzles in a segment of a partial supersonic turbine stage p0509 A72-39913
 Tangential and radial stress data from spin tests of turbine rotor for B-1 engine oxidizer turbopump (NASA-CR-1967) p0324 A72-20452

**TURBINE WHEELS**

Mechanical properties of high temperature steels and alloys for gas turbine rotors, disks and blades p0395 A72-31703
 Influence of the structural format on the range of critical rotational speeds of rotors in aircraft engines p0508 A72-39801
 Optimal modes of operation of a centrifugal-compressor wheel with preswirling of the flow p0616 A72-45622
 Development of nickel base superalloys for powder metallurgy application as compressor and turbine discs in jet engines [NASA-CR-72969] p0110 N72-13468
 Applying dimensional analysis techniques to containment/deflection problem of bursting high-rpm axisymmetric parts of turbojet engines (NASA-CR-120841) p0172 N72-15713
 Effect of slots and vortex generators on efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded compressor stages (NASA-CR-72793) p0377 N72-22791
 Performance of 20 inch diameter axial-flow transonic compressor rotor with small dampers and comparison with performance of rotor with large dampers (NASA-TM-X-2536) p0378 N72-22799

**TURBINES**

NT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
 NT GAS TURBINES
 NT SHRRODED TURBINES
 NT SUPERSONIC TURBINES
 NT TWO STAGE TURBINES

Synthesis and properties of aliphatic ester for turbine lubrication in jet aircraft p0050 N72-11656

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURBINE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance tests of single-stage turbine with low solidity jet flap rotor blade amendment and various cavity pressure ratios, equivalent speeds, and expansion ratios (NASA-CR-1968) p0265 N72-18994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive combustion and welding for low cost production of helicopter and turbine structural components (AD-737719) p0425 N72-224562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic turbine concepts including flow, energy transfer, and performance characteristics p0073 N72-26687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine research and technology including aerodynamic effect of turbine coolant, high work-factor turbines, and computer programs for design and performance (NASA-TM-X-60115) p0524 N72-28795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TURBINE GENERATORS**

U AC GENERATORS
 U TURBINE GENERATORS

**TURBINE CHARGERS**

U TURBINE COMPRESSORS

Jet aircraft turbofan engine fan compressor noise reduction by acoustic linings, giving B and D results (BAS PAPER 71 S46) p0003 A72-10223
 Thermal radial stress in axial compressor disk-to-drum transition areas of operating AB-3 aircraft engine p0014 A72-11374
 Through flow analysis of low speed axial flow compressor, deriving blades deviations and losses p0138 A72-16114
 Supersonic axial flow shock-in-rotor type compressor performance tests, discussing factors responsible for low efficiency p0120 A72-16481
 Transonic compressor design for minimum number of stages and hub-tip ratio and maximum inlet axial velocity, assuming axisymmetric flow p0121 A72-16482
 Axial flow multistage compressor design, discussing high speed flow measurements and Reynolds number and blade airfoil shape effect on aerodynamic performance p0121 A72-16483
 Two dimensional cascade performance data correction for rotating blade row surface inclination in axial flow turbines p0121 A72-16486
 Stalled blade row dynamic performance in terms of blade channel fluid inertia and surface boundary layer-caused time delay p0121 A72-16487
 Bleed air type ge turbine compressor development, presenting reliability improvement program p0121 A76500
 Cascade wind tunnel and water table determination for trajectories and velocities of metal and particles in fluid flow through axial compressor stage p0175 A72-18756
 Circumferential inlet pressure distortion index derivation for high hub-tip ratio multistage axial flow compressor from one dimensional isentropic flow expressions p0176 A72-18762
 Turbojet engine compressor efficiency relationships to cascade characteristics diagram, using influence coefficients p0181 A72-18995
 Partial load computation for axial flow compressor stages, describing computer method limitations p0229 A72-22632
 Secondary losses reduction procedure in axial flow turbine stages, using boundary layer fences on blades profile suction side p0229 A72-22634
 Two speed gas turbine engine characteristics with speed reduction, determining time dependence of turbofancompressor rpm, gas temperature and engine power p0233 A72-23185
 Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow in three dimensional boundary layer on walls of axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining velocity field p0246 A72-25120

A-449
Finite difference method application to axial flow compressors. Using stall nonlinear analysis, taking into account blade row characteristics. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-3] p0297 A72-25606
Noise reduction effects of wake interaction between rotor blade rows in axial flow compressor, cancelling velocity defect at stator position. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-15] p0293 A72-25614
Axial flow compressor and turbine loss coefficients, correlating blade rows geometric and aerodynamic variables effects. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-18] p0294 A72-25617
Shocked flow and pressure loss computation for axial flow compressor cascades, using time dependent finite difference technique. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-21] p0295 A72-25627
Turbomachinery deceleration cascades blades surface roughness effects on boundary layer, noting pressure and velocity distributions. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-48] p0296 A72-25640
Flow measurement instrumentation for turbomachinery rotors, noting telemetry type data transmission system with strain gage type transducers for turbocompressor. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-55] p0296 A72-25646
Flow data reduction validity for supersonic axial compressors, presenting experimental results for rotating supersonic cascade. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-100] p0299 A72-25669
Steady state radial inlet pressure distortion index for axial flow compressor, examining radial velocity, continuity equation and mathematical model. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-109] p0299 A72-25673
Measurement of spatially coherent and incoherent structure of axial compressor-generated noise modes propagating in duct. [CONRA, TP No. 1045] p0311 A72-28049
Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for calculation of long blades twist in axial flow turbines and compressors. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-104] p0346 A72-28782
Subsonic and supersonic heavily loaded axial flow rotors noise, discussing helicopter blade slap effect and compressor rotor-stator interaction. p0355 A72-29570
Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas turbine with isolated turbocompressor, calculating dynamic constants as function of operational modes. p0360 A72-30581
Stage removal and addition effect on multistage axial compressor for application in engine design. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-105] p0395 A72-31706
Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent boundary layer on end wall of axial flow compressor cascade passage under adverse pressure gradients. p0405 A72-32991
Pressurized air assisted gas turbine fuel system, describing single stage centrifugal turbocompressor and rotary-lobe compressor designs and performance characteristics. p0456 A72-36043
Interaction effects between blade rows in turbomachines. p0489 A72-37275
German monograph - Computational and experimental investigations concerning the aerodynamic characteristics of a three-stage axial-flow compressor with high performance per stage. [NRC-CN-72-1268] p0277 A72-39083
Effect of the slope and curvature of meridional current lines on the long-blade twist in axial turbomachines. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-107] p0507 A72-39488
Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial flow compressor, using stall nonlinear analysis, calculating meridional velocity distribution. p0507 A72-39588
The development of inlet flow distortions in multi-stage axial compressors of high hub-tip ratio. [ICAS PAPER 72-20] p0553 A72-41144
Digital computer controlled testing for tandemly driven coaxial gas turbine low and high pressure compressors, emphasizing reliability and flexibility in system design. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-107] p0564 A72-42682
Measurement, in a duct, of the space-structure of the discrete-frequency noise generated by an axial compressor. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-108] p0567 A72-42913
Analysis by hydraulic analogy of rotating separation in compressors. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-109] p0569 A72-43091
Optimal modes of operation of a centrifugal-compressor wheel with preswirling of the flow. [ASME PAPER 72-GT-110] p0565 A72-45622
Performance of axial flow compressor, focusing on different casing treatment configuration. [NASA-TN-D-5638] p0300 A72-10025
Cascade calculations and tests of blunted leading edge blades used in advanced axial compressor concepts. [NAS-A-17209] p0045 A72-11308
Simulation and analysis of trajectories and velocities of solid particles suspended in fluid passing through axial flow compressor stage. [AD-725596] p0977 A72-12789
Boundary layer behavior of turbocompressor in free stream turbulence. [AED-425003] p0109 A72-12626
Effect of grouped casing treatment on flow range capability of single-stage axial flow compressor. [NASA-TN-D-2699] p0104 A72-14585
Effect of Reynolds number on overall performance of 3.7-inch diameter, six stage axial flow compressor. [NASA-TN-D-6628] p0201 A72-15945
Computerized design of axial compressor stage, using radial three dimensional equilibrium flow equations. [AD-733437] p0259 A72-18507
Aerodynamic design and performance of axial flow compressor rotor with tip speed of 1380 feet per second and 1.1 blade-tip solidity. [NASA-TN-D-2481] p0266 A72-18998
Experimental study of effect of blade aspect ratio on performance of axial flow compressors. [ABC-CP-1179] p0254 A72-19331
Fuel flow control by sensing airflow conditions at discharge of engine compressor. [AD-733437] p0297 A72-19857
Analysis of effects of aerodynamically-induced fluctuation forces on sound produced by axial flow compressor rotor and stator combinations. [ABC-CP-1179] p0259 A72-23991
Unsteady response of turbocompressor with inlet flow distorted by square wave and triangular spoilers. [ABC-CP-1203] p0431 A72-25000
Retrodiffusion holographic interferometry visualizing turbocompressor flow. [ONRE-AE-190] p0971 A72-26358
Computer program for flow analysis through axial flow turbines and compressors. [ABC-94-M-552] p0588 A72-31306
Computer programs for analyzing axial compressor aerodynamic test data. [AD-745003] p0631 A72-32756
Vorticity and stall-inducing inlet distortion in turbocompressors. [AD-743725] p0647 A72-33752
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Industry assisted state of art assessment of high lift turbofan configurations for USAF STOL tactical transport technology program [SAE PAPER 71077S] p0003 A72-10256
Nacelle 0.60 quiet intercity STOL transport design comparison for turbofan, prop-fan and turboprop systems [SAE PAPER 720708] p0004 A72-10256
Trailer-coaxial turbojet or turbofan aircraft characteristics, comparison of lift, weight, size, maintenance and development costs [SAE PAPER 710750] p0004 A72-10256
Eight-place turbofan powered business jet aircraft design, discussing structure, fuel system, engines crew station and safety features [SAE PAPER 72-21572] p0169 A72-16178
Application of advanced methods to the determination of design loads of the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar [AIAA PAPER 72-775] p0494 A72-38138
Fan jet Falcon design and certification tests [NASA-CR-72-14731] p0508 A72-44731
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low emission operation of advanced technology transport aircraft [NASA-CR-72-10250] p0523 A72-28786
TURBOFAN ENGINES
Jet aircraft turbofan engine fan compressor noise reduction by acoustic linings, giving B and D results [SAE PAPER 71-86] p0003 A72-10223
Graphite fiber composite fan blade design for subsonic turbofan engines, discussing weight and fatigue sensitivity reductions and performance test results [SAE PAPER 710771] p0005 A72-10265
Small three spool, reverse and mixed flow turbofan engine for business jets, discussing fuel consumption reduction, thermodynamic performance, efficiency and maintainability [SAE PAPER 710776] p0005 A72-10268
CF6 high bypass ratio turbofan engine design improvements for fuel consumption, thrust/weight ratio, starting, noise level, smoke emission, maintenance, monitoring and accessory replacement [SAE PAPER 710772] p0006 A72-10271
eb CF6-50 high-bypass two-spool engine development, discussing configuration, installation, endurance tests and various failures [NASA-CR-72-13681] p0059 A72-13681
Aerodynamic characteristics of STOL aircraft with externally blown jet augmented flaps, predicting interference between lifting surfaces and turbofan engines [AIAA PAPER 72-63] p0133 A72-16953
F-16 Tacot test program for hydraulic systems, operating, low speed performance, stalling, afterburning turbofan engines, in-flight refueling and automatic telemetry equipment [ASA-PS-72-17582] p0144 A72-17582
Fighter/attack aircraft turborjet and turbofan engines testing with/without afterburners [NASA-CR-72-18495] p0176 A72-18495
Catapult steam ingestion test of turbofan engines in A-7 aircraft, correlating compressor stall occurrences with temperature increase rate in distorted regions [NASA-TM-72-6552] p0176 A72-18760
Inlet duct and turbofan engine compatibility without stalling and surge condition obtained by design optimization and wind tunnel testing [NASA-CR-72-18761] p0176 A72-18761
JTl5D turbofan engine antiicing system development, discussing icing test program and results [NASA-CR-72-18765] p0176 A72-18765
Astafan turbofan engine with variable pitch fan rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing gearbox and core engine design [NASA-CR-72-20459] p0188 A72-20459
Commercially available aircraft turbofan engines specifications, describing design features and performance characteristics [NASA-CR-72-20625] p0189 A72-20625
Transient characteristics and steady state off-design operation of mixed and unmixed type turbofan engines, noting peculiarities in control characteristics [NASA-TM-72-22626] p0228 A72-22626
Dynamic model of high bypass ratio turbofan engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test program [SAB PAPER 72-376] p0266 A72-25400
High bypass ratio JTl50-1 turbofan engine design and development testing [SAB PAPER 72-25652] p0292 A72-25603
Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan engine design for STOL transport aircraft [AIAA PAPER 72-110] p0292 A72-25603
Turbofan engine trends for short haul conventional and STOL aircraft, considering variable pitch fans, reduction gears, thrust reversal and noise and environmental pollution [SAB PAPER 72-CT-86] p0298 A72-25661
Computer program for steady state turbojet and turbofan engines of propulsion system [NASA-TM-72-18783] p0264 A72-18783
Macella cowling of high bypass ratio turbofan engines [NASA-TM-72-18783] p0327 A72-20770
Characteristics of aircraft using supercritical aerodynamics and analysis of turbofan engine performance with single and double stage configurations [NASA-CR-72-18783] p0327 A72-20770
Composite turbofan blades for high temperature applications, discussing weight reduction and design procedure [NASA-CR-72-28102] p0313 A72-28102
P-100 and P-401 turbofan engine design and development for F-15 and F-14, discussing impingement cooling, Ti alloys, powder metallurgy and metal composites, etc [NASA-CR-72-38390] p0424 A72-38390
Specific fuel consumption and specific thrust optimization methods in turbofan cycles, noting optimum fuel pressure ratio increase with turbine inlet temperature [NASA-CR-72-37766] p0492 A72-37766
Thermodynamic cycle parameter effects on bypass turbofan jet engine fuel consumption and performance under various flight conditions and engine ratings [NASA-CR-72-42821] p0600 A72-42821
Analysis of gear reduction concepts for power train systems used with high bypass ratio single spool, geared turbofan engine for aircraft propulsion [NASA-CR-72-12715] p0093 A72-12413
Modification of turbine engine test cell to provide simulated altitude icing conditions and HD-92-12 second air flow [NASA-CR-72-12725] p0157 A72-12479
Dentdizing factors affecting supersonic inlets and turbofan engines of propulsion system [NASA-CR-72-16711] p0172 A72-16711
Computer program for steady state turbojet and turbofan engine cycle calculations [NASA-CR-72-16711] p0172 A72-16711
Acoustic measurements to determine aerodynamic noise characteristics of single stage fan with 1.5 pressure ratio and 1160 feet per second tip speed

Development and characteristics of short length, double-anular, ram-induction combustor for turbofan engine operating at Mach 0.8

Development of procedure for calculating off-design-point performance of turbojet and turbofan engines

Measurement of noise produced by turbofan rotor following removal of casing boundary layer

Design of duct turbine as drive system for 20 in. turbofan engine simulators

Subsonic behavior of three annular airfoils for turbofan engine cowlings

Checkout of multipoint sampling rake and exhaust emission of turbofan engines

PuT-207321

Quiet muzzing for suppressing noise in TP-34 turbofan engine

Lened stator configuration design for highly loaded multi-stage fan drive turbine

Wind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwing turbofan engine model with determination of jet interference effects and lift-dependent drag

Operating principles of main components of fuel flow control unit for USRR turbofan engine

Altitude and Mach number effects on exhaust gas emissions of afterburning turbofan engine

Analysis of TP-33 aircraft engine control requirements based on statistical analysis, autocovariance, spectral analysis, and cross-covariance functions

Engine failure dependence on flying hours and altitude

Design and operation of first-stage and two-stage of small, low cost to determine specific work, torque, mass flow, and efficiency

Development and characteristics of ram-air turbine for driving single and two stage fans in turbofan engine simulator

NASA Quiet Engine experimental program for jet aircraft noise reduction, discussing aerodynamic and acoustic evaluation and tests of three fans

Multiple pure tone noise generation from turbofan blade to blade nonuniformities in rotor geometry, using two dimensional inviscid flow model

Turbofan multiple pure tone noise analysis, discussing rotor/turbine interaction angle effect on sound emission

High tip speed, low loading transonic fan rotor design for weak oblique shocks with improved efficiency and stall margin

Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shift engine, noting short field capability and quietness

Jet turbine engine front fans with and without snubbers, estimating flow field by streamline curvature technique

Low pressure ratio G-PAN propulsor noise reduction tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source components and design configurations

Turboprop lift fan design developed for IV-5 VTOL research aircraft, reviewing changes for future commercial and research transport aircraft

Interaction effects between blade rows in turbomachines

NASA program for low cost turbojet and turbofan engine fabricating for missile and light aircraft propulsion

Installation caused flow distortion and its effect on noise from a fan designed for turbofan engines.

Tone noise from rotor/stator interactions in high speed fans.

Turbofans under wings to provide lift and thrust for STOL aircraft

Variable geometry for takeoff and landing performance of supersonic aircraft

Frequency diagram for highly loaded multi-stage fan drive turbine with plain blade configuration

Detail design of turboprop engine fan designed for Y-97 GE-100 turbojet gas generator for STOL transport research aircraft

Acoustic tests of fans used with fan jet engine and measurement of far field noise for several configurations

Aerodynamic and mechanical design of two-stage, highly-loaded fan for advanced aircraft, and tests with uniform and distorted inlet flow

Aerodynamic performance test data for high-bypass-ratio, single stage turbofan design in experimental quiet engine program

Application of streamline curvature method for determining performance of turbosfans and comparison with empirical results

Turbojet aircraft governing theory for frequency error detection, comparing performance of mechanical- and electro-hydraulic governors

Design of gas turbine engines and gas-turbogenerators for aircraft

Determination of the operational transfer functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

Jet noise simple-source theory experimental test data with uniform and distorted inlet flow for high bypass-ratio, single stage turbofans designed in experimental quiet engine program

Aircraft turboalternator governing theory for high bypass ratio, single stage turbofans designed in experimental quiet engine program

Aircraft jet-engine control; Conference, Veselin, Czechoslovakia, June 12-16, 1972, Proceedings

Determination of the operational transfer functions of a gas turbine engine on a digital computer

Analog and digital computer simulation analysis of performance and control of low-pressure-ratio turbojet engines for drone aircraft

Turbojet aircraft engine overhaul planning and execution, discussing dismantling, washing, galvanic treatments, acceptance checks and quality controls

Jet noise simple-source theory experimental verification, determining relative magnitude of measured sound power and jet pressure levels of turbojet engine

Fighter/attack aircraft turbojet and turbosfan engines testing with/without afterburner

Simulated testing of turbojet engine ingestion of mixture exhaust, determining density effects for aircraft engine inlet: aircraft test data
Aerodynamic damping of turbomachine blade vibrations under varied conditions of stagger angle, pressure ratio and relative velocity, using pure bending mode excitation [ASME PAPER 70-GT-8]

Interaction effects between blade rows in turbomachines.  

Dynamic strength of tangentially wound toothed blade roots  

Unsteady aerodynamic and aerelastic effects in turbomachine blades cascades supersonic flow, discussing trends in fan and compressor technology  

Investigating failure of gas turbine vanes under influence of thermal cycles in simulated modes of engine start-up and shut down

Flutter in turbomachinery blading and prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of partially stalled airfoil [AD-7924581]

Computer program for flow analysis through axial flow turbines and compressors (ARC-27-M-3667)

Three basic types of two dimensional calculations for approximating velocities in turbomachine blade flow [NASA-TF-X-67959]
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Aircraft turbo-alternator speed control for constant frequency power supply, presenting theoretical relationships for electrohydraulic or mechatronical control loops  

Navier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady viscous flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining pressure and shear stress distributions  

Centrifugal turboengine diffuser with high enlargement area compared with logarithmic spiral types, discussing boundary layers, secondary flow, shapes and aerodynamic parameters  

Hydraulic task application to internal flow visualization in turbomachinery, describing test equipment and methods used for axial flow model  

Laser Doppler velocimetry system design for optical measurement of intrablade flow velocity in turbomachinery  

The acoustics of axial flow machines  

A method for estimation of axial turbomachinery stage characteristics on the basis of experimentally obtained data with a runner tested in a free blow-out aerodynamical scheme,  

Annual report of Institute of Sound and Vibration Research including aircraft, engine, and turbomachinery noise, silencers, and human responses to noise  

Annual report 1969 of Institute of Sound and Vibration Research including aircraft, engine and turbomachinery noise, audiology, and structural vibration  

Conference on flow characteristics of turbomachinery [AD-735021]

Numerical analysis of oscillatory aerodynamic forces and moments acting on cascade of airfoils in uninstalled conditions [AD-7352051]

TurboTech

MT ELECTRA AIRCRAFT  
MT STOL AIRCRAFT  
MT TURBOCHARGED AIRCRAFT

Each 0.80 quiet intensity STOL transport design comparison for turbosfan, prop-fan and turboprop systems [SAGE PAPER 710759]

Russian book on as-12 turboprop transport aircraft structural and aerodynamic characteristics covering engine operation, piloting, stability, controllability, etc

Acoustic measurements for STOL turboprop transport aircraft propeller configurations under static, taxi and flyover conditions, discussing quiet propeller noise signature

Twin-turboprop transport aircraft, helicopter and all-terrain ground vehicle simulators, discussing control load, visual attachment, cabin motion and sound subsystems

The DEC-7, first generation transport category STOL - Particular design challenges

TurboProp engines dynamic parameters experimental determination by rpm transient response to instantaneous fuel supply changes

Mathematical model for dynamics simulation of aircraft turboprop engines, using digital, analog and hybrid computers

Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust emissions in atmosphere [PB-202961]

Turbopump  

U TURBINES  

TURBOCHARGED AIRCRAFT

763/250 engine program current status, covering turboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing aircraft powerplant models and applications

Turbine inlet gas temperature limiting systems design and operation in turboprop engines, discussing blocking mechanisms, delaying element and altitude compensation

TurboProp engines dynamic parameters experimental determination by rpm transient response to instantaneous fuel supply changes

Mathematical model for dynamics simulation of aircraft turboprop engines, using digital, analog and hybrid computers

Statistical analysis of turboprop engine exhaust emissions in atmosphere [PB-202961]

TURBOPROPS  

U TURBINES  

TURBOPROPS  

TURBOSHAFTS  

763/250 engine program current status, covering turboshaft helicopter engine and fixed wing aircraft powerplant models and applications

Air lubricated bearings for high performance aircraft gas turbines, studying design and performance in turboshaft engines [ASME PAPER 72-GT-38]

Linear mathematical model for twin shaft gas turbine with isolated turbocompressors, calculating dynamic constants as function of operational modes

Lynx helicopter RS 360 turboshaft engine, describing modular design for maintainability
Sonic boom pressure signatures during F-104 overflights at Mach 1.3 and 30,000 ft, explaining variations by atmospheric turbulence.

Turbulent boundary layer effects on aircraft flight, covering accidents and costs, turbulence generation, prediction, measurements and load alleviation devices.

AIAA PAPER 72-219, P0129 A72-16085

Thunderstorm flight testing for evaluation of rain, ice, lightning and turbulence effects on aircraft, engine and systems operating characteristics.

Wind shear, turbulence, precipitation, temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on aircraft performance. Integration into ATC system for pilots information.

P0192 A72-21521

Nonlinear longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics effect on rigid aircraft response to normal acceleration due to atmospheric turbulence, using power spectral technique.

Conical diffuser response to velocity distribution and turbulence intensity at inlet.

Small transport aircraft horizontal tail surfaces flow characteristics determined for stress calculation during flight in turbulent atmosphere.

P0239 A72-30284

Low cost flight simulator for general aviation training, containing IFR instrumentation and turbulence injection device.

P0399 A72-32211

Combustion noise generation by burning fuel-air mixtures induced pressure fluctuations as result of time variable heat release rate due to turbulence.

P0457 A72-36505

Atmospheric turbulence and the ATC system.

P0862 A72-37049

Automatic structural mode control system with aerodynamic vanes for F-1 strategic bomber—turbulence excitation during low altitude terrain following missions.

[AAIA PAPER 72-772]

P0895 A72-38132

Analytical method for combining the interaction of inlet distortion and turbulence.

P0594 A72-43330

Dynamic simulation of an aircraft under the effect of vortex wake turbulence.

P0613 A72-45346

Boundary layer behavior of turbocompressor in free stream turbulence.

[CUDIA-4-FUNRO/TH-26].

P0909 A72-13266

Development of criterion for aircraft flight in turbulent conditions and numerical analysis of probability of survival.

[NERA-C3-12883].

P0164 A72-14997

Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to determine characteristics of vortex systems generated within ground effect and vortex systems descending into ground effect.

P0166 A72-15006

Effects of upper atmosphere turbulence on operation of supersonic transport aircraft and methods for advance detection of atmospheric turbulence.

[NAA-A-2247-5 (5828.49)].

P0477 A72-27009

Landing simulation to determine effects of turbulence on roll of swept fighter aircraft at low speed.

[AFCE-8-3697].

P0582 A72-31001

Measurement of human operator performance in single axis tracking task during simulated turbulent conditions.

P0621 A72-32039

Unsteady flow about two dimensional airfoils, determining pressure surface fluctuations induced by turbulent boundary layers.

P0002 A72-10216

Increasing lift and Bernoulli number effects on displacement and skin friction of three dimensional turbulent boundary layer on infinite swept wing.

P0014 A72-11395

Noise generation from turbulent supersonic shear layers, including low supersonic and transonic ranges for jet noise applications.

P0702 A72-15566

Turbulent boundary layer development for airfoil at high transonic speeds, discussing viscous-inviscid flow interaction.

[AAIA PAPER 72-59].

P0129 A72-16083

Low turbulence wind tunnel with closed circuit design and pressure gradient adjustment capability for turbulent boundary layer studies.

P0139 A72-17713

Flat plate boundary layer transition equations for supersonic wind tunnels, taking into account free stream turbulence.

P0196 A72-21616

Pressure recovery calculation for subsonic adiabatic air flow through diffusers with tail pipes, assuming turbulent inlet boundary layer.

P0237 A72-23855

Turbulent boundary layer growth measurement on annular diffuser containing free vortex swirl.

P0237 A72-23857

Rotational, centrifugal and Coriolis force effects on turbulent boundary layer development, discussing changes in structure and shear stress distribution.

P0238 A72-23870

Two and three dimensional turbulent boundary layers integral calculation method, including similarity solutions based on extended mixing length model.

P0241 A72-26565

Rectangular skin panel vibration modes, aerodynamic damping dependence on Mach number, dynamic pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary layer thickness.

[AAIA PAPER 72-4022]

P0287 A72-25423

Velocity profiles for three dimensional turbulent boundary layer on end wall of axial flow compressor cascade passage under adverse pressure gradients.

P0405 A72-32901

Pressure, shear stress and yaw angle measurements in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting vortex generation.

P0410 A72-33403

Integral and correlation methods for separation and reattachment phenomena in aerodynamics, applying to turbulent boundary layer.

P0402 A72-37762

Laminar and turbulent boundary-layer studies at hypersonic speeds.

[AAIA PAPER 72-209].

P0552 A72-81134

Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage structure. I—Turbulent boundary layer excitation. II—Jet noise excitation.
Calculation of separation points in incompressible turbulent flows. p0567 A72-42912
Extension of turbulent boundary layer computer program to include compressible adiabatic flow, heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and ducted flow. [IC-ARNO-71-29] p0750 N72-14308
Turbulent boundary layer equations applicable to compressible flow over surface with longitudinal curvature evaluated by numerical integration using tabulated profile data - Part 2 [AD-729325] p0758 N72-14310
Mixing length flow model for two- and three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers in compressible and incompressible flows using similarity equations p0776 N72-19327
Development of potential flow and boundary layer methods for calculation of performance of lift systems with significant flow separation. [AD-740476] p0751 N72-29025
Numerical analysis of three dimensional compressible turbulent boundary layer for finite supercritical wing of F-8 transonic research aircraft. [NASA-CR-112158] p0644 N72-33272
TURBULENT DIFFUSION
Sound generation and scale model experiments to suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eddies of supersonic transport aircraft. [ABC-32723] p0769 N72-10258
NO production in relation to eddy diffusion coefficient in stratosphere p0759 N72-14382
TURBULENT FLOW
BT CAVITATION FLOW
BT SUBCavitating FLOW
Sound radiation from axial flow fans running in turbulent flow, evaluating fluctuating lift on rotor blades due to incident gusts p0703 A72-10220
Acoustic, turbulent and thermal fluctuating motions interdependence in gas flow, considering application to aerodynamic noise theory p0705 A72-13005
Pila cooled turbine vanes external heat transfer distribution in turbulent gas stream, measuring heat transfer coefficients with and without blowing. [AIAA PAPER 72-9] p0712 A72-16877
Turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy characteristics of subsonic air flow in straight conical diffuser, using hot-wire anemometry measurements p0720 A72-13862
Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine engine body calculated from equations of axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow p0752 A72-31702
Development mechanisms of turbulent jet flows [KRI-LS-36] p0803 N72-10245
Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft operating in Hawaiian Islands. [AD-726107] p0704 N72-11525
Wind tunnel tests to predict aircraft wake turbulence due to tip trailing vortex. [NASA-CA-62076] p0754 A72-29237
Computer program to analyze wing tip vortex as function of wing tip shape [AIAA-TP-14538] p0756 N72-30264
Lighthill-based model of sound emission from axisymmetric turbulence convected by mean flow, and implications for jet noise [NASA-TN-D-5939] p0757 N72-30607
Wind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution [NASA-TP-14662] p0761 N72-32012
Physical models of clear air turbulence based on summative observation of turbulence zones [AD-74369] p0764 N72-35623
TURBULENT HEAT TRANSFER
Extension of turbulent boundary layer computer program to include compressible adiabatic flow, heat transfer, three dimensional flow, and ducted flow. [IC-ARNO-71-24] p0759 N72-14308
TURBULENT JETS
Directionality and far field structure of combustion generated noise, using premixed turbulent flame models. [AIAA PAPER 72-198] p0719 A72-16875
Measurement of hot jets turbulence intensity axial and transverse profiles, noting application to sound sources detection. [NASA-AD-72-2656] p0720 A72-16877
Turbulent jet effectiveness in protection of aircraft surfaces from rain, describing wind tunnel simulation of takeoff and landing. p0727 A72-25137
Calculation procedure for reaction thrust of nearboundary turbulent jet in boundary layer blowing and blow type antiicing systems p0734 A72-28728
Supersonic jet exhaust noise radiation from turbulent shear layer instability waves, noting acoustic energy flux dependence on streamwise distance p0735 A72-29581
Turbulent and laminar jet flow in rotating environments noting application to jet mixing flow in tip driven rotor wakes p0738 A72-10008
Development mechanisms of turbulent jet flows [VTR-13-56] p0742 A72-10245
Flow model for jet pipe sound transmission through nozzle flow. [JEP/69] p0734 N72-10252
Sound generation in very low and very high turbulent jet flows from exhaust nozzle p0734 A72-10253
Sound generation and scale model experiments to suppress noise in turbulent jet flow eddies of supersonic transport aircraft. [ABC-32723] p0734 N72-10254
TURBULENT MIXING
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects on aircraft trailing vortex wake motion and persistency. [AIAA PAPER 72-82] p0738 A72-16903
Spectral measurements of jet turbulence noise in core and annular mixing region, using subsonic test experiments. [AIAA PAPER 72-158] p0748 A72-18957
Russian book on combustion and turbulent mixing processes in jet engines covering temperature and velocity profiles, combustion chamber design and fuel injection characteristics. p0751 A72-26340
Rotating flow introduction effects on jet noise levels, combustion and turbulent mixing processes and flame stability. [AIAA PAPER 72-645] p0746 A72-34087
Turbulent mixing of fuel and air in supersonic combustion ramjet engine. [AD-740909] p0751 A72-30964
TURBULENT WAKES
WT PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
AT SLIPSTREAMS
Turbulent boundary layer analogy mathematical model for turbulent mixing and buoyancy effects on aircraft trailing vortex wake motion and persistency. [AIAA PAPER 72-82] p0738 A72-16903
Wind tunnel measurements for near flow field velocity distribution in rectangular wing wake turbulence, comparing with flight measurements. [AIAA PAPER 74-41] p0734 A72-16948
Dynamic pressure distribution and propulsive contours of trailing vortex wake downwind of external flow jet flap, using five-hole probe measurements p0745 A72-25070
Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity wake pattern, applying results to flapping wing mechanics p0727 A72-25129
Turbulent intensity induced by wake of secondary air jet inlet to gas turbine engine flame tube p0731 A72-28131
TOBHIHG FLIGHT

Flight test studies of the formation of trailing vortices and a method to accelerate vortex dissipation.

Full-scale measurement of flow in turbulent wake of hangers

Wind tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex downstream of straight wing

Analysis of hazards created by aircraft wakes and methods for avoiding adverse effects during congested aircraft operation

Development of wake model for predicting rotor free wake positions and resulting rotor blade air loads - Vol. 1

Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to determine characteristics of vortex systems generated within ground effect and vortex systems descending into ground effects

Long time-history characteristics of vortex systems of four engine jet transport aircraft in terminal area-type operations

Scale effect in reattatched, separated, and thin wake flow over swept wings at transonic speed

Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip vortices generated by large jet transport aircraft when intersected by smaller general aviation type aircraft

Development of equipment and techniques for remote sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large commercial and military aircraft

Development of active and passive techniques for detecting and measuring presence and intensity of wingtip vortices generated in airport areas

Computer program and numerical analysis of finite amplitude waves of oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils

Aerodynamic characteristics of two dimensional airfoils with variable camber and performance of Whitcomb supercritical airfoil

TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Supersonic aircraft focused sonic boom suppression by slowing down during turning flight, obtaining conditions for focus cut-off at ground by atmospheric refraction

Supersonic aircraft energy turns.

Propagation of ballistic noise from aircraft in nonperturbed atmosphere - aircraft perforinant flight at constant velocity, applied to turning flight

Airspeed losses during turning flight maneuvers in gusts applied to airworthiness requirements

Real time, on-line turning flight optimization

Calculation of required controls for minimum time-to-turn based on three dimensional formulation for aircraft dynamics

TYC (CONTROL)

G THROTTLE VECTOR CONTROL

TWISTED WINGS

Wing load distribution and induced drag control by warping, summarizing linear theory and wind tunnel test results

TWISTING

Rigged method calculation for aerodynamic loads, transverse forces, bending moments, torques and twist of hinged main rotor blades in helicopter during forward flight

Computer program in ALGOL 60 language for calculation of longitudinal twist in axial flow turbomachinery

TIRES

Two dimensional airfoil unsteady stall in incompressible flow, comparing calculated loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching motions with measured values

Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils

Two dimensional airflow unsteady stall in incompressible flow, comparing calculated loading during transient and sinusoidal pitching motions with measured values

Two dimensional bodies oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semiinfinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils

Two dimensional airflow with variable camber and performance of Whitcomb supercritical airfoil

Two dimensional airfoil section testing at ONERA S3HA wind tunnel, comparing results with helicopter rotor blade test data

Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics and heat transfer properties

Spanwise pressure distribution for various cambers

Circular arc blades two dimensional cascade performance test data for various cambers, comparison with potential theory data

Two dimensional cascade performance data correction for rotating blade row stream surface inclination in axial flow turbines

Two dimensional cascade test of air-cooled turbine nozzle, describing aerodynamic characteristics and heat transfer properties

Two dimensional lift characteristics of multi-element airfoils, using potential flow method based on surface source distribution and finite difference boundary layer method

Two dimensional flow of gas jet around dihedral bodies, investigating screen proximity and fluid compressibility effects

Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier methods
Two dimensional and axisymmetric flow with heat addition, deriving flow field by inverse methods

Irrotational two dimensional transonic flow past symmetric profile with and without shock

Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two-dimensional model

Two and three dimensional turbulence boundary layers integral calculation method, presenting similarity solutions based on extended mixing length model

Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow interaction in throat region of mainstream two dimensional nozzle flow

Plane laminar incompressible fluid jet propagation into annular cross flow, solving boundary layer equations

Hydrodynamic equations solution containing critical point for compressible fluid two dimensional flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and turbine engine cascades

Analysis of the interactions of jets and airfoils in two dimensions

Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the unsteady flow through a blade-row with small steady pitch and camber angle

Some results from tests in the WAE High Reynolds number two-dimensional test facility on 'shockless' and other airfoils

Researches on the two-dimensional retarded cascade. I, II.

Two-dimensional model for thermal compression

An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem

Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion

Customer utilization and program listing for computer program on two-dimensional multicomponent airfoils in viscous flow

Derivation of cross-spectral functions for vertical and longitudinal components of two dimensional gust field

Higher-order theory used for solution of two dimensional subsonic wall interference due to source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel walls

Flow traverses downwind of quasi-two-dimensional, internally flowe flap

Computer program for coordinates, incompressible inviscid section characteristics, using two dimensional drag-rise for NASA airfoils

Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel

Three basic types of two dimensional calculations for approximating values in turbomachine blade flow

Two ReMoter Antennas
Radar double beam dielectric radiator antenna designs for VHF in 1250-1350 MHz range

Two Stage Turbines
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low emission operation of advanced technology

Two Reflectors Antennas

Numerical analysis of turbine efficiency for two stage turbine and comparison with estimations of first stage efficiency

U.S.S.R.

Researches on the two-dimensional retarded cascade. I, II.

Aerodynamic throttling effect due to air jet flow interaction in throat region of mainstream two dimensional nozzle flow

Plane laminar incompressible fluid jet propagation into annular cross flow, solving boundary layer equations

Hydrodynamic equations solution containing critical point for compressible fluid two dimensional flow, noting calculation of wing profiles and turbine engine cascades

Analysis of the interactions of jets and airfoils in two dimensions

Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the unsteady flow through a blade-row with small steady pitch and camber angle

Some results from tests in the WAE High Reynolds number two-dimensional test facility on 'shockless' and other airfoils

Researches on the two-dimensional retarded cascade. I, II.

Two-dimensional model for thermal compression

An improved solution of the two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil problem

Plane stationary flow of ideal incompressible fluid past large camber profiles of arbitrary shape and thickness, using computerized Fourier expansion

Customer utilization and program listing for computer program on two-dimensional multicomponent airfoils in viscous flow

Derivation of cross-spectral functions for vertical and longitudinal components of two dimensional gust field

Higher-order theory used for solution of two dimensional subsonic wall interference due to source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel walls

Flow traverses downwind of quasi-two-dimensional, internally flowe flap

Computer program for coordinates, incompressible inviscid section characteristics, using two dimensional drag-rise for NASA airfoils

Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel

Three basic types of two dimensional calculations for approximating values in turbomachine blade flow

Two ReMoter Antennas
Radar double beam dielectric radiator antenna designs for VHF in 1250-1350 MHz range

Two Stage Turbines
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low emission operation of advanced technology

Transport aircraft

U. N. B. N.

Computer program for coordinates, incompressible inviscid section characteristics, using two dimensional drag-rise for NASA airfoils

Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel

Three basic types of two dimensional calculations for approximating values in turbomachine blade flow

Two Reflectors Antennas
Radar double beam dielectric radiator antenna designs for VHF in 1250-1350 MHz range

Two Stage Turbines
Two stage fan engine for low noise and low emission operation of advanced technology

Transport aircraft

U. N. B. N.
L band in satellite system for aerial navigation aid, discussing position accuracy, data transmission and voice communication and modulation methods

Satellite navigational aid system technical and operational characteristics, emphasizing voice communications links in L band

VHF/UHF ground-air-ground communications site criteria and field manual

Dual output ultrahigh frequency aircraft antennas feed incorporating coaxial magic tee, transistor and step recovery varactor diode frequency multipliers

Development of ultrahigh frequency glide path system

Performance tests of L band communication concepts for air traffic control equipment installed in Applications Technology Satellite-P

Very high frequency and ultrahigh frequency single sideband transmission from ground station for aircraft reception

ULTRASONIC INSPECTION

U Ultrasonic Inspection

U Ultrasonic Testing

U Ultrasonic Sounding

U Ultrasonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks

Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NDT tests of helicopter rotor blades

Ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive testing of aircraft structure for maintenance and special problems

Aircraft light alloy integral construction for stress concentration and fatigue failure avoidance, describing continuous casting process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw testing procedures

Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection, noting reliability, simplicity and time economy as compared to eddy current or fluorescent penetrant methods

NDT techniques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests

Application of nondestructive testing procedures to maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints on Viscoumt aircraft (ZM-7105.512)

UNCAMBERED WINGS

U EYE WINGS

UNCERTAINTY

U PROBABILITY THEORY

UNDETERMINED OSCILLATIONS

U Supersonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

U Ultrasonic Sounding

U Ultrasonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks

U Applications

U Ultrasonic Testing

U Ultrasonic Sounding

U Ultrasonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks

Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NDT tests of helicopter rotor blades

Ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive testing of aircraft structure for maintenance and special problems

Aircraft light alloy integral construction for stress concentration and fatigue failure avoidance, describing continuous casting process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw testing procedures

Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection, noting reliability, simplicity and time economy as compared to eddy current or fluorescent penetrant methods

NDT techniques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests

Application of nondestructive testing procedures to maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints on Viscoumt aircraft (ZM-7105.512)

UNCAMBERED WINGS

U EYE WINGS

UNCERTAINTY

U PROBABILITY THEORY

UNDETERMINED OSCILLATIONS

U Supersonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

U Ultrasonic Sounding

U Ultrasonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks

Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NDT tests of helicopter rotor blades

Ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive testing of aircraft structure for maintenance and special problems

Aircraft light alloy integral construction for stress concentration and fatigue failure avoidance, describing continuous casting process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw testing procedures

Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection, noting reliability, simplicity and time economy as compared to eddy current or fluorescent penetrant methods

NDT techniques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests

Application of nondestructive testing procedures to maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints on Viscoumt aircraft (ZM-7105.512)

UNCAMBERED WINGS

U EYE WINGS

UNCERTAINTY

U PROBABILITY THEORY

UNDETERMINED OSCILLATIONS

U Supersonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

U Ultrasonic Sounding

U Ultrasonic Speeds

U Ultrasonic Testing

Portable self contained ultrasonic field inspection equipment for nondestructive crack detection in T53 gas turbine compressor disks

Automatic ultrasonic testing equipment for NDT tests of helicopter rotor blades

Ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive testing of aircraft structure for maintenance and special problems

Aircraft light alloy integral construction for stress concentration and fatigue failure avoidance, describing continuous casting process, stress relieving and ultrasonic flaw testing procedures

Aluminum aircraft wheels ultrasonic inspection, noting reliability, simplicity and time economy as compared to eddy current or fluorescent penetrant methods

NDT techniques selection, economics and organization for aircraft industry, considering ultrasonic holographic and adhesion tests

Application of nondestructive testing procedures to maintenance of large commercial aircraft

Ultrasonic inspection of wing spar joints on Viscoumt aircraft (ZM-7105.512)
Unsteady flow about two dimensional airfoils, determining surface pressure fluctuations induced by turbulent boundary layer

One dimensional unsteady flow in turbine engines rotating and static vane cascades, discussing vibrations propagation

Navier-Stokes equations solution for unsteady viscous flow around oscillating elliptic airfoil in turbomachinery flutter analysis, obtaining pressure and shear stress distributions

Nonlinear unsteady potential flow of incompressible fluid past slender wing, using linearized vortex distribution method

Interference induced unsteady aerodynamic forces on tandem airfoils in subsonic flow, using two dimensional model

Subsonic unsteady aerodynamic pressures on blades of compressor wheel rotating freely in air stream [ONERA, TP No. 103c] 20248 72-24854

Computational of panel flutter boundary calculations with aerodynamic forces derived from linear three dimensional unsteady potential flow theory [AAIA PAPER 72-403] 20287 72-25824

Inward radial flow turbines under unsteady flow conditions with full and partial admission, predicting performance by method of characteristics

Harmonically oscillating rectangular wing in unsteady transonic flow, obtaining two part boundary value problem for linear potential equation

Electrical analog simulation of internal combustion engines intake and exhaust systems nonstationary gas flow, considering cylinder, turbine and muffler operation

Unsteady viscous flow effects on aerodynamic forces exerted on oscillating elliptic airfoil for various Reynolds numbers, angles of attack and frequencies

Calculation of an unsteady separation flow past a slender profile

Unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic effects in turbomachine blade cascades supersonic flow, discussing trends in fan and compressor technology 20255 72-60969

Two-dimensional subsonic linearized theory of the unsteady flow through a blade-row with small steady pitch and cashee angle. [ICAS PAPER 72-12] 20252 72-41137

Nonstationary processes in the interevent apertures of turbomachines 20250 72-42247

Unsteady rotor aerodynamics at low inflow and its effect on flutter. [AAIA PAPER 72-957] 20256 72-42249

Unsteady wake effects on precessing/compressing forced rotor flapping modes. [AAIA PAPER 72-957] 20256 72-42350

Analysis by hybrid analog of rotating separation in compressors

Flutter analysis and unsteady pressure fields induced by pitching motions of wall mounted sweptback wing, verifying experimentally lifting surface theory in high subsonic range 20256 72-43094

Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex sheet. 20210 72-48498

Aerodynamic characteristics of turbine blade cascades in unsteady incompressible and compressible fluid flow, considering axial flow turbine blades vibration

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests [ARC-CF-1155] 20209 72-12198

Development of wake model for predicting rotor free wake positions and resulting rotor blade air loads - Vol. 1 [NASA-CS-1911] 20164 72-14990

Airflow characteristics of unsteady flow around bluff bodies, spheres, disks, and autorotating two dimensional airfoil [AD-733862] 20203 72-15556

Visualization of unsteady flow around oscillating airfoils and rotary wings, and within turbomachines in hydraulic tunnels [ONERA-WT-180] 20277 72-18329

Unsteady wings

NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS

NT RECTANGULAR WINGS

NT WING WINGS

Wind tunnel investigation of unswept rectangular wing with externally blown single slotted flap, determining optimum slot width as function of momentum coefficient and flap deflection

Three dimensional wind tunnel investigation of vortex augmented unswept wing with leading edge cusp flap and split upper and lower trailing edge flaps [SAP PAPER 720321] 20290 72-25584

Method for estimating transonic boundary and Reynolds number effects for straight and swept wings

Transonic wind tunnel tests of effectiveness of high lift devices on swept and straight wings in controlling flow separation

Wind tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex downstream of straight wing [NASA-CS-62077] 20297 72-11950

UPDRAFTS

U VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS

U UPPER AIR

U UPPER ATMOSPHERE

U UPPER ATMOSPHERE

U MEGATROPIC

U MEGOSPHERE

Upper atmospheric turbulence correlation to supersonic aircraft dynamics, noting Concord contribution

URBAN AREAS

U CITIES

URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Potential effects of air cushion vehicle /ACV/ multithousand ton freighter on city development

Air transport planning in coordination with urban and country development in West Germany

Dallas/Fort Worth airport planning and construction economics impact on community, economy and life style

Airport economic and social impact on environs in terms of community development

Rational evolutionary plan for developing future national short haul air transportation system [NASA-CS-126135] 20367 72-22015

Effects of operational aircraft noise on land development around military airport [AD-740393] 20356 72-29011

URBAN PLANNING

New York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport feasibility, evaluating noise, air-water pollution, land conservation, cost, etc

San Francisco Bay area airport and airspace capacity analysis to meet 1985 demand forecast

Optimization model for designing surface and air intercity passenger transport systems, and application to STOL link between Toronto and Montreal [TR-72-1] 20364 72-32972

URBAN RESEARCH

Intraurban STOL travel demand and modal split model incorporating commuter preference variables, and aircraft network and operating cost estimates for San Francisco [NASA-CS-11418] 20378 72-22980
Subject Index

Urban Transportation

V/STOL Transportation

Each 0.00 quiet intercity STOL transport design

Comparison of turbofan, prop-fan and turboprop systems

[ICAS Paper 710756] p0004 A72-10256

4intendo flow and interface transportation systems, discussing access, passenger traffic

and cargo handling and government controls

[ICAS Paper 72-13410] p0020 A72-13410

VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated urban areas, discussing travel time, airport

requirements, noise and design problems

P0126 A72-16733

Rotocraft based on VTOL concept for aircraft

noise reduction in urban transportation

P0143 A72-18248

Ultrashort haul commuter carrier air transportation system based on VTOL aircraft for

suburban-to-city center trips, comparing with land based transport

P0405 A72-33113

Helicopters and turboskiffs as space conserving alternatives for automobile urban

transportation, emphasizing comfort and convenience

P0452 A72-35505

Short haul intercity air transportation systems requirements for successful competition with

lower cost ground modes

[ICAS Paper 72-16] p0553 A72-11141

Prototype interurban TFR STOL transportation system demonstration project, considering area

navigation, scanning beam microwave landing systems and STOLport planning

[ICAS Paper 72-41] p0555 A72-11166

Propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles and analysis of exhaust emissions from

fossil-fueled heat engines

[PB-200186] p0036 A72-10830

Graphs and tables of service cost for intrarurban transportation system

[NASA-CB-1143U1] p0036 A72-10985

Aircraft design concepts for intrarurban transportation system

[NASA-CB-1143U2] p0036 A72-10986

Documentation of data used in intrarurban transportation analysis appendix

[NASA-CB-1143U3] p0036 A72-10987

Supplement to intercity air transportation effectiveness model

[PB-200476] p0106 A72-13024

Computer program and subprogram descriptions for intercity air transportation effectiveness

[PB-200477] p0106 A72-13025

Model subprogram design for intercity, air

transportation effectiveness analysis by computer

[PB-200478] p0107 A72-13025

Subprogram design specification for intercity air transportation effectiveness model

[PB-200479] p0107 A72-13029

Acceptance tests for intercity air transportation

effectiveness computer programs

[PB-200481] p0106 A72-13030

Computer program for intercity air transportation

effectiveness model

[PB-200482] p0107 A72-13031

Computer operators manual for intercity air

transportation effectiveness programs

[PB-200487] p0107 A72-13032

Manual for programmers for intercity air

transportation effectiveness computer programs

[PB-200497] p0107 A72-13033

Manual for programming intercity air

transportation effectiveness model

[PB-200482] p0107 A72-13036

Intercity air transportation effectiveness model

[PB-200489] p0108 A72-13246

Interrurban STOL travel demand and modal split model incorporating computer preference

variables, and aircraft network and operating cost estimates for San Francisco

[NASA-CB-11461] p0378 A72-22980

Air and highway systems analysis and environmental predictions for Northeast Corridor

[PB-205283] p0379 A72-22986

Analysis of interrelationships of ground

transportation systems and air terminal facilities in San Francisco, California area

p0379 A72-22987

p0405 A72-33113

p0452 A72-35505

p0553 A72-11141

p0555 A72-11166

p0036 A72-10830

p0036 A72-10985

p0036 A72-10986

p0036 A72-10987

p0106 A72-13024

p0106 A72-13025

p0106 A72-13025

p0106 A72-13029

p0106 A72-13030

p0107 A72-13031

p0107 A72-13032

p0107 A72-13033

p0107 A72-13036

p0108 A72-13246

p0378 A72-22980

p0379 A72-22986

Analysis of accomplishments in public

transportation developments and predictions of future requirements

p0634 A72-32982

General description of, and information on 1974

National Transportation Study for State and

local governments and work programs for each State

p0649 A72-33973

USA (UNITED STATES)

U NITED STATES OF AMERICA

Environmental impact survey on consolidation of all Air Force advanced helicopter training at

Hill AFB, Utah

[PB-196764-F] p0221 A72-17203

Environmental impact statement on proposed improvements to Anti-Ephraim Airport, Ephraim, Utah

[PB-207066-F] p0626 A72-32270

Utility Aircraft

Natchez 220-a twin engine winged commercial/utility helicopter, describing design

details, onboard systems and payload accommodations

p0232 A72-22907

Fixed wing agricultural agricultural, comparing different designs in terms of performance,

safety, handling and economic efficiency

p0232 A72-22940

German Bo 105 five/six seat light utility helicopter with rigid glass-fiber reinforced

plastic rotor blades, presenting design and performance

p0360 A72-10678

Flying crane helicopters utilization in construction industry for materials transport

and structural erection work, discussing technical and economic aspects

p0597 A72-83637

Agricultural aircraft flight loads - Typical spectra and some observations on airworthiness

p0606 A72-14738

Briefs of US general aviation accidents involving aerial application operations during 1969

[PB-204811] p0333 A72-21025

Accident investigation of crashes of agricultural aircraft and effectiveness of protective equipment in preventing injuries and fatalities


Utility Aircraft

NT Piper Aircraft

VT/STOL Aircraft

NT Composite Utility Helicopters

NT Flying Platforms

NT Helicopters

NT Military Helicopters

NT QuarSTOL

NT Rigid Rotor Helicopters

NT Rotary Wing Aircraft

NT Short Takeoff Aircraft

NT Vertical Takeoff Aircraft

Free flight simulation tests for VT/STOL aircraft employing P-attitude control system adaptation to

helicopter pitch and roll control

[DGCL Paper 71-060] p0623 A72-12714

Disk shrouded lift engine providing additional thrust during takeoff and transition phases of

VT/STOL aircraft, returning to ground by jet after task accomplishment

p0255 A72-12900

Naval hovering vehicle versatile automatic control system for VT/STOL flight test program, using

airborne digital computer for navigation/guidance computations

p0255 A72-16661

Multiplier method for discrete optimization problems with equality constraints, applying to

time optimal control for VT/STOL aircraft

p0125 A72-18387

VAK 191 V/STOL reconnaissance fighter prototype

test program, describing design, test results, and performance

p0125 A72-19249
V/STOL AIRCRAFT CONFIG

VJ-101 and B V/STOL weapon system design, describing various propulsion system configurations
p0183 A72-19250

V/STOL weapon system VJ-101, describing tiltrotor aircraft development from liftrotor concept to canard configuration with tilting wing-tip engines
p0183 A72-19251

V/STOL development for short haul air transportation, discussing requirements for quiet pollution-free operation, ATC systems, navigation and landing aids
p0190 A72-21010

Technology forecasting and risk assessment in V/STOL transport area, examining mission issues and selection criteria
p0228 A72-22473

Anthropotechnical aspects of V/STOL aircraft control, discussing instrument and control systems concepts based on development and flight tests of experimental Do-31 VTOL aircraft
p0230 A72-22784

STOL and V/STOL transport aircraft design requirements consideration based on common propulsion and lift engine types use, noting fan lift solution superiority
p0244 A72-28665

Flight airworthiness requirements development for supersonic transports, V/STOL and transport and general aviation aircraft, exploring critical control and stability parameters
[SHE PAPER 720306] p0200 A72-25570

Business V/STOL aircraft economic viability based on cost benefit analysis and comparison with turbine powered aircraft
[SHE PAPER 720334] p0291 A72-25594

Propulsion control systems design for military and commercial V/STOL aircraft, considering power management performance with allergic weight and maximum reliability and maintainability
[AMER PAPER 72-GT-79] p0297 A72-25659

Propulsion system flexibility in turboprop aircraft with one lift-convertible engine, discussing takeoff thrust requirements and cruise fuel consumption efficiency
[AMER PAPER 72-GT-105] p0299 A72-25670

Propulsion system/airframe matching in hybrid V/STOL airplanes, stressing thrust vector management, lift engine bypass ratio and power plant packaging design
[AMER PAPER 72-GT-105] p0299 A72-25671

German VAK 191 V/STOL fighter aircraft design, development and flight tests, noting redundant control systems
p0307 A72-27166

STOL, VTOL and V/STOL air transportation systems development, characteristics and requirements, presenting economic forecast
p0311 A72-27761

Meteorological information requirements for V/STOL aircraft design, airport location, runway orientation, aircraft operations and A/C simulation
p0319 A72-28869

V/STOL aircraft potential for short haul civil air traffic, discussing present technology and investment costs in comparison with advanced ground transportation systems
p0357 A72-30076

Aerodynamic noise and structural failure of high-speed transport research and test facility, concerning supersonic jet and V/STOL aircraft
p0405 A72-32900

V/STOL weapon system VJ-101 design, discussing one axis rocking device, suspension structure and hovering flight control
p0405 A72-33099

V/STOL flight control - Trend and requirements.
p0482 A72-19240

Critical review of MIL-F-83000 V/STOL flying qualities specifications as applied to helicopter design and missions, insufficient inappropriateness for Navy helicopters
[ARS PREPRINT 641] p0487 A72-39503

Design of V/STOL ports.
p0460 A72-36783

V/STOL developments in Hawker Siddeley Aviation Limited.
p0462 A72-37096

V/STOL - Selection and problems of the new medium VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing, hovering and transition flight and associated control problems
p0494 A72-38032

Development of STOLARD, a versatile navigation, guidance and control system.
[AAAA PAPER 72-769] p0496 A72-39106

Quiet engine design for V/STOL and reduced takeoff and landing /VTOL/ aircraft, discussing various engine noise sources, countermeasures and tolerance levels
p0509 A72-39819

V/STOL aircraft configurations with lifting counter-rotating disks, presenting aerodynamic coefficients from rotating water tank experiments
p0551 A72-40170

Noise radiation from V/STOL aircraft
[ICAS PAPER 72-22] p0553 A72-41147

Experience with the NRC 10 ft. x 20 ft. V/STOL propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of V/STOL engine model testing.
p0600 A72-42427

Impinging inclined jet effect on aerodynamic characteristics of control surface in VTOL longitudinal stability
p0628 A72-10011

Military specification adoption for V/STOL aircraft
[AD-725746] p0632 A72-10048

Recirculation mechanism in jet powered V/STOL aircraft
[ADVANCED PAPER 72-121] p0636 A72-10828

Noise reduction for climbing takeoff and V/STOL aircraft affecting stability
[DLR-PS-71-10] p0662 A72-11040

Full scale measurement of flow in turbulent wake of hangars
[ABC-CP-1165] p0683 A72-11047

Development of computer program for supersonic aircraft design, discussing various propulsion system characteristics of compressed air generator with through flow combustor for V/STOL aircraft propulsion systems
[NAVY-71-2422] p0996 A72-12779

Length and weight estimates of propulsion components for V/STOL propulsion systems
[NAVY-71-2406] p0977 A72-12785

Advanced technologies for improved direct lift jet V/STOL transport structure, propulsion, and performance
p1004 A72-13014

Analysis of adequacy of omissions and distance measuring equipment for navigation of V/STOL aircraft in Los Angeles, California area
[PAA-AD-71-96] p1011 A72-13586

Development of techniques for predicting aircraft stability and control aspects of V/STOL aircraft
[AD-730121] p1053 A72-14004

Limitations on approach flight paths of V/STOL aircraft including limits on descent angle due to maximum lift drag ratio
p1065 A72-15001

Development of commercial transportation facilities using STOL and VTOL aircraft for short-haul operations
p1074 A72-15925

DFYLR conference on V/STOL flight mechanics, computerized simulation for reliability, and values and units in flight dynamics, Brunswick, Apr. 1971
[DLR-BITL-71-169] p1083 A72-15963

Flight dynamics of V/STOL aircraft including stability, noise and ground effect
p1095 A72-15964

Thrust measurement interpretation for V/STOL models and transition performance of lift fan configurations
p1120 A72-16693

Jet blowing for intake boundary layer control in V/STOL aircraft
p1120 A72-16697

Rapid sizing nozzle, thrust vector control, and thrust augmentation for V/STOL aircraft
p1121 A72-16699

Thrust lift augmentation and noise reduction characteristics of compact vectors with applications to V/STOL aircraft
Wind tunnel aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport model with outboard pod mounted front fans and rear fans located in wing-fuselage junction. (NASA-TM-X-62102) p0249 N72-17987

Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of ground proximity on aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL aircraft model. (NASA-TM-X-2212) p0251 N72-18008

Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of cyclic pitch control on V/STOL aircraft for longitudinal control during hover and transition (AD-730237) p0271 N72-19039

Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of cyclic pitch propellers at low speed. (AD-73068) p0272 N72-19047

Detail design of turboprop lift fan for use with V/STOL transport research aircraft. (NASA-CS-R-120706) p0282 N72-19802

Stability and control flight test procedures for V/STOL aircraft in general and specific application to P-1127 and Harrier aircraft. (NASA-TM-X-20980) p0328 N72-20980

Airborne simulator used to determine lateral-directional handling qualities for V/STOL aircraft in low speed maneuvering flight. (NASA-TM-X-735429) p0332 N72-21014

Design problems of inlets and nozzles used in super sonic and V/STOL propulsion systems. (NASA-TM-X-21819) p0380 N72-21819

Structural design criteria and aerodynamic prediction techniques applied to stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 8. (AD-736021) p0366 N72-22011

Value engineering report on design and evaluation of stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 8. (AD-736022) p0370 N72-22035

Design guidelines for pictorial integrated flight control and guidance displays for V/STOL aircraft. (NASA-CS-R-126153) p0374 N72-22630

V/STOL display requirements for approach and landing under adverse weather conditions. (NASA-TM-X-22632) p0374 N72-22632

Conference on aerodynamic design aspects of V/STOL and STOL turbomachinery and rotors. (DLR-ETT-71-16) p0381 N72-23008

Flight mechanical aspects for V/STOL propeller and rotor design. (DGLE-R-71-16) p0381 N72-23009

Numerical optimization methods for aerodynamic V/STOL propeller design. (DGLE-R-71-17) p0381 N72-23010

Propulsion requirements for advanced high performance V/STOL designs. (DGLE-R-71-17) p0381 N72-23010

Performance of cyclic pitch propellers for longitudinal control of V/STOL tilt wing aircraft. (DGLE-R-71-201) p0381 N72-23012

Static efficiency and penalties associated with cyclic pitch V/STOL propellers. (DGLE-R-71-201) p0381 N72-23012

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft with tip-turbine driven lift fans. (NASA-TM-X-62151) p0420 N72-24010

Flight evaluation of vectored-thrust jet V/STOL aircraft during simulated instrument approaches using festrol (Y-6A) aircraft. (NASA-TM-X-6791) p0420 N72-24010

Design and development of turboprop lift fan for use with turboprop gas generator installed on V/STOL transport research aircraft. (NASA-CS-R-120909) p0428 N72-24028


Systems analysis to define technical, economic, and operational characteristics of aircraft transportation system for short-haul, intercity commuter operations. (NASA-CS-R-1991) p0467 N72-26024

Procedures for reduction of noise generated by tilt-rotor aircraft during takeoff and landing phases of flight by flight path control. (NASA-CS-R-2034) p0467 N72-26024

Compilation of technical reports on missile design, missile guidance, helicopter stability, V/STOL aircraft, and wind tunnel design - Vol. 3. (SSR-11-070153-91) p0475 N72-26595

Development of composite structure for propeller blade retention on V/STOL aircraft propulsion system. (AD-739555) p0481 N72-27047

Analysis of effect of noise created by V/STOL aircraft operation on annoyance to communities near operational sites. (UITAS-TH-177) p0584 N72-31015

Analysis of existing helicopters and helicopter requirements to support short haul and commuter requirements. (PB-208395) p0586 N72-31032


Proceedings of conference on handling qualities and performance criteria for conventional and V/STOL aircraft. (AGARD-CP-1056) p0619 N72-32017

Revisions to handling qualities criteria for V/STOL aircraft with emphasis on instrument flight characteristics. (AD-73021) p0620 N72-32021

Development of V/STOL aircraft handling qualities criteria specification and analysis of deficiencies. (AD-73021) p0620 N72-32022


Development and characteristics of navigation system for vertical and short takeoff aircraft with application to flight management experiments. (NASA-TM-X-73903) p0646 N72-33642

VACUUM DEPOSITION

Developments in vacuum braze coating of auto-erode nozzle guide vanes. (NASA-TH-X-67993) p0647 N72-26025

VACUUM TUBE OSCILLATORS

VT CAPACITOR TUBES

VT MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

VACUUM TUBES

VT CAPACITOR TUBES

VT MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

VALUE ENGINEERING

Value engineering based cost data application to design of aircraft in production. (NASA-TM-X-62153) p0145 A72-18435

Value engineering report on design and evaluation of stowed tilt rotor concept - Vol. 9. (AD-736022) p0370 N72-22035

VALUES

VT CONTROL VALVES

VT FUEL VALVES

VT GAS VALVES

VANELESS DIFFUSERS

Compressible flow measurement and loss prediction in radial vanless diffuser in centrifugal compressor, using hot-wire anemometers. (NASA-TM-X-23861) p0238 A72-23861

Sub and shroud boundary layer growth in centrifugal compressor vanless diffusers, comparing predicted and measured performance at high pressure ratio per stage. (ASME PAPERS 72-GT-54) p0296 A72-25645

VANES

VT GUIDE VANES

VT WING VANES

Wide angle conical diffuser performance improvement by conical splitter vanes, considering static pressure recovery. (NASA-TM-X-23861) p0238 A72-23860

Cascade technology for centrifugal compressor vaned diffuser design, comparing performance results with conventional diffuser data. (ASME PAPERS 72-GT-39) p0295 A72-25633

Flow and heat transfer for air cooled and turbine vanes. (NASA-TM-X-23761) p0495 N72-12987

Fatigue strength and durability of gas turbine vane models under isothermal and temperature changing conditions. (NASA-TM-X-23861) p0628 A72-24826

A-963
VAPOUR DEPOSITION

VAPOUR DEPOSITION
BY VACUUM DEPOSITION
VAPOUR GENERATORS
U VAPOURIZERS

VAPOUR PRESSURE
Fuel vapour spontaneous ignition in Concorde fuel tank for maximum oxygen concentration determination to limit ignition pressure [NASA-CP-1209]
p0537 N72-29799

VAPOUR TRAILS
U CONTRAILS
VAPOURIZERS
Fuel vaporizer for gas turbine engine, investigating heat transfer coefficient p0122 A72-16492

VAPOURIZING
BY EVAPORATION
U FILM BOILING
VAPORES
BY WATER VAPOR
VAPORIZATION
BY WATER DRAINAGE
U TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
Turbomachinery research trends, covering engine cooling, design, turbines and fan engines, and computer analysis p0301 A72-26036
Flight test of modified F-106B aircraft with undervening engine nacelles to study airflow installation effects on variable-flap elevator nozzles [NASA-TM-X-2478]
p0162 N72-149791
Variable geometry aero-engine for takeoff and thrust augmentation of turbojet engine [F-6714]
p0162 N72-149794
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing aircraft models at subsonic speeds [NASA-CASE-XLA-07430]
p0371 N72-22246

VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS
Astafan turbofan engine with variable pitch fan rotor blades for thrust variation, discussing gearbox and core engine design p0188 A72-204559
Variable pitch fans for STOL aircraft thrust/shaft engine, noting short field capability and quietness p0234 A72-23487
Variable pitch ultrahigh bypass ratio ducted fan engine design for STOL transport aircraft [ISRAEL PAPER 82-GT-61]
p0297 A72-25652
Variable pitch fans - Successors to the aircraft propeller p0567 A72-42297
Performance of cyclic pitch propellers for longitudinal control of V/STOL tilt wing aircraft [DGZL-71-019]
p0381 N72-23012
Static efficiency and penalties associated with variable pitch V/STOL propellers [DGZL-71-021]
p0382 N72-23015

VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design, emphasizing variable sweep wing, landing gear, control and instrumentation p0038 A72-12226
Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model with variable sweep wing [DGZL PAPER 71-081]
p0022 A72-12709
Variable sweep wing aerodynamic characteristics in subsonic, transonic and supersonic flight, considering lift, drag, stability and control p0461 A72-36576
Analysis of technical problems involved in production of variable sweep wings [AD-730043]
p0152 N72-14003
Wind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled wing-nacellar configurations at Mach numbers from 1.60 to 2.86 [NASA-TM-D-6597]
p0165 N72-15000
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory lateral stability derivatives of slender variable sweep wing aircraft model and comparison with Concorde and H-115 [FAE-TM-7095]
p0203 N72-15972
Wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for scale model of carrier based variable-sweep fighter aircraft with twin vertical tails [NASA-TM-X-2555]
p0369 N72-22027

RELATED TOPICS
AERODYNAMIC Damping
Investigating heat transfer coefficient
WIND VARIATIONS
FLIGHT CONTROL
Turbomachinery research trends, covering engine cooling, design, turbines and fan engines, and computer analysis
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing aircraft models at subsonic speeds
Variable geometry aero-engine for takeoff and thrust augmentation of turbojet engine
Performance of cyclic pitch propellers for longitudinal control of V/STOL tilt wing aircraft
Static efficiency and penalties associated with variable pitch V/STOL propellers
B-1 strategic supersonic bomber design, emphasizing variable sweeping wing, landing gear, control and instrumentation
Low subsonic region unsteady interference effects on harmonically oscillating wing-tailplane model with variable sweep wing
Wind tunnel tests to determine static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled wing-nacellar configurations at Mach numbers from 1.60 to 2.86
Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory lateral stability derivatives of slender variable sweep wing aircraft model and comparison with Concorde and H-115
Wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for scale model of carrier based variable-sweep fighter aircraft with twin vertical tails

SUBJECT INDEX
[ NAVAIR-72-1999] p0432 N72-25010

VECTOR ANALYSIS
BY VORTICITY
VECTOR CONTROL
U DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
VECTOR SPACES
U ADJACENTS
VECTOR EIGENVALUES
MATRIXES (MATHEMATICS)
STATE VECTORS
VORTICITY
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS)
STATE VECTORS
VORTICITY
VEHICLE WHEELS
BY ROSE WHEELS
Aircraft landing gear wheel damage and antiskid mechanisms under operational conditions
Airframe wheel mechanics, discussing freely turning and braked wheels, tire drift and antiskid braking systems for landing gear p0285 A72-25287
Runaway motion stability of aircraft with three wheel landing gear, assuming elastic response to moment induced force p0307 A72-27235

VELOCITY
BY AIRSPEED
ANGULAR VELOCITY
CRITICAL VELOCITY
ESCAPE VELOCITY
GROUND VELOCITY
HIGH VELOCITY
HYPERSONIC VELOCITY
LOW VELOCITY
RADIAL VELOCITY
ROTOR VELOCITY
SUBSONIC VELOCITY
SUPERSONIC VELOCITIES
STIF VELOCITY
TRANSonic VELOCITY
WIND VELOCITY
Forward speed effect on lift power of two dimensional jet ground effect support p0476 N72-27006

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Axial and tangential velocity distributions within trailing line vortex to large distance downstream of generating wing extended from available data [AD-743599]
p0012 A72-11135
Subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical cranked wings at zero incidence, presenting corrected data for various conditions p0369 N72-22027

A-864
Conical diffuser response to velocity distribution

Difference equations and relaxation methods for velocity profiles in three-dimensional turbulent incompressible boundary layer velocity profiles in airfoils for gliders, optimizing airfoils for sonic flow about aircraft wings, and those of the same airfoil arranged in an arbitrary cascade.

Three-dimensional velocity field estimation by thin airfoil vibrations in supersonic flow, deriving function in semispaces to satisfy boundar... Computation of transonic flow about finite lifting wings.

Velocity profiles in vortex flow cascades blades, determining velocities in supersonic cascade profiles by method of singularities.

Radial velocity distribution at supersonic compressor inlet from duct-cool and wall pressure measurements

Conical diffuser response to velocity distribution and turbulence intensity at inlet

Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow in three-dimensional boundary layer on walls of axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining velocity field

Turbocompressor deceleration cascades blades, determining cross-sectional area and those of the same airfoil arranged in an arbitrary cascade.

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edges, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord

French monograph on velocity profile in laminar boundary layer on seminfinite flat plate in harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible flow

French monograph on flow near rotor blade tips, discussing three-dimensional circulation and boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity and pressure distributions, etc.

Velocity profiles for three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on end wall of axial flow compressors cascade passage under adverse pressure gradients

Boundary layer velocity profiles on a helicopter rotor blade in hovering and forward flight.

Coaxial turbocompressors used in turbojet engines, calculating meridional velocity distribution

Iterative solution to aerodynamic design of axial turbocompressors, describing sensing techniques based on acoustic pulse deflection and velocity field measurements

Effects of radial and circumferential discrete center vortex profile distortions on performance of short-length double-annular ram-induction combustors

Helicopter rotor boundary layer effects, energy losses, velocity field... Subsonic-sonic wind tunnel for pulsed flows with speed sweeps and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes
VELOCITY POTENTIALS

U FLOW DISTRIBUTION
U VELOCITY PROFILLES
U PITOT TUBES
U SPEED INDICATORS
U VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
VENTILATION FANS

Comparison of two types of blade profile for axial-flow fans

VERTICAL TAILS
Flow rate metering by multiple Venturi systems, discussing internal fluid mechanics for design optimization

VERBAL COMMUNICATION
Measurement of noise levels on aircraft carrier deck during aircraft operations and effects on deafness risk and verbal communication interference

VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
High speed helicopter elastic rotor blade suboptimal works controller decreasing flapping motion and bending loads despite small control angles and vertical gusts

Thundertor penetration by F-100 aircraft to study turbulence hazard relation to updraft size and short period fluctuation-induced acceleration changes

Aircraft atmospheric flow measurements of horizontal and vertical motions on nonscales, using inertial reference system

Hail size distribution and concentration in thunderstorm updraft regions from aircraft and S band radar observations

VERITICAL DISTRIBUTION
Stratospheric circulation and air temperature horizontal and vertical distribution, discussing CAT at oceanographic transport heights

Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal shear fluctuations.

VERITICAL FLIGHT
Mathematical model for lifting rotors in vertical flight using matched asymptotic expansions

VERTICAL LANDING
Rolling vertical takeoff and landing procedure for VTOL aircraft using thrust augmentation by afterburning

Evaluation of integrated flight display for hovering phase of IFR landing of VTOL aircraft

VERTICAL STABILIZERS
U STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
U TAILS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
U TAIL ASSEMBLIES

VERTICAL TAKEOFF
Main results of nonlinear theory

VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
U FLYING PLATFORMS
STOL and VTOL aircraft performance and efficiency, discussing landing and takeoff distances reduction

VTOL transport aircraft use in densely populated urban areas, discussing travel time, airport requirements, noise and design problems

All-weather landing aids for civil VTOL aircraft and helicopters, discussing Doppler and inertial navigations, instrument landing systems and ground visibility improvement

Model following variable stability system for X-type VTOL aircraft, discussing hardware design and flight evaluation

ROTATING CRAFT

Rotocraft based on VTOL concept for aircraft noise reduction in urban transportation

Integral and remote powered lift fan engines design for large civilian VTOL transports

Propulsion system design for military VTOL aircraft, emphasizing subsonic cruise to maximum thrust ratio and exhaust downwash characteristics

STOL, VTOL and V/STOL air transportation systems development, characteristics and requirements, presenting economic forecast

Aircraft tires design and performance characteristics, considering VTOL and Concorde operating conditions

Rotary wing and VTOL aircraft induced downwash effects on ground personnel, discussing injuries, body heat loss, work capability impairment and sound-pressure effects

Optimum low noise engine selection for transport and combat aircraft relative to range or payload performance, considering CTOL, VTOL, SST and fighter aircraft

Jet lift VTOL flight path optimization for minimum landing transition distance, evaluating deceleration as function of incidence and thrust vector angles

Fokker VTOL transport aircraft designs, considering payload, range, runway conditions, noise, military capabilities and operational costs

Ultrashort haul common carrier air transportation system based on VTOL aircraft for suburban-to-city center trips, comparing with land based transport

VTOL short haul transportation applications discussing concept evolution and economic factors

Buoyancy systems and parafoils applications in short haul passenger transportation, discussing VTOL and STOL operations

Axisymmetric jet impact on ground board for different nozzle configurations and heights in VTOL aircraft aerodynamic studies

A pilot's opinion - VTOL control design requirements for the instrument approach tank.

New VTOL transport aircraft designs by Fokker.

The XA-191 B VTOL fighter and reconnaissance aircraft

Extended Kalman filter with fictitious noise input for adaptive tracking of time varying parameters applied to VTOL aircraft

Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, evaluation based on aerodynamic and aerelastic model and full scale performance tests

VTOL aircraft noise reduction through design methods and flight path management in terminal area, evaluating environmental annoyance to surrounding community

Calculation of the recirculation' flow of VTOL lift engines.

German monograph - Model-analytical investigation of short-haul air traffic with VTOL aircraft in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Jet impingement under VTOL aircraft.

Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with high pressure ejectors to determine jet interference on aerodynamic coefficients

A-466
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TT-P-14059]</td>
<td>Influence of engine design and thrust vector control on transition characteristics of VTOL transport aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TT-P-14076]</td>
<td>Design and operation of low pressure ratio fan lift engines for VTOL aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TH-X-2060]</td>
<td>Noise measurement of deflected jet VTOL aircraft for determining design configurations and selecting propulsion systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TH-D-6654]</td>
<td>Fan and wing fucos data on wind tunnel model of VTOL lift fan in two dimensional wing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TH-D-6575]</td>
<td>Simulation of wind, stability data rate, and contingency event variables during steep descent of vertical lift aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TH-X-6153]</td>
<td>Application of programmed pilotage techniques to vary aerodynamic parameters during flight for enhanced lift at level, vertical takeoff speed characteristics of VTOL aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TH-X-6152]</td>
<td>Application of alternative display formats to establish system requirements for manually controlled steep angle approach under IFR conditions with vertical lift aircraft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING

flight tests
[AAD-74-0001] p0640 N72-33033

VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING
U VERTICAL LANDING
U VERTICAL TAKEOFF

VEBTOL-HILITAEI HELICOFIEBS
VEBTIC1L TAKEOFF AHD LANDIHG
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AHD LiHDIBG

A-468
VHF OBHIBAIGE HAVIGATION
VFB (BDLES)
VEBI HIGH FBEQDEHCY BADIO BQOIPHEHT
VEBTIGO

0 BOEING AIBCBAFT
0 VERTICAL TAKEOFF
0 VERTICAL LANDING

Updating inertial navigation systems with VOB/DHE
Aircraft distance measuring equipment with VOB
Statistical analysis of track keeping Strumble VOB

Analysis of aircraft accidents resulting from pilot disorientation and vertigo during flights on military aircraft and helicopters
[AD-73S119] p0272 N72-19053
Analysis of aircraft accidents occurring in military MHE-1 helicopters where pilot disorientation and vertigo is suspected
[AD-73S608] p0667 N72-26028
Investigation of military aircraft accidents involving vertigo and orientation errors
[AD-74S483] p0624 N72-32061

VESLB MILITARY HELICOPTERS
U BOENG AIRCRAFT

VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
VHF/UHF ground-air-ground communications siting criteria and field manual
[FAA-RO-71-76] p0092 N72-12087
Very high frequency and ultrahigh frequency single sideband transmission from ground station for aircraft reception
p0532 N72-29119

VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT

Very high frequency radio beacon system for location marking in jungle
[AD-73S916] p0281 N72-19725

VFR (BOULES)
U VISUAL FLIGHT RULES

VHF OmniDirectional Navigation
Statistical analysis of track keeping Strumble VOR data for lateral navigation separation standards and collision risk in continental environment
p0002 A72-10179
VOR, Direct Measuring Equipment and TACAN polar coordinate radio navigation systems history, improvements and future development
p0622 A72-12646
VOR system in short range navigation supplementing VORTAC for coverage at low altitudes in mountain areas
p0138 A72-17330

Operational requirements for VORTAC system improvements, including precision VOR, navigation broadcast, DME capacity and CAS signals synchronization
p0138 A72-17336
Combined inertial/radio navigation systems for cost reduction, noting superior accuracy of VOR and DME
p0144 A72-18286
Area navigation systems, discussing VOR/DME, Doppler and inertial systems, CPT displays, data links, etc.
p0193 A72-21523
Airborne VHF omni-directional /VOR/ systems minimum operational standards for navigation and communication in air traffic control
p0242 A72-26725
Aircraft distance measuring equipment with VOR radio receivers and ground station transponder for pulse interrogation
p0307 A72-27105
Integrated inertial-VOR-DME or inertial-TACAN navigation system, presenting plant range and bearing adjustment procedure via least squares method
p0816 A72-36436

Updating inertial navigation systems with VOR/DME information.
[AIAA PAPER 72-046] p0504 A72-39083
Radiation patterns and transmitter power needed for two-ray antenna used with VOR approach marker beacon
[FAA-RO-72-17] p0261 N72-18659
Development of wide range of broadcast control concepts for improved air traffic control and utilization of air space
[NASA-CH-126157] p0373 N72-22620
Analysis of incompatibility between ground and airborne measurements of VOR space system modulation
[AD-73S039] p0377 N72-22662
Development of air navigation system using liquid crystals and electronic equipment to determine direction to selected VOR station
[NASA-CH-112062] p0389 N72-23664
Requirements for channel splitting to accommodate increased VHF omnirange navigation instrument landing systems, and distance measuring equipment facilities
[PEE8-5A-71/SC122-3] p0436 N72-25602
Concepts, philosophy, and development of minimum operational characteristics for airborne navigation systems
[DO-149] p0436 N72-25603
Improved navigation by combining VOR/DME information with air or inertial data
[NASA-CH-124826] p0578 N72-30586
Low altitude flight test to determine accuracy of VORTacan air navigation aid
p0630 N72-32642

VIBRATION

VIBRATION DAMPERS
U VIBRATION ISOLATORS

VIBRATION DAMPING

Flutter equation approximate true damping or rate-of-decay solution by determinant iteration
p0012 A72-11133
Correlation functions for angular vibrations of operating aerial camera during working cycle
p0232 A72-22947
Deterministic optimization of aircraft undercarriage suspension characteristics for tailing induced vibration minimization, discussing damping and stiffness functions and hybrid computer solution
p0235 A72-23458
Random vibration of linearly elastic lumped mass systems containing, nonlinear damping to ideal stationary Gaussian white noise excitation
p0235 A72-23460
Rectangular skin panel vibration modes aerodynamic damping dependence on Mach number, dynamic pressure, mode shape and turbulent boundary layer thickness
[AIAA PAPER 72-602] p0287 A72-25423
Aerodynamic damping of turbomachine blade vibrations under varied conditions of stagger angle, pressure ratio and relative velocity, using pure bending mode excitation
[ASM PAPER 72-CT-8] p0293 A72-25611
Silicone based elastomers acoustic excitation damping properties at 213-423 K, discussing testing technique and results at 200-1000 Hz
p0351 A72-29090
Aileron vibration pressure measurement in plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating damping characteristics with allowance for shock motion caused nonlinear effects
p0363 A72-31026
Weight saving, vibration proofing and heat dissipation techniques in avionics packaging, considering B-1 bomber electronic multiplexing system example
p0508 A72-39768
A new method for the evaluation of slotted wind tunnel interference parameters applicable to subsonic oscillatory tests
p0559 A7-41642
Method of measuring modal characteristics of a structure subjected to a random excitation
p0565 A7-43095
Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator for damping vibration in helicopter rotors.
[AD-729317]  p0110 N72-13435

Rotational loading and flutter tests on straight-wing space shuttle to establish damping requirements.

Description of elastomeric damper for prevention of helicopter or vertical takeoff aircraft rotor instability
[AD-729317]  p0117 N72-16778

Confence on mechanical shock and vibration damping of aerospace structures
[AD-723349]  p0216 N72-16681

Vibroelastic materials for additive damping in aircraft structural vibration problems
[AD-729317]  p0216 N72-16681

Vibration damping and acoustic fatigue resistance of aircraft structural composites with viscoelastic core
[AD-729317]  p0216 N72-16685

Two-degree-of-freedom flutter model for analyzing aerodynamic structural vibrations
[AD-729317]  p0216 N72-16685

Evaluation of steady-state and nonsteady-state methods for measuring panel damping with emphasis on use of random process techniques and digital reduction methods
[RASA-CS-114423]  p0264 N72-18909

VIBRATION EFFECTS
Concorde sonic boom measurement, discussing structural vibrations response
[AD-729317]  p0198 A72-21911

Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic environment by active vibration isolation, discussing human frequency response characteristics
[AD-729317]  p0198 A72-21911

Helicopter rotor blade spar shot peening in centrifugal vibrator, optimizing Cr-Mo-Ni steel surfaces work hardening
[AD-729317]  p0304 A72-26820

Frech monograph on velocity profile in laminar boundary layer on semi-infinite flat plate in harmonic oscillation of uniform incompressible flow
[AD-729317]  p0363 A72-30949

Conference on effects of shock and vibration on various structural systems
[AD-723349]  p0172 N72-15812

Conference on shock and vibration effects on dynamic response of helicopter, aircraft, and spacecraft structures
[AD-729317]  p0215 N72-16802

Vibration measurements on walls of turbojet test facility

Analysis of effects of lifting rotor blade flexibility and rotor support flexibility on performance and structure of rotary wing assembly
[RASA-CS-114480]  p0516 N72-28018

Vibrational and chemical nonequilibrinm losses in stoichiometric turbojet engine using kerosene-air mixture
[AD-729317]  p0591 N72-31788

VIBRATION ISOLATORS
Aircraft pilot seating protection from dynamic environment by active vibration isolation, discussing human frequency response characteristics
[AD-729317]  p0302 A72-26391

Development and evaluation of dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator for damping vibration in helicopter rotors
[AD-729317]  p0110 N72-13435

Feasibility analysis of active vibration isolation in landing gear system of aircraft to reduce wing fatigue from ground induced vibration during taxiing
[AD-730141]  p0155 N72-14016

Conference on mechanical shock and vibration damping of aerospace structures
[AD-729317]  p0216 N72-16861

Variable tuning vibration absorber for control of rotor induced structural vibrations in CH-47 helicopter
[AD-729317]  p0216 N72-16874

Vibration isolation and shock attenuation properties of polyurethane foam isolator for avionic components
[AD-729317]  p0217 N72-16881

Design, development, and evaluation of electrohydraulic vibration isolation systems for reducing vertical vibrations caused by helicopter rotary wings
[RASA-TR-112052]  p0368 N72-22022

Development and evaluation of technique for reducing vibration in helicopter fuselage using active transmission isolation system
[AD-736387]  p0370 N72-22036

VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS
Cascading turboaerobies vibration measurement in subsonic and sonic high temperature gas flows, describing test facility
[AD-729317]  p0147 A72-18989

Aileron vibration pressure measurement in plane-parallel transonic flow, evaluating damping characteristics with allowance for shock motion caused nonlinear effects
[AD-729317]  p0363 A72-31026

Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode measurement and mode technique, applying to prototype turbine compressor blade
[AD-729317]  p0657 A72-36375

Vibration measurements of an airplane fuselage structure. I - Turbulent boundary layer excitation. II - Jet noise excitation
[AD-729317]  p0657 A72-62912

Crew compartment vibration environment in B-52 aircraft during low altitude, high speed flight
[AD-729317]  p0303 A72-10127

Measurement of B-58 crew compartment vibration environment during high speed, low altitude flight
[AD-730288]  p0154 A72-12041

Vibration measurement of helicopters submitted to machine gun, grenade and rocket launcher fire
[AD-729317]  p0215 N72-16822

Inflight vibration and noise study of several helicopters for upgrading environmental design criteria and verifying dynamic prediction techniques
[AD-729317]  p0215 N72-16823

Strain gage measurements of buffeting properties on wing-body combinations
[AD-729317]  p0670 A72-26349

Research report on sound and vibration measurement in turbomachinery, aircraft structures, and building structures
[AD-729317]  p0695 A72-33976

VIBRATION NODES
Unpredicted structural vibration in Comet and Electra aircraft, Graf Zeppelin dirigible, missile antennas, etc
[AD-729317]  p0016 A72-12002

Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at instability limit, obtaining vibration mode shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem analysis model
[AD-729317]  p0054 A72-13191

Step-by-step perturbation method for calculating vibration modes of aerospace structure
[AD-729317]  p0071 A72-15552

Natural frequencies and vibration modes of free glider, using symmetrical matrix to replace three dimensional structure by approximate model
[AD-729317]  p0016 A72-33949

Structural mode vibration control system design for B-1 aircraft to improve ride during atmospheric turbulence and terrain following
[AD-729317]  p0053 A72-35563

Flat beam linear vibration analysis from mode measurement and mode technique, applying to prototype turbine compressor blade
[AD-729317]  p0657 A72-36375

Method of measuring modal characteristics of a structure subjected to a random excitation
[AD-729317]  p0569 A72-35563

Developement of theory of vibrations of linear and nonlinear systems and application to calculating vibrations in aircraft engines
[AD-729317]  p0172 N72-15721

Aeroelastic analysis and vibration phenomena for flutter and flight control system definition
[AD-729317]  p0632 N72-32882

VIBRATION PICKUPS
0 TRANSDEDES
A-669
VIBRATION PROTECTION

VIBRATION ISOLATORS

VIBRATION SIMULATORS

Shock and vibration studies conferences

Problems encountered in reproducing flight environment by means of shakers and shock test machines, emphasizing partial and complete weapon structures

p0173 N72-15833

VIBRATION TESTING MACHINES

VIBRATION TESTING SIMULATORS

Damping of aerospace structures

p0216 N72-16861

VIBROELASTIC DAMPING

Viscoelastic materials for additive damping in aircraft structural vibration programs

p0216 N72-16862

VIBROELASTIC DAMPING

VIBROELASTIC FLOW

VISCOELASTICITY

Conference on mechanical shock and vibration

p0216 N72-16861

Viscoelastic fluids behavior under extreme temperature, pressure and filtration conditions, considering viscosity, wear and corrosion resistance

p0135 N72-17084

VISCOSITY

Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel antitrust properties improvement

p0016 A72-11968

Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme temperature, pressure and filtration conditions, considering viscosity, wear and corrosion resistance

p0135 N72-17084

VISCOSITY

Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel antitrust properties improvement

p0016 A72-11968

Hydraulic fluids behavior under extreme temperature, pressure and filtration conditions, considering viscosity, wear and corrosion resistance

p0135 N72-17084

VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

Simulation of vibrational and acoustical properties of sonic boom

p0532 N72-29207

VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

Simulation of vibrational and acoustical properties of sonic boom

p0532 N72-29207

VIBRATIONAL STRESS

Dynamic strength of tangentially wound toothed blade roots

p0506 A72-39586

VIBRATORY LOADS

Endurance tests of D16AMO alloy sheets under high intensity acoustic, harmonic and low-frequency vibration loading

p0056 A72-13470

Endurance tests of D16AMO alloy sheets under high intensity acoustic, harmonic and low-frequency vibration loading

p0610 A72-44945

VIRTUAL PROPERTIES

Galvinit method application to nonconservative nonself-adjoint aerelasticity problems based on interpretation as mathematical formulation of virtual work principle

p0178 A72-18788

VISCOELASTIC DAMPING

Viscous interaction over concave and convex surfaces at supersonic speeds

p0602 A72-32344

Transonic viscous flow around lifting two-dimensional airfoils.

p0452 A72-35479

Viscous interaction over concave and convex surfaces at supersonic speeds

p0602 A72-44308

Design programs for swept wings in subcritical, compressible, viscous flow

p0297 A72-10018

User utilization and program listing for computer program on two-dimensional subsonic viscous airfoils in supersonic flow

p0532 N72-112117

p0532 N72-29207

p0610 A72-44945

p0178 A72-18788

p0452 A72-35479

p0602 A72-44308

p0297 A72-10018

p0532 N72-112117

Subject Index
Equations of motion of steady viscous fluid flow in three dimensional boundary layer on wall of axial flow compressors and turbines, obtaining velocity field

Turbulent flow between rotating disk and turbine eddy core calculated from equations of axisymmetric viscous incompressible fluid flow

Human and instrumental observations of aviation visibility, discussing measurements of efficiency, light scatter and sensors testing

Sensor measurements correlation to human visibility via sensor equivalent visibility concept, discussing data processing scheme

Slant range visibility measurements by lidar for aircraft landing operations under low clouds and fog at coastal region

Airport lighting for pilot guidance during approach and landing under category I-III visibility conditions, discussing runway layouts and power requirements

U.S.S.R. civil aviation regulations on takeoff and landing minimum conditions for cloud ceilings and visibility range for various aircraft and navigation systems

Flights for determination of horizontal visual restriction effects on T-33 aircraft cockpit during approaches and landings

Head-up display performance in Falcon fan-jet aircraft during taxiing, takeoff, cruise, descent and landing approach, noting low-visibility hazards reduction during landing phase

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach

Evaluation of dinethyl terephthalate, p-terephthalic acid, and chlorinated rubber alkyd as coatings for airfield runway marking

Signal data converter for multi-runway visibility measuring system, using ground illumination sensors

Techniques for measuring and monitoring slant visibility of pilots landing aircraft in fog and haze

Development of method for identifying visibility conditions on runway during takeoff and landing and comparison with visual perception of pilot

Painting schemes for improving rotating propeller and tail rotor visibility of military aircraft

Development of method for identifying visibility conditions on runway during takeoff and landing and comparison with visual perception of pilot

Human perceptual characteristic data relating to individual electronic flight display design

Analysis of pilot performance in establishing specific glide path by reference to oblong diamond marks on runway

Development of method for identifying visibility conditions on runway during takeoff and landing and comparison with visual perception of pilot
VJ-101 Aircraft

VJ-101 Aircraft
VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing, hover and transition flight and associated control problems.

Analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of VJ-101C and D0 312 V/STOL aircraft and comparison with criteria contained in handling requirements documents.

Voice Communication
Satellite navigational aid system technical and operational characteristics, emphasizing voice communications links in L band.

ATC operational systems, discussing global surveillance and voice and data communication between aircraft and earth station.

A comparison of voice communication techniques for aeronautical and marine applications.

Geostationary satellite system for air navigation via voice and data communication, discussing ground facilities and avionics.

Simulation and analysis of characteristics of air traffic control voice communication channels.

Improving intelligibility of voice communication in high acoustic noise environments for inside helicopters.

Adaptive narrow band, frequency modulation, voice communication system.

Systems analysis of analog and digital voice coding techniques for use with satellite based air traffic control system.

Mathematical models for determining effects of voice communication constraints on air traffic control in terminal control sector.

Voltage Breakdown

Volterra Equations
Application of the Volterra series to the analysis and design of an angle track loop.

VOR Systems

UHF Omnidirectional Navigation

Vortex Breakdown

Effect of air injection on the torque produced by a trailing vortex.

Effect of several wing tip modifications on a trailing vortex.

The dissipation of tip vortices by mass injection with application to rotor systems.

Vortex breakdown studied by flow visualization noting pressure gradient effect and analogy with boundary layer separation and wake bursting.

Vortex dissipation in jet mixing flow.

Vortex Columns

U Vortices

Vortex Disturbances

U Vortices

Vortex Flow

U Vortices

Vortex Generation

U Vortex Generators

Pressure, shear stress and yaw angle measurements in flow through aircraft intake S-shaped ducts with turbulent boundary layer at entry, noting vortex generation.

Investigation of the stability of the tip vortex generated by hovering propellers and rotors.

Effect of slots and vortex generators on efficiency and stable operation of highly loaded compressor stages.

Subject Index

Vortex Injectors

The dissipation of tip vortices by mass injection with application to rotor systems.

Wind tunnel tests to predict aircraft wake turbulence due to tip trailing vortex.

Vortex Rings

Analytical prediction of vortex-ring boundaries for helicopters in steep descents.

Flight test studies of the formation of trailing vortices and a method to accelerate vortex dissipation.

Application of ring vortex method for determining aerodynamic characteristics of rotary wings and design of lifting rotor systems.

Vortex ring method used for calculations of aerodynamic characteristics of helicopter lifting rotors at any angle of attack in flow with comparatively high velocity.

Vortex Sheets

Multi-vortex model of vortex sheet development on slender axisymmetric bodies at angle of attack.

Wing tip shape effects on vortex sheet rolling calculation by Belotserkovskii method.

Dynamic pressure distribution and propulsive contours of trailing vortex wake downwind of external flow jet flap, using five-hole probe measurements.

Incompressible potential flow model of porous parachute canopy flow field, using Stokes stream function for axisymmetric vortex sheet in uniform steady stream.

Vortex sheet simulation method for slender wing-casing surface nonlinear interaction investigation.

Radiation properties of the semi-infinite vortex sheet.

Flight tests of heavy jet transport aircraft to determine characteristics of vortex systems generated within ground effect and vortex systems descending into ground effect.

Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling up applied to study of straight or moderately sweepback wings.

Lifting potential flow in terms of doublet distribution over body surface and trailing vortex sheet.

Rolling-up process of discontinuity surface resulting from unstable vortex layer behind aircraft wing.

Development of equipment and techniques for remote sensing of wing tip vortices generated by large commercial and military aircraft.

Effect of wing span loading on development of fully rolled up wing trailing vortices.

Vortex Streets

At Kamishin Vortex Street

Periodic wave of oscillating and stationary two dimensional bodies immersed in uniform incompressible stream, investigating semi-infinite vortex trails relationship to oscillating airfoils.

Slipstream vortex street geometry influence on velocity and load distribution of V/STOL propellers.

Development of active and passive techniques for detecting and measuring presence and intensity of wingtip vortices generated in aircraft areas.

A-472
VOBITICITY

Vortex shredding noise, characteristics of isolated.
Flight test investigation of effect of wing tip.
A vortex model for the study of the flow at the
vorticity and stall-inducing inlet.
turbocompressors.

VOBITICITY

Vortex distribution technique applied to
three-dimensional bodies moving through
incompressible fluid.

Wind tunnel analysis of factors affecting wing tip
vortex.

Higher-order theory used for solution of two.
dimensional subsonic wall interference due to
source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel
walls.

Air vortex wakes of B-747 aircraft.

Analysis of helicopter rotor wake pattern using
water tunnel test facility.

Vortex drag factor of untapered swept wing with
part span flap, noting spanwise loading.

Experimental pressure-differential measurements
made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex
interaction.

Aircraft trailing vortex formation and persistence
behind large transport aircraft.

Wind tunnel tests to predict aircraft Wake
vortex, turbulence due to tip trailing vortex.

Computer program to analyze wind tip vortex as
function of wing tip shape.

Analytical and experimental determination of
influence of atmospheric environment on
transport and decay of trailing vortex wake.

Numerical analysis of axial velocity of wing tip
vortex and comparison with free stream velocity.

Nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces applied to
problems of forces acting on rectangular wing in
stream of incompressible fluid.

Wind tunnel tests to determine path of vortex
moving from each rotor blade tip of helicopter
rotor to establish effect on aerodynamic forces
and pressure distribution.

Application of leading-edge-suction analogy to
prediction of longitudinal load distribution of
vortex lift for delta wings.

A vortex model for the study of the flow at the
rotor blade of a helicopter.

VORTICITY

Vortex and stall-inducing inlet.
turbocompressors.

Wind tunnel analysis of factors affecting wing tip
vortex.

Analysis of finite amplitude waves
generated by aircraft trailing vortices to
indicate growth of waves on pair of parallel
infinite vortices.

Vortex model for calculating, airstream at rotor
blade of helicopter.

Experimental analysis of finite amplitude waves
generated by aircraft trailing vortices to
indicate growth of waves on pair of parallel
infinite vortices.

Vortex drag factor of untapered swept wing with
part span flap, noting spanwise loading.

Experimental pressure-differential measurements
made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex
interaction.

Analysis of helicopter rotor wake pattern using
water tunnel test facility.

Computational fluid dynamics theory used for
solution of two.
dimensional subsonic wall interference due to
source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel
walls.

Air vortex wakes of B-747 aircraft.

Analysis of helicopter rotor wake pattern using
water tunnel test facility.

Vortex drag factor of untapered swept wing with
part span flap, noting spanwise loading.

Experimental pressure-differential measurements
made at 10 percent chord of airfoil-vortex
interaction.
WAR GAMES
Differential game solution to practical two aircraft pursuit-evasion problem in three dimensional space
[AD-729777] p0156 A72-14224

Force survival model for analysis of strategic bomber basing concepts in prelaunch survival mode
[NTIS PB-207733] p0217 A72-16991

Application of Markov game approach to planar air combat problems

WARFARE
BT ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
BT COMBAT
BT NUKEAR WARFARE
Remote manned vehicles / ENV / application in aircraft warfare, considering air/ground defenses lethality increase, equipment costs and role of man during combat mission
[ARPA-77971] p0314 A72-28651

WARFARE SYSTEMS
U WARNING SYSTEMS
U WARNING SIGNALS
U WARNING SYSTEMS
Pilot collision warning indicator performance in terminal area traffic, using computer fast-time simulation for traffic model
[p0012 A72-11134]

F/A activity in collision avoidance systems and pilot warning instrument areas
[p0019 A72-12379]

Flight display systems current state and future developments, discussing dual attitude indicators and automatic chart systems CRTs, engine displays and malfunction warning systems
[p0056 A72-13423]

Collision avoidance systems and pilot warning instruments, minimizing cost by pilot detection, evaluation and avoidance execution
[p0067 A72-14823]

Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady pressure monitoring via flush-mounted microphones, discussing flow patterns on models
[p0182 A72-19093]

Aircraft midair collision prevention in dense air traffic environments, suggesting problem solution based on proximity warning system
[p0191 A72-21090]

Aircraft hazard detection and warning system selection criteria
[p0193 A72-21561]

Automation in planning and execution of flights, considering navigation, communication, flight instruments monitoring, control/stabilization and warning systems
[p0230 A72-22780]

Collision avoidance systems requirements and criteria, evaluating free time frequency and Secant interrogation-and-reply systems
[p0231 A72-22922]

C-band pulse beacon ranging system for collision avoidance, detailing interrogation, response and system test modes
[p0232 A72-22908]

Pilot warning systems for visual midair collision avoidance, noting reaction to imminent threats, scanning patterns and display sector size effects
[SAGE PAPER 720317] p0289 A72-25576

Stall warning system for general aviation aircraft, using signal discriminator for rough or gusting air
[SAGE PAPER 720331] p0291 A72-25592

Pulse operated multichannel annunciator system for pilot warning of aircraft systems malfunctions, describing circuit design
[p0291 A72-25593]

Altitude information warning devices and systems, discussing requirements and performance and qualification tests
[SAGE PAPER 10056] p0301 A72-26032

Worldwide distress alert, identification and position location system for downed aircraft, discussing GRAY feasibility tests
[p0399 A72-32214]

SEACANT collision avoidance system, discussing operational principles and flight test results
[p0417 A72-38137]

Altimeters development history from Wright brothers to Boeing 747, discussing altitude warning and visual and visual warnings to pilot
[p0508 A72-39747]

Midair collision prevention independent of ATC, discussing aircraft lighting, collision avoidance systems and proximity warning indicator response based on proximity warning system
[p0584 A72-40297]

Boeing aircraft altitude alerting systems development and design to meet FAA 91-51 requirements, discussing retrofit programs and altimeter encoding
[p0564 A72-42689]

Midair collision prevention for transport aircraft
[p0606 A72-44645]

SEACANT midair collision avoidance system based on point-to-point microsecond pulse transmission and receiving via randomly selected frequency, discussing modular components and operating principles
[p0606 A72-44647]

Air traffic control radar beacon systems and laser warning systems
[AD-725743] p0035 A72-10543

Laboratory evaluation of electro-optical IR pilot warning indicator systems
[ NASA-CR-124721 ] p0109 A72-13351

Human factors engineering to determine effectiveness of auditory display for aircraft collision warning and avoidance system
[AD-729765] p0153 A72-14005

Capabilities and limitations of current aircraft fire detection systems
[AD-730179] p0219 A72-17008

Mass reduction of modulator and detector flux return for in-flight radiation warning system for SST
[p0223 A72-17719]

System studies, equipment simulation, hardware development, and flight tests of aircraft collision hazard warning system using cooperative, continuous wave radar principle

Development of computer programs to analyze effectiveness of pilot warning indicator systems in avoiding aircraft collisions
[ NASA-CR-126669 ] p0427 A72-24672

Design and development of collision avoidance system for use with air traffic control system
[ONERA-TP-1031] p0472 A72-26523

Congressional hearing concerning penetration of US defense system by Cuban aircraft on flight from Havana, Cuba to New Orleans, Louisiana, 26 October 1971
[p0475 A72-26986]

Development and characteristics of electronic signalling system and data processing equipment for warning systems to avoid midair collisions between aircraft
[ NASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1 ] p0485 A72-27703

Design and development of airborne traffic control system for aircraft collision warning and avoidance
[p0522 A72-28671]

Design of security system for civil aviation cargo transportation
[p0526 A72-28985]

Effectiveness of airborne electronic aircraft warning and control system for nuclear warfare
[ NASA-JD42233 ] p0575 A72-30168

WARFARE
Warpage control of large Al alloy forgings, machining of jumbo jet components, using packing
WASTE DISPOSAL

and storage methods
[SAP PAPER 710001] p0006 A72-10280
Waste load distribution and induced drag control by
warping, summarizing linear theory and wind
tunnel test results
[p0240 A72-24219]

WASTE DISPOSAL
Reliability design for airborne ecological system
for jumbo jets, discussing flushing and
multiple server queueing model
[p0239 A72-23999]

WASH CLOCKS
WATER
Chromate rinse for aircraft exposed to corrosive
salt water environments
[AD-732762] p0259 N72-18503

WATER CONTENT
ON SUBSTRATE CONTENT
WATER INJECTION
Aircraft gas turbine engine emission reduction, showing
nitrogen oxide control with water injection
[ASME PAPER 71-WA/GT-9] p0116 A72-15902
Helicopter payload gain utilizing water injection
for hot day power augmentation
[NASA TM-X-62195] p0639 N72-33027

WATER LANDING
BY DUKING (LANDING)
WATER POLLUTION
New York-New Jersey megalopolis offshore jetport
feasibility, considering noise, air-water pollution, land conservation, cost, etc
[p0246 A72-28792]
Chemical analysis of materials used in maintenance
of naval aircraft to determine possible
contribution to water pollution
[AD-730473] p0168 N72-15138
Franzhofer line discriminator as remote sensor of
fluorescent dyes used in pollution detection
[NASA CR-125643] p0258 N72-19448

WATER PRESSURE
Sonic boom induced pressure wave propagation and
attenuation in water, comparing ballistic range
measurements with theoretical predictions
[AIAA PAPER 72-654] p0615 A72-34080
WATER TANKSTOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
GT SEAPLANES
WATER TUNNELS
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
WATER VAPOR
Stratospheric subsonic and supersonic aircraft
emission estimation for water vapor and nitrogen
oxides
[p0486 A72-28838]
Stratospheric pollution by SST exhaust gases,
discussing water vapor and nitrogen oxides
effects on ozone concentration
[p0651 A72-35227]
Water vapor effect on ignition delay in gaseous
hydrogen combustion airstream
[p0542 A72-29962]

WATER VEHICLES
GT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
GT LIFERAFTS
GT SHIPS
GT SUBMARINES
Physical principles, design and operation of aircraft
mounting vehicles for passenger transportation
over water
[p0188 A72-20371]
Aircraft and water vehicles mobile communications
via stationary satellite, discussing optimum
multiple access and repeater configuration
[AIAA PAPER 72-565] p0308 A72-27376

WAVE ATTENUATION
GT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
GT SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
Sonic boom induced pressure wave propagation and
attenuation in water, comparing ballistic range
measurements with theoretical predictions
[AIAA PAPER 72-654] p0615 A72-34080
WAVE DIFFRACTION
Acoustic shock wave diffraction at moving or
static plate immersed in ideal gas
[p0357 A72-30011]
WAVE DISPERSION
Real gas effects in atmosphere to make sonic bang
on shock wave full dispersion and thickness wide

SUBJECT INDEX

WAVE DRAG
WT INTERFERENCE DRAG
Wave drag reduction by antisymmetric wing and body
arrangement, discussing application to transport
aircraft at supersonic speeds
[p0122 A72-16539]
WAVE ELEVATION
WT ACOUSTIC ELEVATION
WT TROPOSPHERIC ELEVATION
Sonic boom effects on structures, discussing
ground site shock excitation by shock waves
and damages
[p0234 A72-23318]

WAVE GEOMETRY
WT SHOCK GEOMETRY
Wave geometry of atmospheric gravity waves produced by
focusing of shock front generated by supersonic
aircraft, calculating flight trajectories
[p0056 A72-12984]
Sonic boom generation and propagation, discussing
effects on animate and inanimate objects
[p0233 A72-23316]

WAVE INTERACTION
WT SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION
WAVE PROPAGATION
WT ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
WT LIGHT SCATTERING
WT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
WT MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
WT SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
Storm effects on SST operations, discussing wave
initiation at storms tops and tropospheric
propagation
[p0065 A72-14863]
Sonic boom induced pressure wave propagation and
attenuation in water, comparing ballistic range
measurements with theoretical predictions
[p0415 A72-34080]
Aircraft flights in stratosphere over western USA
investigating mountain wave propagation for
stratospheric turbulence forecasting
[ABC-CP-1159] p0095 N72-12554
Development of mathematical model to illustrate
multipath transmission of instrument landing
system
[DOT FSC-FAA-72-7] p0376 N72-22653
Numerical analysis of effect of atmospheric
inhomogeneities on sonic boom and other weak waves
[p0380 N72-23006]

WAVE RADIATION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
WAVE REFLECTION
Calculation of shock wave reflection in supersonic
inlets using method of characteristics including
Mach disc problem
[ONERA-WP-1831] p0266 N72-19005
WAVE SCATTERING
WT ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
WT LIGHT SCATTERING
WT TROPOSPHERIC SCATTERING
Spatial Fourier transform for wave scattering from
ground surface
[AD-730401] p0278 N72-19576

WAVE SUPERHEATERS
U HYPERSOLOCITY WIND TUNNELS
U SHOCK TUBES
WAVFLOWS
W-wave dynamic magnification factors for sonic
bangs response on complicated structures
[p0069 A72-18849]
Sonic boom waveforms measured during exercise
summer sky in southern Great Britain
[ARC-8-16-3659] p0308 A72-11015
Propagation of sonic boom pressure signatures by
waveform parameter method and comparison with
F-function method
[NASA TM 9-6632] p0463 N72-26004
WAVEGUIDE ANTENNAS
A metallic channel guide antenna for use over a
cylindrical ground screen
[p0584 A72-40372]
Ground-based Doppler navigation waveguide slot
antenna design for optimal directional multilobe
reception from aircraft
[p0589 A72-40509]
WEAPONS SYSTEMS

WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT

P-144 fighter accelerated flight test program with 18-month saving and 3600 flight time hours before 1973 operability

WEAPONS EFFECTS

Time parameter in military air operations, discussing weapon systems B and D, all-weather capability, communications, reliability and maintainability, weapon training, etc

VJ-101 V/STOL weapon system design, development and flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing, hovering and transition flight and associated control problems

VJ-101 V/STOL aircraft design, development and flight testing, discussing takeoff and landing, hovering and transition flight and associated control problems

WEAR

Scuff resistant properties of steel materials used to finish spur and helical gears

WEAR TESTS

Viscosity and additive effects on jet engine fuel antwear properties improvement

WEATHER

Jet fuel hydrocarbon group chemical composition effects on antwear characteristics in sliding friction and rolling simulation experiments

Characteristics of wired braced military helicopter hoses

Aircraft accidents due to nonprecision approaches under adverse weather conditions, discussing landing aids use for corporate jet aircraft

Statistical analysis of weather effects in aircraft accidents

Suitability evaluation of fog simulator for weather conditions during flight approach

Radar observation of weather conditions for missile flight

Aircraft accident report of Aero Commander 400 aircraft at Aspen, Colorado on January 22, 1970

Compilation of United States general aviation accidents involving weather as cause or cause related factor year 1969

A-477
WEATHER MODIFICATIONS

WEATHER MODIFICATION

BT CLOUD SEEDING
Environmental research with instrumented aircraft, discussing application to operational forecasting and weather modification experiments in hurricanes and tropical convective clouds
p0066 A72-14694

Fog dissipation by helicopter downdraft mixing, heat, hygroscopic particle and polyelectrolyte seeding
p0067 A72-14695

Airport fog dispersion methods review, noting seeding and hot air injection techniques
p0198 A72-21920

FAR airport fog dispersal program, discussing techniques effectiveness evaluation vs defined goals
p0367 A72-28043

One fog modification by seeding with hygroscopic materials
p0260 N72-18636

Tables on economic benefits of fog dispersal as related to air traffic operations
p0372 N72-22603

WEATHER RADAR

S METEOROLOGICAL RADAR

WEATHERING

Aircraft paint film mechanical property changes caused by artificial weathering noting glass transition temperature and flexibility measurements
p0292 A72-19597

Webbing joints stitching strain, considering nylon and flax yarns stretching properties and various stitching patterns strengths
p0085 N72-10315

WEBS

Transverse shear loading on tapered spars noting stiffness matrix
[NLR-TR-70052-F]

p0475 N72-26944

WEIGHT (MASS)

BT STRUCTURAL WEIGHT

Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at wing tip on critical flutter rate
p0791 A72-21092

Length and weight estimates of powerplant components for V/STOL propulsion systems
p0097 N72-12785

Statistical analysis of flight time, takeoff and landing weight, fuel weight at takeoff and landing for transport jet aircraft
p0889 N72-27035

Gravitational and velocity effects of aircraft weight and performance in cruising flight emphasizing Concorde
[ARC-R-87-3680]
p0585 N72-31024

WEIGHT ANALYSIS

Variable speed constant frequency power generation equipment influence weapon system effectiveness, considering weight and cost
p0011 A72-11067

Wing structural weight estimation for civil aircraft preliminary deriving generalized formula based on wing root bending moment for specified flight condition
p0232 A72-22909

Fast method for aircraft rebalance
p0490 A72-37453

Aircraft structures weight reduction through fiber-matrix composite materials, discussing anisotropic elastic and failure behavior of composite light shell structures
[FICAS PAPER 72-38]
p0558 A72-41163

Russian book - Design principles in aircraft construction
[SAWE PAPEB 912]
p0596 A72-43460

S-3a aircraft weight control program preliminary design and methods, considering cost and schedule performance
[SANE PAPER 906]
p0559 A72-43453

The weight module - A key in the aircraft synthesis program
[SANE PAPER 913]
p0559 A72-43459

Russian book - Design principles in aircraft construction
[SAWE PAPEB 912]
p0596 A72-43460

Weather sensitivity of aircraft weight
p0011 A72-11067

WEATHER BOLTS

WEATHER DATA RECORDERS

Airports and other weather instrumentation for all-weather landing and takeoff, discussing application of laser technology and digital presentation
p0193 A72-21522

Equipment for automatic recording and rebroadcast of pilot reports on weather conditions
[FAR-RA-72-62]
p0063 N72-33153

WEATHER FORECASTING

BT NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING

Terminal aerodrome forecasts usefulness and accuracy assessment
p0010 A72-10864

Environmental research with instrumented aircraft, discussing application to operational forecasting and weather modification experiments in hurricanes and tropical convective clouds
p0064 A72-14682

Gliding flight atmospheric energy utilization through aerodynamics, discussing value of weather forecasts to glider pilots
p0064 A72-14684

Aviation weather forecasting improvements due to radar, computer, satellites and high speed communication contributions
p0795 A72-18838

Prediction of weather induced airline operating delays, discussing fog, snow, freezing rain, thunderstorms, crosswind, headwinds, CAT, wind shear, wet runways and tail winds
p0184 A72-19597

Real time pilot reports via data link, discussing encoding and processing equipment, meteorological codes and automatic real time weather forecasts
p0246 A72-25079

Military weather forecasting requirements by 1980, discussing decision making, data processing, satellite data, aviation and terminal forecasts, display and computer flight planning
p0246 A72-25096

Interdiction bombing mission effectiveness model for bad and good weather aircraft type selection depending on weather conditions at target site
p0246 A72-28400

Aeronautical requirements for meteorological reporting and aircraft aerodynamics, discussing atmospheric wind, visibility, runway range, weather, temperature and pressure observations
p0389 A72-28068

Cost effectiveness model for evaluating general aviation weather dissemination techniques, stressing design variables and time periods
p0390 A72-28071

Russian book - Aviation meteorology
p0560 A72-42024

Techniques for forecasting turbulent weather conditions below 10,000 feet for light aircraft operations in Hawaiian Islands
[AD-726107]
p0046 N72-11525

Development of method for predicting occurrence of fog and stratums formations at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida
[AD-732289]
p0200 N72-16501

Terminal forecast reference file for Columbus AFB, Ohio
[AD-734807]
p0280 N72-19713

Terminal forecast reference file for McClellan Air Force Base
[AD-734800]
p0280 N72-19714

Automated forecasting of clear air turbulence by multidimensional contingency table analysis
[AD-735941]
p0336 N72-21604

Weather predictions for Concorde test flights and problems of forecasting stratospheric temperature and clear air turbulence
[MLR-N-22439-(5826.47)]
p0484 N72-27638

Fog recce over international airports in the plain, and multistorer discriminant analysis method for fog forecasting
[MLR-N-22887-(5826.47)]
p0522 N72-28610

WEATHER FRONTS

U FRONTS (METEOROLOGY)
WIND CIRCULATION
WIND SYSTEMS

WIND CIRCULATION

WIND DIRECTION
Periodic variations of wind velocity and direction measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britain) from 1962 to 1966
[ARC-CF-1158] p0095 AT7-12-1553

WIND EFFECTS
Direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing moment, discussing variable stability F-33 flight tests
[AIAA PAPER 72-762] p0099 AT7-12-1833

Croswind landing under adverse runway conditions, illustrating technique with sketches
p0179 AT7-18833

Wind shear, turbulence, precipitation, temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on aircraft capacity, suggesting weather data integration into ATC system for pilots information
p0192 AT7-21-1521

A method for increasing thrust reverser utilization on STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 72-762] p0099 AT7-38-1414

Lateral flight path control during aircraft landing in gusty cross-winds by lateral thrust deflection, discussing design optimization
p0613 AT7-45330

Effect of transient winds on flow quality of open-circuit wind tunnel model

Development of method for determining orientation of runway to minimize probability of certain critical crosswinds
p0576 AT7-32-3050

WIND MEASUREMENT

WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Mounting stations wind measurement usefulness for small aircraft traffic guidance
p0072 AT7-15-1625

Vanes for sensing incidence angles of airstream with respect to aircraft, noting correlation coefficient
p0145 AT7-16-1650

Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal shear fluctuations.

Periodic variations of wind velocity and direction measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britain) from 1962 to 1966
[ARC-CF-1158] p0095 AT7-12-1553

WIND PRESSURE
Analysis and Comparison of gust load models based on either discrete gust concept or continuous gust concept
[XLR-TH-71025-711984] p0037 AT7-10-1598

Effects of Q forces on injuries during computer reduced ejection/ extraction escape in USAF
p0274 AT7-19-1944

Performance tests of protective clothing to determine effectiveness against air blast during high speed ejection
p0274 AT7-19-1947

WIND PROFILES
High level Canberra flight for three dimensional picture of wind and temperature fields, showing CAT, gravity waves and smooth flight characteristics
p0311 AT7-27-2709

WIND SHEAR
Wind shear, turbulence, precipitation, temperature, visibility and ceiling effects on aircraft capacity, suggesting weather data integration into ATC system for pilots information
p0192 AT7-21-1521

Low level vertical wind shear effect on aircraft control, considering runway selection with respect to surface wind condition
p0348 AT7-28-2662

Persistent intense CAT in upper level frontal zone, discussing synoptic features, vertical wind shears, radar echoes and turbulence intensity
p0356 AT7-29-2622

Effect of ground wind shear on aircraft trailing vortices
p0507 AT7-39-3630

Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal shear fluctuations.

SUBJECT INDEX

WAKE AND CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE, WIND SHEAR, UPILETS, THUNDERSTORMS, AND TURBULENCE MAPPING
[AD-732117] p0599 AT7-44-7146

Development of techniques and equipment for conducting programs to identify presence of clear air turbulence and warn high altitude, high speed aircraft
[DOO-55C-PSA-71-191] p0325 AT7-20-2554

Analysis of clear air turbulence and related atmospheric structure based on data from individual aircraft operating close to Okoona aerological station
[NETHER-140-STUDY-20] p0372 AT7-22-2599

WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS

WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
Wind tunnels measuring equipment and procedures and data from wind tunnels for design, developing. describing computerized real time data processing system
p0024 AT7-12-8989

German monograph on shaft and wall effect in aerodynamic measurements with three orifice pressure probes in wind tunnels
p0227 AT7-23-2320

Wind tunnel diffuser design for separated region spread reduction based on egg box wind tunnel design
p0238 AT7-28-3659

Superconducting magnetic suspension and balance facility of supersonic wind tunnel for dynamic stability studies
p0242 AT7-24-7575

Superconducting coil design for magnetic suspension of supersonic wind tunnel balance
p0242 AT7-24-7575

Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model in magnetic wind tunnel balance system, using field equations
p0243 AT7-24-7675

Performance characteristics of high Reynolds number tube wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-1-67419] p0077 AT7-11-1882

Development of magnetic artificial gravity test facility for use in wind tunnel tests to simulate separation of external stores from aircraft in flight

Design, fabrication, and test of full scale angle of attack and sideslip vanes used with flight path accelerometers in high speed wind tunnel
[AD-736819] p0388 AT7-23-2340

Static performance of tip-turbine-driven fan used in wind tunnel tests of VTL lift fan models
[NASA-CN-2051] p0390 AT7-23-2346

Development of algorithm based on SC-1 method for solution of wind tunnel force-balance equations and iterative solution using automatic computer

WIND TUNNEL BALANCES

WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS

WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS
Correction factors for Aerodynamic Research Institute Goettingen transonic wind tunnel, comparing calculated values with AGARD calibration models test results
[DFRL-800-D-167] p0508 AT7-13-3610

Three component shock tunnel strain gage balance for measuring aerodynamic forces on thin delta wings
[ARC-83-K-3664] p0946 AT7-11-3757

Low speed wind tunnel calibration of SC-1 aircraft pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes for flight test recording of airspeed and flight altitude
[ARC-CP-1162] p0903 AT7-12-3392

WIND TUNNEL MODELS
Noseporous rigid parachute models three component measurements, using low speed wind tunnel for testing skirt length effects on aerodynamic characteristics
p0006 AT7-10-3033

Wind tunnel and rocket sled results with ribbon parachutes for supersonic release, discussing aerodynamic, structural flutter and inflation time characteristics
p0007 AT7-10-3008
Wing-fuselage combination aerodynamic coefficients, comparing experimental data with subsonic linear and nonlinear theoretical results [AIAA PAPER 72-1153] p0021 A72-12723

Wind tunnel model instrumentation and captive trajectory facilities for aircraft stability, control and metric wing-pylon/store tests for performance and structural predictions p0053 A72-12921

Correction factors for Aerodynamic Research Institute Goettingen transonic wind tunnel, comparing calculated values with AGARD calibration models test results [SVFVR-SONDB-167] p0058 A72-13610

Flat plate wing autorotation experiments about spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel p0070 A72-15117

Wind tunnel investigation of unswept rectangular wind tunnel model delta and AGARD G wing planforms and body of revolution p0243 A72-24655

Aerodynamic force and moment measurements on model in magnetic wind tunnel balance system, using field equations p0243 A72-24765

Data acquisition and reduction for model aerodynamics in superconducting magnetic suspension and balance of supersonic wind tunnel facility p0243 A72-24766

Static aerodynamic characteristics of bulbous based cone models and slender wings at subsonic speed, using magnetic suspension and balance system p0243 A72-24769

Aerodynamic data acquisition with magnetic balance [NASA CR-62077] p0087 N72-11950

Magnetic simulation of gravity for wind tunnel investigations of aircraft jetison processes, considering Froude number and relationships between model and full scale aircraft p0243 A72-24770

Iron rotational hysteresis effect in cold magnetic simulation wind tunnel system for simulating supersonic aircraft configurations and subsonic flow regimes p0243 A72-24775

Dynamic model of high bypass ratio engines for L-1011 wind tunnel flutter test program [AIAA PAPER 72-376] p0286 A72-25400

Subsonic powered nacelle wind tunnel model for investigation of geometric variables effect on pressure drag [AIAA PAPER 72-771] p0070 A72-25613

Low pressure ratio Q-FAN propulsion noise reduction tests on wind tunnel model, discussing source components and design configurations [AIAA PAPER 72-90] p0095 A72-25638

Dynamically similar wind tunnel models for transonic aeroelastic studies of aircraft failures or structural damage and flutter margins [OMRU, TP 1002] p0056 A72-25672

Wind tunnel simulation of subsonic writer vortex [AHS PREPRINT 623] p0043 A72-25477

Wing tunnel experiments on aerodynamic supercellar, describing stability tests and models p0451 A72-35374

Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt-rotor concept, [AIAA PAPER 72-804] p0047 A72-38113

Dynamic pressure, downwash and pressure gradient corrections of wind tunnel model measurements, discussing displacement limit for adequate accuracy [DPLR-SONDOR-219] p0503 A72-38687

Aeropropeller design for Buffalo STOL aircraft, discussing operational principle and wind tunnel test results p0550 A72-40684

Potential flow calculations to support two-dimensional wind tunnel tests on high lift devices. [TCAS PAPER 72-13] p0553 A72-41138

Application of wall corrections to transonic wind tunnel data. [AIAA PAPER 72-1009] p0558 A72-41591

Characteristics of an ejector-type engine simulator for STOL model testing. [AIAA PAPER 72-1028] p0558 A72-41607

Flow distortion and performance measurements on a 12-inch fan-in-wing model for a range of forward speeds and angle of attack settings p0560 A72-42323

Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests, discussing effect of wing-vortex distance p0613 A72-45331

Conference papers on jet and slipstream influence on aerodynamic coefficients using aircraft models [DLR-RRIT-70-28] p0027 N72-10004

Jet engine simulation with low speed wind tunnel models for interference drag measurement p0027 N72-10005

Vertical takeoff aircraft wind tunnel model with high pressure ejectors to determine jet lift and interference coefficients p0028 N72-10007

Aerodynamic characteristics of wind tunnel model of hypersonic aircraft [NASA-TP-D-6577] p0032 N72-10045

Prediction of flight penetration of wing buffeting from wind tunnel model dynamic tests [AHS-CP-1171] p0042 N72-10114

Conference on theoretical methods and wind tunnel facilities for transonic aerodynamic testing of aircraft at high Reynolds numbers [AGARD-CP-83-71] p0073 N72-11856

Flow model for shock induced leading edge transonic flow turbulence and rear separation in low speed stall of airfoil [N72-10114]

Feasibility of transonic wind tunnel testing of large cord swept wing panel model for simulating wing shock location at flight Reynolds number [NASA-TR-X-67415] p0075 N72-11870

Wind tunnel model boundary layer separation through suction for accurate simulation of high Reynolds number full scale aircraft characteristics p0076 N72-11875

Methods for solving engine airplane interference and wall corrections in transonic wind tunnel tests for predicting aerodynamic performance of airplane design p0076 N72-11877

Specifications for high Reynolds number wind tunnel entrance for flow simulation in swept wing aircraft development tests p0077 N72-11883

Transonic wind tunnel model measurements of buffet loads and boundaries at various sweep and aspect ratio wing roots p0078 N72-11886

Transonic wind tunnel design for model testing at high Reynolds numbers p0078 N72-11887

Wind tunnel tests of large scale swept augmentor wing model with and without horizontal tail [NASA-TR-X-62029] p0080 N72-11901

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of semispan wing with externally blown jet flap [NASA-TR-E-62099] p0080 N72-11902

Wind tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex downstream of straight wing [AIAA PAPER-62027] p0087 N72-11905

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in transonic and subsonic wind tunnels for dynamic tests [AIAA PAPER 72-1155] p0078 N72-11906

Six-component strain gage balance for small wind tunnel models [ARC-CP-1155] p0159 N72-12198

High-pressure ratio turbojet engine simulator with common exit nozzle and wind tunnel test results at Mach 0.6 to 1.27 [NASA-TN-X-67973] p0162 N72-14792
Hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine surface pressures and flow distribution on orbiter space shuttle

[NASA-CP-120037-VOL-1] p0019 N72-15942

Wind tunnel model tests of DB-121 aircraft and comparison with drag estimates and full scale flight data


Jet engine model for simulating inlet and exhaust flow fields in supersonic aircraft wind tunnel model

[AD-731238] p0207 N72-16200

Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of hypersonic inlet designed for Mach 2.5 with internal distributed compression and 40 percent internal contraction

[NASA-TP-2416] p0214 N72-16723

Afterbody burst measurement in wind tunnel

[ONERA-TP-978] p0221 N72-17206

Wind tunnel study of magnetic characteristics of Y/STOL transport model with outboard pod mounted front fans and rear fans located in wing-fuselage junction


Wind tunnel tests of models of helicopter rotary wings to determine blade element airloads in installed and stalled flight regimes


Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of vertical takeoff and fighter aircraft with six jet engines in transition speed range


Wind tunnel tests to determine effects of ground proximity on aerodynamic characteristics of Y/STOL aircraft model


Wind tunnel tests to determine dynamic characteristics of hingeless rotors with hub moment feedback controls and rotor frequency response - Vol. 1


Compilation of data obtained from wind tunnel tests of hingeless rotors with hub moment feedback controls and rotor frequency response - Vol. 2


Wind tunnel tests to determine effectiveness of cyclic pitch control on V/STOL aircraft for longitudinal control during hover and transition

[AD-734237] p0271 N72-19039

Wind tunnel tests to determine longitudinal control capability of four propeller, tilt wing aerodynamic configuration with cyclic pitch propellers

[AD-734237] p0271 N72-19040

Wind tunnel analysis of factors affecting wind tip vortex


Wind tunnel tests of N2-P2 lifting body entry configuration at transonic and supersonic speeds and selected Reynolds numbers


Blade stress analysis, wind tunnel models, and test procedures for investigating conversion process of folding tilt-rotor aircraft - Vol. 4

[AD-735733] p0334 N72-21028

Wind tunnel determination of lift induced on swept wing by two-dimensional partial-span-deflected jet at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30


Wind tunnel tests to determine Magnus force on casted fin or self rotating aerodynamic configurations

[AD-736369] p0365 N72-22012

Wind tunnel measurements of aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for scale model of carrier based variable swept fighter aircraft with twin vertical tails


Wind tunnel tests of full-scale full flight accelerator to determine transonic aerodynamic characteristics and to eliminate interaction effects between angle of attack 2.5 and sideline vane

[AD-736456] p0371 N72-22328

Effect of transient winds on flow quality of open-circuit wind tunnel model


Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of nonarticulated folding tilt rotor mounted on semi-span wing - Vol. 4

[AD-735632] p0380 N72-22999

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of tilt rotor aircraft with simulation of free flight conditions - Vol. 6

[AD-735631] p0380 N72-23000

Wind tunnel test data of velocity measurements with hot wire anemometer in wake of CV-990 aircraft models


Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of powered tilt-rotor aircraft under conditions of hover, transition, and cruise - Vol. 5

[AD-736624] p0419 N72-24001

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport aircraft with tip-turbine driven lift fans


Large-scale wind tunnel investigation of noise characteristics of semispan wing model with externally blown jet flaps


Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic interference and jet wake interference produced by components of high wing, logistics transport type aircraft


Development and characteristics of support system and data reduction capability for free flight test facility

[NASA-TH-X-2570] p0424 N72-24343

Methods for simulating high Reynolds number for wind tunnel model testing at transonic speed

[NASA-TP-F-14290] p0463 N72-26000

Wind tunnel investigation of acoustic characteristics of STOL aircraft


Wind tunnel and flight tests of dynamic stall of airfoils and helicopter blades

[AD-735632] p0649 N72-26251

Basic formulations for developing coordinate transformations and equations of motion used with free-flight and wind tunnel data reduction

[NASA-CP-3070] p0672 N72-26475

Engine airplane interference corrections in calculating model aircraft performance from wind tunnel test data


Wind tunnel test requirements for simulating nozzle parameters in full-scale aircraft interference characteristics


Method for designing wind tunnel model airfoil with integrally formed pressure measurement orifices

[NASA-CSS-LAR-1012-1] p080 N72-27272

Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of rectangular shaped containers carried as external stores on helicopters

[NASA-CSS-LAR-1012-1] p080 N72-27272

Wind tunnel determination of aerodynamic characteristics for large scale 35 deg swept wing jet transport model with external blowing triple-slotted flap


Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL fighter aircraft model with external swiveling lift engine


Wind tunnel tests of forward-mounted overwing turbofan engine model with determination of jet interference effects and lift-dependent drag

[ARC-CP-1207] p0527 N72-28998

Momentum loss measured for determination of drag in wind tunnel model of advanced manned missile interceptor with engine package containing twin internal airflow passages

[AD-734764] p0535 N72-29617

WIND TUNNEL MODELS CONTD

SUBJECT INDEX
Wind tunnel tests to determine aerodynamic effects of leading edge serrations on two dimensional airfoil

Effect of ground proximity in wind tunnel using fixed board near boundary layer flow

Low velocity wind tunnel investigation of laminar boundary layer development downstream of section slot

Wind tunnel tests to determine performance of fan in wind model at various angles of attack and airspeeds

WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES

Design of flexible steel liners for adjustable transonic wind tunnel nozzle

Single screw variable nozzle for varying Mach number in supersonic wind tunnels

WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS

Wind tunnel model instrumentation and captive trajectory facilities for aircraft stability, control and aero-propulsion integration based on wind tunnel tests

Controller, independent of other intake controllers and aircraft data systems, and wind tunnel testing of supersonic intake control system

External drag characteristics of jet engine exhauster nozzles, using wind tunnel tests

Velocity distribution at supersonic compressor inlet in wind tunnel tests

Wind tunnel tests to determine Magnus force on casted fins or self rotating aerodynamic configurations

Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft

Wind tunnel tests on low-drag airfoil at half a million Reynolds number, noting aerodynamic coefficients

Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

Wind tunnel tests to determine Magnus force on casted fins or self rotating aerodynamic configurations

Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft

Wind tunnel tests on low-drag airfoil at half a million Reynolds number, noting aerodynamic coefficients

Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS

Low speed wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests on cambered wings of mild gothic planform of 1/4 aspect ratio

Wind tunnel longitudinal stability tests of KF02 720 scale model with determination of up-elevator and leading edge notch effects

Wind tunnel tests on prototype missile dispenser designed for external carriage on tactical aircraft

Low speed wind tunnel measurement of oscillatory lateral stability derivatives of slender variable sweep wing aircraft model and comparison with Concorde and BP-115

Flow distortion and performance measurements on 12 in. fan-in-wing model for range of forward speeds and angle of attack settings in closed wind tunnel

Controller, independent of other intake controllers and aircraft data systems, and wind tunnel testing of supersonic intake control system

External drag characteristics of jet engine exhaust nozzles, using wind tunnel tests

Wind tunnel tests to determine Magnus force on casted fins or self rotating aerodynamic configurations

Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft

Wind tunnel tests on low-drag airfoil at half a million Reynolds number, noting aerodynamic coefficients

Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

Wind tunnel tests to determine Magnus force on casted fins or self rotating aerodynamic configurations

Wind tunnel tests to determine static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft

Wind tunnel tests on low-drag airfoil at half a million Reynolds number, noting aerodynamic coefficients

Comparison of flight test and wind tunnel data to determine areas of agreement when nonlinearities appear in aerodynamic coefficients of slender wing aircraft

WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
WIND TUNNEL WALLS

APPLICATION OF wall corrections to transonic wind tunnel data.
[AIAA Paper 72-1009] 0056 A72-41591
Researches on the two-dimensional retarded cascade, 1, 2.
[AIAA Paper 72-1009] 0056 A72-41944
Numerical method for calculating wall-induced interference at subsonic speeds in slotted or perforated wind tunnels with rectangular cross sections
[NASA-TB-B-379] 0073 A72-11853
Higher-order theory used for solution of two dimensional subsonic wall interference due to source and vortex between perforated wind tunnel walls
[AD-73567] 0037 A72-21307
Wind tunnel wall corrections for two-dimensional flow applied to pressure distribution measurements in transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TT-P-14316] 0026 A72-32624
WIND TUNNELS
MT BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
MT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
MT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
MT LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
MT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
MT SHOCK TUNNELS
MT SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
MT SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
MT SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
MT TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
WIND TUNNEL measurements for near flow field velocity distribution in rectangular wing wake turbulence, comparing with flight measurements
[AIAA Paper 72-41] 0056 A72-42773
Low turbulence wind tunnel with closed circuit design and pressure gradient adjustment capability for turbulent boundary layer studies
[PL-14316] 0037 A72-17713
Sonic boom simulation devices and techniques, including wind tunnels, ballistic ranges, spark discharges and shock tubes
[AD-172906] 0037 A72-21906
Electromagnetic position sensor for magnetically supported model in wind tunnel, discussing design, operation principles and performance
[AD-172994] 0037 A72-24773
Inclined wind tunnel test section for free gliding investigation and aerodynamic design of flexible wing two body system
[PL-14316] 0039 A72-31403
Monitor and regulator for automatic speed control and flow velocity measurement in wind tunnel
[AD-14316] 0041 A72-33609
Design and development of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories acoustic research tunnel.
[AIAA Paper 72-1005] 0056 A72-41591
Laser Doppler velocimeter operating in forward- and back-scatter modes for supplementing wind tunnel flow field measurements in subsonic, transonic and supersonic regimes
[AD-172768] 0056 A72-42678
A near real time data acquisition/telemetry facility for the Boeing wind tunnels.
[AD-172768] 0056 A72-42699
Experience with the NRC 10 ft. x 20 ft. propulsion tunnel - Some practical aspects of V/STOL engine model testing.
[AD-172768] 0060 A72-42427
On-line digital computer for wind tunnel, operating systems, and real time data acquisition.
[PL-20-1005] 0033 A72-10184
Pilot strut blockage corrections in uniform and transonic pipe flow determined by wind tunnel measurements
[TR-CP-11751] 0045 A72-11295
Design, construction, and capabilities of wind tunnels used for aeronautical research by private and governmental agencies in US. Vol. 1
[NASA-CP-19761] 0032 A72-21307
Wind tunnel tests for slot spoiler direct lift control system
[NASA-TD-6627] 0039 A72-13978
Survey of wind tunnel testing procedures for nozzles and exhausts
[PL-14316] 0029 A72-16688
Development and characteristics of support systems and data reduction capability for free flight test facility
[AD-172768] 0030 A72-24343
Installation of structures assembly model and wind tunnel systems
[NASA-Ch-112560] 0026 A72-25712
Installation of structures assembly model and wind tunnel systems
[NASA-Ch-112560] 0026 A72-25712
Development and characteristics of dual scatter laser Doppler velocimeter for flow distribution measurement in wind tunnels, helicopter downwash, and across high lift wing sections
[AD-172768] 0026 A72-26208
Electro-fluid dynamic energy conversion for wind tunnel augmentation
[AD-172768] 0026 A72-26208
Compilation of technical reports on missile design, missile guidance, helicopter stability, VTOL aircraft, and wind tunnel design - Vol. 3
[NSN-11-670153-9] 0045 A72-26995
Development of algorithms based on matrix methods for solution of wind tunnel force-balance equations and iterative solution using analog computer reduction
[NASA-Ch-112560] 0026 A72-27002
Characteristics of wind tunnels at Naval research center and associated test support equipment and facilities
[AD-172768] 0026 A72-29221
Wind tunnel tests to predict aircraft wake turbulence due to tip trailing vortex
[NASA-CC-62078] 0030 A72-29237
Measurement of wind tunnel background pressure fluctuations for application to design of aerospace vehicles
[NASA-Ch-123810] 0035 A72-30245
Miniature capacitive accelerometer for use in free flight wind tunnel telemetry
[NASA-Ch-123810] 0035 A72-30245
Wind tunnel tests to determine damping characteristics of vanes and to calibrate flight path accelerometer at supersonic and transonic speeds
[TA-742594] 0058 A72-31460
Activities of ONERA for 1971
[TA-742594] 0058 A72-31460
Structural suitability and cost effectiveness of ferro-cement for large subsonic wind tunnel structures
[NASA-Ch-114501] 0048 A72-33916
WIND VARIATIONS
Probability distribution of vertical longitudinal wind fluctuations
[TA-742594] 0059 A72-44146
Periodic variations of wind velocity and direction measured at Bedford Airfield (Great Britain)
WIND VOLUME INDEX

from 1963 to 1966
[ARC-CP-1158] p0095 NTW-12553
Measuring air velocity and temperature for
inertial navigation using DBC 5 aircraft
[N-CA-78-1200] p0523 NTW-28675
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Corrected wind measurement and dust velocity for
airplane motion - 10-LOCAT project
[AB-739075] p0552 NTW-28659
WINDING
VT FILAMENT WINDING
WINDMILLING
U AUTOROTATION
WINDS (APERTURES)
Optical qualities of aircraft windshields and
direct vision windows, considering color, light
transmission, faults, heating, distortion,
inside reflections and double images
[NTW-5727000] p0305 A72-27004
Airplane transparency for civil operator
passenger, considering replacement cost of
flight deck and cabin windows
[NTW-5727005] p0305 A72-27005
Airplane fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering
passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreens and
various surface coatings
[NTW-5727008] p0305 A72-27008
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
design characteristics and reliability tests, noting
visor, pilot forward windshield, flight
deck side windows and cabin windows
[NTW-5727012] p0306 A72-27012
An estimate of sonic boom damage to large windows
[NTW-57270234] p0841 A72-342234
Light transmission, reflection and environment
problems of hydrophilic coatings for fog and
frost protection in aviation instrumentation window
design
[NTW-57242519] p0563 A72-42519
WINDS ALOFT
WT JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
Winds aloft forecast used to predict southwestern
mountain lee wave behavior for general aviation
cross country flights
[NTW-57222663] p0348 A72-26663
Wind, temperature, and clear air turbulence in
middle and upper stratosphere
[WA-79-22438-5628.47] p0520 NTW-28304
WINDSCREENS
U WINDSHIELDS
WINDSHIELDS
Glass-vinyl retractable windshield visor
development for Concorde aircraft, considering rain,
heat and icing effects, strain and
stiffness under aerodynamic loading and heating
[NTW-57222990] p0231 A72-22990
Optical qualities of aircraft windshields and
direct vision windows, considering color, light
transmission, faults, heating, distortion,
inside reflections and double images
[NTW-57227004] p0305 A72-27004
Airplane windshield design, discussing high impact
strength glass, electroconductive film,
transparency service life and weight reduction
[NTW-57227005] p0305 A72-27006
Airplane fuselage acrylic glazing design, covering
passenger cabin window, cockpit windscreens and
various surface coatings
[NTW-57227008] p0305 A72-27006
Airplane windshield reliability, discussing
delamination, interface shear stress effects and
analogy to metal fatigue
[NTW-57227011] p0305 A72-27011
Concorde aircraft optical transparency components
design characteristics and reliability tests, noting
visor, pilot forward windshield, flight
deck side windows and cabin windows
[NTW-57227012] p0306 A72-27012
Concorde aircraft windshield panels bird impact
resistance, noting effects of edge cladding
width, ply thickness, composition and temperature
[NTW-57227013] p0306 A72-27013
Airplane windshield bird impact resistance, noting
weight, speed, angle and window geometry effects
[NTW-57227014] p0306 A72-27014
High light transmission electrically conducting
Hvizz and gold foil laminates for aircraft
windshields and window heating applications
[NTW-57230030] p0357 A72-30030
Computer technique to analyze aircraft windshields
for multiple imaging
[AD-782046] p0586 NTW-31034
WIND CARVER
Viscous incompressible flow past longitudinally
cambered small aspect ratio slender wing near
solid interface
[NTW-57216215] p0519 A72-16215
Airfoil contour design as envelope of family of
circles with centers lying on mean camber line
[NTW-57222998] p0227 A72-22998
Hughes 500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and stall characteristics with symmetrical blades
[NTW-57230290] p0359 A72-30290
WIND FLAPS
W TECHNICAL EDGE FLAPS
W TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
Externally blown flap noise tests at various
nozzle exhaust velocities for STOL aircraft
[IAIA PAPER 72-129] p0180 A72-18962
Externally blown flap impingement noise
[IAIA PAPER 72-664] p0433 A72-34477
Conical camber wings transonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached shock waves
[NTW-57270228] p0517 A72-28027
Two-dimensional flow around sweptback wing slotted
[ARC-72-6381] p0527 NTW-28996
WING FLOW METROLOGY
Aerodynamic forces and pressure distribution
measurement on wing-body combination model,
investigating boundary layer on wing upper surface
[NTW-57211963] p0518 A72-11963
Wind tunnel simulation of full scale vortices
[ARS REPORT 623] p0443 A72-34477
Conical camber wings transonic characteristics,
examining flow transition from weak to strong
attached shock waves
[NTW-57214511] p0611 A72-45114
Wing tunnel tuft grid study of trailing vortex
downstream of straight wing
[NTW-57211950] p0087 A72-11950
Wind tunnel investigation of interference of jet
stream issuing from high bypass ratio aircraft
nacelle, examining
[ARC-CP-1156] p0088 NTW-11963
Two-dimensional flow around sweptback wing slotted
[ARC-72-6381] p0527 NTW-28996
WING LOADING
Increasing lift and Reynolds number effects on
displacement and skin friction of three
turbulent boundary layer on infinite
swept wing
[NTW-57211395] p0014 A72-11395
Thin shock layer theory of lifting properties of
reentry capsule and flat delta wings and
waveriders at high incidence angles and Mach number
[NTW-57211235] p0010 A72-11235
Flutter problem wing-air flow energy exchange at
instability limit, obtaining vibration mode
shapes from homogeneous boundary value problem
analysis model
[NTW-57213191] p0054 A72-13191
Lifting surface linearized potential theory for
unsteady aerodynamic forces on wing and
horizontal tail surfaces, using computer program
[NTW-57213541] p0057 A72-13541
Low wing loading STOL transport with ride
smoothing automatic control system, noting
thrust-weight ratio
[IAIA PAPER 72-641] p0054 A72-641
Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap
motion on vane controlled gust alleviation system
[NTW-57216973] p0265 NTW-16973
Hughes '500 and OH-6 helicopter tail rotor cambered
blades, comparing thrust and stall characteristics with symmetrical blades
[NTW-57230290] p0359 A72-30290
Wing load distribution and induced drag control by
warping, summarizing linear theory and wind
tunnel test results

A-485
WING OSCILLATIONS

Aircraft wing structure fatigue life estimates based on flight load time histories from counter aerocomposite materials [SAP PAPER 72-2030].

Transport aircraft aerodynamic design technology application to general aviation propeller driven twin engine aircraft, discussing wing loading and aspect ratio optimization [SAP PAPER 72-2033].

Aerodynamic lag effects on wing bending dynamic response at supersonic speeds, noting application to stress estimation under gust loads [SAP PAPER 72-2592].

Three dimensional photothermoelastic method of refrigeration with composite model to study transient thermal stresses in wing rib [SAP PAPER 72-3090].

Bending and torsional mode deformations of two dimensional elastic wing under sinusoidal and random gust [SAP PAPER 72-3322].

Trailing vortex effects on wing pressure distribution from low speed wind tunnel tests, discussing effect of wing-vortex distance [SAP PAPER 72-4533].

An experimental investigation of a jet issuing from a wing in crossflow [SAP PAPER 72-4532].

Analysis and comparison of gust load models based on either discrete gust concept or continuous gust concept [SAP PAPER 72-1099].

Numerical evaluation of downwash integral for lifting rectangular wings noting wing loading [SAP PAPER 72-1101].

Kinetic jet engine energy as lifting force on turbojet wings [SAP PAPER 72-1298].

Method for using lifting-surface theory to obtain pressure distribution on wing with trailing-edge flap or control surface [NASA-TP-D-6798].

Transverse shear loading on tapered spar noting stiffness matrix [SAP PAPER 72-2207].

Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker P-28 full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust flight simulation loading [SAP PAPER 72-2694].

Fatigue crack propagation in Fokker P-28 full-scale wing structure under cyclic gust loading [SAP PAPER 72-2694].

Thin wing harmonic oscillation in subsonic flow, developing analytical model of kernel function in generalized Possio integral equation [SAP PAPER 72-1670].

Subsonic oscillating surface theory for wings with partial span controls, noting computer program rapidity [SAP PAPER 72-1671].

Inverse integral Fourier transform to solve steady periodic motions of wing close to solid surface, deriving equations of lift and principal moment [SAP PAPER 72-2170].

Approximate method for nonlinear differential equations of motion in flight dynamics, applying to control surface buzz and slender wing oscillations [SAP PAPER 72-2345].

Hydrodynamic forces in sinusoidal vibrations of disk in water channel with toroidal vorticity [SAP PAPER 72-2345].

WING PANELS

Prediction of the stalling of a wing section in incompressible flow [NASA, TP NO. 1088].

Transport aircraft wing compression panel failure in bending test due to stringer interruptions, analyzing structural deficiency via colums and beams' bending theories [NASA-TH-X-62110].

A crack stopper concept for filamentary composite laminates [NASA-TH-X-62110].

Formulae for components of perturbation velocity in linearized subsonic theory for symmetrical cracked wing panels at zero angle of attack [NASA-AERONOTE-1090].

Rolling-up process of discontinuity surface resulting from unstable vortex layer, behind wing tips to determine aerodynamic characteristics and stress concentrations [NASA-AERONOTE-1090].

WING PLANEFORMS

NT ARROW WINGS

NT DELTA WINGS

NT INFINITE SPAN WINGS

NT SWEEPBACK WINGS

NT VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
WING TIPS

Transonic wind tunnel determination of blunt trailing edge effects on drag and lift characteristics of wing profile

Low speed wind tunnel measurements of lift and pitching moments of NACA 0012 rotary wing profiles including measurements during pitching oscillations at stall [ARC-CP-1145]

Transonic wind tunnel tests on three dimensional flow distribution during stall development on rotary wing profiles [ARC-CP-1146]

Transonic potential flow around quasi-elliptic wing profile noting shockless compression [REF7-10/1971]

Supersonic wind tunnel extension for transonic profile measurements [DLR-NMT-72-02]

Numerical computation of transonic flow around leading edge of wing profile [NASA-TP-F-14285]

WING BOOMS

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edge, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord

WING SLOTS

Upleading edge slots

WING SLOTS

Initial dihedral wing-body interaction for supersonic leading edge, determining expansion of velocity potential on root chord

WING PROFILES

N-1 WING SPAN

Wing tunnel investigation of unswept rectangular wing with externally blown single slotted flap, determining optimum slot width as function of momentum coefficient and flap deflection

Two-dimensional flow around sweptback wing slotted flap [ARC-R-M-3691]

Flow characteristics about uncambered, slender delta wing at 15 deg incidence with high energy blowing from leading edge slots [SPITFIRE-AERO-9]

WING SPAN

Flat plate wing autorotation experiments about spanwise axis in low speed wind tunnel

Nonlinear calculation of three dimensional flow of perfect incompressible fluid around wing of finite span with arbitrary form

Lift and induced drag characteristics of unfixed slotted delta wings in close proximity to ground, using method of matched asymptotic expansions

Evaluation of Reissner's correction for finite span aerodynamic effects.

Optimization of the wing parameters of a glider hovercraft

Vortex drag factor of untapered swept wing with high energy blowing from leading edge slots [ABC-B/M-3695]

WING TANKS

Utilization of wing and empennage volume for aircraft fuel tankage, presenting equations and charts for quick determination of available volume

WING TIPS

Tip clearance effect on compressor blade aerodynamic characteristics, applying Bollay analysis to low aspect ratio rectangular wing

Wing tip shape effects on vortex sheet rolling calculation by Belotserkovski method

Natural inertia moment effect of balance weight at wing tip on critical flutter rate

Blade characteristics of axial flow fan with orifice-fan guide investigation by theoretical model with flat plate parallel to wing tip surface

Effect of several wing tip modifications on a trailing vortex.
WING-FUSELAGE STORES

Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling up at study of straight or moderately sweptback wings
(NASA-TM-F-114111) p0594 A72-43334

Radial vane array for controlling wing tip vortices
(ATM-7102) p0169 W72-15273

Linearized solution for flow separation near tip and wake edge of lifting wing with trailing edge separation
A91-T379711 p0277 W72-19367

Wind tunnel analysis of factors affecting wing tip vortex
(NASA-TM-X-2516) p0327 W72-20970

Numerical analysis of lifting wings with parabolic wing tips to determine aerodynamic characteristics and stress concentrations
AAD-741887 p0533 W72-29928

Aircraft trailing vortex formation and persistence behind large transport aircraft
(NASA-TM-1-68566) p0533 W72-29928

Computer program to analyze wing tip vortex as a function of wing tip shape
(NASA-TT-F-16518) p0566 W72-30264

Numerical analysis of axial velocity of wing tip vortex and comparison with free stream velocity
AAD-741231 p0577 W72-30265

WING-FUSELAGE STORES

Wind tunnel model instrumentation and captive trajectory facilities for aircraft stability, control and metric wing-pylon store tests for performance and structural predictions

Wind tunnel aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL transport model with outboard pod mounted front fans and rear fans located in wing-fuselage junction
(NASA-TN-X-62102) p0249 W72-17967

DROPPING ROCKETS BOOJECTS

Winged Vehicles

Ground effect wing vehicles stability in forward motion, deriving characteristic equations by linear analysis
p0244 A72-24844

WINGS

WING-AIRWING WINGS
WING-CABET WINGS
WING-CIRCULAR WINGS
WING-DELTA WINGS
WING-FIXED WINGS
WING-FLEXIBLE WINGS
WING-INIFINITE SPAN WINGS
WING-LIFTING BODY WINGS
WING-LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
WING-PARABOLOIDAL WINGS
WING-RECTANGULAR WINGS
WING-RIGID MOTORS
WING-RIGID WINGS
WING-ROOM WINGS
WING-ROTARY WINGS
WING-SLENDER WINGS
WING-SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
WING-SWEEP WINGS
WING-STEPPED WINGS
WING-THIN WINGS
WING-TILTING MOTORS
WING-TIP DRIVER MOTORS
WING-STEPED WINGS
WING-UNSWEPT WINGS
WING-YARD-252 WINGS

Difference equations and relaxation method for three dimensional transonic flow field about wings in terms of velocity potential
(AIAA PAPER 72-189) p0128 A72-16893

Incipient wing stall detection by unsteady pressure monitoring via flush-mounted microphones, discussing flow patterns on models
p0182 A72-19093

Jet-STOL augmentor wing consisting of twisted thick airfoil with full span leading edge slat and double surface trailing edge flap
(AIAA PAPER 72-21899)

Wing structural weight estimation for civil aircraft preliminary deriving generalized formula based on wing root bending moment for specified flight condition
p0232 A72-22909

Automated optimization for preliminary design of supersonic aircraft wings, noting flutter, stresses and resonant frequency as dynamic constraints
[AIAA PAPER 72-333] p0206 A72-25368

Unsteady aerodynamic loadings of flexible aircraft with supersonic wings and wing-tail surfaces in supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 72-378] p0287 A72-25402

Shot peen contouring of Boeing 747 wing skins combined with incremental chip forging, noting principles and manufacturing process
[ASME PAPER W 72-31,4] p0314 A72-28160

DC 10 aircraft wing stringer fabrication and processing, discussing stress reliefing and stretcher form contouring techniques, aging and tempering processes and flaw detection
[ASME PAPER W 72-31,3] p0314 A72-28161

Airframe and wing fatigue life testing, discussing realistic computation for changed operating conditions
p0358 A72-30276

Temperature dependent elastoplastic wing assemblies and continua analysis via matrix displacement method
p0411 A72-33791

Influence of wing deformations measured during flight tests upon the flight performance of a glider made of synthetic materials
p0603 A72-40452

Multipropeller slipstream and wing interference, noting lift, drag, pitching moment, normal force distribution, and wakes
p0229 A72-10015

Analytical method for determining three dimensional vortex interaction effects on aerodynamic properties of wing and aircraft configurations
p0100 A72-12982

Prediction of high lift wing characteristics in relation to dendrimer phenomena
p0100 A72-12983

Destructive crack propagation and fatigue tests on C-130 aircraft center wings
[ASCE-CE-112006] p0112 A72-13804

Extension of Gersten nonlinear wing theory to transonic flow
[ASCE-FDM-71-21] p0164 A72-10994

Forebody and forebody-wing configuration data for supersonic inlet performance and distortion during maneuvering flight
p0212 A72-16710

Dual fuselage aircraft design with yawable wing and horizontal stabilizer
NASA-CAS-ARC-10470-11 p0332 A72-21010

Fatigue crack propagation and static residual strength characteristics of fatigue damaged wings
[NASA-TR-2075] p0525 A72-28899

Aerodynamic testing of wing sections, using laser Doppler velocimeter and conventional pressure measuring techniques
[AD-74091] p0577 A72-30418

WIND

WIND-BUT WINDS
WIND-EXPLORING WINDS

Aerospiec wire and cables testing methods standards for evaluating mechanical, electrical and chemical properties, coating thicknesses, continuity flaws, flammability, geometrical characteristics, etc
[AIE AS 1198] p0008 A72-10384

Lumped mass model of long airborne trailing wire antenna and derivation of equations of motion
p0217 W72-16899

Fatigue testing of mechanical cables for arrirentine gears
[AD-73398] p0257 A72-18273

WISCONSIN

Environmental impact survey of airport in Park Falls, Wisconsin
[AD-74091] p0008 A72-10384

Environmental impact statement on proposed development of Neillsville Municipal Airport, Neillsville, Wisconsin
[PB-204025-F] p0483 A72-27284

WOOD AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION

WOOD AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
WORK CAPACITY
Control technique and flight quality for crew workload reduction to improve military and civil aircraft flight safety
p0059 A72-13640

General aviation type light aircraft pilot workload during steep landing approach, comparing flight tested control response parameters with handling qualities criteria . [AIAA PAPER 72-125] p0132 A72-1694↓

Ground based ATC information processing systems analysis, considering controllers work load p0229 A72-22778

Area navigation systems integration into existing ATC and man/machine relationship problems, considering cockpit workload coordination p0546 A72-42080

An area navigation system for a long range airplane, investigating, using fundamental equations of motion p0054 A72-13250

X RAY ANALYSIS
X ray, ultrasonic and eddy current nondestructive testing of aircraft structure for maintenance and special problems p0160 A72-18840

X RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS

X RAY PHOTOGRAPH

X RAY TESTING

U X RAY INSPECTION

X-1 AIRCRAFT

Model following variable stability system for X-149 VTOI aircraft, discussing hardware design and flight evaluation [AIAA PAPER 72-96] p0134 A72-16978

X-15 AIRCRAFT

Surface-pressure-fluctuation measurements used for boundary layer transition detection on X-15 vertical fin at peak altitudes of 70,000 meters [NASA-TM-X-2466] p0102 A72-12994

Laboratory simulation of Mach 3 cruise heating on wing structure representative of X-15 aircraft for flight loads measurement [NASA-TN-D-6749] p0283 A72-19922

X-22 AIRCRAFT

Integrated airborne-ground based instrumentation system for variable stability X-22A aircraft flying qualities research, discussing telemetry, mobile van, landing aids and airplane design p0411 A72-33628

An integrated system of airborne and ground-based instrumentation for flying qualities research with the X-22A airplane. [ANS PREPRINT 654] p0444 A72-34486

An experimental investigation of STOL longitudinal flying qualities in the landing approach using the variable stability X-22A aircraft. [ANS PREPRINT 642] p0447 A72-34502

X-24 AIRCRAFT

Pilot safety considerations in design and operation of X-24A lifting body vehicle p0039 A72-25969

X-4 AIRCRAFT

Effects of variations in stability derivatives on performance of X-4 aircraft [AD-744104] p0625 A72-32066

X-5 AIRCRAFT

Turboprop lift fan design developed for X-5 VTOI research aircraft, reviewing changes for future commercial and research transport systems [ASM PAPER 72-02-111] p0299 A72-25674

YAK 50 AIRCRAFT

Geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of YAK-50 aircraft [AD-736902] p0384 A72-23031

YAW

Aircraft pitching and yawing cross couplings compensation at high speed p0008 A72-10315

Airplane sideline and yaw rate perturbations by continuous random vertical and side gusts, using low pass filtered white noise representation for mathematical modeling p0313 A72-28125

Full-scale inlet/engine testing at high maneuvering angles at transonic velocities. [AIAA PAPER 72-1026] p0550 A72-11604

Jet interference effects on yaw stability for SAB 37 and 105 wind tunnel models p0027 A72-10006

YAWING MOMENTS

Direct side force control by rudder deflection and asymmetrical drag utilization to cancel yawing moment, discussing variable stability T-33 flight tests [AIAA PAPER 72-98] p0133 A72-16946

Hovercraft internal and external aerodynamic forces, discussing control, suspension, yawing moments, directional and roll stability and random surfaces performances p0231 A72-22824

Inflight measurement of yawing moment of inertia of HP-115 aircraft using wing-tip parachutes [ARC-869-3691] p0385 A72-31025

Aero-normalized yawing moment derivatives [EDED-71017] p0617 A72-31988

Effect of fin and rudder on rolling moments due to sideslip and yawing [EDED-70096] p0617 A72-31992

YAWINDERS

U ATTITUDE INDICATORS

U YAW

YIELD STRENGTH
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BODENSEE WERK GERHARDTECHNIK G.M.B.H., UHDENLINGEN (WEST GERMANY).
Some problems in the development of an automatic flight control system for light helicopters

Advanced Doppler inertial navigation system for transport helicopter

Angle of attack and thrust control of steep approach aircraft

Control and disturbance transfer function of longitudinal aircraft motion without automatic control

[DLM-MRT-71-11] p0366 B72-22010

BOEING CO., EVERETT, WASH.
The Boeing 747 fatigue integrity program

p0539 B72-29898

BOEING CO., BOSTON, PA.
Improving the readability of maintenance manuals

p0039 B72-11021

BOEING CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Helicopter development reliability test requirements. Volume 1

[AD-725595] p0044 B72-11059

Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt rotor concept. Volume 2: Component design studies

[AD-729428] p0151 B72-13996

Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt rotor concept. Volume 3: Appendix

[AD-729429] p0152 B72-13997

Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt rotor concept. Volume 1: Parametric design studies

[AD-729427] p0152 B72-13998

Reduction in vibration of the CH-47C helicopter using a variable tuning vibration absorber

p0216 B72-16874

Determination of physical and structural properties of mixed-modulus composite materials

[AD-732469] p0022 B72-17549

An experimental investigation of the helicopter rotor blade element airloads on a model rotor in the blade stall regime

[AD-731841] p0251 B72-18005

The 1/3 scale V/STOL cyclic pitch propellers: Results of wind tunnel tests

[AD-734371] p0271 B72-19039

Four prop tilt wing with cyclic pitch propellers: Results of full span wind tunnel test/phase 2

[AD-734361] p0271 B72-19040

Cyclic pitch control on a V/STOL tilt wing aircraft

[AD-730606] p0272 B72-19047

Wind tunnel test of the conversion process of a folding tilt rotor aircraft using a semispan unpowed model. Volume 4, part 2: Blade stress analysis, bench tests, and wind tunnel model details

[AD-725733] p0321 B72-20027

Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt rotor concept. Volume 8: Summary of structural design criteria and aerodynamic prediction techniques

[AD-736021] p0366 B72-22011

Design studies and model tests of the stowed tilt rotor concept. Volume 9: Value engineering report

[AD-736022] p0370 B72-22035

Wind tunnel test of the conversion process of a folding tilt rotor aircraft using a semispan unpowed model. Volume 5, part 1: Analysis and results

[AD-735632] p0380 B72-22999

Wind tunnel test of a powered tilt-rotor dynamic model on a simulated free flight suspension system, volume 6

[AD-735633] p0380 B72-23000

Cyclic pitch control on a V/STOL tilt wing aircraft

[DGLR-71-019] p0381 B72-23012

Wind tunnel test of a powered tilt-rotor performance model, volume 5
Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations using a numerical solution to the three-dimensional unified supersonic/hypersonic small disturbance equations part 1

Flow field analysis of aircraft configurations using a numerical solution to the three-dimensional unified supersonic/hypersonic small-disturbance equations part 2

An evaluation of random analysis methods for the determination of panel damping

Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation systems, San Francisco Bay area

Study of an intraurban travel demand model incorporating commuter preference variables

Application of polyelectrolyte actuator rod seals

Computer program description and summary

Validation

Study of the application of advanced technologies to long range transport aircraft.

Analytical and experimental investigation of aircraft metal structures reinforced with filamentary composites. Phase 2: Structural fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, and residual strength

Design integration and noise studies for jet STOL aircraft. Volume 1: Programs summary

Analytical investigation of variable camber concepts

Fatigue design procedure for the American SST prototype

An advanced concept secondary power systems study for an advanced transport aircraft

Design evaluation criteria for commercial STOL transports

Handling qualities criteria for supersonic transport

Application study of filamentary composites in a commercial jet aircraft fuselage

A theoretical model for the heating of an airplane wing from a lightning discharge

Analysis of ground operations at airports

A study of the NASA/AFSL approach to tactical maneuvering problems
The role of fluctuating forces in the generation of compressor noise
Noise from aircraft operations at Long Beach Naval Air Station, California and land use interpretations
Noise from interaction of flow with rigid surfaces: A review of current status of prediction techniques
Aviation noise evaluations and projections: San Francisco Bay area
Environmental studies: Aviation noise evaluations and projections, San Francisco Bay region

Wind tunnel testing of concorde aircraft: Further report on United Kingdom tests
Jet effects on boilat temperature at supersonic speeds
A simulator study of direct lift control
A flight simulator investigation of the effect of turbulence on rolling requirements at low speed
General considerations in the applications of advanced composites
Airframe applications of advanced composites
Acoustic testing, aircraft structures
The corrosion properties of airframe containers
Detection of structural deterioration and associated airline maintenance problems
A field survey of emissions from aircraft at various airports
Boeing 747 airframe loads
Boeing 747 airframe noise
Aircraft fueling operations and quality control
Aviation noise evaluations and projections: San Francisco Bay region
CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

CIVIL AERONAUTICAL INST., OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Calibration of the Concord radiation detection instrument and measurements at SST altitude
[F-AE-74-26] p0084 N72-11370

Survival in emergency escape from pressurized aircraft
[F-AE-74-16] p0150 N72-13989

Design considerations for impact test facilities
[PB-204869] p0321 H72-20029

Crash survival analysis of 16 agricultural aircraft accidents

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Congressional airport congestion study, part 2
[AD-726061] p0096 N72-12593

Civil Aeronautics Board planning study. STOL - VTOL air transportation systems
p0174 N72-15925

p0429 N72-24979

Computer air carrier traffic statistics, Year ending 20 June 1971
p0429 N72-24981

Remarks by Secor D. Browne, Chairman, Civil Aeronautics Board, before the Economical Club of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan
p0583 N72-29998

Remarks by Secor D. Browne, Chairman, Civil Aeronautics Board, before the Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce, Tampa, Florida
p0583 N72-29983

Remarks by the honorable Robert T. Murphy, member, Civil Aeronautics Board before the International Aviation Club, Washington, D. C., 21 March 1972
p0581 N72-30978

Remarks by Secor D. Browne, Chairman Civil Aeronautics Board before the Royal Aeronautical Society, London, United Kingdom, 13 March 1972
p0581 N72-30979

Service to small communities. Part 1: Local service carrier costs and subsidy need requirements to serve marginal routes
p0584 N72-31016

Service to small communities. Part 2: Small aircraft and small communities: A history and economic analysis
p0584 N72-31017

CLEMENTI UNIV., S.C.
Evaluation of minimum variance estimators for signal derivatives in real noise environments
[PB-204879] p0321 H72-20029

COAST GUARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Tests of aircraft navigation for small area mapping using minimum local aids to navigation
[AD-746067] p0579 N72-30596

COLORADO UNIV., BOULDER.
Flight safety aspects of radar techniques in Bird/aircraft collision avoidance
[AD-732945] p0253 N72-18027

COMMISSION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION, RICHMOND, VA.
Heliport for the District of Columbia
p0475 N72-26985

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, BRUSSELS (BELGIUM).
The aeronautical and space industries of the Community compared with those of the United Kingdom and the United States. Volume 4: The aeronautical market
[HEPT-7002-VOL-4] p0163 N72-14976

COMMISSION ON AIRLINE SERVICES (U. S. HOUSE).
Cuban plane incident at New Orleans
p0475 N72-26986

Cuban plane incident at New Orleans
p0475 N72-26987

COMMITTEE OF COMMERCE (U. S. SENATE).
Transportation of government traffic by civil air carriers
[S-REP-72-503] p0438 N72-25948

Transportation of government traffic by civil air carriers
p0438 N72-25948

Regulation of rates and practices of air carriers and foreign air carriers
p0582 N72-29981

CORNBELL AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BOULDER, CO.
Noise Control Act of 1971 and amendments, part 1
p0573 N72-30014

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE (U. S. HOUSE).
Airport and airway trust fund
p0423 N72-24337

Noise Control Act of 1972
p0525 N72-28195

COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE (U. S. HOUSE).
Career program for air traffic controllers
p0113 N72-13933

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS (U. S. SENATE).
Appalachian airports
p0113 N72-13927

Report to the President and Congress on noise [5-DEC-72-631] p0579 N72-30595

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND AERONAUTICS (U. S. HOUSE).
Aeronautical research and development
p0438 N72-25945

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY (U. S. HOUSE).
New Jersey-New York Airport Commission Compact
p0587 N72-31287

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTER, OTTAWA (ONTARIO).
Microwave radiometry for surveillance from spacecraft and aircraft
p0520 N72-28471

COPPACINE FRANCOISE THOMSON HOUSTON-BOTTCHER BEAUYT. PARIS.
Materials for the scanning beam-Doppler controversy
[AD-746024-VOL-155] p0111 N72-13590

Doppler system granularity
[AD-746024-VOL-174] p0389 N72-23663

COPPACINE GENERALE DE TELEGRAPHE SANS FIL, PARIS (FRANCE).
Integrated command and control system for aircraft [AD-726237] p0375 N72-22637

COMPUTING DEVICES OF CANADA, LTD., OTTAWA (ONTARIO).
Projected map navigation in military helicopters: Applications and operational experience
p0085 N72-11938

CONNECTICUT DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION, WETHERSFIELD.
State helicopter system, feasibility study
[PB-208395] p0586 N72-31032

CONNECTICUT UNIV., STORRS.
Passage of an airfoil through a three-dimensional disturbance
p0463 N72-25994

CONTROL DATA CORP., BETHESDA, MD.
The effectiveness of the sea-and-avoid doctrine: Safe vertical clearance from clouds
[AD-735468] p0275 N72-10727

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LAB., INC., BUFFALO, N.Y.
The generation of a military specification for flying qualities of Piloted V/STOL Aircraft
[PB-208395] p0586 N72-31032

A study of noise generation by a rotating blade row in an infinite annulus
[AD-726126] p0438 N72-12105

Development of advanced techniques for the identification of V/STOL aircraft stability and control parameters
[AD-730121] p0153 N72-14004

A study of noise generation by a rotating blade row in an infinite annulus
[AD-725746] p0032 N72-10048

The aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of a full scale rotor operating at very high advance ratios and during start/stop operation
[AD-726753] p0438 N72-11050

A study of noise generation by a rotating blade row in an infinite annulus
[AD-726753] p0438 N72-11050

A study of noise generation by a rotating blade row in an infinite annulus
[AD-726753] p0438 N72-11050

A study of noise generation by a rotating blade row in an infinite annulus
[AD-726753] p0438 N72-11050

C-11
CORNWALL UNI.,

Total in-flight simulator (TIPS), preliminary design report [AD-738316] p0242 W72-24357
Development, design and fabrication of the total in-flight simulator (TIPS) [AD-739220] p0483 W72-27279
US military V/STOL handling quality requirements p0620 W72-32022
The role of pilot rating in the development of handling criteria p0620 W72-32028
In-flight investigation of an unaugmented class 3 aircraft in the landing approach task, phase 1: Lateral-directional study [AD-746831] p0641 W72-33035

CORNELL UNI., ITHACA, N.Y.
The effect of atmospheric inhomogeneities on the sonic boom p0380 W72-23004

COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, PRETORIA (SOUTH AFRICA).
Wankel engines for aircraft [BEPT-908] p0326 W72-20764
Critical examination of the pulse-noise effect [BEPT-891] p0326 W72-20765

CRANFIELD INST. OF TECHNOLOGY (ENGLAND).
The aerodynamics of hovercraft [CRANFIELD-AERO-7] p0249 W72-17592
Molds for aerospace applications [CRANFIELD-MAT-6] p0260 W72-10585
Flow characteristics about a delta wing at 15 deg incidence with and without edge blowing [CRANFIELD-AERO-9] p0635 W72-32992
Aircraft design studies: Vertical take off and landing aircraft [CRANFIELD-AERO-10] p0637 W72-33012

CUBIC CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
ACER system simulation. Volume 1: Simulation program description [AD-741194] p0581 W72-30986
ACER system simulation. Volume 2: Test results [AD-741195] p0581 W72-30987

CURTIS-WEIGHT CORP., WOOD-RIDGE, N.J.
Single-stage axial-compressor stator redesign investigation [AD-877209] p0097 W72-12795
Internal lift engine preliminary design [NASA-CR-120838] p0172 W72-15716
Improved manufacturing method for processes for super finished spur and helical gears [AD-742655] p0629 W72-32503

DANISH METEOROLOGICAL INST., CHARLOTTENLUND.
Bibliography of lightwave magnetometers [DE-GEOPHYS-PAPERS-R-22] p0324 W72-20409

DAYTON UNIV. RESEARCH INST., OHIO.
Median altitude critical atmospheric turbulence (MEDCAT) data processing and analysis [AD-732878] p0222 W72-17302
Method for the prediction of performance of STOL high lift system near maximum lift coefficient [AD-740476] p0531 W72-29025
Runway distribution study, European countries [AD-740206] p0627 W72-32279
Runway distribution study, selected countries [AD-740203] p0627 W72-32280
Computer programs for single stage axial compressor test data analysis. Volume 2: Core core liftings and sample calculations [AD-740503] p0631 W72-32756

DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT CO., LTD., DOWNSVIEW (ONTARIO).
Some aspects of propulsion for the assenator-wing concept [NASA-CR-125540] p0210 W72-16698

DEFENCE AND CIVIL ESTABLISHMENT. INSIT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, DOWNSVIEW (ONTARIO).
The effectiveness of two types of insulation in the CHS-2 helicopter [DCIEM-810] p0515 W72-28014

DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT SUPFIED, BALTHOS (ALBERTA).
Testing the response of gas turbines to air blast p0172 W72-15824

DEFENCE RESEARCH INFORMATION CENTRE, OXFORDING (ENGLAND).
Analysis of the conditions of operation of gas turbine rotor bearing from the results of computer calculations of their thermal regimes [AD-746297] p0632 W72-32772

DEFENSE DEPT., WASHINGTON, D.C.
United States Army helicopter experiences and future requirements p0081 W72-11916

DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA.
Noise pollution - airplane noise, volume 1 [AD-729050] p0030 W72-10036
Human factors in design and control of aircraft [AD-729840] p0149 W72-13983
Air traffic control systems [AD-741200] p0537 W72-29680
Heavy lift helicopters [AD-746900] p0575 W72-30026
Vertical take-off planes [AD-746000] p0640 W72-33033

DELAWARE UNIV., WILMINGTON.
An experimental study of supersonic jet noise and a method for low frequency reduction p0380 W72-23003
Use of a radial turbine in a thrust augmentation scheme p0539 W72-29810

DENVER RESEARCH INST., COLO.
Calculation of self-suspended flare trajectories [AD-731683] p0217 W72-16995

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY, STRATFORD (ENGLAND).
Air pollution at Heathrow Airport, London: April - September, 1970 p0426 W72-24689

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Executive Branch criteria for domestic airline booster proposals p0113 W72-13931
General aviation safety, volume 1 [PB-202929] p0113 W72-13937
An analysis of the United States aerospace and air transport industries p0150 W72-13988

General aviation safety [PB-202929] p0220 W72-17015

Aircraft and air pollution, selected readings [AD-735943] p0388 W72-23655

Computer air carriers p0526 W72-28979
Cargo security equipment applications guide p0560 W72-28985

Department of Transportation national plan for navigation [AD-741996] p0597 W72-30592
National transportation statistics p0634 W72-32966

The 1972 national transportation report: Present status, future alternatives p0634 W72-32982
The implementation of the statement on national transportation policy [AR-1] p0635 W72-32985

DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR INSPECTION AND SAFETY (AIR FORCE), NORTON AFB, CALIF.
Operational aspects of forces on man during ejection/extraction escape in the US Air Force, 1 January 1968 - 31 December 1970 p0274 W72-19144

DIESELENFURCHSE- UND VERSUCHSHAFTEL FUR LOFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, BRENN (WEST GERMANY).
Four introductory lectures on aerodynamic noise theory [DLR-MITT-71-20] p0382 W72-23018
Aerodynamic noise theory 1 (general aspects) p0382 W72-23019
Aerodynamic noise theory 2 (approximate procedures) p0382 W72-23020
Rotor flow and flight mechanics of hingeless rotors
[DLR-BIB-T71-12] p0037 W72-11001

DEUTSCHES GEODATISCHES FORSCHUNGINSTITUT, MUNCHEN
(WEST GERMANY).
The significance of the ellipsoidal form of the earth in air navigation
[SFR-C/ODIS-166] p0523 W72-28677

DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE SAFETY, NORTON AFB, CALIF.
USAF bird strike summary
[AD-73-3586] p0481 W72-27041

DREIEN DBIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Turbulent and laminar jet propagation in rotating systems and its application to jet mixing in the wake of reaction driven rotors
[AD-72-18120] p0256 B72-18019

Theoretical considerations of a spring, hinged rotor of variable flapping stiffness and constant phase shift
[AD-73-3586] p0256 B72-18019

Wind tunnel investigation of buffet loads on four airplane models
[AD-72-18120] p0256 B72-18019

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE AERODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENTS OF A BODY-WING COMBINATION AND
COMPARISON WITH RESULTS OF LINEAR AND
NONLINEAR THEORIES FOR SUBSONIC SPEEDS
[AD-72-18120] p0256 B72-18019

Flight tests of the performance of the DO-31 aircraft
[DGLR-71-022-PT-1] p0362 W72-23013

Some selected problems of rotor supported recovery systems. Part 1: Design
[DGLR-71-022-PT-1] p0362 W72-23013

Some selected problems of rotor supported recovery systems. Part 2: Aerodynamics of rotors with axial descending flow.
[DGLR-71-022-PT-2] p0362 W72-23014

Buffeting measurements on a wing-body-model with strain gauges at the wings
[AD-72-24003] p0540 W72-23000

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF.
Maintenance fault isolation in the seventies
[AD-72-10050] p0040 W72-11008

A flight simulator study of STL transport directional control characteristics
[PAA-BD-71-81] p0617 W72-11007

Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Investigation of aerodynamic analysis problems in transonic maneuvers, volume 1
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Theoretical studies on the aerodynamics of flat airfoil combinations
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

A general class of airfoils conformally mapped from a circle
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Fatigue and fail-safe design features of the DC-10 airplane
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Developing the DC-10 structural inspection program
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Maintainability and maintenance measurement
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

DREXEL UNIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Development of visual-display aid to air navigation
[NASA-CR-112062] p0320 W72-23000

DUNLAP AND ASSOCIATES, INC, SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Human factors research on carrier landing system performance
[AD-73-3586] p0526 W72-18019

DYNAMIC SCIENCE ENGINEERING OPERATIONS, PHINIXI,
ARIZ.
The design, fabrication, and testing of an integrally armored crashworthy crew seat
[AD-72-7133] p0586 W72-31030

DYNAMIC SCIENCE ENGINEERING, IVIE, CALIF.
Analysis of aircraft tank fire and explosion hazards
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium aircraft skin exposed to lightning
[NASA-CR-120627] p024 B72-17989

STUDY TO DETERMINE THE APPLICATION OF GMTI
IGNITION SOURCE CONTROL SYSTEMS TO FIT TARE ARMY
AIRCRAFT
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Safety evaluation of emulsified fuels
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Crash survival design guide
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Evaluation of self-sealing breakaway valves for crashworthy aircraft fuel systems
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

A survey of naval aircraft crash environments with emphasis on structural response
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Evaluation of the 0H-1G/8 helicopter crashworthy fuel system in a crash environment
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL,
WINTER PARK.
Metropolitan airport noise abatement policy study: Cape Kennedy Regional Airport, Melbourne, Florida
[ESDO-71-026-27] p0084 B72-23004

EASTERN AIR LINES, INC. MIAMI, FLA.
Computer application strategy for control of airline maintenance in the seventies
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

B747 personalized maintenance approach
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

EDGERTON, GERHARDSHEIM AND GRIEB, INC., WALTERS, MICH.
Instruction manual EG and G model 196, aircraft hygrometer system
[AD-74-0638] p0535 W72-24004

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, LIBWOOD, W. VA.
Economic utilization of general aviation airport runways
[NASA-ER-111406] p0619 W72-15244

EDGEBERGOSCHES FLOTTOEGEBR, EMBEB (SWITZERLAND).
The development of a DMS balances series for six component measurements of models or model parts in subsonic wind tunnels
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

ELECTRO DEVELOPMENT CORP., LINWOOD, WASH.
Solid state rotary switch
[AD-73-7558] p0257 W72-19277

ELLOTT FLIGHT AUTOMATION, LTD., ROCHESTER (ENGLAND).
Some design aspects of the stability augmentation system for the W67 rigid rotor helicopter
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

Some engineering and operational factors of multisensor displays
[AD-72-95050] p0107 W72-13039

ELLOTT-AUTOMATION SPACE AND ADVANCED MILITARY SYSTEMS, LTD., CAMBERLEY (ENGLAND).
Aircraft-trajectory optimization using Pontryagin's minimum principle
[ETAB-4] p0400 W72-24004

ENGINEERING SCIENCES DATA UNIT, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Aero-normalized stability derivatives: Effects of wing on yawing moment due to yawing
[ESDO-71-026-27] p0084 B72-23004

A method for estimating the pressure distribution on the surface of a two-dimensional airfoil in a sonic stream
[ESDO-69011] p0617 W72-31000

Lift-curve slope and aerodynamic centre-position of wings in inviscid supersonic flow
[ESDO-70012] p0617 W72-31990

Lift-curve slope and aerodynamic centre-position of wings in inviscid subsonic flow
[ESDO-70011] p0617 W72-31990

Aero-normalized stability derivatives: Effects of fin and rudder on rolling moments due to side slip and yawing
[ESDO-70006] p0617 W72-31990

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft wings in inviscid supersonic flow
[ESDO-70012] p0617 W72-31990

Average gust frequencies subsonic transport aircraft
[ESDO-69022-AMEND-1] p0619 W72-32013

Curves for use in the determination of gross thrust and mass flow in flight, air breathing ducted-flow engines with convergent
Effects of kinetic heating on equilibrium stability of synthetic aviation gas turbine fuel lubricity.

Communication performance over the T08S STOL aircraft instrument landing system.

Report to the President and Congress on noise engineering sciences data unit titles through 1972.

Prospectus.

Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.

Report to the President and Congress on noise.

EPCO, Inc., Westwood, Mass.

STOL aircraft instrument landing system.

ESL, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Communication performance over the TDRS Ka-band/interference channel.

ESSO development Co., Ltd., Abingdon (England).

Aviation engine lubricity.

Stability of synthetic aviation gas turbine lubricants at high temperatures.

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION.

EUROPEAN RESEARCH OFFICE, LONDON (ENGLAND).

Visit to Sini-Marretti, Setosu-CALENDE/Vergiate (Varese), Italy.

[AD-729377]


[AD-737707]

The W.12.01 helicopter: Summary of lectures presented at the Royal Aeronautical Society.

[AD-737611]

EXPLOSIVE TECHNOLOGY, INC., FAIRFAX, VA.

An emergency life-saving instant exit system for cargo, cargo-transport and passenger aircraft, volume 1.

[AD-736056]

F

FACTORY ROTATIONAL RESEARCH CORP., NORWOOD, MASS.

Evaluations of a novel slurry-type fire extinguishing agents.

[AD-730610]

FARRAND OPTICAL CO., INC., VALHALLA, N.Y.

A multipurpose wide field, three dimensional head up display for aircraft.

[AD-737579]

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.


[AD-729658]

Aircraft accidents investigation and prevention.

Selected references.

[AD-730979]

Evaluation of executive jet approach angles.

[FAA-FS-600-71]

Aeronautical telecommunications in Southeast Asia: Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia and Thailand.

[AD-725326]


Government's needs in acoustics: Aircraft noise abatement and regulation.

[AD-734261]

Estimated instantaneous airborne traffic in the Pacific.

[AD-729658]

FAA statistical handbook of aviation.

[AD-730749]

Third Annual National Aviation System Planning Review Conference.

[AD-730749]

Large and medium hub aviation activity forecast.

[AD-730749]

Federal aviation research and development for the 1970's.

[AD-730749]

Congressional air transportation congestion study, part 1.

[AD-725262]

Grove City Airports, Grove City, Pennsylvania.

[PB-203247-F]

Santa Barbara Municipal Airport, Santa Barbara, California: Environmental impact statement.

[PB-201532-F]

FBI Symposium on Turbulence.

[AD-732117]

Technical program plan for headquarters air traffic service automation.

[AD-731772]

Achieving general aviation safety goals through an airworthiness system.

[FAA-FS-600-71]

The FAA's maintenance analysis center.

[AD-720379]

Effective avionic maintenance.

[AD-730749]

The altimeter credibility gap.

[AD-730749]

The psychosocial reconstruction investigation, a postdoctoral instrument in aircraft accident investigation.

[FAA-MN-72-1-2]

C-15
Nonuniform flow field generation for supersonic compressor stator development: Design and preliminary results  
[NASA-CB-112097] p0588 N72-31303

GENERAL AVIATION MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,  
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The general aviation maintenance outlook for the seventies  
[p0041 N72-11033

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

Static performance of a 13.97 cu. ft. (5.5 inch) diameter model VTOL lift fan  
[NASA-CB-2057] p0390 N72-23836

Aeronautical exploratory research on advanced jet flap supercritical airfoils  
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Evaluation of corroded rudder hub from class [N72-07/18-BEG/HT] p0517 N72-28132

EERITOGOGY RESEARCH, INC., ALTADEA, CALIF.
Warp fog modification studies [AD-733671] p0260 N72-183616

Transport and stability of a vortex wake [AD-742305] p0576 N72-30284

METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS, D.C.
Marketing access services: Baltimore-Washington Report no. 1: Immediate airport access study action improvements [PB-200686] p0303 N72-10232

MICHIGAN STATE UNIV., EAST LANSING.
A study of the round-the-plane flow field [NASA-CH-124604] p0092 N72-12211

Two-dimensional potential flow and boundary layer analysis of the airfoil of a STOL wing propulsion system p0483 N72-27286

MICHIGAN UNIV., ANN ARBOR.
Investigation of unsteady aerodynamic flows over spheres and disks [AD-731862] p0201 N72-15956

An evaluation of string theory for the prediction of dynamic tire properties using scale model aircraft tires [NASA-CH-2058] p0482 N72-24024

Multispectral imaging radar p0534 N72-29335

KIDDST ER RESEARCH INST., KANSAS CITY, MO.
Comparisons of experimental and theoretical dynamic rotor bearing behavior using gas lubrication [AD-732211] p0201 N72-15956

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, LONDON (ENGLAND).
V/STOL displays for approach and landing p0374 N72-22632

Factors affecting the electrodeposition of coatings on aircraft alloys [N-87/1/79-175] p0355 N72-29570

MINNESOTA UNIV., MINNEAPOLIS.
Stability and drag of parachutes with varying effective porosity [AD-729848] p0152 N72-14000

The study of directional parameter systems for flight control [AD-740873] p0529 N72-29013
The study of distributive parameter systems for flight control
(AD-741920) p0573 N72-30017
Study of parachute forces and canopy pressure distribution measured in a subsonic wind tunnel under infinite mass conditions
(AD-744103) p0625 N72-32063
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV., STATE COLLEGE:
A catalogue of devices applicable to the measurement of boundary layers and wakes on vehicle models
MISSOURI UNIV., ROLLA:
Optical braking studies
[ NASA-CR-123817] p0587 N72-31279
MITRE CORP., BOSTON, MASS.
A survey of spectrum utilization and a frequency allocation plan for the integrated Communications Navigation Identification (CNI) system
(AD-731751) p0207 N72-16138
Models of information exchange and data rates for a post-1975 automated tactical air control system deployment
(AD-733564) p0262 N72-18665
Tactical AWACS measures of effectiveness
(AD-742233) p0575 N72-30168
A survey of propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles
[PB-800144] p0036 N72-10830
Cost analysis of the microwave landing system program
[ AD-737036] p0389 N72-23668
Concepts, design and description for the upgraded third generation air traffic control systems, as of January 1972. CONUS ATC system. Oceanic ATC system
(AD-743651) p0630 N72-32645
NASA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORP., PAULSBORO, N.J.:
Microfog lubricant application system for advanced turbine engine components, phase 2,
Tasks 3, 4 and 5: Rotatability and heat transfer of microfog jets impinging on a heated rotating disc, and evaluation of reclassifying nozzles and a vortex mist generator
[ NASA-CR-120883] p0535 N72-29533
MONSANTO RESEARCH CORP., DAYTON, OHIO.
Atherosplastic transparent adhesive for bonding polycarbonate to glass
[AD-728719] p0094 N72-12520
Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids, and related materials
(AD-736839) p0389 N72-23605
MONTICELLI EDISON S.P.A., MILAN (ITALY):
Integrated check-out system for space launchers and aircraft systems
[ NASA-CR-120883] p0535 N72-29533
MOTOR-CAR TURBINE-ENGINE RESEARCH G.N.B. (WEST GERMANY):
Aerodynamics of thrust reverser design
Environmental effects of turbojet engines
MOTOROLA, INC., SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.
A true 3D or flat 2D display
[ NASA-CASE-LAAR-10662-1] p0312 N72-21009
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Employment of air operations in the fire services: Proceedings of a symposium
[ AD-730781] p0284 N72-19986
Suppression of clutter
[ NASA-CASE-LAAR-10662-1] p0312 N72-21009
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION INSTR., BURLEIGH (HURON) OREGON:
Wind tunnel tests to determine the instationary aerodynamic derivatives on a model of a twin bridge
[ NASA-TN-D-6573] p0470 N72-26347
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHMENT, OTTAWA (ONTARIO):
The transonic performance of two dimensional, jet flapped aerofoils at high Reynolds numbers
[ NASA-AD-11961] p0070 N72-11961
Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradients measured by an RB-57F: Coldscan Flights 7 to 82
[ HH-12318] p0159 N72-14379
Higher-order theory of two-dimensional subsonic wall interference in a perforated wall wind tunnel
[ LB-553] p0207 N72-16205
A flight investigation of lateral directional handling qualities for V/STOL aircraft in low speed manoeuvring flight
Higher order theory of two dimensional subsonic wall interference in a perforated wall wind tunnel
[ AD-73567] p0337 N72-21307
Dynamic interference effect on dynamic stability of delta-winged shuttle in abort separation at Mach 2.0
[ NLR-OA-18] p0365 N72-21992
The trailing vortex wake and downwash behind a quasi-two-dimensional external flow jet flap
Parameter effects on lateral directional handling qualities at low speeds
Flying experience with the Sc1 research aircraft and the F1172 prototype at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England
[ AD-728174] p0094 N72-12520
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL LAB., BANGALORE (INDIA):
Aeronaotical research and technology
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOUNT Field, CALIF.
Full-scale wind-tunnel tests of a small unpowered jet aircraft with a T-tail
Aerodynamic characteristics of an all-body hypersonic aircraft configuration at Mach numbers from 0.65 to 10.6
Target contrast considerations in millimeter wave radiometry for airborne navigation
[ NASA-TH-X-62082] p0305 N72-10539
Feasibility of testing a large-configuration swept-panel model to determine wing shock location at flight Reynolds numbers
[ NASA-TH-X-67416] p0075 N72-11870
Transonic testing in existing wind tunnels
[ NASA-TH-X-67415] p0076 N72-11872
On the use of freon-12 for increasing Reynolds number in wind-tunnel testing of three-dimensional aircraft models at subcritical and supersonic Mach numbers
[ NASA-TH-X-67417] p0077 N72-11879
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large scale model with a swept wing and augmented jet flap
Large scale wind tunnel investigation of a semispan wing equipped with an externally-blown jet flap
[ NASA-Th-X-62029] p0080 N72-11902
Digital autopilot: Design considerations and simulator evaluations
[ NASA-TH-X-62056] p0086 N72-11942
Investigation of sonic-boom generation by thin, nonlifting, rectangular wings
The pilot-aircraft interface.
[ NASA-TH-X-62029] p0104 N72-13010
Direct-lift jet V/STOL concepts
[ NASA-TH-X-62029] p0104 N72-13016
Effects of advanced technology on STOL transport aircraft
Properties of oblique-wing/body combinations for low supersonic speeds
Computer program for calculating supersonic flow on the windward side conical delta wings by the method of lines [NASA-TM-D-6555] p0109 72-13271
Automated preliminary design of simplified wing structures to satisfy strength and flutter requirements [NASA-TN-D-6534] p0112 72-13887
Wind tunnel study of slot spoilers for direct lift control [NASA-TN-D-6627] p0149 72-13978
The determination of the geometries of multiple-element airfoils optimized for maximum lift coefficient [NASA-TN-X-67591] p0164 72-18992
Static longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of close-coupled wing-canard configurations at Mach numbers from 1.60 to 2.86 [NASA-TN-X-67591] p0156 72-15000
Measured vibration ride environments of an STOL aircraft and a high speed train [NASA-TN-D-66171] p0174 72-15841
Comparison of hinge moments for a simple delta wing and a delta-wing orbiter concept at Mach 6 [NASA-TN-X-67591] p0124 72-16997
Ditching investigation of a 1/30-scale dynamic model of a heavy jet transport airplane [NASA-TN-X-67591] p0218 72-17005
Investigation of aircraft tire damage resulting from touchdown on grooved runway surfaces [NASA-TN-D-6650] p0215 72-17007
Radiation measurements and doses at SST altitudes [NASA-TN-D-6650] p0223 72-17721
Aerodynamic characteristics of a six-jet VTOL configuration with four swing-out lift jets in the transition speed range [NASA-TN-X-2212] p0251 72-18007
Effects of ground proximity on the aerodynamic characteristics of a six-jet VT/STOL configuration with four swing-out lift jets [NASA-TN-X-2212] p0251 72-18008
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of a jet fighter airplane extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation [NASA-TN-D-6632] p0252 72-18013
Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap motion on vane-controlled gust alleviation system [NASA-TN-D-6733] p0265 72-18995
A wind-tunnel evaluation of analytical techniques for predicting static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft [NASA-TN-D-6656] p0266 72-19001
Aerodynamic parameters of the Navion airplane extracted from flight [NASA-TN-D-6643] p0268 72-19019
Determination of angles of attack and sideslip from radar data and a roll-stabilized platform [NASA-TN-X-2216] p0280 72-19721
Noise measurements of model jet-augmented lift systems [NASA-TN-D-6710] p0319 72-20011
Explanatory investigation of factors affecting the wing tip vortex [NASA-TN-D-6656] p0320 72-20070
Pressure-tight seal for super alloy [NASA-CASE-LAB-10770-1] p0338 72-21471
Explanatory investigation of lift induced on a swept wing by a two-dimensional fin or deflected jet at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30 [NASA-TN-X-2529] p0365 72-21997
Three-track runway and taxiway problems measured at international airports 6 and B [NASA-TN-D-6680] p0366 72-22023
Variable geometry wind tunnels [NASA-CASE-LAB-10771] p0371 72-22266
Vehicle Technology for Civil Aviation: The Seventies and Beyond [NASA-SP-292-SUPPL] p0390 72-23974
Performance of an aircraft tire with a hydraulic braking and of a currently operational antiskid braking system [NASA-TN-D-6759] p0421 72-24014
Analysis of VGE data from two types of four-engine airplanes in commercial cargo service [NASA-TN-D-6790] p0421 72-24015
Tabulated pressure measurements on a large subsonic transport model airplane with high bypass ratio, powered, fan jet engines [NASA-TN-X-2530] p0421 72-24020
Procedure for estimating stability and control parameters from flight test data by using maximum likelihood methods employing a real-time digital system [NASA-TN-D-6735] p0426 72-26825
Summary of transformation equations and equations of motion used in free flight and wind tunnel data reduction and analysis [NASA-SP-3070] p0672 72-26475
Terminal-area flight procedures and route design for supersonic transport New York-transatlantic operations [NASA-TN-D-6601] p0677 72-27010
Summary of design considerations for airplane spin-recovery parachute systems [NASA-TN-D-6686] p0680 72-27033
Apparatus for applying simulated G-forces to an arm of an aircraft simulator pilot [NASA-CASE-LAB-10550-1] p0682 72-27271
Wind tunnel model and method [NASA-CASE-LAB-10812-1] p0682 72-27272
Apparatus for aiding a pilot in avoiding a midair collision between aircraft [NASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1] p0685 72-27703
Aircraft tire behavior during high-speed operations in rolling simulated instrument approaches using the Kestrel (XV-6A) airplane [NASA-TN-D-6813] p0687 72-28006
Advanced approaches to fatigue evaluation [NASA-TN-D-6826] p0572 72-29895
Wind-tunnel investigation at low speeds of a model of the Kestrel (XV-6A) vectored-thrust VT/STOL airplane [NASA-TN-D-6826] p0572 72-30008
Lateral stability and control derivatives of a jet fighter airplane extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation [NASA-TN-D-6905] p0584 72-31013
Sonic-boom measurements for SR-71 aircraft operating at Mach numbers to 3.0 and altitudes [NASA-TN-D-6905] p0584 72-31013
Three-track runway and taxiway profiles measured at international airports X and Y [NASA-TN-D-6997] p0622 N72-32040

Static structural tests of a 1.5-m diameter fiber attached inflatable accelerometer [NASA-TN-D-6998] p0622 N72-32045

Application of the leading edge section analogy to prediction of longitudinal load distribution and pitching moments for sharp edged delta wings [NASA-TN-D-6999] p0636 N72-32997

Cooperative program for design, fabrication, and testing of graphite/epoxy composite helicopter shafting [NASA-TN-D-7000] p0637 N72-33011

Experimental investigation of an accelerometer controlled automatic braking system [NASA-TN-D-7001] p0638 N72-33018


Study of aircraft centered navigation, guidance, and traffic situation system concept for terminal area operation [NASA-TN-D-7003] p0646 N72-33644


Multiple fan integrated propulsion wing system [NASA-CSP-LEW-11226-1] p0038 N72-10033


Flight investigation of airflow dilution effects on an auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle on an underwing engine nacelle [NASA-TN-D-7005] p0651 N72-11717

Effect of several porous casing treatments on stall limit and on overall performance of an axial flow compressor rotor [NASA-TN-D-7006] p0078 N72-11888


Application of quadrature optimization to supersonic inlet control [NASA-TN-D-7008] p0079 N72-11897

Drag of a supercritical body of revolution in free flight at transonic speeds and comparison with wind tunnel data [NASA-TN-D-7009] p0679 N72-11898

Graphic displays for large aerodynamic test facilities [NASA-TN-D-7010] p0092 N72-12112


Elastohydrodynamic film thickness measurements with advanced enter, fluorocarbon, and polyurethane ether lubricants to 589 K (660 °F) [NASA-TN-D-7012] p0093 N72-12420


Operational procedure for computer program for design point characteristic of a compressed-air generator with through-flow combustor for V/STOL applications [NASA-TN-D-7014] p096 N72-12779


Tolerance of Mach 2.50 axisymmetric mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow variations [NASA-TN-D-7243] p0099 N72-12979

Materials for jet engines p0103 N72-13001

Subsonic and supersonic propulsion p0103 N72-13002

Factors which influence the analysis and design of variable-nozzles [NASA-TN-D-7277] p0158 N72-14301


A turbojet simulator for Mach numbers up to 2.0 [NASA-TN-D-6897] p0162 N72-14792

Design studies of lift fan engines suitable for use in civil vertical lift aircraft [NASA-TN-D-7279] p0162 N72-14793

Variable geometry aft-flap for takeoff quieting or thrust augmentation of a turbojet engine [NASA-TN-D-2479] p0163 N72-14985


Performance of 1380 foot per second tip-speed axial-flow compressor rotor blade tip solidity of 1.5 [NASA-TN-D-2479] p0163 N72-14989

Swirl can primary combustion [NASA-CSP-LEW-11326-1] p0172 N72-15714

Thermal design study of an air-cooled plug-nozzle system for a supersonic cruise aircraft [NASA-TN-D-2475] p0174 N72-15892


Effect of operating conditions on the exhaust emissions from a gas turbine combustor [NASA-TN-D-6646] p0213 N72-16721


Performance of a bicone inlet designed for Mach 2.25 with internal distributed compression and 40 percent internal contraction [NASA-TN-D-2476] p0214 N72-16723


Performance of a small annular turbojet combustor designed for low cost [NASA-TN-D-2476] p0217 N72-16937

FORTRAN program for calculating velocities in the meridional plane of a turbomachine 1: Centrifugal compressor [NASA-TN-D-6701] p0249 N72-17988
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Splitting supersonic nozzle flow into separate jets by overexpansion into a multiplied divergent nozzle
Methods for reducing pollutant emissions from jet aircraft
Mixer nozzle-externally blown flap noise tests
[NASA-TN-D-68021] p0252 N72-18014
Hot-wall stress corrosion of titanium alloys as related to turbine operation
Coatings for aircraft gas turbine engines and space shuttle heat shields: A review of Lewis Research Center programs
[NASA-TN-D-68009] p0260 N72-18578
Engine selection for transport and combat aircraft
Performance of tandem-bladed transonic compressor rotor with tip speed of 1375 feet per second
[NASA-TN-D-2886] p0263 N72-18773
Computer program for preliminary design analysis of axial-flow turbines
Fan and wing force data from wind tunnel investigation of a 0.38 meter (15 inch) diameter V-TOL model lift fan installed in a two dimensional wind tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6654] p0263 N72-18775
Research trends in turbine aerodynamics
GEHENG: A program for calculating design and off-design performance for turbojet and turbofan engines
[NASA-TN-D-6552] p0264 N72-18783
Performance of 1380-foot-per-second tip-speed axial-flow compressor rotor with blade tip solidity of 1.1
Analytical correlation of centrifugal compressor design geometry for maximum efficiency with specific speed
Noise produced by a small-scale, externally blown flap
[NASA-TN-D-6636] p0269 N72-19025
Effects of radial and circumferential inlet velocity profile distortions on performance of a short-length double-annular ram induction combustor
[NASA-TN-D-6706] p0269 N72-19041
Noise generation by a quiet engine fan: 1: 10 deg flaps
Optical cruise trajectories for supersonic airplanes
Cyclic furnace oxidation of clad WI-52 systems
[NASA-TH-X-11402-1] p0327 N72-20970
A peak axial-velocity decay with multi-element rectangular and triangular nozzles
[NASA-TN-D-68047] p0331 N72-21001
Optimization of engines for a commercial Mach 0.98 transport using advanced turbine cooling methods
[NASA-TN-D-68031] p0340 N72-21816
Performance and control study of a low-pressure-ratio turbojet engine for a drone aircraft
Technical evaluation report on propulsion and aerodynamic performance of ram and Noses for Aerospace Engines
Advanced airbreathing engine lubricants study with a tetraester fluid and a synthetic paraffinic oil at 492 K (425 F)
[NASA-TN-D-68055] p0372 N72-22496
Analysis of the effect of engine characteristics on the external aerodynamics of STOL wing propulsion systems
[NASA-TN-D-2541] p0372 N72-22496
Comparison of the effect of two damper sizes on the performance of a low-solidity axial-flow transonic compressor rotor
Effect of transient winds on the flow quality of an open-circuit wind-tunnel model
[NASA-TN-D-2536] p0379 N72-22993
Effects of casing boundary-layer removal on noise of a turbofan rotor
[NASA-TN-D-6763] p0379 N72-22994
Measured noise of model fan-under-wing and fan-on-flap jet flap configurations
Pilot/vehicle control optimization using averaged operational mode and subsystem relative performance index sensitivities
Dynamics of a supersonic inlet-engine combination subjected to disturbances in fuel flow and inlet overboard bypass flow
Preliminary experiments on the noise generated by target-transparent thrust reversing models
Preliminary noise tests of the engine-over-the-wing concept: 1: 30 deg - 60 deg flap position
Comparison of experimental and theoretical thermal fatigue lives for five nickel base alloys
Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline OASPL from jet exhausts
Preliminary performance of a low loading high tip speed fan stage
Drive turbine systems for 20-inch turbofan simulators. 1: Duct turbine design
Review of jet engine emissions
Quasi-one-dimensional compressible flow across face seals and narrow slots. 1: Analysis
Apparatus for welding blades to rotors
[NASA-CP-2212] p0513 N72-25479
Integrated engine-generator concept for aircraft electric secondary power
[NASA-TN-D-2577] p0468 N72-26037
Basic turbine concepts

Velocity diagrams

An efficient algorithm using matrix methods to solve wind tunnel force-balance equations
[NASA-TN-D-68060] p0476 N72-27002
Noise generated by STOL core-jet thrust reversers
Experimental evaluation of a TP30-P-3 turbofan engine in an altitude facility: Afterburner performance and engine-afterburner operating limits
Forward flight effects on mixer nozzle design and noise considerations for STOL externally blow flap systems
Preliminary noise tests of the engine-over-the-wing concept: 2: 10 deg - 20 deg flap position
Some contributions to energetics by the Lewis Research Center and a review of their potential non-aerospace applications
[NASA-TN-D-68092] p0486 N72-27737
Experience with low cost jet engines
Predicted upwash angles at engine inlets for STOL Aircraft
FORTRAN program for calculating total efficiency specific speed characteristics of centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TN-D-2596] p0513 N72-27994
Installation caused flow distortion and its effect on noise from a fan designed for turbofan engines
[NASA-TN-D-68105] p0520 N72-28287
Design analysis for a nutating plate drive
Comparative lubrication studies of OH-58A tail rotor drive shaft bearings
[NASA-TM-6-60110] p0521 N72-20505
Material and structural studies of metal and polymer matrix composites
[NASA-TM-6-60111] p0521 N72-20545
Airbreathing engines for space shuttle
Reentry aerodynamics in turbine aerodynamics
Comparison of heat-transfer test data for a chordwise-finned, impingement-cooled vane tested in a four-vane cascade and a research engine
Cooled pressure and airflow distribution in a strut-supported transpiration-cooled vane for a gas turbine engine
[NASA-TM-D-6916] p0528 N72-29003
Digital-computer normal shock position and restart control of a Bach 2.5 axisymmetric, mixed-compression inlet
Analytical study of effect of casing treatment on performance of a multistage compressor
[NASA-TN-D-6917] p0571 N72-29993
Advances in measuring techniques for turbine cooling test rigs
Review of status and potential of tungsten-wire superalloys composites for advanced gas turbine engine blades
Emission of sound from axisymmetric turbulence convected by a mean flow with application to jet noise
The NASA quiet engines
On-the-shaft data systems for rotating engine components
Seal-level evaluation of digitally implemented turboshaft engine control functions
Propulsion technology for an advanced subsonic transport
Factors affecting altitude relight performance of a double-annular ram-induction combustor
Cold-air investigation of a turbine for high-temperature-engine application. 4.
Two-stage turbine performance
Flight investigation of an air-cooled plug nozzle with afterburning turboshaft engine
Jet aircraft engine noise reduction
Design and cold-air investigation of a turbine for a small low-cost turbofan engine
Modularized instrument system for turboprop engine test facilities
Pyrometer for measurement of surface temperature distribution on a rotating turbine blade
Aircraft engine pollution reduction
Quasi-three-dimensional calculation of velocities in turbomachinery blade rows
Drive turbine system for 20-inch turbofan simulators. 2: Core turbine design
A concept for jet noise suppression for an afterburning turboshaft engine
Aerodynamic and acoustic performance of two choked flow inlets under static conditions
Comparison of heat transfer characteristics of three cooling configurations for air-cooled turbine vanes tested in a turboshaft jet engine
Installation effects on performance of multiple model V/STOL lift fans
Integrated engine generator for aircraft secondary power
Rotating pressure measuring system for turbine cooling investigations
New materials for manned spacecraft, aircraft, and other applications
MSFC high Reynolds number tunnel
Wind tunnel test section
[NASA-CASE-MSS-20509] p0721 N72-17183
Optimum rower orientation relative to crosswinds
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., AEROSPACE LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Aircraft wake turbulence avoidance
Experimental study on the ground effect of a model helicopter rotor in hovering
[NASA-TT-F-1932] p0150 N72-13996
Influence of lift and cruise engine design on the use of nonstationary and ground acoustic field of VTOL transport aircraft
Flight Research Center, Edwards, California. Final environmental impact statement
[PB-20205-4-F] p0269 N72-19027
Two-hull gas lanes
[NASA-TT-F-14201] p0450 N72-24009
Aerobus: The aircraft of the future (basic programs for designing air buses)
[NASA-TT-F-14240] p0592 N72-24013
Government-Industry System Safety Conference
Environmental statement for Earth Resources Aircraft program
[NASA-TM-F-68500] p0676 N72-27008
Environmental impact statement quiet engine program
Clear air turbulence detector
[NASA-CASE-EC-10081] p0520 N72-28437
Advanced technology and European unity
NASA aircraft trailing vortex research
[NASA-X-6856] p0532 N72-29228
Effect of the vortex springing from a helicopter blade tip on the flow around the next blade
Recent NASA handling qualities research
Study of aircraft noise during takeoff
National plan for development of the microwave landing system
NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., AMSTERDAM (NETHERLANDS).
Comparison between discrete and continuous models for vertical wind
[NLR-TN-71003-5-RRV] p0307 N87-16099
Titanium alloys for aerospace
[NLR-TN-71003-5-RRV] p0307 N87-16099
Inlets-airplane testing in transonic wind tunnels
[NLR-TN-71003-5-RRV] p0307 N87-16099
A survey of ten years of NLR activities on ringwing-body configurations, 1956-1966
[NLR-TN-69070] p0327 N72-17993
On the use of distributed methods for prediction of subsonic flow about aerfoils and aircraft configurations
[NLR-TN-71018-0] p0327 N72-20025
Lifting aerofoils with supersonic shock-free flow
[NLR-TP-70015-0] p0327 N72-20972
On a kernel-function method for the calculation of pressure distributions on wings with harmonically oscillating control surfaces in subsonic flow
[NLR-TN-70123-0] p0327 N72-24368
Stability of 602 for a tapered upper span
[NLR-TN-70525-0] p0475 N72-26944
Experimental determination of nozzle characteristics and nozzle airflow interference
p0470 N72-27021
Crack propagation in a full-scale wing structure under random flight-simulation loading
C-29
Overall ground experiments on flying test bed
Analytical study of the adequacy of VOB/DBE and
evaluation of cryogenic nitrogen as a
crash safe turbine fuel development by the
Test and evaluation of a daytime cockpit fog
Investigation of airborne marker beacon
Height control test equipment for VTOL aircraft
Fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensor
A description of the ideas underlying a computer
program for predicting the aerofrizz pressure
distribution in subcritical vehicles
On the theory of free streamlines past arbitrary
obstacles
Aerodynamic design and test results of front fans
Interference between wing and surface of
turbine flow problems
A calculation of the profile drag of airfoils in
compressible flow
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a
rigid helicopter rotor in hovering
A description of the ideas underlying a computer
program for predicting the aerofrizz pressure
distribution in subcritical vehicles
Fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensor
An investigation of a high speed axial-flow
turbine. 2: A single stage turbine
Height control test equipment for VTOL aircraft
Investigation of airborne marker beacon
Test and evaluation of a daytime smoke fog
simulator
Crash safe turbine fuel development by the
Federal Aviation Administration, 1964 - 1970
Evaluation of cryogenic nitrogen as a
fire-extinguishing agent for aircraft
powerplant installations
Modeling and analysis of air traffic control
voice communication channel loading
Fire extinguishing methods for new
passenger/cargo aircraft
Analytical study of the adequacy of VOB/DBE and
DBE/DBE guidance signals for VTOL area

navigaiton in the Los Angeles area
Intermediate activity level tower cab
evaluation, Phase 2
Investigation of jet transport aircraft vortex
systems descending into and generated in
ground effect
Investigation of the relatively long
time-history vortex characteristics of the
Convair C-880 airplane in terminal area type
flight operations
Inertial locator test and evaluation
An accuracy evaluation of a taxi speed and
distance measuring device
Evaluation of two-way antennas for VOR approach
marker beacon
Evaluation of two-bay antenna for VOB approach
aircraft approach guidance
An evaluation of potential reflection problems
when using the MAS model 3d display in the
vertical position in air route traffic control
centers
Performance of a DC-9 aircraft liquid nitrogen
fuel tank inerting system
Visual Approach Path Indicator (VAPI) evaluation
Evaluation of insulation for crash fire
protection of new flight recorders
Transcribed pilot report (FIREEP) broadcast
system, test and evaluation
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving missing aircraft: US general aviation, 1969


Aircraft accident report: Southeast Airways, Incorporated, Douglas DC-9-10, N92A, Gulfport, Mississippi, 17 February 1971

[AIR-85A-71-10] p0032 N72-10049


[PB-201439J p0043 N72-11052

Aircraft accident report: Commerter Airlines Inc., Beechcraft C-45H (infinite 2), N45708, Broome County Airport Blakeslake, New York, 22 March 1971


Delta Airlines Inc. Douglas DC-9-32, N33291, Louisville, Kentucky, 8 September 1970


[AIR-85A-71-2] p0166 N72-15005

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US general aviation calendar year 1969

[PB-201846] p0026 N72-15984

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air carrier operations, calendar year 1969

[PB-203161] p0150 N72-17016

Aircraft accident reports: Briefs, supplemental issue 1969, accidents

[PB-202904] p0020 N72-17017


[AIR-85A-72-6] p0250 N72-18002

Maintenance, a direct factor in aviation safety

[PB-202533] p0253 N72-18021


[AIR-85A-72-1] p0254 N72-18029

Aircraft accident report: Domestic airlines scheduled air taxi Piper PA-31, N595DE, Augusta State Airport, Augusta, Maine, 19 August 1971

[AIR-85A-72-6] p0269 N72-19026

Aircraft accident reports: Briefs, formal US Civil Aviation. Issue no. 2: 1970 accidents

[PB-202270] p0370 N72-20021


[AIR-85A-72-3] p0331 N72-21002


[AIR-85A-72-2] p0331 N72-21003

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving missing aircraft: US general aviation 1969

[PB-205097] p0331 N72-21021

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi, US general aviation, 1969

[PB-205096] p0331 N72-21022

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving alcoholic impairment of efficiency and judgment as a cause/factor, US general aviation, 1969

[PB-204991] p0331 N72-21023

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving rotorcraft, US general aviation 1969

[PB-204812] p0331 N72-21024

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving aerial application operations, US general aviation 1969

[PB-204811] p0331 N72-21025

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving weather as a cause/factor, US general aviation 1969

[PB-204926] p0334 N72-21026


[AIR-85A-72-5] p0367 N72-22016


[AIR-85A-72-7] p0367 N72-22017

Study of lessons to be learned from accidents attributed to turbulence

[AIR-85A-71-11] p0368 N72-22020


[SB-72-23] p0368 N72-22021

Special Study: Carburetor ice in general aviation

[AIR-85A-72-2] p0421 N72-24017

Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations: US general aviation, 1970


Briefs of aircraft accidents involving rotorcraft: US general aviation, 1970

[AIR-85A-72-3] p0421 N72-24019

An analysis of aircraft accident data: US general aviation 1969

[p0431 N72-25003

Requirements for systems safety program as delineated by MIL-STD-882

[p0439 N72-25974

Special study: Emergency landing techniques in small fixed-wing aircraft

[AIR-85A-72-3] p0465 N72-26011


[AIR-85A-72-12] p0465 N72-26013

Special study: Passenger survival in turbojet ditchings (a critical case review)

[AIR-85A-72-2] p0465 N72-26015


[AIR-85A-72-14] p0466 N72-26020


[AIR-85A-72-16] p0479 N72-27025

Aircraft accident report, brief format, US civil aviation, issue no. 4, 1970 accidents

[AIR-85A-72-1] p0516 N72-28016

Aircraft accident report: Apache Airlines, Incorporated, De Havilland DHC-6-100 Twin Otter, N9227Y, Coolidge, Arizona, 6 May 1971

[AIR-85A-72-19] p0528 N72-29005

A study of US air carrier accidents 1964 - 1969

[AIR-85A-72-5] p0528 N72-29007

Aircraft accident report: Federal Aviation Administration Douglas DC-3C, N7, La Guardia Airport, New York, 4 January 1971


Fatigue failure of metal components as a factor in civil aircraft accidents

[p0541 N72-29914


[SJ-72-68/878A] p0572 N72-30006

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD, CONT. CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

[NTSB-AAR-72-17] p077 N72-30012


[SA-133] p068 N72-30970


[NTSB-AAR-72-20] p0583 N72-31010

Aircraft accident report: Western Air Lines, Incorporated Boeing 720-047B, N31665 Dakota International Airport, Ontario, California, 31 March 1971

[NTSB-AAR-72-18] p0584 N72-31011

Aircraft accident report: All Nip Air, Incorporated, Beech D18S, N5642W, Kohoji Channel, Hawaiian Islands, 22 February 1972

[NTSB-AAR-72-23] p075 N72-31019

Special study: Midair collisions in US civil aviation, 1969 - 1970

[NTSB-AAR-72-6] p0623 N72-32046

Aircraft accident report, Tandy Corporation, Gates Learjet model 25 N658TC near the Victoria Coat-Foster Airport, Victoria, Texas, 18 January 1972

[NTSB-AAR-72-24] p0639 N72-33022


[FB-208666] p0641 N72-33042


[FB-208767] p0642 N72-33043


[FB-208675] p0642 N72-33044

Aircraft accident reports, brief format. U.S. Civil Aviation. Issue no. 3, 1970 accidents

[F-210121] p0642 N72-33045


[FB-209082] p0643 N72-33052

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, SILVER SPRING, MD

Developing techniques for automated forecasting of clear air turbulence

[AD-735901] p0338 N72-21604

NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL INST., PENSACOLA, FLA.

Orientation-error accidents in regular Army aircraft during fiscal year 1966: Relative incidence and cost

[AD-735119] p0272 N72-19053

Orientation error accidents in regular Army UH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1966: Relative incidence and cost

[AD-734957] p0332 N72-21016

NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PENSACOLA, FLA.

Major orientation error accidents in regular Army UH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1966: Accident factors

[AD-738608] p0467 N72-26028

Orientation error accidents in regular Army aircraft during fiscal year 1966: Relative incidence and cost

[AD-734963] p0624 N72-32061

NAVAL AEROSPACE RECOVERY FACILITY, EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.

Study of CH-53A helicopter flight load parameters

[AD-739312] p0620 N72-32050

Pilot controlled dynamic spin simulation of the F-4 Phantom jet on the human centrifuge

[AD-739326] p0632 N72-27278

NAVY AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, JOHNsville, PA.

Development of a stress crack resistant urethane sealant for heated areas of aircraft surfaces

[AD-727592] p0035 N72-10449

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft

[AD-725840] p0089 N72-11968

Stresses and strains around open and filled hole with aluminized sheet during cyclic loading

[AD-726164] p0098 N72-12928

Protective finishing systems for magnesium aircraft components

[AD-729651] p0160 N72-16548

A survey of aircraft maintenance chemicals suspected of contributing to water pollution

[AD-730473] p0168 N72-15138

Proceedings of Symposium on Advanced Electric Systems (GOSTEL)

[AD-731077] p0169 N72-15234

A revised critical state identification scheme for the off decision device

[AD-737260] p0254 N72-18032

An evaluation of search and rescue mission characteristics

[AD-733967] p0256 N72-18047

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to 1 January 1971

[AD-733576] p0259 N72-18468

An evaluation of the recirculating chromate rinseless concept for aircraft corrosion prevention

[AD-737262] p0259 N72-18503

Self-lubricating composite materials for naval aircraft. Differential thermal analysis of self-lubricating bearing system compositions and -wear debris

[AD-737264] p0260 N72-18558

The development of improved aluminum polishes for naval aircraft, part 2

[AD-737265] p0260 N72-18602

Effects of spectrum block size and stress level on fatigue characteristics of aluminum alloy box beam under random sequence bidirectional loading

[AD-734393] p0263 N72-19932

Statistical methods and their application to establishing flight maneuver loads design criteria for fighter aircraft

[AD-735472] p0265 N72-21015

Efficiency study of electrically short H-F antennas

[AD-735866] p0335 N72-21176

Air skimmer program (1-28)

[AD-736187] p0369 N72-22032

Corrosion resistance of fastener coatings suspected of contributing to water pollution

[AD-738805] p0471 N72-26472

Arrested landing fatigue test of model C-2A airplane

[AD-739331] p0480 N72-27036

Flight loads data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to 1 January 1972

[AD-740373] p0531 N72-29026

Test plan for a structural integrity investigation for the CH-46 air transport planetary carrier bearing nut is support of the analytical rework program

[AD-743067] p0587 N72-31036

Removal of baked on aluminized silicone paint, phase

[AD-742795] p0587 N72-31174

Study of flight-load parameters of the Navy flight demonstration team F-4J aircraft

[AD-743076] p0587 N72-31037

Mechanisms of fatigue enhancement in selected high strength aluminum alloys

[AD-738452] p0820 N72-27040

Advanced landing fatigue test of the model A-6A aircraft

[AD-738450] p0904 N72-27580

NAVY AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WASHINGTON, PA.

Protective coating aircraft seats

[AD-741203] p0531 N72-29026

Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to 1 January 1972

[AD-743067] p0587 N72-31036

Test plan for a structural integrity investigation for the CH-46 air transport planetary carrier bearing nut is support of the analytical rework program

[AD-743067] p0587 N72-31036

Removal of baked on aluminized silicone paint, phase

[AD-742795] p0587 N72-31174

Study of flight-load parameters of the Navy flight demonstration team F-4J aircraft

[AD-743076] p0587 N72-31037

Mechanisms of fatigue enhancement in selected high strength aluminum alloys

[AD-738452] p0820 N72-27040

Advanced landing fatigue test of the model A-6A aircraft

[AD-738450] p0904 N72-27580
[AD-745300] p0642 N72-33049
Effect of grain orientation on susceptibility of two titanium plate alloys to stress corrosion [AD-745293] N72-33554

[AD-745293] p0642 N72-33049
Effect of grain orientation on susceptibility of two titanium plate alloys to stress corrosion

[NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.]

[NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.]

Evaluation of dry-to-the-touch ultra thin film, water dispersing, corrosion preventive compounds [AD-728779] N72-12523

CV-67 spring constants for the shock analysis of catapult installations [AD-729249] p0157 N72-14288

Shipboard operational evaluation of carrier landing aid stabilization system [AD-732446] p0221 N72-17199

Carrier Aircraft Operational Compatibility System (CAOCS - mod 2) computer program [AD-732755] p0254 N72-18030

Mark 7 arresting engine alignment measuring system and procedures for all aircraft crosshead tracks, side rails, and engine cylinder [AD-732445] p0175 N72-16272

Mark 7 arresting gear purchase cable development program, July through December 1970 [AD-733986] p0257 N72-16273

Investigations in support of 7 jet blast deflector cooling module design [AD-735877] p0341 N72-21963

Design optimization and performance prediction of a shore-based aircraft recovery system [AD-730755] p0159 N72-28272

Procedure for certification tests of type C Mark 13 Mod 1 catapults, fuselage nose gear launch equipment, hydraulics, and jet blast deflectors on USS Kitty Hawk, CVH-68 [AD-734845] p0519 N72-28273

Evaluation of advanced method for steam catapult performance prediction with shipboard test data [AD-742806] N72-31027

[NAVAL AIR PROVISION TEST CENTER, PENNSYLVANIA, PA.]

A test method for nondestructive testing of fuel filtration equipment using thermography [AD-741308] p0591 N72-31787

Rotor burst protection program. Phases 6 and 7: Experimental exploration to provide data for the design of rotor burst fragment containment rings [AD-744950] p0600 N72-33034

Study of altitude and Mach number effects on exhaust gas emissions of an afterburning turbofan engine [AD-742429] p0562 N72-29967

Derivation and evaluation of a radial inlet pressure distortion index [AD-742429] p0580 N72-30783

[NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.]

The preparation of a specification for hydraulic fluid filters for aircraft-ground support equipment [AD-730027] p0160 N72-14506

Advanced arionic-digital computer development program [AD-734143] p0275 N72-19255

A new approach to the calculation of the effect of the ground on the performance of rotary wing aircraft [AD-736925] p0385 N72-23036

Aircraft cabin air leakage rate, assumption allowable: Derivation of [AD-739687] p0462 N72-27048

Recent US Navy flying qualities research [AD-725622] p0622 N72-32037

[NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATUXENT RIVER, MD.]

Carrier Suitability Tests [AD-735105] p0323 N72-20268

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS Whidbey Island and USNF Cooperative, Washington [AD-735860] N72-23322

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS Kaneohe, Hawaii [AD-735861] p0387 N72-23226

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS Alameda, California [AD-735863] p0387 N72-23227

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS Santa Ana and USNMS (BILI) tile Square, California [AD-739316] p0518 N72-28265

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS Yuan, Arizona [AD-739317] p0518 N72-28266

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS San Clemente Island, California [AD-738267] p0518 N72-28268

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS San Nicolas Island, California [AD-738268] p0518 N72-28269

Airfield pavement condition survey, USNMS Monterey, California [AD-739314] p0519 N72-28270


[NAVAL MISSILE CENTER, POINT MUGS, CALIF.]

Utility of the vertical contact analog display for carrier landings: A diagnostic evaluation [AD-730664] p0167 N72-15013

[NAVAL ORDNANCE LAB., WHITE OAK, Md.]

Solvent removal of EC-2273 potting compound from aircraft electrical components [AD-726093] p0197 N72-11473

Rehardening of EC-2273 potting compound in F-4 aircraft electrical components [AD-726180] p0094 N72-12518

Effects of canopy geometry on the drag coefficient of a cross parachute in the fully open and reeled conditions for a W/L ratio of 0.264 [AD-731023] p0167 N72-15017

Evaluation of two types of facilities to fulfill the need for high Reynolds number transonic testing [AD-734668] p0276 N72-19306

[NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF.]

Performance analysis of a turbo-type energy absorber for an aircraft carrier short takeoff 

[AD-726092] p0100 N72-13249

Nose and exhaust testing in transonic flight regime [AD-726093] p0100 N72-13249

A visual approach and landing simulator system [AD-733240] p0257 N72-18267

Program for the design of an axial compressor stage based on the radial equilibrium equations [AD-733437] p0259 N72-18507

Determination of STOL air terminal traffic capacity through use of computer simulation [AD-732165] p0262 N72-18660

A literature survey of the problem of aircraft spins [AD-734976] p0272 N72-19050

Recirculatory flow visualization in helicopter flight modes [AD-734873] p0277 N72-19352

A dimensional analysis and the theory of natural units [AD-735128] p0277 N72-19671


Programmed piloting 'as a means of improving rotorcraft performance in low speed flight' [AD-736537] p0334 N72-21032

Interface of materials and structures on airflow.' Part 3: Design problems in aircraft structures including proceeding of Monterey Symposium C-34
The vortex core let near the point of generation over an airfoil in a nozzle;
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. Documentation volume 3: Acceptance test specifications
[Intercity:PB-200478] p0106 N72-13030
[Intercity:PB-200477] p0107 N72-13031
Intercity transportation effectiveness model. Documentation volume 7: Computer operator's manual
[Intercity:PB-200478] p0107 N72-13032
[Intercity:PB-200480] p0107 N72-13033
[Intercity:PB-200480] p0107 N72-13034
[Intercity:PB-200481] p0107 N72-13035
[Intercity:PB-200482] p0107 N72-13036
Intercity transportation effectiveness model
[Intercity:PB-200469] p0107 N72-13037
ATC communications: The real bottleneck
[ATC:58112] p0517 N72-28171
An acoustic array model for the computation of the rotational noise of a lifting rotor
[ATC:740816] p0579 N72-30611
Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia
Pennsylvania-Princeton Army avionics research program. Acoustic noise environment. Improvement of speech intelligibility in a high noise environment
[PPA-703431] p0256 N72-18471
Inertial navigation task
[INERTIAL:703430] p0262 N72-18563
Pennsylvania-Princeton Army avionics research program. Antenna research task
[ANTENNA:703431] p0335 N72-21717
Pennsylvania-Princeton Army avionics research program. Army aircraft communication task
[AAC:703435] p0423 N72-22193
Pennsylvania-Princeton Army avionics research program. Radar systems task
[RADAR:703436] p0468 N72-26137
Pereira (William L.) Associates, Corona Del Mar, Calif.
Workbook, national aviation concept plan for the Federal Aviation Administration
[FAA:703458] p0205 N72-15979
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla.
Effect of very low sulfur in JP-5 fuel on hot corrosion
[PHIL:725679] p050 N72-17106
Multi-helicopter heavy lift system feasibility study
[PIASECKI:725649] p0641 N72-33036
Pickett Arsenal, Dover, N.J.
Evaluation of the adhesive bonding processes used in helicopter manufacture. Part 1: Durability of adhesive bonds obtained as a result of processes used in the AH-1 helicopter
[PIA-732353] p0208 N72-16355
Cooperative program for design, fabrication, and testing of graphite/epoxy composite helicopter shafting
[GRAFITE:725673] p0637 N72-33011
Pisa Univ., Italy
Low emission fuels and devices for aviation engines
[PIA-725673] p0067 N72-11675
Pitt & Whelty Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
Modular design concept improves jet engine maintainability
[PIT:703471] p0400 N72-11030
Pan-coax air compressor: Design, research, and reduction studies
[PAN-PDC:703473] p0086 N72-11946
Optical techniques for flow visualization and flow field measurements in aircraft
[PAN-PDC:703473] p0086 N72-11946
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.
A feasibility study of active control to improve the performance and vibration characteristics of rotor blades
[PURDUE:723005] p0380 N72-23005
An analytical study of the scramjet exhaust expansion system, part 2
(AD-736465) p0388 N72-23263
Design of maximum thrust nozzles with nonequilibria, chemically reacting flow.
Volume 1: Theoretical development and results
(AD-737378) p0390 N72-23847
An investigation of the effects of STOL aircraft operating from congested major airports
p0476 N72-27007

QUALITY ASSURANCE DIRECTORATE (MATERIALS), LONDON (ENGLAND).
The infra-red analysis of aircraft cabin-gas atmospheres
(QAD-NATS-174) p0031 N72-10040

RADIO TECHNICAL COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Planned expansion of FAA terminal NAVAID facilities and representation for channel splitting in the VOR/ILS/DME bands
(PAPER-54-71/SC122-3) p0436 N72-25602
Minimum operational characteristics for airborne VHF omnirange (VOR) systems
(DO-189) p0436 N72-25603
Minimum performance standards: Airborne ATC transponder equipment
(DO-150) p0518 N72-28229
Minimum operational characteristics for vertical guidance equipment used in airborne volumetric navigation systems
(DO-152) p0522 N72-28667

BAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Proceedings of a conference on regional transportation planning
(PB-200076) p0052 N72-11849
On the accuracy analysis of airborne techniques for passively locating electromagnetic emitters
(AD-729767) p0156 N72-14192
Use of weather information in determining cost/performance and force-axede tradeoffs: Weather and warplaces, 1
(AD-731749) p0217 N72-16993
A model for evaluating VSTOL versus CTOL combat aircraft systems
(AD-732681) p0254 N72-18031
Airframe structural materials for drone application
(AD-736616) p0369 N72-22034
A study of IRAS effectiveness for the F-106
(AD-736410) p0370 N72-22039
The effect of fuel price increases on energy intensiveness of freight transport
(E-006-BSP) p0390 N72-23799
European and US aircraft development strategies
(P-4748) p0584 N72-31012
A simple adaptive scheduling mechanism for planning base level inspections
(AD-78284) p0586 N72-31029

BOWES, POLYTECHNIC INST., TROY, N.Y.
Effect of forward speed on a two-dimensional peripheral-jet ground effect support
p0476 N72-27006
Adaptive parameter identification
(AD-739694) p0517 N72-28024

RESEARCH ANALYSIS CORP., NClEAN, VA.
Transportation systems for military and civilian operations in northern regions
(AD-799990) p0690 N72-32284

RESEARCH ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH PAINT, COLOUR AND VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, TEDDINGTON (ENGLAND).
Mechanical properties of paint films in relation to their service aircraft
(D-MAT-165) p0324 N72-20519

RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST., DURHAM, N.C.
Investigation of the performance characteristics of Doppler radar technique for aircraft collision warning, phase 3
(NASA-CR-2020) p0318 N72-20007

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CORP., INC., BETHESDA, Md.
Aviation cost allocation study: FAA Airport and Airway System cost elements
p0429 N72-24982

BEIISTEHL A.G., DORTMUND (WEST GERMANY).
Tow plane for gliders
p0318 N72-20002

ROCHESTER APPLIED SCIENCE ASSOCIATES, INC., N.Y.
Development and application of a method for predicting rotor free wake positions and resulting rotor blade airloads. Volume 2: Program listings
(ASA-CR-1912) p0189 N72-13977
Development and application of a method for predicting rotor free wake positions and resulting rotor blade airloads. Volume 1: Model and results
(ASA-CR-1911) p0164 N72-18990

Blade frequency program for nonuniform helicopter rotors, with automated frequency search
(ASA-CR-112071) p0513 N72-27999
Investigation of the mixing of linear and swirling flows
(AD-741776) p0574 N72-30020
An investigation of the effects of STOL aircraft operating from congested major airports
(AD-742854) p0588 N72-31316
Rain rotor free wake geometry effects on blade air loads and response for helicopters in steady maneuvers. Volume 1: Theoretical formulation and analysis of results
(ASA-CR-2110) p0636 N72-32995

ROLLS-ROYCE, LTD., BISTOL (ENGLAND).
On the noise sources of the unsuppressed high speed jet
(ARC-32723) p0034 N72-10254
Lubricant experience and duties in a civil supersonic gas turbine engine
p0050 N72-11697

Evaluation of anti-fretting compounds for the prevention of fretting fatigue of aluminum alloys at temperatures up to 150 C
(D-MAT-174) p0170 N72-15531

SOME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, GRIFFISS AFB, N.Y.
Calibration of C-131 and KC-135 aircraft as SF test vehicles
(AD-740553) p0532 N72-29134

SOME AIR, ITALI.
Present and future developments in gas dynamic experimentation
p0367 N72-23221
An experimental method for measuring heat transfer in hypersonic aerodynamic models
(AD-738332) p0348 N72-25918

BROWAND CO., HADDONFIELD, N.J.
Aircraft exterior lighting and marking
(FAA-M-72-29) p0170 N72-22025

ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Emission of take-off distance
(EG-5/7-4/HRED-1) p0619 N72-32018

ROYAL AIR FORCE, FARNBOROUGH (ENGLAND).
Training pilots to assess flight systems at the Empire test Pilots' School
p0130 N72-20995

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, BEDFORD (ENGLAND).
An hypothesis for the prediction of flight penetration of wing buffetting from dynamic tests on wind tunnel models
(ARC-CR-1717) p0042 N72-11044
Brief flight tests of crosswind landings and sidestep manoeuvres on the BAC 221 aircraft
(ARC-CR-1760) p0042 N72-11045
Flight and wind-tunnel tests on an aerodynamically compensated pitot-static head for the BAC 221 aircraft
(ARC-CR-1167) p0042 N72-11046
Some full-scale measurements of the flow in the wake of a hangar
(ARC-CR-1166) p0043 N72-11047
Piloted simulator investigations of flight near zero rates of climb speed
(ARC-CR-1165) p0043 N72-11048
A theoretical study of weight control in flight close to the ground as affected by elevator lift and cockpit position
(ARC-RM-3662) p0043 N72-11049
Some aspects of viscous inviscid interactions at transonic speeds, and their dependence on Reynolds number
p0073 N72-11856
The aerodynamic effect of ground proximity on lateral control of slender aircraft in the landing approach

Wind tunnel tests at transonic and supersonic speeds to investigate the longitudinal stability of model of the X-70 aircraft

Theoretical assessment of a method for the flight measurement of net engine thrust using towed drag devices

Further piloted simulation studies of the handling characteristics of a slender-wing supersonic transport aircraft during approach and landing

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in wind tunnels at subsonic and transonic speeds

Low-speed wind-tunnel calibrations of the pitot and static pressure sensors and wind vane on the short SC aircraft

On large and rapid wind fluctuations which occur when the wind had previously been relatively light

Results of a series of flights in the stratosphere over mountainous terrain in the western USA during February 1967

Measurements of section pressure distribution at a Mach number of 2.0 on a wing of 70 deg sweep mounted on a waisted body

Theoretical pressure distributions on simple wing shapes for a range of supersonic flow conditions

A simulation of the low speed handling of the BAC 221 slender-wing research aircraft

Low-speed wind-tunnel measurements of the oscillatory lateral aerodynamic derivatives of a BAC 221 model and comparison of results with similar Concorde and HS 115 data

Possible losses in airspeed during turning manoeuvres in quiescent air

Some applications of boundary-layer control by blowing to air inlets for V2/70L aircraft

An investigation of the pressure distributions on an 85 deg sweep wing, including the effects of upper surface spoilers

Stability and control tests on a slender wing research aircraft

Theoretical assessment of the general stability and gust response characteristics of STOL aircraft

The effect of ground effect using a fixed ground board in a wind tunnel

The effect of variations in local gravity and of aircraft speed on the effective weight of aircraft in high performance cruise

Measurement of the yawing moment of inertia of an aircraft (HP115) in flight

Acrodynamic at moderate hypersonic Mach numbers

Optimum shapes

Theory of wavemakers

Borelsen, theory

Flows with heat addition

Turbulence models for the assessment of landing qualities during take off and landing

Some experiments on an engine installation above the wing of a swept-winged aircraft

Sonic boom measurements during exercise summer sky

Category 2: A simulation study of low visibility approaches and landings at night

Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording Programme. Requirements during training and test flying

Fire and explosion protection of fuel tank vialsage

Simulated crash tests as a means of rating aircraft safety fuels

Scale effects in flows over swept wings

A type of stall with leading edge transonic flow and rear separation

Some factors relevant to the simulation of full scale flows in model tests and to the specification of new high Reynolds number transonic tunnels

A scheme for a quiet transonic flow available for model testing at high Reynolds number

Plulter research in the United Kingdom

Two-dimensional low-speed tunnel tests on the BAC 0012 section including measurements made during pitching oscillations at the stall

Low-speed wind tunnel tests on a family of cambered wings of mild ghotic planform of aspect ratio 1.4

An improved method for calculating generalised airforces on oscillating wings in subsonic flow

The implications of operating helicopters in poor visibility

The effects of semirigid rotors of helicopter auto-stabiliser design

A further wind tunnel investigation of underwing jet interference

Aircraft centre of gravity response to two-dimensional spectra of turbulence

Low-speed wind-tunnel measurements of surface pressure fluctuations on two slender-wing models

A comparative assessment of two forms of cycloconverter

A system for airborne recording and analysis of ILS localiser and glide path installations

Parameter estimation for the log-normal parent population of fatigue failures from a sample containing both failed and non-failed members

Operating loads on the main undercarriages of the F-104 G aircraft

The influence of near-wake assumption on the lifting characteristics of a rotor blade

A dual output 1.6 GHz solid-state power source

An experimental investigation of the effect of thickness on the subsonic longitudinal stability characteristics of delta wings of 70 deg sweep-back

An improved technique of stability testing in free-flight at transonic speeds, applied to a lifting slender wing

Elding qualities of aircraft
An application of the RAE wind tunnel flight dynamics simulator to the low speed dynamics of a slender delta aircraft (NP 115)

Achievements in recording and analysis of civil aircraft operations 1962-1969

Hard landing countered by subsonic civil jet aircraft

Measurements of steady load on a T-tail flutter model

Some preliminary studies of factors influencing airport capacity including curved final approach paths

Instruction concerning castings for aeronautical use, edition 3, 30 November 1956

Free-flight measurements of pressure and heat transfer on a blunt leading-edge caret wing at design and off-design Mach numbers (Mach infinity equals 0.9 to 3.36)

An approximate analysis of the non-linear lateral motion of a slender aircraft (NP 115) at low speeds

Blast testing aircrew escape equipment including an account of a new transonic test facility

The velocities induced by distributions of infinite kinked source and vortex lines representing wings with sweep and dihedral in incompressible flow

Analysis of the gaseous products arising from insulation combustion on aircraft cabling at elevated temperatures

Special events of meteorological origin (January 1966 to November 1968)

Measurement of the drag associated with recessed surfaces: Cutouts of rectangular and elliptical planforms

Development of the BA-200XS experimental aircraft

A flight investigation of a STOL aircraft

A review of some published data on the external-flow jet-augmented flap

An investigation of annular aerofoils for turbofan engine cowlings

Output filters for aircraft type cycloconverters

A review of approach and landing guidance in relation to civil and military operational requirements

An ILS approach programme unit for the radio environment monitor

DAMEN 3 PCM recording system and programming for flight tests

An approximate treatment of the stability of a towed unbanked object in a condition of zero lift

The two-dimensional flow around a slotted flat plate

Explosory tests on a forward-swept overwing engine installation

Boundary-layer pressure fluctuations at high Reynolds numbers on a free-flight test vehicle

Spontaneous ignition of aviation fuel vapour in various oxygen-nitrogen mixtures

The Philosophy which underlies the structural tests of a supersonic transport aircraft with particular attention to the thermal cycle
Calculation procedures for three dimensional aerodynamics in perfect fluids

The high lift wing: Remarks on the prediction of characteristics

Method of measurement and analysis of noise of an aircraft in flight

Studies of coherent and incoherent structures of noise of aerodynamic origin

An analysis of supersonic aircraft components of flight safety

Microelectronic temperature measurements from aircraft

Testing of the engine nacelle air intake and afterbody

Evaluation of the takeoff and landing performance of commercial STOL airplanes

Acoustic interference by reflection: Application to the sound pressure spectrum of jets

Unsolved problems of airplane aerodynamics

The supercritical wing

Reflections on the Soviet supersonic airliner Tu 144

Curling of an unstable discontinuity surface

Helicopter aerodynamics

Durability studies on components of the VFW-H3 helicopter

Determination of the lifetime of helicopter components

Evaluation of flight measurements and plotting of load collective

Air vortex wakes and their cause

A modern propulsion system

Application of an ejector to the solution of the problem of propulsion of the high-speed VTOL aircraft

Numerical study of the influence of the wing tip shape on the vortex sheet rolling up

On the computation of the nose portion of a wing profile in subsonic flow

Wind tunnel corrections for measurements of two-dimensional profiles in the transonic wind tunnel of the Aerodynamic Testing Facility

Subsonic and supersonic flow around bodies of symmetric fuselages

Visual aspects of air collision avoidance: Computer studies on pilot warning indicator specification

Study of airborne two-wavelength radiometer system for total heat-flow measurements

The maintenance department inspection program

Air district computer models

Supplement to the theoretical study of satellite air traffic control systems. Simulation objectives for system integration

Comparison of French and United States flying qualities requirements
SOCIETE FRANCAISE D'EQUIPMENTS POUR LA NAVIGATION

SOCIETE FRANCAISE D'EQUIPMENTS POUR LA NAVIGATION AERIENNE, NEUILLY-SOUS-SIÈGE (FRANCE).
[AD-736710] p0317 N72-21369

SOCIETE NATIONALE D'ÉTUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE MOTEURS D'AVIATION, VILLACORNE (FRANCE).
Study of the compression capacity of axial compressors.
[p0262] N72-19852

SOCIETE NATIONALE INDUSTRIELLE AEROSPATIALE, PARIS (FRANCE).
An application of modern maintenance concepts and safety analysis to the multinational certification of a supersonic aircraft.
[p0040] N72-11029

SPEBBT BAHD COBP., TBOT, RICH. ......

SPEAS (B. DIIOH) ASSOCIATES, HABBASSET, B.Y., '....

Southwest Research Inst., San Antonio, Tex.
Automatic navigation
[AD-733937] p0262 N72-10864

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIV., DALLAS, TEX.
Evaluability of fuels and aircraft safety
[AD-733937]

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INST., SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
A facility and instrumentation for studying engine control and performance
[AD-733937] p0259 N72-108469

Physical and chemical properties of JP-3 set.
[AD-733937] p0259 N72-108469

A facility and instrumentation for studying engine control and performance
[AD-733937] p0259 N72-108469

Research on hydrocarbon fuels and related applications
[AD-733937] p0427 N72-24806

Studies with synthetic lubricants in the hot-wall deposition test
[AD-74840] p0644 N72-33498

Studies on the oxidation-corrosion-deposition and thermal stability characteristics of MIL-L-7880-A type lubricants
[AD-74840] p0644 N72-33498

SPRAS (R. DIXON) ASSOCIATES, HANASKET, N.Y.
Analysis of desirability of achieving a fully cooperative air traffic control system
[AD-74840] p0522 N72-20671

Airport and airspace capacity analyses: Supplemental report, phase 2
[AD-74840] p0526 N72-28978

SPEBSY RAND CORP., TROY, N.Y.
Development of a variable delivery positive displacement fuel pump
[AD-735240] p0338 N72-21946

STANFORD RESEARCH INST., MENLO PARK, CALIF.
The structure of jet turbulence producing jet
[AD-736483] p0171 N72-15625

Triquered lightning and some unsuspected lightning hazards
[AD-735937] p0337 N72-21392

STANDARD SOURCE INDEX.

Cellular logic-in-memory arrays, part 2
[AD-736710] p0317 N72-21369

Triquered lightning and some unsuspected lightning hazards
[AD-735937] p0337 N72-21392

Slat range lightning measurement for aircraft landing operations
[AD-752459] p0530 N72-29021

Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue systems: Basic relationships in military fires
[AD-748122] p0463 N72-33255

STANDARD UNIV., CALIF.
Equitrolatability and the model following problem
[NASA-CH-124768] p0110 N72-13505

Instability of glass fiber reinforced plastic panels under axial compressive
[AD-734340] p0279 N72-19642

Optimal three dimensional turning maneuvers for supersonic aircraft
[AD-748458] p0181 N72-23007

Constant altitude minimum time turns to a line and to a point for supersonic aircraft with a constraint on maximum velocity
[AD-736964] p0308 N72-23033

Second-order singular arcs in trajectory optimization
[AD-737404] p0419 N72-24006

An analysis of a two-dimensional propulsion system
[AD-737404] p0242 N72-23059

Guidance and control of flight vehicles
[NASA-CH-127268] p0285 N72-27679

Improved navigation by combining VOR/OMI information with air or inertial data
[AD-734340] p0578 N72-30586

STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO.
Design and manufacture of an aircraft seat/cockpit simulator
[AD-737404] p0218 N72-16793

STATIC POWER, INC., NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
Feasibility study to develop a dc link VSCP system
[AD-730671] p0773 N72-12505

STEVENS INST. OF TECH., HOBOKE, N.J.
Thickness effects in nonstationary cascade flow blading

Research on the flutter of axial-turbomachinery

STICKERTH NATIONAL LABORATORY, DELFT, (NETHERLANDS).
Stiching National Air and SpaceFlight Laboratory report for the year 1970
[AD-737404] p0257 N72-18242

SYDNEY UNIV. (AUSTRALIA).
The control of wing tip vortices
[AD-737404] p0253 N72-18206

Exposure measurements of the flow near a wing tip vortices of a Lockheed Hercules
[AD-737404] p0519 N72-26277

SILVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS-CENTRAL, PLEAS, N.Y.
Altitude sensing device
[NASA-CASE-EN-01994-1] p0622 N72-17236

SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
A preliminary evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber defense missile
[AD-737404] p0264 N72-18786

Analysis of instrumentation error effects on the identification accuracy of aircraft parameters
[NASA-CH-121122] p0622 N72-32040

SCI 21 flight instrumentation specification for parameter identification: User's guide
[AD-741455] p0622 N72-32041

Dual control and identification methods for avionic systems. Part 1: Dual control
[AD-741455] p0622 N72-32041

Dual control and identification methods for avionic systems. Part 2: Optimal inputs for linear system identification
[AD-741455] p0622 N72-32041

SYSTMS RESEARCH LABS, INC., DAYTON, OHIO.
Development of an IDEC atating training program from computer-based systems data
[AD-736409] p0370 N72-22037

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., HAMPTON, VA.
A flight simulator study of STOL transport directional control characteristics
[FAA-BD-71-41] p0041 N72-11037
The influence of a display on the human transfer function measured by means of an adaptive multiple task set
[ REPT-64] p0480 W72-27034
The quasi-vertical flight: A new navigation concept
[ REPT-62] p0866 W72-27708
Contribution to vibration calculations on pointed arrow wings
p0582 W72-30993
TECHNOCAL LAB., BVV-THO, HEUSKRIJK (NETHERLANDS).
Preliminary investigation of the vibration of the walls of the test cell for J-79-11A turbojet engine types
TECHNOLOGY, INC., DATION, OHIO.
Airline operational data from unusual events
[BEPT-61] p0059 W72-12550
Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling up
[BEPT-1578] p0169 W72-15273
A vortex model dealing with the airstream at the rotor blade of a helicopter
[BEPT-1402] p0440 W72-24990
Dynamic testing of helicopter components
[BEPT-1428] p0081 W72-24990
Bird strikes in low level cruise flight
[BEPT-1433] p0272 W72-19089
Investigation of measuring system requirements for low visibility landing
[BEPT-1432] p0480 W72-27032
Pilot experiments for a theory of integrated display format
[BEPT-1436] p0532 W72-29031

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, LANGLEY AFB, VA.
STOL transport parameters (military and commercial) with special emphasis on noise
[AD-729184] p0108 W72-13040
Bird strikes in low level cruise flight
[BEPT-1439] p0272 W72-19089
Investigation of measuring system requirements for low visibility landing
[BEPT-1438] p0480 W72-27032
Pilot experiments for a theory of integrated display format
[BEPT-1437] p0532 W72-29031

TECHNION - ISRAEL INST. OF TECH., Haifa.
Bouyancy effects on axisymmetric bodies at small angle of attack
[ISD-131] p0138 W72-18293
The flow near the tip and wake edge of a lifting wing with trailing edge separation
[AD-7307] p0277 W72-19347
TECHNISCHE HOCHERSCHULE, AACHEN (WEST GERMANY).
A new concept of the inlet design and of the thermodynamic cycle of the turbojet engine at high flight Mach numbers
[AD-731205] p0213 W72-16717
TECHNISCHE HOCHERSCHULE, STUTTGART (WEST GERMANY).
Application of interactive computer graphics to the calculation of aircraft structures
[ISO-121] p0322 W72-20196
Design and application of interactive program systems
[ISO-121] p0322 W72-20196
TECHNISCHE HOCHERSCHULE, DELFT (NETHERLANDS).
An experimental investigation of the expansion of a flow field over a delta wing at supersonic speed
[TVN-167] p0169 W72-15277
A method to derive angle of pitch, flight-path angle and angle of attack from measurements in nonsteady flight
[TVN-167] p0267 W72-19008
The determination of stability derivatives and performance characteristics from dynamic maneuvers
[TVN-167] p0267 W72-19008
A method for the determination of the optimum feedback for a constant linear dynamic system with feedback constraints
[TVN-165] p0279 W72-19663
The determination of stability derivatives and performance characteristics from dynamic maneuvers
[TVN-165] p0279 W72-19663
Pilot vehicle analysis
[TVN-165] p0330 W72-20992
TECHNISCHE HOCHERSCHULE, BERLIN (WEST GERMANY).
Stabilization and guidance of vehicles using indicating instruments: Part 2: Above the ground indication and artificial horizon
[BEPT-61] p0324 W72-20437
Contribution to the theory of the iteration method for the nonlinear calculation on static loaded wings using the shallow arch example
[BEPT-61] p0324 W72-20437
Experimental and theoretical investigations of the use of lasers for solving measuring and precision engineering problems concerning inertial guidance and navigation
[BEPT-61] p0372 W72-22529
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY, BERLIN (WEST GERMANY).
Experimental and theoretical investigations of the use of lasers for solving measuring and precision engineering problems concerning inertial guidance and navigation
[BEPT-61] p0372 W72-22529
Characteristics of a signal data converter for a multi-runway visibility measuring system.
An experimental study of helicopter rotor hover performance and wake geometry characteristics

[AD-726815] p0149 N72-13902

Vortex shedding noise of an isolated airfoil

[AD-73059] p0155 N72-14018

Full-scale wind tunnel investigation of the advancing blade concept rotor system

[AD-734338] p0272 N72-19048

Investigation of the stabilator on the S-67 aircraft

[AD-743232] p0568 N72-31033

A feasible feel augmentation system for helicopters

[AD-729860] p0052 N72-14001

An experimental study of helicopter rotor impulsive noise

[AD-736647] p0149 N72-13902

Investigation of the applicability of model helicopter rotor wake patterns obtained from a water tunnel

[AD-739946] p0482 N72-27052

Experimental investigation of effects of blade section camber and planform taper on rotor hover performance

[AD-735766] p0369 N72-22030

A ground test evaluation of the Sikorsky active transmission isolation system

[AD-737285] p0370 N72-22036

Ballistic vulnerability of boron/epoxy double wall drive shafts

[AD-722969] p0368 N72-22509

Application of boron/epoxy reinforced aluminum stringers and boron/epoxy skin gear for the CH54B helicopter tail cone. Phase 2: Fabrication, inspection and flight test

[AD-721201] p0529 N72-29009

An experimental investigation of high-speed rotorcraft drag

[AD-740772] p0529 N72-29010

Critical requirements for externally suspended helicopter loads

[AD-740772] p0531 N72-29020

Helicopter development reliability test requirements

[AD-740772] p0531 N72-29028

Variable diameter rotor study

[AD-760911] p0055 N72-30025

Rotor systems research aircraft of predesign study. Volume 1: Summary and conclusions

[AD-760912] p0538 N72-30014

Rotor systems research aircraft predesign study. Volume 2: Conceptual study report

[AD-760913] p0638 N72-30015

Rotor systems research aircraft predesign study. Volume 3: Preliminary design report

[AD-760914] p0638 N72-30016

Rotor systems research aircraft predesign study. Volume 4: Preliminary design detail specification

[AD-760915] p0638 N72-30017

Investigation of the speed brakes on the S-67 aircraft

[AD-745219] p0681 N72-33039

High temperature infrared detectors for aircraft

[VK-I-LS-36] p0033 N72-10245

Research on advanced axial compressor concepts

[VK-I-LS-36] p0034 N72-11308

Wind tunnel test of several propeller-sets with an aerofoil

[VK-I-LS-36] p0033 N72-10245

A method to simulate gunfire induced vibration environment

[AD-728039] p0110 N72-13429

A feasibility study to define inlet flow quality and development criteria

[AD-730858] p0524 N72-28797

VANDERBILT UNIV., NASHVILLE, TENN.

A study of jet laplacian on curved surfaces followed by oblique introduction into a freestream flow

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

VEREINSFUR FLUESTOCKE WERKE-POHNNE D.G.M.B.H., BREMEN (WEST GERMANY)

Adaptation of a nonlinear attitude regulator developed for a Y/STOL aircraft, to a helicopter

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

Outstanding problems of aircraft aerodynamics

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

Evaluation of an integrated flight display for the manual IFP-landing of Y/STOL aircraft

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

Aerodynamic calculations for the interference of several propeller-jets with an aeroshock

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

Influence of the wake geometry on the velocity and load distribution of Y/STOL propellers

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

Problems in aerodynamic layouts of Y/STOL propellers

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

Methods for developing the adaptability of Y/STOL propellers

[NASA-CR-127124] p0069 N72-26227

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INST., BLACKSBURG

Investigation of an aircraft trailing vortex using a tuft grid


Nonequilibrium boundary layer flow on highly-event hypercruic wings


A feasibility study of containment concepts for aircraft landing on elevated STOL-ports

[NASA-CR-12554] p0133 N72-14934

VON KARMAN INST. FOR FLUID DYNAMICS, BROOK-S-SAINT-GENEVE (BELGIUM)

Turbulent Jet Flows

[VK-I-LS-36] p0033 N72-10245

Research on advanced axial compressor concepts

[VK-I-LS-36] p0034 N72-11308

VOGUE AERONAUTICS, DALLAS, TEX.

Development of fastener countersink corrosion protection seals

[AD-728039] p0110 N72-13429

A method to simulate gunfire induced vibration environment

[AD-728039] p0110 N72-13429

Effects of flight conditions upon gunfire induced vibrations environment

[AD-728039] p0110 N72-13429

A feasibility study to define inlet flow quality and development criteria

[AD-730858] p0524 N72-28797

WALL COLGROVE CORP., DETROIT, MICH.

Remanufacturing of jet engine components employing brazing techniques

[WALL COLGROVE CORP., DETROIT, MICH.] p0040 N72-11024

WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE

The numerical calculation of plane steady transonic flows past thin lifting airfoils

[WALL COLGROVE CORP., DETROIT, MICH.] p0040 N72-11024

Concepts for a transonic and experimental study of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations. Phase 5A: Effects of torsional blade flexibility on single blade random gust response statistics


Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations. Phase 5B: Analysis of gust alleviation methods and rotor dynamic stability

[NASA-CR-114386] p0079 N72-11890
Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations. Phase 5C: Development of experimental methods

The method of multiblade coordinates in the linear analysis of lifting rotor stability and gust response

Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study of lifting rotor stability and gust response

Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations. Phase 6-A: Effects of blade torsion, of blade flap bending flexibility and of rotor support flexibility on rotor stability and random response

Concepts for a theoretical and experimental study of lifting rotor random loads and vibrations. Phase 6-B: Experiments with progressing/regressing forced rotor flapping modes

A domestic multi-modal goods distribution model with emphasis on air cargo

Simulating the turnaround operation of passenger aircraft using the critical path method

The transient aeroelastic response of rotor

Metal matrix composites for high temperature application

No classical forced motion of stationary and rotating beams with tip masses

Utilization of meteorological radar for aeronautics

Vortex observations by the Ionics acoustic radar at NAFEC
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Bibliography of glaciological data 1970 [PB-204850] p0324 N72-20409
DAYTON UNIV. RESEARCH INST., OHIO.
Media altitude critical atmospheric turbulence (MEDCAT) data processing and analysis [AD-732878] p0222 N72-17302
Method for the prediction of performance of STOL high lift systems near maximum lift coefficient [AD-760476] p0531 N72-29205
Runway distribution study, Europe, 1974 [AD-729096] p0627 N72-32279
Runway distribution study, selected countries [AD-726093] p0627 N72-32280
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT CO., LTD., DOWNSVIEW (ONTARIO).
Some aspects of propulsion for the augmentor-wing concept [NASA-CR-125540] p0110 N72-16698
DEFENCE AND CIVIL INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, DOWNSVIEW (ONTARIO).
The effectiveness of two types of insulation in the CH55-2 helicopter [DFCER-839] p0515 N72-26014
DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT SUFFIELD, SALTON (ALBERTA).
Testing the response of gas turbines to air blast p0172 N72-15824
DEFENCE RESEARCH INFORMATION CENTRE, ORILLION (ENGLAND).
Analysis of the conditions of operation of gas turbine rotor bearing from the results of computer calculations of their thermal regimes [AD-744297] p0632 N72-32772
DEFENSE DEPT., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Recommendations for Northeast Corridor air transport industries [PB-207529] p0510 N72-10456
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Executive Branch criteria for domestic air carrier mergers proposals p0113 N72-13931
General aviation safety, volume 1 p0113 N72-13937
An analysis of the United States aerospace and air transport industries p0150 N72-13988
General aviation safety [PB-202928] p0220 N72-17015
Aircraft and air pollution, selected readings [AD-739584] p0388 N72-23655
Coastal air carriers p0526 N72-28997
Cargo security equipment applications guide p0220 N72-28995
Department of Transportation national plan for navigation [AD-744914] p0579 N72-30592
National transportation statistics p0634 N72-32966
The 1972 national transportation report: Present status, future alternatives p0634 N72-32982
The implementation of the statement on national transportation policy
[DLR-FB-70-60] p0168
1: General information
[OEM-04-072006] p0885 N72-33973

DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR INSPECTION AND SAFETY
(AIR FORCE), NORTON AFB, CALIF.

Operational aspects of forces on man during ejection/extraction escape in the US Air Force, 1 January 1968 - 31 December 1970
[DLR-FB-72-17] N72-19444

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, BERLIN (WEST GERMANY).

Four introductory lectures on aerodynamic noise theory
[DLR-FB-71-10] p0174 N72-15879
Aerodynamic noise theory 1 (general aspects)
[DLR-FB-71-11] p0182 N72-23018
Aerodynamic noise theory 2 (approximate procedures)
[DLR-FB-71-12] p0182 N72-23019
Aerodynamic noise theory 3 (jet noise)
[DLR-FB-71-13] p0182 N72-23020
Spectral methods in jet noise theory
[DLR-FB-71-14] p0183 N72-23022

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, BRUNSWICK (WEST GERMANY).

The influence of an inclined jet on the aerodynamic characteristics of a cowl control surface
[DLR-FB-72-10] p0028 N72-10011
Investigations of exhaust jets of TL-engine models
[DLR-FB-72-11] p0029 N72-10013
Noise-abatement flight profiles for CTOL and VTOL aircraft
[DLR-FB-72-12] p0042 N72-11040
A method for calculating the transonic buffet boundary including the influence of Reynolds number
[DLR-FB-72-13] p0073 N72-11857
Application of the Rayleigh-Ritz method with meshine interpolation for calculating the buckling loads of shallow sandwich shells with parallel edges
[DLR-FB-72-14] p0174 N72-15879
Flight mechanics
[DLR-FB-72-15] p0203 N72-15963
Flight mechanical problems of the V/STOL technique
[DLR-FB-72-16] p0203 N72-15964
Some common aspects of flight mechanics in aviation and space flight
[DLR-FB-72-17] p0204 N72-15965
On the drag of parachutes
[DLR-FB-72-18] p0204 N72-15966
Future work in the field of aircraft flight mechanics
[DLR-FB-72-19] p0204 N72-15969
The propulsion jet of a VTOL aircraft
[DLR-FB-72-20] p0211 N72-16700
Micromesh filters for contrast enhancement of electronic displays
[DLR-FB-72-21] p0322 N72-20216
Air traffic planning with methods of linear programming
[DLR-FB-72-22] p0326 N72-20595
Control and disturbance transfer function of longitudinal aircraft motion without automatic control
[DLR-FB-72-23] p0366 N72-22010
A limited study of the trade off between luminance and color coding in electronic aircraft displays
[DLR-FB-72-24] p0373 N72-22623
On the influence of lift engine arrangement on the eigenposition of lift jet powered VTOL aircraft in bowering flight
[DLR-FB-72-25] p0422 N72-24028
Approximate calculation of canopy shape, forces and stresses of a flat circular parachute in steady descent
[DLR-FB-72-26] p0467 N72-26026
Extension of the Brunswick supersonic wind tunnel for transonic profile measurements
[DLR-FB-72-27] p0468 N72-26213
External sting gauge balances for three component measurements in subsonic wind tunnel
[DLR-FB-72-28] p0470 N72-26344

On a pyrotechnic-ballistic deployment aid for parachutes
[DLR-FB-72-29] N72-28006
Comparison of turbojet, Turbojet rocket and ramjet as a propulsion system for long range airplanes at Mach numbers between 2 and 4
[DLR-FB-73-30] N72-33750
DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, HAMBURG (WEST GERMANY).

Steady laminar hyperbolic boundary layers past an axisymmetric hyperboloid at thermochemical equilibrium
[DLR-FB-72-16] p0519 N72-28280

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, GOETTINGEN (WEST GERMANY).

Possibilities for jet simulation in the 3m-wind tunnel of the DFVLR-AVA Goettingen
[DLR-FB-72-17] p0027 N72-10005
Influence of a jet on the aerodynamic properties of wings positioned above the jet nozzle
[DLR-FB-72-18] p0028 N72-10010
Force and downwash measurements with jet simulation on models of the European airbus in a low speed wind tunnel
[DLR-FB-72-19] p0028 N72-10012
Experimental investigation of the drag of wings with a blunt trailing edge at transonic speeds
[DLR-FB-72-20] p0074 N72-11662
Force and pressure measurements on a slender delta wing at transonic speeds and varying Reynolds numbers
[DLR-FB-72-21] p0074 N72-11863
Simulation of two dimensional aerofoil flow at high subsonic Mach numbers and high Reynolds numbers by means of an equivalent body of revolution
[DLR-FB-72-22] p0076 N72-11878
Flutter analysis of aircraft taking into account the effects of servomechanisms
[DLR-FB-72-23] p0151 N72-11995
Development of a time-sharing system for the teleprocessing of wind tunnel measurements with the IBM 7040 computer as central processor
[DLR-FB-72-24] p0168 N72-15186
Pressure measurements on harmonically oscillating wing tailplane configurations
[DLR-FB-72-25] p0269 N72-19024
Calculation of the unsteady pressure distribution on harmonically oscillating slender wing fuselage configurations
[DLR-FB-72-26] p0317 N72-19997
Force and pressure distribution measurements on a wing-body combination with wing of low aspect ratio in compressible flow
[DLR-FB-72-27] p0317 N72-19998
Calculation of the potential flow around axisymmetric bodies, cowlts, and inlets
[DLR-FB-72-28] p0324 N72-20331
DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, MUNICH (WEST GERMANY).

The possibilities of actually testing the combustion characteristics of aviation fuels with appropriate equipment
[DLR-FB-72-29] p0687 N72-11678
Early stage detection of oil changes in aircraft engines
[DLR-FB-72-30] p0050 N72-11698

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, OBERPFAFENHOFEN (WEST GERMANY).

Simulation study of the flying qualities of a remotely controlled lifting body
[DLR-FB-73-31] p0319 N72-20010
Direction finding of emergency radio buoys by aircraft
DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, FORS (WEST GERMANY).

Calculation of the pressure distribution on an aircraft fuselage with emerging lifting jets using singularities
[DLR-FB-73-33] p0029 N72-10014
Contribution to the selection of fire extinguishing systems and agents for aircraft fires
[DLR-FB-73-34] p0048 N72-11665
Investigation of fire extinguishing powders by means of a new measuring procedure
[DLR-FB-73-35] p0049 N72-11691

C-13
An analysis of cumulative damage by means of biharmonic loading
[DLR-FB-71-23] p0170 N72-15530
Facility corrected error effects up to 6 percent in wind tunnel balances with strain gauge systems
p0470 N72-26346
Derivation measurements in supersonic wind tunnels by free oscillation method
p0470 N72-26346

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHEUNGENSTALT STUTTGART (WEST GERMANY). Survey of different models for computing the flow of a lifting rotor
p0037 N72-11002

Influence of different parameters (like jet contraction, vortex core diameter) upon rotor downwash calculation. Application to the case of an auxiliary wing
p0037 N72-11003

Digital program for the calculation of forces, moments, and time histories for a helicopter rotor with hinged blades. Part 1: List of the equations
[DLR-FB-71-67] p0166 N72-15008
The rocket pioneer Friedrich Wilhelm Dant
p0525 N72-28966

DEUTSCHE GESSELLSCHAFT FUER LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, COLOGNE (WEST GERMANY). Report on the DGLR-symposium on design problems of VSTOL propeller and rotors
[DLR-NIT-71-18] p0381 N72-23008
Report on the second meeting of the DGLR-Scientific Committee of the German Aerospace Society
[DLR-NIT-72-06] p0469 N72-26341

DEUTSCHE GESSELLSCHAFT FUER LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, KÖNIGSBERG (WEST GERMANY). Aerodynamic interference between aircraft and engine jet
[DLR-NIT-70-28] p0227 N72-10004

DEUTSCHE GESSELLSCHAFT FUER LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, STUTTGART (WEST GERMANY). Rotord flow and flight mechanics of hingeless rotors
[DLR-NIT-71-12] p0037 N72-11001

DEUTSCHE GEOMATRISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT, MUNICH (WEST GERMANY). The significance of the ellipsoidal form of the earth in air navigation
[ISE-C/DIS-16-166] p0523 N72-28677

DIRECTORATE OF AEROSPACE SAFETY, MORTON AFB, CALIF. USAF bird strike summary
[AD-739648] p0481 N72-27041

DORHIER-WERKE G.M.B.H., FRIEDRICHSHAFEN (WEST GERMANY). Turbulent and laminar jet propagation in rotating systems and its application to jet injection in the wake of reaction driven rotors
p0027 N72-10008
Theoretical considerations of a spring, hinged rotor of variable flapping stiffness and constant phase shift
p0038 N72-11007

Wind tunnel investigation of buffet loads on four airplane models
p0078 N72-11886

Experimental investigations of the aerodynamic coefficients of a body-wing combination and comparison with results of linear and nonlinear theories for subsonic speeds
p0318 N72-20001

Flight tests of the performance of the Dow-31 aircraft
p0329 N72-20981

Some selected problems of rotor supported recovery systems. Part 1: Design
[DLR-NIT-70-20-P03] p0302 N72-23013
Some selected problems of rotor supported recovery systems. Part 2: Aerodynamics of rotors with axial descending flow
[DLR-NIT-70-20-PZ-2] p0302 N72-23014
Buffeting measurements on a wing-body-model with strain gauges at the wings
p0470 N72-26349

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., LONG BEACH, CALIF. Maintenance fault isolation in the seventies
p0040 N72-11027

A flight simulator study of STOL transport directional control characteristics
[FAA-KD-71-81] p0041 N72-11037
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-729050] p0107 N72-13039
Investigation of aerodynamic analysis problems in transonic maneuvering, volume 1
[AD-737293] p0380 N72-23002
Theoretical studies on the aerodynamics of slat airfoil combinations
[AD-737161] p0385 N72-23042
A general class of airfoils conformably mapped from a circle
[AD-738318] p0419 N72-29003
Development of a graphite horizontal stabilizer
[AD-738900] p0481 N72-27040
Fatigue and fail-safe design features of the DC-10 airplane
p0580 N72-29989

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. Developing the DC-10 structural inspection program
p0252 N72-18019
Maintainability and maintenance measurement
p0253 N72-18023

DREXEL UNIV., PHILADELPHIA, PA. Development of visual-display aid to air navigation
[NASA-CR-112062] p0389 N72-23664

DUBLAP AND ASSOCIATES, INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF. Human factors research on carrier landing system performance
[AD-733703] p0256 N72-18120

DYNAMIC SCIENCE ENGINEERING OPERATIONS, PHOENIX, ARIZ. The design, fabrication, and testing of an integrally armored crashworthy crew seat
[AD-762735] p0586 N72-31030

DYNAMIC SCIENCE, IRVINE, CALIF. Analysis of aircraft fuel tank fire and explosion hazards
[AD-725027] p0044 N72-11056
Ignition of fuel vapors beneath titanium aircraft skins exposed to lightning
[AD-729330] p0224 N72-17949

DYNAMIC SCIENCE, PHOENIX, ARIZ. Study to determine the application of aircraft ignition source control systems to future array aircraft
[AD-729870] p0153 N72-14006
Safety evaluation of eaulmulified fuels
[AD-729300] p0161 N72-14784
Crash survival design guide
[AD-733581] p0255 N72-18038
Evaluation of self-sealing breakaway valves for crashworthy aircraft fuel systems
[AD-738204] p0425 N72-28547
A survey of naval aircraft crash environments with emphasis on structural response
[AD-739170] p0481 N72-27044
Evaluation of the UN-15/3 helicopter crashworthy fuel system in a crash environment
[AD-739567] p0517 N72-28023

EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL, WINTER PARK. Metropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy study: Cape Kennedy Regional Airport, Melbourne, Florida
[FB-201195] p0332 N72-10050

EASTERN AIR LINES, INC., MIAMI, FLA. Computer application strategy for control of airline maintenance in the seventies
[AD-734416] p0039 N72-11020
B747 personalized maintenance approach
p0318 N72-20004

EDGECOM, GERMESHAUS EN AND GRIEB, INC., WALTERS, MASS. Instruction manual EG and G model 196, aircraft Pitot-static pressure systems
[AD-740678] p0355 N72-29483

EDUCATION RESEARCH, INC., BERKELEY, CALIF. Economic utilization of general aviation airport runways

EIDFROSSISCHES FLUGZEUGWERK, EMMEN (SWITZERLAND). The development of a DMS balances series for six component measurements of models or model
Government's needs in acoustics: Aircraft noise abatement and regulation

System design for an all weather airport surface traffic system

Estimated instantaneous airborne traffic in the Pacific

FAA statistical handbook of aviation

Third Annual National Aviation System Planning Conference

Large and medium hub aviation activity forecast, 1966 - 1992

Federal aviation research and development for the 1970's

Congressional air transportation congestion study, part 1

Aircraft fire detection

The FAA's Maintenance Analysis Center

Effective avionic maintenance

The altimeter credibility gap

The psychosocial reconstruction inventory: A postdisposal instrument in aircraft accident investigation

Potential economic benefits of fog dispersal in the terminal area. Part 1: Estimating procedure

Washington National and Dulles International Airport forecasts, fiscal years 1972 - 1983

Review of Aviation activity in 1971 and the outlook for 1972

The benefits of the use of shoulder harnesses in general aviation aircraft

Effectiveness of restraint equipment in enclosed areas

Air traffic patterns for IFR and VFR aviation, calendar year 1970

Measurement of runway friction: Airplane/SBY/50-meter correlation tests

Potential economic benefits of fog dispersal in the terminal area. Part 2: Findings

IFR aircraft hazard forecast by air route traffic control center, 1972-1983

Potential foreign market for the sale of surplus US jet transports

Engineering and development program: Goals, achievements, trends

Aviation forecasts: fiscal years 1972 - 1983

Siting criteria for instrument landing systems

Operations under the Airport and Airway Development Act

The national aviation system policy summary

The national aviation system plan 1973-1982

Simulation of terminal control corridor, Boston, Massachusetts

Park Falls Municipal Airport, Price County, Park Falls, Wisconsin

Aircraft noise standards and regulations

Test and evaluation of ARPCC air/ground channels at long range radar sites

Airport ranking of air carrier passenger enplanements fiscal year 1971

Passenger utilization of FAA facilities

A selected, annotated bibliography related to aviation's responses toward improving the environment

Application of SSB techniques to a G communicaations

FAA flying qualities requirements

Report on live test of a cathode-ray tube terminal as an X-28 teletype replacement

Mandi-Ephraim Airport, project 72-1-07-49-0018-01, Ephraim, Utah

Baxley Municipal Airport, Baxley, Georgia

Dade County Airport, Trenton, Georgia

Jasper-Pickens County Airport, Jasper, Georgia

Meilville Municipal Airport, Meilville, Wisconsin

Tow, Ottawa-Wapello County, Ottawa Industrial Airport, Iowa

Ashe County Airport Authority, West Jefferson, North Carolina

Hemphill Municipal Airport, Hemphill, Texas

VOR TACAN low altitude flight check summary

FAA views on nondestructive testing

Large and medium hub: Aviation activity forecast air carrier airports, 1967 - 1983

Effingham County Memorial Airport, Effingham, Illinois

National plan for development of the microwave landing system

Toward developing an improved central flow management system
1971
GENERAL MOTORS CORP., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
Design of aircraft turbine fan drive gear transmission system
Collection and assessment of aircraft emissions
base-line data turboprop engines (Allison T56-A-15)
Design and experimental results of a highly loaded, low solidity, jet flat color
A ceramic thermal barrier for high temperature engine components
GENOA UNIV. (ITALY).
Two examples of applications of Kalman filtering to integrated systems of navigation
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
The Fraunhofer line discriminator: An airborne fluorimeter
Testing the Fraunhofer line discriminator by sensing fluorescent dyes
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA.
Experimental investigation of sound pressure level in the wake of an oscillating airfoil in the vicinity of stall
An investigation of near wake effects in airfoil dynamic stall
GILLETTE RESEARCH INST., INC., ROCKVILLE, MD.
Studies of coal/aircraft surface/cleaner interactions to provide a basis for improved cleaning testing
GLASGOW UNIV. (SCOTLAND).
Experimental investigation of a high-lift low-drag airfoil
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP., AKRON, OHIO.
Investigation of stability characteristics of tethered balloon systems
GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER CO., AKRON, OHIO.
An investigation of methods to control post-crash fuel spill from integral fuel tanks
GREATER LONDON COUNCIL (ENGLAND).
Helicopter operations and helicopters
GERMAN AEROSPACE CORP., BETHPAC, N.Y.
An automated procedure for the optimization of practical aerospace structures. Volume 1: Technical programmer's manual
An automated procedure for the optimization of practical aerospace structures. Volume 1: Theoretical development and user's information
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics and their evaluation
Three dimensional supersonic flow over a smooth body with shock-producing protuberance
H
HAMBURGER FLUGZEUGBAU G.m.b.h. (WEST GERMANY).
Subsonic wind tunnel balances with dam systems
Optimization of the bolted joint wing lower surface-wing body fitting of a military aircraft (MB-95)
HAMILTON STANDARD DIV., UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
Meeting propulsion needs of future high performance V/STOL aircraft
HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
User's manual for propeller noise detectability program

CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
Lightweight gearbox development for propeller gearbox systems applications. Phase 1: Developments of ion-sputtered coatings for titanium alloy gears
Noise detectability prediction method for low tip speed propellers
Advanced general aviation propeller design
Computer program user's manual for advanced general aviation propeller system design
Advanced technology V/STOL propeller retention system investigation
HABBERT DIAMOND LABS., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Fluidic generator system to fire air rocket protons environmentally
HAWKER SIDDELEY AVIATION, LTD., KINGSTON upon THAMES (ENGLAND).
The possibility of deducing high Reynolds number characteristics using boundary layer suction
HERCULES AIR FORCE GENERAL HOSPITAL, ATHENS (GREECE).
Some observations on compression fractures of the spine in ejected Greek pilots
HONEYWELL, INC., HOPKINS, Minn.
Wind tunnel simulation of flight vibration and acoustic levels on an external store socket for a military aircraft
The development of shock test criteria for aircraft dispenser weapon ejection mechanisms
The effect of the fin-opening shock environment on guided modular dispenser weapons
HONEYWELL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.
Investigation of display requirements for helicopter IPS manual formation flight under various operational and environmental conditions
Flight test of a hydrofluidic three axis damper on a helicopter
An investigation of airborne displays and controls for Search And Rescue (SAR). Volume 1: Summary
An investigation of airborne displays and controls for Search And Rescue (SAR). Volume 2: SAR requirements and technology survey
Integrated engine instrumentation system study: Selected studies on energy management
Three-axis fluidic stability augmentation system
VP optimum flight path
Design implications of a better view of the multichannel capacity of a pilot
Flight calibration tests of F-8 aircraft for optimal energy climbs
A three-axis fluidic stability augmentation system
Advanced carrier-based air traffic control
Design method for fully augmented systems for variable flight conditions
HONEYWELL, INC., ST. PAUL, Minn.
Conceptual study to apply advanced flight control technology to the co-ax or tria aircraft
180° steep angle approach: Effects of wind, system data rate, and contingency event...
I. Principles of incremental forging, phase 2

II. A flight dynamics evaluation of a Singer-Link GAT-2 as a quasi-imitator with control modifications

III. The frequency separated display principle, phase 3

Theoretical determination of the pressure distribution on a lifting, subsonic delta wing of arbitrary aspect ratio

Response of vehicle to nonstationary random atmospheric turbulence

IMPERIAL COLL. OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, LONDON (ENGLAND).
Transmission of low frequency jet pipe sound through a nozzle flow
Jet noise at very low and very high speed
A three component gun tunnel balance designed for testing thin delta wings
Gun tunnel force measurements on some thin delta wings suitable for hypersonic cruising flight
A computer program for the calculation of boundary layer development
Two more wind tunnels driven by aerotufoil-type centrifugal blowers

INSTITUTE D'AEIGNOMIE SPATIALE DE BELGIQUE, BRUSSELS.
Nitrous oxide in the stratosphere
The production of nitric oxide in the stratosphere
Survey of the activities of the Institut Franco-Allemand de Recherches in the field of aeronautics

INSTITUTE FOR DEFENSE ANALYSES, ARLINGTON, VA.
Cost growth and productivity in European aerospace development programs
An estimate of the power required to eliminate trailing vortices by suction

INSTITUTE FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SCIENCES, BOULDER, COLO.
Interference predictions for VHF/UHF air navigation aids

HYDRAULICS, INC., LAUREL, MD.
On the aerodynamics of wake vortices

HYDROSPACE RESEARCH CORP., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Noise reductions achieved on a 720-023B aircraft using a two-segment approach
Measurement and analysis of noise from four aircraft in level flight
Noise measurements obtained during visual approach monitor evaluation in 847 aircraft

ILLINOIS INST. OF TECH., CHICAGO.
Visualization of unsteady flow over oscillating airfoils

ILLINOIS UNIV., CHICAGO.
Principles of incremental forging, phase 2

ILLINOIS UNIV., URBANA.
A flight dynamics evaluation of a Singer-Link GAT-2 as a quasi-imitator with control modifications
The frequency separated display principle, phase 3
Theoretical determination of the pressure distribution on a lifting, subsonic delta wing of arbitrary aspect ratio
Response of vehicle to nonstationary random atmospheric turbulence
Iowa state university of science and technology, [TR-320-3004] p0321 N72-20099
Iowa state university of science and technology, Ames.
Israel program for scientific translations, Ltd., Jerusalem.
New variational methods in flight dynamics [NASA-TT-V-657] p0170 N72-15560
ITT Avionics, Muxley, N.J.
Computers for largescale and omega navigation and guidance systems [p0336 N72-21225]
Japan broadcasting corp., Tokyo.
The NHK helicopter color camera [NHK-LABS-NOTE-142] p0109 N72-13360
Jet propulsion lab., Calif. Inst. of tech., Pasadena.
Joint publications research service, Arlington, Va.
Some characteristics of the hydrodynamics of an engine of the flapping wing type [p0423 N72-24118]
Investigation of the influence of oxidation resistant coatings on the fatigue strength of heat resistant alloy [JPRS-55972] p0426 N72-24608
Investigation of vibration of gas turbine vanes under influence of thermal cycles [JPRS-55987] p0428 N72-24815
Statistical evaluation of characteristics of heat-resistant materials for gas turbine engines [JPRS-56002] p0428 N72-25024
Increase in reliability of gas turbine engines [JPRS-55987] p0428 N72-24825
Fatigue strength of models of gas turbine vanes during programmed temperature change approximating the optional change [p0428 N72-24826]
Investigation of the condition of turbine disc material after operation [p0428 N72-24827]
Geographical limitations of an approximate compensation of airplane magnetic fields [p0434 N72-25435]
The "eyes" of an airport [JPRS-56663] p0485 N72-27705
Ensuring reliable performance of aircraft engine parts [JPRS-56674] p0538 N72-29909
Solution of the problem of airfoil of arbitrary plan configuration moving near a ground-effect surface [JPRS-56629] p0571 N72-29999
Aviation gas-turbine engines in power engineering [JPRS-56581] p0580 N72-30779
Aeronautical instruments [JPRS-56624] p0589 N72-31452
Conditions of adjustment of an aircraft vertical indicator [p0589 N72-31453]
Spatial orientation theory [p0589 N72-31454]
Aeronautical navigation equipment [JPRS-51241] p0589 N72-31639
Reports from the higher educational institutions: aviation technology [JPRS-57100] p0618 N72-32005
On the influence of the compressibility of air on the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing moving close to the earth's surface at subsonic speeds [p0618 N72-32006]
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of lifting systems composed of rectangular wings [p0618 N72-32007]
on the nonlinear theory of lifting surfaces [p0618 N72-32008]
Calculating the downwash angles behind wings with small span chord ratios moving at subsonic speeds, according to nonlinear theory [p0618 N72-32009]

Corporate source index

Heading indicating and automatic flight control system on airplanes of the civil aviation service [JPRS-57031] p0630 N72-32640
Joint publications research service, Washington, D.C.
On utilizing the kinetic energy of the jet of a turbojet engine to provide an additional lifting force on the wings of the aircraft [JPRS-54875] p0100 N72-12949
High altitude equipment for civil aviation aircraft [JPRS-55454] p0322 N72-20107
Dual antenna method of suppressing reflections from underlying surface [JPRS-55908] p0386 N72-23126

Karan aerospace corp., Bloomfield, Conn.
A full-scale experimental feasibility study of helicopter rotor isolation using the dynamic antiresonant vibration isolator [AD-729317] p0510 N72-13435
Kongsberg vapenfabrikk a/s (Norway).
The analysis of a subsonic axisymmetric inlet for compressor matching [p0213 N72-16714]

Laboratoire de recherches balistiques et aerodynamiques, Versoix (France).
Evaluation of the Kearsftt gyroscope, type gyroflex, mod. 2: Results obtained with the gyroflex type no. 2A1 [LRBA-E-209-WT-1/SII] p0521 N72-28479
Laboratorio de acustica e sonica, Sao Paulo (Brazil).
Ultrasonic inspection of viscous aircrafters joints and lungs [TR-7105.512] p0634 N72-25461
Laboratorium fur betriebssicherheit, Darmstadt (West Germany).
Statistical analysis of mission profile parameters of transport aircraft [TR-88] p0680 N72-27035
Optimization of the bolted joint wing lower surface-wing body fitting of a military aircraft [TR-95] p0525 N72-28908
Statistical analysis of mission profile parameters of civil transport airplanes [p0541 N72-29911]
The fatigue life of safe life structural systems. An australasian approach [TR-98] p0548 N72-33922
Leach corp., azusa, Calif.
Air traffic control voice recorder development [AD-731562] p0256 N72-18180
Lear siegler, inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Brushless 4c starter generator [TR-738077] p0468 N72-26041
Air traffic control [AD-725743] p0035 N72-10553
Air traffic control [AD-730601] p0171 N72-15601
Study of antenna pattern coverage for a uhf antenna system on an aircraft [AD-732914] p0220 N72-17126
Technical development plan for a discrete address beacon system [AD-732585] p0223 N72-17598
ATC surveillance/communication analysis and planning: Transponder test program [FAAA-RD-72-30] p0376 N72-22649
Air traffic control [AD-735322] p0377 N72-22657
Interrogation scheduling for the discrete address beacon system [AD-737298] p0389 N72-23671
Air traffic control [AD-740877] p0537 N72-29676
Parallel approach surveillance [ATC-13] p0578 N72-30567
Air traffic control [AD-744826] p0547 N72-33645
Litchfield systems, Northport, N.Y.
Broadcast control of air traffic
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Characteristics of hingeless rotors with hub
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experimental rotor frequency response, volume 2
[NASA-CR-116428]
p0253 N72-18025
Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation
systems
[NASA-CR-112836]
p0036 N72-10984
Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation
systems, volume 2
[NASA-CR-116341]
p0036 N72-10985
Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation
systems, volume 3
[NASA-CR-116342]
p0036 N72-10986
Study of aircraft in intraurban transportation
systems, volume 4; Appendix
[NASA-CR-116343]
p0036 N72-10987
Streamlined L-1011 fault isolation techniques
p0400 N72-11028
Advanced anti-torque concepts study
[AD-730191]
p0206 N72-15982
Sonic fatigue resistance of structures
incorporating a constrained viscoelastic core
p0216 N72-16865
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systems
[NASA-CR-112836]
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., HALTIMORE, MD.

Pilot safety for the X-24A lifting body vehicle [AD-741883] p0439 N72-25969

Complete solution for lifting wings with parabolic tips [AD-741883] p0527 N72-29002

MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVEN, COLO.

Center for High Energy Forming [AD-737719] p0425 N72-24542


Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., CAMBRIDGE.

On optimal scheduling and air traffic control in the near terminal area [NASA-CR-124640] p0695 N72-12580


Dimensional analysis considerations in the engine rotor fragment containment/deflection problem [NASA-CR-120841] p0172 N72-15713

An experimental study of a flat-bottomed semi-circular wing in very close proximity to the ground [PB-203662] p0218 N72-17003

Wind-tunnel simulation of store detention with the aid of magnetic artificial gravity [NASA-CR-1955] p0266 N72-19000

Some recent research on airfoil dynamic stall with application to airfoil design [AD-738699] p0267 N72-19012


Integrated display principles and some applications to V/STOL aircraft [NASA-CR-126153] p0374 N72-22630


Examination of the collision force method for analyzing the responses of simple containment/deflection structures to impact by one engine rotor blade fragment [NASA-CR-120952] p0528 N72-29004

Air cushion vehicle control simulation. Proposed amphibious assault landing craft program plan [AD-740851] p0533 N72-29222

Leading-edge pressure measurements of airfoil vortex interaction [NASA-CR-112129] p0533 N72-29226

Control theory for large scale and uncertain systems applicable to aerospace systems [NASA-JR-11226] p0536 N72-29633

Static and dynamic nonlinear structural problems [NASA-JR-11140] p0625 N72-32067

An algorithm for terminal air traffic control [NASA-CR-126298] p0630 N72-32639

Concept development and evaluation of airborne traffic displays [TTL-76-12] p0630 N72-32644

MAX-PLANCK-INSTITUT Fuer STRANDMANNFORSCHUNG, GOETTINGEN (WEST GERMANY).

Anothesis of the surroundings caused by jet aircraft noise [EPT-10/1971] p0620 N72-19031

Experimental study of transonic potential flow around a symmetrical wing profile [EEPT-10/1971] p0317 N72-19996

McDonnell aircraft Co., St. Louis, MO.


Survivable flight control system. Studies, analyses, and support. Supplement for control law development studies [AD-72920] p0108 N72-13041


Survivable flight control system. Studies, analyses and approach [AD-735825] p025 N72-18040

McDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO.


Application of the time/frequency collision avoidance system as an aid for landing and ground obstacle avoidance [NASA-CR-120930] p0522 N72-28672

Advanced flame arrester materials and techniques for fuel tank protection [AD-74301] p0592 N72-31950

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC., LATHAM, N.Y.

Application of new and improved solid lubricant materials and processes to naval aircraft. Emphasizing reduced maintenance and improved reliability [AD-740825] p0577 N72-30838

Investigation of gear box design modifications for reducing helicopter gearbox noise [AD-72735] p0218 N72-11011

MECHANICS RESEARCH, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.


Stability and control of helicopters in steep approaches. Volume 3: Derivatives and transfer functions for the YHC-1a tandem-rotor helicopter and the 5-58 single-rotor helicopter [AD-730623] p0155 N72-14019

Fundamental limitations on V/STOL terminal guidance due to aircraft characteristics [NASA-CR-1901] p0108 N72-15001

MESSERSCHMITT-BOELEK-BLOHM G.M.B.H., MUNCH (WEST GERMANY).

Technique of propulsion system simulation with high pressure ejectors for subsonic wind tunnel measurements on a fighter aircraft model with vertical takeoff characteristics [PB-72-10007] p0028 N72-10007

Preliminary tests and performance of rolling vertical takeoff and landing of the VJ 101 C-X2 with integrated afterburners [BMVg-PWT-71-13] p0332 N72-21011

Nozzle/airframe interaction [NBB-BS-55-71-0] p0332 N72-21011

Noise/airframe interaction and integration [NBB-BS-55-71-0] p0478 N72-27020

V/STOL handling qualities criteria compared with flight test results of the V/STOL supersonic fighter VJ 101C and the V/STOL transport aircraft DO 318 [BMVg-PWT-71-21] p0620 N72-32024

MESSERSCHMITT-BOELEK-BLOHM G.M.B.H., OTTOSBORN (WEST GERMANY).

Linear aerodynamic rotor theory [P0-108 N72-11005]

The stability- and control behavior of the hingeless Boelkow rotor system [P0-108 N72-11008]

Optimization of automatic flight control concepts for light helicopters with all weather capability [P0-108 N72-11917]

The nonlinear wing theory by K. Gersten [BMVg-PWT-71-20] p0164 N72-14993

Application of K. Gersten's nonlinear wing theory to transonic flow [BMVg-PWT-71-21] p0164 N72-14994
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Interference of a cruciform wing configuration [BMV-FTWT.71-140] p0166 N72-15009
Pressure distribution measurements on a slender body and two-wing-sleder body combinations for investigation of nonlinear force and moment characteristics [BMV-FTWT.71-24] p0166 N72-150011

*National Aeronautical Establishment,* Tactical AWACS measures of effectiveness [AD-72-2233] p0575 N72-30168

**KITE COMPANY, MCLINNA, VA.**
A survey of propulsion systems for low emission urban vehicles [PB-200144] p0036 N72-10830
Cost analysis of the microwave landung system program [AD-730076] p0389 N72-23668

**KIBIBETI FAST, PETERSBURG, N.J.**
Concepts, design and description for the upgraded third generation air traffic control system, as of January 1972. CONUS ATC system. Oceanic ATC system [AD-736551] p0630 N72-32685

**MOBIL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORP., PEARLHBRO, N.J.**

**MONTSANTO RESEARCH CORP., DAYTON, OHIO.**
A thermoplastic transparent adhesive for bonding polycarbonate to glass [NASA-172147] p0004 N72-12520
Environmental degradation of fuels, fluids, and related materials [AD-736839] p0389 N72-23805

**MONTICATINI EDISON S.P.A., MILAN (ITALY).**
Integrated check-out system for space launchers and aircraft systems [AD-735420] p0332 N72-19014
Environmental effects of turbojet engines [NASA-172190] p0270 N72-19030

**MOTOROLA, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ.**
A true 3D or flat 2D display [N72-22640] p0375 N72-22640

**MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD., RED HILL (ENGLAND).**
Design and evaluation of a helicopter guidance aid [PB-200144] p0036 N72-11936

**National Academy of Engineering, Washington, D.C.**
Jamaica Bay and Kennedy Airport: A multidisciplinary environmental study, volume 2: Conclusions, recommendations, summary [IB-729300] p0037 N72-20249

**National Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, Washington, D.C.**
Employment of air operations in the fire services: Proceeding of a symposium [NASA-172147] p0376 N72-19986
Suppression of flutter [NASA-172190] p0332 N72-21009

**National Aero- and Astronautical Research Inst., Amsterdam (Netherlands).**
Wind tunnel tests to determine the instationary aerodynamic derivatives on a model of a twin bridge [N72-11936] p0470 N72-26347

**National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa (Ontario).**
The transonic performance of two dimensional, jet-flapped aerofoils at high Reynolds numbers [AD-733076] p0004 N72-11861
Stratospheric turbulence and temperature gradients measured by an RB-B-57P: Coldscan flights 57 to 92 [NASA-CR-12318] p0159 N72-43379
Higher-order theory of two-dimensional subsonic wall interference in a perforated wall wind tunnel [NASA-172147] p0035 N72-26347
A flight investigation of lateral-directional handling qualities for V/STOL aircraft in low speed manoeuvring flight [NASA-172190] p0332 N72-21009
Higher-order theory of two dimensional subsonic wall interference in a perforated wall wind tunnel [NASA-172147] p0035 N72-26347

**National Air Pollution Control Council, Washington, D.C.**
Investigation of unsteady aerodynamic flows over spheres and disks [NASA-172147] p0203 N72-15956
An analysis of wing theory for the prediction of dynamic tire properties using scale model aircraft tires [NASA-CR-2058] p0422 N72-24024
Multispectral imaging radar [NASA-172190] p0538 N72-29335

**Midwest Research Inst., Kansas City, Mo.**
Comparisons of experimental and theoretical dynamic rotor blade behavior using gas lubrication [NASA-172147] p0376 N72-22632
Factors affecting the electrodeposition of paints on aircraft alloys [NASA-172147] p0535 N72-29570

**Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis.**
Stability and drag of parachutes with varying effective porosity [NASA-172147] p0152 N72-14000
The study of distributive parameter systems for flight control [NASA-172147] p0528 N72-29019
The study of distributive parameter systems for flight control [NASA-172147] p0573 N72-30017
Study of parachute forces and canopy pressure distribution measured in a subsonic wind tunnel under infinite mass conditions [NASA-172147] p0625 N72-32063

**Mississippi State Univ., State College.**
A catalogue of devices applicable to the measurement of boundary layers and wakes on flight vehicles [NASA-172147] p0528 N72-18424

**Missouri Univ., Rolla.**
Optical braking studies [NASA-172147] p0587 N72-31279

**Mitre Corp., Bedford, Mass.**
A summary of spectrum utilization and a frequency allocation plan for the integrated Communications Navigation Identification (CNI) system [NASA-172147] p0207 N72-16138
Models of information exchange and data rates for a post-1975 automated tactical air control system deployment [NASA-172147] p0262 N72-18665
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Dynamic interference effect on dynamic stability of delta-wing shuttle in abort separation at Mach 2.0

The trailing vortex wake and downwash behind a quasi-two-dimensional external flow jet flap

Parameters affecting lateral directional handling qualities at low speeds

Falling experience with the Sc1 research aircraft and the lift test prototype at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England

Aeronautical research and technology
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, NASA RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF

Full-scale wind-tunnel tests of a small unmanned jet aircraft with a T-tail

Aerodynamic characteristics of an all-body hypersonic entry configuration at Mach numbers from 0.65 to 10.6

Target contrast considerations in millimeter wave radiometry for airborne navigation

Feasibility testing of a large-chord swept-panel model to determine wing shock location at flight Reynolds number

Transonic testing in existing wind tunnels

On the use of freev-12 for increasing Reynolds number in wind-tunnel testing of three-dimensional aircraft models at subcritical and supercritical Mach numbers

Aerodynamic characteristics of a large scale model with a swept wing and augmented jet flap

Large scale wind tunnel investigation of a semispan wing equipped with an externally blown jet flap

Digital autopilots: Design considerations and simulator evaluations

Investigation of sonic boom generated by thin, nonlifting rectangular wings

The pilot-aircraft interface

Direct-lift jet V/STOL concepts

Effects of advanced technology on STOL transport aircraft

Properties of oblique-wing/body combinations for low supersonic speeds

Preliminary results on two-segment noise abatement studies

New fire retardant foams and intumescent

Initial rotation-loading and low speed flutter test results for a straight wing version of the space shuttle vehicle

Large-scale wind-tunnel investigation of a V/STOL transport model with podded lift fans forward and aft of a low mounted wing

Data acquisition systems for operational earth observation missions

Structural weight analysis of hypersonic aircraft

The requirements for a new full scale subsonic wind tunnel

A flight evaluation of VTOL jet transport under visual and simulated instrument conditions

A study of internal drag of small-scale ducts at Mach number 4

Flexible fire retardant foam

Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of the M2-F2 lifting-body entry configuration at transonic and supersonic Mach numbers

Dual fuselage aircraft having yawable wing and horizontal stabilizer

Lifting-surface Concept for calculating the loading induced on a wing by a flap

Optimal performance of bowing rods

Flexible fire retardant foam

Magnetic position detection method and apparatus

Digital simulation of continuous error models with application to an instrument landing system error

Terminal-area guidance algorithms for automated air-traffic control

Wind tunnel test data for wing trailing vortex flow survey

Effects of body shape on the aerodynamic characteristics of an all-body hypersonic aircraft configuration at Mach numbers from 0.65 to 10.6

Aerodynamic characteristics of a large scale lift fan transport model with podded fans forward and lift cruise fans mounted above the wing

Large-scale wind-tunnel investigation of the noise characteristics of a semispan wing equipped with an externally blown jet flap

Initial operational experience with an aircraft simulator having extreme lateral motion

Experimental investigation of stability and stall flutter of a free-floating wing V/STOL model

Extrapolation of sonic boom pressure signatures by the wavetube parameter method

Aspects of investigating STOL noise using large scale wind tunnel models

Transonic transport study, summary

Feasibility study of a bidirectional jet flap device for application to helicopter rotor blades. Phase 2: Lift controller development

Transonic transport study: Structures and aerodynamics

Navigation for space shuttle approach and landing using an inertial navigation system augmented by data from a precision ranging system or a microwave scan beam landing guidance system

Transonic transport study: Economics

Comparison of wind tunnel and flyover noise measurements of the YOV-10A STOL aircraft

Wind tunnel investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of scale models of three rectangular shaped cargo containers
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH CENTER, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

Exploratory General aviation: The seventies and beyond
Improved satellite aided vehicle avoidance
A comparison of some aerodynamic drag factors as development of STOLAND, a versatile navigation, helicopter payload gains utilizing a VTOL
A capacitive accelerometer suitable for telemetry
Night visual approaches: Pilot performance
Economic
An engineering optimization method with simulation
Effect of stabilization on aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale hover flight
response to the wing vortex dynamic pressure phenomena in the air inlets of supersonic aircraft
Subsonic transport aircraft lift system
and control usage
straining of the lift roll
boundary-induced interference in slotted or
skin-stiffener specimens selectively reinforced with boron-aluminum composite
Electronic scan level counter
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

Flight-determined characteristics of an air intake system on F-111A airplane

[NASA-TH-X-6679] p0265 N72-18996
Low-lift-to-drag-ratio approach and landing studies using a 4-engine airplane

[NASA-TH-X-6732] p0268 N72-19022
Determination of stability derivatives from flight data using a Newton-Raphson minimization technique

[NASA-TH-X-6579] p0279 N72-19659
Experimental investigation of Mach 9 cruise heating simulations on a representative wing structure for flight loads measurement

[NASA-TH-X-6749] p0272 N72-19922
Techniques for the evaluation of air-breathing propulsion systems in full-scale flight

[NASA-TH-X-68305] p0329 N72-20983
Lifting body flight-test techniques

[NASA-TH-X-68306] p0329 N72-20986
Terminal guidance system

[NASA-CASE-EPIC-10049-1] p0339 N72-21632
In-flight pilot evaluations of the flying qualities of a four-engine jet transport

[NASA-TH-X-6811] p0368 N72-22026
Flight-determined derivatives and dynamic characteristics of the CT-990 airplane

[NASA-TH-X-6777] p0383 N72-23027
Flight calibration of compensated and uncompensated pilot-static airspeed probes and application of the probes to supersonic cruise vehicles

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of light, twin-engine, propeller-driven airplanes

[NASA-TH-X-6900] p0468 N72-26066
Ground and flight test methods for determining limit cycle and structural resonance characteristics of aircraft stability augmentation systems

[NASA-TH-X-6867] p0465 N72-26017
Statistical survey of XB-70 airplane responses and control usage with an illustration of the application to handling qualities criteria

[NASA-TH-X-6872] p0477 N72-27013
Analysis of an electrohydraulic aircraft control surface servo and comparison with test results

[NASA-TH-X-6928] p0572 N72-30002
Flight measurements of buffet characteristics of the F-104 airplane for selected wing-flap deflections

[NASA-TH-X-6963] p0572 N72-30004
Flight investigation of the roll requirements for transport airplanes in the landing approach

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, Md.
Position location system and method

Location identification system

NASA balloon: Aircraft ranging, data and voice experiment

An adaptive narrow band frequency modulation voice communication system

[NASA-TH-X-6676] p0437 N72-25783
Apparatus for controlling the temperature of balloon borne equipment

[NASA-CASE-GSC-11620-1] p0648 N72-33379
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, LANGLEY STATION, VA.

Variable geometry rotor system

[NASA-CASE-GSC-11620-1] p0339 N72-21631

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF.

A comparison of some aerodynamic drag factors as determined in full-scale flight with wind-tunnel and theoretical results

[NASA-TH-X-6293] p0075 N72-11860
Boundary layer transition on the X-15 vertical fin using surface-pressure fluctuation measurements

[NASA-TH-X-6246] p0102 N72-12998
General aviation: The seventies and beyond

[NASA-TH-X-6507] p0103 N72-13013
A flight investigation of steady state and dynamic pressure phenomena in the air inlets of a swept-back aircraft

Exploratory flight investigation of aircraft response to leading vortex wake generated by jet transport aircraft

[NASA-TH-X-6655] p0250 N72-18903
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Transonic free-flight model testing at large scale
Comparison of several methods for estimating ground noise
Ground noise measurements during landing, take-off, and flyby operations of a four-engine turbopropeller STOL airplane
Deployed loads data from a free-flight vehicle
Fatigue and fracture vehicle materials
Structures technology for hypersonic vehicles
The airport-airplane interface: The seventies
Advanced avionic and beyond.
Auto.ated systems for calculating supersonic lift derivatives
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of a jet fighter airplane extracted from flight test data by utilizing maximum likelihood estimation
Effect of limited amplitude and rate of flap motion on vane-controlled gust alleviation system
A wind-tunnel evaluation of analytical techniques for predicting static stability and control characteristics of flexible aircraft
Aerodynamic parameters of the Navion airplane extracted from flight
Determination of angles of attack and sideslip from radar data and a roll-stabilized platform
Ground noise measurements during flyover hover, landing, and take-off operations of a standard and a modified HH-43B helicopter
Noise measurements of model jet-augmented lift systems
Exploratory investigation of factors affecting the wing tip vortex
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute fabric
Pressure-tight seal for super alloy
Exploratory investigation of lift induced on a swept wing by a two-dimensional partial-span deflected lift at Mach numbers from 0.20 to 1.30
Some effects of external stores on the static stability of fighter airplanes
Three-track runway and taxiway profiles measured at international airports 5 and 6
Supersonic aerodynamic damping and oscillatory stability in pitch and yaw for a model of a variable-sweep fighter airplane with twin vertical tails
Variable geometry wind tunnels
Nonplanar method for predicting incosceivable aerodynamic coefficients of rectangular wings with circular-arc camber,
Vehicle Technology for Civil Aviation: The Seventies and Beyond
Measured vibration ride environments of an STOL aircraft and a high speed train
Comparison of hinge moments for a simple delta wing and a delta-wing orbiter concept (part 6)
Ditching investigation of a 1/30-scale dynamic model of a heavy jet transport airplane
Investigation of aircraft tire damage resulting from touchdowns on grooved runway surfaces
Radiation measurements and doses at SST altitudes
Evaluation of massless-spring modeling of suspension-plane elasticity during the parachute unfurling process
Aerodynamic characteristics of a six-jet V/STOL configuration with four swing-out lift jets in the transition speed range
Effects of ground proximity on the aerodynamic characteristics of a six-jet V/STOL configuration with four swing-out lift jets
Investigation of an automatic spin prevention system for fighter airplanes
Longitudinal stability and control derivatives of a jet fighter airplane
Cooperative program for design, fabrication, and testing of graphite/epoxy composite helicopter
shaping
(NASA-TM-X-47739) p0632 N72-33011
Experimental investigation of an accelerometer
controlled automatic braking system
(NASA-TM-D-6953) p0636 N72-33018
Fixed base simulator study of an externally
blown flap STOL transport airplane during
approach and landing
(NASA-TM-D-6996) p0640 N72-33030
Study of aircraft centered navigation, guidance,
and traffic situation system concept for
terminal area operation
(NASA-TM-D-6992) p0646 N72-33644
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Effect of casing treatment on overall and blade
element performance of a compressor rotor
(NASA-TM-D-6538) p0630 N72-10025
Multiple fan integrated propulsion wing system
(NASA-CASE-LW-11224-1) p0030 N72-10033
Gas turbine engine fuel control
(NASA-CASE-LW-11187-1) p0035 N72-10824
Flight investigation of airflow impacts on
stall limit and on overall performance of an
axial flow compressor rotor
(NASA-TM-D-6537) p0078 N72-11888
Experimental techniques for evaluating
steady-state jet engine performance in an
altitude facility
(NASA-TM-X-2398) p0079 N72-11895
Application of quadratic optimization to
supersonic inlet control
(NASA-TM-D-67905) p0079 N72-11897
Drag of a supersonic vehicle on a wind tunnel
data
(NASA-TM-D-67905) p0079 N72-11898
Graphic displays for large aerodynamic test
facilities
(NASA-TM-D-67968) p0092 N72-12112
Design study of aft face seal with self-acting
lift augmentation. 5: Performance in
simulated gas turbine engine operation
(NASA-TM-D-6563) p0093 N72-12149
Elastohydrodynamic film thickness measurements
with advanced lubricants, fluorocarbon, and
polyolefin ethylene lubricants to 589 K (600 F)
(NASA-TM-D-6608) p0093 N72-12420
Airbreathing nuclear propulsion: A new look
(NASA-TM-X-2825) p0096 N72-12604
Operational procedure for computer program for
design point characteristics of a
compressed-air generator with through-flow
combustor for V/STOL applications
(NASA-TM-D-6650) p0096 N72-12779
Determination of normal-shock position in a
mixed compression supersonic inlet
(NASA-TM-D-67961) p0097 N72-12780
Supersonic turbine design and performance
(NASA-TM-D-67961) p0097 N72-12783
Empirical expressions for estimating length and
weight of axial-flow components of V/STOL
powerplants
(NASA-TM-D-2806) p0097 N72-12785
An analytical study of the effect of coolant
flow variables on the kinetic energy output of a
cooled turbine blade flow
(NASA-TM-D-67960) p0098 N72-12942
Analysis of heat-transfer tests of an
impingement-convection- and film-cooled vane
in a cascade
(NASA-TM-D-2376) p0098 N72-12947
Computer program for design of two-dimensional
supersonic turbine rotor blades with
boundary-layer correction
(NASA-TM-D-2376) p0099 N72-12975
Tolerance of Mach 2.50 asymmetric
mixed-compression inlets to upstream flow
variations
(NASA-TM-D-2433) p0099 N72-12979
Materials for jet engines
(p0103 N72-13001

C-27
Subsonic and supersonic propulsion
Factors which influence the analysis and design of ejector nozzles
Peak axial-velocity decay with single- and multi-element nozzles
Investigation of an underwing nacelle installation of three variable-flap ejection nozzles
A turbojet simulator for Mach numbers up to 2.0
Design studies of lift fan engines suitable for use in civilian VTOL aircraft
Variable geometry aft-fan for takeoffquieting or thrust augmentation of a turbojet engine
Effect of crooked casing treatment on the flow range capability of a single-stage axial-flow compressor
Effect of trailing edge geometry and thickness on the performance of certain turbine stator blading
Performance of 1380-foot per second tip-speed axial-flow compressor rotor blade tip solidity of 1.5
Swirl can primary combustion
[NASA-CASE-LW-11326-1] p0172 N72-15714
Thermal design study of an air-cooled plug-nozzle system for a supersonic cruise aircraft
Comparison of temperature data from a four-vane static cascade and a research gas turbine engine for a chordwise-finned, impingement- and film-cooled vane
Effect of Reynolds number on overall performance of a 3.7-feet diameter six-stage axial-flow compressor
Externally-blowed-flap noise
[NASA-TM-D-67989] p0203 N72-15959
Inlet-engine-nozzle wind tunnel test techniques
The NASA quiet engine program
Effect of operating conditions on the exhaust emissions from a gas turbine combustor
Generalized simulation technique for turbine engine system analysis
Performance of a bicone inlet designed for Mach 2.5 with internal distributed compression and 40 percent internal contraction
Effect of two types of helium circulators on the performance of a supersonic nuclear powered airplane
Performance of a small annular turbojet combustor designed for low cost
FOTRAN program for calculating velocities in the meridional plane of a turbomachine 1: Centrifugal compressor
Splitting supersonic nozzle flow into separate jets by overexpansion into a multifolded divergent nozzle
Methods for reducing pollutant emissions from jet aircraft
[NASA-TM-D-68000] p0251 N72-18009
Mix nozzle-externally blown flap noise tests
[NASA-TM-D-68021] p0252 N72-18014
Hot-salt supercooling of titanium alloys as related to turbine operation
[NASA-TM-D-68015] p0259 N72-18541
Coatings on laser gas turbine engines and space shuttle heat shields: A review of Lewis Research Center programs
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Comparative Comparison of heat-transfer test data for a Material
FORTRAN Design analysis for a Ducting Installation caused Experience
Airbreathing engines for space shuttle Some contributions to energetics by the Levis
Quasi-one-dimensional compressible Drive turbine systems for An efficient algorithm using matrix methods to
preliminary noise tests of the engine-over-the-wing concept. 1: 30 deg - 60
[NASA-TM-68032] Comparison of experimental and theoretical thermal fatigue lives for five nickel base alloys
[NASA-TM-68051] Correlation of total sound power and peak sideline OASPL from jet exhausts
[NASA-TM-68059] Preliminary performance of a low loading high tip speed fan stage
[NASA-TM-68027] Drive turbine systems for 20-inch turbofan simulators. 1: Duct turbine design
[NASA-TM-68064] Quasi-one-dimensional compressible flow across face seals and narrow slots. 1: Analysis
[NASA-TM-6668] Apparatus for welding blades to rotors
[NASA-CAS-LW-10533-2] Integrated engine-generator concept for aircraft electric secondary power
[NASA-TM-6275] Basic turbine concepts
[NASA-TM-6268] Velocity diagrams
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Comparison of heat-transfer test data for a chordwise-finned, impingement-cooled turbine vane tested in a four-vane cascade and a research engine

Coolant pressure and airflow distribution in a
Wind tunnel test section
Optimum runway orientation relative to crosswinds
[NASA-TR-6-6930] p0076 N72-30250

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Influence of lift and cruise engine design on tunnel section flight
Aerobus: The aircraft of the future (basic problems of design of commercial aircraft)
Government-Industry System Safety Conference
Environmental statement for Earth Resources Aircraft programs
Environmental impact statement quiet engine program
Clear air turbulence detector
Advanced technology and European unity
[NASA-TL - 14354] p0526 N72-28980
Effect of ice on the nose and other parts of the fuselage of a VTOL aircraft
[NASA-TF - 14662] p0618 N72-32012
Recent NASA handling qualities research

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS LAB., AMSTERDAM (NETHERLANDS).
Comparison between discrete and continuous models for vertical gusts
[TNU - TL - 14240] p0037 N72-10998
Titanium alloys for aerospace
[NLR - TL - 71003-D-REV] p0170 N72-15529
Inlets-airplane testing in transonic wind tunnels
[NLR - TL - 69070-U] p0249 N72-17993
On the use of panel methods for predicting subsonic flow about thin airfoils and aircraft configurations
[NLR - MP - 71018-U] p0321 N72-20025
Lifting aerofoils with supercritical shock-free flow
[NLR - MP - 70015-U] p0327 N72-20972
On a kernel-function method for the calculation of pressure distributions on wings with harmonically oscillating control surfaces in subsonic flow
[NLR - TL - 70123-U] p0424 N72-24368
Stiffness matrix for a tapered spar element
[NLR - TL - 70052-Z] p0475 N72-26944
Experimental determination of nozzle characteristics and nozzle airflow interference
[NLR - TL - 71013-U] p0364 N72-27555
Crack propagation in a full-scale wing structure under random flight-simulation loading
[NLR - TL - 71014-U] p0308 N72-27955
Fatigue tests with random flight simulation loading
[NLR report for the year 1971] p0540 N72-29902
Statistical load data processing
[NLR - TL - 71038-U] p0561 N72-29912

NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., TOKYO (JAPAN).
Free flight tests on longitudinal dynamic characteristics of FPM-10 model
[NAL - TL - 237] p0100 N72-12981

CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

A method for the calculation of lifting potential flow problems. 1: Theoretical basis
[NAL - TL - 2402] p0109 N72-13272
Preliminary experiments for automatic landing
[NAL - TL - 235] p0111 N72-13589
Dynamic characteristics of lift jet engine JR 100 H
[NAL - TL - 238] p0112 N72-13747
Full-scale fatigue test of YS-11A-500/600 turboprop transport wing. 1: Safe-life fatigue test loads and test method
[NAL - TL - 281] p0112 N72-13888
Investigation of air streams from combustor liner air entry holes. 2: Experiments with paired air entry holes and a numerical analysis
[NAL - TL - 227] p0095 N72-18279
A method for the formulation of lifting potential flow problems
[NAL - TL - 250] p0250 N72-18281
A calculation of the profile drag of airfoils in compressible flow
[NAL - TL - 253] p0365 N72-21995
On the theory of free streamlines past arbitrary obstacles
[NAL - TL - 247] p0371 N72-22333
Aerodynamic design and test results of front fans
[NAL - TL - 2687] p0876 N72-26999
Interference between wing and surface of velocity discontinuity
[NAL - TL - 254] p0876 N72-27000
An analytical method to predict height-velocity diagram and critical decision point of rotorcraft
[NAL - TL - 255] p0879 N72-27026
Overall ground experiments on flying test bed for VTOL aircraft at National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL - TL - 276] p0734 N72-27326
On the aerodynamic damping moment in pitch of a rigid helicopter rotor in hovering flight
[NAL - TL - 256] p0739 N72-27028
A description of the ideas underlying a computer program for predicting the aerofuel pressure distributions in subcritical viscous flow
[NAL - TL - 248] p0884 N72-27317
Fluidic turbine inlet gas temperature sensor
[NAL - TL - 249] p0884 N72-27428
An investigation of a high speed axial-flow turbine. 1: A single stage turbine
[NAL - TL - 273] p0887 N72-27822
Height control test equipment for VTOL aircraft
[NAL - TL - 275] p0588 N72-31451

NATIONAL AEROSPACE FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
Investigation of airborne marker beacon
[FAA - RD - 71 - 291] p0101 N72-10173
Test and evaluation of a daytime cockpit fog simulator
[FAA - NA - 71 - 64] p0033 N72-10233
Crash safe fuel tank development by the Federal Aviation Administration, 1964 - 1970
[FAA - RD - 71 - 291] p0887 N72-11687
Evaluation of cryogenic nitrogen as a fire-extinguishing agent for aircraft powerplant installations
[FAA - RD - 71 - 58] p0085 N72-11940
VHF/UHF ground-air-ground communications siteing criteria
[FAA - RD - 71 - 76] p0092 N72-12087
Modeling and analysis of air traffic control voice communication channel loading
[FAA - RD - 71 - 78] p0095 N72-12578
Fire extinguishing methods for new passenger/cargo aircraft
[FAA - RA - 71 - 23] p1011 N72-12987
Analytical study of the adequacy of VOR/DME and DME/DME guidance signals for V/STOL area navigation in the Los Angeles area
[FAA - RD - 71 - 96] p0111 N72-13586
Intermediate activity level tower cab evaluation, Phase 2
[FAA - RA - 72 - 2] p0157 N72-14273
Investigation of jet transport aircraft vortex systems descending into and generated in ground effect
[FAA - RA - 72 - 3] p0166 N72-15906
Investigation of the relatively long time-history vortex characteristics of the
Conair CV-880 airplane in terminal area type flight operations p0166 N72-15007

Inertial locator test and evaluation [FAA-RD-72-3] p0170 N72-15438
An accuracy evaluation of a taxi speed and distance measuring device [AD-730096] p0219 N72-17009
Measurement and analysis of en route ATC Digital radar system errors [AD-730056] p0223 N72-17592
ATC/CAS interface simulation, exploratory phase [FAA-RD-72-10] p0280 N72-19719
Test and evaluation of a portable scanning beam guidance system [FAA-RD-72-26] p0280 N72-19720
A dynamic simulation study of air traffic capacity in the San Francisco Bay terminal area [AD-727756] p0281 N72-19724
Evaluation of STOL instrument landing system (STARS) [FAA-RD-72-15] p0326 N72-20587
Investigate incompatibility between ground and airborne measurements of VOR space modulation [AD-730769] p0377 N72-22662
Investigate and analyze DME traffic load [FAA-RD-7307] p0377 N72-22663
A study of atmospheric ionization: Measurements of the ion conditions in an ATC laboratory and a review of the literature of ion effects on performance [FAA-WA-72-19] p0388 N72-23400
Experimentation support for demonstration of an automatic position reporting technique at Oakland, California [FAA-RD-71-52] p0427 N72-24673
A summary on altitude displays with an annotated bibliography [FAA-RD-72-16] p0434 N72-25426
Evaluation of STOL modular instrument landing system (MODILS) [FAA-RD-72-11] p0436 N72-25605
Test and evaluation of category 3 ILS ground guidance equipment "STAN-37" locator tests at WAPRC on B/W=4'1 [FAA-RD-72-50] p0485 N72-27694
Intensity control of flashes (FAA-RD-72-59) p0485 N72-27700
Simulation study of diamond runway marks for aircraft approach guidance [FAA-WA-72-57] p0485 N72-27702
Relationship between the SAE smoke number and jet aircraft smoke visibility [FAA-RD-71-23] p0572 N72-30005
An evaluation of potential reflection problems when using the NAS model 3d display in the vertical position in air traffic control centers [FAA-RD-72-60] p0578 N72-30589
Performance of a DC-9 aircraft liquid nitrogen fuel tank insering system [FAA-RD-72-53] p0579 N72-30769
VASSI signal transition zone and color modifications [FAA-ABB-72-21] p0590 N72-31654
Transcribed pilot report (FIREP) broadcast system, test and evaluation [FAA-WA-72-49] p0693 N72-32397
Test and evaluation of category 3 ILS ground guidance equipment STRATEG 38 glide slope tests at WAPRC on runway 4 [FAA-WA-72-13] p0696 N72-33641
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Development, testing, and evaluation of visual landing aids [NBS-10606] p0095 N72-12-12583
Static tests of an L-3037 airport marking light bar [NBS-10453] p0096 N72-12-12586

Approaches to evaluating the effects of VFR towers on flow and safety at airports [AD-729941] p0161 N72-18679
The mathematics of impact, and crash tests of airplane airway restraint systems [AD-722875] p0274 N72-19155
Development, testing, and evaluation of visual landing aids [NBS-10-8371] p0523 N72-28673
Extension of a capacity concept to dual use runways and multi-runway configurations [AD-744852] p0630 N72-32688
The effects of sonic boom and similar impulsive noise of structures [AD-70700-12] p0633 N72-32913
NATIONAL BUSINESS AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
FAA Planning Review Conference presentation "Priorities and Investments" program p0525 N72-28976

NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, BOULDER, COLO.
The measurement of air velocity and temperature using the NCAR Buffalo Aircraft measuring system [NCAR-TH/EDD-76] p0523 N72-28675
NATIONAL DEFENSE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION TNO,
HETEWIK (NETHERLANDS)
An apparatus for the automated recording of infrared spectra of gaseous samples from liquid oxygen [CL-1971-16] p0429 N72-24949
NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBOURGH (ENGLAND)
Measurement full-scale of propelling nozzle performance in an attitude test facility p0299 N72-16691
A streamline curvature through-flow computer program for analysing the flow through axial-flow turbomachines [ARC-R/9-M-3687] p0586 N72-31306
NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTABLISHMENT, PEYSTOCK (ENGLAND)
Free-jet tests of a full scale supersonic intake/engine combination p0711 N72-16704
NATIONAL INST. OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
The utilization of helicopters for police air mobility [ICR-71-2] p0087 N72-11953
NATIONAL LIBRARY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON SPA (ENGLAND).
CAT investigations in the stratosphere [SWL-M-22069-(5820.4F)] p0270 N72-19682
The dynamics of the high atmospheric and supersonic flight [SWL-M-22887-(5820.4F)] p0830 N72-27009
Meteorological assistance for the Concorde trial flights [SWL-M-22289-(5820.4F)] p0844 N72-27638
On the determination of routes with minimum flight time at SST flight altitudes [SWL-M-22843-(5820.4F)] p0844 N72-27672
Fine structure of the middle and high stratosphere. Detection of clear air turbulence. Application to flights envisaged from supersonic transport aircraft [SWL-M-22288-(5820.4F)] p0583 N72-28304
The fog regime over the international airport at Sofia and an attempt at the forecasting of fog there [SWL-M-22280-(5820.4F)] p0552 N72-28610
Horizontal runway visual range [SWL-M-22355-(5820.4F)] p0552 N72-28661
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LAB., TEDDINGTON (ENGLAND).
A programme of research into viscous aspects of flow on swept wings [NPL-AERO-NOTE-1000] p0092 N72-10018
A note on subsonic linearized theory for symmetrical cranked wings at zero incidence [NPL-AERO-NOTE-1090] p0092 N72-10021
Separation measurements on a delta wing in a shock tunnel at M=8.6 using monochrome and color-schlieren photography [NPL-AERO-NOTE-1091] p0092 N72-10022
The mechanical design of an adjustable nozzle for the NPL 25 in by 20 in (635 mm by 508 mm) transonic wind tunnel [NPL-AERO-NOTE-1098] p0092 N72-10023
C-31
A new basis for aircraft noise rating
[NPL-AERO-AC-49] p0030 N72-10035
Possible developments of a wind tunnel computer system
[NPL-AERO-1236] p0033 N72-10184
Index of NPL acoustics publications, 1960 - 1970
[NPL-AERO-AC-47] p0035 N72-10589
Convergence of current routines for evaluating downwash at a lifting surface
[NPL-AERO-NOTE-1095] p0038 N72-11012
Effects of Reynolds number and frequency parameter on control-surface buzz at high subsonic speeds
[NPL-AERO-1312] p0045 N72-11291
Pitot-static blockage corrections in uniform and non-uniform flow
[ABC-CP-1175] p0045 N72-11795
Observations in three-dimensional flow patterns obtained during stall development on aerofoils, and on the problem of measuring two-dimensional characteristics
[ABC-CP-1166] p0080 N72-11904
Scale effects on oscillatory control-surface derivatives
[ABC-CP-1151] p0088 N72-11960
Pressures near the centre-line of leeward surfaces on delta wings and conical bodies at high supersonic speeds
[NPL-AERO-1319] p0202 N72-15948
The vortex drag of a swept wing with part-span flaps
[ABC-R/W-3659] p0527 N72-28997
The theoretical treatment of slowly oscillating part-span control surfaces in subsonic flow
[ABC-R/W-3676] p0582 N72-30994
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA
Jet fuel specifications
Fuel cleanliness
 p0046 N72-11669
Division of Mechanical Engineering and the National Aeronautical Establishment
[EDRE/NAR-1971-3(1)] p0098 N72-12820
Analysis of the flow past a shockless lifting airfoil and off-design conditions
[NBC-12315] p109 N72-13269
Wind tunnel testing of V/STOL engine models: Some observed flow interaction and tunnel effects
p0210 N72-16693
Flow distortion and performance measurements on a 12 inch fan-in-wing model for a range of forward speeds and angle of attack settings
Gas turbine cycle calculations: Experimental verification of off-design-point performance predictions for a two-spool turbojet with various air bleeds
[FLR-555] p0378 N72-22798
Technical evaluation report on Propliner and Energetics Panel 37th Meeting on Aircraft Fuels, Lubricants, and Fire safety
[ASTARD-ER-48] p0847 N72-27611
Quarterly Bulletin of the Division of Mechanical Engineering and the National Aeronautical Establishment
[DTM/NAR-1972(2)] p0649 N72-33964
Flow distortion and performance measurements on a 12 inch fan-in-wing model for a range of forward speeds and angle of attack settings
p0649 N72-33966
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/ home built aircraft: US general aviation
[NTSB-AAR-72-2] p0031 N72-10038
Briefs of accidents involving weather as a cause related factor: US general aviation, 1968
[PB-204811] p0333 N72-22012
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving missing aircraft: US general aviation, 1969
[PB-204926] p0338 N72-22026
[p0367 N72-22016
[NTSB-AAR-72-7] p0367 N72-22017
Study of lessons to be learned from accidents attributed to turbulence
[NTSB-AAR-71-11] p0367 N72-22007
[PB-72-23] p0368 N72-22021
Special Study: Cabaretor ice in general aviation  
[NTSB-BA-72-17] p0369 N72-22028  
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving amateur/home built aircraft, US general aviation, 1969  
[FB-206040] p0385 N72-23040  
Aircraft accident report, Rocky Mountain Airways, Incorporated Aero Commander 660V, N62590, Aspen, Colorado, 22 January 1972  
[FB-206562] p0386 N72-23044  
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving commercial/proprietary aircraft: US general aviation, 1970  
[NTSB-AM-72-57] p0621 N72-26017  
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving air taxi operations: US general aviation, 1970  
[NTSB-AM-72-4] p0621 N72-24018  
Briefs of aircraft accidents involving rotorcraft: US general aviation, 1970  
[NTSB-AM-72-3] p0621 N72-24019  
An analysis of aircraft accident data: US general aviation 1969  
[NTSB-AM-72-3] p0631 N72-25003  
Requirements for systems safety programs as delineated by MIL-STD-882  
[NTSB-AM-72-3] p0639 N72-25974  
Special study: Emergency landing techniques in small fixed-wing aircraft  
[NTSB-AM-72-3] p0645 N72-26011  
[NTSB-AAR-72-71-12] p0645 N72-26013  
Special study: Passenger survival in turbojet ditchings (a critical case review)  
[NTSB-AM-72-2] p0645 N72-26015  
[NTSB-AAR-72-71-13] p0646 N72-26018  
[NTSB-AAR-72-14] p0646 N72-26020  
[NTSB-AAR-72-16] p0647 N72-27025  
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, US civil aviation, issue no. 4, 1972 accidents  
[NTSB-BA-72-1-1] p0516 N72-28016  
Aircraft accident report, Apache Airlines, Incorporated, De Havilland DHC-6-104 Twin Otter N9292Y, Coolidge, Arizona, 6 May 1971  
[NTSB-AAR-72-19] p0528 N72-29005  
A study of US air carrier accidents, 1964 - 1969  
[NTSB-AM-72-5-2] p0528 N72-29007  
Aircraft accident report: Federal Aviation Administration Douglas DC-30, N7 La Guardia Airport, New York, 4 January 1971  
[NTSB-AAR-72-11-1] p0528 N72-29008  
Fatigue failure of metal components as a factor in civil aircraft accidents  
[NTSB-AM-72-17] p0541 N72-29914  
Aircraft accident preliminary report: American Airlines, Incorporated DC-10-10, N603A-S miles south of the Windsor, Ontario, Canada, Vortac at 2,150 feet, 12 June 1972  
[SB-72-69-68] p0572 N72-30006  
Aircraft accident report: Pan American World Airways, Incorporated, Boeing 747, N747PA, flight 841, San Francisco, California, 30 July 1971  
[NTSB-AAR-72-17] p0573 N72-30012  
[NTSB-AAR-72-17] p0573 N72-30012  
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, JOHNsville, PA.  
[SA-98] p0581 N72-20970  
[NTSB-AAR-72-20] p0583 N72-31010  
[NTSB-AAR-72-21] p0584 N72-31011  
Aircraft accident report: Western Air Lines, Incorporated Boeing 720-075B, N700W, Air International Airport, Ontario, California, 31 March 1971  
[NTSB-AAR-72-18] p0584 N72-31018  
Aircraft accident report: Alii Air Hawaiian, Incorporated, Beech D18S, N5642V, Kahului, Channel, Hawaiian Islands, 22 February 1972  
[NTSB-AAR-72-23] p0585 N72-31019  
Special study: Midair collisions in US civil aviation, 1966 - 1970  
[NTSB-AAR-72-6-3] p0623 N72-32046  
Aircraft accident report, Tandy, Corporation, Gates Learjet model 25 U.S. air taxi flying over the Victoria Count-Porter Airport, Victoria, Texas, 18 January 1972  
[NTSB-BA-72-9-9] p0639 N72-33022  
[FB-208666] p0641 N72-33052  
[FB-208767] p0642 N72-33053  
Aircraft accident report: Trans Caribbean Airways, Incorporated, Boeing 727-200, Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, 28 December 1970  
[FB-208675] p0642 N72-33054  
Aircraft accident reports, brief form, US Civil Aviation. Issue no. 3, 1970 accidents  
[FB-210121] p0642 N72-33055  
Aircraft accident report: Southern Airways, Incorporated, DC-9, N795S Tri-State Airport, Huntington, West Virginia, 14 November 1970  
[FB-209082] p0643 N72-33055  
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, SILVER SPRING, MD.  
Developing techniques for automated forecasting of clear air turbulence  
[AD-735941] p0338 N72-21604  
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL INST., PENNSACOLA, FLA.  
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army aircraft during fiscal year 1968: Relative incidence and cost  
[AD-735119] p0272 N72-19053  
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army OH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1968: Relative incidence and cost  
[AD-735457] p0332 N72-21016  
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PENNSACOLA, FLA.  
Major orientation error accidents in regular army OH-1 aircraft during fiscal year 1968: Accident factors  
[AD-738808] p0467 N72-26028  
Orientation-error accidents in regular Army aircraft during fiscal year 1969: Relative incidence and cost  
[AD-742883] p0624 N72-32061  
NAVAL AEROSPACE RECOVERY FACILITY, HL CENTER, CALIF.  
Study of CH-53A helicopter flight load parameters  
[AD-739332] p0467 N72-26030  
Pilot controlled dynamic spin simulation of the F-4 Phantom jet on the human centrifuge  
[AD-739326] p0483 N72-27278  
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, JOHNsville, PA.  
Development of a stress crack resistant urethane sealant for heated areas of aircraft surfaces  
[AD-727592] p0035 N72-10489  
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft  
[AD-725840] p0035 N72-11968  
Strain and strains around open and filled holes in an aluminum sheet during cyclic loading  
[AD-726164] p0098 N72-12928  
Protective finishing systems for magnesium aircraft components  
[PB-206562] p0386 N72-23044  
C-33
Effects of spectrum block size and stress level
Proceedings
Statistical
The development of
Efficiency study of electrically short
Corrosion resistance of fastener
G protective tilting aircraft seats
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Removal of baked on alumized silicone paint, phase 1
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Carrier Suitability Tests
NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATUXENT RIVER, MD.
Carrier landing aid stabilization system
Carrier Aircraft Operational Compatibility System (CAOCS - mod 2) computer program
Mark 7 arresting engine alignment warning system and procedures for aligning crosshead tracks, side rails, and engine cylinder
Mark 7 arresting gear purchase cable development program, July through December 1970
Investigations in support of Mk 7 jet blast deflector cooling module design
Design optimization and performance prediction of a shorebased aircraft recovery system by mathematical model computer simulation. Proposed system no. 1, capstan cable system
Procedure for certification tests of type C Mark 13 Mod 1 catapults, flash deck nose gear launch equipment, bridge arresters, and jet blast deflectors on 955 Limitz. CTAN-68
Evaluation of advanced method for steam catapult performance prediction with shipboard data
NAVAL AIR PROPULSION TEST CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
A test method for nondestructive testing of fuel filtration equipment using tomography
Advanced avionic digital computer development
The preparation of a specification for hydraulic fluid filters for aircraft ground support equipment
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WASHINGTON, PA.
G protective tilting aircraft seats
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Carrier Suitability Tests
NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER, PATUXENT RIVER, MD.
Airfield pavement condition survey, OSNAS
Recent US Navy flying qualities research
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., PORT HUENEMER, CALIF.
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNAD
Imperial Beach, California
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNAD
Barber's Point, Hawaii
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNAD
Whidbey Island and USNCF Coupeville, Washington
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNACS
Kaneohe, Hawaii
Airfield pavement condition survey, USNAD
Alameda, California

C-34
The design, development and translation of materials and structures on engine integration and program spin.

C-35
RIELSEI ENGIIEERIHG AHD RESEARCH, INC.,
NORTH AftERICAN ROCKWBLL CORP., DOWNEY,
NORTH AftERICAN ROCKWBLL CORP., VIEW,
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV.,
NORTH AftERICAN AVIATION, INC., LOS AIGELBS, CALIF.
NORTHERN RESEARCH ABD ENGINEERING CORP., LONDOB

Calculative techniques for transonic flows about
Thermal desiqn of composite materials high
Exploratory investiqation of pulse blowinq for
Ridinq and handlinq qualities of light aircraft:
Flight testing techniques for the evaluation of
Model fabrication and direct bond
An investigation of landing
Study
The potential impact of aircraft emissions upon
The use of polyurethane foam for shock and
Development and evaluation of a device to
Research and analysis of a
Low-cost fabrication and direct bond
Study of control devices for

C-36

OCEANICS, INC., PLAINVIEW, N.Y.

Model studies of helicopter tail rotor flow
An investigation of the relative motions of
Study and calibration of pressure sensors in
Thermal stability of a tri-methyl-propane ester
Transonic tests of the engine nacelle air
Study of turbulent mixing and combustion
Riding and handling qualities of light aircraft:
A fast acting electrical servo for the actuation
Development and evaluation of a device to

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH.

Aviation stability and control/wind tunnel data correlation
The use of polyurethane foams for shock and
The early detection of fatigue damage
Flying qualities interaction with elastic airframes

NORTHERN RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING CORP., CAMBRIDGE, Mass.

Studies of turbulent mixing and combustion in supersonic heterogeneous flows
Assessment of aircraft emission control technology
The potential impact of aircraft emissions upon air quality

NORTHROP CORP., NEWBURY PARK, CALIF.

Ringwall para(aute design
Concept formulation study for automatic
Concept formulation study for automatic

PARASOLAR, BRISBANE, N.S.W.

Aircraft crash locator apparatus
A review and analysis of the two degree of freedom flexure torsion system for reduction of certain types of flutter
The use of polyurethane foams for shock and vibration isolation of avionic components
The early detection of fatigue damage
Flying qualities interaction with elastic airframes

NORTHERN RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING CORP., LONDON

The potential impact of aircraft emissions upon air quality

NORTHROP CORP., HANOVER, CALIF.

Recent experience in the transonic testing of
two dimensional swept and straight wings with high lift devices
Study/test program to evaluate the effects of high temperature hydraulic fluid on T-38 control surface servovalves
Validation of the flying qualities requirements of MIL-P-8985B (AS0)
Simulation and analysis in establishing flying qualities criteria
Preliminary design study for an advanced fighter type in-flight simulator

NORTHROP CORP., PALOS VERDES ESTATES, CALIF.

Model studies of helicopter tail rotor flow patterns in and out of ground effect
An investigation of the relative motions of
Study and calibration of pressure sensors in
Thermal stability of a tri-methyl-propane ester
Transonic tests of the engine nacelle air
Transonic tunnel qualification by performance prediction and flight verification
Problems of measurement on model of the thrust of a supersonic aircraft after body standard nozzles
Relections of regular and singular shock waves:
Integral method for the calculation of two and three dimensional turbulent boundary layers by use of similarity equations
On vortex bursting
Hydrodynamic visualization of unsteady flows
General method for computation of the acoustic field generated by aircraft jets
Aerofold stall prediction in incompressible flow
A time-frequency, high performance collision avoidance system
Calculation method of the supercritical flow over an airfoil in a nozzle
Aerodynamic research and engineering activities, 1971
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[AD-739970] p0628 N72-32282
[AD-745355] p0642 N72-33051
[AD-725591] p0644 N72-11060
[AD-741245] p0535 N72-29539
[AD-736755] p0384 N72-23029
[AD-741160] p0384 N72-23030
[AD-731143] p0167 N72-15012
[AD-728675] p0109
[AD-730011] p0423 N72-24036
[AD-731645] p0430 N72-28027
[AD-7342591] p0271 N72-19042
[AD-737694] p0243 N72-24036
[AD-742085] p0577 N72-30291
[AD-726103] p0609 N72-11969
[AD-725603] p0216 N72-16877
[AD-730348] p0224 N72-17937
[AD-7311217] p0532 N72-29207

PLAINVIEW, N.Y.

[AD-7342591] p0532 N72-29207
[AD-7342591] p0532 N72-29207
[AD-7342591] p0532 N72-29207
[AD-7342591] p0532 N72-29207
Two Studies for determining the application of theoretical acoustic to jet engine noise reduction

Advanced seal technology

Studies for determining the optimum propulsion system characteristics for use in a long range transport aircraft

High-loading, 1800 ft/sec tip speed transonic compressor fan stage. 1: Aerodynamic and mechanical design

Single-stage experimental evaluation of compressor blading with slots and vortex generators, part 5

Development of a short length combustor for a supersonic cruise turbofan engine using a 90 deg sector of a full annulus

Single-stage experimental evaluation of tandem-airfoil roll and stator blading for compressors. Part 2: Data and performance for stage A

Single-stage experimental evaluation of tandem-airfoil roll and stator blading for compressors. Part 3: Data and performance for stage C

Ignition of fuels by a hot projectile

An experimental investigation of compound helicopter aerodynamics in level and descending forward flight and in ground proximity

A first approximation satellite terminal system evaluation model

A preliminary hot-wire investigation of core-wake transition at f equals 16

Flight evaluation of engine response, flight path stability, tail lift, and direct lift control

A first approximation satellite terminal system evaluation model: Program user's instruction manual

Production of a series of high temperature resistant fabrics to replace current specification nylon and cotton fabrics

A feasibility study of active control to improve the performance and vibration characteristics of rotor blades

An analytical study of the scramjet exhaust expansion system, part 4

Design of vacuum thrust nozzles with nonequilibrium, chemically reacting flow. Volume 1: Theoretical development and results

An investigation of the effects of STOL aircraft operating from congested major airports

The infra-red analysis of aircraft cabin-gas atmospheres

Planned expansion of FAA terminal NAVAD facilities and the resultant need for channel splitting in the VOB/ILS/DME bands

On the accuracy analysis of airborne techniques for passively locating electromagnetic emitters

Use of weather information in determining cost/performance and force­-size tradeoffs: Weather and warplanes

A model for evaluating V/STOL versus CTOL combat aircraft systems

Airframe structural materials for drone applications

A study of IRRI effectiveness for the 5-106

The effect of fuel price increases on energy intensiveness of freight transportation

European and US aircraft development strategies

A simple adaptive scheduling mechanism for planning base level inspections

Effect of forward speed on a two-dimensional peripheral-jet ground effect support

Adaptive parameter identification

Transportation systems for military and civilian operations in northern regions

Mechanical properties of paint films in relation to their use on aircraft

Investigation of the performance characteristics of Doppler radar technique for aircraft collision hazard warning, phase 3

The infra-red analysis of aircraft cabin-gas atmospheres

Next of Kin notification system
Reynolds number

The aerodynamic effect of ground proximity on lateral control of slender aircraft in the landing approach [ARC-CP-1152]

Wind tunnel tests at transonic and supersonic speeds to investigate the longitudinal stability of a model of the AVRO 720 aircraft [ARC-CP-1140]

Theoretical assessment of a method for the flight measurement of net engine thrust using towed drag devices [ARC-CP-1169]

Further piloted simulation studies of the handling characteristics of a slender-wing supersonic transport aircraft during approach and landing [ARC-R/S-3660]

Flow unsteadiness and model vibration in wind tunnels at subsonic and transonic speeds [ARC-CP-1159]

Low-speed wind-tunnel calibrations of the pilot and static pressure sensors and wind vanes on the short SC aircraft [ARC-CP-1162]

On large and rapid wind fluctuations which occur when the wind had previously been relatively light [ARC-CP-1158]

Results of a series of flights in the stratosphere over mountainous terrain in the western USA during February 1967 [ARC-CP-1159]

Measurements of section pressure distribution at a Mach number of 2.0 on a wing of 70 deg sweep mounted on a twisted body [ARC-B/M-3661]

Theoretical pressure distributions on four simple wing shapes for a range of supersonic flow conditions [ARC-CP-1178]

A simulation of the low speed handling of the BAC 221 slender-wing research aircraft [BAP-RF-69257]

Low-speed wind-tunnel measurements of the oscillatory lateral aerodynamic derivatives of a BAC 221 model and comparison of results with similar Concorde and HP 115 data [ARC-B/M-3661]

Possible losses in airspeed during turning manoeuvres in quiescent air [ARC-B/M-3672]

Some applications of boundary-layer control by blowing to air inlets for V/STOL aircraft [ARC-B/M-3672]

An investigation of the pressure distributions on a 45 degree swept half wing, including the effects of upper surface spoilers [ARC-CP-1184]

Stability and control tests on a slender wing research aircraft [ARC-B/M-3680]

Theoretical assessment of the general stability and gust response characteristics of STOL aircraft [ARC-B/M-3686]

The measurement of ground effect using a fixed ground board in a wind tunnel [ARC-B/M-3689]

The effect of variations in local gravity and of aircraft speed on the effective weight of aircraft in high performance cruise [ARC-B/M-3680]

Measurement of the yawing moment of inertia of an aircraft (W715) in flight [ARC-B/M-3691]

Aerodynamics at moderate hypersonic Mach numbers [ARC-B/M-3691]

Optimum shapes [ARC-B/M-3692]

Theory of wave riders [ARC-B/M-3692]

Momentum theory [ARC-B/M-3692]

Flows with heat addition [ARC-B/M-3692]

Turbulence models for the assessment of handling qualities during take off and landing [ARC-B/M-3692]
particular attention to the thermal cycle

The practical implementation of fatigue requirements to military aircraft and helicopters in the United Kingdom

A study of dynamic aeroelastic effects on the stability and gust response of a slender delta aircraft

The effect of ridge excrescences and trailing edge control gaps on two-dimensional aerofoil characteristics

Possibilities for thrust determination in an aircraft

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Teddington (England)

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Teddington (England)

Royal Inst. of Tech., Stockholm (Sweden)

Royal Netherlands Aircraft Factories, Amsterdam.

Results obtained by applying the kernel function method to linearized supersonic lifting surface theory upon variation of input parameters for various platforms

S

Saab Aircraft Co., Linkoping (Sweden)

Interference effects from jets on aircraft static stability. Wind tunnel methods used in Sweden

A photogrammetric three-point method for analysing the motion of moving objects

Fatigue experience from tests carried out with forged beam and frame structures in the development of the Saab aircraft Viggen

Salford Univ. (England).

The effect of conical thickness distributions on the separated flow past slender delta wings

Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, N.Mex.

Supersonic and transonic deployment of ribbon parachutes at low altitudes

Air blast tests from contained underground explosions

The dynamic environment of selected military helicopters

Formulation of the equations of motion for flight vehicles with semisemive roll control systems

School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.

Noise associated with T-41A and T-41C trainer aircraft

Noise within the F-8E during ground and airborne operations

Aeromedical reviews: Grades of decompression sickness in unpressurized aircraft

Noise within fixed-wing utility aircraft used by the military
Comparison of French and United States flying qualities requirements

The electrostatic charging in the fuels for supersonic and hypersonic aircraft

Differences and co...
Triggered lightning and some unsuspected lightning hazards
[AD-735917] p0337 W72-21392
Cellular logic-in-memory arrays, part 2
[AD-736710] p0387 W72-23169
Triggered lightning and some unsuspected lighting hazards
p0482 W72-27101
Slant range visibility measurement for aircraft landing operations
[AD-742359] p0530 W72-29021
Aircraft ground fire suppression and rescue systems: Basic relationships in military fires
[AD-745122] p0664 W72-33255
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.
Equicontrollability and the model following problem
[AD-731276] p0110 W72-13505
Instability of glass fiber reinforced plastic panels under axial compression
[AD-738380] p0279 W72-19642
Optimal three dimensional turning maneuvers for supersonic aircraft
p0381 W72-23007
Constant altitude minimum time turns to a line and to a point for a supersonic aircraft with a constraint on maximum velocity
[AD-736966] p0386 W72-23033
Second-order singular arcs in trajectory optimization
p0419 W72-24006
An analysis of a two-dimensional propulsion wing system
[AD-725126] W72-24399
Guidance and control of flight vehicles
[NASA-CA-127268] p0485 W72-27679
Improved navigation by combining VOR/DME information with air or inertial data
[NASA-CA-128261] p0578 W72-30586
STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO.
Design and fabrication of an aircraft seat crash simulator
p0216 W72-16793
STANT POWER, INC., NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
Feasibility study to develop a dc link VSCF system
[AD-736067] p0273 W72-19065
STEWARDS INST. OF TECH., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Thickening effects in nonstationary cascade flow
p0584 W72-14292
Research on the flutter of axial-turbomachinery blading
[AD-742458] p0580 W72-30784
STICHTING NATIONALE LUCHT-EN RUIMTEVAARTLABORATORIUM, DELFT (NETHERLANDS).
Stiching National Air and Spaceflight Laboratory report for the year 1970
p0257 W72-18282
SYDNEY UNIV. (AUSTRALIA).
The control of wing tip vortices
[ATN-7102] p0253 W72-18026
Exploratory measurements of the flow in the wing-tip vortices of a Lockheed Hercules
[ATN-7104] p0519 W72-28277
SILVIANA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS-CENTRAL, WILLIAMSVILLE, N.Y.
Altitude sensing device
[NASA-CARD-XRS-01996-1] p0222 W72-17326
SYSTEMS CONTROL, INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
A preliminary evaluation of thrust magnitude control for bomber defense missiles
[AD-731812] p0264 W72-18788
Analysis of instrumentation error effects on the identification accuracy of aircraft parameters
[NASA-CA-112121] p0622 W72-32080
SCIP2 flight instrumentation specification for parameter identification: User’s guide
[NASA-CA-112227] p0622 W72-32084
Dual control and identification methods for avionic systems. Part 1: Dual control
[AD-744115] p0625 W72-32064
Dual control and identification methods for avionic systems. Part 2: Optimal inputs for linear system identification
[AD-744116] p0625 W72-32065
SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABS., INC., DAYTON, OHIO.
Development and application of a refueling training program from computer-based systems data
[AD-736809] p0370 W72-22037
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., RAYTHEON, CALIF.
A flight simulator study of STOL transport
directional control characteristics
[FAA-RD-71-81] p0081 W72-11037
Analysis of limited authority manual control system
[AD-729869] p0153 W72-14007
Motion on an IFR hovering task
[AD-733667] p0165 W72-14999
Analytical predictions and experimental results
[NASA-CR-11933] p0165 W72-14999
Development of a category 2 approach system model
[NASA-CR-11922] p0370 W72-22099
Determination of ILS category 2 decision height window requirements
Development of approach control system requirements with applications to a jet transport
Experimental measurements of motion cue effects on STOL approach tasks
[NASA-CR-11945] p0480 W72-27032
Investigation of measuring system requirements for low visibility landing
[AD-739932] p0523 W72-28678
Pilot experiments for a theory of integrated display format
[AD-742127] p0532 W72-29031
TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, Langley AFB, VA.
STOL transport parameters (military and commercial) with special emphasis on noise
[AD-729164] p0316 W72-13040
Bird strikes in low level cruise flight
[AD-738803] p0272 W72-19045
TECH DEVELOPMENT, INC., DAYTON, OHIO.
Scale model propulsion simulator for supersonic aircraft
[AD-731288] p0207 W72-16200
TECHNION - ISRAEL INST. OF TECH., HAIIFA.
Boundary layers on axisymmetric bodies at small angle of attack
[FAE-1311] p0258 W72-18293
The flow near the tip and wake edge of a lighting wing with trailing edge separation
[AD-738791] p0277 W72-19387
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE, AACHEN (WEST GERMANY).
A new concept of the inlet design and of the thermodynamic cycle of the turbojet engine at high flight Mach numbers
p0213 W72-16717
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE, STUTTGART (WEST GERMANY).
Application of interactive computer graphics to the calculation of aircraft structures
[TSN-121] p0322 W72-20196
Design and application of interactive progras systems
[TSN-121] p0542 W72-29927
TECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE, DRESDEN (GERMANY).
An experimental investigation of the expansion flow field over a delta wing at supersonic speed
[TVF-167] p0169 W72-15277
A method to derive angle of pitch, flight-path angle and angle of attack from measurements in nonsteady flight
[TVF-156] p0267 W72-19008
The determination of stability derivatives and performance characteristics from dynamic manoeuvers
[TVF-163] p0267 W72-19009
A method for the determination of the optimum feedback for a constant linear dynamic system with feedback constraints
[TVF-165] p0279 W72-19663
The determination of stability derivatives and performance characteristics from dynamic manoeuvers
p0330 W72-20992
Pilot vehicle analysis
p0621 W72-32034
TECHNISCHE UNIV., BERLIN (WEST GERMANY).
Stabilization and guidance of vehicles using indicating instruments. Part 2: Above the ground indication and artificial horizon
[LEPT-65] p0324 W72-20837
Contribution to the theory of the iteration method for the nonlinear calculation on static loaded wings using the shallow arch example
p0327 W72-20904
TECHNOLOGICAL LAB. EYO-TWO,

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the use of lasers for solving measuring and precision engineering problems concerning inertial guidance and navigation

[EEPT-59] p0372 N72-22524

The influence of a display on the human transfer function measured by means of an adaptive analog pilot

[EEPT-64] p0460 N72-27034

The quasi-visual flight: A new navigation concept

[EEPT-62] p0466 N72-27708

Contribution to vibration calculations on pointed arrow wings

P0582 N72-30993

TECHNOLOGICAL LAB. EYO-TWO, KISWIGI (VANUATU). Preliminary investigation of the vibration of the walls of the test cell for J-79-11A turbojet engine types

TL-1971-11 p0437 N72-25898

TECHNOLOGY, INC., DAYTON, OHIO. Airline operational data from unusual events recording systems in 707, 727, and 737 aircraft

FAA-BD-71-69 p0105 N72-13022

Introduction to multisensor reconnaissance

AD-733871 p0259 N72-18446

Flight loads investigation of OH-6A helicopters operating in Southeast Asia

AD-736202 p0422 N72-24032

TECNITAN CORP., GLEN BURNE, MD. The physics of exhaust condensates in the wake of airplanes

NASA-TT-P-14047 p0095 N72-12550

Effect of wing tip shape on vortex sheet rolling up

[ NASA-TT-P-14111] p0169 N72-15273

A vortex model dealing with the airstream at the rotor blade of a helicopter

[NASA-TT-P-14228] p0430 N72-24990

Dynamic testing of helicopter components

[ NASA-TT-P-14232] p0513 N72-28000

Structural stability considerations in the rotor system of the hot gas jet helicopter D0132

[ NASA-TT-P-14268] p0513 N72-28001

Flight peculiarities of aircraft in the atmospheres of planets

NASA-TT-P-14348 p0515 N72-28010

Influence of the flexibility of the rotor elements on the dynamic deflection of the rotor as a whole

NASA-TT-P-14390 p0528 N72-29006

Meteorological flight conditions for supersonic aircraft

NASA-TT-P-693 p0578 N72-30551

TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS, MOSEKRON, MICH. Collection and assessment of aircraft emissions

PB-204196 p0283 N72-19969

TELEDYNE SYSTEMS CO., NORRIDGE, CALIF. An integrated low altitude flight control system for helicopters

[ NASA-TT-P-14414] p0083 N72-11928

Helicopter guidance and control computer systems

P0336 N72-21223

TENNESSEE UNIV., TULLAHOMA. Pollutant production in a simulated turbojet afterburner. Part 1: Experimental and theoretical study

AD-739176 p0488 N72-27968

Pollutant production in a simulated turbojet afterburner. Part 2: Computer program for calculation of pollutant history in afterburning turbojet engines

AD-739177 p0488 N72-27969

TEXAS A & M UNIV., COLLEGE STATION. Criteria for evaluating the applicability of composite material shafts to helicopter drive systems

AD-739429 p0481 N72-27043

Reliability/maintainability trade-off procedure for the main rotor blade of a heavy lift helicopter

AD-739582 p0516 N72-28021

TEXAS UNIV., AUSTIN. Detection and analysis of clear air turbulence using radar and other sensors

P0159 N72-14343

Summary of research accomplishments, 1 Dec. 1966 to 30 Nov. 1970

AD-733370 p0250 N72-17996

The scattering from rough curved surfaces of a wave propagated through a random medium

AD-730464 p0278 N72-19576

TOKYO UNIV. (JAPAN). A free-flight support system

UTIAS-477-VOL-37-80-3 p0824 N72-28383

Determination of noise exposure around an airport


TORONTO UNIV. (ONTARIO). STOL technology bibliography update

UTIAS-176 p0165 N72-15002

Correlation of noise and flow of a swept wing

AD-730427 p0277 N72-19338

A review of air traffic control

UTIAS-341 p0325 N72-20577

Aerospace fundamental and applied research

P0378 N72-22973

The effects of wind and temperature gradients on sonic boom corridors

AD-740897 p0575 N72-30027

V/STOL community annoyance due to noise proposed indices and levels

UTIAS-7N-1777 p0584 N72-31015

TRADEC, INC., AUSTIN, TEX. Preliminary evaluation of the effect of a dynamic preferential runway system upon community noise disturbance

NASA-CR-125821 p0323 N72-20250

Investigation of antenna dumping as a means of reducing precipitation interference in airborne OMEGA

AD-736516 p0377 N72-22659

Community reaction to aircraft noise around smaller city airports

NASA-CR-2108 p0573 N72-30011

TRANS-SONICS, INC., BURLINGTON, MASS. Helicopter lift-margin system, volume 2

AD-725207 p0304 N72-11053

TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS, LTD., ARLINGTON, VA. The STOL lift from a future V/STOL transport system

NASA-TT-P-14076 p0165 N72-15003

Simulation of an increased Reynolds number produced by roughness on an aircraft model in transonic range

NASA-TT-P-14290 p0263 N72-26000

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. Laboratory evaluation of Fecker and Loral optical IR systems

AO-733752 p0109 N72-13351

Simulation model for the Piper PA-30 light maneuverable aircraft in the final approach

[ NASA-CR-124721) p0165 N72-18083

Clear air turbulence radiometric detection program

AD-733762 p0261 N72-18661

Evaluation of air traffic control models and simulations

AD-733755 p0262 N72-18666

Oceanic surveillance and navigation analysis, FY 1971

AD-733758 p0262 N72-18667

Time/frequency systems

AD-733761 p0262 N72-18668

A conceptual network model of the air transportation system. The basic, Level 1 model

AD-733752 p0263 N72-18669

The impact of inertial navigation on air safety

[ NASA-CR-124721) p0263 N72-18670

Collision risk model for NAT region

AD-733758 p0263 N72-18671

Linearized mathematical models for De Havilland Canada Buffalo and Twin Otter STOL transports

AD-733756 p0270 N72-19036

Large scale systems: A study of computer organization for air traffic control applications

AD-733759 p0275 N72-19247

Vortex sensing tests at NAFEC

DOT-TSC-FAA-72-2 p0320 N72-20017

Real-time simulation program for DeHavilland (Canada) Buffalo and Twin Otter STOL transports

DOT-TSC-FAA-71-14 p0320 N72-20018

Simulation model for the Piper PA-30 light maneuverable aircraft in the final approach

DOT-TSC-FAA-71-11 p0320 N72-20019

Monopulse azimuth measurement in the ATC radar beacon system

DOT-TSC-FAA-72-6 p0322 N72-20165

A survey to determine flight plan data and flight scheduling accuracy

C-44
TRI Nuclear instrument landing
Thermally Dynamic Resin/graphite fiber composites
An investigation of microwave landing guidance
Oceanic Evaluation of the FAA advanced flow control
A metropolitan airport airside system
~etropolitan study.

Aircraft visibility measuring system
A conceptual network model of the air transportation system: The basic, level 1 model
The calculation of aircraft collision probabilities
Visibility concepts and measurement techniques for aviation purposes
Aircraft wake vortex sensing systems
Proposed control laws and cockpit controllability readouts based on an airport-aircraft information flow system
A review of available L-band and VHF aircraft antennas for an aircraft satellite communications link
Survey of aircraft emissions and related instrumentation
Evaluation of air traffic control models and simulations
Microwave scanning beam approach and landing system phased array antenna
Accurate surveillance in the terminal area
Oceanic surveillance and navigation analysis, FY 71
Evaluation of the FAA advanced flow control procedures
An airport airborne system model
The ILS scattering problem and signal detection model
An investigation of microwave landing guidance system signal requirements for conventionally equipped civilian aircraft

TNTI INST. OF TECH., SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.
A survey of practical problems encountered in reproducing the captive flight environment by means of shakers and shock test machines

TTCO LABS., INC., WALTHAM, MASS.
High temperature infrared detectors for aircraft fire detection

TOST IN INST. OF TECH., SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.
A survey of practical problems encountered in reproducing the captive flight environment by means of shakers and shock test machines

U
ULTRASYSTEMS, INC., NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.
Aircraft Reliability and Maintainability Situation (AMS)

UNIFIED AIR LINES, INC., CHICAGO, ILL.
The relationship between maintenance and operating safety in air transportation

UNIFIED AIRCRAFT CORP., EAST HARTFORD, CONN.
An analytical and experimental investigation of helicopter rotor hover performance and wake geometry characteristics
An investigation of the quantitative applicability of model helicopter rotor wake patterns obtained from a water tunnel
Experiments studying effects of blade section camber and planform taper on rotor hover performance

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIF., LOS ANGELES.
A feasible feel augmentation system for helicopters

Advanced antitorque concepts study
An experimental study of helicopter rotor impulsive noise
Full-scale wind tunnel investigation of the advancing blade concept rotor system
Investigation of the stallstator on the 5-67 aircraft

UNITED AIR TRANSPORTATION, NEW YORK.
Ground test evaluation of the Sikorsky active transmission isolation system
Ballistic vulnerability of boron/epoxy double wall drive shafts
Application of boron/epoxy reinforced aluminum stringers and boron/epoxy skin gear for the CH-54B helicopter tail cone. Phase 2: Fabrication, inspection and flight test
An experimental investigation of high-speed rotocraft drag

UNITED AIR TRANSPORTATION, NEW YORK.
Criteria for externally suspended helicopter loads

Helicopter development reliability test requirements

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIF., LOS ANGELES.
Analytical techniques for effective maintenance
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Minimum transportation regulation maximizes tourism's contribution to economic growth

WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION, GENEVA (SWITZERLAND).
Utilization of meteorological radar for aeronautics

WYLE LABS., INC., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
Community noise

WYLE LABS., INC., HAMPTON, VA.
An evaluation of methods for scaling aircraft noise perception

Helicopter aural detectability

Propeller noise at low tip speeds

WYLE LABS., INC., HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
Multi-degree of freedom motion simulator systems for transportation environments

WYLE LABS., INC., ROCKVILLE, MD.
An optimum acceleration time history for an escape system

Development of a dynamic analog anthropomorphic dummy for aircraft escape system testing

The dynamics of an ejection seat catapult with a live load

XONICS, INC., VAN NUYS, CALIF.
Vortex observations by the Xonics acoustic radar at NAFEC

---
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